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INTRODUCTION 
Aerospace Medicine and Biology is a continuing bibliography which, by means of 
periodic supplements, serves as a current abstracting and announcement medium for ref- 
erences on this subject. The publication is compiled through the cooperative efforts of the 
Aerospace Medicine and Biology Bibliography Project of the Library of Congress (LC), 
the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), and NASA. It assembles, 
within the covers of a single bibliographic announcement, groups of references that were 
formerly announced in separate journals, and provides a convenient compilation for medi- 
cal and biological scientists. Additional background details for this publication can be found 
in the first issue; NASA SP-7011, which was published in July, 1964. Supplements are 
identified by the same number followed by two additional digits in parentheses. 
In its subject coverage, Aerospace Medicine and Biology concentrates on the biological, 
physiological, psychological, and environmental effects to which man is subjected during 
and following simulated or actual flight in the earth’s atmosphere or in interplanetary space. 
References describing similar effects on biological organisms of lower order are also in- 
cluded. Such related topics as sanitary problems, pharmacology, toxicology, safety and 
survival, life support systems, exobiology, and personnel factors receive appropriate atten- 
tion. In  general, emphasis will be placed on applied research, but references to fundamen- 
tal studies and theoretical principles related to experimental development also qualify for 
inclusion. The contents of this issue are comprised of abstracts that were prepared by the 
three contributing organizations. 
Each entry consists of a standard citation accompanied by its abstract. It is included 
in one of three groups of references that appear in the following order: 
a.  NASA entries identified by their STAR accession numbers (N69-10000) series); 
b. AIAA entries identified by their I A A  accession numbers (A69-10000 series); and 
c .  LC entries identified by a number in the A69-80000 series. 
Many of the abstracts included in this publication have been reproduced from those 
appearing in STAR and I A A .  This procedure, adopted in the interests of economy and 
speed, has introduced some variation in size, style, and intensity of type. 
... 
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ILABIEITY F 
Availgbility of this Bibliography 
Copies of Aerospace Medicine and Biology (NASA SP-7011)  and its supplements are 
(available to the public from the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical In- 
lormation, Springfield, Virginia 22151, for $3 each. Copies are available on initial dis- 
tribution without charge to the following: 
1. NASA Offices, Centers, contractors, subcontractors, grantees, and consultants; 
2. Other U.S. Government agencies and their contractors; 
3. Libraries in the United States that have arrangements with NASA to maintain 
4. Other organizations in the United States having a need for NASA documents in 
5. Foreign government or academic organizations that have established appropriate 
collections of NASA documents for public use; 
work related to the aerospace program; and 
reciprocal arrangements with NASA. 
Availability of NASA Documents 
NASA documents are identified by an asterisk in the STAR Entries section. NASA 
documents that have been microfiched(’) (identified by the # sign in the STAR Entries 
section) are available on microfiche without charge to an organization eligible to receive 
Aerospace Medicine and Biology without charge. 
Availability of Non-NASA Documents 
Non-NASA documents are those documents that do not carry an asterisk in the citation. 
Department of Defense documents (identified by the “AD” number in the citation and 
indexes) are available, subject to a service charge, in hard copy or microfiche from the 
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information, Springfield, Virginia 
22151. Microfiche copy of DOD reports will continue to be available to Defense Docu- 
mentation Center users at no cost from the Defense Documentation Center, Cameron 
Station, Alexandria, Virginia 223 14. National Lending Library (NLL) for Science and 
Technology translations are available from NLL at the price stipulated in the citation. 
Requests for purchase should be addressed to: 
National Lending Library for Science and Technology 
Boston Spa, Yorkshire, England. 
Dissertations selected from Dissertation Abstracts are available in xerographic copy 
(HC) and on microfilm for sale from University Microfilms, Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
48106. All requests should cite the author and Order Number as they appear in the 
citation. Note that the dissertations are provided on microfilm and not microfiche. 
Other non-NASA documents are publicly available as indicated in the citation. Those 
documents which have been microfiched are available on microfiche without charge only 
to NASA Offices, Centers, contractors, subcontractors, and consultants. 
How to Obtain Microfiche 
If you are registered with NASA and eligible to receive reports as described above, send 
the completed Document Request (Facility Form 492) to: 
NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility 
P.O. Box 33 
College Park, Maryland 20740 
( I )  A microfiche is a transparent sheet of film, 105 x148 mm in size, capable of containing up to 72 
pages of information reduced to micro images (not to exceed 20:l reduction). 
iv 
If you are not registered with NASA and wish to receive information concerning regis- 
tration, request Registration Form-Technical Publications (Facility Form 71 3) from the 
NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility at the address given above. Ot 
may obtain microfiche copies by purchase from: 
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information 
(C F STI) 
Springfield, Virginia 221 5 1 
U S .  Government Sales Agencies 
Publications with a CFSTI availability statement in the citation are sold in hard copy and 
microfiche copy by: 
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information 
(CFSTI) 
Springfield, Virginia 221 5 1 
The following unit price has been established by CFSTI: $3.00 for hard copy, $0.65 for 
microfiche. 
Publications with a SOD availability statement in the citation are sold in hard copy by: 
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office 
Washington, D.C. 20402 
NASA documents available from the SOD are also available from CFSTI at the SOD 
price given in the citation. 
NOTE: Documents announced without specific availability statement may be requested 
from the issuing activity. 
Bibliographic information, e.g., report number, etc., rather than the NASA accession 
number (i.e., N69- 12343, should be provided when requesting a document from other 
than NASA. 
ZAA Entries 
All cited documents are available from the AlAA Technical Information Service as fol- 
lows: Paper copies are available at $3.00 per document up to a maximum of 20 pages. 
The charge for each additional page is $0.25. Microfiche are available at the rate of $0.50 
per microfiche for documents identified by the symbol # following the accession number. 
A number of publications, because of their special characteristics, are available only for 
reference in the AIAA Technical Information Service Library. Minimum air-mail postage 
to foreign countries is $1 .OO. 
Please refer to the accession number, e.g., A69-I3 193, when requesting documents. 
Address all inquiries and requests to: 
Technical Information Service 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. 
750Third Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017 
For further details please consult the Introductions to STAR and I A A ,  respectively. 
L C  Entries 
Articles listed are available in the journals i n  which they appeared. They may be bor- 
rowed or consulted in libraries maintaining sets of these journals. In home instances, 
reprints may be available from the journal offices. 
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MASA * N69- 10552' # General Dynamics/Astronautics, San Diego, 
ACCESSION NUMBER Calif 
*IT. r 7FOR SPACE FLIGHTS OF EXTENDED T IME PERIODS. 
I l l L L  
PUBLICATION LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR SPACE FLIGHTS OF EX- 
TENDED TIME PERIODS DATE 
J A Steele 3 0  N o v q 9 6 5  3 1  D refs Revised AUTHOR 
(Contract NASl -2934) 
(NASA-CR-67600. GD/A-64-26211. Rev. A) CFSTI. HC $3.001 - SALES AGENCY 
M F S 0 6 5  CSCL 06K AND PRICE 
CONTRACT I-* 
ORGRANT 15 1 
REPORT 
NUMBER 
COSATI 
CODE 
The water management subsystem specifications are pre- 
sented for the equipment required in  an operational water 
management program as an integral part of the life support 
system for space flight The requirements of the subsystem 
components are summarized and the operational procedures 
for normal and emergency situations are outlined Both the 
prototype and the flight systems are discussed E E B  
1 
37 
57 
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1-61 
1-67 
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STAR ENTRIES 
N69.10020 Maine Univ., Orono 
A NOVEL POLVNlER SUPPORT METHOD FOR PEPTIDE 
SYNTHESIS 
Lorrin Ray Garson 4Ph D Thesis) 1967 7 17 p 
Avail Unjv Microfilms HC $5 8OjMjcrofJm $3 00 Order No. 
A method for the synthesis of peptides employs a low 
molecular weight polystyrene as 8 soluble potymer support This 
synthetic technique involves ( ? I  attachment of the Wprotectvd 
C-terminal amino acid of the pepttde to the polymer support by a 
covalent bond. (2) removal of the N-protecting motety to produce 
a free amino group (31 addttron of a second N-protected amino 
acid to form a "peptide b o n d  and. after repetitive addition to 
obtain the desired peptide chain. (4) cteavage of the peptide 
from the potymer support followed by purification of the Reptide 
Purihcation after steps 1-3 is accompbshed by precipitation of the 
substiwed polymer, which is soluble in most common orgdnic 
solvents, by pouring the solution of polymer and reactants into 
aqueous solutions Because all the reactants. except the amino acid 
Qr peptide substjtuted pQIymer are water soluble. the former are 
easily separated from the potymeric material by filtration 
Dissert Abstr 
68-2 120 
fV69-10031 Connecticut Univ , Storrs 
A STOCNASflC MODEL OF THE HUMAN OBSERVER AS 
A DETECTOR OF SlGNALS EMBEDDED Ihi NOISE 
Robert Wfichaet GtoriosotPh D Thesis) 3967 106 p 
Avail, Univ. Microfilms. CIC $5 4O/Mtcrohlrn $3 00 Order No 
A functional model of the human operator in a Dynamic. 
Alerted-Oparator, Discrete. Visual Signal Oetectian task where 
the signaf-to-noise ratfo is quasistalionary combines conceprs of 
threshofd training and learning wrthout a teacher to describe operator 
decision behavior Three experiments and a digital computer 
simulation verify the madel and find equivalent operator parameters 
with respect to the model Functional modeling of operator cognitive 
processes was found to be feasible The human operator can be 
trained to use different quivatent decision thresholds as a function of 
signal-to-noise ratio The operator's decision process IS equivalent 
to decreasing the signal-to-nolse ratto of a noiseless dscislon 
process by 1.6d5 The operator can be trained to class& four 
distributions in a near oprimum manner and equivalent classiftcation 
boundaries cfin be found. ivalent operator decisron thresholds and 
stgnal ctasstfrcsrcon boundares are affected little by the presence or 
68-1346 
ahewe of feedback If !he signal-to-no6s.e rario is quast-staatronary. 
the uperaror can recognize a change in slgnal-to-noise ratio and 
he uses four of ftve of the past observatmx as well as the present 
observatron tu estimate the system's apparent signal-to-nose ratm. 
Dissert. Abse 
N69-15112*# Pennsylvania State Univ , University Park Physiology 
Labs 
LYMPHATIC ORGANS 1N RECATiON TO THE S K I N  
HOMOGRAFT REACTjON IN HYPOXIC MICE 
John M Kmetz ahd Adam Anthony Sep 1968 82 p refs 
(Grants N G R - 3 8 - 0 0 9 - 0 1 5 .  NfH-GM-05112)  
(NASA-CR-97474) Avail CFSTI CSCL 06P 
Histologic and Feulgen-DNA cytophotornetrtc anajyses were 
made an lyrnpathic organis of 132 AfJ and 132 C576Lf6J strain 
vale mice exposed to reduce barometric pressure (380 mm Hg) for 
me. two. or three weeks Erythropoietic responses were assessed 
using hematocrit changes during the three week experimental 
period Skin homografts were used as an indication of the Immune 
potential of mice acclimated to moderate hypoxia The major 
results are as follows After three weeks of hypoxia exposure both 
strains of mice exhibited a decrease in the amount of functional 
(yrnphstrc t 1 ~ 5 u e  DNA profiles. as determined b y  two wavelength 
cytophotometry of Feulgen stained lymphatic cells, shifted in the 
drrection of increased DNA rn ail cases after one week of exposure 
Restoratton of control profiles occurred in all three lymphatic organs 
by week two of exposure Skm homografts between acclimated 
animals and in cases where either the donor c1f recipient were 
acclimated were retained for a longer time than skin transplants 
between unacclimated mice Author 
DNA-CYTOPHOTOMETRY A N D  HISTOLOGY OF 
N69-10147 Texas Technofogrcal Coil, Lubbock 
THE Q#ANTIFICATkON OF HUMAN EFFORT AND W T t W  
FOR M E  UPPER LllMBS BY MEANS OF AN EXOSKELETAL 
KINEMATOMETER 
Jerry D Ramsey (Ph D Thesis) 1967 31 8 p 
Avail Univ Microfdms HC $144O/Microfttm $4 70 Order No 
A device far monitoring the kinematsc motion of the upper 
limbs. the Exoskeietaf Kinematometer. was developed to provrde 
instantaneous angular dfsplacement data This device consisIs of 
a shoutder mount. two arm mounts upon which are fastened 
linkages that foflow the arm movement. and potentiometers which 
measure the angular displacement of the ioints of rotation The 
angular displacement data ssrues as input to a series of 
computational procedures whkch were developed to evaluate various 
mechanical measures of human effort The specific measures of 
interest were the velocity and acceleration at the center of mass 
of each arm segment. the changes in mechanical energy of the 
entire arm system, the force and torque at each arm pint .  and the 
itnear and angular impulse a! each arm joint In addition Io assessing 
the characteristics of the mechanical indices. these measures were 
68-262 1
N69-10213 
correlated with the physiological measures of the same task The 
correlations between the mechanical and physiological measures of 
e that total and shoulder angular impulse. 
total mechanical energy are the better of the 
mechanical indices of human effort Dissert Abstr 
N69-10213'# Sandia Corp, Albuquerque, N Mex Planetary 
Quarantine Dept 
PLANETARY QUARANTINE PROGRAM Quarterly Report for 
Period Ending 30 Sep. 1968 
30 Sep 1968 22  p ref 
(NASA Order R-09-019-040. NASA Order H-13245A) 
(NASA-CR-97462. QR-10) Avail CFSTI CSCL 0 6 M  
A preliminary copy of the NASA Contamination Control 
Handbook was reviewed for errors and correctness of technical 
content Mathematical sampling models were developed to identify 
bacterial species and to quantitatively estimate microbial distribution 
on Apollo missions To better understand the nature of particle 
behavior in controlled environments three dissemination methods 
were designed mechanical mixing spinning and acoustical 
generation of tagging inert particles with spores A users' manual 
for the planetary quarantine lunar information system was written 
Dry heat survival studies at three different temperature levels were 
conducted to aid in generating bioengineering parameters necessary 
for achieving planetary quarantine objectives E P  
N69-10273*# Environmental Research Associates Randallstown. 
M d  
STUDY OF THE ASTRONAUT'S CAPABIL IT IES TO 
M A I N T A I N  LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS A N D  C A B I N  
HABITABILITY I N  WEIGHTLESS CONDITIONS. MOD 3. A 
N E W  TECHNIQUE FOR INVESTIGATING CARGO 
TRANSFER IN SIMULATED WEIGHTLESS ENVIRONMENTS 
Harry L Loats. Jr and G Samuel Mattingly [ I9681 33  p 
(Contract NASI -78871 
(NASA-CR-66708. ERA-68-21 Avail CFSTI CSCL 22A 
The technique utilizes the water immersion simulation 
technique validated by Environmental Research Associates in the 
Gemini extravehicular simulation program to provide a neutrally 
buoyant medium for the sublect A series of 18 evaluation runs was 
performed on the final version of the simulator. comprising 3 cargo 
package configurations and 3 package masses A continuous 16 mm 
motion picture record at 2 4  fps was made to  provide evaluation 
data The cargo variations included package masses of  2, 6. and 
10 slugs and cubical packages of 12. 17. and 2 1  in linear 
dimension Two series of 9 runs were accomplished to determine 
learning characteristics Author 
N69-10300*# National Communicable Disease Center Atlanta, 
REDUCTION OF M I C R O B I A L  D I S S E M l N A T l O N  
Ga Biophysics Section 
GERMICIDAL ACTIVITY OF ETHYLENE OXIDE 
Report 
Sep 1968 12  p 
(NASA Order R-1371 
(NASA-CR-97457, SR-10) Avail CFSTI CSCLO6M 
Studies dealing with the germicidal activity of ethylene 
oxide were concerned with effectiveness against spores of 
Bacillus globigii at selected concentrations and times of  exposure 
Comparison made of the static and dynamic chambers for use in 
spore exposure indicated no significant differences for periods of 
2.4. and 18  hours Details of the experimental apparatus are 
rncluded. as is the procedure for taking the gas and spore samples 
M W R  
summary 
N69-10306# Federal Aviation Administration, Washington. D C 
Office of Aviatior Medicine 
A D A P T A T I O N  TO VESTIBULAR DISORIENTATION: 9: 
INFLUENCE OF HEAD POSITION O N  THE HABITUATION 
OF VERTICAL NYSTAGMUS 
William E Collins Mar 1968 9 p refs 
(AM-68-2) Avail Issuing Activity 
lnreractions of linear and angular accelerations indicated 
that the otoliths (detectors of linear acceleration1 may influence 
responses of the semicircular canals To obtain some clearer evidence 
of such possible effects a laboratory situation was designed to 
provide a minimally complex test of  otolith-semicircular canal 
interactions Because cats show very rapid habituation of the 
eye movement response to rotatory stimulation, eight such animals 
were repeatedly stimulated by angular accelerations For a l l  
habituation trials, the saggital plane of the head and body of each 
animal was in tlie plane of rotation A clear reduction of vertical 
nystagmus was obtained By changing the positron of the animals 
180" after the adaptation trials, the same set of semicircular canals 
was stimulated but the orientation of the otoliths was changed 
Habituation was specific to the practiced direction of nystagmus and 
to the practiced head (otolith) position Author 
N69-10307# National Enwonmental Satellite Center Washington, 
D C  
OPERATION UTILIZATION OF UPPER TROPOSPHERIC 
W I N D  ESTIMATES BASED O N  METEOROLOGICAL 
SATELLITE PHOTOGRAPHS 
Gilbert Jager. Walton A Follansbee. and Vincent J Oliver Oct 
1968 27 p refs 
(NESCTM-8) Avail CFSTI 
A technique of estimating upper tropospheric winds over 
the tropics and subtropics utilizing the appearance of cirriform clouds 
in meteorological satellite photographs is described Specifically the 
appearance of cirrus cumulonimbogenitus. cirrus spissatus, and the 
edges of cirrostratus shields is used to furnish clues to  the wind 
direction and speed in their immediate proximity Known 
relationships are used to estimate large-scale wind flow at the 200 
and 300  millibar levels of the atmosphere The National 
Meteorological Center now routinely incorporates such wind estimates 
into operational numerical map analyses The data are also 
transmitted in both analog and digital form to a number of weather 
centers for use in both conventional and numerical analyses An 
objective method for verifying these wind estimates IS described, and 
the results of a six-month test of the data are given Author 
N69-10308 Texas Technological Coll Lubbock 
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF S O M E  PHYSIOLOGICAL 
PARAMETERS OF STATIC A N D  D Y N A M I C  WORK 
PERFORMED BY THE UPPER L IMB 
Jerry Lee Purswell (Ph D Thesis) 1967 222 p 
Avail Univ Microfilms HC $10 1 5/Microfilm $3 00 Order No 
68  2620 
An attempt was made to qua,ititively relate static and dynamic 
work by using physiological measures The basls of comparing 
static and dynamic work was through a static work task and a 
dynamic work task each having the same static component of work 
The variables of weight carried by the hand, angle of abduction 
and distance of reach were studied for their effect on static and 
dynamic work An attempt was made to  correlate the physiological 
response measures of work obtained from this research with some 
mechanical measures of work obtained by another investigator in 
a parallel experiment Four sublects performed two  work tasks, one 
static work and the other dynamic work The dependent variables 
measured were increase in ventilation rate divided by body surface 
area, increase in heart rate, and increase in oxygen consumption 
divided by body surface arga. all measured as the increase from 
Disset't Abstr resting to working levels of the variable 
2 
N69-10 448 
N69-10374*# Scripta Technica. Inc. Washington. D C 
ENVIRONMENT AND BODY STATURE [LEBENSRAUM 
UND KOERPERGROESSE] 
W Goetsch NASA Nov 1968 32 p refs Trans1 into ENGLISH 
from Biol Zentr (Leipzig). v 44, no 10. 1924 p 529 560 
(Contract NASw-1694) 
(NASA-TT-F-11946) Avail CFSTI CSCL 06F 
Body size and growth rate of hydrae, planaria and tadpoles 
were examined as a function of the space and quantity of water 
available to each animal. attempting to exclude the effect of growth 
inhibiting substances (such as excreta). and equalizing feeding 
conditions Several disturbing tactics were found. but no definite 
conclusions could be reached Author 
N69-10442*# Sandia Corp, Albuquerque, N Mex 
AN IMPROVED MODELOF THE VACUUM PROBE 
M E Morris, L W Hughes (New Mex Univ. Albuquerque), A 
Parisi. J W Beakley (New Mex Univ ,Albuquerque), W J Whitfield 
et al Sep 1968 3 5  p refs Supported in part by AEC 
(NASA Order R-09-019-040) 
(NASA-CR-97481, SC-RR-68-592) Avail CFSTI CSCL 06M 
The need for a microbiological surface sampling device 
with the capabtlity for sampling large areas that are lightly loaded 
with microorganisms motivated the development of the vacuum 
probe The intended use of the instrument is to sample clean 
surfaces in laminar flow clean rooms, but the device could be 
utilized for sampling surfaces in other clean environments Such a 
device was designed, fabricated, and tested In these tests the 
vacuum probe removed a mean of 89% and assayed a mean of 
67% of bacterial spores approximately 1 ,I in length settled on 
smooth surfaces which were free of viscous films Detailed machine 
and assembly drawings and instructions are included Author 
N69-10444*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
Washington. D C 
BIOLOGY OF HARD TISSUE 
Ann M Budy. ed 1968 399 p refs Proc of Conf Held at 
Pacific Palisades. Calif. 6-9 Mar 1966 
(NASA-SP-161) Avail SOD$l 75. CFSTI CSCLO6C 
CONTENTS 
1 HOMEOSTASIS OF CALCIUM p 13-82 (See 
2 LOCAL (NONHORMONAL) FACTORS CONTROLLING 
3 CELLULAR DIFFERENTIATION IN BONE p 135-204 
4 SYSTEM DISEASES OF BONE p 205-254 (See 
5 GENERAL SESSION 1 p 255 326 (See N69-10449 
6 GENERAL SESSION 2 p 327-357 (See N69-10450 
N69-10445 01-04) 
BONE RECONSTRUCTION p 83-1 33  (See N69-10446 01 -04) 
(See N69-10447 01  -04) 
N69-10448 01-04) 
0 1  -04) 
0 1 -04) 
N69-10445*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
Washington. D C 
HOMEOSTASIS OF CALCIUM 
ln /fs BIOI of Hard Tissue 1968 p 13-82 (See N69-10444 
0 1 -04) 
Avail SOD51 75. CFSTI 
In the round table discussions. the remarkable constancy 
of the calcium level in plasma and body fluids was noted The 
factors affecting the balance between calcium accretion in bone 
formation and calcium release from bone during osteolysis are 
defined as the concentrations of calcium and phosphate in blood, the 
presence or absence of vitamin D, the activity of the parathyroid 
hormone and calcitonin (or thyrocalcitonin). and diet Several 
experiments showing hypercalcemic symptoms in rats fed a 
phosphate-deficient diet are discussed. along with the response of 
parathyroid animals to EDTA-induced hypocalce ia The function 
of bone in calcium homeostasis is examined. an& diagrammatic 
model is included to show the exchange between calcium in blood 
and calcium on the surface of  the crystals of bone mineral A 
water-bridge theory is offered to explain the transitqf calcium ions 
to and from the surfaces of individual apatite crystals in the 
mineralized bone matrix masses o f  the skeleton Data are also 
presented on pH measurements of extracellular fluids, the feedback 
control of the uptake of alpha-aminoisobutyric acid. and the amino 
acid composition of thyrocalcitonin and parathyroid hormone 
M G J  
N69-10446*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
Washington, D C 
BONE RECONSTRUCTION 
In /is 8101 of Hard Tissue 1968 p 83-133 (See N69-10444 
01 -04) 
Avail CFSTI 
As a focus for the discussions. two points are made (1) 
When remodeling occurs a space is tunneled out by osteoclasts 
and it is only after this space is created that new haversian bone 
is laid down wtthin it (2) The localization of this space and its 
polarization in three dimensions are obviously not controlled by 
hormones In this context the results obtained from calcium 
kinetic studies performed on patients with rheumatoid arthritis are 
examined Animal experiments involving calcium content of the 
bones and measurements of the uptake of radioactive calcium given 
at varying periods prior to sacrifice. are alsu discussed Metabolic 
data on marrow and bone cells derived from the same bone sample 
are presented The formation of haversian systems is discussed in 
relation to bone remodeling and the organs used for homeostasis 
of calcium ion from the lowest to the highest vertebrates are listed 
M G J  
L O C A L ( N O N H O R M O N A L )  FACTORS CONTROLLING 
N69-10447*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Washington, D C 
CELLULAR DIFFERENTIATION I N  BONE 
ln / IS BIOI of Hard Tissue 1968 p 135 -204 (See N69-10444 
01  -04) 
Avail SOD$l  75. CFSTI 
Four kinds of activity in the cellular differentiation of bone are 
discussed bone cell population studies on the whole population. 
individual cell studies. the static attributes of the population and 
the dynamic aspect of differentiation involving the ideas of the 
homogeneous becoming heterogeneous, and the transformatton of 
one mode into another mode without i t  necessarily being part of 
an ontologic process The concept of bone cell population IS 
discussed in relation to the great variation in local populations in 
different parts of a bone in different bones. at different ages in 
different species, and in different functional states Criteria for 
identifying cell types and giving them names are assessed along 
with the problem of tracing individual cell lineages through serial 
mitoses and isolation Consideration is also given to the controlling 
mechanisms, such as induction and hormone action. the action of 
the vascular system on the cell population. and the effects of 
mechanical. nutritional and nervous influences M G J  
N69-10448*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
Washington. D C 
SYSTEM DISEASES OF BONE 
ln {IS Biol of Hard Tissue 1968 p 205-254 (See N69-10444 
0 1 -04) 
Avail SOD51 75. CFSTI 
From the viewpoint of cell or tissue biology. bone disease 
is described in terms of the derangement of the accretion and 
resorption processes and the balance between them The discussion 
centers around matrix because it appears as the primary material 
3 
N69-I 0449 
which determines form, the chemical characteristics of the matrix. 
once they have been laid down. serve t o  attract the necessary 
mineral to p&ide rigidity It is pointed out that although mineral 
metabolism may affect the processes of resorption and secretion 
of matrix in some situations. in general it tends to be a follower 
rather than jl leader Bone cell metabolic systems are discussed 
in relation to where controls for each overall process may be 
applied Bone diseases are classified according to  three kinas of 
disturbances that can occur (1) defects in cellular machinery. (2) 
a deficiency in the availability of raw materials, or (3) a disturbance 
in the controls that regulate the rates of one or more steps, such 
as hormonal. local, or informational Data obtained from biopsies 
and autopsies are assessed M G J  
N69-10449*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
Washington. D C 
GENERAL SESSION 1 
In Its BIOI of Hard Tissue 1968 p 255-326 (See N69-10444 
Avail CFSTI 
To show the effect of parathyroid extract In the rat. 
photomicrographs are included to illustrate sections of bones taken 
from rats that received 1000 units of parathyroid extract Evidence 
for possible parathyroid involvement in control of hypercalcemia IS 
presented, and studies on dietary factors in homeostasis are 
discussed Data are given on the pattern of RNA synthesis in vivo 
in the different cells of bone obtained by autoradiographic 
techniques. and on a system developed for studying the epipheryseal 
plate cartilage with respect to  a fluld phase aspirated from the 
cartilage Also considered are local factors involved in remodeling. 
such as how the bone adapts itself by growth, external remodeling. 
and resoonse to unbalanced stresses that may fall on i t  M G.J 
01 -041 
N69-10450*# National Aeronautics and Space Administratton. 
Washington, D C 
GENERAL SESSION 2 
ln 1t5 Biol of Hard Tissue 1968 p 327-357 (See N69-10444 
01 -04) 
Avail SOD$I 75, CFSTI 
The factors governing cellular differentiation in bone are 
reviewed, and the need to  define the relationship of mitosis to 
induction is stressed The possib;lities of analyzing the action of 
tetracyclines on calcification in vitro are discussed. and the factors 
which exercise a major influence on test results are examined 
Summary data are presented to indicate the kinds of information 
whicb can and cannot be expected from tissue-culture studies 
Figures are included to  show the total incorporation of tetracycline 
into embryonic bone rudiments as a function of time, and the 
dependence of tetracycline concentration on the incorporation of 
radiocalcium in embryonic ulna Also discussed are experiments 
designed to  demonstrate the importance of thyrocalcitonin in the 
responses of a rat to an excess of administered parathyroid hormone, 
a rat perfusion system was employed Techniques for isolating and 
separating lipids are discussed in relation t o  a method for studying 
the possible mechanism of hormone action at the level of the cell 
membranes An example of a neutral inductton system IS given. 
along with experimental findings on the chemical aspects of 
decalcified bone-matrix implants M G J .  
N69-10463*# California Univ , Berkeley. Dept. of Nutritional 
Sciences 
NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS A N D  BREEDING 
BEHAVIOR OF PEROGNATHUS Final Report, 1 Jan.-1 Sep. 
1968 
Rosemarie Ostwald [19681 14 p 
(Grant NGR-05-003-1 18) 
(NASA-CR-97574) Avail CFSTl CSCLO6A 
A semi-purified synthetic diet was found to maintain body 
weight. organ weights. and hematological parameters in Perognathus 
longimembris at the same levels as for a group of animals fed a 
mixed seed diet The synthetic diet appeared to increase body fat 
of males but not of females Photoperiods of 10 and 16 hr did 
not suppress spontaneous or induced estrus for at least 7 to 9 
mos, although photoperiods did produce a lengthening of the 
time between estrus and permitted onset and cessation of estrus 
irrespective of the natural season of Perognathus Pe M.W R 
N69-10498# Oak Ridge National Lab, Tenn. 
DEPTH DOSES OF FISSION NEUTRONS I N  
Lubomir David [1968] 12 p refs Trans1 into ENGLISH from 
Jad Energ, no 13.1967 p 241 -245 
(ORNL-tr-1963) Avail CFSTI 
Accurate knowledge of fluence-dose relation is needed in 
neutron monitoring for radiological protection In this paper, 
fluence-dose conversion factors for the depths of 0. 5, 10, 20, and 
3 0  cm in an infinite slab of tissue equivalent material are given 
and their dependence on neutron energy over the range 0 1 keV 
to 10 MeV is determined In addition. average values of these 
conversion factors for fission neutron spectrum as a function of its 
threshold energy are calculated and intercomparisons of several 
activation integrators as to their efficiency o f  measuring fast neutron 
tissue-doses are discussed Author (NSA) 
TlSSU E-EQUIVALENT MATERIAL 
N69-10504*# California Univ , Berkeley Space Sciences Lab 
INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH IN THE PHYSICAL, 
BIOLOGICAL, ENGINEERING, and SOCIAL SCIENCES Annual 
Report, 1 Oct. 1967-30 Sep. 1968 
Samuel Silver 3 0  Sep 1968 120 p refs Its Seri 9. Issue 
60 
(Grant NsG-243) 
(NASA-CR-975691 Avail CFSTl CSCLOG 
Interdisciplinary screntific research at a university is summarized 
under the major headings of core funding, social sciences. and 
nutritional sciences The core funding component comprises activities 
in atmospheric and space physics. atomic physics, astronomy, 
biosciences. engineering science. public administration, and 
technology and urban management Mention is made of a new 
careers program, faculty and student support in new programs. and 
seminars Applications of system analysis. specific projects. a 
seminar. and the relation of the social science group to the external 
environment are reviewed Nutritional studies dealt with maximum 
protein tolerance in man as well as other activities Purposes, 
findings, and personnel are noted for each of the research projects 
M.W R 
N69-10528# National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa 
IOntario) 
THE EFFECTS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESS UPON 
DECISION PROCESSES AND THE SPEED AND PRECISION OF 
TRACKING MOVEMENTS. 1 : A STUDY O F  THE EFFECTS 
OF SLEEP DEPRIVATION AND DISTURBANCE 
C. E Gibbs. R Leonardo. and G F Rowlands Jul 1968 35 p 
refs 
(NRC-10397. ML-2) Avail CFSTI 
Twelve youths were deprived of sleep for 48 hours Each 
subject was tested for 15 minutes at four-hourly intervals. on each 
of two tasks (a) of mirror tracing and Ib) of step-input tracking. 
using an instrument named the stressalyzer The same subjects 
were again tested one week later They were then allowed to sleep 
whenever they wished. but were aroused at four-hourly intervals 
in the night. some 15 minutes before the times. near 1 00 a m 
and 5 00 a m , at which they were tested during the previous study 
of complete sleep deprivation The subjects' scores on the 
stressalyzer were compared. at the same stage of testing. in the two 
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conditions of sleep deprivation and disturbed sleep Sleep deprivation 
of 48  hours produced little or no deterioration in the group's 
performance in mirror tracing. but tracking ability on the stressalyzer 
deteriorated sharply after 20 hours without sleep. with a further 
large decrease in skill at the 36-hour stage of testing In some 
subjects. disturbance of sleep produced far more impairment than 
complete loss of sleep, at the same stage in testing Author 
N69-10567*# Texas Univ , Houston Graduate School of 
8iomedical Sciences 
DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY FOR 
MEDICAL DATA ANALYSIS TO BE APPLIED TO APOLLO 
AND FOLLOW-ON SPACE MISSIONS Final Report 
Aug 1968 215 p refs 
(Contract NAS9-70291 
(NASA-CR-92377) Avail CFSTI CSCL 0 6 s  
An overview is presented on the work undertaken to  integrate 
experimental and ground-based medical data collection and analysis 
schemes into the medical data processing needs and capabilities 
of Project Apollo and follow-on space missions Detailed data are 
provided on the design. construction. and preliminary evaluation of 
a system for automatic measurement and real-time digital display 
of systolic and diastolic blood pressures The system uses analog 
and digital techniques in data processing and decision making 
Comparisons are drawn between parametric and nonparametric 
analyses of bed rest data with respect to computing time. 
assumptions and restrictions of the statistical model, degree of 
sophistication in the analysis. and power of the statistical tests Also 
described is a system designed to investigate the relationships that 
may e m t  between physiological variables and the depth of sleep 
This involved the development of analog computer circuitry for 
preprocessing electrocardiogram and respiration signals in order to 
provide several characteristics of the cardiovascular and respiratory 
system pertinent to the depth of sleep M G J  
N69-10622# 
Directorate for Health and Safety 
SAFETY PROBLEMS [I PROBLEM1 DELLA SICUREZZA] 
E Jacchia 1968 8 p In ITALIAN, ENGLISH summary Presented 
at Le Technologie Avanzate ed 11 Progr Econ , Bologna, Italy Dec 
1-2.1967 
(EUR-39111) Avail CFSTI 
Unlike the nuclear sector, which presents special safety 
problems, the new technologies do not appear to offer special safety 
problems Neither electronics nor automation (wnh the possible 
exception of some psychological 6r social aspects) present for the 
workers or the population risks of a nature specrfrcally different 
from those known in conventional activities This is true also for the 
space sciences. wi th the exception of certain hazards of a 
ballistic nature or the hypothetical risks of a contamination of the 
environment in which we live At the same time technological 
development and economic progress entail the gradual diffusion into 
the environment of a quantity of pathogenic chemical and physical 
agents which constitute a potential danger not only for present but 
also for future generations (genetic effects) An intensive study of 
the mutagenic effects on mammals and in particular on man has 
been effected only for ionizing radiations. whereas hardly anything 
is known of the mutagenic effects of the other physical and 
chemical agents on man. geneticists therefore cannot exclude the 
possibility that they may be significant A vast field of research IS 
thus open Author 
European Atomic Energy Community. lspra (Italy) 
N69-10626*# AiResearch Mfg Co . Los Angeles. Calif Dept of 
Life Sciences 
OBSERVATIONS ON LUNAR GRAVITY SIMULATION 
W G Robertson and E C Wortz 3 0  Oct 1968 2 9  p refs 
(Contract NAS9-6481) 
(NASA-CR-92375. LS-68-4390) Avail CFSTI CSCL 06K 
Experiments were conducted to  evaluate and compare the 
metabolic costs of performing upper- and lower,dorso work in a 
G-2C pressure suit and to evaluate 1 /6-9 six-dbree-of-freedom 
simulators based on the metabolic costs of the exercise Tests were 
performed at 1 g and at 1 / 6  g using a counter-balance vertical 
suspension simulator Metabolic rates and other ptbymologic costs 
of self-locomotion were evaluated at 1 / 6  g using SIX subjects 
wearing pressurized Gemini pressure suits The physiologic costs of 
upper-torso work were evaluated in both a 1 g and 1/6-g 
environment Results show that metabolic rates measured at 1/6 
g are significantly increased with velocity Energy costs for carrying 
a 75-lb earth-equivalent-weight pack at 1/6 g increased when 
compared to costs obtained without additional weight. this increase 
approached significance When data were normalized for the 
subject's lunar weight. it appeared that the sublect did not perform 
as efficiently in simulated lunar gravity as in a 1 g environment 
No significant differences were observed between metabolic cost 
of performing at 1 g and at 1/6 g or between different modes 
Author of accomplishing the tasks 
N69-10645*# TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif 
STUDY OF PASSIVE TEMPERATURE A N D  HUMIDITY 
CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR ADVANCED SPACE SUITS 
Materials Research Report, 1 Jul. 1967-1 Sep. 1968 
W Woo Nov 1968 7 2  p refs 
(Contract NAS2-3817) 
(NASA-CR-73271, TRW-06462-6007-ROOO) Avail CFSTl CSCL 
06K 
A solution of heat pipe freeze up problems through the 
use of mixtures as heat pipe working fluid is presented Data on 
the freezing point of mixtures of 1-propanol and water were ex- 
perimentally obtained Experimental gas emission tests of potential 
space suit heat pipe materials when exposed to  both a vacuum 
environment, and a water vapor environment were performed A 
literature search was conducted to select film enclosure materials 
suitable for flexible heat pipe application with one of the desired film 
selection characteristics being impermeability to  noncondensable 
gases To reduce the thermal gradient from the heat pipe outer 
surfaces to  the active wick surfaces, studies of the thermal 
conductivity of metallic wicking materials and methods of bonding 
wicks to  substrates were performed Techniques are described for 
the fabrication of  an experimental heat pipe device which was used 
to  demonstrate techniques applicable to extravehicular space suit 
controllable heat pipe devices for temperature control Author 
N69-10652# 
HUMAN PERFORMANCE IN AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE AND 
MOTION TRACKING TASKS [DAS LEISTUNGSVERHALTEN 
DES MENSCHEN I N  FLUGFUEHRUNGS- U N D  
BEWEGUNGSFOLG EAUFGABEN] 
Ruediger Seifert 1966 1 4  p refs In GERMAN Presented at 
the WGLR Conf . Bad Godesberg. West Ger ,4-7 Oct 1966 
(EWR-116/66) Avail CFSTI 
Time lags for perception. simple reaction time. and attention 
shift are discussed Due to these limits. man is only to a rather 
limited extent able to perform tracking tasks Therefore a system 
can only be controlled by man, if its control characteristics are 
reduced. by technical controllers and other devices. and are adapted 
to the abilities of man Controllability is also influenced by the 
display characteristics For tracking tasks the head-up display seems 
to be most efficient Author 
Entwicklungsring Sud, Munich (West Germany) 
N69-10660# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
AUTOMATIC RECOGNITION OF HEART RHYTHM 
DISORDERS MANIFESTED BY VARIATIONS OF THE RR 
AND PR INTERVALS OF THE EGG 
5 
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I D Pupko et al 1 Nov 1968 10 p refs Transl into ENGLISH 
from Med Tekhn (Moscow). no 4. 1967 p 7-13 
(JPRS-46790)!Avail CFSTI 
Methods: arid equipment for automatic analysis of R R  
interval stabiltty and length during ECG tracings are evaluated An 
algorithm for calculating the stability of the RR interval IS formed 
on the basislof the constantly estimated difference between two 
adjacent RR intervals The developed equipment signals the presence 
of pathology in cases where the RR interval is less than 600 msec 
or above 1200 msec or the difference in  the length of adjacent 
RR intervals exceeds 280 msec It  also permits estimating the 
length of the R R  interval to discover tachycardia and bradycardia 
A block diagram for the apparatus is included G G  
N69-10687*# Naval Aerospace Medical lnst , Pensacola. Fla 
LABYRINTHINE DEFECTS AS SHOWN BY ATAXIA AND 
CALORIC TESTS 
Alfred R Fregly and Ashton Graybiel 22  Aug 1968 20  p refs 
(NASA Order R-93. Pro] MR005 04-0021 144) 
(NASA-CR-97463, NAMI-994) Avail CFSTI CSCL 06s 
Groups of individuals with various loss or disturbance of 
labyrinthine function (N=49)  and patients who had vertigo as a 
major symptom or complaint (N = 76) were very different from a 
control group of normals (N =240) in the frequency with which 
their ataxia test battery performance scores and threshold caloric 
test responses fell within the lowest 5 percent of the normative 
distributions Generally, caloric test results could be predicted from 
ataxia test results better than results of ataxia tests from those of 
caloric tests in the various groups In those individuals with total 
or near total loss of labyrinthine function all test findings were in 
perfect or near perfect agreement in relation to the 5th percentile 
cut-off criterion employed Author 
N69-10691’# Techtran Corp Glen Burnie Md 
THE I N I T I A L  GROWTH CYCLE OF THE R A N A  
TEMPORARIA  TADPOLE [LE PREMIER CYCLE DE 
CROISSANCE D U  TETARD DE RANA TEMPORARIA] 
E Faure-Fremiet and J Dragoiu Washington NASA Oct 1968 
30 p refs Transl into ENGLISH from Arch Intern Physiol 
(Liege) v 21 May/Oct 1923 p 4 0 3 4 3 7  
(Contract NASw-1695) 
(NASA-TT-F-11948) Avail CFSTI CSCL 06C 
Attempts to  determine the variations in the embryonic system 
between the initial and second stages of development and between 
the second and third stages in the development of frog eggs are 
detailed In order to eliminate the difficuity resulting from the 
presence of the mucin bag surrounding the egg at the time of its 
laying in weight comparisons. the eggs were weighed and released 
free in the general cavity just before penetration into the uterine 
tubes Then the tadpoles were weighed in stage 2 after they had 
separated from the mucilaginous ganglia The frog egg is considered 
a closed system from the energy point of view with protoplasmic 
mass quite small in comparison to reserves During transformation 
from initial to second stage (tadpole at birth) a loss o f  energy of 
1 952 calories is noted, followed by an increase in weight of no 
rnore than 10% and a loss in dry weight corresponding to 
combustion of some fats, glycogen and nitrogenized reserves The 
transformation of the system between stages 2 and 3, marking the 
end of the autotrophic growth cycle corresponds to a loss of 3 306 
calories and an increase in weight of 312% The weight increase 
results from water absorption Author 
N69-10709*# TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach. Calif 
STUDY OF PASSIVE TEMPERATURE A N D  H U M I D I T Y  
CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR ADVANCED SPACE SUITS Final 
Second Phase Report.2 Sep. 1967-1 Sep. 1968 
A P Shlosinger Nov 1968 63  p refs 
(Contract NAS2-3817) 
(NASA-CR-73270, TRW-06462-6006-RO00) Avail CFSTI CSCL 
06 K 
Techniques were developed for control of  temperature in 
an extravehicular space suit by radiation of heat from the external 
space suit surface Modified heat pipes, permitting control of heat 
flow were developed as means of heat transmission from the skin 
of an astronaut to the external suit surface Flexible heat pipes 
were developed for heat removal by direct contact with the human 
skin The techniques are intended t o  be eventually integrated with 
passive control of humidity in space suits This report summarizes 
research activities in the area of controllable two-chamber heat 
pipes The flexible heat pipes use water as working fluid and operate in 
a temperature range such that the internal pressure is significantly 
lower than the pressure of the external environment Design and 
fabrication of a space suit wall prototype panel including rigid and 
flexible heat pipes and thermal switching capability are described 
Author 
N69-10720# Union Carbide Nuclear Corp. Oak Ridge. Tenn 
Y-12 Plant 
J C Little 3 1  Jul 1968 20  p Presented at Intern Atomic 
Energy Authority Joint Conf on Air Cleaning No 10, 26-30 Aug 
1968 
(Contract W-7405-ENG-26) 
(Y-EF-170. CONF-680812-1) Avail CFSTI 
The air-cleaning facilities used in the nuclear production 
operations and biological research activities at Y-12 are described, 
using schematic flow diagrams The clean room facilities are also 
described Problem areas are considered with emphasis on filter 
failures Results of filter testing are summarized. and some problems 
in the mounting of high-efficiency filters are discussed The design 
NSA of a contamination control facility IS discussed briefly 
A IR CLEANING ATTHEAEC’s Y-12 PLANT 
N69-10751*# General Technical Servies. Inc , Upper Darby. Pa 
A STUDY D F  THE GENERAL D Y N A M I C S  OF THE 
PHYSICAL-CHEMICAL SYSTEMS IN MAMMALS Final Report 
Arthur S lberail 1968 31  p refs 
(Contract NASw 1066) 
(NASA-CR-97663) Avail CFSTI CSCL 06A 
Summarized are results of  the dynamics of mammalian 
bio-systems which were undertaken in an attempt to explain 
(1 I temperature regulation startifig at the level of  the microcirculation 
where the monitoring of oxygen supplies to tissue and the governing 
of heat production takes place, (2 )  overall control and transmission 
characteristics in the cardiovascular system. (3) hormonal regulation 
through interactions of the products of the endocrine system with 
regulated parameters and blood constituents. and (4) the behavioral 
system for consistency of orienting physical views of the dynamics 
of a complex computer control network with psychological and 
physiological overtones A new definition of life was made in an 
atlempt to guide the physical search for explanations of the operation 
of the biological system. and to bring the physical scientist close 
to a physical base from which he could model build. or 
assess systems that resemble naturally living systems by suitable 
operational definitions Applications of dynamic analyses of biological 
systems to  practical problems of monitoring and clinical dragnosis. 
as for example, the use of the concepts in the spectral analyzer 
approach to analysis of living systems are discussed. and potential 
applications for specific NASA studies of extra-terrestrial life are 
indicated S C W  
N69-10786# 
SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE ON THE CHARACTERISTICS 
OF AIR SAMPLING FILTER PAPER 
Japan Atomic Energy Research lnst, Tokyo 
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Yoshikazu Yoshida and Yoshio lkezawa Jun 1968 29  p refs 
In JAPANESE 
(JAERI-4046) Avail Issuing Activity 
The important characteristics of  air sampling filters are 
collection efficiency, flow resistance and surface collection efficiency 
These characteristics depend not only on the kind of filter medium. 
but also on the properties of an aerosol for sampling. and on the 
sampling conditions A survey was made of the literature for air 
sampling filters used in operational health physics. and the important 
data are given Author 
N69-10813*# California Univ, San Diego 
EXPERIMENTS ON VISUAL ACUITY AND THE VISIBILITY 
OF MARKINGS ON THE GROUND IN LONG-DURATION 
EARTH-ORBITAL SPACE FLIGHT 
S 0 Duntley. R W Austin, J L Harris. and J H Taylor 
Washington NASA Nov 1968 231 p refs 
(Contract NAS9-5095) 
(NASA-CR-1134. SIO-Ref-68-6) Avail CFSTI CSCL 06s 
Visual acquity experiments conducted during the Gemini 
program are discussed The report sets forth the evolution of the 
experimental design, the preparatory experiments. the equipments 
constructed, the training of flight crews and teams of experimenters. 
the selection of ground sites, their preparation and operation. the 
inflight experiments on Gemini 5 and Gemini 7, the resulting data 
and their interpretation. the conclusions and their meaning in terms 
of the Apollo mission and other future spaceflights. as well as 
certain suggestions for future inflight tests of human visual 
capabilities in space Author 
N69-10907 Polish Academy of Sciences. Lodz 
HUMAN REACTIONS TO STRESS CONDITIONS SIMILAR 
SPACEFLIGHT (ZACHOWANIE SIE CZLOWIEKA W 
SYTUACJI STRESSOWEJ PODOBNEJ DO W A R U N K O W  
DLUGOTRWALEGO LOTU KOSMICZNEGO /WYPRAWA 
Krystyna Galubinska In its Progr in Astronautics 1967 p 89 102 
refs In POLISH (See N69-10903 01-30) 
Avail CFSTI 
Experiments are described in which the behavior of two 
groups was observed under stress while isolated for 1 4  days %n 
mountain caves The groups included males as well as females The 
individuals were required to perform a number of tasks Perceptual 
functioning, psychomotor performance, and psychometric tests are 
evaluated in this paper The reactions of the individuals are assessed 
in terms of motivation emotional stability. educational level. and 
similar personal traits Transl by K W 
TO THOSE ENCOUNTERED DURING LONG-DURATION 
SPELEOLOGICZNA/] 
N69-10950# Milan Univ (Italy) lstituto di Scienze Botaniche 
THE SYNTHESIS OF 3 PGA-1-C-14 A N D  
DIHY D ROXYACETONE-PHOSPHATE-1-12-14 FOR THE 
PREPARATION OF GLUCOSE-3-C-14 AND GLUCOSE-4-6-14 
[SlNTESl DELL'ACIDO 3-FOSFOGLICERICO-1-C-14 E DI  
DEIDROSSIACETO NFOSFATO-1 -C-14 A I  FIN I DELLA 
PREPARAZIONIE D I  GLUCOSIO-3-C-14 E D I  
GLUCOSt0-4-C-74) 
E Sturani 1968 19 p In ITALIAN, ENGLISH summary 
(Contract EURATOM-083-64-1 1 RISI) 
(EUR-40441) Avail CFSTI 
High specific activity 3 PGA-l- laG obtained by means 
of the ribulose diphosphate carboxylase reaction is used for the 
pieparation of DHAP- l - lW and fructose-3-14C with the aid of 
the following enzymes 3 PGA kinase. GAP dehydrogenase and 
triosephosphate isomerase The fructose 3-14C. which is obtained 
from FDP by the action of acidic phosphase. is transformed into 
glucose-3 - 1C in the presence of hexokinase and phosphoisomerase 
Author 
N69-10967# 
SURFACE CHEMICAL STUDIES O N  RADIOACTIVE 
CONTAMINATION AND DECONTAMINATION OF SOLID 
SURFACES 
Yoshiki Wadachi 1968 3 5  p refs In JAPANESE. ENGLISH 
summary 
(JAERI-1 165) Avail CFSTI 
The mechanisms of R I  aqueous solution contamination and its 
decontamination of solid surfaces were studied surface chemically 
Solid surfaces were classified into permeable (cotton cloth) and 
impermeable (metal. paint. plastic) surfaces, concerning RI aqueous 
contamination. and the mechanisms of contamination were classified 
considering also their decontamination The mechanisms of  
decontamination were classified according t o  the actions of 
decontaminants Based on these classifications. the mechanisms of 
solid surface radioactive contamination and decontamination were 
studied systematically by means of the washing of  R I  contaminated 
surfaces with water. surfactants and decontaminants In  addition. 
studres were carried out on the mechanisms of the contamination 
and decontamination of solid surface (active carbon powder) which 
is difficult to classify into permeable or impermeable surface 
Author 
N69-10970'# Howard Univ Washington, D C Dept of 
Physiology 
NEUROHUMORAL CONTROL SYSTEMS OPERATION IN 
ADJUSTMENT OF VENTRICULAR PERFORMANCE 
Semiannual Technical Report, Period Ending 1 4  Jul. 1968 
Edward Wm Hawthorne Oct 1968 12 p 
(Grant NGL-09-011-017) 
(NASA-CR-97625) Avail CFSTI CSCLO6C 
Results of studies on the effects of carotid sinus hypotension 
on cardiac function and aortic pressure in awake intact dogs are 
reported Dogs were instrumented for study using cuffs and 
measurements were made of the simultaneous changes occurring in 
brachiocephalic artery pressure (above the point of cuff constriction), 
aortic pressure. ventricular pressure and left ventricular external 
circumference changes The left subclavian was ligated so that all 
head pressure and blood flow was via the brachiocephalic artery 
Primary results of these preliminary experiments are as follows (1) 
a significant fall in head pressure and therefore carotid sinus 
pressure bilaterally can be easily produced by temporarily occluding 
a cuff placed about the brachiocephalic artery in awake instrumented 
dogs that have left subclavian artery ligation, (2) carotid sinus 
hypotension induced in  awake dogs well past their recuperative 
period following surgery for instrumentation can be carried out 
without pain or discomfort to the animal. (3) sudden and temporary 
carotid sinus hypotension in awake dogs typically increases heart 
rate aortic pressure, left ventricular end-diastolic pressure and 
heart size both end-diastolic and end-systolic. (4) in awake dogs 
with complete beta adrenergic receptor blockade after propanolol 
infusion. temporary carotid sinus hypotension caused a reversal of 
the bradycardia induced by phenylephrine infusion. and (5) carotid 
sinus hypotension can increase heart rate significantly by either 
inhibi6ng cardiac vagal activity or by increasing sympathetic activity. 
or both S C W  
Japan Atomic Energy Research lnst, Tokyo 
N69-10981*# Aztec School of Languages Inc . Acton. Mass 
MORPHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
OF FERN PROTHALLIA [MORPHOLOGISCHE UND PHYS- 
IOLOGISCHE UNTERSUCHUNGEN AN FARNPROTHALLIEN] 
Reinhard Orth Washington NASA Nov 1968 50 p refs Transl 
into ENGLISH from Planta (Berlin), v 25. 1936 p 104- 150 
(Contract NASw-1692) 
(NASA-TT-F-11970) Avail CFSTl CSCL 06C 
The spores of homosporous ferns are found to be pigmented 
yellow or green by the same pigments as occur in the leaves The 
tentative results of quantitative analyses for cholorophyll. carotin. 
carotinoids. and xanthophyll are reported On the basis of 
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morphogenetic and morphological investigations. the need for a clear 
distinction between protonema and prothallium IS demonstrated and 
taxonomical inferences are advanced A morphogenetic sequence 
is derived from a classification by prothallium geometries starting 
with Trichomanes and ending with Osmunda Author 
N69-10987# University of Southern Calif, Los Angeles 
Electronic Sciences Lab 
OPTIMUM QUADRUPED CREEPING GAITS Scientific Interim 
Report 
R 6 McGeeandA A Frank Jul 1968 3 8  p refs 
(Grant AF-AFOSR-67- 101 8A) 
(AD-675256, USCEE-294. AFOSR-68-1846) Avail CFSTl CSCL 
This paper examines all of the theoretically possible quadruped 
6/3 
gaits Only six gaits can be executed while three feet are on the 
ground at all times These six. called creeping gaits. permit a 
quadruped to remain statically stable during most of a locomotion 
cycle The gaits were analyzed by means of a 2n-1 parameter 
model with extensions :i,at account for basic kinematic parameters 
associated with geometric aspects of a quadruped machine or 
animal The model considers only steady state constant speed 
locomotion in a straight line over a horizontal plane supporting 
surface with the legs of the system cycling periodically in both 
space and time Only three of the six gaits enable the quadruped 
to be statically stable at all times Of the three one is a unique 
optimum gait with maximum static stability The gait corresponds 
to  the normal quadruped crawl favored by most animals for 
very low speed locomotion The model. though idealized. appears 
sufficiently close to reality to permit qualitative extrapolation to real 
locomotion systems Stability analysis of biped gaits requires the 
use of dynamic models that will necessarily be more complex than 
the kinematic model Author (TAB) 
N69-11042*# Space Sciences. Inc . Chicago, 111 Biosystems Div 
VISION DURING MANNED BOOSTER OPERATION Final 
Report 
Arne Troelstra. William O'Neill. and Lawrence Stark Waltham. 
Mass Apr 1968 160 p refs 
(Contract NAS8-2038 1) 
(NASA-CR-98078) Avail CFSTI CSCL 06s 
The literature concerning the human eye lens IS reviewed. 
and the relevant characteristics of the various elements of the 
accomodation feedback control system are indicted Information on 
the anatomy. physiology. and functional experimental procedures 
relative to  the accommodative process IS presented emphasizing 
quantitative aspects Methods of measuring accommodation are also 
stressed Image formation is studied from the classical and the 
spatial transformation viewpoints A survey of dynamic optometers 
points out the requirements for experimental instrumentation 
Possible clinical and mission oriented applications of a proposed 
optical status tester are outlined for monitoring the ocular near-reflex 
under various environmental conditions K W  
N69-11056*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Langley Research Center, Langley Station. Va 
A MICRO LAGOON TECHNIQUE FOR THE CULTURE AND 
OBSERVATION OF ISOLATED MAMMALIAN CELLS 
Clarence D Cone, Jr and Kathryn M Peddrew Washington Nov 
1968 26  p refs 
(NASA-TN-D-4906) Avail CFSTI CSCLO6A 
A technique for physically partitioning a monolayer of cells 
into micro regions on a culturing surface IS described The method 
consists of forming a thin grease layer into a field of tiny ponds 
or lagoons in which small numbers of cells or other microbiological 
specimens can be confined for purposes of growth. manipulation. 
and microscopic observation Special instruments and procedures 
which have been developed for lagoon-field formation are described 
in detail. as are the characteristics of various formation materials 
which have been evaluated Factors and problems affecting various 
aspects of lagoon-field suitability for cytological purposes are 
discussed. and the details of  special culturing vessels and 
lagoon-inoculation procedures which have been developed by the 
authors for particular types of experiments are presented A number 
of cytological applications. particularly in the field of time-lapse 
cinephotography. in which the technique has proven t o  be 
exceptionally valuable are outlined The basic micro lagooning 
techniques described have considerable flexibility for adaptation and 
should thus prove to be useful for a wide range of cytological 
applications where simple micro isolation is a prime requirement 
Author 
N69-1 lO98# Battelle-Northwest. Richland, Wash Pacific 
Northwest Lab 
INDUCED RADIONUCLIDES I N  ASTRONAUTS Quarterly 
Activity Report, 1 Jan.-1 Apr. 1968 
R L Brodzinski, N A Wogman. and R W Perkrns 17 Apr 1968 
32 p refs 
(Contract AT145-11-1830) 
(BNWL-531-3) Avail CFSTI 
The absolute and relative production rates of 7Be. 22Na. 
and 2Wa were measured in tissue and tissue equivalent solutions 
exposed to  high energy proton beams The production rate of 7Be 
was shown to be in reasonably good agreement with calculated 
production rates based on cross sections The induced 7Se as a 
function of radiation dose and energy were also in  good agreement 
with the theoretical values Of particular significance in this work, 
was the observation that the ratio of 7Be to 2 N a  increased 
smoothly as a function of increasing proton energy The ratio of 
these radionuclides. therefore, allows one to  determine the effective 
bombarding energy of the protons Once this energy is known the 
irradiation dose can be determined directly from the experimental 
and theoretical curves that define activity per unit dose as a 
function of energy The second significant observation was the high 
levels of 1 I C  produced in human patients on proton bombardment 
Author (NSA) 
N69-11135 
BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN SPACE 
0 Gazenko et al [ I9681 4 p Trans1 into ENGLISH from Pravda 
(Moscow) no 320(18367). 1 5  Nov 1968 3 p 
Avail CFSTl 
Biological experiments conducted by the Zond 5 lunar probe 
and during other space missions as well as laboratory studies 
simulating space flight conditions are summarized in terms of some 
accomplishments and their possible significance Mention IS 
made of difficulties in simulating prolonged weightlessness and the 
continuous study of the effects of cosmic radiation Changes in 
hereditary structures of some lower forms of life are noted, as in 
the experiment with lysogenic bacteria aboard Zond 5 M v7r R 
N69-11170# Los Alamos Scientific Lab, N Mex 
AIR SAMPLING WITH PLASTIC BAGS 
6 C Eutsler and E E Campbell [1968] 9 p refs Presented 
at Am Ind Hyg Assoc of the Rocky Mt  Sect, Albuquerque, 
N Mex 
(LA-DC-9056. CONF-670937-3) Avail CFSTI 
The use of plastic bags for in-plant air sampling is investigated 
Mylar bags which hold approximately 14  liters were tested The 
bags were filled with air and then injected with the contaminant 
to be tested The air sample was then transferred to an infrared 
cell or gas chromatograph and tested Test results, including 
storage losses. for various compounds are presented N SA 
8 
N69-11387 
N69-11189# Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson 
AFB, Ohio Aerospace Medical Research Labs 
HUMAN EQUILIBRIUM DURING ACOUSTIC STIMULATION 
BY DISCRETE FREQUENCIES Final Report, Nov. 1966-Feb. 
1967 
C Stanley Harris and Henry C. Sommer May 1968 18 p refs 
(AD-6751 72, AMRL-TR-68-7) Avail CFSTI CSCL 6/19 
The abiliw of subjects to balance on narrow rails was measured 
duriny exposure to pure tones of 100, 260, 590, 1500. and 2500 
Hz and a control condition One group of subjects was presented 
the test stimulus at intensity levels nf 95 dB (re 0 0002 dvne/sq 
cm) in the left ear and 7 5  dB in the right ear (asymmetrical 
exposure) The other group was presented the tones at a level of 
95  dB in both ears (symmetrical exposure) A decrement in rail 
performance occurred at 1500 Hz for the asymmetrical exposure 
group and at 590 Hz for the symmetrical exposure group The 
decrement determined with symmetrical exposure was less than the 
decrement found with asymmetrical expasure. Author (TAB) 
N69-11207# Wisconsin Univ , Madison Dept of Radiology 
AN IMPROVED SOURCE HOLDER 
R M Witt. J A Sorenson. and J R Cameron 22 Jul 1968 
6 p refs 
(Contract AT(1 1 -1)-1422) 
(COO-1422-36) Avail CFSTI 
The procedure used to  construct an 1251 photon source 
for bone mineral scanning is described The anion exchange 
technique is used Details on the design and materials of the special 
1251 resin bead source holder are given NSA 
CONSTRUCTION OF AN 1-125 PHOTON SOURCE USING 
N69-11228# Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio Foreign Technology Div 
PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS 
I I Kas'yan and V I Kopanev 29 Mar 1968 27 p refs Trans1 
into ENGLISH from Izv Akad Nauk SSSR. Ser BIOI (Moscow) 
(AD-675455, FTD-MT-24-36-68) Avail CFSTI CSCL 6/19 
A comprehensive review of literature published in 1964 and 
1965 on all aspects of the physiological effects of weightlessness. 
particularly during manned space flight, is presented Results of 
Soviet research in the area are emphasized, though reference IS 
made to American data as well. The most significant works are 
summarized briefly and concisely and appropriate graphics are 
included. A bibliography of Soviet and Western references is provided. 
TAB 
N69-11235# Oklahoma Univ , Norman 
George Davis Oliver. Jr IPh D Thesis! 1968 7 5  p refs 
Supported by AEC 
(TID-24609) Avail CFSTI 
An investigation of the fast neutron dose rate in millirad 
per hour around a linear californium-252 source in a simulated 
tissue environment using a practical dosimetry system is described 
Two methods of measurement were used to determine the dose 
rate decrease with increasing tissue depth silicon diode dosimeters 
and activation threshold foils Also, the diode dosimeters were used 
to measure the fast neutron dose distribution in a single plane 
around the californium-252 source Based on this distribution. an 
isodose chart was established This investigation is aimed toward 
the practical use of californium-252 for radiotherapy N SA 
FAST NEUTRON DOSIMETRY OF CF-252 
N69-11254# 
NEW DIRECTIONS IN ORGANIZATION THEORY 
Timothy Hallinan Sep 1968 15 p refs 
(AD-675167. P-3936) Avail CFSTI CSCL 5/1 
A summary is given of the historical development of 
organization theory Organization theory draws heavily on many 
RAND Corp, Santa Monica. Calif 
fields psychology, sociology, anthropology. industrial management, 
business and public administration. economics and political science. 
among others Five schools or approaches were identified within 
the field They are closed system or machine model derived from 
administrative management, relationship of morale to  productivity: 
internal dynamics of organizational behavior, open ended system 
of informal organizations. and organization in its environment as 
a unit of observation and analysis. E P  
N69-11291*# Franklin lnst, Philadelphia. Pa Biodynamcs Lab 
[RESEARCH I N  LIFE SCIENCES INSTRUMENTATION 
PERTINENT TO STUDIES I N  SPACE BIOLOGY] Quarterly 
Progress Report, 1 Jul.-30 Sep. 1968 
R M Goodman Sep 1968 8 p 
(Contract NSR-39-005-018) 
(NASA-CR-97745. 0-82299-1 4) Avail CFSTI CSCL 06B 
Subcarrier oscillators (SCO) with center frequencies of 1 7 Kc/S. 
3 0 Kc/S and 5 4 Kc/S have been developed for temperature 
sensing Preparation of electrodes for use in telemeters is continuing 
Epoxies. waxes. shellacs. pure and modified with fillers have been 
tested for sealing metal electrodes to glass Epoxies have been 
determined to be the best for this purpose and are being used in 
the fabrication of electrodes Silver-silver chloride electrodes made 
of commercially pure silver wire have been sealed into glass and 
chlorided Tests indicate that most pairs show less than two or 
three millivolts inter-electrode potential when freshly made and after 
shorting and ageing in a conductive solution show only a fraction 
of a millivolt between pairs Some of these electrodes, coated 
with a transparent silastic. are permeable to water and show no 
difference from uncoated ones with respect to potential and stahilize 
quite rapidly A method of obtaining a long lasting intervening film 
of KCI between the AgCl and silastic is being developed and, if 
successful. will be used as the reference electrode against other 
types. especially the pH electrode A L  
N69-11350 
PERCEPTION OF REAL AND APPARENT MOTION OF 
TWO OBJECTS IN A STRUCTURELESS VISUAL FIELD 
John Nixon Fox (Ph D Thesis) 1967 139 p 
Avail Univ Microfilms HC $6 6O/Microfilm $3  00 Order NO 
68 -4460 
A history of visual perception of real and apparent motion 
is presented An experiment was performed to investigate factors 
that influence the visual perception of movement and its direction 
of two targets in a dark and otherwise structureless visual field 
Two circular targets were projected onto a screen in a dark room 
Either target coulb move to the left or right, or could remain 
motionless Subjects viewed the targets for two seconds, and then 
used hand controllers to  indicate their impression of target 
movement between the t w o  targets In addition to  the speed 
and direction of the movement of the targets, other independent 
variables were presence of a reference frame versus no reference, 
area ratio of the two targets, and the initial position relative to 
each other For the velocities investigated, subjects were much 
better in perception of relative motion than for absolute motion 
Dissert Abstr 
California Univ . Los Angeles 
N69-11387# National Science Foundation, Washington, D C 
CONTRIBUTIONS OF GEOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS TO THE 
STUDY OF H U M A N  RESPONSE TO WEATHER AND 
CLIMATE 
W R Derrick Sewell (Victoria Univ, Brit Columbia) and Robert 
W Kates (Clark Univ , Worcester, Mass In Its Human Dimensions 
of the Atmosphere Feb. 1968 p 2 9 4 1  refs (See N69-11384 
02-20) 
Avail. SOD$1 50. CFSTI 
9 
N69-11389 
Questions relating to human adjustment to weather and climate 
are identified. and past contributions to geographical literature 
which have attempted to answer the following questions are 
reviewed (1) To whrrt extent are various human activities sensitive 
to  changes in weather7 (2) What IS the impact of weather and 
climate on choice of location (e g , for industry), (3) How does 
weather affect the decision-making process, (4) How do human 
activities affect the weather? Also outlined are directions which 
future research on human adjustment to the atmosphere should 
take Four main lines of inquiry are recommended, corresponding to 
S C W  the four major questions posed 
N69-11389# National Science Foundation. Washington D C 
SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF HUMAN DIMENSIONS OF 
THE ATMOSPHERE 
J Eugene Haas (Colorado Univ , Boulder) In /fs Human Dimensions 
of the Atmosphere Feb 1968 p 53-57 (See N69-11384 
02-20) 
Avail SOD$ l  50, CFSTI 
Major questions concerning sociological aspects of the relation 
between specific dimensions of normal weather variation and the 
various human activities in a community or region are discussed. 
and a proposed outline is given as a possible approach to research 
in this area Considered are the incidence of illness and the use 
of health facilities and personnel. the incidence of crime and law 
enforcement efforts, the nature of major recreational and leisure 
time activities, the incidence of racial disturbances. the demand for 
and use of welfare services. and questions regarding man's 
perception of the adaptation to extreme weather events, such as 
hurricanes. blizzards tornadoes, and floods To accomplish a better 
understanding of the relationships between man and the atmosphere 
it is recommended that (1) research proposals dealing with the 
social. political. and economic aspects of planned weather 
modification be given high priority in order to reduce ignorance about 
the short and long term consequences of modification activities. (2) 
a multidisciplinary approach to the study of human dimensions of 
the atmosphere be adopted since i t  offers distinct advantages in 
areas such as urban and regional planning, rehabilitation of persons 
with medical disabilities, war on poverty efforts organizational 
analysis, and criminology, (3) a center be established preferably on 
a university campus for collecting and disseminating information 
about activities and opportunities related to both basic and 
applied research on human dimensions of the atmosphere, and (4) 
symposia be planned to consider international aspects of the problem 
and an active exchange be established to provide opportunities for 
teaching and consultation activities and intensive research 
S C W  
N69-11390# National Science Foundation. Washington. D C 
ECONOMIC RESEARCH ASPECTS OF H U M A N  
AWUSTMENTTO WEATHER AND CLIMATE 
James A Crutchfield (Washington Univ , Seattle) and W R Derrick 
Sewell (Victoria Univ , Brit Columbia) In trs Human Dimensions 
of the Atmosphere Feb 1968 p 59-69 refs (See N69-11384 
02-20) 
Avail SODS1 50. CFSTI 
Economic aspects of scientific weather and climate 
modifications on human activities are discussed It  IS shown that 
there are three major alternative adjustments to the weather (1) 
reducing uncertainty through improvement of weather information. 
(2) devising techniques to offset the impact of weather. and (3) 
developing means to  alter the weather Assessed are major 
questions involved in determining what factors need to be considered 
to  determine which approach is economically most efficient Major 
questions Include the following (1 ) Which activities are sensitive 
to weather variations and in what degree7 (2) To what extent are 
the various adjustments technically feasible, 13) What are the gains 
and costs of each of the alternatives? Progress in economic 
research relating to the human use of the atmosphere, economic 
impacts of weather variations. techniques of evaluation, and 
manpower requirements are considered Priorities for future research 
are also discussed which focus on the following major toprcs (1) the 
relationships between weather variations and output and income 
in different economic activities, (2) the evaluation of alternative 
adjustments to  the weather, (3) opportunities where scientific 
knowledge and efforts are still in the embryonic stage. and (4) 
economics of information S C W  
N69-11391# National Science Foundation. Washington. D C 
NEEDS FOR RESEARCH O N  THE POLITICAL ASPECTS OF 
THE HUMAN USE OF THE ATMOSPHERE 
Vincent Ostrom (Indiana Univ, Bloomington) In  I ~ S  Human 
Dimensions of the Atmosphere Feb 1968 p 71 -79 (See 
N69-11384 02-20) 
Avail SOD$1 50.  CFSTI 
Major questions on the political aspects of the human use 
of the atmosphere are discussed Considered are the following (1) 
How will human welfare be affected by efforts to  modify 
atmospheric conditions? (2) What are the essential characteristics 
of atmosphere as a resource system which must be taken into 
account in the organization of an appropriate enterprise and 
manqgement system, (3) What enterprise-rnanagement systems are 
appropriate for the development of atmospheric resources) 14) 
What institutional arrangements are already available t o  facilitate 
new experimental and operational programs concerned with the 
development of atmospheric resources? (5) What effects will decision 
making arrangements in the American political system have upon 
the organization and regulation of a predominantly public 
enterprisemanagement system which does not function in an open 
competitive market economy? S C W  
N69-11392# National Science Foundation, Washington. D C 
HUMAN DIMENSIONS OF THE ATMOSPHERE FROM THE 
PERSPECTIVE OF A POLITICAL SCIENTIST 
Dean E Mann (California Univ, Santa Barbara) ln /IS Human 
Dimensions of the Atmosphere Feb 1968 p 81-86 (See 
Avail SOD$1 50. CFSTI 
Political. economic, and strategic implications of the human 
use of the atmosphere or human reactions to  atmospheric change 
are discussed, and research needs of political scientists in their 
studies of public policy and decision making processes whTch have 
potential value understanding human reactions to atmospheric 
N69-11384 02-20) 
change are examined S C W  
N69-11401 Duke Univ, Durham, N C 
SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION A N D  PLANT 
PROCESSES ON THE ALPINE TUNDRA 
Martyn Mathews Caldwell (Ph D Thesis) 1967 239 p 
Avail Univ Microfilms HC $10 80/Microfilm $3 10 Order No 
68-5214 
Solar ultraviolet radiation was considered as an ecological 
factor in respect to alpine plants growing on the east slope of the 
Colorado Front Range This study had a threefold objective (1) to 
characterize the alpine ultraviolet radiation environment in terms of 
biologically effective wavelengths. (2) to evaluate the effect of 
excluding solar UV from the natural alpine plant community. (3) to 
investigate possible adaptive mechanisms of alpine plants to  
relatively intense UV At several elevations from 125 m to 4350 
m above sea level, UV-B irradiance (2800 to 3150 A) was 
measured with a phototube which possessed a relative quantum 
spectral sensitivity approximating the action spectra of several plant 
reactions to UV-8 which are linked to protein or nucleic acid 
chromatophores Absolute units of UV-B irradiance are defined to 
account for this relative photon effectiveness at each wavelength 
in terms of these biological reactions These measurements of 
10 
N69-11528 
global (direct sun + sky) UV-B were taken over a range of solar 
zenith angles, atmospheric ozone concentrations. cloud conditions, 
and atmospheric turbidity levels Multiple regression analyses can 
account for 96% of the variability in  these measurements 
Dissert Abstr 
N69-11476# Air Force Systems Command. Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio Foreign Technology Div 
THE PHYSIOLOGY OF M A N  AND ANIMALS 
8 Mar. 1968 168 p refs Trans1 into ENGLISH from Akad Nauk 
SSSR. lnst Nauchnoy Inform , 1964 p 5-1 24  
(AD-675383. FTD-MT-24-95-67) Avail CFSTI 
CONTENTS 
I DEVELOPMENT OF BASIC DIRECTIONS OF SPACE 
BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE A D Voskresenskiy p 1-50 refs 
(See N69-11477 02-04) 
2 PHYSIOLOGY OF LABOR UNDER CONDITIONS OF 
THE NEW TECHNOLOGY M I Vinogradov p 51-80 refs 
(See N69-11478 02-04) 
3 COWTEMPORARY CONCEPTS ON THE ROLE OF 
THE KIDNEYS IN THE PATHOGENESIS OF HYPERTONIA S M 
Shenderov p 8 1  -1 15 refs (See N69-11479 02-04) 
4 THE ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC EXPRESSION 
OF THE CONDITIONED REFLEX Yu A Kholodov p 116-133 
refs (See N69-1 148C 02-04) 
5 MECHANISMS OF THE FORMATION OPERANT 
REACTIONS M I Lisina p 134-154 refs (See N69-11481 
02-04) 
N69-11477# Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio Foreign Technology Div 
DEVELOPMENT OF BASIC DIRECTIONS OF SPACE 
BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE 
A D Voskresenskiy In I ~ S  The Physiol of Man and Animals 8 
Mar 1968 p 1-50 refs (See N69-11476 02-04) 
Avail CFSTI 
Problems of life support in space flight are reviewed The 
physiological requirements for a system of support of the gaseous 
environment o f  the cabin, clothing, food supply, and special 
equipment for the astronaut are indicated and the effects of 
acceleration and vibration on the body's physiology are summarized 
The influence of weightlessness on the cardiovascular system IS 
mentioned Radiation hazards to  astronauts are cited as well as 
problems of obtaining an analysis of biological information from 
on-board the spaceship The selection and training of astronauts IS 
also discussed Author 
N69-11478# Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio Foreign Technology Div 
'PHYSIOLOGY OF LABOR UNDER CONDITIONS OF THE 
NEW TECH NO LOGY 
M I Vinogradov ln Its The Physiol of Man and Animals 8 Mar 
1968 p 51-80 refs (See N69-1147602-04) 
Avail CFSTI 
The basic content o f  the labor process IS becoming a 
complicated mixture of mental activity with elements of motor 
activity (work on control panels, computers, remcte and automatic 
control equipment. etc ) Hence a new approach to the analysis of 
the labor process is necessary Now the problem of the relationship 
and interdependence between man and the tools of production 
arises as a problem of manmachine or, more particularly, of 
man-matomaticmachine system A t  the same time there arises the 
question of the means of studying the new forms of labor under 
conditions of new technology It was found that the concept of the 
"physiology of labor" in the direct and narrow sense becomes 
insufficient for an exhaustive appraisal of the labor process There 
appears to  be an imperative need to  combine its methods with the 
methods and means of investigation of other scientific disciplines 
psychology. technology. mathematics. physics. biophysics. 
economics. sociology. and others Author 
N69-11479# Air Force Systems Command. Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio Foreign Technology Div 
CONTEMPORARY CONCEPTS ON THE ROLE OF THE 
KIDNEYS IN THE PATHOGENESIS OF HYPERTONIA 
S M Shenderov ln I ~ S  The Physiol of Man and Animals 8 Mar 
1968 p 81 -1 1 5  refs (See N69-11476 02-04) 
Avail CFSTI 
Some of the main questions concerning the pathogenesis 
of hypertonic disease are discussed The leading etiological factor 
of hypertonic disease is disturbance of the nervous regulation of 
the vascular tonus, which causes the secondary inclusion of the 
remaining sections of the pathogenetic mechanism of the disease 
It is understandable that during lesion of the kidneys their inclusion 
in the pathogenesis of hypertonia occurs considerably easier. and 
the disturbances of nervous regulation of the tonus of the blood 
vessels in the clinical picture of the sickness is relegated to a 
secondary role Author 
N69-11480# Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson 
AFB. Ohio Foreign Technology Div 
THE ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC EXPRESSION OF THE 
CONDITIONED REFLEX 
Yu A Kholodov ln Its The Physiol of Man and Animals 8 Mar 
1968 p 116-133 refs (See N69-1 1476 02-04) 
Avail CFSTI 
Application of the microelectrode technology of investigation. 
the use of electronic computers and automatic devices in the 
processing of results, and the clarification of the role of the glial 
formations in the f low of nervous processes are discussed 
Author 
N69-11481# Air Force Systems Command. Wright-Patterson 
AFB Ohio Foreign Technology Div 
MECHANISMS OF THE FORMATION OPERANT 
REACTIONS 
M I Lisina ln its The Physiol of Man and Animals 8 Mar 1968 
p 134-1 54 refs (See N69-1 1476 02-04) 
Avail CFSTI 
The influence of the character of reinforcement in animals 
on the formation and functioning of instrumental reactions is 
discussed emphasizing forms of reinforcing agents. the influence of 
the dimension and the intensity of reinforcement on instrumental 
reactions, the influence of the interval between the conditioned and 
the unconditioned stimulus. conditions of reinforcement. and 
secondary reinforcement Author 
_ -  
N69-11528*# Medical Coll of Virginia. Richmond Dept of 
Radiology 
INVESTIGATION OF TOTAL ENERGY ABSORPTION I N  
AND NEUTRON FLUXES Status Report for Period Through 1 
Oct. 1968 
Fearghus T O'Foghludha 1 Nov 1968 43 p refs 
(Grant NGR-47-002-004) 
(NASA-CR-66720) Avail CFSTI CSCL 06R 
Reports on investigation in radiology. dosimetry. and related 
topics are presented Details are given on a method of producing 
variable-energy gamma rays by Compton scattering Scintillation 
dosimetry with low-Z phosphors and the use of the dosimeters to 
study percentage depth doses in monoenergetic beams are 
discussed Preliminary investigations on using a combination of heavy 
water and sodium 2 4  to obtain a neutron source are described 
Beta ray extracorporeal irradiators and multi-radioactive tracer 
uptake analysis are reported Several valuable spin-offs in clinical 
OMNI-DIRECTIONAL GAMMA-RAY. BREMSSTRAHLUNG 
1 1  
N69-11574 
areas are indicated relating t o  blood irradiation, bone calcium 
determinations, radioactive isotope telemetry. and scatter radius 
function N EN. 
N69-11574*# Stanford Research lnst, Menlo Park, Calif 
PREDICTION OF EFFECTS OF NOISE O N  M A N  
Karl D Kryter In NASA Progr of NASA Res Relatmg to Noise 
Alleviation of Large Subsonrc Jet Aircrah 1968 p 547-560 
refs (See N69-11542 02-02) 
Avail CFSTI 
The major basic deleterious effects of noise on man are 
(1) masking of speech, (2) damage to  hearing, and (3) perceived 
noisiness or unwantedness Present knowledge permits accurate 
quantitative prediction from spectral measures of a noise and the 
effects of the noise on the understandability of speech and on 
temporary and permanent deafness Methods for the quantitative 
prediction from spectral measures of noise and the basic effects of 
noise on perceived noisiness and behavior of people have been 
developed to the point that standarization of these methods IS 
perhaps possible Author 
N69-11575*# North Carolina State Coll , Raleigh 
STUDIES RELATING THE INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF PEOPLE WITH THEIR RESPONSES TO NOISE 
Richard G Pearson and Franklin D Hart In NASA Progr of NASA 
Res Relating to  Noise Alleviation of Large Subsonic Jet Aircraft 
1968 p 561-572 (See N69-11542 02-02) 
Avail CFSTI 
One hundred sixty-six male and female adult subjects varying 
in age, occupation. educational level, race, and area of residence 
were exposed to and rated the annoyance of aviation and industrial 
noise stimuli under two "psychologically different'' indoor room 
environments This followed assessment of personality and of 
attitudes toward community. transportation. and noise Mean 
annoyance ratings of the sublects exposed to several acoustic 
stimuli varied considerably despite the fact that the stimuli levels 
in the test room were held constant at 82 dB (sound pressure). 
Ratings did not vary with psychological environment but did vary 
extensively among subjects Factor analysis of the 
personality-attitude data resulted in identification of several useful 
factors for multiple regression prediction of annoyance-for example 
noise sensitivity. imperturbable personality. antiaviation and 
isolationist attitudes. and anxiety Author 
N69-11578*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Marshall Space Flight Center Huntsville. Ala 
PERCEIVED SOUND AND THE FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HUMAN AUDITORY SYSTEM 
Jess H Jones In /Is Progr of NASA Res Relating to Noise 
Alleviation of Large Subsonic Jet Aircraft 1968 p 60 1 -635 refs 
(See N69-11542 02-02) 
Avail CFSTI 
A simple model of the human auditory system is presented 
from a dynamic response point of view-hat is. input-output The 
output of a human auditory system, which is defined as the 
perceived sound, is determined by multiplying the input acoustic 
stimulus by the square of the complex frequency response function 
of the auditory system It is shown that, in terms of this model. 
the inverse equal noisiness (or equal loudness) contours are in 
effect the transfer function for the human auditory system Perceived 
sound estimates obtained through the use of this model are 
presented and it is shown that these estimates agree with judgment 
test results as well as or better than the predictions obtained by 
presently accepted methods Arguments are presented which show 
that the results obtained through the use of this approach for input 
sound pressure level values in excess of 60 dB (re 0 0 0 0 0 2  
N/m2) can be considered valid The so-called critical bandwidth 
phenomenon is also interpreted within the framework of the proposed 
model. however. the resulting critical bandwidths are greater than 
the presently accepted values In the frequency region near the 
peak in the response curve. this model clearly predicts that the 
perceived sound level will decrease instead of increase for bandwidths 
greater than the critical band Author 
N69-11610*# Techtran Corp . Glen Burnie. Md  
THE BASIC F O R M  OF THE ARTERIAL PULSE. FIRST 
TREATISE. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS {DIE GRUNDFORM 
DES ARTERIELLEN PULSES. ERSTE AEHANDLUNG. 
MATH E MAT IS C H E AN ALYS E] 
0 Frank Washington NASA Oct 1968 33 p refs Trans1 
into ENGLISH from Z BIOI (Munich), v 37, no 51 1 1898 
p 483-526 
(Contract NASw-I 695) 
(NASA-TT-F-11969) Avail CFSTI CSCL 06P 
Mechanical relationships of arteries are compared quantitatively 
with those in a fire engine air chamber Physically both are 
pressurized systems dependent on tubular flow Circulatory data 
were provided by a frog's heart The diastolic pulse curve cannot 
be represented exponentially in a simple way. but the systolic can 
A number of possible methods of expanding mechanical 
understanding of the arterial system are suggested with mathematical 
proposals for their solution Author 
N69-11614# 
EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE 
A N D  PHYSIOLOGY, W I T H  SPECIAL REFERENCE TO 
TRANSVERSE G 
Vila 2 Little. Bryce 0 Hartman. and Sidney D Leverett, Jr Jun 
1968 2 4  p refs Its Aeromed Rev 4 4 8  Submitted for 
publication 
(AD-676209, SAM-TR-68-60) Avail CFSTI CSCL 6 /19  
A review is presented of the literature on the psychomotor 
and physiologic effects of acceleration. emphasizing primarily +Gx 
Among the topics reviewed are terminology cardiovascular effects 
mechanical loading effects performance changes. and tolerance 
Author (TAB) limits 
School of Aerospace Medicine. Brooks AFB. Tex 
N69-11623# Naval Research Lab Washington D C Nuclear 
Physics Div 
THERMOLUMINESCENT DOSIMETERS FOR PERSONNEL 
M 0 N I T 0  R I N G 
F H Attix, k J West. A E Nash. S G Gorbics, and T L 
Johnson In Its Rept of NRL Progr Mar 1968 p 1-1 1 refs (See 
N69-11622 02-34) Presented at Congr on Nucl Electron and 
Radioprotect , Toulouse, France. 4-8 Mar 1968 Supported in 
part by AEC 
Avail CFSTI 
A number of thermoluminescent phosphors are suitable 
for application in personnel radiation monitoring The principal 
characteristics of six of them are summarized LiFITLD-100) 
CaF2 Mn, CaF2(fluorite). Li2B407 Mn. CaS04 Mn. and Be0 
Some useful dosimeter configurations are also discussed. including 
a new dual-phosphor design that is capable of measuring the X- 
or gamma-ray effective energy as well as the exposure or dose 
Relative performance results for CaF2 Mn dosimeters versus film 
badges are also included Author 
N69-11675*# Case Western Reserve Univ . Cleveland, Ohio 
A LUNAR GRAVITY SIMULATOR. VOLUME 1 
Washington NASA Nov 1968 3 4  p 
(Contract NASI -7459) 
(NASA-CR-1233-vol-1) Avail CFSTI CSCL 148 
A prototype lunar gravity simulator using magnetic air bearing 
supports with constant force spring motors. and specially designed 
harness is described The system is suspended from a steel ceiling 
The subject, wearing a crash helmet and boots, ride2 in a three 
12 
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axis gimbaled harness The harness system IS suspended from the 
center of a spider ring which IS supported by cables that wind and 
unwind by constant force spring motors The system supports 
approximately 5/6  of the subject's weight, and permits freedom of 
movement The Simulator IS designed to accommodate subjects 
weighing from 168 to  264 pounds Testing results, precautions 
regarding operation. and details of the harness are presented 
F O S  
N69-11695*# National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Washington. D C 
AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY. A CONTINUING 
BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH INDEXES 
Oct 1968 83 p refs 
(NASA-SP-701 l(55) Avail CFSTI CSCL 06 
Subject coverage concentrates on the biological. physiological. 
psychological and environmental effects to  which man is subjected 
during and following simulated or actual flight in the earths 
atmosphere or in interplanetary space References describing similar 
effects on biological organisms of lower order are also included 
Such related topics as sanitary problems, pharmacology toxicology. 
safety and survival. life support systems. exobiology. and personnel 
factors receive appropriate attention Each entry consists of a 
standard citation accompanied by its abstract Author 
N69-11701# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
SELECTED TRANSLATIONS FROM AEROSPACE MEDICINE 
V V Parin, ed and I M Khazen. ed 28 Oct 1968 259 p 
refs Transl into ENGLISH from the Book "Aviakosmicheskaya 
Meditsina" Moscow, no 1 1967 p 11-18, 3044 .  89-92,97-101. 
105-173. 177-189. 216-225, 261 -264, 282-306, 309327,  
341 -352,356-376 
(JPRS-46751) Avail SOD/CFSTl 
Various aspects of aerospace medicine are discussed such 
as physiological and psychological testing, effects of space 
flight stress on the cardiovascular, respiratory. and central nervous 
systems, and acceleration and altitude tolerances For individual 
titles see N69-1 1701 through N69-11740 
N69-11702# 
D C  
SOME EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION O N  THE ORGANISM 
D Ye Rozenblyum In Its Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 
28 Oct 1968 p 1-8 Presented at Conf on Space Med. 
Moscow, Nov 1963 (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
Two main phases of radial accelerations are defined ( 1 )  a 
phase of relative. limited cornpensation when some vital functions 
are intensified. while others are temporarily suppressed as a means 
of adaptation and still others are somewhat impaired, and (2) a 
phase of decompensation which sets in when the accelerations 
exceed the thresholds of individual tolerance The relative 
cornpensation phase is considered important from the viewpoint of 
revealing the physiological mechanisms of adaptation The point IS 
made that the physiological systems responsible for adaptation to 
gravity bear the burden of coping with the increased gravitation 
caused by radial accelerations In the decompensation phase, a 
circulatory form of brain hypoxia is considered the main mechanism 
responsible for incipient functional disturbances Other mechanisms 
participating in the pathogenesis of disturbances in the 
decompensation phase are discussed The view IS offered that 
antigravity drugs, used to minimize the adverse effects of radial 
accelerations. may be modified and used to  increase resistance to  
other forms of acceleration M G J  
Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
N69-11703# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington, 
D C  
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF THE HUMAN ORGANISM 
TO TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS AND SOME WAYS OF 
INCREASING RESISTANCETO THEM 
A S Barer et al In I ~ S  elected Transl from Aerospace Med  
28 Oct 1968 p 9-20 (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
Some 500 experiments on 70 subjects were conducted to 
study ( 1 )  the limits of human tolerance to prolonged accelerations 
in a back-chest direction at an angle of 65" to the longitudinal 
axis of the body, 12) different ways of increasing resistance to 
transverse accelerations, and 13) the tolerance of accelerations 
over a period of time under selected conditions A centrifuge with 
a large radius was used, and recordings were made of  the EKG. 
arterial pressure, volume indices of external respiration. EMG. EEG. 
and acuity and field of view in some experiments, the thoracic 
orqans were X-rayed and the exhaled air was analyzed for its gaseous 
composition A detailed analysis IS presented on the changes 
observed in the cardiovascular and respiratory systems, and in the 
functional level of the central nervous system The stage-by-stage 
development of the responses of the body IS biologically evaluated 
M G J  
N69-11704# 
D C  
PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES ON COR IOLlS ACCELERATION 
V P Baranova et al In /ts Selected Transl from Aerospace Med  
28 Oct 1968 p 21-28 (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
A Barany chair equipped to record nystagmus. the rardiac 
rate, and an arterial oscillogram was used in experiments on 24 
people to determine their tolerance of repeated, graduated Coriolis 
acceleration A comparison of the clinical data with the observed 
changes in oculomotor reactions and hemodynamic indices reveals 
that most individuals with good tolerance of accelerations showed 
minimum changes in arterial pressure minute volume, and vascular 
tone The duration of the nystagmic reaction decreased as the 
rotation increased Findings suggest that compensation of the effects 
is based on coordinated activity of the vestibular centers whereby 
the numerous afferent impulses entering the brain do not impair 
the normal functioning of the autonomic centers Also revealed is 
a definite connection between the clinical indices of resistance, 
nature and degree of hemodynamic changes. and character of the 
alterations in the vestibulo-oculomotor (according to nystagmus) 
reactions M G J  
Joint Publications Research Service, Washington. 
N69-11705# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
EFFECT OF LANDING OVERLOADS AND METHODS OF 
PROTECTION AGAINST THEM 
G P Mirolyubov In its Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 
28 Oct 1968 p 29-35 (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
To assess the effects of landing impacts and ways of protecting 
the body against them, three series of experiments were conducted 
on 350 mice and rats. and 54 dogs The first series studied the 
animals' resistance to landing impact in relation to its duration and 
rate of fall of the cage, the second examined the dynamics of pulse 
and respiration rates, EKG. and arterial pressure The results 
showed that landing overloads with a rate of fall of more than 8 
m/sec may become intense enough to  impair the activity of organs 
and systems and cause morphological damage and even death 
When the rate of fall was less than 8 m/sec. no injuries were 
received even with overloads of up to 1000 units The third series 
of experiments on protection methods involved immersing animals 
in fluid. and the use of a hard shell conforming to the shape of 
the animal Both techniques were found to greatly increase the 
landing overloads that animals can tolerate M G J  
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N69-11706# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D. C 
CONDIT IONING THE VESTIBULAR ANALYSOR TO 
CORIOLIS ACCELERATION 
Ye M Yuganov et a1 ln rfs Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 
28 Oct 1968 p 3 6 4 2  (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
A traming program is proposed which combines both the 
passive action of adequate stimuli and the active movements of 
the subject The degree of vestibular conditioning was determined 
from the change in duration of  post-rotation nystagmus. the time the 
illusion of swinging appeared, and the intensity of the autonomic 
reactions Results show that systematic exposure to  Coriolis 
acceleration caused a fairly marked change in the sensitivity of the 
vestibular apparatus It was also found (1) The duration of 
post-rotation nystagmus gradually decreased in the course of  
conditioning (2) The illusion of swinging appeared in conditioned 
individuals only after the prolonged cumulative effect of the stimulus 
(3) The intensity of the autonomic reactions gradually decreased 
and after 5 to 7 days they disappeared completely M G J  
N69-11707# Joint Publications Research Service Washington, 
D C  
CHANGE I N  HEART SOUNDS IN EXPERIMENTAL 
CATAPULTING OF M A N  
V A Degtyarev In rts Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 28  
Oct 1968 p43-46  (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
A portable magnetic 4ectrical sensor with a natural oscillation 
frequency of 200 to 300 Hz was used to record the changes in 
heart sounds during catapulting The findings show ( I )  Under the 
influence of emotional excitement. pulse acceleration. intensified 
cardiac contractions elevated arterial pressure and accelerated 
pulse wave. the amplitude of the first and second heart sounds 
inueases 3-  to 4-fold Saturation of the sounds grows and the 
intervals between them become shorter (2) Immediately after 
catapulting. the amplitude of the first sound generally continues to 
increase (sometimes to 8 to 10  times the original value) against 
a background of a quick pulse and accelerated cardiac rate, while 
the amplitude of the second sound decreases relatively In some 
cases, the first and second sounds are split (3) Immediately before 
and after catapulting. there IS a shortening of the mechanical systole 
as compared with the electric systole. and there are instances 
where the low frequency third and fourth sounds are transformed 
into high frequency sounds It is suggested that these three 
phenomena may be caused both by intensification of cardiac activity 
and by change in the venous flow to  the heart Author 
N69-11708# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
TOLERANCE OF ACCELERATION UNDER UNUSUAL 
CONDITIONS 
V V Usachev In rfs Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 28  
Oct 1968 p 47-49 ISeeN69-11701 02-05) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
Summary data are presented on the results of over 300 
centrifuge and flight experiments conducted to determine the 
physiological capabilities of pilots exposed to accelerations under 
complicated conditions of oxygen deficiency. breathing at excessive 
pressures, and flight stress The oxygen deficiency studies showed 
that the subjects’ resistance to accelerations decreased about 0 5 
to 1 5 g During the accelerations. there was an increase in 
ventilation. maximum arterial pressure, and pulse pressure as a rule. 
the cardiac rate also increased sharply Under the conditions of 
acceleration and oxygen breathing at excessive pressure, pilot 
resistance to accelerations was found to inciease by 1 g on the 
average Less pronounced changes were noted in external respiration 
and cardiovascular function than when oxygen was inhaled at 
ordinary pressure In assessing the effects of overloads during low 
altitude flights. marked functional changes were observed in cardiac 
activity and respiration during evolutions near the earth M G J 
N69-11709# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
SOME MATERIALS ON THE HISTORY OF THE STUDY OF 
THE EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION ON THE BODY 
D Ye Rozenblyum In Its Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 
28 Oct 1968 p 50-51 refs (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
Capsule information is presented on the centripetal acceleration 
data published in the late 18th and 19th centuries These relate 
to the use 0f.a centrifuge as a means of affecting blood circulation, 
the mechanism of vertigo during rotation. and the effects of 
centripetal acceleration on animals in relation to  rocket flight 
problems M G J  
N69-11710# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT WORK AND REST ROUTINES 
ON SUBJECTS KEPT IN  RELATIVE ISOLATION 
N I Andrezheyuk et al In rfs Selected Transl from Aerospace 
Med 28  Oct 1968 p 5 2 4 3  (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
Two 15-day experiments were conducted on three subjects 
in an airtight chamber The first experiment assessed the reactions 
produced by a routine involving 8 hours of sleep and 16  hours of 
wakefulness for each person One month after its completion the 
second experiment with the same subjects was conducted The 
men slept for 6 hours, stayed on watch for the same length of time 
and spent the same number of hours in rest and self-service The 
results show (1) In general, the 24-hour routine was favorable 
The main physiological functions underwent shallow changes 
characteristically found in people confined to a small. airtight place 
(2) More significant changes occurred with the 18-hour cycle 
where the routines were much different both in duration and in 
alternation of work and rest periods. The after effects were more 
persistent than those which followed the first experiment (3) The 
biochemical tests and saliva lysozyme activity signified an 
endocrine and immunoreactive reconstruction of functions and the 
development of nervous and emotion strain especially in the 18-hour 
cycle experiment M G J  
N69-11711# 
D C  
FUNCTIONAL CHANGES I N  MAN I N  CHAMBERTESTS 
8 A Dushkov et al In 11s Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 
28 Oct 1968 p 64-72 (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
To assess the affects of simulated spaceflight conditions 
on nervous activity. motor. force and autonomic reactions. and 
emotional state, small airtight chambers were used in experiments 
on 80  males lasting from 12 hours to 70  days Ordinary and 
altered daily routines were followed The main objective was to 
detect deviations in the state of the functional systems and fluids, 
psychic functions. and efficiency It was concluded (1 ) Relative 
social isolation and sensory deprivation affected the nervous 
system. emotions. memory. and physical efficiency No pathological 
changes were detected in mental activity (2) As hypodynamia is 
indicated as one of the principal situational factors, careful attention 
should be paid to the physiology of activrty in devising suitable 
motor tasks for the subjects (3) Deep changes in the mental and 
physiological functions due to altered work and rest routines make 
it necessary to consider the question of biological rhythms in 
designing experiments of this kind M G J  
Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
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N69-11712# Joint Publications Research Service Washington 
D C  
CIRCADIAN RHYTHM OF PHYSfOLOGlCAL FUNCTIONS 
IN MAN UNDER CONDITIONS OF ISOLATION 
V N Myasnikov ln Its Selected Transl from Aerospace Med  28 
Oct 1968 p 73-78 (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
To determine the effect of different daily routines (normal 
inverted. and split) on the circadian rhythm of heart rate, respiration. 
and temperature isolation chamber experiments were conducted 
on healthy young males An analysis of the results shows ( 1 )  
Functional changes were caused by the simultaneous action of 
isolation. restricted motor activity and change in normal alternation 
of periods of wakefulness and sleep ( 2 )  Distortion of normal 
living routines changed the circadian rhythm of some physiological 
functions The reconstruction of respiration in accordance with the 
split routine occurred as early as the sixth day of the experiment 
(3) Prolonged hypodynamia (15 days) gave rise to signs of poor 
physical conditicn with a corresponding increase in the heart rate 
(by 10 to 20 beats) toward the end of the experiment, and to a 
decrease in functional adaptability to physical exercise thereafter 
M G J  
P V Buyanov In tts Selected Transl from Aerospace Med  28 
Oct 1968 p 81 -85 refs (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
Studies were made of changes in blood circulation. external 
respiration, and gas exchange immediately after the subject shifted 
from hypodynamic t o  normal conditions. the persistence of 
these changes was also observed One experiment involved drastic 
restriction of movements, the other, only partial restriction The data 
show that hemodynamic changes occurred in all subjects, gas 
exchange changes in most The cardiac rate often was 120% to 
150% of the initial rate Changes in arterial pressure were 
apparently related not only to the degree and duration of the 
hypodynamia but also to the personality traits of the subjects 
Persistent changes in the external respiratory function were not 
detected M G J  
N69-11715# Joint Publications Research Service, Washington, 
D C  
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS DURING A PROLONGED 
STAY IN AN ARTIFICIAL ATMOSPHERE 
A G Kuznetsov et al In 12s Selected Transl from Aerospace Med  
28 Oct 1968 p 86-94 refs (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
Two Subjects were monitored closely to assess the effects 
of spending 62 days in a pressure chamber under conditions of 
normal and low (308 m m  Hg) atmospheric pressure and normal 
partial oxygen pressure Higher nervous activity. brain bioelectrical 
activity, EKG, electromyogram. blood pressure. 'external respiratory 
and cardiovascular functions, and peripheral blood were measured 
Physical exercises were used for a dynamic study of the subjects' 
respiratory and cardiovascular functions and to prevent hypokinesia 
The data analyses show ( 1  Prolonged confinement results in 
protective inhibition and decreased mobility of the nervous processes. 
and in the functional sluggishness of these processes (2 )  Although 
the changes noted in bioelectrical activity were within normal 
physiological limits. they pointed to a decrease in cortical tone, and 
to a weakening of the excitatory and an intensification of the 
inhibitory processes (3) Resistance to hypodynamia and relative 
isolation can be increased by physical training and correct 
organization of the work and rest routines. thereby helping to 
maintain fairly high efficiency levels for long periods M G J  
N69-11716# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington, 
D C  
STUDIES O N  H U M A N  MOTOR ACTIVITY UNDER 
CONDITIONS OF HYPODYNAMIA A N D  LOW CARBON 
DIOXIDE CONTENT 
L I Karpova In its Selected Transl from Aerospace Med  28 
Oct 1968 p 95-98 (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
To determine the effects of various motor routines and 
respiratory exercises on motion coordination, four 30-day 
experiments were performed on seven subjects in a pressure 
chamber, the CO, concentration was regulated automatically 
Changes in general endurance, endurance of static stresses. strength 
of different muscle groups, and motion precision and power 
were also studied The techniques used included electromyography, 
electrogoniography. vector-operation dynamography and vector 
stabilography. myotonometry. polydynamometry. combined 
dynamography. and oxymetry The results indicate that the central 
nervous and cardiovascular systems retain a high level of 
functioning The introduction of a special program of motor activity had 
a favorable effect on the physiological coordinating mechanisms 
N69-11713# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
EFFECTS OF INCREASED AND DECREASED AFFERENT 
IMPULSES O N  M A N  FROM THE STANDPOINT OF SPACE 
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY 
F D Gorbo et al In its Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 
28 Oct 1968 p 79-80 (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SDO/CFSTI 
Abstracted data are presented on laboratory experiments 
involving the formation of body systems, man-spacecraft systems 
and manspacecraft surrounding space systems It is pointed out 
that research is based on the principle of reproducing known or 
hypothetical space flight factors in order to identify and evaluate 
environmental influences. and to elucidate the characteristics of the 
difflcult states that arise under these conditions for the purpose of 
preventing them and predicting tolerance Author 
responsible for maintaining the stability of motor functions 
Endurance of static stresses and delicate coordinating movements were 
the most vulnerable. a finding consistent with other experimental 
data M G J  
N69-11714# Joint Publications Research Service Washington 
D C  
CHANGES I N  CARDIOVASCULAR ACTIVITY A N D  
EXTERNAL RESPIRATION RESULTJNG FROM PROLONGED 
MUSCULAR INACTIVITY (HYPODYNAMIA) 
N69-11717# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
CHANGES IN CONDITIONED MOTOR REFLEXES AND EEG 
I N  M A N  FOLLOWING PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO A 
RARIFIED ATMOSPHERE WITH A HIGH CARBON DIOXIDE 
CONTENT 
S G Zharov et  al In its Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 
28 Oct 1968 p 99-1 03 (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
The changes occurring in some central nervous system 
(CNS) functions were studied in persons exposed for 30 days to 
an atmosphere with a high partial pressure of CO,. and normal 
and low barometric pressures corresponding to an altitude of 7000 
m The CNS function was evaluated by the method of complex 
conditioned motor reflexes which involved drawing geometric figures 
or solving arithmetic problems Also studied was the rate of 
formation of a simple motor reaction to a stereotype of photic 
and acoustic stimuli The data. obtained from an investigation of 
conditioned activity and EEGs and observations of the subjects' 
behavior. show that prolonged exposure to an atmosphere with a 
high CO, content slightly reduces the functional activity of the 
CNS These changes were believed to  be caused mainly by the 
monotony of the experiment and the restricted physical activity 
Increasing the partial C07 in inhaled air to  14 9 to 17 7 m m  Hg 
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brought about specific EEG changes and decreased the efficiency 
of some individual at normal barometric pressure However, 
efficiency scarcely changed in  a rarefied atmosphere with partial 
C02 of 1 7 7  m m  Hg M G J .  
N69-11718# Joint Publications Research Service, Washington. 
D C  
DURATION OF PHASES OF CARDIAC ACTIVITY UNDER 
CONDITIONS OF LOW PARTIAL PRESSURE OF OXYGEN 
I N  INHALED AIR 
V M Murayenko In rts Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 
28Oc t  1968 p 104-108 (SeeN69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
Recordings were made of the changes in phases and periods 
of cardiac activity in healthy persons and in persons with the initial 
stages of cardiovascular disease, under conditions of low partial 
pressure of oxygen in inhaled air The results indicate (1  ) Changes 
in the phases and periods of the cardiac cycle in  healthy persons 
subjected to hypoxia consisted of a shortening of their duration in 
the systole and diastole Contraction of the entire ejection phase 
was-characteristic of all groups of healthy persons examined 
(2) Persons with hypertension exhibited an increase in the phase 
of isometric relaxation from 0 059 to 0 072 sec during hypoxia 
Those with atherosclerosis of the coronary arteries exhibited an 
increase in  the phase of rapid filling of the ventricles from 0 071 
to 0 084 sec. and of the atrial systole from 0 081 to 0 095 sec 
(3) In general, the individual phases of the diastolic complex 
lengthened in the persons suffering impaired cardiovascular function. 
with a shortening of the time of the diastole M G J  
N69-11719# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
H U M A N  ACOUSTIC FUNCTION AFTER MANY DAYS' 
EXPOSURE TO LOW BAROMETRIC PRESSURE 
I Ya Borshchevskiy et al ln Its Selected Transl from Aerospace 
Med 28 Oct 1968 p 109-110 (SeeN69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
Determinations were made of the auditory thresholds of 
two subjects with air conduction at frequencies of 125. 250, 500. 
1000, 3000, 4000, and 6000 Hz. and the time of the reverse 
adaptation at a frequency of 1000 Hz after 3-minute exposures to 
white noise of 50 db The two men were subjected for several 
days to low barometric pressure corresponding to an altitude of 
7000 m. with partial oxygen pressure of 150 to  170 mm Hg A 
comparison is drawn between the first and second part of the 
experiment The greatest values appeared during the first half. later 
against a background of constant spread of threshold values of 
acoustic sensitivity. there was a tendency toward relative 
sensitization This sensitization is regarded as the effect of 
intensification of the Compensatory reactions of the body in general, 
and of the acoustic analyzer in particular It was concluded that 
prolonged exposure to low barometric pressure (308 mm Hg) with 
normal partral oxygen pressure (1 50 to  160 mm Hg) does not 
significantly influence acoustic function M G J  
N69-11720# Joint Publications Research Service, Washington. 
D C  
CIRCADIAN RHYTHM OF HEARING IN HUMANS AFTER 
PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO NOISE 
Yu V Krylov In its Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 28 
Oct 1968 p 11 1-1 14 (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
To trace acoustic sensitivity fluctuations in  relation to the 
circadian rhythm, auditory thresholds at frequencies of 125. 250. 
500, 1000, 3000, and 4000 Hz were measured four times a day 
in five persons who stayed in a small room for 9 t o  11  days 
Experimental conditions involved continuous noise masking of 75 
db. with the bulk of the sound energy in the 800 to  2000 Hz range 
This is equivalent to the acoustic conditions prevailing in the orbital 
phase of spaceflight In most subjects, the auditory thresholds 
varied with the time of day This apparently results from functional 
changes in the human body and reflect the biological rhythm 
The increased fluctuations in the auditory thresholds during noise 
interference are felt to indicate that adequate stimulation causes a 
reconstruction in the acoustic analyzer and a mobilization of nervous 
elements at different levels The activation of new adaptation 
mechanisms is evidently due to the change in mobility and disruption 
of the balance between the basic nervous processes, as reflected 
in the greater degree of fluctuation in the thresholds of acoustic 
sensitivity compared wi th  that under conditions of silence 
M G J  
N69-11721# Joint Publications Research Service Washington. 
D C  
SOME PROBLEMS I N  AVIATION PHYSIOLOGY 
F P Kosmolinskiy In tts Selected Transl form Aerospace Med 
28 Oct 1968 p 1 1  5-120 (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
An overview is presented on the practical objectives which 
should be considered in aviation physiology research These are 
identified as (1) the adaptatron and compensatory 
physiological-biochemical mechanisms. (2)  the development of 
scientifically sound methods of preventing the injurious effects of 
external stimuli. and of improving the tolerance of these effects if they 
cannot be avoided. (3) external factors which reduce productivity 
and lower human efficiency. (4) the efficiency and fatigue processes 
in flying personnel. (5) properly planned flight training, and (6) 
increasing physiological reserves through physical conditioning. and 
proper work. rest. and eating schedules The Soviet approach to 
fatigue studies is defined as one which used an integral evaluation 
of the changes in several functions Because of the intense 
cardiovascular reactions that occur in pilots. stress is placed on the 
necessity of devising methods of increasing endurance and efficiency 
while decreasing nervous and emotional strain M G J  
N69-11722# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
SOME RESULTS OF A STUDY OF PHYSIOLOGICAL 
FUNCTIONS DURING FLIGHT 
D V Abayev et al In its Selected Transl from Aerospace Meed 
28 Oct 1968 p 121 -1 23 (See N69-11701 02-05) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
Cardiovascular and respiratory system data were obtained 
on crew members of single-seater and multiple-crew aircraft as 
they performed flight tasks of varying complexity In experiments on 
pilots of single-seater planes, the cardiac rate was highest at the 
most difficult stages of the flight. however, if the flight plan involved 
many difficult elements the fluctuations were less pronounced In 
the other experiments. the presence of several crew members 
subjected to different function pressures during flight made it possible 
to compare the changes in relation to  duties. flying experience, and 
flight conditions It was noted that at critical stages in the flight, 
the captain's cardiac rate was 145 to 160 beats a minute, 
respiration rate 40 to 45 a minute In the other crew members, the 
cardiac and respiration rates were no higher than 120 and 30 per 
minute. respectively The cardiac rate in the veteran fliers rose by 
90% and in the trainees by 125% over the original level 
M G J  
N69-11723# Joint Publications Research Service Washington. 
D C  
EMOTIONS AND NEURO-ENDOCRINE REGULATION OF 
FUNCTIONS DURING FLIGHT 
F P Kosmolinskiy In tfs Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 
28 Oct 1968 p 124-1 26 (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
The intense excitation of autonomic functions noted in flying 
personnel is discussed It is pointed out that such excitation is not 
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caused by any vital need to maintain the energy balance at a high 
level, rather it is a hyperreactivity of the nervous system at the 
time when the adaptation syndrome is developing However, with 
abrupt excitation the adaptation system seems to collapse, 
due to  the phase-like nature of some biochemical proces 
as hormone and vitamin metabolism The view is offered 
hyperreactivity. which is inconsistent with the action of the physical 
flight factors. gives rise under conditions of excess information to 
unusual changes in neurohumoral regulation of the functions 
involved in intensification of the subcortical processes, and in 
inhibition of cortical functions by induction M G J  
N69-11724# Joint Publications Research Service, Washington. 
D C  
PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS OF ADAPTATION TO 
FLYING UNDER CONDITIONS OF MODERATE HYPEROXIA 
AND HYPERVENTILATION OF EMOTIONAL ORIGIN 
F P Kosmolinskiy et al In 12s Selected Transl from Aerospace 
Med 2 8 0 c t  1968 p 127-131 (SeeN69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
Analyses were made of the acidalkaline equilibrium in 
human beings after breathing pure oxygen in the laboratory. and 
after the completion of flights of varying complexity and duration 
Urinalyses revealed changes in the acid-alkaline equilibrium. 
following the development of hypocapnia in subjects after breathing 
pure oxygen in the laboratory, and in fliers using an oxygen 
respirator The sharp election of ascorbic acid with urine IS regarded 
as a precursor of a breakdown in the adaptation mechanisms due 
t o  the complex effects of such flight factors as hyperoxia. 
hyperventilation. and high nervous and emotional strain. which 
leads to  hyperfunction of the endocrine and the adrenal systems 
M.G J 
N69-11725# 
D C  
SOME ASPECTS OF THE THEORY OF FLYING ABILITY 
8 S Alyakrinskiy In ~ t s  Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 
28 Oct 1968 p 132-135 (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
The fundamental considerations involved in the matter of flying 
ability is discussed from the viewpoint of aviation psychology It 
is pointed out that young men coming to  flying schools differ in 
inherent range of abilities and, although potentially each can learn 
to fly, the effort and time spent on such instruction wil l  vary with 
the individual range of abilities In studying specific aptitudes. 
stress is placed on the need for a preliminary analysis of the 
structure of the profession in order to  break It down into its 
individual components, units. and operations Analysis of certain 
characteristics of flying. particularly the instrument signal system 
from the psychological standpoint. supports the claim that an 
aptitude for indirect and generalized reflection of reality can be 
regarded as a specific aptitude for flying ability M G J  
Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
N69-11726# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
SPECIAL FUNCTIONAL DIAGNOSIS, A N  IMPORTANT 
ASPECT OF MEDICAL EVALUATION OF FLIGHT 
PERSONNEL 
G L Komendantov et al In ITS Selected Transl from Aerospace 
ns in the body. to detect the 
ations in health Three 
and (3) simulation 
functional diagnosis is one the the most effective means available 
for protecting the health of pilots M G J  
N69-11727# 
D C  
CHANGE I N  MYOCARDIAL BIOELECTRICAL ACTIVITY 
I N  HEALTHY AND SICK PERSONS ACCORDING TO THE 
DATA OF VECTOROMETRIC ANALYSIS OF THE EKG UPON 
BREATHING OXYGEN AT EXCESSIVE PRESSURE 
V N Alifanov et  al In its Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 
28  Oct 1968 p 139-142 (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail. SOD/CFSTI 
In the experiments described. the subjects breathed oxygen 
for 10 minutes under conditions of high intrapulmonary pressure 
The EKGs were recorded before and during the examination after 
five to seven minutes of the loads Of the 15 leads used, three 
standard and three amplified unipolar leads from the extremities 
made it possible to plot the vectors of the heart in a frontal plane, 
six chest leads permitted the myocardial potentials to be recorded 
in a horizontal plane, and three leads made ir possible to analyze 
the EKG in a sagittal plane The vector analysis data show (1) 
A graduated load equal to 200 mm H20 causes positional shifts in 
the vectors and produces some changes in myocardial bioelectrical 
activity, mainly in the repolarization process (2) A coordinated 
positional turn of all vectors to the right. mainly in the frontal plane, 
occurs in healthy persons A simultaneous decrease in the values 
of the AT vectors and ventricular gradient in both planes is indicative 
of difficulty in the repolarization processes in the ventricles (3) 
In persons with cardiovascular disease. vector changes are in the 
same direction but are more distinct in cases where cardiac rhythm 
and conduction are impaired M G J  
Joint Publications Research Service, Washington, 
N69-11728# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
EFFECT OF "ALTITUDE" AND ACCELERATION ON MAN 
A R Mansurov In Its Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 28  
'Oct 1968 p 143-146 (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
The thoracic organs were X-rayed o f  individuals repeatedly 
exposed to  altitude and acceleration tests over a period of one to 
seven years Dynamic observations showed that prolonged and 
systematic exposure to altitude may cause more or less permanent 
changes in the respiratory organs and blood circulation The degree 
of development of the observed changes are related to the duration 
of the tests It was also found that exposure to  intense and 
prolonged transverse acceleration may cause significant impairment 
of the circulatory system, particularly of the pulmonary circulation. 
resulting in stagnation followed by edema of the lungs and 
atelectasis In persons exposed to these factors less than three or 
four years. the changes in lung markings were insignificant and 
reversible However, systematic exposure to  altitude for four or more 
years resulted in perceptible changes in lung tissue characteristic 
of pneumosclerosis and emphysema M G J  
N69-11729# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
HEALTH OF CIVIL AVIATION SPECIALISTS. REPORT 2: 
RESULTS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES ON CENTRAL 
NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTION 
(X-RAY STUDIES) 
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A Ya Loshak In / ts  Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 28  
Oct 1968 p 147-151 (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
Physiological tests, given to 296 radar operators, were 
analyzed in relation to their length of service. and the range and 
intensity of ultrahigh frequency radiation encountered The results 
were compared with similar tests given to 151 persons acting as 
a control group Higher nervous activity and fatigue were evaluated 
from the electrical sensitivity of the eye (ESE), duration of the 
after-image and its latency period. and from psychological tests 
designed to determine the extent. persistence. distribution and 
switching of attention Of greatest significance were the ESE 
changes. the mean values of which differed markedly between the 
experimental and control groups The overall results show that most 
persons occupationally exposed t o  ultrahigh frequency energy 
suffer functional changes in the central nervous system apparently 
because of exhaustion and prevailing inhibition against a background 
of vagotonia The intensity of these processes which determine the 
functional state of the entire body, varies with the nature of the 
microwave emissions and with the individual characteristics of the 
persons exposed M G J  
N69-11730# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington 
D C  
SOME CLINICAL CONSIDERATIONS I N  SELECTING 
ASTRONAUTS FOR LONG FLIGHTS 
P B Buyanov et al In its Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 
28 Oct 1968 p 152-1 57 (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
Consideration is given to the necessity for careful medical 
selections and clinical -physiological examinations of candidate 
astronauts both at rest and after load tests simulating space flight 
stress Based on space flight experience and experimental data 
basic health requirements are formulated for selecting astronauts to 
be trained for long duration flights These include (1 A thorough 
examination is necessary to diagnose any latent endocrine 
insufficiency (21 DisturbEnces of fat metabolism of 
endocrine-humoral orgin are an absolute contraindication for flights 
(3) Individuals with persistent low arterial pressure (below l 0 0 / 5 5  
Hg) should no? be accepted, nor should individuals wi th a 
hypotensive type of reaction to stress tests (4) Candidates diagnosed 
as having neurocirculatory dystonia of the hypertensive type are 
unsuitable (5) Attention should be paid to the weight bearing 
motor apparatus in order to rule out hidden deformities myotonia 
myasthenia and degenerative neuromuscular diseases (6) No one 
with any nervous disorder is qualified to take part in long flights 
M G J  
N69-11731# Joint Publications Research Service, Washington 
D C  
NYSTAGMIC REACTIONS TO CONTINUOUS CORIOLIS 
ACCELERATION 
S S Markaryan et a1 In /ts Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 
28  Oct 1968 p 158-1 62 (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
With the chair rotating evenly at a speed of 180"/sec, 
the subjects continuously (1) bent the head forward at an angle 
of 30" 3 0  times a minute, (2)  bent the head and trunk forward 
at an angle of 90" 15 times a minute. (3) bent the head to the 
right and left shoulder at an angle of 30" 30 times a minute. 
and (4) bent the head forward at an angle of 30" 30 times a 
minute but with the chair rotating at a speed of 60"/sec Exposure to 
Coriolis acceleration (CAI lasted 20 minutes Control experiments 
were run without rotation The following factors were found to 
affect the frequency of nystagmic movements in response to CA 
speed of rotation, duration of exposure to CA in the plane of each 
pair of semicircular canals. coincidence of the direction of  the vector 
of CA with the plane of the frontal or sagittal canal, sensitivity of 
the receptors of each canal, and primary action on the saccular 
or utricular part of the otolithic apparatus It was concluded that 
nystagmic curves can be used as a criterion in judging vestibular 
resistance during continuous exposure to CA M G J  
N69-11732# Joint Publications Research Service, Washington. 
D C  
A METHOD OF INVESTIGATING THE EFFECT OF SPEED OF 
MOVEMENTOF AN INDICATOR ON READING ACCURACY 
P Ya Nurdygin In /ts Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 28  
Oct 1968 p 163-166 (See N69-1 1701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
In order to qualitatively study the effects which the motion 
rate of a needle indicator on an aircraft instrument has on pilot 
reading time and accuracy, an apparatus was designed whose 
action is synchronized with a tachistoscope The device permits the 
instrument to impart to  the dynamic indicator the necessary rate 
of movement at the beginning of exposure and to stop it at the 
end The accuracy of the subject's readings is determined from the 
position of the indicator before the instrument is shown and at the 
end M G J  
N69-11733 Joint Publications Research Service, Washington. 
D C  
A METHOD OF EVALUATING THE ACCURACY A N D  
STABILITY OF TIME-STRENGTH REACTIONS IN M A N  
B A Dushkov In / ts  Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 2 8  
Oct 1968 p 167-1 7 1 (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
Two tests were devised to provide fairly rapid and complete 
information on the accuracy and stability of time-strength reactions 
in the course of a day and in the circadian rhythms under 
conditions that simulate some spaceflight factors (limited motor 
activity. unusual position. altered circadian rhythms, etc ) The first 
tests the accuracy and stabtlity of t imestrength reiations against 
a background of rest The second tests the same qualities when 
problems are to be solved in accordance with a set program The 
accuracy and stability of t imestrength relations are investigated 
with a specially designed manual dynamometer The subject is 
required to made a small or big exertion with his hand without 
looking at the indicator of the dynamometer Newly developed 
controlled exertions are consolidated in preliminary experiments The 
biocurrents of the flexors and extensors of the hand are recorded 
at the same time along with the respiration and cardiac rates 
Author 
N69-11734# Joint Publications Research Service, Washington 
D C  
STUDIES ON THE PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL CAPABILITY 
OF THE VISUAL ANALYSOR FROM THE DISCRIMINATION 
OF SIGNALS BY PERIPHERAL VISION 
P Ya Nurdygin In /Is Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 28 
Oct 1968 p 172-179 (See N69-1 1701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
To investigate peripheral vision in operators of control systems. 
an apparatus was designed which makes it possible for objects to be 
moved along the arc of a perimeter from two opposite directions 
at the same time It also permits the subject's gaze to be fixed 
on stationary and moving geometric figures. letters, and numbers 
with different degrees of brightness An ink-writing device records 
the time in seconds and the place of objects on the right and left 
arcs of the perimeter in angular degrees Two timers record the 
moment when the subject discerns the object Experiments were 
conducted to detect the widest possible boundaries of the binocular 
visual field using objects of different sizes. to  determine the 
relationship of the boundaries of the field and the nature of the 
fixation. and to investigate the relationship between these boundaries 
and the size and shape of the object The data indicate that the 
boundaries of signal discrimination by peripheral vision depend on 
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the size and shape of the object. the fixation nature of central 
vision, and the speed of moving objects along the arc of the 
perimeter M G J  
N69-11735# Joint Publications Research Service, Washington. 
D C  
METHODS AND SOME RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS ON 
THE LEVEL OF THE CRITICAL FREQUENCY OF FLASHES 
P. Ya. Nurdygin In ~ t s  Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 28  
Oct 1968 p 180-182 (See N69-11701 02-05) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
The level of the critical frequency of flashes (CFF) was 
determined after 5 to 8 minutes of adaptation to  diffuse light This 
was done several times in one case, with gradual change from 
occasional alternation of light and darkness t o  more frequent 
change, in another case, the reverse, from more to less frequent 
change until the results were the same The CFF was then measured 
with the presentation of intermittent sound To compare the results, 
the CFF of the subject's better eye was studied The sound was 
supplied to  both headphones In processing the results, an increase 
or decrease in the CFF in response to  the sound was expressed 
as a percentage of the original level, which served as an index of 
the background level and was taken as 100% Author 
N69-11736# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
A THEORY OF VAPOR FORMATION IN THE BODY AT 
HIGH ALTITUDES 
D Ye Rozenblyum In tfs Selected Transl from Aerospace 
Med 28  Oct 1968 p 183-191 Presented at Moscow SOC of 
Physiologists Meeting on Aeromed , 1957 (See N69-1 1701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
An overview is presented on the research pertaining to 
the phenomenon of body tissue fluids changing into a vaporous 
state during exposure to rarefied atmospheres of less than 47 mm 
Hg Stress is placed on the need for experiments to determine the 
qualitative characteristics of these processes as compared with a 
physical model, to assess the capacity of protective physiological 
mechanisms to limit vapor formation. and to investigate the part 
played by vapor formation in the functioning of the body The 
recommendation is made that safety engineers design backup 
equipment for the most vulnerable parts of aircraft cabins and 
protective suits M G J  
N69-11737# 
D. C 
EFFECTS OF GENERALVlBRATlON O N  M A N  
A A Koreshkov In tts Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 28  
Oct 1968 p 192-194 refs (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
Industrial research on local vibrations are discussed in relation 
to the effects of general vibrations. occurring in virtually every type of 
aircraft and spacecraft, on pilots and astronauts The arbitrariness 
of differentiating between local and general vibrations IS stressed. 
and the point is made that in any case of vibration a smaller or 
larger area of the body comes in contact wlth the vibrating object 
Examples are cited to show that the effects of local and general 
vibrations on human physiological functions are essentially the 
same M G J  
Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
N69-11738# Joint Publications Research Service, Washington. 
D. C 
INCREASING RESISTANCE TO CRANIOCEREBRAL 
TRAUMAS BY USING CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
STIMULANTS 
Ye. Ya Kaplan et a1 In ICS Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 
28  Oct 1968 p 195-201 (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail. SOD/CFSTI 
To investigate the possibility of using prickly eleutherococcus 
and pipradrol to increase resistance to acute craniocerebral trauma. 
experiments were performed in which the parietal regions of white 
mice and rats were injured by a free-falling lead ball The data 
show that the pharmacological agents used have a positive effect 
on brain injuries There was increased resistance of the animals to 
acute craniocerebral trauma, as demonstrated by a lower mortality 
rate and milder post-traumatic course than was observed in the 
control group The rapid normalization of some physiological and 
biochemical indices was also observed It was concluded that the 
mechanisms of the protective action of the two drugs are related 
to their normalizing influence on nerve center functioning. as 
reflected in improved subordination relations in the central nervous 
system (CNS). restoration of interneuronal propagation of excitation 
impaired by the trauma, prevention of parabiosis from developing 
in the CNS. and normalization of the metabolism of neurohumors 
M G J  responsible for mediating excitation in the synapses 
N69-11739# Joint Publications Research Service, Washington. 
D C  
SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ORIENTING REACTION 
TO SOUND PRESSURE PULSES 
V S Kuznetsov In tts Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 28  
Oct 1968 p 202-205 (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
Laboratory experiments were performed to determine the degree 
of discomfort caused by acoustic shocks simulating supersonic 
booms Measurements were made of the cortical electrical activity. 
autonomic reactions. pulse and respiration rates, and 
cutaneogalvanic reflex (CGR) The stimulus was a sound pressure 
pulse of 2 5 5. 7 5. and 9 5 kg/m2 lasting 150 msec The 
experiments show (1 1 A single acoustic shock provoked a distmct 
depression of the alpha rhythm and appearance of higher frequency 
components on the EEG (2) Presentation of the same stimulus 
six times in the course of a three-hour experiment resulted in 
regular extinction of the alpha rhythm depression reaction This 
same pattern of extinction of the reflex was noted when measuring 
phase decreases in skin resistance to acoustic stimulation (3) The 
data on EEG and CGR changes suggest that a sound pulse 
simulating supersonic aircraft boom elicits a pronounced orienting 
reaction characterized by increased systemic tone and greater 
readiness to perceive the stimulus M G J  
N69-11740# Joint Publications Research Service, Washington, 
D C  - 
ANALYSIS OF MOVEMENTS AT DIFFERENT 
ORGANIZATIONAL LEVELS OF LIFE 
D Ye Rozenblyum In tts Selected Transl from Aerospace Med 
28 Oct 1968 p 206-213 Presented at the 2 d  All-Union Conf 
on Aerospace Med . Moscow. May 1966 (See N69-11701 02-04) 
Avail SOD/CFSTI 
Questions related to the evolution of movements at different 
organizational levels of life are discussed in relation to the problem 
of hypodynamia during prolonged space flight and to unsupported 
movement and spatial analysis in weightlessness Some movements 
a t  different organizational levels of  life are analyzed molecular 
motion at the subcellular and cellular levels, movements at the 
systemic level. and motor functions at the organism level Implications 
pertaining to hypodynamia and motor coordination in prolonged 
weightlessness are (1 1 Special physical exercises can partially correct 
hypodynamia which is caused by the size of the spacecraft, relative 
confinement to the work area. and a decrease in muscular tone 
resulting from disruption of the myotactic mechanism (2) It is 
more difficult to  reorganize the internal structure of movements 
during prolonged weightlessness Such reorganization especially 
affects leg movements and. to a lesser degree, arm movements 
which are freed under terrestrial conditions from commonplace 
support tasks M G J  
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N69-11764*# Naval Medical Research lnst, Bethesda. Md  Dept 
of Microbiology 
Quarterly Status Report, 1 Jul. 
Francis 8 Gordon and Ja 
(NASA ORDER R-21-010-010) 
(NASA-CR-97764. QSR-13) Avail CFSTI CSCL 06s 
Experiments with mice in pressure chambers have been 
performed Increasing difficulty has been encountered in monitoring 
mice in He-0, mixtures, attributable to increased loss of body heat 
New chambers with temperature controls. now on order, are 
expected to remove this difficulty Attention was called previously 
to the greater mortaltty in mice held at simulated altitude with an 
ambient normal PO, (1 60 m m  Hg) following aerosol exposure to 
the mouse pneumonitis strain of Chlamydia If the Bohr equation 
for estimating alveolar PO, for man is used, it is clear that an 
alveolar hypoxia occurs under these conditions, raising the 
question whether hypoxia can account for the observed results An 
experiment (Mopn 36) in which this hypothesis was tested directly 
by holding mice in air at 7 3 psia (PO, 80 mm Hg) after aerosol 
exposure to the mouse pneumonitis agent provided evidence that 
hypoxia per se does not account for the greater mortality observed 
at simulated altitude The increased mortality observed previously 
in influenza virus-infected mice held at simulated altitude with 
100% ambient 0 ,might be due to increased multiplication of virus. 
an increase in inflammatory reaction in the host. or to a reduced 
ability of the mouse at altitude to  tolerate normal levels of the two 
preceding factors Two experiments were performed in which mice 
were held at simulated altitude (37.000 ft) with normal ambient 
PO, following intraperitoneal inoculation of Chlamydia psirtao 
Author 
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CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS I N  OPTICS AND VISION 
William Benson, ed and Milton A Whitcomb. ed 1968 141 p 
refs Presented at the Meeting of Comm on Vision. 1967 
(Contract Nonr-2300(05)) 
(AD-673425) Avail CFSTI 
CONTENTS 
1 DYNAMIC VISUAL CUES IN FLYING A Hyman 
and T Gold (Sperry Rand Corp) p 3-21 (See N69-11777 
2 VISION AND DRIVING A Burg p 2 2 3 2  refs 
(See N69-11778 02-04) 
3 PRINCIPLES AND PROPERTIES OF HOLOGRAM 
PHOTOGRAPHY J Upatnieks (Mich Univ) p 3 5 4 2  refs (See 
N69-11779 02-14) 
4 PRESENT AND FUTURE APPLICATIONS OF 
HOLOGRAPHY J W Goodman p 43-56 refs (See N69-11780 
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N69-11777# Sperry Rand Corp , Great Neck. N Y 
DYNAMIC VISUAL CUES I N  FLYING 
Aaron Hyman and Theodore Gold In NAS-NRC Current Develop 
in Optics and Vision 1968 p 3-21 (See N69-11776 02-05) 
(Contracts Nonr-4801(000), NO001 4-66-C-01 14) 
Avail CFSTI 
Two experimental studies in which dynamic visual cues 
are presented to subjects (flying personnel) are reported In the first 
study. characteristic findings obtained !n the first phase of a study 
of visual perception in carrier landing which was designed to 
determine quantitatively the visual judgements of position and flight 
path angle (aim point) made by pilots during carrier landing when 
there is a calm sea condition and no ancillary visual aids on the 
carrier. are reviewed In the second study, the program planned 
in a study of visual requirements for optical projection displays is 
described The overall aim of the research program is the 
establishment of quantitative perception tolerances for optical design 
parameters Specific areas of research which are designed to aid 
in developing optimal designs for virtual image optical projection 
systems are as follows (1) binocular disparity. (2) tolerance for 
differing convergence requirements (I e , focusing). (3) permissible 
disparity at boundaries of viewing region. (4) alleviation of retinal 
rivalry. (5) minimum desired exit pupil size. and (6) axial head 
position S C W  
N69-11778# 
Council, Washington. D C 
VISION ANDDRIVING 
Albert Burg In /ts Current Develop in Optics and Vision 1968 
p 2 2 3 2  refs (See 5469-1 1776 02-05) 
Avail CFSTI 
The initiation of a long range research program designed 
to investigate the relationship between vision test scores and 
driving records is reported In the first phase of the program, 17,500 
volunteer driver's license applicants were interviewed and tested 
over a 3 2  month period The subjects. of both sexes and ranging 
in age from 16 to 92, constituted what appeared to be a relatively 
representative sample of the California driving population Vision 
tests used included dynamic visual acuity. static (or standard) visual 
acuity. lateral visual field. lateral phoria. vision at low levels of 
illumination. glare recovery, and sighting dominance Several 
computer analyses of the data were made and preliminary findings 
indicated that (1 1 the two driving record variables being considered. 
I e ,  accidents and convictions for traffic violations in a three year 
period. correlated most highly with each other and next most 
highly with quantitative exposure (I e ,  average annual mileage1 and 
with age and age-related variables such as marital status and 
driving experience. (2) of the vision tests investigated, only dynamic 
visual acuity and static visual acuity consistently appeared to be 
related to  driving record, (3) considerable variation in the 
vision-driving relationship was found as a function of the sex and 
age of the group being studied A second phase of the program 
was initiated which was designed to  evaluate driving performance 
over a longer period of time (up t o  12 years). and to determine 
the relatwe to short-term (two to three years) deterioration OF visual 
capabilities of original subjects through retesting It is postulated 
dicate what aspects of 
efore what vision tests 
future driver's license 
n of a very large amount 
, personal and driving 
S C W  
National Academy of Sciences-National Research 
characteristics of a large sample of drivers 
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THE ELASTIC SURFACE TRANSFORMATION 
Robert J Hall and William F ssett ln Its Current Develop in 
Optics and Vision 1968 p 69 
Avail CFSTl 
Described are studies focusing on the development and 
implementation of a display processing technique, designated the 
elastic surface transformation (EST). that will permit the observer 
to manipulate and enhance marginal signals The ESP process as 
developed to date consists of photographically transferring the 
information from some sensor to a uniformly prestretched surface 
The surface is then relaxed in a continuous fashion. producing a 
uniform spatial compression During compression the element size 
remains constant The shrinking changes the spatial dispersion. 
which increases the density of elements per unit area This increases 
the image contrast and enhances the dim edges and gradients 
Optical magnification maintains the enhanced image at its original 
size Since a major problem of this research effort has been the 
development of a reliable. high resolution. photographic transfer to 
the elastic surface, studies were undertaken to develop a reliable 
research procedure for implementing the elastic surface 
transformation Reported are results of experiments on the 
enhancement of photographic information and sonar grams when 
the acoustic informafion was originally recorded on electro-sensitive 
paper Black and white silver halide implementation was used in 
National Academy of Sciences-National Research , 
refs (See N69-11776 02-05) 
these studies S C W  
N69-11783# National Academy of Sciences-National Research 
Council, Washington, D C 
IMAGE PROCESSING AS IT RELATES TO THE HUMAN 
SYSTEM 
James L Harris. Sr /n its Current Develop in Optics and Vision 
1968 p 78-88 refs (See N69-11776 02-05) 
Avail CFSTI 
Basic principles. operations. applications, and developmental 
trends of image processing are discussed The term image 
processing refers to operations performed on a degraded image to 
correct or compensate the image for its defects The result of such 
processing is an image which is called a restored image The 
combined use of image processing techniques, digital computer 
techniques. and numerical approximation methods for studying the 
characteristics of the human visual system IS emphasized 
S C W  
N69-11785# National Academy of Sciences-National Research 
Council. Washington, D C 
VISUAL FACTORS RELATED TO THE DESIGN AND USE 
H Richard Blackwell ln Its Current Develop in Optics and Vision 
1968 p 93-108 refs (See N69-11776 02-05) 
Avail CFSTl 
Opportunities arising from the possibility of learning something 
of the processes underlying normal, unaided vision by studying the 
characteristics of the visual system when its optical input is altered 
in describable ways using direct-view electro-optical devices. are 
discussed Empasized are parameters available to the designer of 
direct view electo-optical devices among which are cited the usual 
optical parameters of visual telescopes. magnification and field of 
view. and the electro-optical parameters gain and noise It is 
speculated that the spatial frequency response need not be uniform 
over the field of view but may be graduated for some such purpose 
as to match the variable spatial frequency response of the visual 
field of the unaided eye Parameters of the visual system which 
are obviously related to  the selection of an optimum electro-optical 
design are cited as being the trade-off of noise and gain. the 
spatial frequency response of different portions of the visual 
field, for different target and background 
situa ns of these variables Results of 
experimental and analytical studies which consider the above 
OF DIRECT-VIEW ELECTRO-OPTICAL DEVICES 
parameters are examined It is surmised that theoretical questions 
which should be elucidated by study of vision with electro-optical 
devices include th decision processes for various 
target-background sit and the relevance of noise to these 
decision processes S C W  
N11786# National Academy of Sciences-National Research 
Council. Washington, D C 
THE INFLUENCE OF SPATIAL A N D  TEMPORAL 
BANDWIDTH ON THRESHOLD CONTRAST SENSITIVITY 
OF THE EYE 
Russell H Morgan In I 
1968 p 109 121 refs ( 
Avail CFSTI 
Proposed is a method for calculating the noise levels of 
visual signals The method is based upon statistical principles 
frequently used to calculate noise in physical systems (e g , electronic 
amplifiers) which transmit or respond to modulated signals which 
are in a quantized energy state of flux It is surmised that 
(1 because visual systems and their elements characteristically fall 
into such a class of systems (I e ,  they transmit or respond to 
quantized signal that are modulated in time and space) it should 
be generally useful. and (2) the method has considerable value 
in the development of models of visual perception in which 
predicted and measured data are closely similar S C W  
N69-7 1787# Naiional Academy of Sciences-National Research 
Council, Washington. D C 
VISUAL DETECTION OF OSCILLOSCOPIC TRACINGS 
Wilson P Tanner Jr , Danna 8 Main. and Theodore E Cohn In 
I ~ S  Current Develop in Optics and Vision 1968 p 122-128 
(See N69-11776 02-05) 
(Contract DA-49-193-MD-2585) 
Avail CFSTI 
Psychophysical experiments employing a human observer 
combined with computer-averaging techniques were performed in 
an attempt to illustrate problems involved in reading physiological 
records for purposes of describing the response in the record to 
some physical event In an attempt to illustrate visually the nature 
of the averaging procedure. a polaroid camera on an oscilloscope 
face and six hundred traces on the same film. thus simulating the 
response with a well defined signal and adding to this random 
noise The observer viewed an oscilloscope face in a dimly lighted 
room and was told that on each trial one of two events would 
occur (1) noise alone might be present. of (2) signal-plus-noise 
might be present He was instructed to press one of two buttons 
corresponding to each of the two conditions He was told nothing 
about the signal characteristics After each response, he was 
informed by lights which of the two events had occurred The actual 
event and the observer's response on each trial were recorded on 
counters and also punched onto I B M  cards The events, 
signal-plus-noise (S + N) and noise alone (N). occurred randomly 
wi th  an a priori probability of 0 5 Results illustrate the 
human/computer's usefullness in determining not only a lower 
bound of detectability of a response in a record but also give an 
indication of the uncertainty in the parameters of the response 
S C W  
N69-11796# 
ENDOCRINE-METABOLIC RESPONSE TO SEQUENTIAL 
DECOMPRESSION DURING SIMULATED ORBITAL FLIGHT 
Henry B Hale and Edgar W Williams Jun 1968 12 p refs 
(AD-676144. SAM-TR-68-63) Avail CFSTI CSCL 6/19 
Urinary catecholamines. 17-hydroxycorticosteroids. various 
electrolytes. and certain nitrogenous metabolites were measured to 
assess the physiologic effects of exposure to hypobaric conditions 
similar to some that have been or may be used in orbiting spacecraft 
or during extravehicular activity Nineteen volunteer human sublects 
were studied during sequential exposure t o  the following gaseous 
School of Aerospace Medicine. Brooks AFB. Tex 
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environments and pressures (a) oxygen at 1 4  5 p s I a . 4 hours, 
(b) oxygen at 5 p s I a,  2 5 hours. (c) oxygen at 3 5 p s i a ,  15 
minutes, (d) 46% oxygen/50% nitrogen. at 7 p s I a ,  4 hours, and 
(e) oxygen at 3 5 p s i a .  1 2 5  hours Nonspecific stress was 
evidenced by decompression-induced elevations (which were 
progressive wi th  time) in  creatinine, urine volume, sodium, 
norepinephrine and urea Epinephrine was also elevated, but the 
peak effect came at an early time As a late effect, 17-OHCS 
excretion became elevated These findings confirm previous 
observations Author (TAB) 
N69-11800# 
DOGS TO A PARTIAL PRESSURE OF 60 mm. Hg C02 Final 
Report, Sep. 1966-May 1967 
William E Pepelko Jun 1968 12 p refs 
(AD-676143, SAM-TR-68-61) Avail CFSTI CSCLO6/19 
Six male mongrel dogs implanted with either arterial or 
venous catheters were exposed to a partial pressure of 60 mm 
Hg C02 for 10 days Daily fasting plasma glucose and free fatty 
acid (FFA) levels did not differ significantly from control levels 
Glucose tolerance after intravenous injection of 1 gm of glucose/kg 
body weight was decreased below that of controls on the first day 
of exposure to high C02 After 7 to  8 days of exposure, glucose 
tolerance increased to that of controls Weight loss averaged 1 7  
Ib during the 1 0-day exposure to high C02 and 0 6 Ib during a 
10-day control period The dogs ate normally throughout the 
expenmental period In general, they appeared to adapt quite well, 
with the measurements of plasma FFA and glucose indicating a 
minimum of stress Author (TAB) 
School of Aerospace Medicine. Brooks AFB. Tex 
METABOLIC EFFECTS OF LONG-TERM EXPOSURE OF 
N69-11830*# Volt Technical Corp , Washington. D C 
BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS I N  OUTER SPACE, 
(ZOND-5) 
0 Gazenko. P Saksonov, and V Antipov Greenbelt, Md  NASA. 
Goddard Space Center 19 Nov 1968 4 p Transl into ENGLISH 
from Pravda, (Moscow). no 320. 15 Nov 1968 
(Contract NAS5-12487) 
(NASA-CR-97775. ST PR-SB 10773) Avail CFSTI CSCLOGS 
The authors give a preliminary account of the results obtained 
aboard ZOND-5 after its successful flight around the Moon, splash 
down in the Indian Ocean and recovery of the containers with 
scientific apparatus The main interest of the experiment centers on 
the effects of circumlunar flight on turtles These lost 10% in 
weight. were particularly active upon return and have shown a great 
appetite Other biological observations are given. which bear an 
essentially preliminary character, since the study of the container 
content is not completed Author 
N69-11871# Biorad. Inc . New Hyde Park, N Y 
LASER PARAMETERS FOR H U M A N  VIEWING. 1 :  AN 
ANALYSIS OF VIEWING DIRECT AND SCATTERED LASER 
RADIATION Final Report, 22 Mar.-30 Dec. 1967 
Leonard R Solon and Donald S Sims Orlando, Fla Naval 
Training Device Center Aug 1968 95  p refs 
(Contract N61339-67-C-0096) 
Avail CFSTI CSCL6/5 
A general analysis is furnished of the physiological optics 
of directly transmitted, reflected, and scattered laser radiation 
Parameters determining the retinal irradiance for continuous lasers 
(or radiant exposure for pulsed sources) are treated in detail 
Particular attention is directed to optimization of laser systems 
where visual observation is required. or can occur inadvertently 
Among factors considered are the influence of auxiliary optics. 
environmental illumination. and the Stiles-Crawford effect 
Author (TAB) 
(A D-67 5803, BIO RA D-102 - 1, NAVTRADEVC EN-67 4 - 0 0 9  6- 1 ) 
N69-11974# 
TRANSMITTER FOR USE WITH DRY ELECTRODES 
Jack B Johnson and James E Allred Jun 1968 13 p refs 
(AD-676142, SAM-TR-68-55) Avail CFSTl CSCL 6/2 
An electrocardiogram amplifier-transmitter was designed 
for use with dry electrodes for long-term heart rate monitoring on 
unrestrained subjects in orbitlng laboratories Extremely high input 
impedance compatible wi th  dry electrodes and low power 
consumption was achieved by use of field-effect semiconductors in 
the amplifier input and in the transmitter This device IS being used 
on an experimental basis in  space environmental laboratories 
Author (TAB) 
School of Aerospace Medicine. Brooks AFB, Tex 
" HIGH-IMPEDANCE ELECTROCARDIOGRAM AMPLIFIER- 
N69-12082# Ohio State Untv, Columbus 
STUDY TO DETERMINE THE FLIGHT PROFILE A N D  
MISSION OF THE CERTIFICATED PRIVATE PILOT Final 
Report 
J J Eggspuehlerand G S Weislogel Jul 1968 86 p refs 
(Contract FA-67-WA-1760) 
(AD-675818, FAA-DS-68-15] Avail CFSTI CSCL 1 /2 
The results of a survey to produce information on the profile 
and mission of the private pilot are reported Based upon an 
analysis of the data produced by the survey. three operational flight 
profiles were developed simple, medium-complex. and complex 
The profiles were then used to describe the minimum qualifications 
required of private pilots to  operate within each profile The 
implications of these findings are directed toward providing 
knowledge useful in designing a private pilot certification program 
based upon a standard of operational competence, although the 
data will be useful in other research relating to the activities of the 
private pilot Author (TAB) 
N69-12084*# Case Western Reserve Univ , Cleveland, Ohio 
Solid State Electronics Lab 
JINVESTIGATION OF IMPLANTABLE MULTICHANNEL 
BIOTELEMETRY] Semiannual Report, Mar.-Aug. 1968 
W H KO. E Yon, and D Ramseth Aug 1968 22 p 
(Contract NGR-36-003-079) 
(NASA-CR-97832. SAR-5) Avail CFSTI CSCL 0 6 8  
A system design and fabrication technique for multi-channel, 
physiologically implantable telemetering systems for biological 
measurements is being developed The design is to be flexible. 
allowing several channels of information to  be handled 
simultaneously. and to be able to  telemeter a wide range of 
physiological signals The four-channel discrete component strain-gage 
transmitter has been functioning satisfactorily since being implanted 
A four-channel integrated circuit strain gage transmitter was 
constructed and tested Improved sample and hold circuitry for the 
receiver-demodulator system was breadboarded and incorporated 
into the system A study was started into possible improvements 
of the transmitter ring oscillator The current ring oscillator exhibits 
a slight dependance for proper operation on the storage and delay 
characteristics of the output transistor which drives the "and' gate 
and the associated strain gage amplifier Preliminary design and 
construction of transmitter and receiver-demodulator circuitry to 
allow subcommutation of one information channel into several lower 
frequency information channels was completed Author 
N69-11888# Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson 
AFB, Ohio Foreign Technology Div 
A SPECTROGONIOGRAPH FOR DETERMINATION OF THE 
INDICATRICES OF REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION OF 
PLANT LEAVES 
Kh Moldau 5 Jan 1968 10 p refs Transl into ENGLISH from 
Akad Nauk Est SSr lnst Fiz i Astron lssled Po Fiz Atmosfery. 
(USSR). no 6.1964 p 92-98 
(AD-676207. FTD-HT-23-1224-67) Avail CFSTI CSCL 613 
An apparatus for recording the spectral luminance factor of 
leaves in various planes in natural and polarized light is described 
~ 
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GLUCOSE TOLERANCE IN DOGS EXPOSED TO ALTITUDE 
AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION: DIPHENHYDRAMINE 
Albert T Bernardini and Martin Taub Jun 1968 11 p refs 
(AD-676141, SAM-TR-68-57) Avail CFSTI CSCL 6/19 
The rate of disappearance of in nously injected glucose 
from the blood of dogs exposed to a lated altitude of 27.000 
f t  was compared to similar glucose tolerance at ground level All 
dogs were maintained on the same PO2 in the inspired air (152 
mm Hg PO2) The blood glucose decay time was also monitored 
at ground level and altitude after the administration of glucose and 
diphenhydramine (Benadtyl) A significant reduction in the decay 
rate was observed between drug and nondrug animals at ground 
level (P less than 05). and between nondrug animals at ground 
level compared to altitude (P less than .05) The comparison 
between the drug and nondrug condition at altitude. however, was 
not significantly different Author (TAB) 
N69-11939# Joint Publications Research Service, Washington, 
D C  
THE CONNECTION BETWEEN STRUCTURE A N D  
BIOLOGICAL FUNCTION I N  PEPTIDE SYSTEMS 
Yu A Ovchinnikov In J ~ S  Vestn of the USSR Acad of Sci, no 
7,1968 3 0  Oct 1968 p 57-67 (See N69-11934 02-34) 
Avail CFSTI 
To study the dependence between structure and biological 
function in a number of depsipeptide antibiotics of the enniatin 
group, analogs were synthesized of those antibiotics differing in chain 
length or number of rings and also in the nature and configuration 
of the amino and hydroxy acid residues. and sublected to a 
topochemical analysis It was established that the antibiotics are 
capable of selectively inducing active transport of potassium ions in 
the mitochondria. and a parallelism was detected between the 
antimicrobial activity of the enniatins and their ability to induce ion 
transport Further investigation led to the conclusion that the 
biological action of the cyclodepsipepsides consisted in their 
complementary interaction with lipoprotein receptors of the cell 
membranes and with the corresponding cations The topochemical 
approach can be successfully applied not only to such highly 
symmetric systems as enncatin antibiotics but also to any asymmetric 
cyclopeptides. as well as linear peptides B P  
N69-11940# Joint Publications Research Service, Washington. 
D. C. 
SOME DIRECTIONS OF THE CHEMISTRY OF PLANT 
SUBSTANCES 
S Yu Yunusov In Its Vestn of the USSR Acad. of Sci. no 7, 
hernical structure. 
N69-11941# 
D. C 
ELECTRONIC 
THE BRAIN 
M N Livanov In /ts Vestn of the 
1968 3 0  Oct 1968 p 80-89 (See N 
the potentials enter, they are th 
convertor and finally into a computer Values o f  the cross 
correlation coefficients were calcuted in real time Electromyographic 
information from the fore and hrnd legs of the experimental 
animal (rabbit) also entered the computer The amplitudes of the 
myograms were automatically compared befole and after stimulation 
and the numerical values of the response reactions were issued 
immediately The following conclusion was drawn from the stated 
results high values of the cross correlation coefficients. reflecting 
distant synchronization of the bioelectrrc potentials. mdicated those 
states of the brain substrate in which mutual influence of them is 
assured B P  
N69-11942# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington, 
D C  
HEARING AND BIOLOGICALSOUND RADIATION 
G V Gershuni ln ~ t s  Vestn of the USSR Acad of Sci. no 7, 
1968 30 Oct 1968 p 90-1 00 (See N69- 1 1934 02-34] 
Avail CFSTI 
Biological systems of sonic radiation are varied and embrace 
a wide frequency range (over 15 octaves) Certain general features 
are characteristic of the radiation They are a series of pulses with 
varying amplitudes and spectral characteristics and recordings of 
these signals are depicted for some birds and mammals The 
processing of sound information by the auditory system is theorized 
In summary it was stated that the auditory system processes 
arriving information with less numerous but more varied neurons 
which react in a specific manner to specific complex signals 
characterized by combinations of a number of physical parameters 
Each signal is reported according to its parameters simultaneously 
by different channels first by the system of neurons arranged on 
a spectral scale and having different time constants and, second, 
by specific detector neurons which distinguish specific properties 
of the signal B P  
N69-12028# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
SPACE BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE, VOLUME 2, NO. 4, 
1968 IKOSMICHESKAYA BlOLOGlVA I MEDlTSlNAl 
22 Nov 1968 196 p refs Trans1 into ENGLISH of a Russian 
Periodical (Moscow) p 3-93 
S S R studies on aeros 
of space environments 
N69-12029 through N69-12048 
N69-12029# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington, 
HEALTH AND THE 
TlON A N D  SPACE 
23 
N69-12030 
Reviewed is the development history of organized public 
health and medical services i? the Soviet Union The system 
t only medical assistance to  the p 
health 
N69-12030# Joint Publications Research Service Washington. 
D C  
DETERMINATION OF THE LIMITS OF H U M A N  
TOLERANCE TO THERMAL STRESSES (REVIEW OF THE 
LITERATURE) 
Ye I Kuznets et al In I ~ S  Space BIOI and Med,  vol 2, no 4. 
1968 22 Nov 1968 p 14-25 refs (SeeN69-1202802-04) 
Avail CFSTl 
Reviewed are various literature sources providing information 
on the functional capabilities of the human body when it is exposed 
to high temperatures and humidities It is generally concluded that 
the time which a thermal stress can be endured depends on the 
following factors (1) absolute air temperatures and humidities, (2) 
body adaptation to the temperature, and (3) general state of the 
body at the time preceding the exposure to heat Approximate 
values of physiological indices that can be used as limiting admissible 
values for heat tolerance are at a state of rest--body temperature 
(rectal) 3 8  5 to 38 6°C and pulse rate 140 to 150 per minute at 
a state of physical labor 3 8  5 to 38 8°C and 170 to 180 pulse 
beats per minute. respectively G G  
N69-4 2031 # Joint Publications Research Service. Washington 
D C  
CHANGE IN THE CONTENT OF DRY MATTER, SUGARS 
AND ASCORBIC ACID I N  PLANTS AFTER EXPOSURE OF 
TO SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS 
al In rts Space BIOI and Med , vol 2. no 4, 1968 
22 Nov 1968 p26-31 refs (See N69-1202802-04) 
Avail CFSTI 
This paper presents data on changes in the chemical 
constituents of marrow-stem kale, lettuce and onion resulting from 
the flight of seeds and bulbs aboard the Kosmos-1 10 biosatellite 
The test plants differed from the ntrols in having a lower content 
of dry matter and a higher content of sugars and ascorbic acid 
The authors feel that this is the combined effect of spaceflight 
factors on the seeds Author 
N69-12032# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
CHANGES IN ENZYMATIC ACTIVITY OF CELLULAR AND 
SUBCELLULAR STRUCTURES I N  RESPONSE TO 
ACCELERATIONS 
A S Barer et al In 12s Space BIOI and Med , vol 2. no 4. 1968 
22 Nov 1968 p 3 2 4 0  refs (See N69-12028 02-04) 
ents with human subjects exposed to back-to-chest 
accelerations of 6 g for 120 sec and 10 g for 2 0  sec (applied at 
cellular and subcellular membrane structures Author 
N69- 
n,. 
Uglova In its Space Bioi. and Med . vol 2. no 4, 1968 
22 Nov 1968 p 4 1  -46 refs (See N69-12028 02-04) 
Avail CFSTI 
the response of the hypophyseal-adrenal ise excitation 
ratio in the central nervous system and peculiar responses of the 
hypophyseal-adrenal system Author 
N69-12034# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
EFFECT OF TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS O N  
SECRETORY ACTIVITY I N  THE GASTROINTESTINAL 
TRACT OF DOGS 
K V Smirnov et al In I ~ S  Space Bioi and Med,  vol 2, no 4. 
1968 22 Nov 1968 p 47 -54 refs (See N69-12028 02-04) 
Avail CFSTI 
The effect of transverse accelerations of 8 g applied to dogs 
for three minutes on the secretory activity in their qastrointestinal 
tract and activity of pancreatic enzymes in the blood and intestinal 
enzymes in the feces were studied The experiments included five 
dogs of which three had an isolated stomach (the Pavlov method 
was used), one had a fistula (the Basov method was used) and 
one was intact The variations in gastric juice secretion and 
observed changes in the Iuice secretion curve give evidence of a 
contribution of the nervous system to the damages produced by 
accelerations Changes in the activity of pancreatic enzymes in the 
blood serum and activity of intestinal enzymes in the feces after 
the animals are subjected to  accelerations are associated with 
significant disorders of the secretory function of the pancreas and 
the small intestine Author 
N69-12035# 
D C  
CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES OF DOGS DURING 
ORTHOSTATIC TESTS AND EXPOSURE TO TRANSVERSE 
ACCELERATIONS 
8 F Asymaolov et al In its Space Biol and Med, vol 2, no 
4, 1968 22 Nov 1968 p 5 5 4 3  refs (See N69-12028 02-04) 
Avail CFSTI 
Experiments were carried out on female dogs after they had 
been immobilized by plaster dressings for two weeks Orthostatic 
tests demonstrated variations in the pulse rate and arterial pressure 
Exposure to accelerations was accompanied by higher tachycardia 
with a more pronounced inverse relation between changes in pulse 
rate and arterial pressure The absence of a distinct decrease in 
orthostatic tolerance and acceleration tolerance can be attributed 
to the fact that zation does not involve a significant 
reduction in h ffects on hemodynamrcs and the 
cardiovascular dogs has certain anatomical and 
physiological pe Author 
# Joint Publications Research Service, Washington, 
Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
EFFECT OF TWO-WEEK HYPOKINESIA O N  THE 
24 
N69-12043 
Experiments were conducted on 8 6  white rats subdivided 
into three groups which were subjected to  impact accelerations 
during landing which were known to produce or not to  produce a 
certain traumatic effect After 4, 24. and 72  hours the rats were 
decapitated and the activity of aspartic aminotransferase, alanine 
aminotransferase, aldoslase and lactate dehydrogenase in  the blood 
serum was evaluated Except for aldolase activity the changes 
observed from the damaging effect of impact accelerations were 
characterized by a rapid (during the first hours after the traumas) 
development of variations in the enzymatic (chiefly of aspartic 
aminotransferase and aldolase) activity. an increase in changes with 
time and an increased duration of increased activity Author 
N69-12037# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
GLYCOLYSIS RATE AND LACTIC ACID CONTENT I N  THE 
MYOCARDIUM OF RATS DURING THEIR ADAPTATION 
TO HYPOXIA 
I V Khavkina In 12s Space BIOI and Med, vol 2. no 4. 1968 
22  Nov 1968 p 71 -75 refs (See N69-12028 02-04) 
Avail CFSTI 
With the adaptation of rats to hypoxia (at altitudes from 2500 
to 7600 m) their heart muscles revealed a gradually increasing 
rate of the glycolytic process On the tenth day of their enclosure in 
the altitude chamber the average activity of the process remained 
unaltered while the dispersion value doubled in comparison with 
the controls This seemed to indicate that the reconstruction of 
tissue glycolytic metabolism had begun By the 20th day the 
glycolysis rate had increased noticeably (by 16%) in comparison 
with the controls By the 30th day the glycolysis activity had 
reached a maximum. exceeding by 40% that in the controls During 
the course of adaptation of animals to hypoxia no lactic acid was 
accumulated in the myocardium Author 
N69-12038# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
COMPARATIVE TOXICOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 
REGENERABLE CARBON DIOXIDE ABSORBERS 
K K Sidorov et ai I n  12s Space 6101 and Med ,  vol 2, no 4. 
1968 22 Nov 1968 p 77-84 refs (See N69-12028 02-04) 
Avail CFSTI 
This paper presents data on the toxicological characteristics 
of some carbon dioxide absorbers belonging to the amino alcohol 
group monoethanol amine (MEA), monoethanol ethylene diamine 
(MEEDA). diethanol amine (DEA) and triethanol amine {TEA) The 
capacity of these amino alcohols to absorb CO, decreased from 
MEA to TEA The level of acute toxicity of the compounds was 
similar as evaluated from experiments on different animal species 
The mean lethal dose of the amino alcohols for rats was 2050 
mg/kg of MEA, 3600 mg/kg of MEEDA. 3460 mg/kg of DEA and 
8400 mg/kg of TEA A repeated administration of the compounds 
produced an opposite effect on the animal body The amino 
alcohols exhibited a distinct irritating effect of a local character 
Author 
N69-12039# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
APPLICATION OF HEAT TREATMENT I N  AN INERT GAS 
M E D I U M  FOR UPGRADING ELASTIC F O A M  
POLYURETHANE FOR REDUCING THE EMANATION OF 
GASEOUS TOXIC PRODUCTS 
V D Yablochkin et al In /is Space BIOI and Med, vol 2. no 
4, 1968 22 Nov 1968 p 85-88 refs (See N69-12028 02-04) 
Avail CFSTI 
The application of heat treatment in an inert gas medium 
in order to upgrade elastic foam polyurethane was studied The 
treatment was shown to reduce by 2 to 5 times the emanation of 
toxic substances from this material while its mechanical properties 
remained unchanged Author 
N69-12040# Joint Publications Research Service, Washington, 
D C  
CHARACTERISTICS OF TH TlON OF 
BIOCOMPLEX WASTES IN R 
B G Gusarov In 12s Space BIOI and Med , vol 2. no 4, 1968 
22 Nov 1968 p 89-98 (See N69-12028 02-04) 
Avail CFSTI 
Some reactors for the thermal mineralization of biocomplex 
wastes in a restricted space are analyzed Peculiarities of the 
wastes and their mineralization are discussed Experimental data on 
the effect of air supply, mineralization temperature and fractional 
composition of wastes on the mineralization processes and reactor 
operation are presented Author 
N69-12041# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington, 
D C  
PRINCIPLES OF MEDICAL CONTROL DURING 
LONG-TERM SPACEFLIGHTS 
V V Parin In Its Space BIOI and Med . vol 2. no 4. 1968 22 
Nov 1968 p99-102 (See N69-12028 02-04) 
Avail CFSTI 
Long-term manned spaceflights can be made on  the basis 
of development of an essentially new medical control methodology 
A possible application of on-board computers for the processing 
of medical information is discussed The regular periodicity of the 
measurements made during long-term spaceflights and their program 
are discussed Some new methods for physiological examinations 
of space-crew members are presented The authors show that the 
humoral medium of the human body and space-cabin hygienic 
parameters must be checked They stress the importance of 
study of diseases which rnay occur during spaceflight. training of 
physicians for such flights and prediction problems Author 
N69-12042# 
D C  
SOME NEUROLOGICAL PROBLEMS I N  SPACE MEDICINE 
A G Panov In 12s Space BIOI and Med. vol 2, no 4. 1968 
22 Nov 1968 p 103-1 16 refs (See N69-12028 02-04) 
Avail CFSTI 
A simulation experiment was carried out t o  evaluate 
disturbances in functioning of the nervous system which rnay occur 
during different stages in manned spaceflight Four healthy male 
volunteers age 22 were restricted to  a recumbent position for 72  
days An analysis of clinical observations. neurological surveys and 
other tests revealed three stages in the development of shifts 
caused by prolonged bedrest The last stage, developing after 20  days 
of bedrest. was characterized by the development of disturbances 
in the higher nervous system All the test subjects also exhibited 
muscular atrophy, reduced muscular strength. development of 
manifestations of oral automatism and other disorders of the nervous 
function Some disturbances were also observed during a tilt-table 
test and exposure to accelerations The authors believe that the 
concept of the phasic development of nervous disorders will allow 
prophylactic and therapeutic measures to be predetermined They 
give recornmendations on how to choose sleep-inducing. sedative. 
anaphylactic and other drugs and also discuss their peculiar effects 
during spaceflight Author 
Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
N69-12043# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
UNIDIRECTIONAL CHANGES IN THE HUMAN OXYGEN 
BALANCE CAUSED BY BED CONFINEMENT A N D  
RESTRICTION TO AN ISOLATION CHAMBER 
L R lseyev In /ts Space BIOI and Med. vol 2. no 4. 1968 
22 Nov 1968 p 11 7-124 refs (See N69-12028 02-04) 
Avail CFSTI 
Twenty-day bed confinemer experiments revealed a 
relationship between changes in the human oxygen balance during 
25 
N69- 1 2044 
physical work and the degree of restricted motor activity A 
120-day experiment conducted in an isolation chamber revealed 
similar changes in the oxygen balance although the hydrostatic 
pressure of body fluids remained virtually unaltered The introduction 
of sanitary measures. including physical exercises. into the program 
of the 120-day experiment considerably iqproved the response of 
test subjects to physical loads The similarity of  oxygen balance 
changes in test subjects during hypokinesia and its improvement 
following physical exercises suggest that the changes are caused 
primarily by hypokinesia Author 
N69-12044# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
DYNAMICS OF ELIMINATION OF SOME METABOLIC 
PRODUCTS BY SUBJECTS WEARING INSULATED SUITS 
S M Gorodinskiy et al In / ts  Space 8101 and Med. vol 2. no 
4. 1968 p 125-131 refs (See N69-1202802-04) 
Avail CFSTI 
The rate of human elimination of toxic products of natural 
metabolism was studied as a function of degree of atmospheric 
pressure. ambient temperature, and physical labor while in a 
pressure chamber Chemical microanalysis of atmospheric samples 
removed from human pressure suits after three to  six hours 
showed that the mean rate of toxic elimination from the human 
body increased considerably during working cycles as compared with 
rest cycles Elimination of oxidizable compounds increased to 
590+75 mg/hour as compared to  7 7 1 1 8 5  mg/hour at rest 
G G  
N69-12045# Joint Publications Research Service Washington. 
D C  
SYSTEMS FOR PROCESSING PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA I N  
SPACE RESEARCH 
A P Kalinovskiy In /ts Space 8101 and Med vol 2 no 4 1968 
22 Nov 1968 p 132 141 refs (See N69 12028 02 04)  
Avail CFSTl 
Proposed IS an onboard automated data processing system 
for manned space flight missions that evaluates and transmits 
physiological crew indices and serves as medical control Such a 
system must perform processing operations by (1 ) separation of  the 
required physiological indices from the entire flow of incoming 
information ( 2 )  measurement of their values and conversion to 
analysis. (3) comparison of required with known physiological data 
and (4) feedout of comparison results for further analyses A 
general scheme for automatic processing of physiological data is 
shown that uses variable voltages and amplification instruments for 
registering and processing of physiological data G G  
N69-12046# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
D C  
DAILY DYNAMICS OF SOME PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS 
AND HUMAN WORKCAPACITY I N  ISOLATION 
A N Litsov In its Space BIOI and Med, vol 2, no 4. 1968 
22  Nov 1968 p 142-148 refs (See N69-1202802-04) 
Avail CFSTI 
In studying the daily rhythm of man we carried out prolonged 
isolation-chamber experiments in  which we attempted a) to  
determine the possibility and time required for restructuring the 
basic physiological functions and indices of work capacity when 
there IS a sudden change in rhe schedule of sleep and wakefulness 
and b) to determine the most adequate indices reflecting the 
process of human adaptation to changes in daily schedules The 
main purpose of this study is discussion of the characteristics of the 
effect exerted on the daily rhythm of human physiological functions 
and work capacity by isolation chamber factors Author 
N69-12047# 
o c  
REVIEW OF A NEW BOOK ON SPACE PHYSIOLOGY 
Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
F P Kosmolinskiy I n  Its Space 8101 and Med.  vol 2. no 4. 
1968 22  Nov 1968 p 149-156 ref (See N69-1202802-04) 
Avail CFSTI 
The authors advance a number of new theoretical propositions 
directed to a clarification of the physiological mechanisms of 
adaptation of animals and man to  space conditions The book 
attempts to examine methods physiological research during 
spaceflights. physiological changes in the animal and human body 
under the influence of orbital spaceflight, vestibular-autonomic 
reactions during spaceflight (motion sickness syndrome) and extra- 
labyrinthal reactions during weightlessness. effect of spaceflight 
on the digestive system and its role as an indicator of reactions 
of the body as a whole to extrema1 factors Author 
N69-12048# 
D C  
SLEEP UNDER SPACEFLIGHT CONDITIONS 
T N Krupina et a1 In ~ t s  Space 8iol and Med, vol 2.  no 4, 
1968 22  Nov 1968 p 157-1 63 (See N6g-12028 02-04) 
Avail CFSTI 
The mechanism of sleep under normal pathological conditions 
was studied with emphasis on the systems responsibility for 
initiation of sleep and the definition of the semantic problem The 
complexities of the cerebral processes serving as the basis of 
sleep were analyzed from various viewpoints and the considerable 
functional nonuniformity of sleep was pointed out G G  
Joint Publications Research Service. Washington. 
N69-12065# Department of Transport, Toronto (Ontario) 
Meteorological Branch 
THE HEAT BALANCE AND TEMPERATURE OF PLANTS 
2 A Mishchenko In Its The Planetary Boundary Layer, Selected 
Russ Articles 1968 p 53 73  refs Transl into ENGLISH from 
Tr GI Geofiz Observ (Leningrad). no 190. 1966 p 41-56 (See 
Avail CFSTI 
Observational data from three expeditions are used in the 
following ways (1) to compare experimental and computational 
methods in the determination of plant leaf temperature, (2 )  to 
establish a quantitative dependence of the leaf-air temperature 
difference on the heat balance components. and (3) to determine the 
nature of the relationship between the leaf and air temperatures 
and to evaluate the effect of the micro-climate on the plant 
temperature Author 
N69-12058 02-20) 
N69-12078*# Volt Technical Corp Washington. D C 
“MARS” ON EARTH 
L Lozina-Lozinskiy Greenbelt. Md NASA Goddard Space Center 
25 Nov 1968 4 p Transl into ENGLISH from Pravda (Moscow). 
Nov 1968 
(Contract NAS5-12487) 
(NASA-CR-97788 ST-PR-S8 10777) Avail CFSTI CSCL 0 6 M  
A brief outline is presented of some considerations. methods. 
and data in connection wi th the simulation of the Martian 
K W  atomsphere in the U S S R 
N69-121 lo *#  Hawaii Univ , Honolulu Dept of Botany 
ROLE OF GRAVITATIONAL STRESS IN LAND PLANT 
EVOLUTION: THE GRAVITATIONAL FACTOR I N  
LIGNIFICATION Semiannual Status Report, Period Ending 31 
Oct. 1968 
S M Siege1 and C H Lamoureux 1 Nov 1968 62 p Its 8otan 
Sci Paper No 7 
(Grant NGR-12-001-053) 
(NASA-CR-97762) Avail CFSTI CSCL 06C 
Information is presented which forms a basis for eventual 
design of an orbital experiment relating to the gravitational effects 
on lignification Selected studies of exploratory and supportive ex- 
26 
N69-12193 
periments for the basic hypothesis linking gravitational-mechanical 
stresses with lignification are summarized These studies are 
categorized as biochemical and phylogenetic aspects of lignification 
and biological experiments under hyper-g conditions Experiments 
with cucumber test plants under hypo-g and flight parameters are 
reported also These experiments involved orientation, clinostat 
techniques. and bouyant media Substratum for seeds. containers. and 
command module ambient conditions are considered D H B  
N69-12140# 
EFFECT OF DRUGS ON OCULAR COUNTERROLLING 
Earl F Miller. II and Ashton Graybiel Aug 1968 23  p refs 
(AD-675956, NAMI-1046) Avail CFSTI CSCL 6 /15  
To determine the temporal effect of each of several selected 
drugs and a placebo upon ocular counterrolling. a specific indicator 
of otolith activity. measurements under controlled conditions were 
made before and at various times after the oral administration of 
the drug or placebo A pool of nine normal subjects participated. 
and from four to six were used in each experimental trial Alcohol, 
1 cc/lb body weight. had a marked and progressive depressant 
effect on the amount of eye roll during the intoxication period. 
complete recovery was recorded six hours after i ts ingestion 
Scopolamine. meclizine. acetylsalicylic acid meprobamate. 
chlordiazepoxide hydrochloride, d-amphetamine. and diphenidol. given 
in twice the usually recommended doses, had little or no effect 
Author (TAB) 
Naval Aerospace Medical lnst. Pensacola. Fla 
N69-12151# 
A SYSTEMS ANALYSIS THEORY FOR DISPLAYS I N  
MANUAL CONTROL Final Report 
Duane Mcruer. Henry R Jex. Warren F Clement. ahd Dunstan 
Graham Jun 1968 194 p refs 
(Contract NO00 14-66-C-0072) 
(AD-675983, STI-TR-163-1) Avail CFSTI CSCL 5/8 
A comprehensive theory for displays used in manual control 
systems is developed in servo analytic terms, and the process is 
illustrated by a .tutorial example The display-pilot-control-vehicle 
combination is treated as a multiloop feedback control system. 
using the notion that display system synthesis is fundamentally a 
guidance and control problem which involves human psychomotor 
activity The elements of the theory comprise a mission-phase 
definition. vehicle and environmental description in system-analytic 
terms, compatible criteria for mission success, mathematical models 
for the control response of the human operator to displayed 
quantities (including the dominant effects of display scanning and 
sampling), derived closed-loop system characteristics which affect 
display utilization, metrics for pilot workload. and a synthesis 
procedure for the preferred arrangement of key displays Control at 
the compensatory level of pilot adaptation is treated in detail. and 
suggestions for possible improvements are discussed A detailed 
analysis of the manually controlled blind-landing of a jet transport 
using conventional ILS instruments is  given, and preferred 
instrument panel arrangements are predicted The results agree well 
with airline experience A number of immediate applications for the 
theory and areas for future research are suggested 
Author (TAB) 
Systems Technology, Inc , Hawthorne. Calif 
N69-12158# 
DECOMPRESSION STRESS I N  SIMULATED ORBITAL 
FLIGHT interim Report, Mar. 1964Jan.  1968 
Henry B Hale, James P Ellis. Jr , and Edgar W Williams May 
1968 19 p refs 
(AD-676139, SAM-TR-68-53) Avail CFSTI CSCL 6/19 
Endocrine-metabolic appraisal was made (by means of 
urinalysis) of human subjects experimentally exposed to  hypobaric 
conditions similar to those encountered in orbiting spacecraft or 
during extravehicular activity in space In one test. 26  subjects were 
exposed sequentially (after 1 5 hours of denitrogenation) to 5 
p s I a for 2 5 hours. 3 5 p s I a for 15 minutes (with standardized 
School of Aerospace Medicine. Brooks. AFB. Tex 
exercise). 7 p s I a for 4 hours. and 3 5 p s I a for 2 hours (with 
standardized exercise) Nonspecific stress was evident. as there 
were decompression-induced elevations in urinary creatinine, urea, 
magnesium. sodium, Na/K. urine volume, 17-hydroxycortico-steroids. 
epinephrine (El, norepinephrine (NE). and the NE/E ratio In a 
second test (n = 13). all conditions were the same as those in the 
first test except that there was a 4-hour exposure to  5 p s I a 
instead of 7 p s I a Subjects who suffered joint pain showed signs 
of stress before the appearance of symptoms More intense and 
more progressive stress was evident in test 2, apparently reflecting 
the long exposure to 5 p s i  a Reductions in urinary phosphorus 
occurred in both tests. but this is not a typical nonspecific response 
to stressors Author (TAB) 
M69-12190# Naval Submarine Medical Center, Groton, Conn 
Submarine Medical Research Lab 
A SURVEY OF FIRE PREVENTION PROBLEMS I N  CLOSED 
OXYGEN-CONTAINING ENVIRONMENTS Interim Report 
Valentine D. Galasyn May 1968 1 4  p refs 
(AD-675817. SMRL-526) Avail CFSTI CSCL 13/12 
The problem of fire ignition and flame propagation in 
oxygen-containing or oxygen-enriched environments is dependent 
upon both the percefitage of oxygen. oxygen partial pressure. and 
presence of the diluent inert gas Oxygen percentage IS the single 
most important feature and its effect is most strikingly greater than 
42 per cent The diluent gas affects the initial combustion 
temperature and the rate of propagation Helium requires a higher 
ignition temperature, but produces an increased spread, while 
nitrogen requires a lower ignition temperature. but shows a decreased 
propagation rate The most effective extinguishment system 
employs a hand-held. high-pressure. water hose However. specific 
prevention measures are mandatory when dealing wi th  these 
environments Author (TAB) 
N69-12192# 
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE IN DOGS EXPOSED TO ALTITUDE 
AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION: AMPHETAMINE 
Martin Taub and Albert T Bernardini Jun 1968 11 p refs 
(AD-676146, SAM-TR-68-58) Avail CFSTI CSCL 6/19 
This study was initiated to determine the effect of altitude 
and drug administration on glucose tolerance at altitude Dogs 
were exposed to  a simulated altitude of 27.000 ft and the rate of 
disappearance of intravenously injected glucose (0 5 gm /kg ) was 
compared wi th  similar tests at ground level All dogs were 
maintained on the same PO2 in the inspired air (1 52 mm Hg P02) 
In addition. amphetamine (1 mg /kg I V was administered to  the 
dogs under both atmospheric conditions A significant increase was 
seen in the K-value of the nondrug dogs exposed to simulated 
altitude (P less than 01 )  Also. a significant increase in the K-value 
was noted in the dogs treated with amphetamine at ground level 
as compared with ground-level controls (P less than 01) The 
K-value of dogs exposed to altitude and administered amphetamine 
was significantly raised (P less than 01)  as compared with both 
Author (TAB) ground-level and altitude nondrug conditions 
School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB Tex 
N69-12193# 
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE IN DOGS EXPOSED TO ALTITUDE 
AND DRUG ADMlN ISTRATION : MEPERIDINE 
Martin Taub and Albert T Bernardini Jun 1968 12 p refs 
(AD-676147, SAM-TR-68-59) Avail CFSTI CSCL 6/19 
The rate of disappearance of an injected glucose load from 
the blood of dogs exposed to a simulated altitude of 27.000 ft 
was compared to similar glucose tolerance at ground level All 
dogs were anesthetized and maintained on the same PO2 in the 
inspired air (1 52 mm Hg PO2) In addition. 2 0 mg /kg Demerol 
&meperidine) were administered intravenously to  the dogs under 
both atmospheric conditions A significant increase was seen in the 
K-value of the nondrug dogs exposed to simulated altitude (P < 05) 
School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB. Tex 
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There was no significant difference between drug and nondrug 
dogs at altitude or between drug and nondrug dogs at ground 
level Author (TAB) 
data, improving the accuracy of nerve patterns occuring during 
cardiac and/or respiratory cycles Author 
N69-12255# 
(England). 
Flying Personnel Research Committee, London 
N69-12199# Human Engineering Labs., Aberdeen Proving Ground, 
.a> 
IVIO. 
WORK PERFORMANCE WITH MUSIC: INSTRUMENTATION 
AND FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
William Wokoun Jul 1968 3 1  p refs 
(AD-675480. HEL-TM-9-68) Avail CFSTI CSCL 5/5 
This experiment tested whether musics instrumentation affects 
response times on a vigilance task Instrumentation was varied by 
restricting the frequency range, thus eliminating many of the 
overtones that determine timbre. Forty-one subjects worked at the 
task for one hour while listening to  a program of 23  selections. 
alternately wide-range and filtered The subjects showed significantly 
better alertness duriqg the side-range condition throughout the hour 
The filtered condition gave slower responses, greater variability, and 
inferior individual consistency Hence the musics instrumentation 
had several significant effects on  alertness In addition. the 
more-stimulating musical program here appeared responsible for 
faster responses and lower variabilty than i n  the preceding 
experiment. Author (TAB) 
N69-12209# School of Aerospace Medicine. Brooks AFB. Tex 
School of Aerospace Medicine 
AN AUTOMATED CLOSE0 SYSTEM FOR GAS ANALYSIS. 
ASSAY OF CARBON MONOXIDE I N  BLOOD, DECEMBER 
1 9 6 5 4  U LY 1967 
Dorothy F Wease, Marion J Stansell. and Eli S Espinosa Dec 
1967 19 p refs 
(AD-666422. SAM-TR-67-107) Avail CFSTI CSCL 6 / 1  
A closed, automated system for the determination of carbon 
monoxide is described The technic was found applicable to the 
assay of large numbers of blood samples with carbon monoxide 
content ranging from background levels up to lethal concentrations 
The limits of assay for this method are 2 to 1 0  micromoles, co 
per 100 ml  of whole blood, which is equivalent to 0 5 to  2 5 p p m 
(w/w)  Samples containing higher concentrations are appropriately 
diluted with degassed physiologic saline Analysis of the optical 
density per micromole % CO obtained over several months using 
different bloods with hemoglobin concentrations ranging from 11 7 
to 13 0 gm. showed a maximum deuiation from the overall average 
of less than 0 0 0 5  OD Whole blood recovery data ranged from 
97% to 103% with an average value of 9 9  5% The basic technic 
offers an approach to the quantitative assay of a w 
body and environmental gases, both those that are toxic and those 
that are vitally essential Author (TAB) 
N69-12237*# Hamilton Standard Div . United Aircraft Corp , 
Farmington. Conn Biomedical Systems Dept 
EXPERIMENTAL A N 0  ANALYTICAL STUDY OF 
CARDIOVASCULAR CONTROL LOOPS Final Report 
N A Normann 20 Mar 1967 40 p refs 
(Contract NASw-13501 
(NASA-CR-97845. HSER-5004) Avail CFSTI CSCL 06P 
Access was gained to the information flowing in intact 
autonomic nerves, specifically as it relates to circulatory control 
Methods were developed with which neural data were obtained 
from representative efferent and afferent visceral nerves in the cat 
Electrodes were developed which tolerated and caused minimum 
of trauma. maybe placed on small and relatively inaccessible 
nerves. minimized bioelectric interference. and were suitable for 
implantation Methods were developed for implanting electrodes and 
for monitoring nerve traffic in the intact animal (hard-wire system) 
Cross-correlation technique was the principal method of nerve 
impulse identification Signal conditioning and processing were sought 
and optimized for selectivity with respect to the various classes of 
nerve impulses Signal averaging was applied to the cross-correlated 
THE EFFECTS OF HIGH AMBIENT HUMIDITY O N  THE 
PERFORMANCE OF THE LIQUID CONDITIONED SUIT 
J. R Allan (RAF. Farnborough. Engl 1 Jul 1967 1 5  p refs 
(FPRC/l265) Avail CFSTl 
The effects of high humidity have been studied in 4 subjects 
wearing the liquid conditioned suit in a range of air temperatures 
from 30°C to 60°C There was no significant difference in the 
choice of inlet temperature between the dry and humid conditions but 
the amount of heat extracted from all sources was approximately 
50% greater in the humid conditions There was a tendency for 
the suit to overcool the trunk. particularly the buttocks. but the 
striped cooling effect with the tunnelled suit used in this study was 
considerably less marked than in earlier versions of the suit 
Author 
N69-12261# Honeywell. Inc , St Paul, Minn Research Dept 
LASER RADIATION EFFECTS ON THE MORPHOLOGY AND 
FUNCTION OF OCULAR TUSSUE Annual Report, 1 Aug. 
1967-31 Jul. 1968 
Arthur E Jones, David D Fairchild. and Perry Spyropoulos Jul 
1968 76 p refs 
(Contract DADA-1 7-67-C-0019) 
(AD-675476. AR-2. Rept -12047-TDR2) Avail CFSTl CSCL 615 
A power spectral analysis was performed on averaged 
responses for a number of wavelengths and intensities of spectral 
light An averaging computer was used to average at least 50 
consecutive responses at each wavelength and intensity The studies 
indicate that the ERG has more than one generator and there is 
no evidence of a single mechanism with a simple linear phase shift, 
energy is distributed in several frequency bands and each band has 
a threshold. the power spectrum contains different frequency bands 
as a function of wavelength. and anatomical substrates have a 
frequency fingerprint. and the ERG may be useful as a diagnostic 
tool to assess the state of the retina The ERG of the mangabey 
was found to be altered by a single laser pulse of low energy 
density (0 2 J/sq cm) which irradiated a large retinal area ERGS 
recorded six or more days post-exposure showed a depression or 
absence of the third oscillatory potential The implicit time of the 
b-wave was significantly shorter (p < O  001  post-exposure 
Replication of the study with testing at 6-10 days and six months 
post-exposure revealed statistically significant post-exposure ERG 
changes persisting up to six months Author (TAB) 
N69-12279# University of Southern Calif.. Los Angeles. 
Electronics Personnel Research Group. 
A N  ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURE A N D  ERRORS I N  
CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE WORK 
Joseph W Rigney, Douglas M Towne, Anthony K Mason, and 
Robert H. Cremer Feb. 1968 89 p refs 
(Contract Nonr-228(22)) 
(AD-666568. TR-55) Avail: CFSTI CSCL 5/9 
The report describes the work structure within which the 
technician operates when he performs corrective electronics 
maintenance. The structure is characterized as a hierarchy of goals, 
each necessarily achieved prior to  achieving the general original 
goal of restoring a malfunctioning equipment to a normal state. 
Within this goal hierarchy is a structure of serial activities whose 
performance is required in the achievement of each goal General 
methods of altering goal sets are described by which the 
technician may work toward satisfying activity goals and generating 
appropriate sub-goals. Using the work structure as a foundation, an 
analysis of errors is developed. Errors at the maintenance interface 
are precisely defined, and several concepts are introduced related 
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to  the generation. detection, and correction of errors In addition. 
the concept of technician and equipment error states is introduced. 
In order to gain further insight into error processes, and to 
gather empirical data in support of the concepts presented in the 
theoretical development, an empirical study was performed. 
Conclusions are drawn and implications for future research are 
discussed. Author (TAB) 
N69-12317# Life Sciences Inc . Fort Worth. Tex 
IMPROVING PILOTING SKILLS I N  TURBULENT AIR 
USING A SELF-ADAPTIVE TECHNIQUE FOR A DIGITAL 
OPERATIONAL FLIGHT TRAINER 
A. L Lowes, N. C. Ellis, D A Norman, and W G Matheny 
Orlando, Fla. Naval Training Device Center Aug 1968 57 p 
refs 
(Contract N61339-67-C-0034) 
(AD-675805, NAVTRADEVCEN-67-C-0034-2) Avail CFSTI CSCL 
1412 
The purpose of this study was to determine the feasibility 
of applying adaptive principles to flight sirnulator training functions 
Of specific importance was the question Can an Operational Flight 
Trainer be used as an adaptive trainer to  improve piloting skills 
Eighteen non let-experienced pilots were assigned to two groups 
for the purpose of receiving a constant amount of flight sirnulator 
practice in the task of maintaining a constant altitude program 
during simulated air turbulence One group was trained using an 
adaptive technique and the other was trained under conditions 
representative of conventional techniques It was hypothesized 
that the adaptively trained pilots would be more proficient when 
transferred to a flight simulation representative of an aircraft in clear 
air turbulence than would the conventionally trained pilots Resulting 
data supported the hypothesis. and it was concluded that self 
adaptive principles are feasible in the performance of flight simulator 
training functions Author (TAB) 
N69-12322*# Miami Univ, Coral Gables, Fla 
Evolution 
INCLUDING MOLECULAR EVOLUTION AND RELEVANT 
ASPECTS OF THE EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT] 
Annual Report 
Sidney W Fox 3 0  Sep 1968 58 p refs 
(Grant NGR-10-007-008) 
(NASA-CR-97831. AR-4) Avail CFSTI CSCL O X  
The status of investigations of the origin of living systems 
is summarized and brief accounts are given on advances in 
laboratory and field research programs Emphasis is currently directed 
to the question of how a peptide bond synthesis might have evolved 
through amino acid adenylates Copolymerization of eighteen to twenty 
amino acid adenylates in the presence of preformed polyamino 
acid has shown striking results. Coupled with studies of selective 
reaction of polyamino acids and polynucleotides, this work provides 
a basis for a theory of the origin of the code The adenylate model 
shows promise not only for contemporization of the model of a 
primitive cell, but also for clarifying the biosynthesis of contemporary 
protein E C  
lnst of Molecular 
[lNVESTlGATlONS I N  SPACE-RELATED BIOLOGY, 
N69-12349# Naval Aerospace Medical lnst. Pensacola, Fla 
Aerospace Medical lnst 
A SIXTY-MINUTE VIGILANCE TASK WITH 100 SCORABLE 
RESPONSES 
Robert S Kennedy 16 Jul 1968 15 p refs 
(AD-675213, NAMI-1045) Avail CFSTI CSCL 5/10 
Four forms of a vigilance task were administered over four 
sessions in counterbalanced order to 1 6  subjects Three of the 
tasks required auditory (1. 2, or 3 tones) and one required visual 
(3 lights) monitoring Visual performance was superior to auditory 
performance which was a function of the number o f  channels 
monitored. and performance for the four sessions was asymptotic 
Among the different scoring methods used, percent correct had the 
most common variance Decrements in performance appeared 
within 10 minutes in the one- and two-channel auditory tasks An 
overall downward trend appeared in the three-channel visual task 
but was less regular No systematic change in Performance was 
apparent in the three-channel auditory task lntratask correlations 
were high ( >  75). while intertest correlations showed only a 2 0  
Der cent common variance Author (TAB) 
N69-12369# Federal Aviation Administration, Washington. D C 
Office of Aviation Medicine 
AVl AT10 N M E  DlCl N E FAA-1 966 
P V. Siegel Dec 1967 12 p 
(AD-675943. AM-67-25) Avail CFSTI CSCL 611 9 
establishes the standards of medical fitness for pilots, air traffic 
controllers, and other personnel connected with civil aviation. provides 
a certification program which involves the periodic medical 
examination of these personnel, provides medical investigation for 
aircraft accidents. conducts medical research on a variety of subjects 
of importance to civil aviation safety. operates an occupational 
health program for the agencys 44,000 employees. and provides 
for the education of civil airmen on medical subjects of importance 
to safe flying Author (TAB) 
A review is presented of the nation-wide program which 
N69-12389*# California Univ , Berkeley Space Sciences Lab 
CHEMISTRY OF LIVING SYSTEMS Semiannual Report, 1 
Apr.-30 Sep. 1968 
Thomas H Jukes 3 0  Sep 1968 43 p refs Its Space Sci 
Lab Ser 9. Issue 64 
(Grant NsG-479) 
(NASA-CR-97647) Avail CFSTI CSCL 06A 
Abstracted data are presented on the results obtained in 
several areas of chemical research The projects pertain to protein 
studies. optical properties of supercoiled DNA molecules. the A 
Vineland// RNA polymerase. action of various mutagens on TMV 
and TMV-RNA. biosynthesis of the inosinic acid of transfer RNA, 
regulation of nucleoside metabolism in E coh. factors influencing 
differentiation and development in erythropoiesis. and the 
interrelations between the biochemical and cytological changes. the 
regulation of the initiation of DNA replication in bacteria. DNA 
replication in vivo by a temperature-sensitive polynucleotide ligase 
mutant of T4. and structure and function of bacterial ribosomes. 
and the evolution of hydroxylases of aromatic compounds in 
pseudomonas M G J  
N69-12403# 
(England) 
LEGIBILITY OF RED AND WHITE TEST OBJECTIVES 
A. B Chaloner (RAF, Farnborough. Engl ) May 1967 12 p refs 
(FPRC/1272) Avail CFSTI 
The results show thpt to  obtain equal legibility of instrument 
markings, approximately equal subjective brightness of red or white 
light is required This information was needed for a larger study. 
the purpose of which was to compare the effect on the pilot’s dark 
adaptation of viewing cockpit instruments lit by red and by white 
light The levels of instrument lighting employed at night by some 
RAF pilots are also mentioned Author 
Flying Personnel Research Committee. London 
N69-12413# Federal Aviation Administration. Washington. D C 
Office of Aviation Medicine 
A RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF AEROMEDICAL 
CERTIFICATION DENIAL ACTIONS, JANUARY 
P V Siegel and Charles F Booze. Jr May 1968 15 p 
(AD-675521, FAA-AM-68-9) Avail CFSTI CSCL 6/14 
1961-DECEMBER 1967 
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The study quantifies several unknowns and/or uncertainties 
with respect to medical and general descriptive attributes of airmen 
denied medical certification Data are presented concerning age. 
sex. occupation. total flying time. and medical characteristics of 
denied airmen Certification actions at the appellate level are 
discussed to include medical problems associated with appeals to 
the Federal Air Surgeon and the FAA Administrator An analysis of 
mortality experience among airmen exempted from the regulations 
due to cardiovascular problems is also presented Author (TAB' 
N69-12416# Aeronautical Research Labs , Wright-Patterson AFB. 
Ohio 
EFFECTS OF PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF COCKPIT 
MOTION IN INSTRUMENT FLIGHT TRAINERS AND FLIGHT 
SIMULATORS 
Dominick J Gibino Jun 1968 17 p refs 
(AD-675543. ASD-TR-68-24) Avail CFSTI CSCL 6 /19  
The report briefly examines the effects of motion on crew 
members in training devices with and without the presence of a 
motion system Conclusions of motion system research are 
presented, including a sample bibliography of motion system studies 
and papers The report concludes with recommendations for 
procurement practice and operational usage Author (TAB) 
N69-12434*# Lovetace Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research, Albuquerque, N Mex 
COMPENDIUM OF H U M A N  RESPONSES TO THE 
AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT. VOLUME 1 :SECTIONS 1-6 
Emanuel M Roth. ed Washington NASA Nov 1968 506 p 
refs 
(Contract NASr-1 15) 
(NASA-CR-1205(1)) Avail CFSTI CSCL 0 6 s  
CONTENTS 
1 MICROWAVE RADIATION E M Roth 26  p 
refs (See N69-12435 02-04) 
2 LIGHT ENVIRONMENT A VISIBLE LIGHT B 
ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT E M Roth and S Finkelstein 160 p refs 
(See N69-12436 02-04) 
3 IONIZING RADIATION E M Roth 117 p refs 
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Research. Albuquerque. N Mex 
MICROWAVE RADIATION 
Emanuel M Roth /n /fs Compendium of Human Responses to the 
Aerospace Environ Nov 1968 26  p refs (See N69-12434 
Avail CFSTI CSCLO6R 
The effects of microwave radialion on animals and humans 
are summarized. with microwaves being defined as electromagnetic 
energy with wavelengths in the range of 1 to 300 cm. or wave 
frequencies between 30.000 and 100 MHz Penetration depth in 
tissue was determined. as well as thermal and microthermal factors 
in absorption Total body. nervous system, eye. and testis effects 
on animals are outlined Human effects were determined by a 
four-year surveillance program using a large group of radar-exposed 
workers who underwent repeated physical and eye examinations 
Results of detailed hematological and other laboratory investigations 
failed to detect significant changes in the physical or optical 
inventories of the subjects It was concluded that chronic irradiation 
under industrial conditions produces extremely polymorphic changes 
02-04) 
in the body. causing functional changes in various organs and 
systems as determined by the intensity and duration of the 
microwave influence and by  individual characteristics Human 
tolerance limits for microwaves were estimated. wi th the most 
common power density standard for maximum continuous total body 
exposure to any wavelength being 10 mW/cm2 A C R  
N69-12436*# Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research. Albuquerque. N Mex 
LIGHT ENVIRONMENT:  A. VISIBLE LIGHT. B. 
ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT 
E M Roth and S Finkelstein In  its Compendium of Human 
Responses to the Aerospace Environ Nov 1968 160  p refs 
(See N69-1243402-04) 
Avail CFSTI CSCLO6S 
The characteristics of visible light and ultraviolet light as 
related to human performance on space missions are summarized 
Definitions of terms and symbols commonly used in physiological 
optics are presented and the light environment IS described 
Human performance data with respect to visual acuity. visual search 
techniques and strateqy color functions. visual field limits. glare 
and flash blindness phenomena and visual performance in actual 
space fliqht are included Spacecraft cabin and space suit design is 
treated with recommendations for spacecraft illumination comments 
on the role of color in habitability. emphasis on efficient viewing 
ports and visors and investigation of the optical characteristics of 
instruments and displays Visual considerations to  be encountered 
in space operations include the observation and detection of other 
space vehicles vision in rendezvous and docking. and optical 
requirements for lunar landing The discussion on ultraviolet radiation 
was restricted to that of solar origin. since the sun is the primary 
source of ultraviolet liqht expected to influence manned space 
fliqht The effects of this radiation on the skin and eyes are 
A C R  described 
N69-12437*# Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research Albuquerque N Mex 
IONIZING RADIATION 
E M Roth In to Compendium of Human Responses to the 
Aerospace Environ Nov 1968 1 17 p refs (See N69 12434 
Avail CFSTI CSCLOGR 
Data on ionizinq radiation are presented for use in calculatinq 
specific doses radiation shielding. and risk hazard analysis for 
manned space misslons The types of space radiation are briefly 
reviewed followed by definitions of terms and symbols and basic 
dosaqe factors utilized in radiobiology The interaction of radiation 
with bioloqical materials IS treated utilizing absorption tables for 
bone and muscle tissue Examples are qiven of typical depth-dose 
patterns under shieldinq The early effects of acute radiation at high 
dose-rates are tabulated and dose-lethality relationships for animals 
and humans are derived Hematological and skin reactions are 
studied in  particular Proqressive performance decrements are 
analyzed where low-level exposures of a periodic or continued 
nature can lead to progressive decay in health and performance The 
late or delayed effects of radiation damage are covered includinq 
diseases of the ocular lens and skin, as well as general life 
shortening. qenetic. and carcinogenetic manifestations Finally 
dose limits in space operations and risk analysis are investiqated 
A C R  
02 -04) 
N69-12438*# Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research. Albuquerque, N Mex 
MAGNETIC FIELDS 
D E Busby In its Compendium of Human Responses to the 
Aerospace Environ Nov 1968 8 p refs (See N69-12434 
02-04) 
Avail CFSTI CSCLO6S 
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The effects of hiqh and low gradient maqnetic fields on 
human performance are presented for space fliqht applications 
Althouqh few human exposures to a magnetically quiet environment 
have been reported. limited experience has revealed no traceable 
ailment to such surroundings I t  is generally held that the maqnitude 
of the qeomagnetic field has remained steady during the lonq 
evolution of the earth though its polarity and strength have 
detectably changed It  is assumed that living creatures have become 
accustomed to the field, and possible that some biologic processes 
may be to some degree dependent on it The presently known 
effects of high magnetic fields on man are tabulated as obtained 
from personnel from a number of nuclear physics laboratories It  
is stated that caution should be exercised in interpretirq these data 
to mean that the performance of man will not be deqraded in hiqh 
maqnetic fields Recent studies usinq spider monkeys have indicated 
that neural and cardiac functions are affected Although a variety of 
biologic effects have been noted no definite magnetic dose-effect 
relationship has been established to date A C R  
N69-12439*# Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research, Albuquerque, N Mex 
ELECTRIC CURRENT 
S Finkelstein and E M Roth In  its Compendium of Human 
Responses to the Aerospace Environ Nov 1968 23 p refs (See 
Avail CFSTI CSCLO6S 
A theoretical discussion of the behavior of physioloqical 
systems in the presence of electrical rurrents IS presented m d  the 
practical factors which must be considered in assessinq the effects 
of electricity on humans are described These factors include skin 
and body contact resistance. circuit voltaqe amount of current 
flowinq throuqh the body type of circuit. and frequency It is stated 
that orqans vary qreatly in sensitivity and patholoqical response to 
electric currents A summary of the reaction of the central nervous 
system sktn voluntary muscles bones, blood vessels, eyes and 
heart is given Human tolerance limits are tabulated qivinq a rouqh 
estimate of short shocks and discharqe thresholds and constant 
current thresholds Both are criticdl time-dependent thresholds which 
may be extrapolated in setting safety and design standards for 
unusual electrical equipment or conditions A C R  
N69 12434 02-04) 
N69-12440*# Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research. Albuquerque, N Mex 
THERMAL ENVIRONMENT 
T A Bottomley (Bellcomm, Inc ) and E M Roth In Its Compendium 
of Human Responses to the Aerospace Environ Nov 1968 
148 p refs (See N69-12434 02-04) 
Avail CFSTI CSCLO6S 
Biothermal terms and symbols are defined. followed by 
introduction of the biothermal equation for analysis of thermal 
equilibrium conditions between the human body and its environment 
Environmental comfort zones and stress indices are examined 
Space cabin atmospheres are then investigated in relation to radiant 
heat exchanqe, forced convective heat transfer. free convective 
heat transfer, and evaporative heat transfer between the astronaut 
and his environment Regional cooling requirements of the human 
body are derived at various levels of altitude humidity. and human 
activity These principles are incorporated into a discussion of the 
thermal physioloqy of space clothing with additional factors of 
radiant insulation. vapor resistance. and conductive heat exchanqe 
beinq introduced Space clothinq considered are shirtsleeve garmets. 
air ventilated suits. and liquid cooled suits Data are presented for 
use in establishinq indices of thermal stress and tolerance in space 
operations under both hot and cold conditions Included are such 
variables as body temperature. sweatinq response to therm_al loads 
pain and discomfort thresholds for heat and cold. body stress 
indices. and performance under thermal stress A C R  
N69-12453# Library of Congress. Washinqton. D C Aerospace 
Technoloav Div 
DEVELOPMENTS I N  R A D I A T I O N  Surveys o f  Foreign 
Scientific and Technical Literature 
L L Schiroki 2 6  Auq 1968 228 P refs 
(AD 676008 ATD-68-126) Avail CFSTI CSCL 6/18 
The report reflects Soviet achievements. capabilities trends 
and problems in radiation detection. protection and treatment 
based on Soviet and East European open literature from 1964 to 
date The document is qrouped into 4 parts Radiation under 
SDacefliqht conditions Radiation bioloqical effects Radiation 
protective aqents and Prophvlaxia and therapy of radiation inluries 
TAB 
N69-12455# Aerospace Medical Div Aerospace Medical 
Research Labs (6570th). Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 
DEVELOPMENT A N D  EVALUATION OF A D IGITAL  
COMPUTER P R O G R A M  FOR A U T O M A T I C  H U M A N  
PERFORMANCE M O N I T O R I N G  INFL IGHT S I M U L A T O R  
TRAINING Final ReportJan. 1966Jan .  1967 
Patricia A Knoop Aug 1968 182 p refs 
(AD-675542. AMRL-TR-67-97) Avail CFSTI CSCL 5 / 9  
A digital computer program for automatic human performance 
monitoring in flight simulator training was designed. implemented, 
and evaluated The program is general purpose in design and 
consists of t w o  segments (1) the Input segment, permitting 
performance measures and criteria to be defined and updated 
on-line by the instructor and allowtng the instructor to request 
integrated. easily interpreted performance information to be displayed 
or recorded. and (2)  the Monitoring segment. operating on defined 
criteria to  monitor and evaluate performance The program was 
implemented on a Raytheon 440 computer and operated in leal-time 
with an orbital-reentry vehicle simulation Evaluations were made 
of the programs utility in monitoring and scoring tasks involving 
manual attainment of retro-attitude. overall attitude and rate 
control. and procedural tasks for reentry operations The monitoring 
program was also applied to a representative tracking task to 
compare its efficiency with that of a special purpose monitoring 
dpproach The research allows the following conclusions and 
recommendations to be made (1) a general purpose program 
capable of a variety of performance monitoring and evaluating 
applications in simulator training IS feasible and directly applicable 
to increasing the effective use of simulators. (2 )  with minor 
revisions to the prototype system. the monitoring program will 
operate within the spare t ime and memory of current flight 
simulators. (3) it is not justifiable to attempt to gain program 
efficiency at the expense of operational flexibility. and (4) a version 
of the present program can now be implemented in an operational 
sirnulator training system for field evaluation Author (TAB) 
N69-12506# CBS Labs, Stamford, Conn 
DEVELOPMENT OF EAR PROTECTOR, ELECTROACOUSTIC, 
MX-7307 ( ) /UIC Final Report.Oct. 1 9 6 6 J u n .  1968 
John R Pavlick Ft Monmouth, N J Army Electron Command 
Sep 1968 17 p refs 
(Contract DAAB07-67-C-0053) 
(AD-67551 1 ,  ECOM-0053-F, REPT-4) Avail CFSTI CSCL 6/17 
The report describes a program of design, construction. 
and testing of the Ear Protector, Electoacoustic. MX-73070/UIC. 
a device intended for use in armored vehicles carrying electrically fired 
weapons and equipped with Intercommunication Set AN/VlC- 10 
When the weapon trigger is depressed. the Electroacoustic Ear 
Protector introduces a pulsed tone into the intercommunication 
system which protectively conditions the ears of the crew members 
against the ensuing gun blast wave Weapon ignition is delayed 
long enough {approximately 1 /8 second) for the tone burst to 
cause a protective auditory reflex in crew members before the arrival 
of the gun blast wave Two prototype units were designed and 
constructed After testing and acceptance of these two units with 
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some modifications sixteen final engineering models for service 
tests were constructed and tested Author (TAB) 
Inventory-to peer ratings. attrition during flight training. and accident 
information, are presented Author (TAB) 
N69-12509# Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical 
Information, Springfield. Va 
U.S.S.R. LITERATURE ON AIR POLLUTION AND RELATED 
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES. VOLUME 15:  M A X I M U M  
PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATIONS OF ATMOSPHERIC 
POLLUTANTS, BOOK 8 
M S Gol'dberg. ed and V A Ryazanov. ed [1968] 136 p 
refs Transl into ENGLISH of the book "Predelno Dopustimye 
Konsentratsii Atmosfernykh Zagrayaznenenii" Moscow. Medgiz , 
1964 
(Grant PHS-AP-00176) 
IPB-179140) Avail CFSTI CSCL 1 3 8  
The first paper is devoted to  the determination of norms 
for atmospheric pollutants Some of the articles present new 
experimental material for the determination of maximum permlssible 
atmospheric air concentrations of waste products discharged into 
the air by new industries producing synthetic materials One article 
on new synthetic material deals with chromium toxicity and its 
significance as an atmospheric pollutant. New substances obtained 
in the course of investigating chloroprene are described Some 
articles are devoted to the combined action of atmospheric pollutants 
The volume contains two articles discussing methods for the 
determination of atmospheric pollutants and by outlining statistical 
methods for processing experimental data. Author (USGRDR) 
N69-12511# Clearing House for Federal Scientific and Technical 
Information. Sprinfgield, Va 
U.S.S.R. LITERATURE ON AIR POLLUTION AND RELATED 
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES. VOLUME 16: BIOLOGICAL 
EFFECT AND HYGIENIC SIGNIFICANCE OF ATMOSPHERIC 
POLLUTANTS, BOOK 1 /9  
M S Gol'dberg. ed and Y A Ryazanov. ed [1968] 11 1 p 
refs Transl into ENGLISH of the book "Biologicheskoe Deistvie 
I Gigienicheskoe Znachenie Atmosfernykh Zagraznenii" Moscow, 
Medgiz , 1966 
(Grant PHS-AP-00176) 
(PB-179141) Avail CFSTI CSCL 1 3 6  
The collection is the 9th issue of a series heretofore bearing 
the general designation of 'Limits of Allowable Atmospheric Air 
Pollutants', hereafter it wi l l  bear the t i t le of '8iological Effect 
and Hygienic Significance of Atmospheric Pollutants' The volume 
contains reports on hexylaminediamine. ethylene, propylene, butylene. 
nitrobenzene. cycloexanol. cyclohexanone. carbon dioxide. and other 
organic and inorganic contaminants The appendix contains a new 
Table of Maximum Allowable Concentrations in atmospheric air. 
including supplements and revisions added in 1964  
Author (USGRDR) 
NSS-12514# George Washington Univ , Alexandria. Va Human 
Resources Research Office 
BACKGROUND AND SlTUATIONAL CONFIDENCE; THEIR 
RELATION TO PERFORMANCE EFFECTIVENESS 
Wiley R Boyles Jun 1968 1 9  p refs Presented at the Ala 
Psychological Assoc Ann Meeting. Birmingham. Ala, Apr 1968 
(Contract DA-44-188-ARO-2) 
(AD-674943. HumRRO-PP-22-68) Avail CFSTI CSCL 5/10 
Inventories designed to  measure confidence in dangerous 
situations were administered to about 3,000 potential Army 
aviation wartant officers from January to  December 1967 These 
paper-and-pencil inventories are based on a clinical-experimental 
fractional anticipatory response conceptualization of reactions to the 
psychological stresses of combat Military performances of the men 
are subjected to longitudinal analysis to determine the relationship 
of scores on these inventories to various criterion performances In 
this paper relationships of scores on two of these inventories--the 
Background Activities Inventory and the Situational Confidence 
N69-12515# Honeywell. Inc , St Paul. Minn Research Dept 
STIMULATION OF VARYING WqVELENGTHS A N D  
DURATIONS ON RETINAL SENSITIVITY Final Report, 1 Jul. 
1963-31 Mar. 1968 
Harry G Sperling. Arthur E Jones, and W S Dockins Jul 1968 
39 p refs 
(Contract DA-49-193-MD-2457) 
(AD-675477. HONEYWELL-1 549-FR1) Avail CFSTI CSCL 6 /5  
The effects of intense spectral light on spectral sensitivity were 
investigated Both continuous adaptation and pulsed adaptation 
were used It was found that spectral adaptation in discrete spectral 
band was reduced by intense blue. green, and red adaptation A 
model of the primate spectral sensitivity was developed which can 
be used to predict the effects of laser and other spectral sources 
Author (TAB) on retinal sensitivity 
THE EFFECTS OF HIGH-INTENSITY RADIANT 
N69-12531# 
EFFECTS OF DECOMPRESSION O N  OPERATOR 
PERFORMANCE 
William F O'Connor and George E Pendergrass Apr 1966 11 p 
refs 
(AD-675774. AM-66-10) Avail CFSTI CSCL 6/19 
The study was performed to  provide more quantitative 
estimates of degradation of pilot performance following 
decompression and the extent to which a decompression with mask 
donning interrupts the task of piloting The experiments utilized a 
Scow complex coordinator and were conducted in an altitude 
chamber Subjects were decompressed to altitudes from 25.000 to 
41,000 feet Results indicate impairment of performance for 2 to  
4 minutes following rapid decompression Total time loss from 
mask donning is much more extended than the 5 to 6 seconds 
required to  don the mask Author (TAB) 
Aeronautical Center, Oklahoma City. Okla 
N69-12552 
NOISE MEASUREMENT AND DISTURBANCE ESTIMATE 
CONSIDERING THE CAUSAL CONNECTIONS BETWEEN 
PHYSICS, PHYSIOLOGY, AND PSYCHOLOGY [GERAEUSCH- 
MESSUNG U N  LAERMBEURTEILUNG IM LICHTE DER KAUS- 
ALZUSAMMENHAENGE ZWISCHEN PHYSIK, PHYSIOLOGIE, 
U ND PSY CHOLOG IE] 
W Buerck In OVLR Aviation Acoustics Seminar. 3 [1967] 
p 5-21 (SeeN69-1255102-02) 
Avail CFSTI 
The physical. physiological. and psychological aspects of noise 
evaluation criteria are analyzed in order to eliminate contradictory 
evaluation methods and to prevent divergent results in noise tests 
Causal relationships between man and environment are taken into 
account in this study. and the physiological processes in the organs 
of the human being as well as the psychological impacts and their 
secondary effects are considered Transl by K W 
Technische Hochschule Munchen (West Germany) 
N69-12559# Federal Aviation Administration. Washington. D C 
Office of Aviation Medicine 
THE EFFECTS OF BODY THERMAL STATE ON MANUAL 
PERFORMANCE 
J A Vaughan. E A Higgins, G E Funkhouser. and Elinore M 
Galerston May 1968 13 p refs 
(AD-675522. FAA-AM-68-1 3) Avail CFSTl CSCL 6/16 
Thirty-six young men were exposed for 2 hours to  
environmental temperatures of 10, 26  7, or 46C Measurements of 
rectal and skin temperature, heart rate and respiratory rate were 
made, and average skin and average body temperatures were 
calculated Manual performance consisted of standardized peg tests 
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for hand and finger dexterity. and a written motor coordination test 
Converted scores showed no significant differences in peg placing 
at any of the thermal states studied Men exposed to the neutral 
environment scored highest in the finqer dexterity tests. but values 
for motor coordination were greater in the heat than in the other two 
environments These data suggest that coarse hand movements 
are independent of body thermal state. but that more discrete tasks 
involving hand and finger dexterity. and motor coordination, can be 
most efficiently performed in warmer environments which promote at 
least thermally neutral values of skin and deep body temperature 
Author (TAB) 
N69-12588*# Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research. Albuquerque, N Mex 
C O M P E N D I U M  OF H U M A N  RESPONSES TO THE 
AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT. VOLUMEP: SECTIONS 7-9 
Emanuel M Roth, ed Washington NASA Nov 1968 507 p 
refs 
(Contract NASr-115) 
(NASA-CR-1205( I 1 ) )  Avail CFSTI CSCL 0 6 s  
CONTENTS 
1 ACCELERATION W G Teichner. R L Craig (Harvard 
School of Public Health). and E M Roth 222 p refs (See 
2 VIBRATION A N Chambers (Bellcomm. Inc)  and 
3 SOUND AND NOISE A N Chambers (Bellcomm. 
N69-12589 02-04) 
E M Roth 95  p refs (SeeN69-1259002-04) 
Inc ) and E M Roth 8 3  p refs (See N69-12591 02-04) 
N69-12589*# Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research. Albuquerque. N Mex 
ACCELERATION 
E M Roth. W G Teichner (Harvard School of Public Health). and 
R L Craig (Harvard School of Public Health) In its Compendium 
of Human Responses to the Aerospace Environ Nov 1968 
222 p refs (See N69-10588 02-04) 
Avail CFSTI CSCLO6S 
The acceleration environment for manned space flight IS 
presented as I! relates to human tolerance and performance The 
spectrum of acceleration environments IS extremely large and may 
vary in duration. magnitude. rate of onset and decline. and direction 
Some acceleration exposures may be so mild that they have 
relatively no physiological or psychophysiological effects, or they 
may become so severe that they produce major disturbances After 
a review of acceleration environment in general. specific sections 
on linear sustained acceleration in the three orthogonal axes. the 
rotating environment, angular acceleration. sub-gravity. zero gravity 
and impact are presented Physiological effects from the various 
types of acceleration included degradation in visual. auditory. and 
motor performance, and cardiovascular. respiratory. and metabolic 
irregularities The discussion on the effects of wecghtlessness 
included a summary of astronaut performance during the 
extravehicular activity of the Gemini program A C R  
N69-12590*# Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research. Albuquerque. N Mex 
VIBRATION 
E M Roth and A N Chambers (Bellcomm, Inc ) /n tts Compendium 
of Human Responses to the Aerospace Environ Nov 1968 95  p 
refs (See N69-12588 02-04) 
Avail CFSTI CSCLO6S 
The response of the human body to vibration during space 
operations was studied A review of nomenclature is included. and 
data are presented on the biomechanical characteristics of humans 
in a vibrating environment, the physiological and biochemical 
responses to  it. and the corresponding degradation of performance 
The transmission of vibration through regions of the body was 
traced in various horizontal and vertical positions for longitudinal. 
transverse. and random vibrations, as wet1 as those in !he ultrasonic 
range Physiological responses in the skeletal system neurological. 
cardiovascular. respiratory. metabolic. and endocrinal functions were 
tabulated with the regional symptoms that arise Threshold data on 
human tolerance to several vibrational mode 
included It is noted, however. that tolerance standards established 
by various investigators agree only within specified limits. since 
evaluation criteria, positioning. and support of the subjects have a 
marked effect on the limits Effects on performance were found to  
be in the areas of visual tasks, vigilance. concentration. reaction tme, 
simple motor tasks, speech. and complex motor tasks A C R 
N69-12591*# Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research, Albuquerque, N Mex 
SOUND A N D  NOISE 
E M Roth and A N Chambers (Bellcomm. Inc ) In tfs Compendium 
of Human Responses t o  the Aerospace Environ Nov 1968 83 p 
refs (See N69-12588 02-04) 
Avail CFSTI CSCLO6S 
Sound and noise problems that arise at several points in 
space operations are studied It appears that the only novelty of 
space acoustics is the role of high-energy. low-frequency (under 50 
Hzt sound, and that noise problems are probably of more 
significance to ground crews The acoustic environment of a space 
vehicle during launch, flight and reentry is described. as well as 
the general principles for sound perception at varying intensities 
and frequencies Speech characteristics. including speech spectra, 
intelligibility, and the use of an articulation index are noted Data 
on the physiological and performance responses for all levels of the 
spectrum indicate that noise-experienced humans, wearing ear 
protectors, can safely tolerate broad-band and discrete frequency 
noise in the 1 to 100 Hz range for short durations at sound pressure 
levels as high as 150 dB For the frequency range above 40 Hz. 
however, such exposures appear to  be approaching the limit of 
subjective voluntary tolerance and reliable performance It was con- 
cluded that personal protective equipment against degradation of 
performance by noise is an optimum approach to many aspects 
of sound control A.C R 
N69-12592*# Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research, Albuquerque, N Mex 
C O M P E N D I U M  OF H U M A N  RESPONSES TO THE 
AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT. VOLUME 3: SECTIONS 10-16 
Emanuel M Roth. ed Washington NASA Nov 1968 552 p 
refs 
(NASr-115) 
(NASA-CR-1205( 1 I I ) )  Avail CFSTI CSCL 0 6 s  
CONTENTS 
(See N69-12593 02-04) 
1 OXYGEN-C02-ENERGY E M Roth 7 7  p refs 
2 INERT GAS E M Roth 40 p refs (See N69-12594 
3 PRESSURE E M Roth 40 p refs (See N69-12595 
02-04) 
4 CONTAMINANTS STANDARDS W H Teichner. 
A 0 Mirarchi (Harvard School of Public Health), and E. M. Roth 
9 4  p refs (See N69-12596 02-04) 
5 NUTRITION E M Roth 43 p refs (See N69-12597 
6 WATER E M Roth 27  p refs (See N69-12598 
02-04) 
02-04) 
02-04) 
7 ANTHROPOMETRY AND TEMPORO-SPATIAL 
ENVIRONMENT E M Roth 97 p refs (See N69-1259902-04) 
N69-12593*# Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research. Albuquerque. N Mex 
OXYGEN-CARBON DIOXIDE-ENERGY 
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E M Roth In its Compendium of Human Responses to the 
Aerospace Environ Nov 1968 77 p refs (See N69-12592 
02-04) 
Avail CFSTI CSCLO6S 
The factors determining oxygen consumption and CO, 
production are discussed in relation to determining the amount of 
oxygen which must be supplied to  astronauts for specific space 
missions Methods for calculating heat output from respiratory data 
are described and formulas are derived for calculating oxygen cost 
and energy expenditure under various conditions Based on EVA 
data from the Gemini program. the effect of zero gravity and 
subgravity on the energy cost of metabolism is assessed The 
energetics of locomotion on the lunar surface is discussed. and the 
additional energy requirements imposed by pressure suit operations 
are delineated Data are included on the metabolic rate anticipated 
for the orbital phases of the Apollo mission Consideration IS also 
given to the effects of the oxygeii and carbon dioxide partial 
pressure environments on human physiology and performance in 
space operations The key physiological interactions between the 
atmosphere and the lung-body system are depicted by Comparing 
the composition (partial pressure) of tracheal and alveolar gases at 
different altitudes in subjects breathing air. and breathing 100% 
oxygen Examples are given to show the functional impairment 
after CO withdrawal M G J  
N69-12594*# Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research, Albuquerque. N Mex 
INERT GAS 
E M Roth In its Compendium of Human Responses to the 
Aerospace Environ Nov 1968 40 p refs (See N69-12592 
Avail CFSTI CSCLO6S 
The physical properties of different inert gases are tabulated. 
wi th  decompression sickness cited as the most significant 
physiological alteration determined by the inert gas environment 
The biochemical properties of the inert gases which can be used 
to predict the frequency of these symptoms after different inert gas 
exposures are given. and psychometric charts for different oxygen 
and oxygen-inert gas mixtures are presented Voice alteration is 
discussed Human experiments performed over perlods of days in 
atmospheres proposed for space cabins arg reviewed. and studies 
of human exposure to helium are summarized Gas leakage from 
space cabins is considered. along with the problems involved in 
gas storage and the advantages of cryogenic storage systems 
Criteria for selecting space cabin atmospheres are proposed based 
on an evaluation of physiological factors. fire and blast hazards. 
and engineering factors for a 30-day. 2-man mission M G J 
02-04) 
N69-12595*# Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research. Albuquerque, N Mex 
PRESSURE 
E M Roth In its Compendium of Human Responses to the 
Aerospace Environ Nov 1968 40 p refs (See N69-12592 
02-04) 
Avail CFSTI CSCLO6S 
The physiological relations between the percentage of oxygen 
in the atmosphere of an aerospace vehicle and the total pressure 
of that atmosphere are depicted, based on continuous exposure for 
one week or more It is shown that the upper limits of pressure 
are determined by nitrogen narcosis and oxygen toxicity The 
symptoms of slow and rapid decompression sickness are described, 
and the general time course of these symptoms experienced from 
sea level air to altitude is plotted The pathological physiology of 
the symptom complexes are categorized as bends, chokes. skin 
manifestations, circulatory collapse. and neurological disorders 
Consideration is also given to  the relationship between age and 
relative susceptibility to bends, and the effect of exercise on incidence 
of bends Data are compiled on rate of protection by preoxygenation 
and rate of nitrogen loss from critical tfisues. and protection fractors 
are listed for planning denitrogenation schedules for protecting 
against bends caused by exposure to space suit pressures in the 
early phases of flight The antimeteoroid coveralls used on the 
Gemini flights are described The physiological damage caused by 
rapid decompression and blast overpressure IS detailed M G J 
N69-12596*# Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research. Albuquerque. N Mex 
CONTAMINANTS STANDARDS 
E M Roth. W H Teichner (Harvard School of Public Health). and A 
0 Mirarchi (Harvard School of Public Health) In tis Compendium 
of Human Responses to the Aerospace Environ Nov 1968 9 4  p 
refs (See N69-12592 02-04) 
Avail CFSTI CSCLO6K 
Empirically derived data on the contaminant hazard in space 
operations are presented, along with the theoretical considerations 
which must be understood i r i  order to extrapolate these data to space 
cabin conditions The primary and secondary factors controlling the 
buildup of contaminants in sealed cabins are examined. and 
equations are formulated for determining the amount of 
concentration Toxic agents are classified as asphyxiant. irritant, and 
toxicant. and the processing of these toxic agents by the body is 
discussed The sources of contaminants in space operations are 
identified as man and his activities. materials and outgassing. 
equipment and processes. and malfunctions and emergencies 
Extensive data tabulations are provided on such human sources of 
contaminants as expired air, urine. feces, flatus, and perspiration 
Recommended limits are listed for contaminants already found and 
anticipated in space cabins and submarines These contaminants 
are chemically classified Also listed are possible space capsule 
contaminants classified according to their toxic effects on different 
body systems M G J  
N69-12597*# Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research, Albuqueroue. N Mex 
NUTRITION 
E M Roth In its Compendium of Human Responses to the 
Aerospace Environ Nov 1968 43 p refs (See N69-12592 
02-04) 
Avail CFSTI CSCLO6N 
For missions up to 30 days. it is believed that the dietary 
needs of space men parallel those of men of similar stature on earth, 
although reliable data are not yet available on longer missions 
Basic nutritional requirements for Apollo-type flights are outlined. 
and data are presented for determining metabolic. logistical. and 
operational trade-offs Secondary physiological factors are considered 
which impose constraints other than weight and power on the 
preparation, storage, and packaging of food A series of nomograms 
on metabolic interchanges in synthetic diet construction is included 
Operational considerations of packing and dispensing foods are 
summarlzed based on environmental conditions of temperature, 
humidity. vacuum, and acceleration A prototype diet developed 
early in the Apollo program is tabulated showing composition and 
astronaut preferences for components It was not anticipated. 
however, that this diet would be available for the Apollo missions 
Starvation tests are described for the possible situation where lack 
of food and water, rather than oxygen, threaten survival. and the 
effect of starvation on performance is considered A C R  
N69-12598*# Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research, Albuquerque. N Mex 
WATER 
E M Roth In ifs Compendium of Human Responses to the 
Aerospace Environ Nov 1968 27 p refs (See N69-12592 
02-04) 
Avail CFSTI CSCLO6K 
Water requirements for man in space operations are analyzed 
based on water balance and purity standards Water balance IS 
34 
N69-12600 
defined as the difference between the input and output from all 
sources into the exchangeable water pool, where sources include 
the gastrointestinal pulmonary. dermal. renal. circulatory. and 
metabolic functions The significant results of water imbalance are 
discussed and water requirements during space operations are 
analyzed in normal and emergency operating modes The standards 
for both washing and drinking water purity are considered. 
emphasizing that unlike municipal water supp1ies.therecommended 
standard for purity must be met at all times, since complete 
monitoring during actual flight is not possible. possible adjustments 
are limited. and the same water supply must be used whether or 
not it meets standards The recommended standards for physical 
properties and upper limits for chemical components are tabulated. 
and biological requirements are treated, stressing the need for 
biological monitoring to prevent possible contamination Analyses 
are included of reclamation of water from various sources within the 
space cabin A C R  
N69-12599*# Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research. Albuquerque, N Mex 
ANTHROPOMETRY A N D  TEMPORO-SPATIAL 
ENVIRONMENT 
E M Roth In Its Compendium of Human Response to the 
Aerospace Environ Nov 1968 97 p refs (See N69-12592 
Avail CFSTI CSCLO6N 
Anthropometry and the aerospace environment are analyzed 
in relation to workspace factors, confinement. isolation and sensory 
deprivation, and activity cycles The use of percentile as opposed 
to average or mean values in anthropometric data is emphasized 
Body dimensions of U S males and Air Force flying personnel are 
summarized, wi th detailed tables of anthropometric data of 
astronauts Increases in body dimensions from clothing are analyzed 
followed by an anthropometric study of  pressure suit design 
Division of workspace into functional compartments is considered 
The range of body motion of the typical astronaut in shirtsleeve 
environment is treated, along with anthropometric factors in planning 
extravehicular mobility Confinement social isolation and sensory 
deprivation factors in short medium and long duration space flight 
are considered individually. with emphasis that there has been little 
research in this general area Work-rest-sleep cycles are treated. 
indicating variations in adaptation produced by weightlessness 
during actual U S missions The importance of efficiency during 
wakefulness was emphasized Finally, the sequence of progressive 
deterioration of performance with prolonged sleep deprivation was 
treated A C R  
02-04) 
N69-12600*# Lovelace Foundation for Medrcal Education and 
Research. Albuquerque. N Mex 
C O M P E N D I U M  OF H U M A N  RESPONSES TO THE 
AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT. VOLUME 4: CONVERSION 
TABLES ALPHABETIC INDEX 
Emanuel M Roth. ed Washington NASA Nov 1968 188 p 
(Contract NASr-115) 
(NASA-CR-l205(IV)) Avail CFSTI CSCL 06s 
Conversion tables are presented for the multiple systems 
of units and measures used in the basic biological physical, and 
engineering sciences Directions for the use of the tables are 
included A C R  
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A69-10471 
IAA ENTRIES 
A69-10157 +# 
COSMIC RADIATION AND LIFE [LES RAYONNEMENTS DU COSMOS 
E T  LA VIE]. 
Maurice Carbe r .  
L'ALronautique et l 'tlstronautique, no. 5, 1968, p. 49-55. 
French. 
interactions between cosnuc radiation and hving viruses .  
effects of X rays on iner t  and livlng matter a r e  examined. 
ca se  of cancer cells i s  studied w t h  reference to  the dose of radia- 
tion which must be  applied to  destroy the &ximum number of 
abnormal cells unth the least injury to adjacent healthy t issue.  
Some comments a r e  made on solar  f l a r e s ,  
In 
General discussion of the principal theories concerning the 
The 
The 
F. R. L. 
A69-10167 * 
REGULARITIES O F  HUMAN CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS AS DETER- 
MINED FROM THE EFFECT O F  A WEAK ALTERNATING ELECTRIC 
FIELD [GESETZdSSIGKEITEN DER CIRCADIANEN PERIODIK 
CHEN ELEKTRISCHEN WECHSELFELDES], 
Riitger Wever (Max-Planck-Institut fiir Verhaltensphysiologie, 
Seewiesen iiber Starnberg and Erling-Andechs, West Germany). 
DES MENSCHEN, G E P R ~ F T  AN DER WIRKUNG EINES SCHWA- 
Forschung; Grant No. NsG-259-62. 
Experimental  investigation showng that the human circadian 
rhythm can be influenced regularly by a weak alternating electr ic  
field with a frequency of 10 cps. 
mental  illumination, this field which IS imperceptible to  the subject, 
IS a s  effective during activlty t ime (eyes open) a s  during r e s t  
t ime (eyes closed). Under constant conditions, the values of the 
followng parameters  a r e  statistlcally significantly higher for 
expe_riments with the field in operation than fo r  those with the field 
not in  operation: (1) free-running frequency of activity rhythm and 
temperature rhythm, ( 2 )  activity t ime l re s t  t ime ratio, (3) mean 
value of rectal  temperature ,  and (4) a fo rm coefficient character-  
lzmg the shape of the oscillatzon of rectal temperature,  Thus the 
defined quantities a r e  positively correlated t o  each other ,  a s  
predicted by a hypothesis about circadian rhythms. 
In contrast  to  the effects of environ- 
M. M. 
A69-10209 * 
CONTROL PROCESSES IN THE RESPIRATION SYSTEM [O PROTSES. 
SAKH UPRAVLENIIA V DYKHATEL'NOI SISTEME]. 
N. V. Zavalishin and L. A. Tenenbaum. 
Avtomatika i Telemekhanika, Sept. 1968, p. 106-122. 5 refs. In 
Russian. 
Experimental  verification of two alternative hypotheses con- 
cerning the mechanism of control of the parameters  of external 
respiration of living organisms. 
resul ts  can be interpreted only from the standpomt of the hypothesis 
of "functlonal control. I '  
It is found that the experimental 
v. P. 
A69- 10449 
HUMAN FACTORS IN AIRCRAFT DEVELOPMENT. 
Edward R. Jones (McDonnell Douglas Corp.,  McDonnelI Co., Engi- 
neering Physiology Dept., St. Louis, Mo.). 
IN: HUMAN FACTORS IN AVIATION 1968, HUMAN FACTORS 
SOCIETY, ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM, 5TH, LOS ANGELES, CALIF., 
JUNE 1968, PROCEEDINGS. [A69-10448 01-02] 
North Hollywood, Calif.,  Western Periodicals Co., 1968, p. 1-6; 
Discussion, p. 6, 7. 
Description of the character is t ics  of a continuing human-factors 
effort for  an a i r c ra f t  system that has been in operation for a decade. 
Some of the management character is t ics  a r e  the use of a few highly 
skilled human factors  personnel with a relatively constant manpower 
leve; throughout the design and manufacturing phases.  
a r e  selective rather  than extensive with the individual having broad, 
continuous responsibilities for a system element. 
mentation is  severely limited. 
laboratory studies a r e  used extensively to obtain objective data fo r  
design. 
productively many facets  of the system. 
The activities 
Formal  docu- 
Field surveys and quick-reaction 
An anthropologist has  been used full t ime to support 
P. v. T. 
A69-10450 
HUMAN FACTORS AND AIRLINE TRAINING. 
Robert C. Houston (American Airlines, Inc., Fort  Worth, Tex. I .  
IN HUMAN FACTORS IN AVIATION 1968, HUMAN FACTORS 
SOCIETY, ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM, STH, LOS ANGELES, CALIF., 
JUNE 1968, PROCEEDINGS. lA69-10448 01-02] 
North Hollywood, Calif., Western Periodicals Co.,  1968, p. 15-21, 
Discussion, p. 21, 22. 
Aircraf t  training t imes have been markedly reduced but with a 
resultant improved product. 
with training personnel who a r e  already competent airline c rew 
members .  
ent c rew members and pilots f rom one type aircraf t  to another. 
Recent airline training experience is reviewed, training trends a r e  
discussed, and the current  key a reas  fo r  r e sea rch  a r e  outlined. 
Discussion of recent progress  made in a i r l ine c rew training. 
The airlines a r e  primarily concerned 
The heavlest  training workload IS the transition of p r e s -  
P. v. T. 
A69-1045 1 
HUMAN ENGINEERING IN SST DEVELOPMENT. 
Arvin 0. Basnight (Federal  Aviation Administration, Los Angeles, 
Calif.).  
IN HUMAN FACTORS IN AVIATION 1968, HUMAN FACTORS 
SOCIETY, ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM, 5TH, LOS ANGELES, CALIF., 
JUNE 1968, PROCEEDINGS. [A69-10448 01-02] 
North Hollywood, Calif., Western Periodicals Go., 1968, p. 23-27. 
of the Supersonic Transport  Development Program.  These plans 
a r e  in  aceordance with the statement of work f o r  the human engi- 
neering program contained in the Phase III supersonic t ransport  
development contracts with the air f rame and engine contractors.  
The program plans fo r  integrating the principles of human physical, 
psychological, and physiological character is t ics  for application to 
supersonic t ransport  and ground equipment design. 
engineering program management and support activities for the SST 
Development P rogram a r e  a lso discussed including the approach to 
conducting personnel performance studies, workload, life support 
analyses,  and related test and evaluation effor ts .  '2 .v .T.  
Discussion of the human engineering program plans fo r  Phase 111 
Thc human 
A69-10456 # 
SOME BENEFITS TO BE DERIVED FROM SPACE MICROBIOLOGY. 
Carl-Goren Hedgn (Karolinska Institute, Medical Research Council, 
Stockholm, Sweden). 
United Nations, Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of 
Outer Space, Vienna, Ausrria, Aug. 14-27, 1968, Paper  68-95861. 
9 p .  6 r e f s .  
lead to practically significant resul ts .  
a i r  amd water pollution, the recirculation of mat ter  must obviously 
be accelerated.  
which t ransforms the undesirable waste mater ia ls  into a resource 
near  their point of origin. In many of such interventions, micro-  
biology could be  used, but control is necessary,  and this might well 
benefit by  space-developed telemetry techniques. 
simultaneous and mstantaneous readout and recording, at a central  
location, of many biological parameters  describing the situation at 
distant points. P.v.T.  
Preluninary review of a reas  where space microbiology may 
Due to  the ever increasing 
A natural  solution i s  to arrange for reclamation 
They could permit 
A69-10471 
CONTRIBUTIONS O F  SPACE TECHNOLOGY TO SOLUTIONS OF 
MEDICAL PROBLEMS. 
Quentin L. Hartwlg (George Washington University, Waslungton, 
D. C. ). 
37 
A69-10486 
United Nations, Conference on the Exploration and Pcaceful U s e s  
Descriphon of the background, operations, and organization of 
the Biochemical Application P rogram of NASA. On this program, 
the Technical Utilization Division of NASA, using the existing 'tools" 
of science, has been experimenting with the concept of Interdisci- 
plinary teams that s e rve  a s  catalytic agents bctwcen scicnbBc prob- 
l e m  solvers  and sources of potential solutions to these problems. 
Experience to date has  shown that solutions origmally designed for 
one purpose can play many other roles, thus giving g rea t e r  re turn 
on the r e sea rch  investment. Although the Biomedical Application 
P rogram is in i ts  infancy, i t  does provide an example of an aggrcs- 
sive infusion technique with feedback for program Improvement. 
P. v. T. 
~69.104a6 # 
SPACE RESEARCH - SOURCE OF BIOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE. 
Allan H. Brown (Pennsylvania, University, Philadelphia, P a .  ). 
United Nations, conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of 
Outer Space, Vienna, Austria,  Aug. 14-27, 1968, Paper  68-95345. 
11 p. 32 refs .  
General  discussion of the U.S. program in space biology, 
including various engineering developments, methods, and apparatus 
which can be applied outside of the space-research context. 
a r eas  of special scientific interest  t reated a r e  
reactions, biochronology, and exobiology. An automated ur ine 
analyzer,  an electroencephalographic spectrum analyzer, and a 
ur inary catheter which may have application outside the space 
program a r e  briefly described. 
Three 
gravitylorganism 
M. G. 
A69-10508 * 
FURTHER FINDINGS OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL VESTIBULAR 
RESEARCH. 
Herbert  J. PichIer.  
United Nations, Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses 
of Outer Space, Vienna, Austria,  Aug. 14-27, 1968, Paper  68-95389. 
Discussion of the new field of extraterrestr ia l  vestibular r e -  
search,  founded a few years  ago in Vienna, Austria,  which has met  
with wide international interest  and active response in  many countries 
On leaving the earth's field of gravity, a change in the regulation of 
the human c to l i t hc  apparatus would take place, namely f rom geo- 
centr ic  to heliocentric orientation. T h s  is of par t icular  interest  a t  
the present  t ime for future interplanetary space t ravel  and is of 
importance in regard to all questions of orientation in space outslde 
the planet earth. 
11 p. 
P. v. T. 
FLIGHT SAFETY [LEKARSTVENNAIA 
Ia. N. Divin, E. M. Panova, P. P. 
vol. 6, Sept.-Oct. 1968, p. 782-787. 
he side effects of drugs and their significance for 
of pilots and astronauts.  
. sources.  It is noted that in  the U . S .  in  
The data discussed a r e  
use of drugs the following measu res  have 
dbook on the safe uses  of drugs in  aviation 
ased; (2) lists of drugs permitted f o r  u s e  
(3) instructions on the 
dangers of self-treatment have been developed; 
verificabon of the tolerance of astronauts to the drugs included in  
(4) mandatory 
dicine chests  has  bzen authorized; 
ps of preparations which should be 
I. P. 
A69-10584 #t 
P.  P. Saksonov, 
and A. S. Trusova. 
Kosmicheskie Issledovaniia, vol. 6, Sept. -0ct .  1968, p. 788-792. 
11 refs .  In Russian. 
Description of the stimulation of the growth of bulbs of turnip- 
like onion Allium cepa, and of the body weight increase m mice 
subjected to  vibration. The onions were  subjected to  vibrations at 
a frequency of 70 Hz at an oscxllation amplitude of 0. 51 mm.  Four 
se r i e s  of experiments were  performed f rom 1962 through 1967. 
Vibration for a 10-hr period was found t o  stimulate growth of onions. 
The t e s t  specunens germlnated ear l ier ,  the sprouts grew faster ,  
and the roots grew faster  a f t e r  being cut. A total of 280 male  mice 
were studied. A more  pronounced weight increase was observed in 
the t e s t  group than in the control group. 
younger the mice,  the greater  the effect of vibratlon on their weight 
increase.  
Analysis showed that the 
Vibration fo r  1 h r  at frequencies of 70 and 1500 Hz was 
found to  considerably increase the weight of mice.  I . P .  
A69-10635 # 
HEAD-UP DISPLAY FOR AIRLINES. 
Pe te r  Cane (Smlths Industries. Ltd. ,  Baslngstokc, Hants., Eng- 
land). 
Shell Amation News, no. 363, 1968, p. 16-19. 
Discussion of the appllcation of Head-Up Dlsplay (HUD) to 
commercial  flying, with speclal reference to a HUD sys tem manu- 
factured by a subsidiary of Smiths Industries. Ltd. 
mcnts in the micrcnuniaturlzatlon of the electronics make the 
equipment much more  at t racbve than previously for civil applica- 
tion. Display projection can be accomplished by electronlc and 
electromechanical means, most of the advantages lying wlth the 
electronlc systems. 
safety of commercial  operahons and reduce the pdot 's  work load 
in the more  cr i t rcal  stages of a flight, in both visual and instrument 
c ondi ti onst 
Modern develop- 
It 1s consldered that the HUD can improve the 
F. R. L.  
A69-10741 
CAUSAL RELATIONS BETWEEN ENVIRONMENT AND MAN IN THE 
JUDGMENT OF NOISE. 
Werner Burck (Rohde und Schwarz, Munich, West Germany).  
Nachrichtenteclnische Ze1tschrift. vol. 21, Sept. 1968, p. 586-591. 
5 refs. Translation. 
Study of the causes and effects involved In sound perceptlon, 
on the basis of a schematic diagram of the causal relations involved 
in sound perception, taklng into account temporary and permanent 
threshold s h f t s .  
used as a basxs fo r  appraismg the practical usefulness of methods 
of measurement and judgment requlred for descnblng noise and f o r  
noise control. Methods of measurlng and pdging  the annoyance and 
harm caused by noise a r e  discussed m t e rms  of the equlvalent steady- 
s t a t e  levels and ratings of recovery intervals for the ear .  
f o r  the deternunatlon of sufficient interval durahon, weighting of 
insufficient noise intervals, and the adht ion of various noise exposures 
i s  included. 
The consideratlons derived f rom this study a r e  
A chart  
v. P. 
A69-10743 
OUTLINES OF SPACE PHYSIOLOGY [OCHERKI PO KOSMlCHESKOI 
FIZIOLOGII]. 
V. V. Parin,  R. M. B&evskii, M. D. Emel'ianov, and I. M. Khazen. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Meditsina, 1967. 136 p. 399 refs. 
physiology. 
presented, and certain mechanisms of physiological reactions in 
flight a r e  considered. An attempt is made to utxlize concepts of 
cybernetics to explain some of the problems 
is offered stating that under extrema1 actions 
ganization of lower control levels (vegetative) 
required to ensure optimal fun 
ticularly the cerebral  cortex. 
certain morphological changes in tissue a r e  presented and discussed. 
This book examines certain past  and present  problem 
Data obtained in space flights and in  laboratories a r e  
ed. A hypothesis 
on the digestive system and 
38 
A69-I 0922 
The possible future development of space physzology 1s discussed, 
including problems on lunar and interplanetary flights, biocontrols, 
minimization of life functions, and the development of space re- 
sea rch  methods. I. p. 
A69-10753 * 
INFLUENCE OF SUDDEN DECOMPRESSION ON THE ORGANISM 
[WPLYW NAGLEJ DEKOMPRESJI NA USTRdJ]. 
Lucjan Golec and Eugeniusz Soko%owski. 
Postepy Astronautyki, no. 2, 1968, p .  95-105. 
Survey of previous studies concerning the effects of sudden 
decompression on the organism.  
tions of (1) changes in the functions of organs during p res su re  equal- 
ization, (2) changes associated with the transformation of dissolved 
gases  into a gaseous s ta te ,  (3) the vaporlzatlon of body flulds, and 
(4) changes caused by the combined effects of these factors .  
and techniques used in varlous experiments a l e  outlined, and the 
overall state of hnowledge about the effects of sudden decomprrsslon 
IS evaluated. T . M .  
20 r e f s .  In Polish. 
Attention is given to investiga- 
Methods 
A69-10757 * 
HUMAN BEHAVIOR I N  A STRESS SITUATION SIMILAR TO THE 
CONDITIONS O F  A LONG-DURATION SPACE FLIGHT (SPELEOLOG 
ICAL EXPEDlTlON)[ZACHOWANIC SIF CZCOWIEKA W SYTUACJI 
STRESSOWEJ PODOBNEJ DO WARUNK6W D&UGOTRWAZEGO 
LOTU KOSMICZNEGO IWYPRAWA SPELEOLOGICZNAi]. 
Krystyna Galubxkska. 
Postepy Astronautykl, no. 1, 1967, p. 89-102. 35 r r f s .  In Pollsh. 
sons in a s t r e s s  situation occasloncd b y  a 14-day confinrmcnt within 
an underground cavern In the Tatra  mountains. 
involved difficult living conditions, isolation, confincment, and thc 
presence of danger. Thc study was conductcd to evaluate thc actual 
a s  opposed t o  symbolic ( labolatoly conditions), human bchavioi ln a 
difficult environmcnt. 
before, during, and a f t e r  thc coniinemcnt lndlcatc a cleai lack of 
changcs in the functioning level and a lack of p<rceptiblc signs of 
impairment In the thought, pcrccption, and psychomotox proccsscs .  
This lack of psychologlcal disturbanccs is causrd by adaptation 
proccssc s peculiar to  tach Individual. T. M. 
Description of psychologlcal studii s of thc b< ha>ioi 01 n i n ~  ~LI.- 
Thc s t r c s s  situation 
Thc results of psychomc t l i c  studics conductcrl 
~ 6 9 - 1 0 a 6 0  * 
SHORT -LATENCY ANTIDIURESIS FOLLOWING THE INITIATION 
O F  FOOD INGESTION. 
Jan W. Kakolewskl, Verne C. Cox, and Elliot S. Valenstein (Fe l s  
Research Institute, Yellow Springs, Ohio). 
Science, vol. 162, Oct. 25, 1968, p. 458-460. 5 refs. 
NIH Grant No. M-4529; Grant No. NsG-437. 
produce a short-latency antidiuresis. 
quantities of a hlghly palatable solution during a period of food 
deprivation exhibit an antidiuresis immediately following the imtia-  
tion of eating. 
of a signaling factor  separate  f rom postingestional influences. (Author) 
A factor associated with the ingestion of food is shown to 
Animals consuming large 
The rapidity of the response r a i se s  the possibility 
A69-10902 * 
A SENSITIVE AND SPECIFIC ISOTOPIC ASSAY FOR THE ESTIMA- 
TION OF TYROSINE TRANSAMINASE. 
Richard J. Wurtman and F rances  Larin (Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Dept. of Nutritlon and Food Science, Cambrzdge, 
Mass.) .  
Biochemical Pharmacology, vol. 17, 1968, p. 817, 818. 
PHS Grants  No. AM-11709; No. AM-11237, Grant  No. NGR-22-009- 
272. 
t ransaminase (TT) activity. 
the polarity of tyroslne wluch follows the action of TT. 
caases  the ammo acid to  lose its only amine group and thereby to 
fo rm p-hydroxyphenyl pyruvlc acid (PHPPA). 
largely un-ionized a t  a n  acid pH and can thus be quantitatively 
separated f r o m  the substrate  by extraction into a n  organlc solvent. 
6 refs .  
Descriptlon of an isotopic method for estimating tyrosine 
The a s say  IS based upon the change in  
The enzyme 
Thrs compound 1s 
The a s say  1s Sensitive, s imple,  and chemca l ly  specific, and =an 
be used to  study the enzyme in any tissue. Surty or more determina- 
tions can be performed by a smgle technician Ln 3 hr ,  each 
little as 250 Ug l iver .  
as 
M.M. 
A69-10903 * 
PHOTO-INHIBITION O F  CELL DIVISION AND GROWTH IN 
EUGLENOID FLAGELLATES. 
J. R. Cook (Maine, University, Dept. of Zoology, Orono, Me. ). 
Journal of Cellular Physiology, vol. 71, Apr. 1968, p. 177-184. 
25 refs. 
NIH Grant No. GM-12179, Grants  No. NsG-338; No. NGL-20-006- 
001. 
three types of division inhibition In Euglena gracilis and related 
cel ls  
division which 1s temperature  -dependent. 
organic media partially lift th is  inhibition. 
tion,, which i s  t ransient ,  can be caused by either fluorescent o r  
incandescent light and i s  found with an i r reversibly bleached s t ra in  
of Euglena grown on a limiting concentration of acetate; thls i n h b i -  
tion could not be demonstrated in cel ls  grown on limiting concen- 
tratlons ofglucose. (Author) 
Visible light of moderate intensity causes  two and perhaps 
Fluorescent  light causes  a general inhibition of growth and 
Pigmentation o r  complex 
A second type of Inhibi- 
A69- 10904 * 
FURTHER OBSERVATIONS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS 
INVOLVED IN CNV GENESIS. 
Morton D. Low and Joseph W. McSherry (Baylor University, 
Methodist Hospital and Dept. of Physiology, Section of Neurophysi- 
ology, Houston, Tex.) .  
Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophyslologll, vol. 25, 
1968, p. 203-207. 14 r e f s .  
PHS Grant No. MH-05204; Grants No. NsG-390; No. NsG-44-003- 
001. 
define more  extensively the psychological factors  involved in con- 
tmgent or  conative negative variation (CNV) genesis. 
mental designs were  used. It was demonstrated that: 
additive i f  two anticipations a r e  superimposed in t ime o r  11 a subject 
is expecting to  perform more than one response of the same  kind, 
(2) increasing the force required to perform a response 1s associated 
with a n  increase in the magnitude of the CNV, and (3) the interposi- 
tion of a mental task diminishes the degree of expected increase In 
CNV magnitude associated with the increased force requirements  
of the task.  M.M. 
Description of experiments which were performed in man to 
Two experi-  
(1) CNVs a r e  
A69-10921 * 
URINARY EXCRETION O F  ELECTROLYTES IN MICE DURING 
ACUTE HYPOXIA EXPOSURE. 
George R. lsenberg and Adam Anthony (Pennsylvanla State University, 
Dept. of Biology, Physiology Section, University Park,  Pa.  ). 
Pennsylvania Academy of Science, Proceedings, vol. 41, 1967. 
5 p. 14 r e f s .  
PHS Grant No. GM-05112, Grant N o .  NGR-39-009-015. 
potassium were studied in mice over  four-day intervals before, 
during, and a f t e r  exposure to  a simulated altitude of 18, 000 f t  
(380 m m  Hg). Acute hypoxia caused a marked oligouria with a 
consequent dec rease  in the ur inary output of both electrolytes. 
Urine flow and ur inary electrolytes were rapidly restored to  control 
levels when mice were returned to  ambient p re s su re .  
Alterations in ur ine volume and in the excretion of sodmm and 
(Author) 
A69-10922 * 
BLOOD VOLUME CHANGES IN ALTITUDE EXPOSED RATS 
RETURNED TO AMBIENT PRESSURE. 
Charles  K. Grieshaber  and Adam Anthony (Pennsylvanla State 
University, Dept. of Biology, Physiology Section, University Park,  
Pa .  ). 
4 p. 14 refs .  
PNS Grant No. GM-05112, Grant No. NGR-39-009-015. 
Total blood volume, plasma volume, and red blood cell volume 
were measured in altltude accllmated rats  (380 mm Hg) which were 
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returned to ambient pressure  for  one- and two-week periods of 
deacclimation. 
never  exceeded control levels when ra t s  were returned to  ambient 
pressure .  The total red blood cel l  volume was found to decline at 
a fas te r  ra te  in deacclimating animals  than could be expected f r o m  
normal  cell destruction alone. The total blood volume reduction 
during deacclimation paralleled that of the total red cell volume. 
The plasma volume was rapidly restored to  and 
(Author) 
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4 p. 12 refs .  
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Studies were made of the effect of hypoxia exposure on RNA 
synthesis in anter ior  pituitary glands from adult male ra t s  exposed 
to a reduced barometr ic  pressure  of 349 mm Hg for  12, 24, and 
48 h r .  Pi tui tar ies  were removed immediately a f te r  hypoxia ex- 
posure and cultured In vitro f o r  incubation periods of 1, 2, and 4 h r .  
The pattern of RNA synthesis in these explants was followed by the 
incorporation of H3-uridine from the incubation medium. The rate  
of RNA synthesis was significantly decreased within the f i r s t  12 h r  
of hypoxia exposure, but returned to control levels in  glands f rom 
animals exposed 24 hr .  (Author) 
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SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF HEMATOXYLIN IN TISSUE SECTIONS 
John M. Kmetz, Margaret  S. Gallagher, and Adam Anthony 
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Pennsylvania Academy of Science, Proceedings, vol. 41, 1967. 
5 p. 7 re fs .  
PHS Grant No. GM-05112, Grant No. NGR-39-009-015. 
s ta ins  i n  stained t issue sections. 
e te r ,  spectral  absorption curves a r e  determmed for  ra t  thyroid 
fixed In formalin, o r  in Helly's o r  Bomn's fluid, p r ior  to stainmg 
w t h  Harris' ,  Mayer's, o r  Delafield's hematoxylin. It i s  demon- 
s t ra ted that the major  absorption peak for hematoxylin in  t i s sue  
sections IS a t  600 mp and that the spectral  curve is not a l tered by 
Comparative study of the absorption spectra  of th ree  hematoxylin 
Using a recording nncrospectrom- 
either the fixative or  the hematoxylin solution used.  z. w. 
A69-10931 * 
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N. 0. Kaplan, J .  Everse ,  and J. Admlraal (Brandeis Universlty, 
Graduate Dept. of Blochemst ry ,  Waltham, Mass.) .  
New York Academy of Scienses ,  Annals, vol. 151, June 14, 1968, 
p. 400-412. 18 r e f s .  
NIH Grant No. CA-03611, American Cancer Society Grant No. P-771; 
Grants  No. NsG-375; No. NsG-22-005-001. 
rn the regulation of substrate  inhibition of dehydrogenases. I t  is 
noted that the resul ts  of experiments indicate that the inhibition 
observed with excess  pyruvate IS caused by the abortlve te rnary  
complex. 
complex can ex is t  under conditlons where lunetic measurements  of 
H-type lactate dehydrogenases a r e  not feasible. 
appears  to be a character ls t lc  of a number of dehydrogenases. 
Discussion of the importance of r a t e s  of glycolysls a s  factors  
It i s  believed that these studies a l so  demonstrate that the 
Substrate inlubition 
M.M. 
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WHEAT SEEDLING GROWTH IN THE ABSENCE O F  GRAVITA- 
TIONAL FORCE. 
Charles  J. Lyon (Dartmouth College, Dept. of Biological Sciences, 
Hanover, N. H. ). 
Plant Physiology, vol. 43, June 1968, p. 1002-1007. 
Grants  No. NsG-231; No. NsG-30-001-001; Contract No. NAS 2- 
1558. 
2. 
mental study of the growth physiology of seeds of winter wheat 
7 refs .  
Account of the wheat-seedling experxment on board Biosatellite 
The satel l i te  was in orbit for  nearly two days to  permit  e x p e n -  
( t r i t icum aestivum L). Selected embryos were planted i n  special 
holders  to produce se t s  of seedlings with organs free of mechanical 
disturbance of their  t issues  and orientation. 
package consisted of four plastlc cylinders fitted with a thermistor .  
One large cylinder provided space and a moist  sea-level atmosphere 
around three s e t s  of seedlings. Of the other th ree  chambers  with 
one seed holder each, two were equipped to  spray-fix their  seed-  
lings with formalin, acetic acid,  and alcohol before the package 
was returned f rom orbit. The absence of gravitational force within 
the organs of a seedling seems  t o  have no effect on the basic growth 
processes  and biochemical reactions which control the ra tes  of 
The experimental 
meris tematic  activity. z. w. 
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PHYSIOLOGICAL METHODS AND RESULTS. 
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IN: HANDBOOK O F  SOVIET SPACE-SCIENCE RESEARCH. 
Edited by G. E ,  Wukelic. 
New York, Gordon and Breach,  Science Publ ishers ,  Inc. ,  1968, 
p. 323-341. 52 re fs .  
R e n e w  of the physiological measurements  on men and animals 
aboard Soviet bioprobes and biosatellites f r o m  1951 to 1966. Among 
the different types of measurements  discussed are:  electrocardiog- 
raphy,  phonocardiography, sphygmography, seismocardiography, 
and pneumography. 
activity and motor coordination with special t ransducers  a r e  de-  
scr ibed.  Data concerning both ver t ical  rocket flights and orbital 
missions a r e  presented. Few physiological changes due to weight- 
l e s s  space flight were noted, and acceleration and confinement were 
well tolerated by most of the Soviet cosmonauts. M.G. 
Columbus, Ohio). 
Tes ts  designed for  studying higher nervous 
A69-10948 
BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTATION - METHODS AND RESULTS. 
R. A. Duffee and H. T .  Kemp (Battelle Memorial Institute, 
Columbus, Ohio ). 
IN: HANDBOOK OF SOVIET SPACE-SCIENCE RESEARCH, 
Edited by G. E .  Wukelic. 
New York, Gordon and Breach, Science Publ ishers ,  Inc., 1968, 
p. 343-370. 67 refs .  
Union on Spaceship Satellites 2, 4, and 5, the ent i re  Vostok ser ies ,  
and both Voskhod flights. 
with the genetic effects  of cosmic radiation, and with histological 
changes par t icular ly  of a pathological nature. Results of genetic 
studies on Drosophila melanogaster and the Tradescant ia  paludosa 
a r e  presented. Mxcrohiological studles on Actinomycetes, Chlorella 
and yeasts  a r e  described. These ser ies  of biological experiments 
have established that five-day fhghts a t  an orbi ta l  inclination of 
65O and apogees up to 495 km do not have any seriously deleterious 
effects  on the vital activity of the var ious organisms.  However, 
disruphons of the mitotic mechanisms were noted in certain biologi- 
ca l  specimens - e . g . ,  bone marrow cells, HeLa cells subjected 
to repeated flights, Tradescantia, and seeds of wheat. I t  i s  sug- 
gested that on prolonged fhghts ,  these disruptions could resul t  
in  unacceptable a l terat ions of closed or  partially closed ecological 
systems.  M. G. 
Review of the biological experiments conducted by the Soviet 
These flights were pr imari ly  concerned 
A69-10953 
SOVIET ATTITUDES CONCERNING THE EXISTENCE OF LIFE IN 
SPACE. 
N. T. Bobrovnikoff. 
IN: HANDBOOK OF SOVIET SPACE-SCIENCE RESEARCH. 
Edited by G. E. Wukelic. 
New York, Gordon and Breach, Science Publishers, Inc., 1968, 
p. 453-472. 32 refs .  
of the existence of ex t ra te r res t r ia l  life. 
of life in  space both in  the western world and the Soviet Union i s  
presented, and the attitudes of Soviet scient is ts  concerning the ex is -  
tence of ex t ra te r res t r ia l  life a r e  analyzed mainly on the basis of 
the findings of the F i r s t  Soviet Conference on Ext ra te r res t r ia l  
Civilizations in  1964. Research regarding the existence of life on 
Mars, Venus, the moon, and meteori tes  is reviewed. Special a t -  
Survey of Soviet l i terature  and opinions in regard to the probler 
The evolution of the idea 
40 
tention i s  given to the problem of establishing contact with extra-  
t e r r e s t r i a l  civilizations by means of radio and laser sources .  
z. W. 
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C. Sagan (Harvard University, 
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mately 2,000 manhours of weightless exposure which can he used 
in comparing flight resul ts  with the predicted effects of manned 
space flight. 
upon man appear t o  be of l e s s  magnitude than originally anticipated. 
The effects noted on the various body systems a r e  summarized. 
The principal physiologic changes noted were orthostatism for 
some 50 h r  af ter  the flight, reduced red cel l  mass ,  and reduced 
7 refs. 
The Mercury and Gemini space flights have provided approxi- 
In general the environmental hazards and the effects 
41 
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X-ray density in the os calcis and the sma l l  finger. Much was 
learned about man’s ablhty to  work in a pressurized suit in the 
extravehicular condition. 
in relation to  the planning fo r  future long duration missions. 
All of these findings a r e  of importance 
(Author) 
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of manned spacecraft. It 1s visualized that in contrast t o  present 
life-support systems,  which provldc only food, water and oxygen, 
the life-support systems of the future will be self-sustaining bio- 
logical cycles for the t ransformation of mat ter  and will completely 
sat isfy the mater ia l  and energy requirements of man, who 1s con- 
sidered to be their  principal component. 
development of effective techniques for collecting and monitoring 
physiological information on space-station crews fo r  the optimization 
of such biological cycles 1s pomted out. 
General discussion of current  and future life-support systems 
The importance of the 
Suggestions a r e  made con- 
v.  z. cerning the simulation of such systems.  
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Discussion of the design and performance of an experimental 
biologLca1 life-support cycle based on a continuous algae seaweed 
culture. Within 24 h r  the algae recovered their  no 
n reduced by 75% after  exposure to U 
LIFE SCIENCES AND SPACE RESEARCH VI, COSPAR, 
v. z. 
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International Union of Physiological Sciences. 
Edited by A. H. Brown and F,  G. Favorite. 
Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Co., 1968, p. 41-44. 
[For  abstract  see issue 19, page 3179, Accession no. A67-352281 
A69-11080 
A LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR SATELLITE EXPERIMENTS OVER 
ONE YEAR. 
R. G. A. Lotz (Frankfurt, Universitat, Frankfurt a m  Main, West 
Germany). 
(COSPAR, Plenary Meeting, loth, London, England, July 24-29, 
1967, P a p e r . )  
IN LIFE SCIENCES AND SPACE RESEARCH VI, COSPAR, 
PLENARY MEETING, lOTH, OPEN MEETING OF WORKING GROUP 
V, LONDON, ENGLAND, JULY 27, 28, 1967, PROCEEDINGS. 
[A69-11073 01- 041 
Meeting sponsored by COSPAR, the International Union of BIO- 
chemistry, the International Union of Biological Sclences, and the 
International Union of Physiological Sciences. 
Edited by A. H. Brown and F. G. Favorite. 
Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Co., 1968, p. 49-55. 
(For  abstract  s ee  issue 19, page 3180, Accession no. A67-352481 
A69-11082 
PSYCHOMOTOR REACTIONS AMONG PRIMATES PUT INTO 
BALLISTIC FLIGHT IN ROCKETS [REACTIONS PSYCHOMOTFUCES 
CHEZ DES PRIMATES PLACES EN VOL BALISTIQUE EN FUSEES]. 
R. Grandpierre and G. Chateller. 
(COSPAR, Plenary Meeting, loth, London, England, July 24-29, 
1967, Pape r . )  
IN LIFE SCIENCES AND SPACE RESEARCH VI COSPAR, 
PLENARY MEETING, lOTH, OPEN MEETING OF WORKING GROUP 
V, LONDON, ENGLAND, JULY 27, 28, 1967, PROCEEDINGS. 
[A69-11073 01-04] 
Meeting sponsored by COSPAR, the International Unxon of Blo- 
chemistry, the International Union of Biologlcal Sciences, and the 
of Physiological Sciences. 
own and F. G. Favorite. 
Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Co., 1968, p. 69-78. 
In French.  
[For  abstract  sce issue 19, page 3178, Accession no. A67-352411 
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A69-11083 
RESISTANCE OF ORGANISMS TO EXTREME INFLUENCES IN 
RELATION TO SOME EXOBIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS. 
L .  K .  Lozina-Lozinskn (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Moscow, USSR). 
IN: LIFE SCIENCES AND SPACE RESEARCH VI, COSPAR, 
PLENARY MEETING, lOTH, OPEN MEETING OF WORKING 
GROUPV, LONDON, ENGLAND, JULY 27, 28, 1967, PRO- 
CEEDINGS. [A69-11073 01-04] 
Meeting sponsored by COSPAR, the Internatlonal Unlon of Blo- 
chemistry, the International Union of Biological Sciences and 
the International Union of Physiological Sciences. 
Edited by A. H. Brown and F. G. Favori te .  
Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Co., 1968, p. 79-86. 
28 r e f s .  
in the process  Of evolution a r e  called extreme Influences or extreme 
conditions. The experiments show that organisms and cel ls  have a 
potential for  resistance; among animals, there  a r e  forms that a r e  
able to stand extremely low temperatures  when the water content of 
their t issues  i s  large enough. Some species of protozoa can tolerate 
ionizing radiation in doses  exceeding those existlng on the Ea r th  and 
out in space. Many Insects, especially alpine species ,  do not re- 
quire a s  much a s  i s  contained in lower layers  of the E a r t h ‘ s  a tmo- 
sphere.  Hence, ea r th  organisms possess  some “margms of safety,“ 
suggesting the existence of s imllar  biological systems m conditions 
different f rom the Ea r th ‘ s .  The resis tance to the action of extreme 
factors  IS probably connected with the resis tance of biopolymers, 
protein complexes of cel ls ,  and also with the capability of the orga-  
n i sm to recover  f rom damage. (Author) 
The conditions to which organisms have not been able to  adapt 
A69-11084 * 
WEIGHTLESSNESS AND THE DEVELOPING FROG EGG. 
R. S .  Young (NASA, Washington, D.C.) and J .  W. T remor  (NASA, 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. 1. 
IN 
PLENARY MEETING, lOTH, OPEN MEETING O F  WORKING GROUP 
V, LONDON, ENGLAND, JULY 27, 28, 1967, PROCEEDINGS. 
[ A6 9 -1107 3 01 -041 
Meeting sponsored by COSPAR, the International Union of Bio- 
chemistry, the International Union of Biologlcal Sciences, and the 
International Union of Physiologzcal Sciences. 
Edited by A. H. Brown and F. 6. Favorite. 
Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Co., 1968, p. 87-93. 
the manned orbital flights Gemini 8 and Gemini 12. 
was designed to  determine the effect of welghtlessness o r  nea r  
weightlessness on the ability of the cell to divide normally and on 
subsequent differentiation and embryogenesis. Eggs were fixed 
periodically in flight so that recovered mater ia l  could be carefully 
compared to  simultaneous ground controls with respect  t o  gross  
morphology and histology. Some embryos were recovered alive 
af ter  4 days in orblt. 
which were inconsistent with the controls. Death, shortly after 
recovery, of the embryos recovered alive in Gemin? 12, remains 
unexplained. 
hardware a r e  described. (Author) 
LIFE SCIENCES AND SPACE RESEARCH VI, COSPAR, 
Description of the resul ts  of the flight of fertllized frog eggs In 
The experiment 
In general, no abnormalities were detected 
The protocol of the experiment and the experimental 
A69-11085 
ON THE INTERRELATIONS BETWEEN ULTRAVIOLET AND 
VISIBLE LIGHT DURING THEIR SIMULTANEOUS ACTION ON THE 
CELL. 
E. I. Zaa r  (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Leningrad, USSR). 
IN: LIFE SCIENCES AND SPACE RESEARCH VI; COSPAR, PLE-  
NARY MEETING, lOTH, OPEN MEETING O F  WORKING GROUP V, 
LONDON, ENGLAND, JULY 27, 28, 1967, PROCEEDINGS. 
[A69-1107 3 01-04] 
Meeting sponsored by COSPAR, the Internatlonal Union of Bio- 
chemistry, the International Union of Biological Sciences, and the 
International Union of Physiologlcal Sciences. 
Edited by A. H. Brown and F. G. Favorite. 
Amsterdam, North-Holland Pubkshing Co. , 1968, p. 94-99. 
40 refs. 
of unicellular infusoria of the Paramecium caudatum genus. 
infusoria were exposed for 8 t o  16 hr dally to  radiation doses  of 
Study of the effect of UV llght (2537 i) on the biological activity 
The 
1.5 to  40 and 120 pW m the presence and absence of visible light. 
A sha rp  decrease in cel l  divlsion r a t e s  followed by cel l  death was 
observed on the second to fifth day of the experiment in the absence 
of visible light. 
even on the t h r t i e t h  day when the cel ls  were illuminated during 
exposures f rom a visible hght  Source of (2.8 to  15. 0) x 103 lux. 
On the other hand, no harmful effects were observed 
V. z. 
A69-11086 * 
THE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS O F  SOLAR ELECTROMAG- 
NETIC RADIATION IN SPACE. 
P. R. Lorenz, C.  L .  Hemenway, and 3. Hotchln (Union University, 
Dudley Observatory, New York State, Dept. of Health, Dlv. of 
Laboratories and Research, Albany, N. Y. 1. 
(COSPAR, Plenary Meeting., loth, London, England, July 24-29, 
1967, P a p e r . )  
IN LIFE SCIENCES AND SPACE RESEARCH VI, COSPAR, 
PLENARY MEETING, lOTH, OPEN MEETING OF WORKING GROUP 
V, LONDON, ENGLAND, JULY 27, 28, 1967, PROCEEDINGS. 
[A69-11073 01-04] 
Meetlng sponsored by COSPAR, the Internatzonal Union of Blo- 
che,,,lstry, the International Union of Biological Sciences, and the 
International Union of Physiological Sciences. 
Edited by A. H. Brown and F. G. Favorite. 
Amsterdam, North-Holland Publ ishng GO., 1968, P. 10°-107. 
12 refs .  
Grant No. NsG-155-61. 
[ F ~ ~  abstract see issue 19, page 3177, Accession no. A67-351841 
A69- 1 1087 * 
THE SURVIVAL OF TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS IN SPACE 
AT ORBITAL ALTITUDES DURING GEMINI SATELLITE EXPERI- 
MENTS. 
J .  Hotchin, P. Lorenz, and C. L .  Hemenway (New York State, 
Dept. of Health, Div. of Laboratories and Research, Union Univer- 
sity, Dudley Observatory, Albany, N.Y. 1. 
(COSPAR, Plenary Meeting, loth, London, England, July 24-29, 
1967, P a p e r . )  
IN LIFE SCIENCES AND SPACE RESEARCH VI, COSPAR, 
PLENARY MEETING, IOTH, OPEN MEETING OF WORKING GROUP 
V, LONDON, ENGLAND, JULY 27, 28, 1967, PROCEEDINGS. 
[A69-1!073 01-04] 
Meeting sponsored by COSPAR, the International Union of Bio- 
chemistry, the International Union of Biological Sciences, and the 
International Union of Physiological Sciences. 
Edited by A. H. Brown and F. G. Favorite. 
Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Co., 1968, p. 108-114. 5 refs .  
Grant No. NsG-155-61, Contract No. NAS-95637. 
[ F o r  abstract  s e e  issue 19, page 3178, Accession no. A67-352231 
869-1 1088 
MICROBIOLOGICAL STUDIES ON THE RADIATION ENVIRONMENT 
OF THE IONOSPHERE AND STRATOSPHERE, 
E.  Pe t r a s  and K. B i sa  (Fraunhofer Gesellschaft zur Forderung d e r  
angewandten Forschung, Institut frir Aerobiologie, Grafschaft, 
West Germany). 
(COSPAR, Plenary Meeting, loth, London, England, July 24-29, 
1967, Pape r . )  
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PLENARY MEETING, lOTH, OPEN MEETING O F  WORKING GROUP 
V, LONDON, ENGLAND, JULY 27, 28, 1967, PROCEEDINGS. 
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Meeting sponsored by COSPAR, the International Union of Bio- 
chemistry, the International Union of Biological Sciences, and the 
International Union of Physiological Sciences. 
Edited by A. H. Brown and F. G. Favorite. 
Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Co., 1968, p. 115-122. 6 refs .  
Research supported by the Bundesmmisterium f6r  Wissenschaftliche 
Forschung. 
[For  abstract  s ee  issue 19, page 3178, Accession no. A67-352711 
A69-11089 
THE EFFECT O F  EXTREME COOLING ON GLOBULAR AND 
FIBRILLAR PROTEINS. 
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M. A. Khenokh and V. P. Persh ina  (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Moscow, 
USSR). 
IN: LIFE SCIENCES AND SPACE RESEARCH VI; COSPAR, P L E -  
NARY MEETING, lOTH, OPEN MEETING O F  WORKING GROUP V, 
LONDON, ENGLAND, JULY 27, 28, 1967, PROCEEDINGS. 
[A69-11073 01-04] 
Meeting sponsored by COSPAR, the International Union of Bio- 
chemistry,  the International Union of Biological Sciences, and the 
International Union of Physiological Sciences. 
Edited by A. H. Brown and F. G. Favorite. 
Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Co. , 1968, p. 123-129. 
11 refs.  
Study of the effect of extremely low tempera tures  down t o  
-196OC, obtained with solid C 0 2  and liquid N, on the properties of 
deoxynucleoprotein of the calf thymus, crystall ine egg albumin, 
and actin. 
tion when cooled. 
and f ibr i l la r  actin, a n  increased vlscosity in deoxynucleoprotein 
and albumin and a decreased  viscosity in fibril lar  actin a r e  estab- 
It is found that a l l  these proteins undergo partial  coagula- 
A reduced molecular weight i n  deoxynucleoprotein 
hshed  a f t e r  exposures t o  low tempera tures .  v. z. 
A69-11090 * 
RELATIONSHIP OF PLANETARY QUARANTINE TO BIOLOGICAL 
SEARCH STRATEGY. 
E. C. Levinthal, J .  Lederherg (Stanford University, Stanford, 
Calif. ), and C a r l  Sagan (Harvard University, Smithsoman Institution, 
Smithsonian Astrophyslcal Observatory, Cambridge, Mass .  ). 
(COSPAR, P lenary  Meeting, 10th. London, England, July 24-29, 
1967, Paper . )  
IN LIFE SCIENCES AND SPACE RESEARCH VI, COSPAR, 
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V, LONDON, ENGLAND, JULY 27, 28, 1967, PROCEEDINGS. 
[A69-11073 01-041 
Meeting sponsored by COSPAR, the International Union of Bio- 
chemistry, the Internatzonal Union of Biological Sciences, and the 
International Union of Physiological Sciences. 
Edited by A. H. Brown and F. G. Favorite.  
Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Go., 1968, p. 136-145. 
11 refs.  
Grants No. NsG-81, No. NsG-05-020-004. 
[For  abstract  s e e  issue 19, page 3180, Accession no. A67-352331 
A69-11091 * 
PROBABILITY O F  GROWTH ( p ~ )  O F  VIABLE MICROORGANISMS 
IN MARTIAN ENVIRONMENTS. 
E .  J. Hawryleuncz, C. A. Hagen, Vivian Tolkacz, B. T. Anderson. 
and Marjorie Ewing (IIT Research  Institute, Chicago, Ill. ). 
(COSPAR, P lenary  Meeting, loth, London, England, July 24-29, 
1967, P a p e r . )  
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PLENARY MEETING, IOTH, OPEN MEETING O F  WORKING GROUP 
V, LONDON, ENGLAND, JULY 27, 28. 1967, PROCEEDINGS. 
[A69-11073 01-04] 
Meeting sponsored by COSPAR, the International Union of Bio- 
chemistry,  the  International Union of Biological Sciences, and the 
International Union of Physiological Sciences. 
Edited hy A. H. Brown and F. G. Favorite.  
Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Co., 1968, p. 146-156. 
11 re fs .  
Contract No. NASr-22. 
[For  abs t rac t  see  i ssue  19, page 3177, Accession no. A67-352201 
A69-11092 
APPLICATIONS O F  CAPILLARY MICROSCOPY IN EXOBIO- 
LOGICAL RESEARCH. 
J. B. Opfell, G. P. Zebal, and J. L. Shannon ( P h l c o - F o r d  Corp., 
Space and Re-Entry Systems DIV. and Aeronutronlc Dlv., Newport 
Beach, Callf. 1. 
(COSPAR, Plenary Meeting, loth, London, England, July 24-29, 
1967, P a p e r . )  
IN. LIFE SCIENCES AND SPACE RESEARCH VI; COSPAR, 
PLENARY MEETING, lOTH, OPEN MEETING O F  WORKING GROUP 
V, LONDON, ENGLAND, JULY 27, 28, 1967, PROCEEDINGS. 
[A69-11073 01-04] 
Meeting sponsored by COSPAR, the International Union of Blo- 
chemistry, the International Union of Biologlcal Sciences, and the 
International Union of Physiological Sciences,  
Edited by A. H. Brown and F. G. Favorite. 
Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Go., 1968, p.  157-169. 
10 re fs .  
Research  supported by the Philco-Ford Corp. 
[For  abs t rac t  see  i ssue  19, page 3179, Accession no. A67-352051 
A69-11093 
A COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT METHODS FOR 
DETECTION O F  EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE. 
A. A. lmshenetskii ,  S. A. Butenko, L. A. Kuzpr ina ,  M. Mukhm, 
G. G. Sotnikov, and R. I. Redorova (Akademna Nauk SSSR, Moscow, 
USSR). 
IN: LIFE SCIENCES AND SPACE RESEARCH VI, COSPAR, PLE-  
NARY MEETING, lOTH, OPEN MEETING OF WORKING GROUP V, 
LONDON, ENGLAND, JULY 27, 28, 1967, PROCEEDINGS. [A69- 
11073 01-04] 
Meeting sponsored by COSPAR, the International Union of Bio- 
c h e m s t r y ,  the International Union of Biological Sciences, and the 
International Union of Physiological Sciences. 
Edited by A. H. Brown and F. G. Favorite. 
Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Go., 1968, p. 170-182. 
Comparative evaluation of different methods for detecting 
ex t ra te r res t r ia l  life on the basis of soil  or atmospheric sampling. 
Some physical analytical methods represent  considerable in te res t  - 
e. g., determination of DNA spectroscopically o r  In the cells wlth 
luminescent microscopy. However, the reliable methods a r e  those 
based on the assay  of enzymatic activity o r  cell  growth in  a nutrient 
medium. 
0l8 metabolism, phosphatases, and porphyrin-containing enzymes 
1s discussed. 
cells found In the planet soil  or  atmosphere and t ransfer red  into a 
nutrient medium. 
very  carefully s o  a s  to permi t  growth of the wide range of microbial  
physiological groups. The growth can be registered by means of 
nephelometry, potentlometry, monometry, determination of enzyme 
activity, and 14C02 released by the action of m c r o o r g a n i s m s  on 
various organic substances containing labeled carbon atoms. 
Determination of the activity of the enzyme systems of the 
The most  reliable cri terion is a growth of microbial  
A composition of such a medlum must be chosen 
(Author) 
A69-11180 
COORDINATION OF THE VOLUNTARY HUMAN MOVEMENTS 
DURING SPACE FLIGHT [KOORDINATSIIA PROIZVOL'NYKH 
DVIZHENII CHE LOVEKA V USLOVIIAKH KOSMICHESKOGO POLE- 
TA] (2nd Edition). 
L. V. Chkhaidze. 
Moscow, lzdatel'stvo Nauka, 1968. 133 p. 108 re fs .  In Russian. 
This  book i s  a revlsed edihon of a monograph pubhshed in 1965, 
and contains new data f r o m  new developments in space (space walks, 
recent photographs of the lunar sur face ,  and spacecraft  docking). 
The principles by which a cosmonaut regulates h l s  habltual motions 
a r e  considered in  detail, particularly the motor functions durmg 
weightlessness.  
of the coordination of human movements under normal  conditions, 
and under conditions of increased and decreased gravitational forces.  
The personal reports of cosmonauts on the stability of their  motor 
habits during fhght a r e  presented, conf i rmng the general  conclu- 
sions made concerning the possibility of retaimng the coordination 
of human motor functions during space flight. The book i s  intended 
f o r  a broad c i rc le  of physiologists, physicians, scientists and tech- 
mcmns engaged i n  research  on the coordination of human motor 
functions, a s  well a s  cosmonaut t ra iners  and sc lenbs ts  concerned 
unth problems of the capabilities of humans under varylng gravlty 
forces  and other factors.  
Detailed treatment is given to the theoretical  bases  
I. P. 
A69-11198 
D-LACTATE SPECIFIC PYRIDINE NUCLEOTIDE LACTATE DE- 
HYDROGENASE I N  ANIMALS. 
George L. Long and Nathan 0. Kaplan (Brandeis University, 
Graduate Dept. of Biochemistry, Waltham, Mass. ). 
Science, vol. 162, Nov. 8, 1968, p. 685, 686, 
Research  supported by the American Cancer Society; NIH Grant 
No. CA 3611-11; Grant No. NsG-375-S4. 
10 re fs .  
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A survey of representative invertebrates  has revealed the 
presence of pyridine nucleotide-linked D-lactate dehydrogenase in 
a number of groups. 
L-lactate dehydrogenase, but no species  contained both enzymes. 
The D-lactate dehydrogenase f rom Limulus polyphemus has been 
purified and has a molecular weight of 65, 000. 
All species  studied contained ei ther  D- o r  
(Author) 
A69-11316 
MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION OF CLOSED ECOSYSTEMS. 
A. B. Rubin and A. S. Fokht. 
(Kosmicheskie Issledovaniia, vol. 6, Mar.  -Apr. 1968, p. 286-298.) 
Cosmic Research, vol. 6, Mar. -APT. 1968, p. 239-249. 9 re fs .  
Translation. 
[For  abstract  see i ssue  14, page 2529, Accession no. A68-303001 
A69-11317 
THE EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT ON COSMOS-110 ON THE MICRO- 
SPORES OF TRADESCANTIA PALUDOSA. 
N. L. Delone, A. S .  Trusova, E .  M. Morozova, V. V. Antipov, 
and G. P. Parfenov. 
(Kosmicheshe lssledovaniia, vol. 6, Mar. -Apr. 1968, p. 299-303. ) 
Cosmic Research, vol. 6, Mar. -Apr. 1968, p.  250-253. Translation. 
[For  abstract  see issue 14, page 2526, Accession no. A68-303011 
A69-11334 * 
CARDIOVASCULAR CHANGES DURING TILT AND LEG NEGATIVE 
PRESSURE TESTS. 
Stephen J. Bartok, Loren D. Carlson, and Richard F. Walters 
(California, University, School of Medicine, Dams,  Calif. ). 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 39, Nov. 1968, p. 1157-1162. 7 refs .  
Grant No. NGR-05-004-02.6. 
Description of an experiment in  which eight students were 
studied before  and after nme days of supervlsed bedrest  using 15 m m  
a t  70° t i l t ,  followed by 15 min of negative pressure  (up to 30 m m  Hg) 
A#-11336 $# 
DECOMPRESSION STRESS IN SIMULATED ORBITAL FLIGHT. 
Henry B. Hale, J ames  P. Ellis, and Edgar W. Wllllams (USAF 
Systems Command, Aerospace Medlcal Dlv.. School of Aerospace 
Medicine, Physiology Branch, Brooks AFB, Tex. ). 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 39, Nov. 1968, p. 1171-1174. 10 refs .  
conditions (urithout hypoxia of any degree)  causes endocrine- 
metabolic disturbance of the type that character lzes  nonspecific 
s t ress .  Endocrine-metabohc appraisal  was made (by means of 
ur inalysis)  for  human subjects experimentally exposed to hypobaric 
condibons s i m l a r  to  those used in orbiting spacecraf t  o r  during 
extravelucular activity in space. In one test ,  26 subjects were  ex- 
posed (after 1.5 h r  of denitrogenation) sequentially to 5 psia for  
2.5 h r ,  3.5 psia for  15 m n  (with standardized exercise) ,  7 psla for  
4 hr ,  and 3.5 psia for  2 h r  (with standardlzed exercise) .  Non- 
specific s t r e s s  was emdent a s  there  were decompresslon-induced 
elevations In ur inary creatinine, urea,  magneslum, sodium, Na/K, 
ur ine volume, 17-hydroxycorticosterolds, epinephrlne (E), norepi- 
nephrine (NE), and the NEIE ratio. In a second test ,  there  was a 
4-hr exposure to 5 psia instead of 7 psia. More intense and more  
progressive s t r e s s  was evident in the second test ,  apparently ref lect  
ing the long exposure to 5 psla. 
Study of the possibility that prolonged exposure to  hypobaric 
M. G. 
A69-11337 
ENDOCRINE-METABOLIC RESPONSE TO SEQUENTIAL DECOM- 
PRESSION DURING SIMULATED ORBITAL FLIGHT. 
Henry B. Hale and Edgar  W. Williams (USAF, Systems Command, 
Aerospace Medical Div. , School of Aerospace Medicine. Physiology 
Branch, Brooks AFB, Tex. ). 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 39, Nov. 1968, p. 1175-1177. 7 refs. 
Urinary catecholamines, 17-hydroxycort~costeroids, various 
electrolytes ,  and cer ta in  nitrogenous metabolites were measured 
for  the purpose of assess ing  physiologic effects of exposure to 
hypobaric conditions s imi la r  to  some that have been or may be used 
in orbiting spacecraf t  o r  during extravehicular actnnty. Nineteen 
volunteer human subjects were studled during sequential exposure 
to the following gaseous envlronments and pressures:  (1) oxygen 
a t  14. 5 psia, 4 hr ;  ( 2 )  oxygen at  5 psia, 2. 5 h r ;  (3) oxygen a t  3. 5 
psia, 15 min;  (4) 46 oxygen/50% nitrogen, a t  7 psia, 4 h r ;  and (5) 
oxveen at  3. 5 psia ,  1. 25 hr .  Nonspecific s t r e s s  was evident, as  applied to  the left leg a s  the testing s t r e s s e s  for  measuring cardio- 
vascular chanee. Values recorded included hear t  ra te ,  blood pressure ,  ' - there  were decompression-induced elevations (which were progres-  
and relative changes in  leg volume using mercu ry  in  s i las t ic  s t ra in  
gauges at the greatest  calf circumference. 
in  hear t  rate during tilt  was approximately 40% lugher a t  0 and 2.5 h r  
post-bedrest than pre-bedrest. 
bedrest  tended to be lugher pret i l t  and increased more  during tilt ,  
resulting in  higher mean pressure  and narrowed pulse pressures .  
The negative pressure  tes ts  showed changes in  hear t  ra te  and blood 
pressure  s i rmlar  to the tilt tes ts ,  but to  a lesser  degree. 
volume increases  were  grea te r  follovnng bedrest. M. G.  
The maximal increase 
The diastolic pressure  fol lowng 
Leg 
A69-11335 * 
DYNAMIC RESPONSE O F  THE HUMAN BODY TO VIBRATION 
WHEN COMBINED WITH VARIOUS MAGNITUDES O F  LINEAR 
ACCELERATION. 
Hubert C. Vykukal (NASA, Ames Research Center ,  Moffett Field, 
Calif. ). 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 39, Nov. 1968, p. 1163-1166. 
l inear  accelerations on human body dynamics, a study was conducted 
whereby four subjects, in  a semisupine position, were exposed to  
vibration (hO.4 g at 2-1/2 to  20 cps in  112 cps increments)  combined 
with l inear  accelerat ions of 1, 2-112, and 4 g. 
impedance of each subject was measured. 
developed for  use  with various motion generators  was utilized in 
the investigation. 
magnitude and body resonance. 
ations on the human body dynamics a r e  increased stiffness, reduced 
damping of the whole body, and higher energy t ransmission to  internal 
organs. Resonances a t  higher frequencies became more  predomi- 
nant in magnitude because of increased coupling of the body system 
when immersed  in a high g environment. (Author) 
To determine the effects  of vibration combined with higher 
The mechanical 
A vibration device 
Results show significant changes in both impedance 
The effects of higher l inear  acceler-  
sive with t ime)  in  creatinine, urine volume, sodium, norepinephrine, 
and urea. Epinephrine was also elevated, but the peak effect came 
a t  an  ear ly  time. As a la te  effect, 17-OHCS excretion became 
elevated. These findings confirm previous observations. (Author) 
A69-11338 * 
NITROGEN AND HELIUM AS FACTORS AFFECTING DECOMPRES- 
SION STRESS SEVERITY. 
Henry B. Hale and Edgar W. Williams (USAF, Systems Command, 
Aerospace Medical Div., School of Aerospace Medicine, Physiology 
Branch, Brooks AFB, Tex. 1. 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 39, Nov. 1968, p. 1178-1181. 9 re fs .  
Results of an endocrine-metabolic appraisal  by means of a 
bat tery of ur inary determinations. Three experiments a r e  described 
in  w h c h  human volunteers, al l  of whom had extensive backgrounds 
of training and experience in decompression chambers, were exposed 
to sequential changes in  pressure  and composition of the gaseous 
environment. 
ment, e i ther  46% oxygenl5070 nitrogen o r  46% oxygenl50% helium, 
with ambient pressure  of 7 psia. 
stress effects of the diluent gases of helium and nitrogen. Non- 
specific stress was detected in  each experiment, the s u m  of the 
devrations f r o m  control levels  for  ten ur inary var iables  (including 
norepmephrine, epinephrine, 17-hydroxycorticosteroids, various 
electrolytes, and cer ta in  nitrogenous metabolites) servlng to  
ddferent ia te  the effects of the different diluent gases. When 
exposure to  the different 2-gas environments was only 4 h r  and there  
was brief, subsequent exposure to  3.5 ps ia  (breathing 100% pure 
oxygen), nitrogen appeared to  be the s t ronger  s t r e s s o r ,  wlth duration 
increased to  12 hr ,  helium was judged to  be the s t ronger  s t ressor .  
In each test ,  there  was exposure to a 2-gas environ- 
The objective was to  quantify 
I.P. 
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A69-11339 
A69- 1 1 339 # 
RAPID PROCEDURES TO MONITOR WATER FOR POTABILITY. 
Arnold R. Slonim (USAF, Systems Command, Aerospace Medical 
Div. , Aerospace Medical Research  Laborator ies ,  Wright-Patterson 
AFB, Ohio). 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 39, Nov. 1968, p. 1182-1189. 29 refs. 
momtoring aerospace water supplies f o r  potability. 
techmques that meet  some of the followlng cr i te r ia  a r e  emphasized: 
reproducibility, sensitivity of measurement, rapidity of analysis, 
instrumentational capability, and potential for aerospace morutoring. 
The leading instrumentational methods a r e  the two recent combustion/ 
infrared techniques for  measuring organic pollution, one for  total 
organic carbon and the other for  chemical oxygen demand, and bio- 
luminescence for determining microbiological contamination of 
water samples. 
minutes) and sensitive (< 1 m g / l  for  the two chemical  tes t s  and 
< 1 pg A T P  for  the biological assay)  and can analyze a microsample 
(< 0.1 ml)  in  e i ther  aqueous o r  vapor phase. 
methods a s  well a s  future  t rends for  aerospace applications a r e  
dmcussed. (Author) 
Description of the la tes t  developments in methodology for  
Analytical 
All three methods a r e  very rapid (analysis within 
Other potentially sound 
A69-11340 * 
PSYCHOMOTOR AND PHYSIOLOGIC CHANGES DURING ACCELER- 
ATIONS O F  5, 7, AND 9 +Gx. 
Vlja Z. Llttle (San Antonio State Hospital, San Antonio, Tex. ), 
Sidney D. Leveret t ,  and Bryce 0. Hartman (Trinity University, 
San Antonio, Tex. ; USAF, Systems Command, Aerospace Medical 
Div., School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB. Tex. ). 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 39, Nov. 1968, p. 1190-1197. 24 refs .  
during t 5  Gx, +7 Gx, and t 9  Gx. 
runs a t  one G level during a single session and underwent three 
such sessions,  each at a different G level. Acceleration s t r e s s  
resulted In a decrement  of performance,  with the degree of decrement 
dependent on the level of acceleration. 
significantly as  a function of the level  of acceleration. 
in systolic blood pressure  was dependent only on acceleration s t r e s s ,  
wlthout regard for  the level of acceleration. F r o m  psychomotor and 
physiologic data considered simultaneously, it  appears  that: (1) p e r -  
formance decrement resulted from specific factors ra ther  than 
physiologic insult, ( 2 )  there  was a heightened level of physiologlc 
response t o  higher levels of acceleration; and (3) the physiologic 
responses  were wxthin tolerable l imits  and clear ly  short  of any 
objective medical o r  operational end point. 
Nine men were studied for physiologic and psychomotor changes 
Each subject participated in three 
Heart ra te  also increased 
An increase 
(Author) 
A69-11341 
EFFECTS O F  TINTED OPHTHALMIC MEDIA ON THE DETECTION 
AND RECOGNITION OF RED SIGNAL LIGHTS. 
B. A. J. Clark  (Department of Supply, Australian Defence Scientific 
Service, Defence Standards Laborator ies ,  Melbourne, Australia). 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 39, Nov. 1968, p. 1198-1205. 2 2  refs. 
Examination of the effects of tinted ophthalmic media on the 
reaction t ime and recognition probability for red signal lights in 
daylight. Neutrally tinted lenses  have the least  effect on signal 
recognition. A new method of specifying allowable coloration In 
tinted media for aviation use 1s derived,  and these coloration l imits  
a r e  supported by consideration of the recognition of near -threshold 
red signals. (Author) 
A69-11342 * 
THREE-WEEK EXPOSURE O F  RODENTS TO A NEON ENRICHED 
ATMOSPHERE. 
H. S .  Weiss, J. F. Pitt ,  E. S. Kreglow, E .  P. Hiatt (Ohio State 
University, College of Medicine, Dept. of Physiology, Environ- 
ment& Physiology Laboratory, Columbus, Ohio), and M. Grimard.  
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 39, Nov. 1968, p. 1215-1217. 15 re fs .  
Grant No. NsG-295-62. 
Results of exposure of growing rats and adult mice to  a gas  
mixture  of roughly 711 neon, 8% helium, and 21% oxygen for  th ree  
weeks in  a sealed recycllng system. 
body weights of 80 and 200 g a s  did the controls on the adjacent 
laboratory bench and did not hffer significantly f rom controls in 
The ra t s  grew as well between 
feed and water  uptake. The mice m neon gained significantly less  
weight and had 1 / 3  a s  many pregnancies a s  the i r  laboratory bench 
controls but the l i t ter  s ize  was the same.  v. 2. 
A69-11343 # 
ENDOCRINE FUNCTIONS IN AN OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE AT 
REDUCED TOTAL PRESSURE. 
Frode Ulvedal and Ann J. Roberts  (USAF, Systems Command, 
Aerospace Medical Div. , School of Aerospace Medicine, Environ- 
mental Physiology Div. , Environmental Systems Branch, Brooks 
AFB, Tex.) .  
Aerospace Medlclne, vol. 39, Nov. 1968, p. 1218-1224. 29 refs .  
Discussion of cer ta in  aspects  of the pituitary-adrenocortical 
axis and neuro-endocrine functions In animals  maintained in an 
oxygen atmosphere at  a total p ressure  of 380 m m  Hg. Norepinephrine 
excretlon was depressed in animals exposed to  the oxygen atmosphere 
for 49 days, whlle epinephrine values Indicated an  initial period of 
depressed excretion followed by a perlod of increased excretion. 
Urinary cortlcosterone excretlon showed an increased adrenal  
response to the environmental conditions, a s  did the adrenal  weights. 
Fur ther  evidence for  pituitary-adrenal involvement i s  demonstrated 
by a biphasic response of adrenal  ascorbm acid concentratlons and 
by electronmicrographs of the anter ior  pltuitary and adrenal  glands. 
The anter ior  pitultary gland showed increaslng numbers of cel ls  
assoclated wlth ACTH productlon which finally became less  granu- 
lated. 
the pituitary-adrenal axis and that thzs influence shows species  
variablllty. (Author) 
It is, therefore ,  evident that the oxygen atmosphere influences 
A69-11344 
STUDY OF U. S. PHYSICIAN-PILOT FLYING HABITS. 
Robert L.  Wick, J r .  (Ohio State University, Dept. of Preventive 
Medicine, Aviation Medical Research Laboratory, Columbus, Ohio). 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 39, Nov. 1968, p. 1225-1228. 14 re fs .  
Survey of the flight activities of physician-pilots in the U S .  to 
determine whether the published h g h  accident ra te  of physicians is 
real  or  mere ly  apparent. It i s  found that the active U.S. physician 
pilots sampled fly an average of 134 h r  each year. Their  consequent 
r i sk  exposure is several  t imes hlgher than that of the average pllot 
who flies for  pleasure.  The actual r isks  involved in flight, however, 
a r e  more  closely related to the number of flight segments, and In 
par t icular  to the numbers of takeoffs and landings than they a r e  to 
the number of miles  or  hours flown. 
hours, physicians make many more  takeoffs and landings than do 
groups of general-aviation pilots, and consequently expose them- 
selves to  danger more  frequently than these other  groups. 
It appears that, as  with flymg 
I.P. 
A69-11345 
ALCOHOL QUESTION IN AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION. 
Stanley R. Mohler (Federal  Aviatlon Administration, Office of 
Aviation Medicine, Aeromedlcal Appllcatlons Div. , Washington, 
D. C. ) $  William H. Berner  (Department of Transportation, Natlonal 
Transportation Safety Board, Bureau of Aviation Safety, Washington, 
D. C. )> and Leo R. Goldbaum (U. S. Armed Forces  Institute of 
Pathology, Washington, D. C. ). 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 39, Nov. 1968, p. 1228-1230. 7 re fs .  
The purpose of determinations of blood o r  t issue alcohol i n  
the pilot vlctim of an  a l rc raf t  accident 1s to  ass i s t  the Natlonal 
Transportation Safety Board in assessing the role played by alcohol 
relatlve t o  causing o r  contributing to the accldent. Also, the extent 
to  which alcohol is involved in a i rc raf t  accldents decldes how 
extensive the Federa l  Avlation Admmistration's education and other 
safety programs a r e  conducted. A progressive increase m toxico- 
logical examinations of fa ta l  general aviatlon accidents has  occurred,  
f rom 29% In 1963 to 74% in 1967. In 1967, 23% of the accidents 
investlgated toxlcologlcally presented blood alcohols In excess  of 
150 mg D/c. obviously indicating that continued airman education and 
other  preventive programs a r e  desirable. 
e r r o r s ,  it i s  recommended that samples  f rom a given accident be 
split between two laborator ies ,  a t  least  one being experienced in 
forensic pathology (e. g. , the Armed Forces  Instltute of Pathology). 
(Author) 
To minimize laboratory 
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A69-11497 
A69-11346 d# 
HEAD INJURY - A CLINICAL PERSPECTIVE. 
Lauren K. Welch (Central Kansas Medical Center ,  Dept. of Neurology, 
Grea t  Bend, Kan. 1. 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 39, Nov. 1968, p. 1231-1235. 27 refs. 
USAF-sponsored research.  
patients. 
7. 33 years  pe r  patient. 
Definite alteration in conscious state  was found in 58 patients, focal 
neurological deficit in 2 8  patients, and skull f racture  in 20  patients. 
EEG abnormalities were found in 24 patients. Surprisingly, 99 of 
the 108 patients returned to  full employment, although 29 made a 
change in vocation following head trauma. 
mendations fo r  c r i t e r i a  to  a s s e s s  conscious s ta te  a r e  given. 
Cllnlcal and laboratory data were a s ses sed  on 108 head-injured 
Unique to  this  study was a long t e r m  follow-up averaging 
Onlv two patients had opes head injuries. 
Discussion of and recom- 
(Author ) 
A69-11347 # 
EFFECTS O F  TOPICAL OPHTHALMIC 2 PERCENT PILOCARPINE 
ON VISUAL PERFORMANCE O F  NORMAL SUBJECTS. 
Er i c  E.  Lindstrom (U. S. Army, Office of the Su-geon, Preventive 
Medicine Div. , z t  Rucker, Ala. ), Thomas J. Tredici, and 
Benjamin G. Martin (USAF, Systems Command, Aerospace Medical 
Div. . School of Aerospace Medicine, Ophthalmology Branch, Brooks 
AFB, Tex.). 
Aerospace Medicine, vol. 39, Nov. 1968, p. 1236-1240. 
effects of 2% pilocarpine on normal  ocular dynamics. 
individual variability in response was noted. 
visual acuity, accommodation, and refraction were produced in  
the younger subjects, with the older subjects exhibiting l e s s  marked 
changes. 
visual acuity for  distance. All subjects demonstrated character is t ic  
miosis  but without significant reduction In perlpheral fields. 
mean reduction In intraocular p re s su re  was 1.7 mm Hg. 
experienced some reduction in their dark-adaptive ability. 
use of pilocarpine in the t reatment  of glaucoma in flying personnel 
is discussed. (Author) 
___- _ _  
16 refs. 
Twenty subjects in different age groups were studied for the 
Considerable 
Maximum effects on 
The most  significant change was the mitial dec rease  ln 
The 
All subjects 
The 
A69-11488 
STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL DISTURBANCES IN CERTAIN 
BODY SYSTEMS ON EXPOSURE TO EXTREME STRESS FACTORS - 
ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS. 
V .  V. Pa r in  and I. M. Khazen. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia I Meditsina, vol. 1, Sept. -0ct. 1967, 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, Sept. -0ct .  1967, p .  328-333. 
34 refs .  Translation. 
[ F o t  abstract  see issue 04, page 600, Accession no. A68-148371 
p. 17-24. I 
A69-11489 
MATHEMATICAL MODELING O F  TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY 
PROCESSES IN SECTIONS OF SEALED SPACESHIP CABINS. 
B. A. Adamovich, A. V. Kostetskn, V. A. Kurochkin, and 
G. G. Ter-Minas'ian. 
(Kosmicbeskaia Biologiia I Meditsina, vol. 1, Sept. -0ct. 1967, 
p. 25-30.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, Sept. -0ct .  1967, p. 334-337 
8 refs .  Translation. 
[ F o r  abstract  see issue 04, page 603, Accession no. A68-148381 
A69-11490 
EFFECT O F  DIET CONTAINING UNICELLULAR ALGAE ON THE 
COblPOSITION O F  ENTERIC MICROFLORA IN ANIMALS. 
V. $4. Shilov, N. N. Liz'ko, V. I. Fofanov, and N. S. Kliushkma. 
(Kosqvcheskaia Biologiia I Meditsina, vol. 1, Sept. -0ct .  1967, 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, Sept. -0ct .  1967, p. 338-340. 
14 refs. Translation. 
[For  abs t r ac t  see issue 04, page 600, Accession no. A68-148391 
p. 31-J4.) 
A69-11491 
EFFECT O F  TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS ON ACETYLCHOLINE 
CONTENT AND CHOLINESTERASE ACTIVITY IN THE BLOOD O F  
EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS. 
N. V. Korneeva and A. S. Ushakov. 
(Kosmicheskala Biologisa 1 Meditsma, vol. 1, Sept. -0ct. 1967, 
p. 34-38.) 
E- vol. 1, Sept. -0ct .  1967, p. 341-343. 
11 refs. Translation. 
[For  abs t r ac t  see  i s sue  04, page 601, Accession no. A68-148401 
A69- 1 1492 
CORRELATION OF CHANGES IN EEG AND FOOD-PROCURING 
REFLEX OF RABBITS DURING INCREASING HYPOXIA. 
L. V. Kaliuzhnyi, N. A. Agadzhanlan, and I. N. Zakharova. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologlla I Meditsma, vol. 1, Sept. -0ct .  1967, 
p. 38-46.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, "01. 1, Sept. -0ct. 1967, p. 344-350. 
32 refs. Translatlon. 
[For  abs t r ac t  s ee  issue 04, page 601, Accession no. A68-148411 
A69-11493 
USE O F  PROPHYLACTIC AND THERAPEUTIC COMPLEXES FOR 
REPEATED EXPOSURE TO IONIZING RADIATION. 
M. N. Trushma.  
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i Meditslna, vol. 1, Sept. -0ct. 1967, 
0. 46-52.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, Sept. -0ct .  1967, p .  351-355. 
17 refs. Translation. 
[ F o r  abstract  s ee  issue 04, page 601, Accesslon no. A68-148421 
A69-11494 
SOME INTERPRETATIONS OF THE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS O F  
CHRONIC y IRRADIATION. 
A. F. Khoruzhenko, A. I. Laptev, I. G. Oreshkin, V. N. Malakhov- 
skii, and V. A. Rezontov. 
(Kosmicheskaia Bioloaiia i Meditsma, vol. 1, Sept. -0ct .  1967, 
p. 52-57. 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, Sept. -0ct .  1967, p. 356-360. 
15 refs .  Translation. 
[For  abstract  see i s sue  04, page 601, Accession no. A68-148431 
A69-11495 
COMBINED E F F E C T  OF TWO-MONTH HYPOKINESIA AND AC- 
CELERATION ON THE: CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM. 
G. P. Mikhailovskii, T .  V. Benevolenskaia, T. A. Petrova, 
I. Ia. Iakovleva, 0. I. Boikova, M. P. Kuz'min, A. A. Savilov, 
and S. N. Solov'eva. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia 1 Meditsina, vol. 1, Sept. -0ct .  1967, 
p. 57-61.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, Sept. -0ct .  1967, p. 361-363. 
14 refs .  Translation. 
[For  abstract  s ee  i s sue  04, page 601, Accession no. A68-148441 
A69-11496 
CHANGES IN FUNCTIONS O F  THE NERVOUS SYSTEM AND O F  
SOME ANALYZERS DURING THE COMBINED ACTION 01 HY- 
POKINESIA AND RADIAL ACCELERATIONS. 
T. N. Krupina, A. Ia. Tizul, N. M. Boglevskala, V. P. Baranova, 
E.  I. Matsnev, and E. A. Chertovskikh. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologila I Meditsina, vol. 1, Sept. -0ct. 1967, 
p. 61-66.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, Sept. -0ct .  1967, p. 364-368. 
17 refs .  Translation. 
[ F o r  abs t r ac t  see issue 04, page 601, Accession no. A68-148451 
A69- 1 1497 
BASAL METABOLISM O F  MAN DURING PROLONGED REST IN 
BED. 
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A69-17498 
B. S .  Katkovskii. 
(Kosmicheskaia Bioloaiia i Meditsina, vol. 1, Sept. -0ct. 1967, 
p. 67-71.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, Sept. -0ct.  1967, p. 369-372. 
9 refs.  Translation. 
[ F o r  abs t rac t  s e e  i ssue  04, page 601, Accession no. A68-148461 
A69-11498 
SOME RESULTS O F  PHYSlOMGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN THE 
SLOW ROTATION ROOM. 
R. R. Galle and M. D. Emel'ianov. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. 1, Sept. -0ct.  1967, 
p. 72-79.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, Sept. -0ct. 1967, p. 373-378. 
11 refs. Translation. 
[ F o r  abs t rac t  see  i ssue  04, page 601, Accession no. A68-148471 
A69-11499 
INTERACTION BETWEEN SENSORY SYSTEMS IN WEIGHTLESS- 
NESS. 
L. A. Kitaev-Smyk. 
(Kosmicheskaia Bioloziia i Meditsina, "01. 1, Sept. -0ct.  1967, 
p. 79-83.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, "01. 1, Sept. -0ct.  1967, p. 379-382. 
12 re fs .  Translation. 
[ F o r  abs t rac t  see  i ssue  04, page 601, Accession no. A68-148481 
01. 1, Nov.-Dec. 1967, 
D. 29-33.) 
Envlronmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967. p. 417-420. 
18 refs. Translabon. 
[For  abs t rac t  s e e  i ssue  07, page 1136, Accession no. A68-195761 
A69-11505 
SOME ASPECTS O F  ACETYLCHOLINE METABOLISM IN GUINEA- 
PIG BRAIN AND HEART IN RELATION TO RADIAL ACCELERATION. 
N.  V. Korneeva and A. S .  Ushakov. 
(Kosmicheskaia Blologila 1 Meditsina, vol. 1. Nov. -Dec. 1967, p. 33- 
37. ) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1,  Nov. -Dec. 1967, p. 421-423. 
Translation. 
(For abs t rac t  s e e  i ssue  07, page 1136, Accession no. A68-195771 
A69-11506 
E F F E C T  O F  HYPOXIA ON VESTIBULAR FUNCTION IN THE RAT. 
I. 1. Voinova. 
(Kosmicheskala Blologiia 1 Meditsina, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, 
p. 37-40.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, p. 424-426. 
12 re fs .  Translation. 
[For  abs t rac t  s e e  i ssue  07, page 1136, Accession no. A68-195781 
A69-11500 
EFFECTS OF CERTAIN SPACE F U G H T  FACTORS ON AUDITORY 
REACTIONS I N  MAN. 
Iu. V. Krylov. A69-11507 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. 1, Sept. -0ct.  1967, 
p. 84-89.)  
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, Sept. -0ct.  1967, p. 383-386. 
22 re fs .  Translation. R. D. Govorun and R. L. Orlianskala. 
[ F o r  abs t rac t  see  i ssue  04, page 601, Accession no. A68-148491 
INCORPORATlON O F  32P IN PROTEINS O F  BLOOD SERUM, 
LIVER, AND BRAIN OF RATS IRRADIATED WITH HIGH-ENERGY 
PROTONS. 
(Kosmlcheskaia Biologiia 1 Meditsina, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, p. 41- 
44. ) 
A69-11501 
CELL AND TISSUE CULTURES AS SUBJECT O F  STUDY IN 
COSMIC BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE. 
V. V. Portugalov, F. V. Sushkov, and V. B. Starxkova. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. 1. Nov. -Dec. 1967, 
p. 8-17.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, p. 399-406. 
109 refs. Translation, 
[For  abs t rac t  see issue 07, page 1135, Accession no. A68-195731 
A69-11502 
SOME EFFECTS DEVELOPING DURING HYPOKINESIA. 
V. V. Portugalov, 0. G. Gazenko, E. I. il'ina-Kakueva, V. B. 
Malkin, T. V. Artiukhina, I. A. Bukaeva, V. la. Gotlib, K. D. 
Rokhlenko, N. A. Roshchina, and V. I. Starostin. 
(Kosrmcheskaia Biologiia 1 Meditsina. vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, 
D. 18-25.) 
vol. 1, Nov.-Dec. 1967. p. 407-413. 
[For  abs t rac t  s e e  i ssue  07, page 1135, Accession no. A68-195741 
A69-11503 
REGULATORY MECHANISMS O F  HEMODYNAMIC SHIFTS UNDER 
ERATION - EXPERIMENTAL STUDY IN 
vol. 1, Nov.-Dec. 1967, p. 25- 
[For  abs t rac t  s e e  i ssue  07, page U36, Accession no. A68-195751 
Environmental Space Sclences, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, p. 427-429. 
10 re fs .  Translation. 
[For  abs t rac t  s e e  i ssue  07, page 1136, Accession no. A68-195791 
A69-11508 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF PARAMETERS O F  CHLORELLA 
CULTIVATION UNDER IONIZING IRRADLATION. 
I. S. Sakovlch, I. V. Smirnov, V. A. Sakovich, and L. K. Vekshna. 
(Kosmicheskaia Bzologua 1 Meditsina, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967. p. 44- 
47.) 
Envlronmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, p. 430-433. 
14 refs. Translatlon. 
[For  abs t rac t  s e e  Issue 07, page ll36, Accession no. A68-195801 
A69-11509 
SOME DATA ON VOLATILE (OXYGEN-CONTMNING) COMPOUNDS 
EVOLVEDBYANUMBEROFVEGETABLES.  
V. P. Dadykm, L. N. Stepanov, and V. E. Ryzhkova. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i Medi€sina, vol. 1. Nov. -Dec. 1967. p. 48- 
52. ) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, p. 434-437. 
13 refs.  Translatlon. 
[For  abs t rac t  s e e  i ssue  07, page 1136, Accession no. A68-195811 
A69-11510 
BIOLOGICAL VALUE O F  CHLORELLA PROTEINS. 
N. S .  Kliushluna and V. I. Fofanov. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia 1 Meditsina, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, 
Translation. 
[For  abs t rac t  see issue 07, page 1136, Accession no. A68-195821 
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A69-11771 
A69-115 1 1 
POSSIBILITY OF CHLORELLA CULTIVATION OF SOLUTIONS 
WITH MINERALIZED HUMAN WASTES. 
A. L. Agre, I. V. Aleksandrova, G. V. Ilgach, V. V. Krasnoshche- 
kov, I. E. Ivanova, E.  K. Lebedeva, andV.  I. Iazdovskxl. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologna I Medltslna, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, 
p. 56-59.) 
Envlronmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, p. 441-443. 
Translation. 
[For  abstract  s e e  i s sue  07, page 1138, Accesslon no. A68-195831 
A69-11512 
CALCULATION O F  THE CONCENTRATIONS OF GASEOUS CONTAM- 
INANTS IN THE ATMOSPHERE OF AIRCRAFT CABINS. 
L. T. Bykov. 
(Kosmicheskaia Blologiia 1 Meditsina, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, 
p. 59-65.) 
Envlronmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, p. 444-450. 
Translation. 
[For  abstract  s ee  i s sue  07, page 1138, Accession no. A68-195841 
A69-11513 
GENERAL RESISTANCE IN 62-DAY PERIODS O F  HYPOKINESIA 
WITH EXPOSURE TO ACCELERATION. 
G. P. Mikhailovskii, N. N. Dobronravova, M. I. Kozar'.  M. M. 
Korotaev, N. I. Tsyganova, V. M. Shilov, and I. Ia. Iakovleva. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia 1 Meditsina, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, 
p. 66-70.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, p. 451-454. 
7 refs. Translation. 
[For  abstract  s e e  issue 07, page 1136, Accession no. A68-195851 
A69-11514 
EFFECT OF TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS ON CERTAIN KIDNEY 
FUNCTIONS. 
M. M. Korotaev and A. I. Grieor 'ev 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologna 1 Meditsina, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, 
p. 70-75.) 
A69- 1 1759 * 
ACQUISITION O F  DATA FOR THE APOLLO APPLICATIONS 
PROGRAM CREW MOTION EXPERIMENT. 
W. J. Maes and Charles  H. Murr lsh (Martm Mariet ta  Corp., 
Denver, Colo. ). 
IN 
PROCEEDINGS O F  THE SYMPOSIUM, DENVER, COLO., JULY 15, 
16, 1968. VOLUME 3 .  [A69-11755 02-11] 
Symposium sponsored by the American Astronautical Society and 
the American Institute of Aeronautlcs and Astronautics. 
Tareana, Calif., American Astronautical Society, 1968. 22 p. 
5 refs. 
Contract No. NAS 1-7276. 
motion experiment. 
and of an orbital experlment to  establish the accuracy and reliability 
of the model. 
t o  obtain an accurate  his tory of the type of c rew motion which 
produces a speclfic spacecraf t  disturbance. 
sys t em is described, together with that of the Astronaut Data 
Acquisition Subsystem (ADAS). 
a r e  tabulated. M.M. 
SPACE PROJECTIONS FROM THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION, 
Description of a p rogram fo r  obtaming data  f o r  the Apollo c rew 
The p rogram consists of ground simulations 
A h m b  motlon sensing system (LIMS) was developed 
The operation of the 
The data-system character is t ics  
A69-11769 
DESIGN EVOLUTION OF THE WOLF TRAP LIFE DETECTOR. 
D. E.  Buckendahl (Ball Brothers  Research Corp. ,  Boulder, Colo.). 
IN 
PROCEEDINGS O F  THE SYMPOSIUM, DENVER, COLO., JULY 15, 
16, 1968. VOLUME 3. [A69-11755 02-11] 
Symposium sponsored by the American Astronautical Society and 
the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. 
Tarzana, Calif.,  American Astronautlcal Society, 1968. 12 p.  
acquire a sample of d i r t  f r o m  the Martian su r face  and tes t  this  
culture for microorganism growth. 
of the life detector  i s  reviewed. The detector is designed to  
survive 145OC for  24 hr ,  a s  well a s  a reasonably soft 200-g landmg 
on the surface of Mars .  The vacuum cleaner (the par t  of the device 
for  collecting the surface sample)  1s designed to  operate  in a 50-mb 
SPACE PROJECTIONS FROM THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION, 
Description of the Wolf T rap  life detector which is designed to  
The engineering development 
atmosphere. M.G. 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, p. 455-458. 
33 refs. Translation. 
[For  abstract  s ee  issue 07, page 1137, Accession no. A68-195861 A69-11770 * 
SOME BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN THE SEARCH FOR EXTRA- 
TERRESTRIAL LIFE. 
Harold P. Klein (NASA, Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, 
Cal i f . ) .  
(International Symposium on Bioastronautics and the Exploration of 
Space, 4th, San Antonio, Tex., June 27, 1968.1 
IN 
PROCEEDINGS O F  THE SYMPOSIUM, DENVER, COLO., JULY 15, 
16, 1968. VOLUME 3. [A69-11755 02-11] 
Symposium sponsored by the American Astronautical Society and 
the  American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. 
Tarzana, Calif., American Astronautical Societv, 1968. 21 1). 
A69-11515 
EFFECT O F  PROLONGED LIMITATION O F  MUSCLE ACTIVITY 
ON CARDIAC DYNAMICS. 
N. E. Panierova, V. A. Tishler ,  a n d T .  G. Popova. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia i Meditsina, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, 
p. 75-78.) 
Environmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, p. 459-461. 
12 refs .  Translation. 
[For  abstract  s ee  i s sue  07, page 1137, Accession no. A68-195871 
SPACE PROJECTIONS FROM THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION, 
44 refs .  
A69-11516 
EXPERIMENTER OBSERVATION FACTOR IN SOUNDPROOF CHAM- 
BER TESTS. 
0. N. Kuznetsov. 
(Kosmicheskaia Biologiia 1 Meditsina, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, p. 79- 
82. ) 
Envlfonmental Space Sciences, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, p. 462- 
465. 18 refs .  Translation. 
[For  abstract  s ee  issue 07, page ll38, Accession no. A68-195881 
General discussion of the possible existence of extraterrestr ia l  
life forms in the solar  system. 
Martian atmosphere a r e  reviewed on the basis of data obtalned f rom 
the Mariner  4 flyby of 1965. 
prohibitive to  the exlstence of life on Mars  would be the almost 
total  lack of water  vapor. 
t o  simulated Mart ian atmospheres  is briefly discussed. 
l ems  in planning "life detection" experiments t o  b e  used on unmanned 
The various components of the 
It IS suggested that the factor most  
The adaptation of t e r r e s t r i a l  organisms 
Some prob- 
M a r s  probes are also t reated.  M.G. 
A69-11771 
NON-EXISTENCE OF A BIOTA-CLOUD RECONTAMINATION HAZARD 
J. F r i ed r i ch  Vandrey (Martin Marietta Corp. ,  Research Institute for 
Advanced Study, Baltimore, Md. ). 
IN. SPACE PROJECTIONS FROM THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION, 
A69-115 17  
UNIVERSAL VESTIBULOMETFUC CHAIR (UVC). 
S .  S .  Markarian, A. A. Matveev, and I. V. Pavlov. FOR A PLANETARY LANDER. 
(Kosmcheskaia  Biologiia i Medztsma, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, 
p. 83-85.) 
Env i romen ta l  Space Sciences, vol. 1, Nov. -Dec. 1967, p. 466-468. 
20 refs. Translation. PROCEEDINGS OF THE SYMPOSIUM, DENVER, COLO., JULY 15, 
[For  abstract  s e e  issue 07, page 1138, Accession no. A68-195891 16, 1968. VOLUME 3. [A69-11755 02-11] 
49 
A69-11772 
Symposium sponsored by the American Astronautical Society and the 
American Institute of Aeronauhcs and Astronautics. 
Tarzana,  Calif. , American Astronautical Society, 1968. 13 p. 
5 refs. 
shown by an  order-of-maanltude analysis of the interactions be- 
tween small  par t ic les  and the physical fields around the vehlcle 
that the "Biota-Cloud" hypothesis 1s unfounded since diss ipahve 
thermal  radiation pressures  and electrostat ic  forces  a r e  consider- 
ably grea te r  than the spacecraf t  gravlty w h c h  alone could contain 
the cloud. 
have no unacceptable recontammation hazard f r o m  any cause while 
In its normal  flight amtude  with the so la r  panels facing the sun. 
More study IS needed for  the hazards  during maneuvers. They a r e  
very probably well below acceptable l l m t s ,  but have not yet been 
(Author) conclusively shown to be so .  
Using a spacecraf t  of the Voyager c lass  as an example, I t  i s  
A corol lary i s  that a suitably designed spacecraf t  can 
A69-11772 * 
DETERMINATION OF THE TERMINAL STERlLIZATION CYCLE FOR 
A POSSIBLE MARS CAPSULE. 
Alan R. Hoffman (California lnstltute of Technology, Je t  Propulsion 
Laboratory,  Envlronmental Requirements Sectlon, Sterllizatlon 
Group, Pasadena,  Calif. ). 
IN SPACE PROJECTIONS FROM THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
REGION PROCEEDINGS OF THE SYMPOSIUM DENVER, COLO. I 
JULY 15, 16, 1968. VOLUME 3. [A69-11755 02-11] 
Symposium sponsored by the American Astronautical Society and 
the Ameiican Institute of Aeronautlcs and Astronautics. 
Tarzana,  Calif.,  Amerlcan Astronautlcal Society, 1968. 30 p. 
9 refs .  
a feasibility model of a Mars  capsule. 
zation t e s t  was to subject the feasibility model to a terminal  s te r i -  
lization euvironmentthat had been determined to be sufficient to 
achieve the appropriate  p r o b a b h t y  of s ter i l i ty  required by the 
planetary quarantine constraints. F i r s t ,  a thermal  analytical 
model of the capsule was constructed. Then, microbiological 
assays  were  performed during assembly to es t imate  the m c r o b i a l  
burden on the capsule surfaces .  With these data, a s ter i l izat ion 
cycle was determined. The technlque, philosophy, and logic that 
were used in  calculating the process  t imes a r e  discussed. 
technique for altering the sterilization cycle to ref lect  condihons 
and thermal  responses  that exis t  a f te r  the processing had begun i s  
demonstrated. (Author ) 
A dry-heat  thermal  sterxllzatlon process  has been applled to 
The objective of the s t e n l l -  
A 
A69-11773 
NEW FAST TECHNIQUES FOR BIO-ASSAY. 
Lothar L .  Salomon and Mort imer  A. Rothenberg (Dugway Proving 
Ground, Dugway, Utah). 
IN 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE SYMPOSIUM, DENVER, COLO., JULY 15, 
16, 1968. VOLUME 3. [A69-11755 02-11] 
Symposium sponsored by the American Astronautical Society and 
the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. 
Tarzana, Calif.,  American Astronautical Society, 1968. 19 p. 
on P e t r i  dishes. 
the culture plate scanner  and the data  processor .  The flying spot 
scanner and its associated scan- ras te r  chassis ,  high-voltage cathode- 
r a y  tube supply, optical system, and photomultiplier tube sys tem 
SPACE PROJECTIONS FROM THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION, 
Description of automatic devices for  counting bacter ia l  colonies 
Each counter consists of two separate  cabinets, 
ed in one cabinet. The logic system, pr inter ,  cathode-ray 
ope vldeo monitor and display sys tem a r e  in a second 
The automahc bacter ia l  colony counters pe r fo rm the cabmet. 
follovnng functions in automatically programed sequential o rder .  
(1) index the P e t r i  dish to the scanning station, (2) scan, display, 
and pr int  the relative a r e a  of the colonies on the P e t r i  dish, (3) 
scan, display, and pr int  the bacter ia l  colony count for  e i ther  one 
scan or  ten scans,  and (4) pr in t  a preselected eight-digit identifica- 
tion code consisting of a s  many l ines  as chosen by the operator .  
method for  assaying staphylococcal enterotoxin B by latex-bead 
agglutination is also presented.  
A 
M. G. 
A69-11774 
BIOLOGICAL MONITORING OF A FULL SCALE SIMULATED MARS 
LANDER. 
Arnold A. Rothstein (Martin Mariet ta  Gorp., Denver, Colo. ) and 
Har ry  Kaufman (Highland Laborator ies ,  Costa Mesa, Calif. ), 
IN. SPACE PROJECTIONS FROM THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION, 
PROCEEDINGS O F  THE SYMPOSIUM, DENVER, COLO., JULY 15, 
16, 1968. VOLUME 3, [A69-11755 02-11] 
Symposium sponsored by the American Astronautical Society and 
the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. 
Tarzana, Calif.,  American Astronautical Society, 1968. 14 p. 
Description of biological monitoring on the Technological 
Feasibility Spacecraft (TFS), a full-scale, semifunctional Voyager- 
c lass  planetary landing capsule designed, fabricated, and tes ted to  
evaluate the thermal  control techniques most  likely to  be used on 
such a spacecraf t .  
performed on the TFS In accordance with NASA standard procedures 
IS reviewed. 
in performing biological monitoring during assembly of a la rge  
spacecraft, to evaluate a l ternate  methods of biological sampling, 
to identify problems, and to determine the impact of worst-case 
assembly environmcnt on the total  microbiological bureen on TFS, 
The complete p rogram of biological assay  
The purpose of this  program was to gain experience 
pr ior  to sterilization. M. G. 
A69-11821 * 
MATHEMATICAL AND ELECTRICAL MODELS OF AUDITORY 
DETECTION. 
Lloyd A. Je f f ress  (Texas, University, Defense Research Laboratory 
and Dept. of Psychology, Austin, Tex. ). 
Acoustical Society of America, Journal, vol. 44, July 1968, p. 187- 
203. 27 r e f s .  
NASA Contracts No. R-129, No. R-09-030-017. 
probability of a correct  response in a two-alternative, forced-choice 
experiment is obtamed from a special case of the noncentral chi- 
square distribution. The present  paper shows that a special case  
of the noncentral chi distribution IS  more  appropriate than the non- 
central  chi square for  monaural detection of a tonal signal in a con- 
tinuous background of Gaussian noise. 
function fits distributions obtained f rom an electr ical  model, and 
yields psychometric functions appropriate both to  it and to human 
observers .  Est imates  of bandwidth and of integration t ime derived 
f rom the distribution functions l ie within the range of values often 
assumed f r o m  human subjects. (Author) 
McGi11's (1968) generalization of Mari l l ' s  (1956) formula for  the 
The special noncentral chi 
A69-11827 # 
RESEARCH ON PSYCHOMOTOR BEHAVIOR UNDER SPACE -FLIGHT 
CONDITIONS [RECHERCHES SUR LE COMPORTEMENT PSYCHO- 
MOTEUR DANS LES CONDITIONS DE VOLS SPATIAUX]. 
Robert  Grandpierre  (Bordeaux, Universitd, Facult: de MLdecine, 
Talence, Gironde, France ,  Ecole Practique des Hautes Etudes, 
Laboratoire de Biologie Aerospatiale, Par i s ,  France) .  
Sciences e t  Industr ies  Spatiales, vol. 4, no. 7-8, 1968, p. 17-23. 
In French. 
Research  supported by the Centre  National d'Etudes Spatiales. 
movements of ammals  during ballistic flight in rockets o r  a i r c r a f t  
for  shor t  per iods of t ime (processes  varying from less  than a minute 
to 15 minutes). Various biological parameters  were  recorded and 
t ransmit ted to the ground: brain activity, the activity of cer ta in  
nerves  and muscles ,  respiration, e lectrocardiograms,  etc. Certain 
animals  were  trained to execute coordinated and precise  movements 
in  response to a light signal. Their general  behavior was  recorded 
on film. The conclusion is reliched that i n  the weightless condition 
of space flight, "behavioral" vigilance is profoundly affected, some- 
t imes  even to the point of inhibiting any voluntary movement. 
Study of var ious physiological processes  occurr ing in  voluntary 
P.v. T . 
A69-11828 
BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS IN INTERPLANETARY SPACE 
[BIOLOGISCHE EXPERlMENTE IM INTERPLANETAREN RAUM]. 
Robert Lotz (Frankfurt, Universitdt, Forschungsgruppe fiir 
ex t ra te r res t r i sche  Biologie, Frankfurt  a m  Main, West Germany). 
Sciences e t  Industries Spatiales, vol. 4, no. 7-8, 1968, p. 25-34. 
9 refs .  In German. 
Research  supported by the Bundesministerium fiir Wissenschaftliche 
Forschung. 
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A69-11951 
A69-11865 
ANEUTRALBUOYANCY MICRO-ELECTRODEFORPROLONGED 
RECORDING FROM SINGLE NERVE UNITS. 
Torquato Gualtierottl and P e a r l  Bailey (NASA, Ames Research 
Center, Instrumentation Div., Neurobiology Branch, Moffett Field, 
Calif. 1. 
Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology, vol. 25, 1968, 
p. 77-81. 7 re fs .  
Description of a new electrode which allows continuous recording 
f rom single neurones o r  nerve f ibers  for an extended perlod of t ime.  
It also allows recording *iring gross  movement and high acceleration 
and vibration. The baslc  principle of such an electrode i s  that i t s  
density equals that of the surrounding t issue.  Moreover, to avoid 
standing oscillations, the electrode is counterbalanced against 
torque momentum and is floating. 
to be used with the microelectrode is also described. 
A miniaturlzed voltage-follower 
M. M. 
Development of an or iginal  "life-support system, I' an "automatic 
bioprobe, I' which, with a weight of about 3 kg and a cur ren t  intake of 
some 3 W, sat isf ies  the prerequis i tes  f o r  a long-term experiment in 
interplanetary space. 
animal to be used i n  this experiment. The Hirudo medicinalis, the 
blood leech, was chosen. 
10 m l  of mammalian blood, and with this supply of nourishment can 
live for a whole year  without becoming hungry. 
highly suitable for the research  problem in question. P .v .T .  
chronic o r  acute administration of hydrocortisone, or rncubatlon of 
t issue homagenates with hydrocortisone o r  dexamethasone did not 
a l te r  the phosphodiesterase activlty of the t issues  studied. 
concluded that the effects of caffeine and theophylline on the pituitary 
stress response could be attributed t o  their inhibition of the 
phosphodiesterase activlty m that t issue.  
It 
A decisive factor  was the selection of the 
This c rea ture  sucks In a s  much a s  M. M. 
Moreover, i t  i s  
A69-11909 
SPACE BIOLOGY [LA BIOLOGIE SPATIALE]. 
F. Violette. 
IN: THE FRENCH SPACE EFFORT [L'EFFORT SPATIAL FRAN- 
Pans, Information Propagandes Franpaises  Edi teurs ,  1968, p. 77- 
83. In French. 
Review of the resul ts  of French  research  in space biology. 
Both applied and basic  research  a r e  current ly  being car r ied  out in  
space biology. 
man In space with more  and more  favorable environmental conditions. 
Baslc research  attempts to approach the deep-space biology problems, 
which a r e  f a r  f r o m  being solved. Details concerning rocket and 
balloon studies of the influence of weightlessness on mammalion 
central  nervous sys tems a r e  presented, as well a s  the resul ts  of 
studies of the blologlcal action of cosmic radiation in which heavy 
ions a r e  involved. The considerable French contribution to  space 
G A S  1. 
Applied research  consists essentially in placing a 
biology i s  emphasized. z. w. 
A69-11866 * 
CHARACTERIZATION OF RIBULOSE DIPHOSPHATE CARBOXYLASE 
AND PHOSPHORIBULOKINASE FROM THIOBACILLUS THIOPARUS 
AND THIOBACILLUS NEAPOLITANUS. 
R. D.  MacElroy, E .  J. Johnson, and M. K. Johnson (NASA, Ames 
Research  Center ,  Exobiology Div., Moffett Field,  Cal i f . ) .  
Archives of Biochemistry and Biophysics, vol. 127, Sep:. 1968, 
p. 310-316. 24 re fs .  
the chemosynthetic autotrophs Throbacillus thioparus and Thiobacillus 
neapolitanus. 
1-phosphotransferase (phosphorihulokinase) and D-rlbulose -1,5- 
dcphosphate carboxylase (ribulose diphosphate Carboxylase) appear 
to sediment a t  identical ra tes  in sucrose density gradients and to 
have s imilar  character is t ics  during gel  f i l t ra t lon.  In addition to 
the major  peak of ribulose diphosphate Carboxylase activity observed 
m sucrose density gradients ,  an additional lighter peak of activity, 
suggestive of a subunit, has  been observed. 
these enzymes to those found in Fract ion I protein of plant t issue i s  
dlscussed,  and it is suggested that both enzymes f r o m  the chemo- 
autotrophs may be par t  of the same  moiety. M.M. 
Investigation of two enzymes involved in the fixation of C02 by 
Both of these enzymes, ATP:D-ribulose-5-phosphate 
The relationship of 
A69-11885 * 
THE EFFECT OF IN VITRO AND IN VIVO CAFFEINE, THEOPHYL- 
LINE, AND HYDROCORTISONE ON THE PHOSPHODIESTERASE 
ACTIVITY OF THE PITUITARY, MEDIAN EMINENCE, HEART, 
ANDCEREBRALCORTEXOFTHERAT.  
Joan Vernikos-Danellis and Clifton G. Harr i s ,  I11 (NASA, Ames 
Research Center, Envlronmental Biology Div., Moffett Field, 
Calif. ) . 
Society for  Experimental Biology and Medicine, Proceedings, 
vol. 128, 1968, p. 1016-1021. 20 refs. 
Description of a study which was mndertaken to substantiate the 
thesis  tba  m e  potentiation of the s t ress- induced secret ion of ACTH 
by the methyl xanthines i s  due to the i r  ability to  mhibit the 3 ' 5 '  - 
cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase. 
the phosphodiesterase activity of the anter lor  pltuitary, median 
eminence, brarn cortex, and hear t  of rats was determined both in  
vl t ro  and in  VIVO. The lncubation of homogenates with caffelne and 
theophylline markedly reduced the phosphodiesterase activlty ln all 
t i s sues  studled except the heart, which showed a signlficant 
reduction only m the presence of theophylline. In contrast, p re-  
t reat ing the anmals with a single dose of caffeine of theophylline 
reduced the enzyme activity of the anter ior  pituitary only, and 
cafferne was more  effective than theophylline. Adrenalectomy, 
The effect of various drugs on 
A69-11923 
LIQUID FLUIDICS CONTROLS FLIGHT SUIT TEMPERATURE. 
Edward G. Zoerb (Honeywell, Inc. ,  Systems and Research Dlv., 
Military Products Group, St. Paul, Mmm.). 
Hydraulics and Pneumatics, vol. 21, Nov. 1968, p. 111.115. 
fluidic amplif iers  a r e  combined mto a controller which modulates 
coolant temperature  (not flow ra te )  to control fiight suit temperature .  
Three main requirements have been met m t h  a fluidic system auto- 
matically controlling skin temperature  direct ly  (1) simplicity wlth 
minimum attention and adjustment needed, ( 2 )  rapid response w t h  
minimum control lag, and (3)  high equipment reliability - with a 
minimum of moving par ts ,  signal transducing, and interface points. 
The cooling system undergarment was placed on a human subject 
and covered with an outer thermal  layer .  
8S°F skin temperature ,  the subject s tar ted exercising to ra i se  his 
skin temperature .  
temperature  was regulated at  89'F. Throughout this  period, and 
particularly at  the t ime of peak exercise ,  the subiect expressed a 
favorable reaction to the flight suit.  
Description of a flight suit in which two proportional liquid 
After adjusting to the 
During an exercise  perlod of 15 min the skin 
P . v . T .  
A69-11950 * 
MEASUREMENT OF PILOT DESCRIBING FUNCTIONS FROM 
FLIGHT TEST DATA WITH AN EXAMPLE FROM GEMINI X. 
Rodney C. Wingrove and Frederlck G. Edwards (NASA, Ames 
Research Center, Moffett Field, Callf. ). 
(NASA, Annual University Conference on Manual Control Systems, 
4th, University of Mzchigan, Ann Arbor, Micb. , Mar. 25, 1968. ) 
IEEE Transactions on Man-Machine Systems, vol. MMS-9, Sept. 
1968, p. 49-55. 11 refs .  
Theoretical analysis of a technique f o r  reducing the e r r o r  m 
identifying the pilot-describing function f r o m  routine fllght-test 
records due to the fact that the pilot's output noise is correlated 
with the input e r r o r  slgnal. 
computer processing by shiftmg the input signal by an amount 
equivalent to the pilot 's t ime delay. 
identification e r r o r  IS analyzed w t h  theory and IS demonstrated 
with the identification of a simulated pilot model. 
applied to flight-test records obtained f rom the re t rof i re  phase of 
the Gemini X m s s i o n .  
The e r r o r  can be reduced in the 
This technique for  reducing the 
The technique is 
M. M. 
A69-11951 * 
MANUAL CONTROL USING THE MATCHED MANIPULATOR 
CONTROL TECHNIQUE. 
James  H. Herzog (Oregon State University, Dept. of Electrical 
Engineering, Corval l is ,  Ore.) .  
51 
A69-11952 
IEEE Transactions on Man-Machine Systems, vol. MMS-9, 
Sept. 1968, p. 56-60. 
Contract No. NASr-54(06). 
A manual control technique i s  described in which the force 
and position cues experienced by the operator f rom lus contrcl  
stick provlde information relevant to the control problem. 
structing the operator I s control stick in the f o r m  of a mechanlcal 
analog of the system being controlled, the apparent complexity Of 
the control task 1s  decreased and control performance IS improved. 
Experimental  r e su l t s  a r e  included that compare performance of an 
operator controlling a second order  system in a compensatory con- 
t ro l  task using both conventional control methods and the matched 
manipulalor technique. (Author ) 
7 refs .  
By con- 
A69-11952 * 
A NEUROMUSCULAR ACTUATION SYSTEM MODEL. 
Duane T. McRuer, Raymond E. Magdaleno (Systems Technology, 
Inc., Hawthorne, Calif. ), and George P. Moore (Southern 
California, University, Dept. of Electrical Engineering and 
Physiology, Los Angeles, Calif. ). 
IEEE Transactions on Man-Machine Systems, vol. MMS-9, Sept. 
1968, p. 61-71. 2 5  refs. 
Contracts No. NAS 2-2824, No. AF 33(657)-10835. 
Description of a simple neuromuscular actuation system model 
that IS compatible with the available physiological data and provides 
insight into the overall human-control s t ructure .  The physiological 
data of interest  include recent anatomical and physiological data for  
the muscle spindle and input-output studies of the muscle.  These 
data indicate that simple linear models can describe the basic be- 
havior of these two elements in tracking tasks .  Two key develop- 
ments a r e  t reated 
function of average muscle tension or  operating point, and (2)  the 
role of the muscle spindle both a s  an equalization element and in i ts  
effects on muscle tone or  average tension. 
closed-loop describing function of the neuromuscular system 
exhibits a variation with average muscle tension that is strikingly 
s imilar  to that observed for the overall human operator in complex 
tracking tasks. The pertinent human-operator describing-function 
data include the covariation of high- and low-frequency phase data 
and the variation of hf phase with set tension changes interpreted 
f rom force-disturbance experiments.  M. M. 
(1) the variation in sys tem parameters  as a 
The phase lag of the 
A69-11953 * 
INSTANT MODULAR 3 -D MOCKUP FOR CONFIGURING CONTROL 
AND DISPLAY EQUIPMENT. 
Charles  C. Kubokawa (NASA, Ames Research  Center,  Moffett 
Field, Calif.).  
IEEE Transactions on Man-Machine Systems, vol. MMS-9, 
Sept. 1968, p. 72-81. 18 r e f s .  
a s  a method fo r  economizing and facilitatmg the design of control 
and display eqmpment. The integral par ts  of the mockup lnclude 
modular easy-to-assemble console bays and panels, simulated 
magnetic backed three -&mensional controls and displays of actual 
s ize ,  various writing shelf configurations, fas t  assembly clamps, 
storage cabinet with cas t e r s ,  and a Polaroid camera.  Human engi- 
neerlng constraints were designed into the mockup par ts-  1.e.. op- 
t imum reach, height, mew, and control limits - so that the designers 
could not devlate f rom human englneerlng inputs, faczlitatrng opti- 
mum operating conditions. (Author ) 
A modular three-dimensional mockup technique was developed 
A69-11954 * 
A QUEUEING MODEL OF VISUAL SAMPLING EXPERIMENTAL 
VALIDATION. 
Ja ime R. Carbonell (Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc., Massachu- 
set ts  Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.)  Jane L. Ward 
(Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc., Cambrldge, Mass. 1, and 
John W. Senders (Bolt. Beranek and Newman, Inc., Cambridge; 
Brandeis University, Waltkam, Mass.  ). 
IEEE Transactions on Man-Machine Systems, vol. MMS-9, Sept. 
1968, p. 82-87. 
Contract No. NAS 1-5059. 
Description of the resul ts  of a validatlon study of an economic 
model of a pilot's visual sampling behavior. 
recently proposed by Carbonell (1966) and i s  based on queueing 
theory.  
ment data taken durmg mission flights usmg a Link t ra iner .  
resul ts  of the simulatio-using the queueing model a r e  shown to 
correlate  well with eye-movement data. Characterist ics of the 
model and resul ts  of the validatlon study a r e  described, and 
suggestions f o r  fur ther  work a r e  discussed. 
This model was 
The validation was based on instrument data and eye-move- 
The 
M. M. 
A69-11982 # 
CHANGES IN THE ACTIVITY OF LACTODEHYDROGENASE AND 
ITS ISOENZYMES IN THE BLOOD AND TISSUES OF RATS AS A 
RESULT OF TRAINING TO HYPOXIA LIZMENENIE AKTIVNOSTI 
LAKTATDEGIDROGENAZY I E E  IZOFERMENTOV V KROVI I 
TKANIAKH KRYS V REZUL'TATE TRENLROVKI K GIPOKSII]. 
I. M. Markelov and L .  N. Simanovskii (Voenno-Meditsinskaia 
Akademiia, Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Institut Evoliutsionnoi Fiziologii 
I Biokhimii, Leningrad, USSR). 
Akademiia Nauk S S S R ,  Doklady, vol. 182, Oct. 1, 1968, p. 982-984. 
20 r e f s .  In Russian. 
and in the rat io  of the LDG isoenzymes of 34 white r a t s  subjected to 
prolonged hypoxia a t  simulated helghts ranging f rom 2500 to 7600 m. 
The LDG activity and the rat io  of i ts  isoenzymes were studied in the 
blood plasma, erythrocytes,  brain, l iver ,  spleen, and kidneys. The 
animals were  examined on the tenth, twentieth, and thirtieth days 
of exposure to hypoxla. 
t issues  and to progress  a t  various r a t e s .  This IS associated with 
the functional features of the various t issues .  
(adaptation) leads to changes which may be mterpreted a s  compen- 
satory changes associated with decreased oxygen pressure.  
T.M. 
Study of the changes in the lactodehydrogenase (LDG) activlty 
Changes a r e  shown to differ in different 
Long-term exposure 
A&-12120 * 
BASIC PROBLEMS IN THE STUDY OF WEIGHTLESSNESS [OSNOV- 
NYE VOPROSY IZUCHENIIA NEVESOMOSTI]. 
V. I. Iazdovskn, I. I. Kas ' ian,  and V .  I. Kopanev. 
IN: 
DIKO-BIOLOGICHESKLE ISSLEDOVANIIA V NEVESOMOSTI]. 
Emted by V. V. Pa r in  and I. I. Kas ' ian.  
Moscow, Izdatel 'stvo Meditsina, 1968, p. 34-51. 108 r e f s .  In 
Russian.  
R e n e w  ar t ic le  summarizing the resul ts  of Soviet and foreign 
r e sea rch  concerning the effects of complete or  par t ia l  weightlessnes. 
on man, with particular reference to resul ts  obtained during Soviet 
and U.S. manned space flights. A discussion of the observed sensor 
motor ,  and sympathetic changes in the human organism shows that 
sensory manifestations vary greatly f rom case to case,  and that 
reactions to weightlessness range f rom exhilaration to nausea.  
Sensory reactions to weightlessness a r e  caused mainly by al tered 
afferentation f rom the receptor zones of proprioceptive, vestibular, 
cutaneous, and other analysors.  
stantially behind man ln their ability to adapt themselves rapidly to 
space flight conditions. Improved space vehicle design and creation 
of ar t i f ic ia l  gravitation a r e  seen to be promismg 
MEDICO-BIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF WEIGHTLESSNESS [ME- 
It is shown that animals lag sub- 
ways of minimizinl 
the effects  of weightlessness. V.P .  
A69-12121 # 
CLINICAL ASPECTS OF INTERPLANETARY FLIGHTS [KLINI- 
CHESKIE ASPEKTY MEZHPLANETNYKH POLETOV] . 
V. V. Par in ,  E. B. Zakrzhevskii, and R. M. Baevslui. 
IN MEDICO-BIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF WEIGHTLESSNESS 
[MEDIKO-BIOLOGICHESKIE ISSLEDOVANIIA V NEVESOMOSTI]. 
Edited by V. V. Pa r in  and I. I. Kas'ian. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Meditsina, 1968, p. 25-28. In Russian. 
Discussion of some clinical problems peculiar to interplanetary 
flights due to  living conditions, space-flight factors, and endogenous 
hazards.  In view of the many medical problems which can a r i s e  
during such flights, a complex m a  atical analysis must be 
conducted to de te rmme the probab s of the appearance of all 
possible medical situations. To simplify matters ,  a diagnostic 
approach based on syndromes rather  than specific diseases  I S  
suggested, and the need for  diagnostic algorithms IS st ressed.  The 
52 
A69-12216 
diagnostic capabilities of the physician on board the spacecraft  must 
be enhanced by automated medical equipment and by special  tables 
and instructions. The need for  automation is demonstrated not only 
in  diagnosis but in  treatment as well. T.M. 
A69-12122 # 
MOTION SICKNESS AS A PROBLEM OF SPACE MEDICINE [UKA- 
CHIVANIE KAK PROBLEMA KOSMICHESKOI MEDITSINY]. 
G. L. Komendantov and V. I. Kopanev. 
IN MEDICO-BIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF WEIGHTLESSNESS 
[MEDIKO-BIOLOGICHESKE ISSLEDOVANIIA V NEVESOMOSTI]. 
Edited by V. V. Pa r in  and I. I. Kas'ian. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Meditsina, 1968, p. 331-338. 77 refs .  In 
Russian. 
space flight and evaluation of methods fo r  preventing this condition 
in  astronauts.  
reflex mechanisms, disturbances in the interaction of different 
analysors,  and vestibular-vegetatlve changes during weightlessness. 
Differences between the motion slckness encountered on ea r th  and 
that occurring during space flight a r e  outlmed. 
weightlessness is  interpreted in t e r m s  of the formation of new 
functional interrelationships between different analysors.  Several  
approaches a r e  suggested fo r  preventing the occurrence of motion 
sickness in astronauts.  T. M. 
Discussion of the physiological causes of motion sickness during 
Attention is given to the effects caused by conditioned- 
Adaptation to 
A69-12123 ?# 
WORK ACTIVITY O F  A COSMONAUT DURING WEIGHTLESSNESS 
AND IN UNSUPPORTED SPACE [RABOCHAIA DEIATEL'NOST' 
KOSMONAVTA V NEVESOMOSTI I BEZOPORNOM PROSTRANSTVE]. 
E. A. Ivanov, V. A. Popov. and L. S. Khachatur'iants. 
IN: MEDICO-BIOLOGICAL STUDIES O F  WEIGHTLESSNESS 
[MEDIKO -BIOLOGICHESKIE ISSLEDOVANIIA V NEVESOMOSTI]. 
Edlted by V. V. Pa r in  and I. I. Kas'ian. 
Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Meditsina, 1968, p. 410-439. 30 refs .  In 
Russian. 
and motor activity of the Voskhod 1 and 2 c rew members ,  and of 
cosmonaut Leonov, in  par t icular ,  during extravehicular activity. 
It 1s indicated that task performance required more  tame during the 
ear ly  stage of the space flight than on the ground o r  in the l a t e r  
stages of the flight, and that various psychophysiological i r r egu la r i -  
ties were apparent in the activity of Leonov and Beliaev a t  the flight 
controls. 
motor activlty did not substantially affect Leonov's other activities 
during the space walk. An impaired functioning of the vlsual 
analysors (a reductlon of up to 44% in cer ta in  cases )  i s  noted. 
Results of an analysis of the performance, space orientation, 
On the other  hand, the s t r e s s  caused by orientation and 
v. 2. 
A69-12212 # 
THE E F F E C T  OF THE OPERATOR'S HANDEDNESS ON SOME 
DIRECTIONAL STEREOTYPES IN CONTROL-DISPLAY RELATION- 
SHIPS. 
Alphonse Chapanis and Bernard  A. Gropper (Johns Hopkins Uruversi 
ty, Dept. of Psychology, Baltimore,  Md.). 
Human Factors ,  vol. 10, Aug. 1968, p. 303-319. 11 re f s .  
Contract Nc. Nonr-4010(03). 
stereotypes to find out if these stereotypes a r e  equally valid for 
left- and right-handed subjects. The apparatus used presented a 
scale that could be oriented horizontally or vertically. Records  
were  made of (1) the direction of the f i r s t  movement made by the 
subject on each t r ia l ;  (2) the total number of r eve r sa l  movements 
made on each setting, (3) the time taken to make a setting, and (4) 
the actual setting made. Sixty-four Subjects were  tested (32 lef t -  
handed and 32 right-handed) each using his  p re fe r i ed  and nonpre- 
f e r r e d  hands. 
make set tmgs,  the number of r eve r sa l  movements,  and e r r o r s  in 
initial direction of movement a s  functions of handedness and the 
various apparatus relationships.  In addition to overall  differences 
between the performance of the left- and right-handed subjects, the 
two groups behaved differently on some measures  when using their 
p re fe r r ed  and nonpreferred hands. P . v . T .  
Experimental  study of some common control-display movement 
Significant dlfferences were found m the time to 
A69-12213 
ALRBORNE DISPLAYS FOR FLIGHT AND NAVIGATION. 
Stanley N. Roscoe (Hughes Alrcraf t  Co., Display Systems Dept. ,  
Culver City, Callf.).  
Human Fac to r s ,  V a l .  10, Aug. 1968, p. 321-332. 
those used in navigating and flying a i r c ra f t .  
h i e r a r c h c a l  nature of the a i l c r e w ' s  tasks  provides the rationale 
for  the loglcal grouping of infoi mation into a relatively small  
number of integrated displays.  The basic notion of display integra-  
tion requires  that related information i s  presenled in a common 
reference system which allows the ielationships among the i tems to 
be pel ceived dlrectly. Besldes the piinclple of display integiation, 
the principles of (1) pictorial real ism,  ( 2 )  the movlng par t ,  (3) pursuit 
tracking, (4) frequency separation, and (5) optimum scalmg a r e  dis-  
cussed. 
control of a l r c ra f t  would be vastly improved if cockplt displays were 
P. V. T. designed in accordance with these principles. 
8 refs .  
Investigation of certain types of a i rborne displays. specifically 
The concept of the 
It  is believed that pilot performance in the navigation and 
A69-12214 
COMPONENT-TOTAL TASK RELATIONSHIPS - SIMPLE AND 
SEQUENTIAL PRACTICE EFFECTS. 
Albert Zavala and Arlene M. Geist  (American lnstltutcs for Re -  
search,  Washington, D. C. ). 
Human Fac to r s ,  vol. 10, Aug. 1968, p. 333-343. 
Contract No. DA-49-193-MD-2632. 
Examination of simple and sequential practice effects  on com-  
ponent-total task relations with the ald of the Complex Coordinator 
described by Melton (1947). 
and three double-level tasks. 
ticed f i r s t  on a pa r t  task and then on the total task, 63 practiced in 
the r eve r se  sequence. 
sessions,  regardless  of the task practiced f i r s t .  However, the 
single-level rudder task facilitated total practice most.  
on the most difficult among single and double level tasks ,  respective- 
ly ,  led to the best  total task perfoi mance. P . v . T .  
11 refs .  
P a r t  tasks were  three single-level tasks ,  
Of 126 paid male volunteers,  63 prac-  
All groups improved a c r o s s  t r ia ls  and ac ross  
Pract ice  
A69-12215 
ASSESSMENT OF THE FIDELITY OF DYNAMIC FLIGHT SIMULA- 
TORS. 
Samuel Mudd (Hughes Aircraf t  Co., Culver City, Calif.,  Gettysburg 
College, Gettysburg, Pa.  1. 
Human Factors ,  vol. 10, Aug. 1968, p. 351-358. 
the standpolnt of the efficiency and vahdity of the currently used 
pilot evaluatlons and assessment  techniques. 
f o r  an Ideal fidelity measurement technique is presented, followed 
by a comparison of the two general  approaches to fidellty measure-  
ment, the analytic and the empirical ,  m t h  reference to those r e -  
quirements.  
motor responses ra ther  than verbal responses is  introduced. This 
technique retains  the subjective character is t ic  of ratlng scales ,  but 
provides information of an analytic nature that i s  more amenable to 
engineering analyses.  Problems involved in  the development of the 
technique a r e  considered. (Author) 
9 refs. 
The evaluation of dynamic flight simulators i s  consldered f rom 
A set  of requirements 
A hybrld method which involves the use of pilot psycho- 
A69-12216 * 
THE EFFECT OF BREATHING 100% OXYGEN ON FOVEAL 
THRESHOLDS. 
Mary M. Connors (NASA, Ames Research Center,  Moffett Field, 
Calif. ). 
Human Factors ,  vol. 10, Aug. 1968, p. 377-384. 
sea level on the luminance thresholds necessary fo r  perception of 
red (642 nm), green (521 nm), blue (468 nm), and yellow (584 nm), 
and the chromatic and absolute thresholds associated with these 
dominant wavelengths. 
olds were  measured f o r  one target  size and exposure duration by 
the method of constant stimuli. Fo r  the foveal thresholds inves- 
hgated, no dxfferences were  found between the condition of breathing 
100% oxygen and breathing normal room a i r  a t  sea level. 
a t  least  some physiological basis  fo r  thinking that vision may im-  
prove in  a high oxygen environment. 
18 refs .  
This study examined the effects of breathing 100% oxygen a t  
Using two highly trained observers ,  thresh- 
There i s  
At the other extreme, breathink 
53 
high concentrations of oxygen under pressure is known to degrade 
vision. Evidence relating to the visual effects of high oxygen con- 
centrations is evaluated and conclusions a r e  drawn with reference 
to the findings of this and other studies. (Author) 
A69- 1 22 1 7 
LUNAR GRAVITY SIMULATION AND ITS EFFECT ON HUMAN 
PERFORMANCE. 
R. J .  Shavelson (Lockheed Aircraf t  Co lp . ,  Lockheed Misslles and 
Space Go. , Sunnyvale, Calif. ). 
Human Fac to r s ,  vol. 10, Aug. 1968, p. 393-401. 
of lunar-gravity s imulators .  
l a to r s  do not represent  a high fidelity slmulation of 116 g ,  and a 
validation study of the various simulators i s  needed. Man unll be 
capable of self-locomotion in  lunar gravity, and m a n ' s  metabolic 
ra te  w i l l  be lower in  116 g during self-locomotion. 
performing common ear th  tasks  when in 116 g will be changed, 
psychomotor task decrement in 116 g w i l l  be observed. 
s ea rch  should dlrect  itself towald a hlgher fidellty slmulation of the 
total lunar ecology for study of mission-speclfic tasks. P.v.T. 
24 r e f s .  
Survey of r e sea rch  made on human performance using a variety 
It 1s concluded that the existing simu- 
The method of 
Future  r e -  
A69-12218 
VISUAL DETECTION PROBABILITY OF "SONAR" TARGETS AS 
A FUNCTION OF RETINAL POSiTlON AND BRIGHTNESS CONTRAST. 
Leroy L. Va l l ene  and James  M. Link (Dunlap and Associates,  Inc., 
Darien,  Conn. 1. 
Human Factors ,  "01. 10, Aug. 1968, p. 403-411. 8 refs .  
tectability of visual Sonar targets  a s  a funct~on of retinal position 
and brightness contrast  using a simulated sonar scopc. Nine d ~ f -  
fcrent  retlnal positions were  investigated under photoplc conditions 
of illurnnation. The target  was approximately square and subtended 
24' visually on a slde. Average peak intensity of the sweep, w h c h  
formed the target  background, w a s  9.12 FL.  The resul ts  of the study 
were presented in t e rms  of probability of detection curves.  
were  developed fo r  de t e rmnmg the probability of detection given the 
t a rge t ' s  normalized brlghtness intensity, expressed in  log A l l l ,  and 
its angular distance f r o m  the point of fixation. 
A study was carr ied out In thc laboratory to  deternune the de- 
Equations 
(Author) 
A69-122 1 9 
THE PRiME TECHNICAL INFORMATION SOURCE - THE LOCAL 
WORK ENVIRONMENT. 
J. D. Hodges, J r .  (North Amertcan Rockwell Gorp.,  Autonehcs 
Div., E l  Segundo, Calif. ) and B. W .  Angalet (McDonnell Douglas 
Gorp.,  Douglas Axcra f t  Co.,  Aircraf t  Div. ,  Santa Momca, Calif.). 
Human Fac to r s ,  vol. 10, Aug. 1968, p. 425-429. 
DOD-sponsored r e sea rch .  
Assessment of the DOD usel -need study concerning the f low 
of scientific and technical informarlon w i t h m  the defense industry. 
The major study conclusion is that the local work enwronment is 
an important and necessary source of scientific and technical lnforma- 
tion. The current  trend, however, i s  toward greater reliance on 
this information source,  cer ta in  aspects  of the informal and formal  
information system experience seem to be reinforcing the local, i n -  
formal  sys tem utilization and lessening the use of formal  systems. 
The understanding of the needs of the user and an organized effor t  
by the formal  sys tem to respond to these needs i s  the course that 
must be followed if  the technlcal informatzon sys tem and i t s  personnel 
a r e  to f111 a more  meaningful positlon wlthin the sclentlfic and techm- 
cal  information flow process .  P .v .T .  
A69-12220 
HUMAN FACTORS EVALUATION OF A COMPUTER BASED INFOR- 
MATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM. 
Gerald V. Bar re t t ,  Ca r l  L. Thornton, and Patr ick A. Cabe (Good- 
year  Aerospace Gorp., Akron, Ohio). 
Human Fsc to r s ,  vol. 10, Aug. 1968, p. 431-436. 5 refs .  
storage and retr ieval  sys tem were  evaluated in three government 
The human factors aspects  of a computer-based information 
intelligence s e r n c e s  using questionnaire and interview techruques. 
I t  w a s  found that many f a  
information system, incl familiarity, ease of use. and im- 
portance. 
system, amount and type of information to meet  needs in  the sys tem 
and tolerances of individuals for i r re levant  mater ia l  in  the output 
of searches.  The interaction of these factors is discussed in  rela- 
tion to satisfaction with the system. (Author) 
entered into satisfaction with the 
Other relevant factors included training m the use  of the 
869-12479 * 
DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS FOR OXYGEN TRANSPORT IN WHOLE 
BLOOD. 
Daniel Hershey (Cincinnati, University, Cincinnati, Ohio) and 
T e r r y  Karhan (Union Carbide Gorp., Bound Brook, N. J. ). 
AIChE Journal, vol. 14, Nov. 1968, p. 969-972. 27 refs .  
NIH Grant No. HE-08781, Grant No. NGR-36-004-014. 
by the blood. 
ture ,  the diffusion coefficient for oxygen in whole blood (without 
chemical reaction) is determined. 
of intact red cells (hematocrit)  upon this coefficient 1s observed. 
The experiments were designed to follow the unsteady-state dif- 
fusion of oxygen into a layer of whole blood (unhemolyzed). 
using the appropriate boundary conditions to the diffusion equatxon, 
a solution was obtained which could be used with experimental data 
to obtain diffusion coefficients. B.H. 
Analysis of experiments to determine the rate of oxygen uptake 
Using previous diffusion studies a s  a point of depar-  
The effect of the concentration 
By 
A69-12496 
RETINAL BURNS FROM INTENSE LIGHT SOUKCES. 
C. J. Bartleson (Eastman Kodak Go., Research  Laboratories,  
Rochester,  N. Y. f. 
American Industrial Hyciene Association Journal, vol. 29, 
Sept. -0ct. 1968, p. 415-424. 13 refs. 
Examination of the nature of eye injuries caused by radiant 
energy. 
problem of thermal  lesions of the retina as a function of irradiation 
rate, exposure time and image size, utilizing the eyes of Chinchilla 
gray o r  brown rabbits a r e  reviewed, and a method of computing 
retinal i r radiance is discussed. The data a r e  considered applicable 
to the human eye. 
tense heat sources  is emphasized. 
Four  experimental  studies dealing quantitatively with the 
The need fo r  additional data f o r  moderately in- 
B.H. 
869-1 2497 
THE EVALUATION OF LASER HAZARDS. 
David H. Sliney and William A. Palmisano (U.S. Army Environ- 
mental  Hyglene Agency, Edgewood Arsenal,  Md. ). 
American Industrial Hywene Association Journal, vol. 29, Sept. - 
Oct. 1968, p. 425-431. 9 refs. 
ducted a t  a number of facilitles where l a se r s  a r e  used. 
ciple hazards  of laser  radiation to the eye due to either direct  o r  
reflected viewmg a r e  discussed. 
the hazards  of a given l a se r  by evaluating the effects of the l a se r  
output character is t ics  (power o r  energy output, wavelength, emergent 
beam diameter,  and divergence), and the effects of various environ- 
mental  factors  (output o r  laboratory setting, amblent lighting, etc.). 
Methods fo r  measuring o r  calculating the llght intensity a t  a given 
point a r e  a lso described. B. H. 
Account of a program of hazard evaluation and control con- 
The pr in-  
Cri ter ia  a r e  given for determining 
A69-12490 * 
PROTECTION AGAINST TOXIC ROCKET FUELS. 
Wallace B. F r i e r son  (SysteMed Gorp.; NASA, Marshall  Space 
Flight Center,  Medical Center,  Huntsville. Ala. 1. - 
American Industrial Hygiene Association Journal, vol. 29, Sept. - 
Oct. 1968, p. 456-460. 
posures  to toxic rocket fuels o r  oxidizers. 
preventive program a r e  outhned. 
facility, preparation and use of operattng procedures,  environmental 
health surveys,  and inspections and monitoring of exposed employees. 
Among the toxic chemicals considered a r e  UDMH, Aerozine 50, 
N204, fluorine derivatives, and the boranes. 
Description of a detailed treatment procedure fo r  acute ex-  
Other aspects of a 
These cover construction of the 
B. H. 
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A69-12601 * 
A RAPID AND SIMPLE METHOD FOR THE FABRICATION O F  
ARRAYS OF RECORDING ELECTRODES. 
G. R. Hanna and R. N. Johnson (Virgmia, University, School of 
Medicine, Dept. of Neurology and Dept. of Biomedical Engineering, 
Charlottesville, Va. ). 
Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology, vol. 25, 1968, 
p. 284-286. 
Vocational Rehabilitation Administration Grant No. RD 1870-M; 
PHS Grant No. 1-F3-GM-35, Grants No. NsG-682, No. NGL-47- 
005-014. 
ment of flexible printed circui t ry  fo r  the fabrication of a multiple- 
electrode a r r a y  to  record surface cortical potentlals in experimental 
animals. 
electronic c i rcui t ry  i s  not required, nor is any special equipment 
necessary, other than the slmplest photographic aids. B.H. 
Description of a method using the recent technological develop- 
A specialized knowledge of photographic processing o r  
A69-12602 * 
THE DISSIPATION AND DISPERSION OF SMALL WAVES IN ARTE- 
RIES AND VEINS WITH VISCOELASTIC WALL PROPERTIES. 
James A. Maxwell and Max Anliker (Stanford University, Dept. of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Stanford, Cahf . ) .  
Biophysical Journal ,  vol. 8, no. 8 ,  1968, p. 920-950. 17 r e f s .  
NSF Grant No.  GK-47, Contract No. DA-31-124-ARO(D)-223; 
Grant NO. NGR-05-020-223. 
tion of high-frequency pressure waves In blood vessels  is caused 
primarily by the viscoelastic behavior of the vessel  wall. In this 
theoretical analysis ,  the vessels  a r e  considered a s  fluid-filled 
circular cylindrical shells whose walls have isotropic and homoge- 
neous viscoelastic properties and a r e  subjected to an initial axial 
s t re tch and a t ransmural  p re s su re .  If the wall mater la l  1s mcom- 
pressible  and behaves a s  a Voigt solid in shear ,  the resul ts  predict 
a decrease in wa\e  amplitude per wavelength whlch 1s essentially 
independent of frequency over a wide range. 
qualitative agreement with recent  experiments on anesthetized dogs. 
A parametr ic  study also shows a great  sensitivity of the dissipation 
to changes in t ransmural  pressure and axial  s t re tch.  Axisymmetrlc 
waves a r e  only mildly dispersive, while a l l  nonaxisymmetrlc waves 
a r e  highly dispersive and exhihit much stronger damplng per wave- 
length a t  low frequencies than do axlsymmetr lc  waves. (Author) 
Theoretical and experimental evidence suggests that the diss ipa-  
This findlng I S  in 
A69-12722 * 
PHARMACOLOGIC TOOLS IN AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM 
RESEARCH. 
Richard J. Wurtman and Michael J. Zigmond (Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, Dept. of Nutrition and Food Science, 
Cambridge, Mass.  ) .  
Anesthesiology, vol. 29, July-Aug. 1968, p. 714-723. 72 refs .  
PHS Grants No. AM-11237, No. AM-11709, Grant No. NGR-22-009- 
272. 
inactivation of norepinephrine, a substance released f rom the 
sympathetic nerve endings of mammals  in response to  certain drugs.  
Extensive bibliography concerning these topics is reviewed. 
Discussion of stages in the biosynthesis, storage, re lease,  and 
V. Z .  
A69.12724 * 
PATTERN PERCEPTION - INTEGRATING INFORE4ATION 
PRESENTED IN TWO MODALITIES. 
Stephen Handel and Lauis Buffardi (Kansas State University of 
Agriculture and Applied Science, Dept. of Psychology, Manhattan, 
Kan. ). 
Science, vol. 162, Nov. 29, 1968, p. 1026-1028. 7 refs. 
NIH Grant No. MH-08359, Grant No. NsG-692. 
to organize and identify temporal  patterns presented in two modah-  
ties. (1) two stimuli In 
one modality, ( 2 )  two stimuli in each of two modalities, with the 
pattern alternately presented in the two modalities, o r  (3) one 
stimulus in each of two modalities. 
Description of a n  experiment in whlch subjects were required 
These patterns were composed of either: 
Pat terns  1 and 3 a r e  organized 
a s  s t ructural  patterns, but pat tern 2 i s  organized by modallty, not 
by pattern s t ructure .  The stimuli within the modalities consist 
of a sequence of dichotomous elements generated by a repeating 
pattern of eight dichotomous elements. 
in the rate  of idenhficahon of patterns a r e  determined by the modah-  
ty o r  pair  of modalities used to  present  the pattern. 
identification of patterns presented in pairs  of modalities I S  not 
necessar i ly  slower than Identification of pat terns  presented in one 
modality. M.G. 
It i s  shown that differences 
The rate  of 
A69- 12766 
HUMAN REACTION TO AIRCRAFT ENGINE NOISE, 
J. W. Little and J. E .  Mabry (Boeing Co., Seattle, Wash.). 
Sound and Vibration, vol. 2, Nov. 1968, p. 14-22. 
to  a i r c ra f t  noise. 
groups, unsolicited complaints, social surveys,  and controlled 
laboratory studies show the latter to be most relevant for  engl- 
neering decisions. The evolution of EPNL (effectlve perceived 
noise level) and i ts  possible constraint on engine deslgn and a new 
approach to suhjectlve evaluations a r e  significant a r e a s  fo: dis-  
cussion. (Author) 
16 r e f s .  
Considerable efforts have been made to re la te  human response 
Comparisons of field tes t  studies by observer  
A69-12804 * 
THE SEARCH FOR LIFE - PLANETARY EVOLUTION. 
Richard S. Young (NASA, Washington, D. C. ). 
IN: SPACE PROJECTIONS FROM THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN RE- 
GION; PROCEEDINGS O F  THE SYMPOSIUM, DENVER, COLO., 
JULY 15, 16, 1968. VOLUME 1. [A69-12801 02-30] 
Symposium sponsored by the American Astronautical Society and 
the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. 
Tarzana, Cal i f . ,  American Astronautical Society, 1968. 
Exploration P rogram - namely, to  gain data concermng the ong in  
of the solar  system and the origin of life. 
actually so interwoven a s  to  be essentially indistinguishable from 
each other. If present theories concerrnng the sequence of events 
which led to  the origin of life on ea r th  a r e  correct ,  then It i s  c l ea r  
that the ve ry  ea r ly  environment of any given planet 1s cr i t ical  to  
the abzhty of that planet t o  produce and sustain a living system. 
Thus the physics and chemistry of planetary formation and ea r ly  
evolution a r e  of the utmost importance to  an understanding of the 
origin of life. 
Venus, and Jupiter 1s considerably l e s s  than for Mars ,  but that 
much can be learned about planetary evolution f rom each of them. 
19 p. 
Discussion of the two pr imary objectives of the NASA Planetary 
These two objectives a r e  
It i s  believed that the hkehhood of life on the moon, 
P. V. T. 
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A69-80001 
UV-EFFECT ON THE CHLOROPLAST ULTRASTRUCTURE 
[DEIST VI E UF-LUC H El N A UL'TRATON KUI U STRU KTU RU 
KHLOROPLASTOV]. 
A A Shakhov and B M Golubkova (USSR. Acad of Sci. K A 
Timiriazev lnst of Physiol of Plants, Moscow) 
Izvestita Akademti Nauk SSSR.  Seriia Btologicheskaia. no 1, 
Jan -Feb 1968, p 45-52 3 6  refs In Russian 
An artificial UV-irradiation of radish plants grown on the 
Aragats Mountain (3.200 m above sea level, in Armenia) resulted 
in a distinct destruction of the chloroplast matrix The irradiation 
was performed for 10  min /day for a month As compared to the 
matrix the lamellar system proved to  be more stable It shifted to 
the less damaged section of the plastide becoming cup-shaped 
Irradiated leaves showed a higher absorbancy within the range of 
400-860 mfi This may have a photoreactivating effect for 
chloroplasts The ability of a higher absorbancy of light energy 
exhibited by leaves may act as the factor maintaining the fine 
chloroplast structure in the state of photosynthetic activity during 
UV-irradiation It  IS suggested that unlike medium waves 
(h=300-320 mfi) short waves (X=240-260 mfi) do not play a 
constructive part, and that the evolution of the photosynthetic 
apparatus is not related to the utilization of UV-rays Medium UV-rays 
can promote the biosynthesis and participate in the photosynthesis 
of lower and higher plants 
A69430002 
M E C H A N I S M  OF ST IMULATION OF SEMICIRCULAR 
CANALS UNDER CONDITIONS OF MAN'S ROTATION IN 
TWO MUTUALLY PERPENDICULAR PLANES [MEKHAE IZM 
RAZDRAZHENIIA POLUKRUZHNYKH KANALOV PRI  
VRASHCHENII CHELOVEKA V DVUKH VZAIMNO PERPEN- 
DIKULIARNYKH PLOSKOSTIAKH]. 
F A Solodovnik. L M Vorob'ev, and G F Khlebnikov 
lzvestiia Akademii Nauk SSSR. Seriia Biologicheskaia. no 1, 
Jan -Feb 1968, p 78188 18  refs In Russian 
Conditions were studied for stimulation of semicircular canals 
when men were rotated in two mutually perpendicular planes The 
rotation was carried out in a rotating arm-chair involving inclination 
and straightening of the subject's head It was established that 
Coriolis acceleration which develops in the course of rotation 
associated with simultaneous movement of the subject's head along 
the radius. not changing the plane of spacing of semicircular canals, 
failed to produce an inertial shtft of endolymph The Stimulation of 
semicircular canals developed during rotation accompanied by 
simultaneous turning of subject's head (in the plane perpendicular 
to the plane of  rotation) when a pair of Coriolis forces were 
manifested and applied to  opposite points of  the canal The 
stimulation rate of semicircular canals by Coriolis acceleration in the 
course of rotation with head inclined depended on the rate of 
rotating the arm-chair and the angular rate of the bended head This 
position is of significance to suppress rocking under conditions of 
space flights The astronaut ought to  move his head translationally, 
without rotating in a sagittal plane, when performing labor 
operations in a rotating space craft 
A69-80003 
PECULIAR FEATURES OF MAN'S  SLEEP UNDER 
CONDITIONS OF CONTINUOUS, PROTRACTED EFFECT OF 
BROAD-BAND NOISE OF AVERAGE INTENSITY 
[OSOBENNOSTI S N A  CHELOVEKA V USLOVIIAKH 
NEPRERYVNOGO OLITEL'NOGO VOZDEISTVIIA SHIROKO- 
POLOSNOGO SHUMA SREDNEI INTENSIVNOSTI]. 
V I Miasnikov. 0 P Kozerenko. I IA lakovleva. E I Matsnev, 
I P Lebedeva. V N Nesterenko. and E 2 Tambiev (USSR. Min 
of Health, lnst of Medico-Biol Problems. Moscow) 
Izvestiia Akademii Nauk SSSR, Sertta Biologicheskaia, no 1, 
Jan -Feb 1968, p 89-98 3 6  refs in  Russian 
Man's protracted stay in a noisy environment may lead t o  
disturbance of the quality of his sleep This is manifested in the 
difficulty he encounters while falling asleep. in superficial sleep 
with frequent awakenings. and also in the increase of disordered 
functions of the acoustic analyzer (screening thresholds, acoustic 
adaptation) Obtained data revealed some aspects of physiologic 
mechanisms comprising the very basis of unpleasant sensations in 
cosmonauts during space flights which are connected with noise 
In the course of choosing subjects for special tasks it is advisable 
to pay attention to the adaptive capacity of the acoustic organ and 
sleeping features of subjects under conditions o f  a noisy 
environment 
A69-80004 
EFFECT OF BETA-MERCAPTOPROPYLAMINE O N  THE 
INDUCTION OF THE PHAGE YIELD OF E COLl K-12 
GAMMA LYSOGENIC CULTURE STUDIES ON BOARD THE 
VOSTOK-5 AND VOSTOK-6 SPACECRAFT [ISSLEDOVANIE 
DEI STVl I A B ETA-M ER KAPTO PR OPI LAM I N  A N A IN DU KT- 
S l l U  FAGOPRODUKTSII LlZOGENNOl KUL'TURY E COLl 
K - I 2  GAMMA V EKSPERIMENTAKH N A  KOSMICHESKIKH 
KORABLIAKH VOSTOK-5 I VOSTOK-61 
N I Rybakov. V A Kozlov. E D Aniskin. and A V Kolobov 
lzvestita Akademii Nauk SSSR, Seriia Btologicheskaia. no 1 ~ 
Jan -Feb 1968. p 123-126 13 refs In Russian 
Laboratory and flight experiments carried out on board 
the Vostok-5 and Vostok-6 spacecraft revealed a similar regularity in 
the inhibitory effect of 6-mercaptopropylamine on the development 
of the induced phage of E colt K - I 2  h lysogenic bacteria 
A69-80005 
EFFECT OF SPACE FLIGHT ENVIRONMENT O N  SEEDS 
OF HIGHER PLANTS FLOWN O N  BOARD COSMOS-I10 
[VLI IANIE USLOVII  KOSMICHESKOGO POLETA N A  
KORABLE-SPUTNIKE KOSMOS-110 N A  SEMENA 
NE KOTORY KH VYSSHl KH RASTENII]. 
N L Delone. E M Morozova. V V Antipov, G P Parfenov, A 
S Trusova, and Z I Ukstina 
lzvesttia Akademii Nauk SSSR. Seriia Biologicheskaia, no 1, 
Jan -Feb 1968. p 126-1 29 8 refs In Russian 
Air-dry seeds of some higher plants were placed in the 
Cosmos-I 10  cabin After the recovery the seeds were grown to- 
gether with controls and physiological and cytological stud<es were 
carried out The test seeds showed physiological changes during 
their germination and disturbances in  their hereditary structures 
A69-80006 
NITROGEN-CONTAINING C O M P O U N D S  O F  S O M E  
B L U E- G RE EN [AZO TS 0 D E R Z H AS H C H I E 
SOEDlNENllA NEKOTORYKH SINEZELENYKH VODO- 
ROSLEI]. 
G N Rzhanova (USSR, Acad of Sci , lnst of Microbiol , Moscow) 
lzvesttta Akademit Nauk SSSR,  Serita Biologtcheskaia, no 1. 
Jan -Feb 1968, p 143-149 7 refs In Russian 
By applying the method of ion exchange chromatography in 
an automatic amino acid analyzer the author determined the content 
and composition of 1 7  amino acids in the following blue-green 
algae Masttgocladus laminosus, Nostoc muscorum, Phormtdium 
ALGA E 
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uncinatum and Lyngbya aestuarii The total nitrogen amounted to 
6 5 to 7 5% in the examined species Amino acids comprised 3 0  
to 35% of the algae organic substance The nitrogen of amino 
acids made up 6 0  to 65% of the total nitrogen All the investigated 
species were distinguished by a high content of basic amino acids 
(lysine. histidine. arginine). these amino acids made up 25  to 35% 
of the total amount of amino acids A high content of dicarboxylic 
amino acids. alanine. glycine. valine was found N muscorum and 
L aestuani grown in nitrate nitrogen revealed an especially high 
content of asparagine acid. glutamic acid, glycine, alanine as 
compared to the nitrogen-fixating M laminosus and N muscorum 
species Cultures differ very little in the content of basic amino 
acids except in the case of N muscorum which showed a much 
lesser content of arginine 
A69-80007 
ENDOCRINOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF EXPOSURE TO HIGH 
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE. 
K J Collins and J S Weiner (MRC. Environ Physiol Res Unit, 
London School of Hyg and Trop Med, London. Great Britain) 
Physiological Reviews, vol 48, Oct 1968, p 785 8 3 9  453 refs 
The pattern of endocrine involvement in the physiological 
adjustments of homeotherms exposed to  high-temperature 
conditions has been examined A number of recent studies have 
contributed important information by the direct measurement of 
blood hormone levels and turnover Two main aspects emerge as 
being reasonably well understood One is the neurohypophysical 
and adrenocortical control of water and electrolyte balance The 
second concerns the level of thermogenesis that is related to the 
severity of the heat stress and involves hormones of the 
pituitary-adrenal-thyroid system Moderate or gradual heating appears 
to  be associated with a reduced output of these hormones and a 
suppression of thermogenesis whereas intense heating stimulates 
pituitary-adrenal and pituitary-thyroid activity accompanied by an 
increase in metabolic activity The evidence supporting these 
patterns of endocrine response may be briefly summarized (1) 
Thyroid activity as measured by 1311 uptake and release as well 
as by histological changes is generally found to be lower in a wide 
variety of experimental animals exposed to moderately warm 
( 2 7 3 4 ° C  1 conditions This hormonally controlled depression of 
metabolism may be of biological significance for survival in hot 
climates (2) There is no adequate proof that the suppression of 
calorigenesis during mild heat exposure involves a reduction in 
adrenal medullary activity as it does in thyroid activity (3) Judged 
by the urinary excretion of adrenal corticosteroid metabolites. it 
appears that glucocorticoid secretion remains unchanged or may be 
reduced in hot environments (4) In man, aldosterone participates 
in the regulation of renal and sweat-gland losses of salt during 
exposure to heat Urinary aldosterone levels increase in  the heat. 
especially if large salt losses have been incurred The action of 
aldosterone on the eccrine sweat glands of man contributes largely 
to the reestablishment of salt balance after sweating but the time 
course of response differs from that of the kidney (5) Exposure 
to high temperatures is accompanied by a decrease in urine 
volume, initially as the result of a reduced renal plasma flow (6) 
The hypothalamus exerts a central influence on thermoregulatory 
processes and in the stress response, food and water intake. 
osmoregulation, growth. and reproduction The evidence for 
hypothalamic control and integration of these functions in hot 
conditions is discussed in relation to their neural and endocrine 
basis 
A69-80008 
PROTECTION AGAINST WHOLE BODY X-IRRADIATION 
BY ADRENOCHROME MONOGUANYLHYDRAZONE 
METANESULPHONATE IN MICE. 
Tsutomu Sugahara and Tomizo Tanaka (Kyoto U ,  Fac of Med , 
Dept of Exptl Radio1 , Japan1 
Nature,vol 220. Oct 19, 1968.p 271-272 
The protective effect of adrenochrome rnonoguanylhydrazone 
methanesulphonate against whole body x-ray irradiation of mice 
was investigated The results indicated that the compound has a 
definite protective effect even at very low doses, far below the toxic 
level, and its future applicability to  human beings seems promisirg 
A69-80009 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF HYPOXIA 
AND HYPEROXIA ON GLYCEMIA [ETUDE EXPERIMENTALE 
DES EFFETS DE L'HYPOXIE ET DE L'HYPEROXIE SUR LA 
GLYCEM I E]. 
Pierre Michel Pingannaud and Philippe Cochin 
Revue de MQdecine A6ronautique et Spatiale, vol 7, no 26, 1968. 
p 81-85 9 refs In French 
The effects of hypoxia and hyperoxia on glycemia were 
studied in seven rabbits in two series of experiments The animals 
were exposed to hypoxia and hyperoxia (97-99% oxygen) for one 
hr , while the blood sugar level was recoraed continuously The 
preliminary results showed an occurrence of rapid changes in sugar 
metabolism and sharp and repeated variations in the blood sugar 
level Hyperglycemia with variations of 2 1 0  cg /I in two min 
could be observed during hyperoxia In hypoxia no marked changes 
occurred after one hr exposure, but by prolonging the exposure 
time some differences were recorded On the whole the results 
lacked uniformity and further studies on humans were buggested 
A69-80010 
EVALUATION OF THE PERCEPTUAL LOAD BASED ON 
THE VARIATIONS OF THE HEART RATE APPLICATION 
PERCEPTIVE PAR LA VARlABlLlTE D U  RYTHME 
CARDIAQUE APPLICATION A UNE TACHE DE PILOTAGE]. 
R Auffret H Seris A Berthoz and B Fatras (Centre d Essais en 
Vol. Lab de Mbd Agrospatiale BrBtigny-sur-Orge, France) 
Revue de Mbdicine A h ~ n a u t i q u e  t Spatiale, vol 7, no 26. 1968. 
p 8 7 2 9  14refs In French 
Pilot task workloads were correlated with the variation of 
the cardiac rhythms Two series of tests were carried out inflight 
during scanning of a device for instrumental landing and on the 
ground in  the course of a compensatory tracking task The 
inflight tests consisted of takeoff. circling around the airfield. initial 
approach, simulated landing procedures and resumption of flight 
During the tests the pilot's electrocardiogram. the flying control 
operations. and all the measures rAlated to  the position and 
movements of the aircraft were recorded, simultaneously On the 
ground the recording of the aircraft parameters were replaced by 
the errors and answers of the subject during the performance of 
the tracking task, the palpebral movements were also recorded 
The analysis of the data obtained showed a correlation between the 
psychomotor workload and the cardiac arrhythmias The measure 
of the instantaneous heart rate variability seemed B useful criterion 
in the evaluation of workload or the detection of the workload 
variations in the course of a predominantly perceptual task, for it 
fluctuated in relationship to the work load even when no heart rate 
variations occurred 
A69-80011 
STATISTICAL REPORT ON THE GENERAL PATHOLOGY OF 
CIVIL AVIATION PERSONNEL [RAPPORT STATISTIQUE 
SUR LA PATHOLOGIE GENERALE D U  PERSONNEL 
NAVIGANT DE L'AVIATION CIVILE]. 
J Raboutet. J Salvagniac, R Quemerc'h, M -J Nicolas, and R 
C a m  
Revue de Mhdecine Akonautigue et  Spatiale, vol 7. no 26, 1968, 
p 90-93 In French 
A statistical survey was presented on the frequency of existing 
pathological defects among the civil aviation flight personnel 
(airplane and helicopter pilots and technical aircrew 222 subjects) 
leading to  permanent grounding The study covered a period of 12  
TO A PILOT TASK [APPRECIATION DE LA CHARGE 
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yr ,  from 1955 through 1966 The permanent medical grounding 
rate was found to  be on the whole relatively small ( 4  5%). and 
cardiovascular diseases accounted for the highest rate. almost a 
third of the medical reasons The highest amount of disability was 
in the 46 to 50 yr group, and in this age range the rate of removal 
from flying for cardiovascular diseases reached 36% of the disability 
cases It was concluded that after the age of 45, routine flying 
personnel examinations should be oriented toward the detection of 
cardiovascular disorders and their most frequent cause, 
atherosclerosis 
A69-80012 
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HEAT STRESS. 2. 
IN IT IAT ION OF SWEATING [LES EFFECTS 
PHYSIOLOGIQUES D’UN CHOC THERMIQUE. I I .  
DECLENCHEMENT DE LA SUDATION]. 
Jean Colin. Y Houdas, J Timbal, and C Boutelier (Centre d’Essais 
en Vol. Lab de Mbd AQrospatiale. BrQtigny-sur-Orge, France) 
Revue de Mbdecine Abronautique et  Spatiale, vol 7, no 26. 1968. 
p 95-103 47  refs In French 
The sweating response to heat stress was studied in 14  male 
and one female subject, their body weight and body temperature 
(cutaneous. rectal. buccal, and tympanic) were monitored 
continuously during the experiments It was found that the sweating 
was initiated by the conjugated effect of cutaneous and central 
thermoreceptors An average temperature threshold existed in most 
of the subjects and this threshold was reached in a subject after 
a storage of heating of constant value The storage of heat 
accounted for the time lag in the sweating response and could be 
calculated when the thermal load was known In some subjects 
the almost instantaneous initiation of sweating was assumed to  be 
due to either a higher sensitivity of the thermoregulatory centers 
controlling the heat loss, the sweating response mechanism 
remaining the same, or the prevailing effect of cutaneous 
thermoreceptors capable of stimulating alone, the hypothalmic 
thermoregulatory center 
A69-80013 
TRANSPORTATION OF THE SICK AND THE WOUNDED BY 
COMMERCIAL AIRLINES [LE TRANSPORT DES MALADES 
ET DES BLESSES SUR LES AVIONS D E  LlGNE 
REGULIERS]. 
Poisvert. Cara. Lafontaine. and Courillon (Serv M i d  Central d’Air 
France and Groupe Hosp Necker-Enfants Malades, Dept 
dAnesth8siol , Paris. France) 
Revue de Mbdecine Abronautique et Spatiale, vol 7. no 26. 
1968, p 104-106 In French 
The medical services of  Air France with the collaboration 
of the Department of Anesthesiology of the Necker Hospital in 
Paris. have organized and developed an intensive care unit for rapid 
evacuation of acutely sick or seriously injured patients to specialized 
hospitals It can be installed rapidly aboard regular commercial 
aircraft (Boeing. Caravelle) in the passenger cabin These services 
have been in use in France for four yr The duties of the staff and 
the medical equipment used are described and discussed Three 
case histories of successful long distance aero-medical evacuations 
are included 
A69-80014 
RHYTHMS OF THE RECTAL TEMPERATURE I N  FREE-RUN 
CONDITIONS [LE RYTHME DE LA TEMPERATURE 
RECTALE EN LIBRE COURS]. 
J Timbal. J Colin. C Boutelier. Y Houdas, and M Siffre 
Revue de M6decine Ahronautique et Spatiale, vol 7. no 26. 1968, 
p 107-1 1 4  37refs In French 
The variations of the rectal temperature rhythms were studied 
in a 23 yr old man during six mo confinement in an underground 
cave under free-run conditions (lack of ttme cues) The subject’s 
normal circadian cycles were recorded prior to the confinement and 
served as controls The findings showed a remarkable continuity 
in the rectal temperature of the circadian rhythm during the whole 
confinement period The period of the circadian rhythm of the 
rectal temperature increased gradually. reaching 2 4  hr 47 min 
during the last four mo Another interesting observation was that 
the rectal temperature maintained a stable circadian rhythm over 
long periods of time despite marked day to day variations This 
partial lability of the thermal rhythm was explained as in the case 
of an inversion of the activity cycles such as night work with the 
reversal of the rectal temperature curve occurring In case of an 
increase of 2 hr 3 0  min in the cycle. five days would be needed for 
the temperature cycles to eliminate all variance existing between 
the internal cycle and the external synchronizers 
A69-80015 
RELATIONS BETWEEN THE ACTIVITY CYCLE AND THE 
RECTAL TEMPERATURE R H Y T H M  I N  FREE-RUN 
CONDITIONS [RELATIONS ENTRE LE RHYME D’ACTIVITE 
ET LE RYTHME DE LA TEMPERATURE RECTALE EN LIBRE 
COURS]. 
J Colin J Timbal. C Boutelier. Y Houdas, and M Siffre 
Revue de Mbdecine Akonautique et Spatiale. vol 7, no 26, 1968, 
p 11 5-120 7 refs In French 
The activity cycle. based on the time period separating 
two arousals, and the rhythm of the rectal temperature of a subject 
in free-run (lack of time cues) were compared and discussed The 
observation showed that the activity cycle rhythm influenced the 
rectal temperature only over a short period of time Nonetheless 
the presence of a basic period of activity identical to that of the 
rectal temperature and the position of the peak rectal temperature 
showed a close relationship between the two phenomena The time 
estimation by the subject differed significantly from the actual 
amount of time but was always a multiple of the circadian activity 
period It was inferred that the circadian rhythm of the rectal 
temperature was independent of the activity cycle 
A69-80016 
SUBJECTIVE A N D  OBJECTIVE RESPONSES TO 
DISRUPTIONS I N  THE CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS DURING 
LONG DISTANCE COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS EAST-WEST AND 
VICE-VERSA [LES REACTIONS SUBJECTIVES ET 
OBJECTIVES AUX RUPTURES DES RYTHMES ClRCADlENS 
LORS DES VOLS COMMERCIAUX LONGS-COURRIERS 
EST-OUEST ET VICE-VERSA]. 
J Lavernhe, E Lafontaine. and J Pasquet (Serv Med d Air France, 
Paris. France) 
Revue de Mbdecine Abronautique et Spatiale. vol 7. no 26, 1968, 
p 121 -123 6 refs In French 
A survey was presented on pertinent French and American 
literature on the disruption of circadian periodicity and the subiective 
effects resulting from rapid translocation through many time 
zones The results of these different studies showed a remarkable 
agreement A rapid translocation through seven time zones required 
four to five days for completion of the phase shift Return back 
to the environment of origin also effected a shift of phase but 
required less time for completion Increase in subjective fatigue 
occurred during the primary period of transition and following 
return to the environment of origin. but significant impairments of 
psychological performance were produced only by East-West flights 
Compared to the time lag of the physiological phase shift. the 
duration of subjective fatigue was very short 
A69-80017 
PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE CIRCADIAN 
RHYTHMS [ASPECTS PHYSIOLOG I QU ES DES RHTH MES 
61 RCADIENS]. 
A Morali-Daninos and F Cerf 
Revue de Mbdecine Abronatique et Spatiale, vol 7. no 26, 1968, 
p 124-126 In French 
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A general discussion on  the physiological and 
neuropsychological aspects of circadian rhythms was presented The 
occurrence of phase shifts during intercontinental flights was also 
mentioned 
A69-80018 
BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS (REVIEW OF S O M E  RECENT 
DATA) (RYTHMES BIOLOGIQUES (RAPPEL DE QUELQUES 
DONNEES RECENTES)]. 
Alain Reinberg (C N R S , Lab de Physiol , Paris. France) 
Revue de Mhdecine Abonautique et  Spatiale. vol 7. no 26, 1968. 
p 127-130 5 9  refs In French 
A survey of the problems and progress in  the studies of 
biological rhythms in man. animals and plants based on pertinent 
literature published during the last ten yr was presented and 
reviewed 
A69-80019 
SPINAL FRACTURES IN HELICOPTER ACCIDENTS (BASED 
ON 25 CASES) [LES FRACTURES D U  RACHIS DANS LES 
ACCIDENTS D'HELICOPTERES (A PROPOS DE 25 CAS)]. 
R P Delahaye. R Carre. R Auffret. and Farand (Centre d'Essais 
en Vol. Lab de MQd Abrospatiale. Bretigny-sur-Orge. France) 
Revue de Mbdecine ABronautique et  Spatiale, vol 7. no 26, 1968, 
p 131-133 5 refs In French 
A statistical survey on the frequency of spinal fractures 
in helicopter crashes was presented The study was based on 
recent data (1961-1966) made available by the French Armed 
Forces Five case histories were included The localization and 
pathogenesis of the fractures were studied and discussed 
A69-80020 
PERIODIC PHENOMENON I N  FIGURAL PERCEPTION 
[UBER ElNlGE PERIODISCHE VORGANGE I N  DER 
FIGURALWAHRNEHMUNG]. 
Michael Stadler and Heiner Erke (Miinster. U , Physiol lnst, West 
Germany) 
Vision Research, vol 8.  Aug 1968. p 1081-1092 58 refs In 
German 
The fact that periodic fluctuations in perception are observed 
under certain boundary conditions. e g appearance and 
disappearance of contours in the threshold domain (so called 
fluctuations of attention) or the permanent reversals of the 
figure-ground relation in ambiguous figures (inversion figures) gave 
rise to the equation whether such periodic-rhythmic behaviour may 
also be proved for simple figures during prolonged observation Ten 
subjects were presented circles and squares in the left half of the 
visual field for 200  sec , on the right side the corresponding figures 
were shown for comparison in intervals of 2 5 sec Statistically 
secured periodic fluctuations of magnitude with amplitude between 
3 and 9% of the actual figure size were obtained By serial 
correlation the mean oscillation periods were established between 
7 5 and 12 5 sec. a value that corresponds to a large degree to 
those found with inversion figures and attention fluctuations The 
periodic fluctuations of attention are brought into connection with 
macrorhythmical potential fluctuations in the electroencephalogram 
A69-80021 
THE ROLE OF THE PUPIL I N  THE DISABILITY GLARE 
M EAS U REM E NTS. 
H A W Schober (Munich, U , lnst of Med Optics. West Germany) 
and G A Fry (Ohio State U , Coll of Optometry, Columbus) 
Vision Research. vol 8. Aug 1968. p 1107-1 122 17 refs 
The effect of a peripheral glare source on the perception of fine 
detail at the center of the field of view has been investigated by 
using artificial pupils to  control the beams of light entering the eye 
One of the ways in which a peripheral glare source can improve 
central vision is by restricting the pupil and thereby reducing the 
blur This effect can be accentuated by covering the retina with 
a patch of veiling illuminance. which masks the effect of stray light 
produced by the flare source Geldard had found that when an 
artificial pupil is used, a peripheral glare source improves the 
detection of a brightness difference between the two halves of a 
bipartite test object centered on the line of sight This effect 
disappears when both the glare beam and the test beam are narrow 
and are made to  pass through the center of the pupil This 
eliminates the need for proposing a mechanism of retinal interaction 
involving large distances across the retina One can now concentrate 
on retinal interactions which involve short distances across the 
retina such as summation, simultaneous contrast. metacontrast. and 
interaction between adjacent borders 
A69-80022 
M O T I O N  A N D  TEXTURE AS SOURCES OF SLANT 
INFORMATION. 
Myron L Braunstein (Calif, U , Irvine) 
Journal of Experimental Psychology, vol 78. Oct 1968. p 
247-253 9 refs 
Grant NSF GB 5545. 
Computer-generated motion pictures of random dot patterns 
on slanted planes translating along a horizontal axis were displayed 
to 40 subjects The displays included combinations of four levels 
of texture gradients. corresponding to 0". 20"  40" and 60' slants, 
and five levels of velocity gradients. 0". 40". 60". and no motion 
Subjects were instructed to tilt a clear plastic plane to  the same 
angle as the displayed plane Slant judgments were predictable 
from a combination of the gradients. with greater weight given to 
velocity information The relationship of the findings to gradient 
and perspective interpretations of slant perception was discussed 
A69-80023 
ASSOCIATIVE REACTION TIME, MEANINGFULNESS, AND 
PRESENTATION RATE IN PAIRED-ASSOCIATE LEARNING. 
Ronald Ley (N Y , State U , Albany) 
Journal of Experimental Psychology, vol 78, Oct 1968, p 
285-291 16 refs N Y , State U supported research 
Sixty undergraduate students learned a list of eight paired 
associates in a factorial design with four pairs composed of 
short-latency associative reaction time (RT) response terms and four 
pairs with long-latency RT terms Two of the four response terms 
of each group were low-meaningfulness trigrams and two were 
high-meaningfulness trigrams The list was learned by three groups 
of subjects under 2.. 4-. or 8-sec presentation rate Consonant 
with the predictions of the study. the trigrams of short RT were 
learned faster than the trigrams of long RT and the effect of RT 
was most pronounced under the shortest presentation rate Fewer 
trials were required to  learn highmeaningfulness trigrams than 
low-meaningfulness trigrams and the learning rate was faster the 
longer the presentation rate but total time to learn did not vary with 
presentation rate Significant interactions suggested that the effect 
of RT was limited to low-meaningfulness trigrams 
A69-80024 
PERCEPTION OF SLANT W H E N  PERSPECTIVE A N D  
STEREOPSIS CONFLICT: EXPERIMENTS W I T H  
ANlSElKONlC LENSES. 
B J Gillam (N Y State Dept of Mental Hyg, Biometrics Res, 
New York) 
Journal of Experimental Psychology, vol 78. Oct 1968, p 
2 9 9 3 0 5  1Orefs 
Aniseikonic lenses change disparities such that perspective 
and stereoscopic slant cues are in conflict Subjects viewing 
binocularly through aniseikonic lenses were required to  judge the 
slant of each of a set of surfaces providing perspective slant cues 
60 
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An adjustment method was used to record slant judgments In 
general, reliable compromise responses between the conflicting cues 
were obtained although some subjects suppressed perspective cues 
almost completely Response to stereoscopic cues was greatest for 
perspective patterns which were found to provide ineffective slant 
cues in monocular vision 
complex effects occurred during increasing accelerations Aftereffects 
and autokinetic effect were also observed Current theory of 
vestibular function is considered in the light of these results 
A69-80025 
MASKING PHENOMENA A N D  TIME-INTENSITY 
RECIPROCITY FOR FORM. 
Donald L Schurman, Charles W Eriksen (Ill, U , Urbana). and John 
Rohrbaugh 
Journal of Experimental Psychology, vol 78. Oct 1968, p 
3 1 0 3 1 7  16refs 
Grants PHS MH-1206, PHS K6-MH-22,014. and NSFGY 2538 
While temporal summation for brightness has been found 
to  be independent of the distribution of energy within the 
critical duration. there is some question as to whether the same 
conclusion holds for temporal Summation in form perception 
Backward and forward masking experiments have failed to  show a 
critical duration for form which suggests that interruption in the 
energy presentation impairs temporal integration Exp I failed to 
find a critical duration for form when light energy was presented 
in 1 0  pplses separated by intervals (IPls) varying from 2 to  48 
msec Form identification appeared to be a monotonic decreasing 
function of pulse-train duration (PTD) even when the PTDs were 
less than 100 msec Exp II replicated Exp I in part and in addition 
found that form identification was significantly poorer at all PTDs 
for two longer light pulses separated by a single dark interval than 
for 10 pulses separated by nine shorter dark lPls 
A69-80026 
REACTION TIME FOR NUMERICAL CODING AND NAMING 
OF NUMERALS. 
James D Windes (Ariz , U ,Tucson) 
Journal of Experimental Psychology, vol 78.  Oct 1968. p 
31 8 3 2 2  9 refs 
Grant NSF GB 3955 
Reaction times (RT) for two different identification tasks, 
numeral naming and quantity naming. were compared in two 
experiments Exp I used single Arabic numerals for the numeral 
naming task and corresponding amounts of arbitrary figures for the 
quantity-naming task Exp I I  used the same Arabic numerals in 
different corresponding amounts for both tasks Eighteen subjects 
served in each experiment, nine under one task condition and nine 
under the other Exp I showed an insignificant difference between 
the two tasks Exp II showed that RT was slower for naming the 
different quantities of numerals than for naming the numerals 
themselves. even when the stimuli and naming responses were 
identical An interpretation in terms of identification- task conflict. 
as distinct from response conflict. is presented 
prior interference (PI) there was no difference as a function of 
A69-80027 anxiety level As PI developed, the LA group recalled significantly 
more items than the HA group However, the superiority of the LA 
DURING AND INCREASING* group was not related to the absolute amount of PI Rehearsal 
CONSTANT, AND ZERO ANGULAR ACCELERATION. activity (I e ,  digit recitation) increased and short-term memory 
Brant Clark and John Stewart (NASA, Ames Res Center* decreased as PI developed It was concluded that individual 
differences. such as anxiety, influence the course of short-term Moffett Field. Calif) 
Journal of Experimental Psychology, vol 78. Oct 1968. p memory 
3 2 9 3 3 9  24 refs 
Velocity of rotation was observed by 10 subjects in  a rotating 
simulator during and following accelerations about a vertical axis TACHISTOSCOPIC RECOGNITION THRESHOLDS AS A 
which varied between 5" to 1.5'/sec.2 and 006  to O3O"/sec 3 
and continued for two to three min Trials with 0 acceleration were 
also included Magnitude estimates of velocity of rotation increased 
and then declined during the constant accelerations. while more 
OF 
A69-80031 
FUNCTION OF AROUSAL LEVEL. 
Gary W R Patton (Tufts U.. Medford, Mass ) 
Journal of Experimental Psychology, vol 78,  Oct 1968, p 
3 5 4 3 5 6  5 refs 
A69-80028 
EFFECT OF EAR STIMULATED ON REACTION TIME AND 
MOVEMENT TIME. 
J Richard Simon 
Journal of Experimental Psychology, vol 78. Oct 1968. p 
3 4 4 3 4 6  
In a unimanual choice reaction time (RT) task, subjects 
moved a control handle to the right or left from the midline of the 
body in response to  monaural verbal commands of "right" or "left" 
which were presented to the right or left ear Both RT and 
movement time MT were significantly faster when the content of 
the command corresponded to  the ear stimulated than when it did 
not. I e .  the time required to initiate and execute the movement 
was affected by a cue irrelevant to the task it5elf. the ear in which 
the command was heard RT was faster for abductive movements 
toward the side of the responding member whereas MT [for the 
right hand) was faster when movements were directed toward the 
opposite arm 
A69-80029 
READAPTATION A N D  DECAY AFTER EXPOSURE TO 
OPTICAL TILT. 
Sheldon M Ebenholtz (Wis , U , Madison) 
Journal of Experimental Psychology, vol 78. Oct 1968. p 
350-3 5 1 
Grant NlMH MH-13006-02 
In Exp I 1 6  subjects were exposed initially to a 15" optical 
tilt (T) for a one-half hr period During the second one-half hr 
interval eight sub!ects (Group 0)  viewed the normal environment 
without prisms and with both eyes open The remaining eight 
subjects (Group C) were guided over the same path as those of 
Group 0. but with both eyes covered by blindfolds Exp I I  differed 
in that T was 30" and the transfer period for subjects of Group 
0 required monocular observation with T a t  0" In both experiments 
Group 0 readapted to the normal environment at about the same 
rate as during initial adaptation Group C exhibited decay of 
adaptation but at a rate significantly slower than that of readaptation 
A69-80030 
EFFECTS OF ANXIETY A N D  INTERFERENCE O N  
SHORT-TERM MEMORY. 
John G Borkowski (Notre Dame, U ,  I nd )  and Thomas Mann 
(Oberlin Coll ,Ohio) 
Journal of Experimental Psychology, vol. 78. Oct 1968, p 
3 5 2 3 5 4  9refs 
Short-term recall for high- (HA) and low-anxious (LA) subjects 
was compared using a single-item technique designed to produce 
inter-item competition between six consecutive CCCCs and to evoke 
situational anxiety Results indicated that in  the absence of specific. 
61 
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This experiment attempted to  test the hypothesis that 
recognition thresholds are related to autonomic activity in the 
curvilinear manner According to this hypothesis, lowest thresholds are 
associated with moderate sympathetic nervous system excitation. 
while higher thresholds are linked with either low or high extremes 
of sympathetic activity To test this proposition. tachistoscopic 
recognition thresholds for four-digit numbers were determined for 2 4  
male subjects during counterbalanced minimal, moderate. and high 
states of sympathetic excitation Recognition thresholds were found 
to be significantly higher during the high levels of autonomic 
activity than during the minimal or moderate autonomic arousal 
conditions When allowance was made for the fact that no truly low 
arousal state was achieved in this experiment. the data were 
explicable in terms of the predicted curvilinear relationship 
A69-80032 
A 24-HOUR RHYTHM I N  SERUM COPPER A N D  
MANGANESE LEVELS OF N O R M A L  A N D  ADRENAL 
MEDULLECTOMIZED ADULT MALE RATS. 
L E Scheving. J E Pauly, E L Kanabrocki, and E Kaplan (La 
State U ,  Med School, Depts of Anat. New Orleans, Ark, U ,  
Med School Little Rock, and Veterans Admin Hosp, Radioisotope 
Serv, Hines, 1 1 1  
Texas Reports on Biology and Medicine, vol 26. Fall 1968, 
p 341-347 10refs 
Grant PHS 4659 
In normal and adrenal medullectomized adult male rats, 
maintained under rigidly standardized conditions which included a 
light-dark cycle (light. 0600 to 1800). a 24  hr rhythm in the 
fluctuation of serum copper and manganese was seen The daily 
variation for copper in normal animals was 100% and for 
experimental animals i t  was 32% A similar comparison for 
manganese represented a 157% change in the serum of normal 
animals and a 84% variation in adrenal medullectomized animals 
Adrenal medullectomy modified but did not abolish the rhythms 
This experimental procedure showed a significant increase in 
manganese values when the overall 2 4  hr mean values for normal 
and experimental animals were compared A similar comparison of 
copper levels revealed no difference between normal and adrenal 
medullectomized animals 
A6940033 
MODEL FOR VISUAL LUMINANCE DISCRIMINATION AND 
FLICKER DETECTION. 
George Sperling and Man Mohan Sondhi (Bell Telephone Labs, 
Inc , Murray Hill, N J ) 
Journal of the Optical Society of America, vol 58, Aug 1968. 
p 1133-1 145 53 refs 
A model for vision is proposed Its basic units are RC 
stages whose time constants, in three instances. are parametrically 
controlled The requirements of compressing the dynamic range of 
the input and of fitting luminance pulse-detection data suffice to 
determine the arrangement and parameters of the components 
This model accurately predicts the psychophysical results of flicker 
detection (Delange characteristics at above 10 Hz ), the FerV-Porter 
and Weber laws in the ranges where they apply, the effects of light 
adaptation. and it accounts for individual differences By considering 
the variable RC stage as an approximate analog of a synaptic 
excitatory process which IS controlled by inhibition. significant 
correspondences are observed between the internal connectivity of 
the model and the neural connectivity of the retina 
A69-80034 
SELECTIVITIES OF HUMAN VISUAL MECHANISMS FOR 
DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT A N D  CONTOUR 
ORIENTATION. 
R W Sekuler, E L Rubin. and W H Cushman (Northwestern U .  
Evanston, 111 ) 
Journal of the Optical Society of America, vol 58. Aug 1968. 
p 1 146-1 150 9 refs 
Grant NINDB NE-06354 
The luminance threshold for horizontal contours which move 
upward is raised by prior exposure of any of wide range of different 
directions of movement The threshold for a stationary grating of 
horizontal bars is raised only by exposure of similarly oriented 
bars It is also found that sens to changes in orientation of 
a stationary grating is greater than sensitivity to  changes in the 
direction in which a grating moves It is proposed that the 
interactions between pre-exposed adapting stimuli and the stimuli 
for which thresholds are determined reflect the orientation and 
direction selectivities of the underlying mechanisms 
A69-80035 
CYTOMETRICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF NEU ROCYTES 
NUCLE! IN THE BRAINS OF NEONATAL RATS EXPOSED 
TO X-RAY IRRADIATION DURING VARIOUS PERIODS OF 
FETAL LIFE. 
0 Mularek (Med Acad , Dept of Neurol , Pozah, Poland) 
Radiobiologia Radmtherapia, vol 9. no 4. 1968, p 4 9 5 4 9 9  
12 refs 
The planimetrical measurements of the cross-sectional surface 
area of 2,400 nervous cell nuclei observed in the brain cortex, 
hippocampus. and in cerebellar cortex were carried out The 
measurements dealt with brains of newborn rats which were X-ray 
irradiated during fetal life on 6 5th 9 5th or 18 5th day using the 
single dose of 250 r or on 9 5th day 150 r In all investigated 
cell nuclei the decrease of the cross-sectional surface area as 
compared with control material was found Largest decrease of 
nuclear size was observed in the brain cortex of the rats which were 
irradiated on 9 5th day of fetal life Smaller changes were found 
in the experimental group irradiated on 6 5th day of prenatal 
development In the newborn rats irradiated on 18 5th day of 
pregnancy. which showed smallest deviations from the normal 
nuclear size. most sensitive appeared to be Purkinje cells of the 
cerebellum 
A69-80036 
PYRIDINE NUCLEOTIDE CONTENT I N  RAT LIVER 
M l T O C  H O N D  RIA AFTER WHOLE-BODY X-l  R R  AD1 ATlON 
WITH 1400 R. 
B Zicha and J Bene5 (Vet Res Center, Prague. Czechoslovakia) 
Radiobrologia Radiotherapra, vol 9. no 4. 1968. p 501-508 
21 refs 
The action of whole-body X-ray irradiation on pyridine nucleo- 
tide content in liver mitochrondria of rats given 1,400 r was stud- 
ied A significant decrease of reduced pyridine coenzymes was 
shown The function ability of isolated mitochrondrial particles in 
different functional states according to previous investigators was 
examined After the irradiation there were no changes by hydrogen 
transport from substrate to pyridine nucleotides, ludged as a redox 
ratio change On the contrary. the elevated oxidation of reduced 
coenzymes was observed even 3 0  min after the exposure with the 
corresponding decrease of NADH + NADPH oxidation 12 hr after 
irradiation These alternative changes correspond to the observed 
initial elevation and secondary depression of oxygen uptake as 
described by other investigators 
A69-80037 
ON THE LOCATION OF A MONOCULARLY SEEN POINT 
OF LIGHT I N  THE VISUAL FIELD OF THE OTHER EYE: 
INVESTIGATIONS O N  LUCHINS'  "HALF VIEWS A N D  
AUTOKINETIC EFFECT" [UBER DIE EINORDNUNG EINES 
62 
A69-80041 
ElNAUGlG GESEHENEN LICHTPUNKTES IN DAS SEHFELD 
DES ANDEREN AUGES: UNTERSUCHUNGEN ZUR 
"AUTOKINETISCHEN" SCHEINBEWEGUNG N A C H  
LUCHINS]. 
Heiner Erke and Heinrich Crabus (Munster I Westf , U I Psychol 
lnst, West Germany) 
Psychologmehe Forschung. vol 32, Aug 22. 1968. p 104-123 
25 refs In German 
Following some observations of previous investigators on 
apparent movement, certain half views were presented to  each eye 
separately One eye always saw a small point of light (E-point) 
against a dark background while the other eye saw a light. structured 
field or various point-configurations against a dark background 
During variation of configurational properties. the monocularly seen 
point of light showed apparent movement It achieved stability only 
when it fused with a point of the configuration Under all different 
configurational conditions only the nearness (especially horizontal) 
of the E-point to the configuration was of importance for the fusion 
of the points The E-point sometimes arrived at a position of rest 
after having moved in the direction of the configuration This 
position seemed not to  depend on the figural conditions of the 
configuration (fusion excepted) The objective distance between 
E-point and configuration were varied Under the condition where 
the E-point reached an unstable position of rest at the free point 
of the configuration, the objective distance between E-point and 
the configuration was measured This distance depended on the 
direction of the visual axes and was always greater than their 
difference The position of the eyes in the dark fluctuated during the 
experiment That eye which was not perceiving the E-point was 
presented an illuminated field The subjects were tested with the 
Maddox rod method (near) The E-point appeared in the illuminated 
field without any perceived movement Thereafter it began to show 
apparent movement The distance between the place were the 
E-point first appeared and its objective position depended on the 
degree of heterophoria or orthophoria of the subjects 
A69-80038 
VARIATION OF THE SUBJECTIVE VERTICAL ON THE 
PARALLELSWING AT DIFFERENT BODY POSITIONS. 
Hermann Schone and Hans-George Mortag (Max-Planck-lnst fur 
Verhaltensphysiol , Seewiesen. West Germany) 
Psychologische Forschung, vol 32. Aug 22. 1968, p 124-1 3 4  
1 4  refs 
Subjects on a horizontally moving parallel swing perceive 
a change of the position of the body of the Subjective Vertical 
(SV) The magnitude of the SV-change was recorded at different 
body positions on the swing The SV-change was smaller when the 
vertex-base head-axis was oriented parallel or close to parallel to 
swing movement than when the vertex-base head axis was oriented 
perpendicular to this movement Perpendicular orientation implies 
either head vertex-up of head vertex-down The results are discussed 
with respect to other findings on the various sensory input systems 
AS9-80039 
PERSONALITY COMPONENTS OF DECISION MAKING. 1. 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DECISION-MAKING BEHAVIOR 
AND INTERFERENCE PRONENESS. IPERSONLICHKEITSS- 
PEZIFISCHE KOMPONENTEN DES ENTSCHEIDUNGSVER- 
HALTENS. 1. BEZIEHUNGEN ZWISCHEN DER INTERFER- 
ENZNEIGUNG UND DEM ENTSCHEIDUNGSVERHALTENJ. 
Robert W Goldsmith (Freien U , Psychol Inst ,  Berlin. East 
Germany) 
Psychologische Forschung. vol 32. Aug 22, 1968, p 135-1 68  
42 refs In German 
Relationships between proneness to perceptual interference and 
decision-making behavior were investigated Sixty-four subjects took 
part in two experiments In one, designed to measure probability 
preferences. success was determined by chance In the other 
success depended upon skill in hitting a ball between two posts 
In the first experiment. high interference (HI) subjects chose lower 
probabilities of success Interpretation of these results was based on 
the assumption that HI are long samplers and LI (low interference 
subjects) short samplers Long sampling was defined as the 
tendency to process information from a wide area as regards 
content. space and time-span The respective sampling tendencies 
were held to induce the subjective probabilities of HI to  be 
displaced toward the middle of the scale, those of LI toward the 
extremes in relation to objective probabilities Hypothetical values 
corresponding to  this conception were inserted in EDWARDS' 
SEU-model Predictions of the model concurred with our results 
Also explainable in terms of sampling were the findings that HI 
differentiated to a lesser degree between the relative difficulty of the 
left and right positions in the ball-hitting tasks and demonstrated 
less intransitivity in decisions containing two aspects of unequal 
subjective importance It could be shown that a wide range of 
results reported in the literature on the interference phenomenon are 
interpretable on the basis of long and short sampling 
A69-80040 
INDEX (LPI) AFTER E. A. MULLER AS CRITERION OF 
PHYSICAL FITNESS [UBER DIE ZUVERLASSIG KEIT DES 
LEISTUNGSPULSINDEX (LPI) NACH E. A. MULLER ALS 
KRlTERl U M  DER KORPERLICHEN LEISTUNGSFAHIGKEIT]. 
Wolfgang Ehrenstein and Wolf Muller-Limmroth (Tech Hochschule. 
lnst fur Arbeitsphysiol , Munich. West Germany) 
Internationale Zeitschrift fur Angewandte Physiologie, vol 26  Sep 
10, 1968.p 189-204 17refs In German 
In two mo 489 capacity-pulse indices (LPI) were run on 
nine women and four men between 20  and 2 8  yr of age Standard 
conditions were observed except for optimum room temperature 
The median values of LPI fluctuated between 2 7 4  and 5 55, the 
standard deviations between &O 25  and &O 50 Standard deviations 
were independent of medial LPI, the 95% reliance ranges of the 
median values from groups of three subsequent LPls each fluctuated 
between 1 8 2 %  and 4 5 4 %  of the respective median value 
from all LPls of one subject A linear increase in pulse frequency 
during the 10 min capacity test was not observed, pulse frequency 
climbs steeper with increasing load In 5 of 13 subjects a significant 
negative correlation between LPI and starting pulse was observed, 
caused in all probability only in part by high room temperatures 
on hot days 
O N  THE RELIABILITY OF THE WORK CAPACITY-PULSE 
A69-80041 
THE RELATION BETWEEN TILT TABLE A N D  
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE AND THEIR DEPENDENCE 
O N  STATURE A N D  PHYSICAL FITNESS [DIE 
ABHANGIGKEIT DER ORTHOSTASE- UND BESCHLEUNI- 
GUNGSTOLERANZ VON KORPERBAU UND LEISTUNGS- 
FAHIGKEIT]. 
K E Klein. F Backhausen, H Bruner. J Eichhorn. D Jovy. J 
Schotte. L Vogt. and H M Wegmann (Deut Versuchsanstalt fur 
Luft- und Raumfahrt e V , lnst fui Flugmed , Bad Godesberg, and 
Deut Sporthochschule. Sportphysiol lnst . Cologne, West 
Germany) 
lorernationale Ze/tschr/ft fur Angewandre Physiologie, vol 26, Sep 
10, 1968, p 205-226 50 refs In German 
Experimental studies in a group of 1 2  highly trained athletes 
(V02/max 4 6 I /min 1 and a group of 12 untrained students (VO, 
max 3 4 I /min ) lead to  the following results (1) during a 20  min 
tilt (90"). which included two additional respiratory maneuvers, the 
number of faints and the average cardiovascular responses did not 
differ significantly between the groups. except for a lower heart 
63 
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rate level in athletes, (2) during linear increase of acceleration with 
a rate of 1 9/15 sec the average +g,-tolerance (blackout level) 
was almost identical in both groups, being 6 9 for the athletes and 
6 8 for the students, (3) statistically significant coefficients of the 
product-moment correlation were calculated in the total of both 
groups for the interrelation of the following variables (a) 
+&-tolerance arterial blood pressure at rest (r = +O 48 to 0 55). 
(b) +g,-tolerance and heart-eye distance (r = -0 41 ), and (c) total 
body length and responses of mean arterial pressure to tilt (in 
fainters r = -0 1 1, in non-fainters r = +O 47). (4) the coefficient of 
multiple determination computed for the dependence of 
+g,-tolerance on heart-eye distance and systolic blood pressure at 
rest (R2, 23 = 0492) allows the explanation of almost 50% 
of the variation of +g,-tolerance. instead of 16%. respectively 
23%. if the two independent variables are used singly, and (5) the 
maximal oxygen uptake showed the expected significant correlation 
to the heart rate at rest (r = -0 68). but not to  the acceleration 
tolerance or to the cardiovascular responses to tilting 
A69-80042 
ADAPTATION OF TRAINED ATHLETES' ENERGY 
EXPENDITURE TO REPEATED CONCENTRIC A N D  
ECCENTRIC MUSCLE CONTRACTIONS. 
V Seliger. L DolejS, V Karas, and I Pachlopnikova (Charles U .  
Fac of Phys Educ and Sports, Dept of Physiol. Prague. 
Czechoslovakia) 
Internationale Zeitschrift fur Angewandte Physiologie. vol 26, Sep 
IO. 1968. p 227-234 18 refs 
At the beginning and end of a 13 wk strengthening period. 
the energy expenditure was examined in 15 trained athletes Half 
the athletes (A) trained in a traditional manner by lifting weights 
whose weight corresponded to 90 to 95% of the maximum weight 
of which the athletes were able to lift (concentric contraction) The 
other half (6) trained only by lowering weights whose weight 
corresponded to 145 to 150% of the maximum lifted weight 
(eccentric contractions) Both concentric and eccentric strengthening 
led to equal strength increases in both lower and upper limbs 
Towards the end of the training. the energy expenditure needed for 
one dumb-bell lifting decreased from the initial 6 0 to 5 3 kcal , 
while the energy expenditure, needed for one dumb-bell lowering 
changed from the initial value of 4 7 to  4 0 kcal The energy 
expenditure. related to kg body weight and to kg load weight 
decreased from the initial value of 0 68 to 0 40 cal /kg /kg 
dumb-bell weight in lifting and from 0 36 to 0 21 cal /kg /kg 
dumb-bell weight in lowering The ratio of dumb-bell lifting to 
lowering increases from the initial value of 1 87 to 1 94 at the end 
of the training Oxygen uptake for all the experiment and especially 
the oxygen debt decreased towards the end of training in spite of 
the fact. that the weight load increased substantially It was shown 
that strengthening using eccentric contractions is more 
advantageous from the point of view of the energy expenditure 
when compared with strengthening using concentric contractions 
Since it leads to equal strength increases as a training using 
concentric contractions. i t  may be used as a further means of a 
controlled strengthening 
A69-80043 
SELFCONTROL OF THE VEGETATIVE SYSTEM, W I T H  
PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE TRALNING CAUSED 
DEVELOPMENT OF VAGOTONUS. AS SEEN FROM THE 
SELBSTSTEUERUNG DES VEGETATIVUMS, INSBESOE- 
DERE DIE TRAININGSBEDINGTE ENTWICKLUNG ElNER 
VAGOTONIE. VOM STANDPUNKT DER REGELUNGSLEHRE]. 
M G Koch (Kiel. U , Physiol lnst and lnst fur 8ioklimatol , West 
Germany) 
Internationale Zeitschrift fur Angewandte Physiologie. vol 26. Sep 
IO, 1968. p 235-244 36 refs In German 
STANDPOINT OF CONTROL-THEORY [UBER DIE 
Investigations of blood gases on healthy persons revealed 
correlations between the relative training state and the "Fullblood' 
buffer base content An interpretation is being considered, that can 
at the same time represent one of the searched for intermediate 
steps in the vegetative regulation Frequent physical stress leads, 
if the respiratory and the cardiovascular systems can no longer 
meet the demands for a constant blood-pH. to an intermittent blood 
acidity In this case the slower metabolic processes come to 
function. that means acid elimination and the renal base retention 
As a consequence a gradual increase of "Fullblood" buffer bases 
results This causes during the activity pauses a light, rather 
metabolic alkalosis. in response to which again primarily the quicker 
respiratory and cardiovascular dynamic reactions ensue These 
consist of a stepping down of the corresponding values to a 
vagotonal sparing stage, by which at the same time the prerequisite 
conditions for the inert metabolic regulations are withdrawn In this 
way a temporal fixation of this state results, by which the leading 
values of the systems involved can attain afresh their optima and 
in this way become rather permanently shifted Vagotonus would 
therefore be dependent on the post-stress phase, the dimensions 
of which would be determined among other things by the 
conditional susceptibility to  base retention and other regulation 
mechanisms This principle may be generalized Considerations of 
clarifying problems follow 
A69-80044 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN EXERCISE AND RECOVERY 
HEART RATES; THEIR DEPENDENCE ON WORK LOAD AND 
DURATION OF RECOVERY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO 
THE BEHAVIOR OF THE HEART RATE DURING RECOVERY 
[UBER BEZIEHUNGEN ZWISCHEN DER HERZFREQUENZ 
WAHREND ARBEITSLEISTUNG U N D  I N  DER 
ERHOLUNGSPHASE I N  ABHANGIGKEIT V O N  DER 
LEISTUNG UND DER ERHOLUNGSDAUER: ZUGLEICH EINE 
BETRACHTUNG Z U M  VERHALTEN DER HERZFREQUENZ 
IN DER ERHOLUNGSPHASE]. 
H P Millahn and H Helke (Rostock, U .  Physiol lnst. East 
Germany) 
Internationale Zeitschrift fur Angewandte Physiologie, vol 26, Sep 
10. 1968, p 245-257 17 refs In German 
During and after performances of 50, 100, 150. and 200 
w in 45 healthy male subjects the heart rate was continuously 
measured Between the recovery pulse rate and the heart rate 
during exercise the coefficients of correlation. the equations of the 
regression lines and the coefficients of variation were determined 
Fifteen to  30 sec following exercise the correlations are fixed 
With the increase of the duration of recovery the coefficients of 
correlation decrease In a range of 50 to 200 w the values of the 
coefficients of correlation are independent on the work load The 
curve of the recovery pulse rate can be described by summarizing 
two exponential functions During the first phase the velocity of 
recovery measured by the recovery constants and the half time 
constants is smaller in higher work loads and therefore higher 
exercise heart rates 
A69-80045 
OSCILLATIONS OF ACI D-BAS E EQUlLlB RI  U M  DURING 
MAXIMUM EXERCISE. 
Roy J Shephard (Toronto. U . School of Hyg, Dept of Physiol 
Hyg , Canada) 
Internationale Zeitschrift furAngewandte Physiologie. vol 26. Sep 
IO, 1968.p 258-271 19 refs 
Natl Health and Welfare, Dept supported research 
Respiratory oscillations of alveolar 60, tension were studied 
during maximum exercise. using (1) a computer simulated nine-slice 
model of the lungs, (11) a rapid response infra-red gas analyzer 
sampling at the mouth. and (111) measurements of the CO, tension of 
arterialized capillary blood by the Astrup apparatus The computer 
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calculations indicate oscillations of five to SIX m m  Hg in  individual 
slices, with a mean gradient of three to four mm Hg between the 
uppermost and the lowest slice These oscillations are increased 
by a slowing of respiratory rate, a decrease of mean alveolar 
volume, and a gasping pattern of respiration. alterations of dead 
space. respiratory minute volume, and the blood flow pattern have 
a minor influence on the size of oscillations The theoretical mean 
alveolar CO, tension during exercise corresponds to a point on 
the measured plateau between the middle of the plateau and the 
end-tidal tension Oscillations are not sufflcient to influence the 
respiratory control mechanism. owing to the damping influence of 
the blood stream and intervening tissues The alveolar-artertal CO, 
tension gradient during heavy exercise amounts to one to two mm 
Hg Much of this gradient is due to the slow rate of reaction 
between red cells and C o p  
~ 6 9 - a o o 4 6  
INTENSITY, DURATION AND FREQUENCY OF EXERCISE 
AS DETERMINANTS OF THE RESPONSE TO A TRAINING 
REGIME. 
Roy J Shephard (Toronto, U ,  School of Hyg , Dept of Physiol 
Hyg , Canada) 
Internationale Zeitschrift fGr Angewandte Physiologie. vol 26. Sep 
10, 1968. p 272-278 18 refs 
Natl Health and Welfare, Dept supported research 
A group of 39 sedentary subjects were trained on the 
treadmill. using one of three graded intensities of effort (walking 
at 3 5 m p h , 0% slope, equivalent to 39% or their aerobic power, 
running at 5 m p h , 1 % slope, equivalent to 75% of their aerobic 
power, and running at 5 m p h , 6% slope, equivalent to 96% of 
their aerobic power) Exercise was undertaken one, three. or five 
times /per wk , and was maintained for 5. IO. or 20 min /session 
The main factor influencing the extent of training achieved was the 
intensity of effort relative to the subject’s initial aerobic power 
However, training was also influenced by the frequency of exercise 
and (marginally) by its duration Some training was achieved even 
at the lowest intensity of exercise. but the most effective regime 
involved the combination of maximum intensity. frequency and 
duration of effort 
~ 6 9 - a 0 0 4 7  
SENSORY MOTOR COORDINATION PROCESSES DURING 
DIRECTION LOCALIZATION [SENSUMOTORISCHE 
TION]. 
Anton Halos (Inst fur Psychol , Marburg, West Germany) 
Zeitschrift fur Experirnentelle und Angewandte Psychologie, vol 1 5. 
no 3,1968, p 435461 12 refs In German 
A model was designed for subsystems of sensory localization 
of direction The predictrons of the model were then critically 
reflected upon in three different experiments The model predicts 
that each direction finding system has a compound assignment to 
solve The first in an information processing assignment in which 
sensory signals relevant for directions as well as for the self 
movements of receptors are to be transformed into position signals 
of the effectors The second assignment consists of predicting 
motion patterns from sensory signals These predictions had 
previously been controlled by active movement The predicted motion 
patterns for the various effectors are compared with one another 
This comparison of predictions is termed coordination and is a 
criterion for the unity of subjective space The functional success of 
the localization determined previously by active movement IS 
demonstrated in three experiments 
KOORDINATIONSPORZESSE BE1 RICHTUNGSLOKALISA- 
A69-80048 
SIZE CONSTANCY AND GEOMETRIC-OPTICAL ILLUSIONS 
[GROSSENKONSTANZ U N D  GEOMETRISCH-OPTICHE 
TAUSCHUNGEN]. 
Gert Haubensak (Munster, U , Psychol Inst, West Germany) 
Zeftschrift fur Experimentelle und Angewandte Psychalagie, vol 1 5, 
no 3.1968, p 462466 In German 
Apparent depth seems to be a sufficient but not a necessary 
condition to evoke size constancy. the necessary condition lying in 
a submission-dominance relationshrp between the object to  be 
judged and the surrounding area When the middle segment of a 
three-sected line is seen as dominated by the other two segments, 
it is over-estimated in a way which comes close to  size constancy 
processes Size constancy and at least some geometrrcal optical 
illusions seem to be homologous 
A69-80049 
THERMAL CHANGES I N  PALMAR S K I N  RESISTANCE 
PATTERNS. 
Eva Neumann (Gwynedd-Mercy Coll , Dept of Psychol , Gwynedd 
Valley. Pa ) 
Psychophysfo/ogy,vol 5, Sep 1968 p 103-1 1 1  17 refs 
In contrast to the usual description of a uniformly low 
basal skin resistance at the human palmar surface as compared 
with other parts of the body, the present studies reveal skin 
resistance patterns (SRPs) wlth different resistance values at different 
subregions of palm and forearm The shape of these patterns IS 
related to the season in which the experiment was performed 
Three basic SRPs are described. for winter. summer. and prolonged 
summer heat spell, respectively la) an alternating pattern, (b) an 
oblique pattern, and (c) a so-called summer reversal pattern The 
distinguishing factor for this categorization IS the reciprocal 
electrodermal behavior of the mid-palm and arm regions The 
resistance of the palm is relatively low in the winter. intermediate 
in the early summer and high in a summer heat spell, while the 
resistance of the arm is high in winter and summer and low in the 
heat spell Experimental heating and cooling leads to independent 
variation of the skin resistance values at different subregions and 
differs as a function of the basic seasonal SRP A follow-up study 
shows that children have a less differentiated pattern. which. at all 
seasons tested. is similar to the oblique summer pattern of adults 
The studies are considered exploratory 
A69-80050 
DEEP INSPIRATIONS AS STIMULI FOR RESPONSES OF 
THE AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM. 
Robert M Stern and Carol Anschel (Pa State U , University Park) 
Psychophysio/ogy,vol 5, Sep 1968, p 132-141 36 refs 
Contract Nonr 908 (1 5 )  
The effects of four types of deep breaths on the latency. 
the magnitude and the duration of finger volume pulse, heart rate 
and galvanic skin responses were studied in a quasi-learning 
situation The respiratory stimuli were normal inspirations, three 
times deeper than normal. six times deeper and fast. and six times 
deeper and slow Twenty subjects took each type of deep breath 
in random order six times in response to specific lights Graphs and 
statistical tests are presented summarizing the above relationships 
and two unexpected findings are discussed 
A69-80051 
THE DISPLACEMENT OF STAGES 4 AND REM SLEEP 
WITHIN A FULL NIGHT OF SLEEP. 
H W Agnew. Jr and Wilse B Webb (Fla , U, Dept of Psychol , 
Gainesville) 
Psychophysiology,vol 5. Sep 1968, p 142-148 1 1  refs 
Stage four typically occurs dominantly in the first third 
of a normal night of sleep and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep 
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occurs dominantly in the last third of the night In this experiment 
conditions were imposed to prevent these stages from occurring 
at their usual peak periods Stage four sleep was permitted to 
occur only during the last two h of sleep and REM was permitted 
to occur only during the first two h of sleep The results show 
that each stage can be partially displaced to the peak period of 
the other, but that stage four sleep is elicited more readily late in 
the sleep period than is REM early during the night 
A69-80052 
SKIN POTENTIAL, HEART RATE, AND THE SPAN OF 
IMMEDIATE MEMORY. 
Paul E Thetford, Mary E Klemme, and Herbert E Spohn (Menninger 
Found, Res Dept, Topeka, Kan ) 
Psychophysio/ogy,vol 5,Sep 1968. p 166-177 17 refs 
Grant PHS MH 03924 
Relations between orienting response and span of immediate 
memory were studied by measuring skin potential responses (SPR) 
and heart rate (HR) Four conditions were studied by presenting 
letters in a tachistoscope and a 1,000 cycle, 1 0 0  db tone 
simultaneous on some but not all trials The conditions (1  5 subjects 
in each) were tone and letters for 10  trials. then letters alone for 
10  trials, tone and letters for 20 trials. only letters for 10 trials, 
followed by letters and tone for 1 0  trials. and only letters for 20 
trials The results showed (1 1 positive SPR habituated and negative 
did not, ( 2 )  tone produced more SP activity, (31 HR showed a shift 
from acceleration to  deceleration over 20 trials, but tone had no 
influence (4) tone had no direct influence on span scores, and (5) 
subjects showed improvement in  number of letters reported 
correctly There was a significant correlation between span and 
negative SPR when tone was sounded (r = 36)  
A69-80053 
ROLE OF THE STOMATOLOGIST IN THE IDENTIFICATION 
OF AIR CRASH A N D  SHIPWRECK VICTIMS [ROLA 
STOMATOLOGA W IDENTYFIKACJI OFlAR KATASTROF 
LOTNICZYCH I MORSHICK]. 
Roman Szeja 
Lekarz Wojskowy, vol 44, Mar 1968. p 171-174 13 refs 
In Polish 
The role of the stomatologist was evaluated, and the methods 
of dental identification at his disposal were analyzed Teeth by their 
relative great resistance to destruction and the individuality of 
their components presented one of the most reliable methods of 
identification of victims of mass casualties The establishment by the 
Air Forces and Navy of files containing detailed the accurate dental 
records of all enlisted men would facilitate post-mortem 
identifications 
A69-80054 
EFFECT OF OXYGEN BREATHING ON THE BACTERIAL 
FLORA OF THE NASAL A N D  BUCCAL CAVITIES, 
INCLUDING THE GINGIVAL POCKETS [WPLYW 
ODDYCHANIA TLENEM NA FLORE BAKTERYJNA NOSA I 
J A M Y  USTNEJ ZE SZCZEGOLNYM UWZGLEDNIENIEM 
KIESZONEK OKOLOZEBOWYCH]. 
MichdJendyk and Henryk Klimek 
Lekarz Wojskowy. vol 44, Mar 1968. p 175-181 8 refs In 
Polish 
The effect of oxygen (0,) on the bacterial flora of the 
nasal and buccal cavities was investigated In 7 6  pilots aged 
22-25 yr 3 0  min exposure to 0, at normal pressure and at low 
pressure increasing gradually to 148 mm Hg had an inhibiting 
effect on the bacterial flora of the nasal and buccal mucous 
membranes In pilots, who during flights were often required to 
breath 02. the inhibitory effect of 0, on the bacterial flora could 
exercise a beneficial influence on the state of the nasal and buccal 
mucous membranes 
A69-80055 
THE DIURETIC EFFECT OF ACETYLCHOLINE I N  THE 
CHICKEN. 
M L Parmelee and M K Carter (Tulane U, School of Med, 
Depts of Pharmacol and Physiol , New Orleans) 
Archives Internationales de Pharmacodynamie et de Thhrapie, vol 
174,Jul 1968.p 108-117 17refs 
NASA and La Heart Assn supported research 
Acetylcholine. 2 5-7 5 pgm/kg /min , was infused unilaterally 
into the renal portal system of hens, and urine was collected 
according to the technique originally developed by  Sperber 
Acetylcholine caused significant increases in excretion of water, 
sodium, chloride and potassium by the kidney on the infused side 
only The apparent tubular excretion pattern of PAH increased 
simultaneously. probably as a result of better closure of the valve 
which controls venous blood flow to the peritubular area of the 
kidney The diuresis was a dose-dependent response and was 
blocked by atropine, 1 0  pgm /kg /min Butyrylcholine infused at 
comparable levels, 9 6-14 4 pgm /kg /min , did not cause a diuresis 
It had been found that acetylcholine increased the uptake of sodium 
and oxygen consumption by rat kidney slices. while butyrylcholine 
had no effect The results of the present study seem consistent 
with these in vitro effects of acetylcholine and butyrylcholine, and 
tend to support the hypothesis that acetylcholine produces a 
diuresis by exerting a direct effect on renal tubular function in 
addition to any possible vasodilator effect 
A69-80056 
COMPARATIVE EFFECTS IN HUMAN SUBJECTS OF THREE 
HYPNOTICS AND PLACEBO ON MENTAL AND MOTOR 
PERFORMANCE. 
H L Kaplan. R B Forney. F W Hughes, and A B Richards (Ind 
U , School of Med , Dept of Pharmacol and Toxic01 , Indianapolis) 
Archives lnternationales de Pharmacodynarnie et  de Thbrapie, vol 
174,Jul 1968.p 181-191 12refs 
Intern Congr of Physiol S o .  23rd, Tokyo. Sep 7-9.1965 
Abbott Labs supported research 
The relative effects of ethchlorvynol, glutethimide. secobarbital 
and placebo on mental and motor performance were measured in 
subjects aroused after four and eight hr of drug-induced sleep 
Each of eight medical or graduate students received one of the four 
agents at bedtime on four nonconsecutive nights, according to a 
double-blind replicated 4 x 4 random plan Mental performance 
was measured with a Delayed Auditory Feedback system utilizing 
nine separate tests At four hr , there was some impairment of 
mental activity with glutethimide as compared to each of the other 
three drug treatments Less variation in mental performance was 
evident among the latter drugs At eight hr after drug 
administration. mental acuity was generally better after placebo 
than after ethchlorvynol, glutethimide or secobarbital Ethchlorvynol 
resembled placebo most closely Attentive motor performance was 
measured with a Pursuit Meter At four hr , there was significant 
motor impairment with glutethimide in two tests when compared 
to secobarbital and in one test when compared to  ethychlorvynol 
At eight h r ,  there was a trend towards impairment of motor 
performance by secobarbital as compared to each of the other 
drugs 
A69-80057 
THE USE OF L I Q U I D J U N C T I O N  ELECTRODES I N  
RECORDING THE HUMAN ELECTROCARDIOGRAM (ECG). 
L A Geddes. L E Baker. and A G Moore (Baylor U, Coll of 
Med , Houston, Tex 
Journal of Electrocardiology. vol 1, no 1, 1968, p 5 1-55 16  
refs 
Grant PHS5-T l -HE05125ClO 
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The electrical behavior of liquid-junction electrodes for recording A69-80060 
the electrocardiogram (ECG) was studied in relation to  electrode EFFECTS OF WALKING AND FLASH STIMULATION ON 
area and input impedance of the ECG apparatus It was shown that CLICK-EVOKED RESPONSES I N  CATS. 
electrodes of the size commonly used (IO mm ) require an input Warren 0 Wickelgren (Yale U , Dept of Psychol , New Haven, 
impedance well above three megohms if amplitude loss is to be Conn ) 
avoided Journal of Neurophysiology, vol 3 1.  Sep 1968, p 769-776 15 
refs 
Am Physiol Soc ,Fall Meeting, Washington. D C , 1967 
A69-80058 
THE ISCHEMIC T LOOP DURING A N D  FOLLOWING 
{VECG) STUDY. 
Julien H Isaacs, Morris Wilburne, Harold Mills, Robert Kuhn. 
Seymour L Cole, and Herbert Stein (Cedars-Sinai Med Center, Div 
of Med and Cedars-Sinai Med Res lnst. Los Angeles. Calif 
Journal of Electrocardiology, vol 1. no 1, 1968, p 57-75 32 
refs 
Grant PHS HE 07335. Roche Labs and Warner-Lambert Pharm 
Co supported research 
The characteristics of an ischemic T loop were predicted from 
the ischemic ST segment These characteristics were compared with 
T loop characteristics observed during and following a treadmill 
exercise in 73 subjects with heart disease of which 6 6  had 
ischemic heart disease (either angina or healed myocardial infraction) 
Twenty-one normal subjects were studied for comparison The 
Frank vector loops and electrocardiogram (ECG) leads 1, AVF, and V3R 
were monitored continuously before. during. and after exercise 
Exercise was terminated at the onset of (1) disabling dyspnea and 
fatigue. (2) angina. (3) an ischemic ST segment. or (4) at ten min 
Results indicated that continuous monitoring of vector loop and 
axial ECG traces during and following exercise will detect ischemic 
changes earlier and with greater frequency than continuous ECG 
monitoring alone 
EXERCISE-A V E C T O R - E L E C T R O C A R D I O G R A P H I C  
A69-80059 
EFFECT OF STATE OF AROUSAL ON CLICK-EVOKED 
RESPONSES I N  CATS. 
Warren 0 Wickelgren (Yale U, Dept of Psychol, New Haven, 
Conn ) 
Journal of Neurophysiology, vol 31, Sep 1968, p 757-768 27 
refs 
Am Physiol Soc . Fall Meeting. Washington, D C , 1967 
Grant NSF G-23584 
The click-evoked response in the central auditory system 
(cochlear nucleus, superior olive. inferior COIIEUIUS. medial geniculate 
and primary auditory cortex) and in the cerebellar vermis was 
studied during the sleep-waking cycle in freely moving cats The 
acoustic control procedures used in this experiment (earphones, 
sectioning of middle ear muscles, elimination of data confounded by 
masking noise and movement of the animals. e tc)  resulted in 
marked constancy in the acoustic input to the auditory system 
During the sleep-waking cycle click-evoked responses from cochlear 
nucleus, superior olive. and inferior colliculus were highly stable, 
whereas responses from medial geniculate, primary auditory cortex, 
and cerebellar vermis were highly labile The presence or absence 
of the middle ear muscles did not affect the results in this 
experiment However, cats with uncut muscles were not studied 
during rapid eye movement sleep, and there is already evidence that 
during this state the middle ear muscles contract and attenuate 
central click-evoked responses A t  click rates over six sec. 
during states of drowsiness and slow-wave sleep. large responses 
developed at medial geniculate and primary auditory cortex These 
augmenting responses were blocked by alerting stimuli or by the 
animal's own movement The augmenting responses recorded here 
to natural auditory stimulation are comparable to  those elicited by 
electrical brain stimulation in acute experiments 
Grant NSF G-23584 
The click-evoked response in the cat's central auditory 
system (cochlear nucleus, superior olive, inferior coIIicuIus. medical 
geniculate. and primary auditory cortex) and in the cerebellar vermis 
was studied during controlled walking of the cat and during 
novel flash stimulation Controls for peripheral acoustic variability 
included earphones, sectioning of some cats' middle ear muscles, and 
elimination of data confounded by masking noise and uncontrolled 
movements made by the cat Quiet walking by a cat as opposed 
to  quiet resting did not affect click-evoked responses from 
central auditory system structures in cats with either sectioned or 
unsectioned middle ear muscles Cerebellar vermis responses, 
however, were greatly attenuated during walking Novel flash 
stimulation did not affect click-evoked responses from central auditory 
system structures in cats with sectioned and unsectioned middle ear 
muscles alike Cerebellar vermis click-evoked responses, however, 
were reduced during flash stimulation in informal testing 
A69-80061 
EFFECT OF ACOUSTIC HABITUATION ON CLICK-EVOKED 
RESPONSES I N  CATS. 
Warren 0 Wickelgren (Yale U ,  Dept of Psychol , New Haven, 
Conn ) 
Journal of Neurophysiology, vol 31 Sep 1968. p 777-784 3 0  
refs 
Grant NSF G-23584 
The click-evoked response in  the cat's central auditory 
system (cochlear nucleus, superior olive. inferior colliculus. medical 
geniculate, and primary auditory cortex) was recorded during 
behavioral acoustic habituation in four cats Controls for peripheral 
acoustic variability included earphones, sectioning of middle ear 
muscles, and elimination of data confounded by masking noise and 
uncontrolled movements made by the cat The cats were awake 
throughout the habituation procedure Responses from cochlear 
nucleus, superior olive, and inferior coIIiculus remained stable during 
behavioral habituation to clicks Responses from medial geniculate 
and auditory cortex showed highly significant reductions during 
behavioral acoustic habituation Only the late surface-negative 
component of the cortical response was reduced during habituation in 
three of the four cats In the fourth cat both early surface-positive 
and late surface-negative components were reduced A t  the 
geniculate the earliest peak-to-peak component showed reduction 
during habituation 
A69-80062 
SHIFT OF THE CARBON DIOXIDE-DISSOCIATION CURVE 
OF THE BLOOD I N  ACUTE RESPlRATORY ACIDOSIS AND 
ITS CAUSES. 2. STUDIES O N  H U M A N S  
[VERANDERUNGEN DER KOHLENSAURE-BINDUNGSKURVE 
DES BLUTES BE1 AKUTER RESPIRATORISCHER ACIDOSE 
UND IHRE URSACHEN. 2. UNTERSUCHUNGEN A M  
MENSCHEN]. 
Dieter Boning and Karl W Heinrich (Cologne, U . lnst fur Normale 
und Pathol Physiol , West Germany) 
Pflugers Archiv European Journal of Physiology, vol 303. Sep 4. 
1968.p 162-172 15refs. 
Deut Forchungsgemeinschaft supported research 
The influence of a short respiratory acidosis on standard 
bicarbonate and some other blood parameters was investigated in 
ten humans breathing a gas mixture of 7 5% CO, and 0, for 
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15 min Before and after the period of hypercapnia the Subjects 
respired pure oxygen. Standard bicarbonate, pH, pC02. plasma 
protein- and hemoglobin concentrations, hematocrit and electrolyte 
concentrations were determined in nearly arterialized venous blood 
and plasma The plasma values were measured after anaerobic 
sampling of blood and after equilibration of blood with nearly 40 
mm Hg pC02 at 3 8 "  C (conditions of standard bicarbonate) 
During the respiratory acidosis venous pH dropped from 7 40 to 
7.28. Standard bicarbonate concentration decreased abouf one 
mval /I. compared with the preceding period of oxygen breathing 
The hemoglobin content of the blood increased about 04%. the 
hematocrit about 1 5%. The concentrations of electrolytes in whole 
blood remained almost unchanged In plasma water the sodium 
concentration increased about five mval /I while in erythrocyte 
water the sodium Concentration decreased SIX mval /I. and the 
chloride concentration increased four mval /I After equilibrationwith 
nearly 40 fnm Hg pC02 Na + ions shifted back to the cells and 
CI -  ions back to the plasma Thus the excess of alkali ions in 
the plasma was diminished and less bicarbonate could be formed 
The main cause of the electrolyte shifts is probably changed 
activity of the ion pumps in the cell membranes 
A69-80063 
CRITICAL FLICKER FREQUENCIES I N  FLICKER 
PERIMETRY. 
Ernst Wolf. Angela M Gaeta. and Sandra E Geer (Retina Found, 
Dept of Retina Res Mass Eye and Ear Infirmary. Dept of 
Ophthalmol , and Harvard Med School, Boston, Mass 
Archives of Ophthalmology,vol 80, Sep 1968, p 347-351 
Grant PHS B-I 482 
Flicker fields from 270 individuals between 6 and 95 yr 
of age were grouped into nine age ranges. each covering a decade 
and containing 3 0  individuals For each decade, mean critical 
flicker frequencies were computed for 49 points of the visual field 
situated on the horizontal, vertical, and oblique meridians from 0" 
to 60" These were presented in nine tables of standard flicker 
frequencies For each field point the confidence limits have been 
statistically determined and entered into the tables These values 
should be applied in field plots to determine the boundary lines 
between retinal regions of normal and abnormal functions 
A69-80064 
VERY HIGH FREQUENCY AUDIOMETRIC TECHNIQUE. 
Lawrence Vassallo. Joseph Sataloff. and Hyman Menduke (Jefferson 
Med Coll and Hosp , Philadelphia. Pa ) 
Archives of Otolaryngology, vol 88, Sep 1968. p 251-253 6 
refs 
Threshold measurements at 4,000 and 8.000 Hz were 
performed on 42 subjects with a standard manual audiometer and 
a special high frequency audiometer that also generated 4.000 and 
8,000 Hz tones Correlations of thresholds obtained with the two 
instruments and their associated techniques were significant at 
both test frequencies for the male group. Correlations for rhe female 
group were lower (but still significant) and this was attributed to 
the small range of loss for this group It is suggested that the 
technique in obtaining thresholds at the frequencies above 8.000 Hz 
with the high frequency instrument can be considered satisfactory. 
A69-80065 
LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF SOCIAL ISOLATION I N  
NONSOCIALLY ADAPTED RHESUS MONKEYS. 
G. D. Mitchell and D L. Clark (Wis , U.. Reg. Primate Res. Center, 
Madison). 
Journal of Genetic Psychology, vol. 1 13. Sep. 1 968. p. 1 17-1 28. 
13 refs. 
Grant NIH MH-11894. 
Four surrogate reared monkeys, socially isolated between 
three and nine mo of age and who had been well adapted to the 
postisolation test room, were compared with four similarly raised 
nonisolated controls with four feral mothered subjects. Sublects 
from all three groups were tested at approximately 18 mo of age 
in a nonsocial situation in a series of social pairings with three 
stimulus strangers of equal age It was concluded (1) Monkeys 
raised without a real mother and with only 140 to 147 hr of peer 
experience during the first year did not redirect their hostility from 
a species-mate in an appropriate manner (2) Total social isolation 
led to a restricted ability to form normal dominance relationships 
with social partners The isolates were immature in their play 
behavior and emotional in social interactions (3) Continuing 
adaptation of the isolates to the postisolation test room lowered the 
level of nonsocial disturbance These animals manually explored 
more than the nonisolates There was no evidence of an emergence 
phenomenon. (4) Monkeys who received relatively little social 
experience during the first year displayed more disturbance behaviors, 
such as bizarre movements. crouching, rocking. and digit sucking, 
when compared to real mother-peer reared animals They also 
exhibited social hostility and assertive play more frequently than did 
the more adequately socialized animals, but showed infrequent and 
inappropriate sexual behavior 
A69-80066 
THE STEREOCHEMISTRY OF DESATURATIONS OF 
L J Morris. R V Harris. W Kelly. and A T James (Unilever Res 
Lab. Div of 8iochem , Colworth House, Sharnbrook. Bedford, 
Great Britain) 
Biochemical Journal, vol 109, Oct 1968, p 673-687 14 refs 
A study was made of the stereospecificity of hydrogen 
removal in the sequential desaturations performed by intact cells 
of Chlorella vulgaris in the biosynthesis of oleic acid, linoleic 
acid and a-linolenic acid By use of erythro- and threo-9,10-2H2-, 
12,13-2H2- and -15,16-2H2-labelled precursors, it was demonstrated 
that the pair of hydrogen atoms removed from each of these 
positions had the CIS relative configuration That the hydrogen atoms 
removed in oleic acid and linoleic acid formation were of the D 
absolute configuration was proved by use of D- and L-9-3H- and 
-1 2-3H-labelled precursors The presence of a substantial kinetic 
isotope effect of deuterium at both positions of the putative double 
bond was indicated, suggesting that the mechanism of desaturation 
involves simultaneous concerted removal of the pair of hydrogen 
atoms 
LONG-CHAIN FATTY ACIDS I N  CHLORELLA VULGARIS. 
A69-80067 
STUDIES O N  SWEAT LOSSES OF NUTRIENTS. 3. 
CALCIUM, MAGNESIUM, AND CHLORIDE CONTENT OF 
WHOLE BODY CELL-FREE SWEAT I N  HEALTHY 
UNACCLIMATIZED M E N  UNDER CONTROLLED 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS. 
0 D. Vellar and R Askevold (Oslo, U,  Inst. of Hyg., Norway) 
Scandinavian Journal of Clinical and Laboratory Investigation. vol. 
22,no. 1. 1968.p 65-71. 38refs. 
Aals legat (Med. Fac.. Oslo, U.) and Aktieselskapet Borregaards 
Forskningsfond supported research 
Calcium. magnesium. and chloride contents of whole body 
cell-free sweat were determined in 27 healthy adult men during 
one hr of profuse sweating. The results were correlated mutually 
and with the corresponding serum levels. body surface area and 
sweat rate Results obtained in different seasonal periods 
(winter vs. spring-summer) were also compared. The mean sweat 
concentration of calcium was 0.33 mEq /I, of magnesium 0 13 
mEq /I. and of chloride 50 mEq /I No seasonal variations were 
found The sweat rate was directly correlated with the concentration 
of sweat chloride, inversely correlated with swear calcium, and not 
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correlated with sweat magnesium No mutual correlations were 
found between the three elements, nor with the corresponding serum 
levels or body surface area The results of the study emphasize the 
necessity of considering dermal losses when balance experiments 
are performed, although values for sweat calcium and magnesium 
were lower than previously found. 
A69-80068 
ARTIFICIAL ACCLIMATIZATION TO HEAT IN CONTROL 
SUBJECTS AND PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC CONGESTIVE 
HEART FAILURE AT BED REST. 
G E. Burch and A Ansari (Tulane U , School of Med. Dept of 
Med and Charity Hosp , New Orleans, La ) 
American Journal of the Medical Sciences, vol 256, Sep 1968, 
p 180-194 16 refs 
PHS. Rudolph Matas Mem. Fund. and Rowell A Billups Fund 
supported research 
Five pairs of subjects were studied at bed rest for artificial 
acclimatization t o  heat in a climatic laboratory at Charity Hospital 
of Louisiana Each pair included a patient with congestive heart 
failure (CHF) and a control subject without heart disease All 
Subjects were studied under identical environmental conditions The 
duration of the studies varied from 8 to 18 days Criteria for defining 
the acclimatized state are given and the results are presented and 
discussed. Except for the first two pairs of subjects. tolerance was 
limited to a maximal environment of 90' F and 41% RH In all 
five patients with congestive heart failure. tolerance t o  heat was 
much reduced as compared to control subjects and none of the 
patients with CHF showed evidence of acclimatization to the hot, 
dry environment (90" F and 41% RH) The inability of patients 
with CHF to acclimatize to heat even at bed rest is discussed in 
light of certain cardiovascular physiologic changes required for heat 
acclimatization. It is concluded that such patients cannot depend 
upon the process of acclimatization while living in tropical or 
subtropical climates Measures such as air-conditioning and other 
means of facilitating heat loss are necessary for lessening the 
cardiovascular burden and improving cardiac function 
A69-80069 
GENETIC EFFECT OF STATIC ELECTRICITY [GENETICH- 
ES KI I E FFEKT STAT1 CH ES KOGO ELE KTRI CH ESTVA] . 
A P Dubrov, I A Ostriakov, and V D Turkov (USSR. Acad of 
Sci.. lnst of Gen Genetics, Moscow) 
Doklady Akademii Naok SSSR, vol 178. no 1 1968, p 21 6-21 7 
In Russian 
The effect of constant negative or positive electric potentials 
on the cytogenic changes occurring during growth in the root cells 
of Allium cepa was studied Analysis of the data showed that 
positive potentials induced a greater rate of chromosome aberrations 
than negative potentials 
O N  THE NUMBER OF REPRODUCTIVE CYCLES IN 
PARAMECIA AFTER IRRADIATION AND THEIR SURVIVAL 
TIME [O CHISLE TSIKLOV RAZMNOZHENIIA PARAMETSll 
V POSTRADSIATSIONNYI PERIOD I SROKAKH I K H  
GI BELI]. 
I B. Bychkovskaia and G K Ochinskata (Central Sci-Res 
Rentgenol -Radio1 lnst, Moscow, USSR) 
Doklady Akademii Nauk SSSR, vol 178. no 1 1968. p 222-225 
11 refs In Russian 
The survival rate. average survival time and reproduction 
rate of gamma irradiated Paramecium caudatum were studied The 
results showed that the survival t ime in irreversibly affected 
paramecia was not determined by the number of reproductive 
cycles. the changes in the reproductive processes of paramecia 
surviving irradiation were insignificant. and that the radiation injury 
primarily affected cell viability. 
A69-80070 
A69-80071 
THE EFFECT OF PHYSICAL STRESS ON C 
CEREBELLAR ELECTRICAL ACTIVITIES IN SYMPATHEC- 
TOMIZED CATS AND RABBITS [VLIIANIE FlZlCl ESKOI 
NAGRUZKI NA KORTIKAL'NUIU I TSEREBELLIARNUIU 
ELEKTRICHESKUIU AKTIVNOST' DESIMPATIZIROVAN- 
NYKH KOSHEK I KROLIKOV]. 
E N Klenov. N G Savvin. and D I Popova (USSR, Acad of Sci, 
I M Sechenov lnst of Evolutionary Physiol and Biochem., 
Leningrad) 
Fiziologicheskii Zhurnal SSSR, vol 54. Jan 1968, p 2 4 3 2  17 
refs In Russian 
The bioelectrical activity of the cerebral cortex and cerebellum 
was studied in sympathectomized and intact cat$ and rabbits. 
Long-term changes in the cortical rhythms were observed in the 
sympathectomized animals at rest, with greater changes during 
physical work Variations in the bioelectrical activity of the 
sensory-motor cortex after physical work were characterized by the 
appearance of prolonged slow electroencephalographic patterns. a 
low resistance of fast rhythms and a protacted reduction of the 
background activity The most pronounced change in the cerebellar 
electrical activity after sympathectomy was the appearance of 
slow synchronous rhythms The data obtained confirmed that the 
sympathetic innervation was directly related to the regulation of the 
bioelectrical activity of the central nervous system during rest and 
to changes during muscular work 
A69-80072 
ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC STUDIES ON THE INTERRELA- 
TIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE CENTERS OF ANTAGONIST 
MUSCLES DURING LOCAL VIBRATION [ELEKTOMIOGRAF- 
ICHESKII  ANAL12 VZAIMOOTNOSHENII  TSENTROV 
ANTAG ON l S T l  C H  ESKl KH MYSHTS P R I  VOZDEI STVll  
MESTNOI VIBRATSII]. 
S I Soroko (Sanit-Hyg Med Inst. Dept of Normal Physiol, 
Leningrad. USSR) 
Fiziologicheskii Zhurnal SSSR, vol. 54, Jan 1968, p 3 3 3 8  21 
refs In Russian 
The effect of local vibration of different frequencies on the 
interaction of the monosynaptic and polysynaptic reflex centers of 
antagonist muscles was studied electromyographically in rabbits 
Rhythmic electrical responses were initiated in the muscle subjected 
to vibration and in its antagonist The stimulation of the antagonist 
muscle reflex occurred through a polysynaptic arc The effect of 
local vibration reinforced the reciprocal inhibitory effect of the more 
labile extensor reflex arcs on less labile flexor arcs. The use of 
drugs like stychnine during the vibration reinforced the reciprocal 
influence of olysynaptic reflex arcs of antagonist muscles on 
monosynaptic reflexes decreasing the lability of the latter The drug 
prornedol (trimeperidine) by disturbing the relationship between the 
reflex arcs of antogonist muscles increased the functional mobility 
of monosynaptic reflex arcs during their stimulation by vibration 
A69-80073 
INVOLUTIONAL CHANGES OF VEGETATIVE F UNCTl ONS 
UNDER MUSCULAR STRESS [INVOLIUTSIONNYE 
IZMENENIIA VEGETATIVNYKH FUNKTSII  PRI  
MYSHECHNYKH NAGRUZKAKH]. 
V M Volkov (Inst. of Physics Cult., Dept. of Physiol , Smolensk, 
USSR). 
Fiziologicheskii Zhurnal SSSR, vol. 54, Jan 1968. p 109-1 12 
17 refs. In Russian. 
The physical work capacity. the responses and the interaction 
of the respiratory and cardiovascular functions during muscular 
work were studied in young and elderly subjects respectively aged 
18-20 and 50-60 yr The subjects exercised until the onset of 
fatigue. The respiratory minute volume, rate and depth of respiration. 
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the blood oxygenation. the oxygen consumption. the pulse rate, 
and the arterial blood pressure were monitored during the exercises. 
and the muscular work efficiency was measured The involutional 
changes in elderly subjects were evident under physical stress by 
a diminished response of all the parameters a reduction of the 
functional capacity of the muscular activity, a decrease in the 
coordination efficiency during exercise. an increase of exertion and 
a deterioration in the relationship between the respiratory function 
and blood circulation during the recovery period, a slowing down 
in the speed of recovery. a lag in repaying the oxygen debt 
incurred and marked changes of the homeostatlc mechanisms 
A69-80074 
PHASIC ANALYSIS OF THE CARDIAC CYCLE I N  MAN BY 
THE ULTRASONIC DOPPLER VALVULOCARDIOGRAPHY 
[FAZOVYI ANALIZ SERDECHNOGO TSIKLA U CHELOVEKA 
PO UL’TRAZVUKOVOI  DOPPLER-vAL’VULOKARDIO- 
GRAFII]. 
IU D Safonov (Med Inst. Dept of Hosp Therapy, Voronezh, 
USSR) 
Fiziologicheskii Zhurnal SSSR, vol 54. Jan 1968, p 113-1 19 
16 refs In Russian 
Complete analpis of the phases of the cardiac cycle were made 
selectively for the right and left sides of the heart Explanation of 
the mechanism of the cardiac cycle events preceding the iosmetric 
ventriculator contraction was presented The significance of this 
new method for diagnostic purposes was demonstrated and its use 
in clinical work and physiological research was recommended 
A69-80075 
SOME ASPECTS OF BRAIN NITROGEN METABOLISM I N  
RATS AT VARIOUS INTERVALS AFTER EXPOSURE TO 
H I G H  PRESSURE OXYGEN [NEKOTORYE STORONY 
AZOTNOGO OBMENA MOZGA KRYS V RAZNYE SROKI 
POSLE DEISTVI IA POVYSHENNOGO DAVLENllA 
KISLORODA]. 
Z S Gershenovich and M M Gabibov (Rostov-on-Don State U .  
USSR) 
Doklady Akademii Nauk SSSR, vol 178, no  6, 1968, 
p 1430-1 43 1 10 refs In Russian 
The variations in the content of ammonia glutamine, glutamic. 
aspartic and gamma -aminobutyric acids were studied in  the brain 
of mature rats, at different intervals after exposure to six arm of pure 
oxygen The exposure induced sharp and prolonged disturbances 
in the brain nitrogen metabolism The restoration of processes 
coordinating binding and release of ammonia in the animals surviving 
hyperoxia was very slow It seemed that the difficulty of adapting 
to high oxygen pressure was due to  the intensity and duration of 
brain metabolism disorders caused by oxygen poisoning Repeated 
exposures to  high oxygen pressure could induce an adaptation or 
a cumulation of pathological damages in the central nervous 
system 
A69-80076 
DYNAMICS OF M A X I M U M  OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND 
OXYGEN PULSE I N  HIGHLY TRAINED ATHLETES 
[DINAMIKA MAKSIMAL‘NOGO POTREBLENIIA KISLORODA 
I KISLOROD-PUL‘SA U VYSOKOKVALIFITSIROVANNYKH 
SPORTSMENOV]. 
S V Khrushchev. Z Izrael’. and N A Khrushcheva 
Teorria i Praktika Fizicheskoi Kul‘tury, vol 31, Jan 1968, p 3 6 4 1  
27 refs In Russian 
The maximum oxygen consumption IMOC). maximum oxygen 
pulse (MOP), and their relationship to  the absolute and relative 
heart size were studied in 378  highly trained athletes, aged 1 8 3 5  
yrs, exercising on a bicycle ergometer The average values of 
MOC. MOP. and absolute and relative heart size were significantly 
higher in athletes than in nonathletes This was due to the 
morphological and functional adaptation of the body to systematic 
physical exertion The average data on MOC and MOP obtained 
during exercises on a bicycle ergometer were greater during 
maximum exertion than the corresponding data in steady state 
conditions The values of MOC and MOP were closely related to  the 
absolute and relative size of the heart By correlating the dynamics 
of MOC and MOP with the data on  the absolute and relative size 
of the heart the range of the athletes’ functional capacity could be 
evaluated more objectively Alterations between the morphological 
and functional heart adaptation indices could be determined in 
time. and it would help in the planning of future physical training 
programs 
A69-80077 
CORRELATION BETWEEN THE WORKLOAD AND THE 
RATE OF ENERGY METABOLISM AT REST DURING THE 
T R A I N I N G  MICROCYCLE [OSOOTNOSHENI I  MEZHDU 
NAGRUZKOI I UROVNEM DBMENA ENERGll V POKOE V 
TRENIROVOCHNOM MIKROTSIKLE]. 
L A Siryk (All-Union Sci-Res Jnst of Phys Cult, Moscow. 
USSR) 
Teoriia I Praktlka Fizicheskoi Kul’fury, vol 3 1, Jan 1968. p 42-44 
In Russian 
A discussion was presented on the effect of workloads 
during training on the rate of energy metabolism at rest, and the 
influence of the functional state of the body (based on energy 
expenditure at rest) on work capacity in a given day The study was 
based on data collected 11963-1965) during the training of ’30 
Olympic athletes The data was analyzed mathematically and the 
results were presented. A gradual increase in loads from mild to  
moderate was accompanied by an increase in the rate of energy 
metabolism at rest the following day. and the work capacity was 
also slightly increased Moderate workloads maintained the stability 
of the metabolic rate at rest, and was the optimum background for 
the performance of large loads Performance of heavy workloads 
produced a decrease of energy expenditure at rest, and led to a 
higher performance efficiency 
A69-80078 
P N EU MOTON 0 METRIC I NVESTl GAT ION OF ATHLETES 
[OPYT PN EVMOTONOMETRICH ESKOGO OBSLEDOVAN I IA 
SPORTSMENOV]. 
K H  A Shchakson (S M Kirov lnst of Advan Training of 
Physicians. Leningrad. USSR) 
Teoriia I Praktika Fizicheskoi Kul’tury, vol 3 1, Jan 1968, p 4 6 4 8 .  
22 refs In Russian 
A pneumotonometric method was used to study the contraction 
strength of expiratory muscles in 148 athletes Marked differences 
in the pneumotonometric indices were conditioned by the state of 
physical fitness The indices were related to the kind of sport 
practiced and the length of training. Pneumotonometry would be a 
valuable tool in sport medicine to  determine the strengthening of 
expiratory muscles 
A69-80079 
A DEVICE TO RECORD THE SENSITIVITY OF THE 
VESTIBULAR SYSTEM [USTANOVKA DLIA REGISTRATSII 
CHUVSTVITEL‘NOSTI VESTISULIARNOGO ANALIZATORA]. 
0 P Panfilov and G P Grigor’ev (Leningrad Sci-Res lnst of Phys 
Cult, USSR) 
Teoriia I Praktika Fizicheskoi Kul’rury. vol 31, Jan 1968, p 4 8 4 1  
In Russian 
A device to  determine the absolute (perception threshold) 
and relative discrimination sensitivity of the vestibular system was 
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presented and described The device consisted of a modified intensity serves as the main parameter of both stable and unstable 
version of the barany chair and its recording apparatus Its use for noise. the authors consider it necessary to carry out a comparative 
evaluation of the functional state of the vestibular system in evaluation and compare different kinds of noise on condition that 
athletes was recommended the intensity of stable noise corresponds to the average noise 
intensity for the maximum period of changes of impulse noise 
A69-80080 
THE CARBON-DIOXIDE COMPENSATION POINTS IN THE 
GASEOUS EXCHANGE OF PLANTS [OB UGLEKISLOTNOM 
KOMPENSATSIONNOM PUNKTE GAZOOBMENA U 
RASTENII]. 
V L Voznesenskii (USSR, h a d ,  of Sci, V L Komarov Botan 
lnst, Leningrad) 
Botanicheskii Zhurnal, vol 53, May 1968, p 586-598 48 refs 
In Russian 
Based on analysis of the literature and experimental data, 
the relationships between plant (including Chlorella) photosynthesis 
and respiration were investigated. by studying gaseous exchange 
In a closed system with an illuminated assimilating plant, the 
carbon dioxide (CO,) concentration resulting from the dynamic 
equilibrium between the photosynthesis rate and CO, released was 
determined by the influence of environmental conditions (light. 
temperature, etc ) It was found that CO, concentration in a closed 
system containing an illuminated Chlorella suspension. in favorable 
conditions, could decrease to zero Studying the compensation 
points of different plants it was impossible to determine if respiration 
in the presence of light was normal or inhibited The CO, 
assimilation process in illuminated green cells went on up to zero 
concentration, I e no initial threshold of CO, concentration was 
necessary in photosynthesis 
A69-80081 
THE FEATURES OF CHLOROPHOS TOXICITY FOR MICE 
IN VARIOUS THERMAL CONDITIONS AND PHYSICAL 
STRAIN [ KHARA KTERISTI KA TOKSI CHNOSTI 
KHLOROFOSA DLlA MYSHEI V RAZLICHNYKH USLOVIIAKH 
TEPLOVOGO VOZDElSTVllA I FlZlCHESKOl NAGRUZKI]. 
P P Denisenko. M M Ostrovskii. and K. A Lisitsina (Leningrad 
Sanit -Hyg Med lnst, Central Sci -Res Lab, USSR) 
Gfgiena I Sanitariia, no 8,  Aug 1968. p 14-18 5 refs In 
Russian 
The authors created various conditions and thermal regimes 
in four series of tests on 1,400 mice and different physical strains 
in five series of tests on 629 mice in order to determine the 
peculiar features of the effect of these factors on the toxicity of 
chlorophos (dipterex) The finding was that the thermal effect 
increased the toxicity of chlorophos while the physical strain had the 
contrary effect The toxicity of the substance is restored to a 
statistically significant level with the action of the thermal factor in 
30 min and that of the physical strain in four hr The authors 
discussed the question of the mechanism underlining changes of 
toxicity under conditions of the joint action of chlorophos and that 
each of the investigated factors 
A69-80082 
DATA FOR HYGIENIC ASSESSMENT OF IMPULSE NOISE 
[GIGIENICHESKAIA OTSENKA IMPUL’SNOGO SH UMA]. 
E TS Andreeva-Galanina. G. A Suvorov, and A M Likhnitskii 
(Leningrad Sanit -Hyg Med lnst, USSR) 
Gfgfena I Sanitariia, no 8. Aug 1968, p. 24-29 In Russian 
An attempt is made to elaborate a complex method for 
assessing impulse noise in industry that would provide the necessary 
information on all of its parameters By using a special measuring 
apparatus it is possible to accomplish a detailed analysis of the 
kinetic features of impulse noise The main criteria for proper 
hygienic assessment of impulse noise are suggested Since the 
A69-80083 
STANDARDIZATION OF HIGH FREQUENCY INDUSTRIAL 
NOISE FOR ADOLESCENTS [0  NORMlROVANl l  
VYSOKOCHASTOTNOGO PROIZVODSTVENNOGO SHUMA 
DLlA PODROSTKOV]. 
I I Ponomarenko (F F Erisman Moscow So.-Res lnst of Hyg, 
USSR) 
Gigfena I Sanftarfia, no 8,  Aug 1968. p 3 4 3 8  8 refs In 
Russian 
Investigation of the effect of noise of an octave range with 
an average frequency of 1 .OOO c p s and levels of 75, 70. and 65  
db on hearing, the cardiovascular system and central nervous 
system of adolescents was carried out in a noiseproof chamber The 
noise level of 75 db that is recommended as the maximum 
permissible level for adult workers was found to  produce a 
pronounced effect on the body functioning of 15 to 16 yr old boys A 
noise of 70 db caused somewhat lesser shifts in the investigated 
functions, nevertheless, they were quite significant The minimal 
functional changes were noted at the noise level of 65 db In the 
case of adolescents the maximum permissible level for noise with 
the maximum sound intensity in the range of an octave and 
average frequency of 1,000 c p s is suggested to comprise 65  db 
This corresponds to a curve with an index of 65  The question of 
considering this curve to be permissible for adolescents requires 
further investigations 
A69-80084 
THE INFLUENCE OF CHLORPROMAZINE O N  
INTERACTION BETWEEN CONDITIONED A N D  
UNCONDIT IONED REFLEXES IN YOUNG RABBITS [0 
VLllANll AMlNAZlNA NA VZAlMODElSTVlE USLOVNYKH 
I BEZUSLOVNYKH REFLEKSOV U KROL’CHAT]. 
D B Malakhovskaia (USSR. Acad of Sci. I M Sechenov lnst 
of Evolutionary Physiol and Biochem , Leningrad) 
Zhurnal Vysshei Nervnoi Deiatelhosti, vol 18, Jul -Aug 1968, 
p 6 2 8 4 3 5  2 9  refs In Russian 
A conditioned reflex has been elaborated in young rabbits 
beginning with the age of ten days based on the developing inborn 
reflex to a stimulation of the postero-lateral surface of the neck 
Experiments with preliminary injection of chlorpromazine were 
made every seven to ten days A disparity was observed between 
the forms of conditioned and unconditioned reflexes The latter was 
manifested mostly in scratching movements, and the former almost 
exclusively in shaking movements Chlorpromazine acted in an 
inhibitory way both on the conditioned and unconditioned reflexes, its 
action being most pronounced in the former case Chlorpromazine 
did not affect the relationship between the individual kinds of 
movements in the conditioned reflex, but substantially changed that 
between the different kinds of movements in the unconditioned 
reflex Hence. there was increased disparity between the forms of 
conditioned and unconditioned reflexes 
A69-80085 
INFLUENCE OF CAFFEINE O N  THE FORMATION AND 
MANIFESTATION OF CONDITIONED REFLEXES TO TIME 
[VLIIANIE KOFEINA NA OBRAZOVANIE I PROIAVLENIE 
USLOVNYKH REFLEKSOV NA VREMIA]. 
N D Kostenko (Bashkir U, Dept of Human and Animal Physiol , 
Ufa, USSR) 
Zhurnal Vysshei Nervnoi Defatel’nosti, vol. 18, Jul -Aug 1968, 
p 621 -627 20 refs In Russian 
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The work is devoted to the investigation of caffeine influences 
on the formation and manifestation of conditioned reflexes to time 
in rabbits The Malinovsky motor food method was used 
Subcutaneous chronic injections of 0 0 6  to 0 3 g. of caffeine, detain 
the formation of conditioned reflexes to time at intermediate 
stages The influence of caffeine on an already formed conditioned 
reflex to time results in partial or complete disinhibition of its 
inactive phase The degree of restoration of such a reflex depends 
on the type of the rabbit's higher nervous activity 
A69-80086 
EVOKED POTENTIALS TO SOUNDS OF DIFFERENT 
DIRECTION I N  THE AUDITORY CORTEX OF THE CAT; 
COMMUNICATION. 1. FORM OF EVOKED POTENTIALS 
[VYZVANNYE OTVETY V SLUKHOVOI KORE KOSHKI NA 
ZVUKI RAZNOGO NAPRAVLENIIA;  SOOBSHCHENIE 1. 
FORMA VYZVANNYKH POTENTSIALOV]. 
N IU Alekseenko (USSR. Acad of Sci. lnst of Higher Nervous 
Activity and Neurophysiol , Lab of Anal Physiol.. Moscow) 
0 Zhurnal Vysshei Nervnor Deratelhosti, vol 18, Jul -Aug 1968. 
p 642-649. 3 5  refs In Russian 
A comparison was made of evoked potentials (EP) in the 
auditory and the associative cortical areas (medial ectosylvian and 
medial suprasylvian gyri) in anesthetized cats (amytal-sodium or 
chloralose) in response to clicks of equal suprathreshold intensity 
presented monaurally to the right or left ear In both areas, the EP 
form changed depending on the side of the acoustic stimulation 
The differences consisted of the response in the presence or 
absence of certain components the negative phase of the primary 
response, the preceding negative or positive oscillation. late 
positive-negative wave, etc) In the Case of binaural stimulation, EP 
did not combine both forms, but was close to one of them, 
peculiar to  the ipsi-or contralateral stimulus, while the effect from 
stimulation of the other ear was inhibited Thus, the spatial-temporal 
structure of the response in the auditory and associative zones of 
the cortex may contain information on the side of the acoustic 
stimulation 
A69-80087 
CHARACTERISTICS OF TEMPORAL S U M M A T I O N  AT 
DIFFERENT LEVELS OF THE VISUAL SYSTEM OF 
ANESTHETIZED CATS BY THE THRESHOLDS OF PRIMARY 
EVOKED POTENTIALS [ KHARAKTERISTIKI VREMENNOI 
S U M M A T S I I  N A  RAZNYKH UROVNIAKH ZRITEL'NOI 
SISTEMY NARKOTIZIROVANNOI KOSHKI PO POROGAM 
VOZNlKNOVENllA PERVICHNY KH VYZVANNY KH 
POTENTSIALOV]. 
I A Shevelev and L Kh Khiks (USSR, Acad of Sci. lnst of 
Higher Nervous Activity and Neurophysiol , Moscow) 
Zhurnal Vysshei Nervnor Deratelhostr, vol 18, Jul 4 u g  1968, 
p 650-659 4Orefs In Russian 
Intensity thresholds of emergence of the first and second 
wave of the primary evoked response to monocular flashes of 
white light of various durations from 0 1 to 250 msec were 
determined simultaneously in the retina, the optic tract, the lateral 
geniculate body and the visual cortex of the anesthetized cat A 
significant difference in threshold, the critical time and degree of 
summation was revealed at different levels of the visual system 
All the indices of temporal summation successively diminish from 
the retina to  the cortex An assumption has been made that the 
lowering of the thresholds and the shortening of the critical time 
of summation in the upper parts of the analyzer is due to the 
previously found synchronization of the initial afferent flow in the 
visual system, while the diminished degree of summation is a 
result of successive horizontal inhibition more sharply pronounced 
in the visual centers 
A69-80088 
TRANSFORMATION OF THE EVOKED POTENTIAL OF 
THE RABBIT VISUAL CORTEX INTO A DISCHARGE OF THE 
WAVE-SPIKE TYPE [0 TRANSFORMATSII WZVANNOGO 
POTENTSIALA ZRITEL'NOI KORY KROLIKA V RAZRIAD 
TIPA VOLNA-PIK]. 
M S. Myslobodskii (USSR. Acad of So., lnst of Higher Nervous 
Activity and Neurophysiol , Moscow). 
Zhurnal Vysshei Nervnor Deratel'nosti, vol 18. Jul -Aug 1968, 
p 660-670. 50refs In Russian 
In acute and chronic experiments on rabbits, the activity 
of single elements of the visual cortex and the changes in 
spontaneous electroencephalograms and evoked potentials were 
studied after the administration of metrazol and nembutal. after the 
section of the brain stem, and destruction of some non-specific 
structures of the mid- and inter-brain Conditions of the 
transformation of the rabbit's alpha-rhythm into a paroxysmal rhythm 
of the wavespike type were analyzed Exalted after-discharges and 
their spontaneous equivalents were formed after the injection of 
metrazol on the basis on the complex slow negative wave4ate 
response of a normal evoked potential of the visual cortex The 
morphology, parameters and properties of the complex are similar 
to  the wave-spike discharges The appearance of exalted 
after-discharges and their spontaneous equivalents. with a frequency 
of three/sec, has been discovered after impairments in the 
midbrain-diecephalic area, induced by means of a stereotaxic canule 
developed for this purpose, and after electrolytic lesions in the area 
of the mid-brain, the subthalamus and the hypothalamus It is 
assumed that the wave-spike discharge is of a centrasthenic nature 
A69-80089 
STABILIZATION OF REACTIONS OF SINGLE NEURONS 
OF THE VISUAL CORTEX I N  A NONANESTHETIZED 
RABBIT FOLLOWING REPEATED PHOTIC STIMULATION 
[STABILIZATSIIA REAKTSII OTDEL'NYKH NEIRONOV 
ZRITEL'NOI KORY NEANESTEZIROVANNOGO KROLIKA PRI 
MNOGOKRATNOM SVETOVOM RAZDRAZHENII]. 
E N Soko1ov.V B Polianskii,and A Bagdonas(M V Lomonosov 
Moscow State U.  Dept of Physiol of Higher Nervous Activity. 
USSR) 
Zhurnal Vyssher Nervnor Deiatelhostr, vol 18. Ju l  -Aug 1968, 
p 701-707 6 refs In Russian 
Of the 42 investigated visual cortical units of the rabbit 
which respond to light. only three manifested effects connected 
with the reflex to  time In most of the units which failed to exhibit 
a reflex to time. an effect of discharge stabilization was developed 
in the course of repetition of the rhythmic light It was manifest 
in that the probability of appearance of spikes increased at some 
moments of the interval between stimuli. and decreased at other 
moments Such elaborated stabilization of responses was disturbed 
even if one signal in the series was omitted or by the action of 
foreign stimuli An assumption has been made that stabilization of 
un i t  responses is due to the involvement o f  postactivation 
potentiation of excitatory and inhibitory synapses in the neuronal net 
with lateral inhibition 
A69-80090 
INTERACTION OF PHOTOPIC AND SCOTOPIC AFFERENT 
SYSTEMS UPON APPLICATION OF INTENSIVE PHOTIC 
STIMULI  [VZAIMODEISTVIE FOTOPICHESKOI I 
S KOTOP ICHES KO1 AFFER ENTNY KH SISTEM V USLOVI IAKH 
PRIMENENIIA INTENSIVNYKH SVETOVYKH RAYDRAZHIET- 
ELEI]. 
P. A. Korzun and V. I. Shostak (S M. Kirov Mil -Med. Acad., Dept. 
of Normal Physiol , Leningrad, USSR). 
Zhurnal Vysshei Nervnoi Deiate/'nosti, vol. 18. Jul -Aug 1968, 
p 708-7 1 1 14 refs. In Russian. 
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The interaction of the photopic and scotopic systems of 
the visual analyzer in human beings was studied upon presentation 
of intensive photic flashes (duration 2.1 msec, brightness 7 2 . 
107 nt.). It has been shown that the restoration of light sensitivity 
of peripheral vision after flashes occurs faster when the central 
(eight degrees) part of the retina is screened. On the other hand, 
after a diffuse illumination the central vision is restored slower than 
after stimulation of the central part of the retina only (six degrees). 
The data obtained testify to a reciprocal relationship between the 
photopic and scotopic afferent systems of the visual analyzer under 
the action on momentary extremely bright flashes. The mechanism 
of such interaction is discussed. 
A69-80091 
PHYSIOLOGICAL CONTROL OF H U M A N  RHYTHMIC 
MUSCULAR ACTIVITY LO FIZIOLOGICHESKOI 
REGULlATSll RlTMlCHESKOi 4lYSHECHNOI DEIATEL- 
NOSTI CHELOVEKA]. 
R L Rabinovich (USSR, Acad of Pedagogical Sci , Sci -Res Inst 
of Age Physiol and Phys Training. Moscow) 
Zhurnal Vysshei Nervnoi Deiatel'nosti, vol 18, Jul -Aug 1968, 
p 712-717 1 6  refs In Russian 
A study was made of the causes preventing rhythmical 
muscular activity in man at high frequency The movements were 
performed in one series of investigations by the instruction do as 
fast as possible, in the other, following a flash of white light, in 
the third. after photic stimuli of different signal significance It has 
been found that the possibility of making movements a t  high 
frequency is limited by the system of relaying the stimuli from the 
sensory part of the brain to the motor ones As the experimental 
situation becomes more complicated, the maximum frequency of 
movements decreases Analysis of the movement elements has 
shown that as the frequency of the movements rises. there is a 
parallel shortening of the duration of the whole reaction and of the 
interval between two touches The other elements change regardless 
of the duration of the reaction The performance of rhythmic 
muscular activity in man apparently does not require the elaboration of 
new nervous connections, since from the very first the movements 
are made within a wide range of frequencies Repeated participation 
in the experiment leads to further increase in the range of the 
reproducible movement frequencies 
A69-80092. 
THE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS OF VENTILATION, 
PERFUSION, A N D  OXYGEN DIFFUSING CAPACITY I N  
THE LUNG, THROUGH CONCENTRATION CHANGES FOR 
THREE INSPIRATORY GASES. 1. THEORY [DIE 
VERTEILUNGSANALYSE VON VENTILATION, PERFUSION 
LUNGE D U R C H  KONZENTRATIONSWECHSEL DREIER 
INSPIRATIONSGASE. 1. THEORIE]. 
G. Thews and H. R. Vogel (Mainz. U., Physiol. Inst, West Germany). 
Pflugers Archiv European Journal of Physiology, vol. 303, Sep. 17. 
1968, p. 195-205. 17 refs. In German. 
Landesversicherungsanstalt Rheinland-Pfalz. Speyer supported 
research. 
The theoretical basis is given for an examination method 
which. enables the inhomogeneities of the ventilation-perfusion 
ratio. V,/Q. as well as the diffusing capacity-perfusion ratio, D,/Q in 
the human lungto  be determined In addition, the concentrations 
of three inspiratory gases with differen<-d%fusing characteristics, 
e.g. CO,, 0,. and He, must be suddenly varied, and the subsequent 
alveolar mixing processes followed. The solutions of the differential 
equations for the three mixing processes show that their time 
constants depend to  varying degree on the alveolar ventilation, QA, 
the lung perfusion, Q. and .the .diffusing capacity. D,. Hence, the 
functional distributions of VA, 0, and D, can be calculated from 
U N D  S AUERSTOFF-DIFFUSIONS KAPAZITAT IN DER 
the time constants. These distribution curves then provide the basis 
for the determination of the diagnostically important components 
of the alveolar-arterial pressure difference. AaD, for oxygen and 
carbon dioxide In this way, the AaDDlst, ~ which is to be 
attributed to distribution irregularities in VA/Q, the AaD .Dlstr , 
which depends upon the value and distribution of D,/Q, and 
finally. the AaDs,. determined by the degree of extrapulmonary 
shunt, can be found. 
A69-80093 
THE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS OF VENTILATION, 
THE LUNG, THROUGH CONCENTRATION CHANGES FOR 
THREE INSPIRATORY GASES. 2. M E T H O D  [DIE 
VERTEILUNSANALYSE VON VENTILATION, PERFUSION 
DURCH KONZENTRATIONSWECHSEL DREIER INSPIRA- 
TIONSGASE. 2. DURCHFUHRUNG DES VERFAHRENS]. 
H R. vogel dna G. Thews (Mainz. U . Physiol Inst.. West Germany) 
Pflugers Archiv European Journal of Physiology, vol 303. Sep 17. 
1968, p. 206-2 17 In German. 
Landesversicherungsanstalt Rheinland-Pfalz. Speyer supported 
research 
The examination and the evaluation procedure of the method 
of simultaneous distribution analysis of ventilation. lung perfusion. 
and 0, diffusing capacity are described The test person breathes, 
in an open spirometric system, a gas mixture (12 vol % 0,. 30 
vol % He, and 58 vol% N,), which is suddenly replaced by 
another inspiration mixture (1 6 vol % 0,. 4 8 vol % CO,. and 79 2 
vol % NZ) In the subsequent alveolar wash-in and wash-out 
phase, the end expiratory concentrations are continually followed. 
The oxygen is analyzed by means of a rapid-measuring platinum 
electrode, the carbon dioxide by an infra-red absorption recorder, 
and the helium by an inertia-free catharometer Simultaneously, the 
tidal volume is registered with the aid of an integrating 
pneumotachograph. The evaluation process is designed to enable 
first of all the determination of the relative values of ventilation, 
perfusion. and diffusing capacity in four functionally uniform lung 
compartments After this, the components of the alveolar-arterial 
pressure differences for 0, and CO, are calculated The evaluation 
process, to be carried out in standardized form, in 11 steps, is 
explained by means of an example 
PERFUSION, A N D  OXYGEN-DIFFUSING CAPACITY I N  
UND SAUERSTOFF-DIFFUSIONSKAPAZITAT IN DER LUNGE 
A69-80094 
THE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS OF VENTILATION, 
P E RF US ION, A N D  OXYGEN- DIFFUSING CAPACITY I N 
THE LUNG, THROUGH CONCENTRATION CHANGES FOR 
THREE INSPIRATORY GASES. 3. TESTS ON ADOLESCENTS, 
ELDERLY PEOPLE, A N D  PREGNANT W O M E N  [DIE 
VERTEILUNGSANALYSE VON VENTILATION, PERFUSION 
U N D  SAUERSTOFF-DIFFUSIONSKAPAZITAT I N  DER 
LUNGE D U R C H  KONZENTRATIONSWECHSEL DREIER 
INSPIRATIONSGASE. 3. UNTERSUCHUNG VON 
JUGENDLICHEN. ALTEREN PERSONEN UND SCHWAN- 
G E R EN]. 
H R. Vogel, G. Thews, V. Schulz, and H. J. von Mengden (Mainz, 
U , Physiol. Inst., West Germany) 
Pflugers Archiv European Journal of Physiology. vol. 303. Sep 17. 
1968. p. 218-229. 45 refs. In German. 
Landesversicherungsanstalt Rheinland-Pfalz, Speyer supported 
research. 
Fourteen adolescents with healthy lungs, six elderly people 
with chronic emphysema bronchitis. and ten pregnant women with 
healthy lungs. were examined by usins the method of distribution 
analysis of ventilation, VA, perfusion, 0, and 0, diffusing capacity 
D,,. Besides the distribution curves for the function values. VA. 
Q, and D, this method also furnishes the following average values, 
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which were obtained throughout the lung the ventilation-perfusion 
ratio, the O2 diffusing capacity-perfusion ratio, the alveolar, end 
capillary. and arterial O2 and CO, pressures. and the components 
of the alveolar-arterial pressure differences. as well as the absolute 
values for the alveolar ventilation, lung perfusion, 0, diffusing 
capacity and the extrapulmonary shunt component The essential 
test results were summarized 
A69-80095 
A PHYSIOLOGICAL SCHEME A N D  MATHEMATICAL 
MODEL OF TEMPERATURE REGULATION IN MAN. 
C H Wyndham and A R Atkins (South Africa. Chamber of Mines. 
Human Sci Lab, Johannesburg) 
Pflugers Archiv European Journal o f  Physiology, vol 303. Aug 2 1, 
1968.p 1 4 3 0  26refs 
Mean skin temperatures. rectal temperatures and sweat 
rates were measured on four highly acclimatized subjects They 
were exposed for 180 min to 1 6  different combinations of four 
metabolic rates and four air temperatures. ranging from cold (1 0°C ) 
to hot (49°C ) Mean sweat rates for the second hour were plotted 
against mean rectal temperatures for four different levels of skin 
temperature and vice-versa These graphs indicate. firstly that 
sweat rate does not increase until rectal temperature rises above 
a threshold value of 3 6  5°C. thereafter the increase in sweat rate 
depends upon the level of mean skin temperature. being greater 
the higher the mean skin temperature Secondly. sweat rate does 
not increase markedly until mean skin temperature rises above 
33 "C but the increase in sweat rate above 33°C depends upon the 
level of rectal temperature, being greater the higher the rectal 
temperature The interrelated effects upon sweat rate of mean 
skin temperature and core temperature can be explained by means 
of a relatively simple physiological system comprising temperature 
sensors in the hypothalamus and skin. and a heat loss and a heat 
conservation integrating center Mathematical equations have been 
developed to express the relationships between sweat rate, core, and 
mean skin temperature for cool conditions. but these relationships 
are so complex that it is preferable to use an analogue computer 
for these purposes 
A69-80096 
RESPIRATORY VARIATIONS OF BARORECEPTOR REFLEX 
TRANSMISSION AND THEIR EFFECTS ON SYMPATHETIC 
ACTIVITY A N D  VASOMOTOR TONE [UBER DIE 
ABHANG IGKEIT DER PRESSORECEPTORISCHEN HEMMUNG 
DES SYMPATHICUS VON DER ATEMPHASE UND IHRE 
AUSWIRKUNG IN DER VASOMOTORIK]. 
H Seller, P Langhorst, D Richter. and H P Koepchen (Munich, 
U , Physiol lnst, West Germany) 
Pflugers Archiv European Journal of Physiology, vol 302, Aug 13, 
1968.p 3 0 0 3 1 4  29refs In German 
Deut Forschungsgemeinschaft supported research 
Respiratory variations of baroreceptor reflex transmission 
and their effects on sympathetic activity and vasomotor tone was 
investigated in dogs The reflex effects of short bilateral sinus nerve 
stimulation are dependent on the time of stimulation within the 
respiratory cycle Stimulation during the expiratory phase produces 
greater vasodilatation in the perfused m gracilis and stronger 
inhibition of lumbar sympathetic activity than does stimulation 
during the inspiratory phase The time course of reflex sympathetic 
inhibition during the respiratory cycle. measured by the reflex 
pause of the sympathetic activity after sinus nerve stimulation. IS 
described Continuous stimulation of both sinus nerves intensifies 
the respiratory grouping of sympathetic activity This phenomenon can 
be explained by the respiratory oscillation of reflex transmission 
The respiratory grouping of sympathetic activity and the respiratory 
vasomotor oscillations cannot be  abolished by baroreceptor 
denervation and/or elimination of respiratory movements wi th  
neuromuscular blocking agents If the baroreceptor nerves are intact, 
the respiratory variations are modified also by respiratory blood 
pressure waves The significance of the findings with respect to  the 
central functional organization of respiratory and cardiovascular 
centers, and the various factors responsible for the respiratory 
grouping o f  sympathetic activity are discussed 
A69-80097 
REACTIONS OF VENOUS TONE I N  CAPACITANCE 
VESSELS OF THE SKIN UNDER PASSIVE AND ACTIVE 
0 RTHOSTATIS [VENENTON US REA KTlO NEN IN 
KAPAZITIVEN HAUTGEFASSEN BE1 PASSIVER U N D  
A KTlVE R 0 RT H OSTAS E]. 
H Paessler, M Schlepper. K W Westermann. and E Witzleb 
(Munster, U , Gollwitzer-Meier-lnst . Physiol Abt . Bad Oeynhausen, 
West Germany) 
Pflugers Archiv European Journal of Physiology, vol 302. Aug 13. 
1968. p 31 5-332 3 2  refs In German 
Experimental subjects. fastened by means of a parachute 
harness to  a tilt-table. were subjected to passive orthostatis With 
assumption of the vertical position. the venous tone manifested a 
very marked initial constrictive reaction With continued orthostatis. 
the values for venous tone remained regularly above those recorded 
in the horizontal position While heart rate as a rule increased 
during the experiments. a considerable decrease in pulse was 
observed in most cases, with the onset of syncopal symptoms 
Whereas respiratory rate increased. tidal volume demonstrated 
relatively small and variable changes With the subjects standing in a 
tank, active orthostatis was effected by modification of gravitational 
effect on the lower half of the body resulting from hydrostatic 
pressure alterations With reduction of gravity effect, the venous 
tone decreased in direct relation to the water level, and attained, 
after discontinuance of filling, a constant value With decrease then 
of the water level. venous tone increased and. in the majority of 
cases. surpassed the values observed in the control period In 
contrast. the peripheral venous pressure behaved in the opposite 
manner, increasing with a rising water level. and decreasing with 
a falling level The significance of venous tone adjustments for 
position-dependent circulatory regulation. and the responsible 
mechanisms thereof, are discussed 
A69-80098 
COLD TREMOR I N  UNANESTHETIZED, CHRONICALLY 
SPINALIZED RABBITS AS COMPARED W I T H  COLD 
SHIVERING I N  INTACT ANIMALS [KALTETREMOR 
WACHER, CHRONISCH SPlNALlSlERTER KANINCHEN IM 
VERGLEICH ZUM KALTEZITTERN INTAKTER TIERE]. 
Mitsuo Kosaka and Eckhart Simon (Max-Planck-Ges. W G 
Kerckhoff-lnst . Bad Nauheim. West Germany) 
Pflugers Archiv European Journal of Physiology. vol 302, Aug 13. 
1968, p 3 3 3 3 5 6  2 6  refs In German 
Motor activity was evoked in unanesthetized rabbits by 
external cooling and by selective cooling of the lower thoracal and 
lumbosacral spinal cord, both in intact animals and in animals 
chronically spinalized at Th2-Th8 The onset and the pattern of this 
cold induced activity were observed by means of electromyographic 
recordings obtained from the lumbar dorsal trunk muscles Initiation 
of motor activity under external cooling occurred, in average, at the 
same core temperature in intact and in spinalized rabbits The 
initial state of increased motor activity in spinal rabbits corresponded 
to  the preshivering tone, which is reported from intact animals 
Visible shivering was observed in intact rabbits. but was not found 
in spinalized animals Threshold temperature of motor activity 
during spinal cord cooling was lower in spinal rabbits than in intact 
animals Visible shivering was observed in intact as well as in 
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spinalized rabbits The pattern of fully developed motor activity 
consisted o f  phasic and tonic electromotor discharges The phasrc 
component was found to be slightly reduced in spinal animals as 
compared to intact animals It was confirmed that cold induced 
motor activity is composed to a similar extent of grouped discharges 
under either cooling method. both in intact and spinalized rabbits 
A69-80099 
THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SPINAL MECHANISM OF COLD 
SHIVERING [DER ZENTRALNERVOSE SPINALE 
MECHANISM US DES KALTEZITTERNS]. 
Mitsuo Kosaka and Eckhart Simon (Max-Planck-Ges, W G 
Kerckhoff-lnst , Bad Nauheim. West Germany). 
Pflugers Archiv European Journal of Physiology. vol 302. Aug 13. 
1968. p 3 5 7 3 7 3  2 9  refs In German 
Cold induced termor was evoked in unanesthetized, intact and 
chronically spinalized rabbits by external cooling and by selective 
spinal cord c o o h g  This cold induced motor activity was analyzed 
with respect to  the occurrence of grouped discharges in the 
electromyogram of the lumbar dorsal trunk muscles and to their 
range of frequencies In average, grouped discharges were observed 
more often in intact than in spinalized rabbits Grouped discharges 
occurred to a greater extent under spinal cord cooling than under 
external cold in both groups of animals There was, however. 
considerable overlapping of the individual results in the different 
groups of experiments The frequencies of the grouped discharges 
ranged between 6 and 3 0  c p s .  both in intact and in spinalized 
rabbits Mean frequency was lowest in spinalized rabbits under 
external cold and was highest in spinalized rabbits under spinal cord 
cooling The differences between the mean frequencies in intact 
and spinalized animals were. however. not greater than three c p s 
under both cooling methods The results indicate that the range 
of frequencies of the cold induced termor produced by the isolated 
spinal cord is identical with that produced by the intact central 
nervous system This finding of the spinal genesis of cold tremor 
offers the conclusion that the rhythm of cold shivering originates 
within the areas of the motoneuron pools 
A69-80100 
THE ROLE OF RETINAL ORIENTATION I N  THE 
EGOCENTRIC ORGANIZATION OF A VISUALSTIMULUS. 
D A Begelman (Fairfield Hills Hosp, Psychol Serv, Newtown. 
Conn ) 
Journal o f  General Psychology, vol 79. Oct 1968, p 283-289 
Eastern Psychol Assn , 37th Ann Meeting, New York City, Apr 
7966 
When the effects of frame-of-reference and gravitatronal 
cues are controlled, orientation of visual stimulus is influenced 
primarily by egocentric cues supplied by the direction of body axes 
Orientation with respect to the self, however, IS an unambiguous 
concept only when all body parts are in alignment It was shown that 
a head-body conflict situation may be correlated with contrasting 
orientations of stimuli although gross retinal orientation IS held 
constant This finding was interpreted as proof for the fact that retinal 
orientation is not a necessary condition for perceptual organization 
in accordance with egocentric cues 
A69-80101 
A SERIAL POSITION EFFECT I N  NUMBER-RECOGNITION. 
H B G Thomas 
Journal of Experimental Psychology. vol 78. 'Sep 1968, p 8-14 
12 refs 
A recognition-memory task was used to investigate the 
handling of the numbers 0-99 Of these 100 integers, 2 0  critical 
primes and 20 critical composite numbers, matched approximately for 
size and distributed across target-list positions on a Latin-square 
design, were compared The number of recognition-failures n, on 
a number of X, is found to be determined largely by the serial 
position of X, in the sequence 0, 1 9 9  and shows a typical 
serial position effect A mathematical model, described elsewhere, 
fits this serial position curve well However for composite numbers, 
but not primes. recognition-failures on individual items show a 
significant amount of additional variability not accounted for by the 
serial position effect The implications o f  these findings are 
discussed 
A69-80102 
DISCRETE-TRIAL INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE 
RELATED TO RRNARD SCHEDULE AND DEVELOPMENTAL 
LEVEL. 
Thomas J Ryan, Christopher Orton. and June B Pimm (Carleton 
U , Ottawa. Canada) 
Journal o f  Experimental Psychology, vol 78. Sep 1968. p 3 1 3 7  
17 refs 
SOC of Res in Child Develop Conv, New York, Mar 7967 
Grants NRCAPB-2 and OMHF79 
One-hundred twenty subjects at each of six developmental 
levels performed an instrumental level-pulling task Six reward 
groups (0%. 10%. 30%. 50%. 70%. 100%) were formed within 
each age level and measures of response speed were taken The 
typical finding o f  faster response speeds for partially as compared 
with continuously rewarded groups was not evident across all ages 
Furthermore, some partial reward schedules other than 50% also 
lead to more vigorous responding as compared with 100% reward 
In terms of frustration theory. it was suggested that desire to win 
and problem-solving strategies employed at different age levels, as 
well as expectancy for reward, may all play important roles in 
determining reaction to nonreward 
A69-80103 
PSYCHOLOGICAL REFRACTORINESS W I T H  VARYING 
DI F F E R EN CES B ETW EEN TAS KS. 
Thomas C Way and Robert Gottsdanker (Cali f ,  U ,  Santa 
Barbara) 
Journal of Experimental Psychology. vol 78 Sep 1968, p 38-45 
1 I refs 
Grant NIMH M H  10447-02 
Two experiments on psychological refractoriness (PR) were 
conducted, each with eight different adult human subjects PR was 
estimated by the increase in mean reaction time to the second of 
two choice tasks when the intersignal interval was reduced from 
900  to 100 msec Thus measured. PR was greater for a second 
task opposite in  direction to the first than for one which was 
perpendicular This held whether or not the perpendicular task 
required a revision of signal-response coding Conclusions were that 
PR (a) is a function of the differences between the two tasks, (b) 
is dependent on antagonism between common elements of the two 
tasks rather than on unrelatedness or absence of common elements, 
and (c) is capable of being analyzed into components representing 
signal antagonism and response antagonism It was also found that 
response antagonism increased RT,. showing that the first 
response may be affected by second signal. contrary to the storaqe 
hypothesis of PR 
A69-80104 
ALPHA RHYTHM AND TIMEJUDGMENTS. 
C F Legg (Cambridge. U , Great Britain) 
Journal of Experimental Psychology, vol 78, Sep 1968. p 4 6 4 9  
6 refs 
Previous studies have indicated correlations between time 
judgments and certain characteristics of the electroencephalogram 
(EEG) Here, using intervals between 5 and 8 sec , no significant 
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correlations were found between judgment lengths and mean alpha 
rate or "alpha index" Reliable i f  weak associations between 
judgments and aspects of concurrent EEG may yet be established 
A69-80105 
SHORT-TERM MEMORY FOR INDIVIDUAL VERBAL ITEMS 
AS A FUNCTION OF METHOD OF RECALL. 
Henry Loess and Richard Harris (Wooster, Call, Ohio) 
Journal of Experimental Psychology, vol 78. Sep 1968, p 64-69 
11 refs 
Grants NlMH M H  08537-03 and NSF GY 2536 
Two experiments were conducted to evaluate different methods 
of recall in short-term memory Each experiment contained 9 6  
subjects divided into four subgroups The stimuli were word triads, 
each containing words from three common taxonomic categories 
The subject saw a triad for 1 5 sec , followed by a series of random 
digits designed t o  minimize rehearsal Retention was measured after 
nine sec In Exp I, experimental subjects were provided with the 
appropriate category names at the beginning of a recall interval 
Performance was not superior to control subjects who were told 
simply to  recall In Exp 11, experimental subjects received category 
cues after an initial period of free recall Under these conditions 
performance was superior to control subjects who had the same 
total time to  recall but no special cues The results are discussed 
in terms of (a) opposing facilitative and interfering effects of the 
recall cues. and (b) different methods of retrieval from short-term 
and long-term memory 
A69-80106 
SIGNAL PROCESSING TIME AS A FUNCTION OF AGING. 
J Richard Simon 
Journal of Experimental Psychology, vol 78. Sep 1968, p 76-80 
9 refs 
Old and young subjects pressed a right- or left-hand key 
in response to the onset of one of a pair of lights In Exp I. a 
warning light indicated the approaching onset of the stimulus light 
but also communicated the rule governing the ensuing response. 
I e ,  respond with key on the same or opposite side as the stimulus 
light The interval (PI) between warning and stimulus lights was 
short (100 msec I in one block of trials and long ( 1  5 sec in 
another The difference in RT between the two blocks reflected the 
time the subject required to process the information in the warning 
light Results indicated that signal processing time increased as a 
function of aging In Exp II. normal reactions were unaffected by 
PI, but reversed reactions were slower on short than on long PI 
trials 
A69-80107 
CONTINUING A N D  REVERSING THE DIRECTION OF 
RESPONDING MOVEMENTS: SOME EXCEPTIONS TO THE 
John Brebner (Dundee. U , Great Britain) 
Journal of Experimental Psychology, vol 78. Sep 1968, 
p 120-127. 5 refs 
Delays in responding to  a signal to continue or to  reverse 
the direction of a response movement were calculated where the 
signal arrived shortly before the response movement to a prior 
signal began The results indicate that the processing of signals 
conveying instructions to  continue a responding movement is not 
delayed even when the second signal arrives during reaction time to 
the first signal More suprisingly, without being entirely conclusive. 
the data suggest that signals to  reverse the direction of movement 
may also be processed without delays This evidence indicates the 
selective nature of the "gating process,'' by which ongoing activity 
of the decision mechanism is assumed to be protected from the 
arrival of further signals. 
SO-CALLED "PSYCHOLOGICAL REFRACTORY PERIOD". 
A69-80108 
VOLUNTARY CONTROL OF FRAME OF REFERENCE AND 
SLOPE EQUIVALENCE UNDER HEAD ROTATION. 
Fred Attneave and Kathleen W Reid (Ore, U ,  Eugene and 
Portland) 
Journal of Experimental Psychology, vol 78. Sep 1968. 
p 153-159 
Grant AFOSR 973-66 
Transfer studies shanr that people normally associate responses 
with physical rather than retinal stimulus orientations In this study 
experimental subjects were instructed to adopt a head-anchored 
reference system ("Think of the top of your head as up "1 with heads 
tilted, during either initial learning or transfer These instructions 
strongly facilitated transfer based on retinal invariance with head 
position changed Moreover, faster response to  retinal verticals and 
horizontals than to retinal diagonals with head tilted. prior to 
transfer, was significantly predictive of superior performance on the 
transfer task, which required same response to same retinal stimulus 
with head upright Conclusions (a) Invariance of perceived or 
phenomenal slant (rather than either physical or retinal slant) is the 
critical determinant of transfer (b) Likewise. lines perceived as 
vertical and horizontal tend to  evoke faster responses than those 
perceived as obliques (c) Phenomenal slant depends on the 
orientation of a frame of reference, which is subject to voluntary as 
well as proprioceptive control 
A69-BO109 
VESTIBULAR UNITS INFLUENCED BY LABYRINTHINE 
AND CEREBRAL NYSTAGMOGENIC IMPULSES. 
Ermanno Manni and Maria Letizia Gtretti (Sassari. U ,  lnst of 
Human Physiol, Sardinia. Italy) 
Experimental Neurology, vol 22. Sep 1968. p 145-157 34 
refs 
North Italy OR1 Soc ,26th Meeting. Genova, Mar 3. 1968 
Unites activated by thermic stimulation of the labyrinth 
were isolated in vestibular nuclei, and particularly in the lateral, of 
curarized guinea pigs All such units were also strikingly influenced 
by the low-frequency electrical stimulation of the cerebral 
nystagmogenic center located in the temporoparietal region Different 
patterns of activation and inhibitton of the vestibular units were de- 
scribed after labyrinthine and cerebral nystagmogenic stimulations 
The relationships of such responses to the eye nystagmus were 
investigated by recording simultaneously the vestibular unitary 
discharge and the action potentials of a few fibers of an 
oculomotor nerve Thus a convergence of labyrinthine and cerebral 
nystagmogenic impulses on the vestibular nuclei was demonstrated 
The conclusion was reached that the vestibular nuclei are involved 
also in the mechanism of the eye nystagmus brought about by 
electrical stimulation of the cerebral cortex 
A69-80110 
BODY MOTILITY DURING SLEEP AND ITS RELATION TO 
Jon F Sassin and Laverne C Johnson ( U S  Navy Med 
Neuropsychiat Res Unit. San Diego, Calif) 
Experimental Neurology, vol 22, Sep 1968, p 133-144 2 9  
refs 
Western EEG Soc , Meeting, Park City, Utah, Feb 20-23, 1968  
Grant NSF GB 6008 and U S Navy supported research 
All-night polygraphic recordings were made on five normal 
human male subjects for t w o  nights t o  study body motility 
quantitatively in relation to  the sleep electroencephalogram Body 
movements were significantly related temporally to  preceding 
K-complexes during stage 2 sleep with a mean latency of 2 52 sec 
for 396  movements scored This relationship was consistent for 
both nights one and two The rate of body movements per min was 
significantly lower in slow-wave sleep than in any other stage and 
was not different in stage two and rapid eye movement (REM) 
THE K-COMPLEX. 
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Movements in slow-wave sleep were more extensive and usually 
occurred at the end of periods, often heralding a change of stage. 
Brief isolated twitches of extremities were predominantly observed 
in stage REM. In all stages, movements of the face and mouth 
alone were frequent An attempt was made to unify the known 
relations of K-complexes. body movements and autonomic activity 
and to organize them with respect to subcortical origins and 
electrophysiologic mechanisms 
A69-80111 
ARE THERE NEURONS DETECTING DIRECTION OF SOUND 
SOURCE MOTION? 
Jacob A Altman (USSR. Acad of Sci , Pavlov lnst of Physiol, Lab 
of Physiol of Hearing, Leningrad) 
Experimental Neurology, vol 22, Sep 1968, p 13-25 3 2  refs 
The activity of inferior colliculus single neurons was recorded 
extracellularly in cats anesthetized with chloralose and urethane 
Binaurally presented trains of clicks were used as a sound signal. 
the time interval within each pair of clicks being diminished and 
then raised gradually The use of the signal. which has some 
special features of a moving sound, models motion of the sound 
from one ear to  the midline and backwards It was possible to 
isolate units, which can fix some special features of this signal and 
respond to  the direction of sound motion with a specific response 
Different types of responses of these neurons are presented 
A69-80112 
PERIPHERAL PATHWAY OF EYE MUSCLE 
PROPRIOCEPTION. 
E Manni, R Bortolami, and C Desole (Sassari. U , lnsts of Human 
Physiol and Vet Anat, Sardinia, Italy) 
Experimental Neurology, vol 22, Sep 1968. p 1-1 2 40 refs 
French Physiol Soc ,Ann Meeting, Milan, Jun 7-10, 1967 
The peripheral pathway of eye muscle proprioception was 
investigated in pigs, cats and sheep A cellular pool containing the 
soma of the afferent fibers from the spindles of the extraocular 
muscles was found in the medial dorsolateral part of the semilunar 
ganglion of pig In this regard there were no differences between 
pigs and sheep But no responses to stretching extraocular muscles 
of the cat were found in the semilunar ganglion In another group 
of animals. experiments were carried out in order t o  trace the 
course of the afferents from the eye muscle spindles to enter the 
brainstem Responses to the stretch of the extraocular muscles 
were recorded from the trigeminal root in both sheep and pigs. but 
this was not the case for root of the oculomotor nerve Section 
of an ophthalmic branch of the trigeminal nerve immediately distal 
to the semilunar ganglion abolished such responses and was 
followed by degeneration of the spindles of the extraocular 
muscles in pigs and sheep The ganglionic responses persisted after 
sectioning the connections between the oculomotor nerve and the 
ophthalmic branch of the level of the cavernous sinus Intracranial 
section of the oculomotor nerve did not provoke degeneration of 
the eye muscle spindles. The conclusion was reached that the 
proprioceptive cells contained in the semilunar ganglion of pig and 
sheep have a central process which enters the brain stem through 
the trigeminal root, while the peripheral one courses through the 
opthalmic branch and reaches the extraocular muscles 
A69-80113 
AUDITORY EVOKED RESPONSES: INTRACRANIAL AND 
EXTRACRANIAL AVERAGE EVOKED RESPONSES. 
Gastone G Celesia (WE, U . Med Center, Dept of Neurol and 
Veterans Admin Hosp , Madison). 
Archives of Neurology, vol 19. Oct 1968, p 4 3 0 4 3 7  19 refs 
Grant PHS NB 03360 
Average evoked potentials t o  auditory stimulation were 
recorded from the cortex of cats Responses were obtained from 
every cortical region explored Responses from the auditory cortical 
areas proved to have a specific morphology which permitted their 
differentiation from volume conducted events In animals with 
chronically implanted electrodes simultaneous recording of auditory 
responses from the scalp and the cortex was carried out In alert 
animals, the evoked potentials obtained from the scalp did not 
correlate with cortical responses During light sleep. barbiturate and 
deep chloralose anesthesia. the extracranial response clearly 
reflected potentials originated from the cortex Relevance of these 
findings to human auditory evoked responses is discussed 
A69-80114 
A C IRCADIAN RHYTHM OF NOREPINEPHRINE 
REGIONALLY IN CAT BRAIN: ITS RELATIONSHIP TO 
ENVIRONMENTAL LIGHTING A N D  TO REGIONAL 
DIURNAL VARIATIONS IN BRAIN SEROTONIN. 
Donald J Reis, Marlene Weinbren. and Anthony Corvelli (Cornell 
U , Med. Coll , Dept. of Neurol , New York. N Y 1 
Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics, vol 164. 
Nov 1968.p 135-145 27refs 
Grants PHS NB-06911. PHS NB-04876. and PHS 1 -K3-N8-31756 
There is a 2 4  hr (circadian) cycle of norepinephrine 
concentration in certain regions of the cat brain and spinal cord. 
including the cervical cord, pons, region of the substantia nigralateral 
tegmentum. anterior hypothalamus and region of the tuber cinereum. 
and also of the norepinephrine content of the pineal gland of the 
cat A biphasic or ultradian rhythm of norepinephrine concentration 
is found in the superior collicuIus and possibly in the lateral thal- 
amus Changes in norepinephrine concentration range up to  four- 
fold No sex difference in regional norepinephrine concentrations 
occurs in the cat The norepinephrine rhythms in  different regions 
of the cat brain. cervical cord and pineal gland are asynchronous, 
peaking at different times and having different forms Although the 
norepinephrine rhythm in the cat pineal gland depends on a 
rhythm of environmental lighting and is therefore exogeneous, the 
norepinephrine rhythms in the cervical cord and in the anterior 
hypothalamus persist during 2 4  hr of light and thus appear to be 
endogenous A diurnal cycle of serotonin occurs in the inferior 
colliculus and in the red nucleus-medial tegmental region between 
0700 and 1900 hr , but not in regions in which norepinephrine 
rhythms are found at the same time The serotonin rhythm is 
therefore independent of the norepinephrine rhythm regionally in the 
cat brain 
A69-80115 
HYPOCALCEMIC EFFECT OF IMIDAZOLE IN RATS. 
Herbert Wells and Weldon Lloyd (Harvard School of Dental Med , 
Dept of Clin Dentistry. Boston, Mass 
Endocrinology, vol 83. Sep 1968, p 52 1 -529 2 5  refs 
Grants NlDR DE-01969 and NlDR DE-02509 
Marked hypocalcemia. enhanced by feeding a low calcium diet. 
followed ip (400 mg /kg or oral (800 mg /kg ) administration of 
imidazole to rats Imidazole also caused a fall in serum phosphorus 
The drug retained its hypocalcemic effect after removal of the 
parathyroid glands, both the parathyroid and thyroid glands, or the 
kidneys. indicating that the presence of these organs is not 
necessary for its action In parathyroidectomized rats, administration 
of imidazole antagonized the hypercalcemic effect of parathyroid 
extract The hypocalcemic action of imidazole was partially prevented 
by prior administration of isoproterenol and theophylline Histamine 
HC1 (662 mg /kg , sc also had a hypocalcemic effect In light of 
the fact that imidazole activates adenosine 3'.5'-phosphodiesterase, 
the enzyme which degrades cyclic 3',5'-adenosine monophosphate 
(cyclic AMP). the present results suggest that the actions of 
thyrocalcitonin and parathyroid hormone may involve cyclic AMP 
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A69-80116 
MEDICAL CONSlDERATlONS FOR PATIENTS IN 
COMMERCIAL AIR TRAVEL. 
Robert B Stonehill and Raymond H Murray (Ind U ,  School of 
Med, Indianapolis) 
Journal of the Indiana State Medical Association. vol 61. Oct 
1968.p 1395-1398 10refs 
Approximately three percent of airline passengers are 
ambulatory patients As the popularity of air travel increases, more 
and more ambulatory patients will fly They should and will turn 
to their physicians for advice In evaluating such a patient, the 
physician should formulate an opinion of the patient’s ability to 
travel by air utilizing the equipment and technics available to him 
in office practice With few exceptions. the medical problems 
peculiar to air travel are similar to medical problems in general An 
understanding of these will greatly aid in evaluation of the patient 
Most patients who can travel at all, can travel by air more 
comfortably and with less exhaustion 
A69-80117 
NON-THERMAL EFFECT OF MICROWAVE RADIATION IN 
VITRO ON PERITONEAL MAST CELLS OF THE RAT 
Wojciech Sawicki and Kazimierz Ostrowski (School of Med , Dept 
of Histol and Embryo1 , Warsaw. Poland) 
American Journal of Physical Medicine, vol 47. Oct 1968. 
p 225-234 19 refs 
Peritoneal cell suspensions were irradiated in vitro with 
microwaves of density power three mw /cm* The irradiated mast 
cells remained alive. but their ability for metachromatic staining 
was markedly reduced The dry mass of mast cells, as well as their 
diameter. diminished by 50 to 65% Irradiation with microwaves 
caused also a two- to threefold reduction of sodium S35-sulfate 
uptake by the mast cells 
A69-80118 
SIMPLE METHOD FOR PREPARING AND IMPLANTING 
FINE WIRE ELECTRODES. 
T Gaines Parker (Veterans Admin Hosp , Physiometrics Res Lab, 
Houston, Tex ) 
American Journal of Physical Medicine, vol 47. Oct 1968. 
p 247-249 
A simple method for preparing and implanting fine wire 
electrodes into the muscles of experimental subjects IS presented 
The technique involved pre-soldering the amplifier connection to 
the electrode before implanting Implantation IS accomplished by 
inserting a hypodermic needle, to which the wire IS connected, 
perpendicular to the skin into the desired muscle site The wire 
remains in the muscle upon withdrawal of the needle This technique 
involves no discomfort or curtailment of normal activities 
A69-80119 
MAGNITUDE OF EXPERIMENTAL EFFECT AND A TABLE 
FOR ITS RAPID ESTIMATION. 
Herbert Friedman (William and Mary, Coll , Williamsburg. Va ) 
Psychological Bulletin. vol 70. Oct 1968. p 245-251 9 refs 
NASA Grant NGR47-006-028 and Grant NIH GM 13031 
Sample size as well as probability values must be taken into 
account in the interpretation of experimental data A correlation 
between group membership and the dependent variable explicity 
describes the effectiveness of the independent variable A table is 
provided which gives values of this measure directly from the 
sample size and t. z. F. or x2 values Equivalents of this measure 
are also provided both in terms of the difference between means 
and a measure of misclassification The table may be used as a 
power table and is suited for dealing with several problems of 
experimental procedure and tactics Decisions concerning acceptance 
of null or alternative hypotheses rnay be aided by the use of this 
measure 
A69-80120 
A N  EXAMPLE OF BAYESIAN HYPOTHESIS TESTING: THE 
PERCEPTION OF ROTARY MOTION I N  DEPTH. 
Gordon F Pitz (Southern 111 U , Carbondale) 
Psychological Bulletin. vol 70. Oct 1968. p 252-255 5 refs. 
The Bayesian method of employing likelihood ratios is 11- 
lustrated in an analysis of an experiment reported by Hershberger, 
supposedly disconfirming a theory proposed by Day and Power The 
original experiment produced results significant at the 0 2  level 
when using a one-tailed test. it is shown that. by interpreting these 
results as evidence against the null hypothesis. one is making cer- 
tain strong assumptions that should be recognized In fact, the 
Bayesian analysis suggests that the null hypothesis is not discred- 
ited nearly as much as is suggested by the classical significance 
level 
A69-80121 
VERBAL TRANSFORMATION EFFECT A N D  AUDITORY 
PERCEPTUAL MECHANISMS. 
Richard M Warren (Wis . U , Milwaukee) 
Psychological Bulletin, vol 70. Oct. 1968, p 261 -270 35  refs 
Grant NIH NE 05998 
Continued listening to recorded repetitions of a single word 
or phrase induces illusory changes These ”verbal transformations” 
(VT’ss) rnay range from a word that rhymes with the actual stimulus to 
extreme phonetic distortions The VT effect has revealed semantic 
and phonetic aspects of verbal organizational processes It IS 
suggested that the strategies employed for the perception of 
connected discourse change in a regular manner throughout the 
normal life span Some aspects of VT’s appear related to other 
perceptual phenomena including aphasia and both auditory and 
visual illusions induced by unchanging patterns of sensory input 
A69-80122 
D Y N A M I C  INTERACTIONS I N  RETINAL RECEPTIVE 
FIELDS. 
L Maffei and L Cervetto (C N R ,  Lab di Neurofisiol , Pisa, Italy) 
Vision Research,vol 8.Oct 1968. p 1299-1303 
Contract AF F6 105267, C 0028 
Recordings were made from optic tract single fibers in 
unanesthetized cats (pretrigeminal preparation) Each retinal ganglion 
cell was activated by two spots of light within the receptive field. 
where one spot was positioned in the center and the other in the 
periphery of the receptive field The two spots were separately or 
simultaneously sinusoidally modulated The results suggest that 
with the experimental conditions which were used, the ganglion cell 
approximates a linear operation in the integration of dynamic 
signals coming from the antagonistic regions of receptive field 
A69-80123 
MORTALITY OF ALTITUDE-EXPOSED M I C E  INFECTED 
WITH PASTEURELLA TURLARENSIS. 
Robert J Ball and Jerome P Schmidt (USAF School of Aerospace 
Med , Biosci Div , Brooks AFB, Tex ) 
Applied Microbiology. vol 16, Oct 1 968, p 145 1-1 453  
The influence of reduced barometric pressure equivalent 
to an altitude of 18,000 f t  on the susceptibility of mice to 
turalaremia was investigated by exposing groups of animals to  the 
test environment before. after, or before and after intraperitoneal 
inoculation of 225 colony-forming units of Pasteurella tularensis 
Similarly infected control animals were not exposed to the 
experimental environment Two measurements of mortality were 
employed (I) the day on which 50% of the mice were dead, and 
(id the number of dead mice on the eighth day Continuous altitude 
exposure for 1 4  days prior to infection had no effect on host 
susceptibility but exposure after infection significantly increased 
mortality (P < 0 001 1 
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A69-80124 
E V A L U A T I O N  O F  A C O M M E R C I A L  A I R  FILTER FOR 
REMOVAL OF VIRUSES FROM THE AIR. 
P Roelants. B Boon, and W Choest (Rech et Ind Therap, R I T,  
Rixensart, Belgium) 
Applied Microbiology, vol 16. Oct 1968. p 1465-1467 5 refs 
The effectiveness of a commercial absolute air filter for 
removal of viruses from air was tested with an actinophage, under 
the usual conditions of a laminar airflow clean room A new 
method of dry phage dispersion is described The filter showed an 
average reduction of 9 9  996%of airborn actinophage 
A69-80125 
IDENTIFICATION OF PSEUDOMONAS SPECIES ISOLATED 
FROM HOSPITAL ENVIRONMENT A N D  H U M A N  SOURCES. 
Vera L Sutter (Calif. U. San Francisco Med Center, School of 
Dentistry, San Francisco) 
Applied Microbiology, vol 16. Oct 1968. p 1532-1 538 19 refs 
Grant PHS CC-00092 
Methods and procedures are described for the identification 
of aerobic pseudomonads isolated from clinical specimens 
Fluorescence is used as a means of primary differentiation Final 
identification is based on the observation of characteristics such as 
flagellation, storage of intracellular fat, growth at 4°C and at 4 1  
C , dentrification. gelatin hydrolysis. arginine dihydrolase activity. 
and oxidase activity The value of this schema to the diagnostic 
laboratory is discussed 
direction of change or in relation to specific mucosal changes The 
hypothesis that good tubal function is a prerequisite for successful 
tympanoplasty surgery was proven valid Therefore, presurgical 
evaluation of the patient should include testing of eustachian tubal 
function 
A69-80128 
CORTICAL AUDIOMETRY:  POTENTIAL  PITFALLS IN 
TESTING. 
D Thane R Cody and Donald W Klass (Mayo Clin and Mayo 
Found, Sect of Otolaryngol and Rhino1 and Clin Electroencephal . 
Rochester, Minn 
Archives of Otolaryngology, vol 88, Oct 1968, p 3 9 6 4 0 6  1 0  
refs 
Grant NIH NB-6306 
Various conditions and changes in tone-pulse parameters 
were investigated in order to determine their influence on the 
accuracy of cortical audiometry, and the following conclusions have 
been reached (1) Accuracy improves with test experience. (2) 
precise location of the active electrode at the vertex is not necessary 
for accurate results, (3) spontaneous nystagmus and caloric-induced 
nystagmus do not significantly influence the sound-evoked vertex 
response, (4) when responses to 50 tone pulses are being averaged, 
a rate of one every two sec yields more accurate results than a 
rate of one every sec , (5) temporary shift of threshold may cause 
marked fatigue in the vertex response and is a potential source of 
error, (6) a tone-pulse rise time just long enough to avoid a click 
A 6 9 4 0 1 2 6  artifact is the easiest to employ. and (71 sleep studies are more 
THE EFFECT OF ON THE difficult than awake studies owing to the frequent appearance of 
large artifacts in the recordings. no clear relationship between 
vertex-response latency and stimulus intensity. and loss of accuracy SYSTEM. 
if the test is performed during light sleep If the potential pitfalls 
that have been discussed are avoided. cortical audiometry can be Dept of Med , Great Britain) 
of immense value clinically in the otologic assessment of infants. JournalofPhysiology,vol 198, Sep 1968. p 4 7 9 4 8 5  18 refs 
The leve" Of the blood components Of the fibrinolytic enzyme children mentally retarded persons, patients with certain central 
system were measured during and after a 'Our hr period nervous system disorders and patients with functional hearing loss 
of exercise in eight subjects Mean plasminogen activator level rose 
progressively over the first three hr with little further change 
during the fourth hr of exercise Following the period of exercise 
there was a rise in a circulating anti-activator which was still 
present 20  hr after completion of the exercise There was no 
alteration in the mean blood level of plasminogen. fibrinogen, 
anti-plasmin or a serum inhibitor of plasminogen activation during 
or following the exercise The significance of the findings in relation to 
the mechanism of interaction of the components of the fibrinolytic 
system is discussed 
OF THE FIBRINoLYTIC ENZYME 
Bennett- Marie Ogston* and 'gston (Aberdeen, " 
A69-80127 
EUSTACHIAN TUBE FUNCTION. 
Karl H Siedentop. M. Eugene Tardy, and Lee R Hamilton (111, U , 
Med Center, Dept of Otolaryngol , Chicago) 
Archives of Otolaryngology. vol 88. Oct 1968. p 3 8 6 3 9 5  1 0  
refs 
Grant PHS 5 T I  NB05229. 
A method of measuring eustachian tubal function slightly 
modified from Miller is described Measurements were made on 244 
ears with chronic otitis media and five normal controls Eustachian 
tubal function was classified according to Miller and also according 
to our modified scheme that emphasizes the effectiveness of each 
swallow The results show good comparison with Miller's Tubal 
function is better in ears with normal mucosa than in  ears with 
diseased mucosa. There are. however, ears with normal mucosa and 
impaired tubal function and vice versa Seventeen ears, under 
antibiotic treatment, were repeatedly tested before tympanoplasty 
No variation of eustachian tubal function was found either in overall 
A69-80129 
M E T A B O L I S M  OF PHENOLIC A C I D S  BY THE R A T  
INTESTINAL MICROFLORA. 
Ronald R Scheline (Bergen. U , Dept of Pharmacol , Norway) 
Acta Pharmacologica et Toxicologica, vol 26. no 2, 1968. 
p 189-205 2 3  refs 
The metabolism of a number of phenolic phenylacetic. 
phenylpropionic and cinnamic acids by the rat intestinal microflora was 
studied Reduction of the double bond in 0-coumaric, m-coumaric, 
p-coumaric, caffeic. isoferulic and ferulic acids was observed 
Dehydroxylation of homoprotocatechuic and hydrocaffeic acids to 
the corresponding m-hydroxy acids was found These m-hydroxy 
acids were also formed from phenolic acids capable of being 
metabolized to homoprotocatechuic or hydrocaffeic acids 
Decarboxylation of phenylacetic and cinnamic acids containing a free 
p-hydroxyl group was observed This reaction did not take place with 
the corresponding phenylpropionic acids Demethylation occurred 
wi th  the 3-hydroxy-4-methoxy- and 4-hydroxy-3-methoxy- 
derivatives of phenylacetic, phenylpropionic and cinnamic acids The 
significance of the metabolism by the intestinal microflora was 
studied by administering caffeic acid to rats 
m-Hydroxyphenylpropionic acid was a major urinary metabolite was 
shown to have an intestinal origin The decarboxylated metabolites. 
4-vinylcatechol and 4-ethylcatecho1, were detected in the urine as 
conjugates 
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A69-80130 
MICROBIOLOGICAL SAMPLING OF SURFACES. 
M S Favero (HEW, Dept) PHS, Natl Communicable Disease 
Center, Phoenix. Ariz 1, J J McDade. J A Robertsen (Dow Chem 
Co, Biohazards Res and Develop Dept. Pitman-Moore Div, 
Zionsville, lnd 1, R K Hoffman (Army, Dept , Fort Detrick. Frederick. 
Md  1, and R W Edwards (Airtronics, Inc, Dulles Intern Airport. 
Washington. D C ) 
Journal o f  Applied Bacteriology, vol 31. Sep 1968. p 336-343 
3 0  refs 
This report summarizes the four basic methods for the 
microbiological sampling of surfaces Whereas no single assay 
procedure can characterize completely the microbial elements on a 
surface. the rinse technique is probably the most accurate for 
enumerating viable micro-organisms, and the direct surface agar 
plating technique is the best for enumerating particulates containing 
viable micro-organisms However. the convenience of other methods, 
such as the agar contact method, will often be the dominant factor 
in the selection of a sampling method 
A69-80131 
USE OF GERM-FREE MICE FOR TESTING H U M A N  
ISOLATION SYSTEMS. 
R D Barnes, Jean Holliday (London. U ,  lnst of Child Health, 
Dept of Hematol, Great aid, and R Cook (Allington Farm, 
Porton. Wiltshire. Great Britain 
Journal o f  Applied Bacteriology, vol 31. Sep 1968. p 349-356 
12 refs 
lnst of Child Health, Hosp for Sick Children and Camilla Samuel 
Trust supported research 
Germ-free mice were introduced to test the efficiency and 
use of a human isolator designed to prevent the entry of viable 
bacteria The mice remained free from bacterial contamination for 
the total period of seven days spent in the isolator The use of 
germ-free mice for testing systems of contamination control is 
discussed 
A69-80132 
LIMITATIONS OF THE INITIATION OF GERMINATION OF 
BACTERIAL SPORES AS A SPORE CONTROL PROCEDURE. 
G W Gould. A Jones. and Carole Wrighton (Unilever Res Lab, 
Colworth House, Sharnbrook. Bedford. Great Britain) 
Journal o f  Applied Bacteriology. vol 3 1. Sep 1968. p 357-366 
21 refs 
Germination of spores of Bacillus coagulans. B cereus and 
mixed soil spores in nonnutritive buffer, in  rich laboratory median 
and in foods was accelerated, and the final amount of germination 
was increased, when germinants were added (e g L-alanine 
L-a-aminobutyric acid, inosine, combinations of L-alanine with 
ribosides like guanosine and adenosine) Further potentiation of the 
rate and amount of L-alanine-initiated germination was caused by 
adding the inhibrtor of alanine racemase, o-carbamyl-D-serine The 
germination rate always decreased markedly after about the first 
10- or 100-fold fall in level of surviving ungerminated spores, in 
keeping with the concept that populations of bacterial spores are 
heterogeneous as regards germinability of the individual spores 
Although the presence o f  the germinants and potentiators of 
germination lowered the levels of spores remaining Ungerminated 
after incubation in various media and foods, a superdormant fraction 
of the spore populations always remained The limitations imposed 
by superdormancy on the use of initiation of germination as a step 
in spore destruction processes are highlighted. and some difficulties 
in the study of superdormant spores are discussed 
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A SYMPOSIUM ON DRUGS AND SENSORY FUNCTIONS. 
Edited by Andrew Herxheimer (London Hosp Med Coll , Dept of 
Pharmacol . Great Britain) 
London, J and A Churchill Ltd 1968, xiv +338 p Many refs. 
This book contains all but three o f  the papers presented 
at the symposium concerned with drugs and sensory functions The 
symposium brings together students from various fields not usually 
associated with each other The papers cover the subject from the 
viewpoint of toxicology. pharmacology. physiology and psychology 
Discussions are presented at the end of each article Subject 
areas include smell, taste, vision, hearing, sleep. hallucinations and 
dreams Pertinent articles are abstracted separately 
A69-80134 
OTOTOXIC DRUGS. 
Jan Wersall and P - G  Lundquist (Karolinska Hosp, Dept of 
Otolaryngol , Stockholm, Sweden) 
In the book A Symposium on Drugs and Sensory Functions 
London. J and A Churchill Ltd., 1968, p 142-1 51 22 refs 
A discussion is presented of the effects and action of some 
of the ototoxic antibiotics Damage to the vestibular apparatus, the 
cochlea and the kidneys is evaluated These antibiotics included are 
kanamycin, viomycin. vancomycin. neomycin. streptomycin and 
dihydiostreptomycin The cellular effects of these drugs are reported 
from recent works These effects differ in the vestibular and 
cochlear sensory cells The relationship of the excretion of the drugs 
and injury to the ear is elucidated A strong warning is issued 
against indescriminate and prolonged use of these antibiotics 
A69-80135 
THE PHARMACOLOGICAL BEHAVIOUR OF THE 
COCHLEAR NUCLEUS. 
I C Whitfield (Birmingham. U .  Neurocommun Res Unit, Great 
Britain) 
In the book A symposium on Drugs and Sensory Functions 
London, J and A Churchill Ltd , 1968, p 1 67-1 7 4  15 refs 
Grant AFOSR EOAR 63-1 15. 
The neurons of the cochlear nucleus are unaffected by 
systemic application of a great range of neurally active substances 
The afferent inhibitory response is unaffected even by locally 
applied strychnine or picrotoxin Local application of acetylcholine 
excites, and of adrenaline or noradrenaline inhibits. the majority of 
neurons in the anteroventral cochlear nucleus The reverse effects 
have not been seen Cholinesterase is  present in the cochlear 
nuclei and is probably related to centrifugal pathways Locally applied 
acetylcholine lowers the threshold of neurons in the antero-ventral 
cochlear nucleus to  peripheral sound stimuli up to  15 db A 
similar result is obtained by direct-current stimulation of the lateral 
nucleus of the superior olive Both these effects are blocked by 
atropine or dihydro-B-erythroidine 
A69-80136 
DRUGS INHIBITING MOTION SICKNESS: SOME 
ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHIC STUDIES OF THE EFFECT 
OF DRUGS UPON THE LABYRINTH. 
A J. Philipszoon 
In the book A Symposium on Drugs and Sensory Functions. 
London, J and A. Churchill Ltd , 1968. p 175-1 97 55 refs 
Over-stimulation of the labyrinth is an essential feature 
of motion sickness The effects of drugs upon the vestibular 
have been investigated by electronystagmography The semicircular 
canals in rabbits were stimulated on a rotating table The 
antihistaminic drug cinnarizine clearly suppressed the nystagmus. 
chlorpromazine only suppressed the quick nystagmus phase. hyoscine 
A69-80143 
intensified the nystagmus indicating that its effect in motion 
sickness cannot be due to inhibition of the labyrinth. pentobarbitone 
only influenced the nystagmus in doses inducing complete 
anesthesia Cupulometry in man clearly demonstrated suppression of 
post rotatory nystagmus and sensation The drugs were also tested 
in rabbits subjected to linear acceleration to stimulate the 
otoliths Cinnarizine suppressed the compensatory eye movements. 
chlorpromazine and hyoscine did not affect them, and pentobarbitone 
only suppressed them when the rabbit was fully anesthetized In 
human subjects cinnarizine also diminished similar compensatory eye 
movements Cinnarizine clearly suppressed positional nystagmus in 
rabbits after unilateral and bilateral labyrinthectomy, but not 
alcohol nystagmus None of the drugs influenced the corneo-retinal 
potential difference 
A69-80137 
CENTRALLY ACTING DRUGS AND AUDITORY FLUTTER. 
G. M Besser (St Bartholomew‘s Hosp , Med Coli. Depts of Med 
and Pharmacol , London, Great Britain) 
In the book A Symposium on Drugs and Sensory Functions 
London, J and A Churchill Ltd , 1968, p 1 99-207 15 refs 
An analysis was presented of studies concerned with drug 
effects on  the auditory flutter fusion IAFF). These drugs included 
amphetamine, chlorpromazine. amylobarbitone and diazepam The 
depression by the central depressants caused a decrease in AFF 
greater in magnitude then the decrease in the critical flicker fusion 
(visual) caused by the same drugs Amphetamine raised the AFF 
Effects of preceding adapting stimuli on the AFF were not altered 
by the compounds A discussion followed 
A69-80138 
THE EFFECTS OF DRUGS ON COLOUR VISION. 
Irwin M Siege1 and Geoffrey B Arden (London, U ,  lnst of 
Ophthalmol , Great Britain) 
In the book A Symposium on Drugs and Sensory Functions 
London, J and A Churchill Ltd , 1968, p 2 10-228 2 5  refs 
Grant PHS 1 F 1 1  NB 1470-01 VSN 
A critical analysis and review of the characteristics of color 
vision in relation to mechanisms of drug action IS presented The 
effects of two drugs. furaltadone and troxidone were studied in 
humans using psychophysical and electrophysiological techniques 
Furaltadone appeared to have acted selectively on the retinal cones 
tending to cause the subject to lose ability to discriminate light 
shades o f  color This effect was permanent Troxidone under 
increased illumination changed peripheral color vision The effect 
was apparently cone specific not affecting rod sensitivity The effect 
though was reversible 
A69-80139 
DRUGS AND VISUALTHRESHOLDS. 
G W. Granger and Hisako lkeda (London, U , lnst of Ophthalmol , 
Dept of Neurophysiol and lnst of Psychiat. Dept of Psychol. 
Great Britain) 
In the book A Symposium on Drugs and Sensory Functions 
London. J and A Churchill Ltd , 1968, p 229-244 13 refs 
MRC supported research. 
The effect of ethanol on the critical flicker frequency (CFF) 
was measured The optical system controlled spectral distribution, 
angular size and basic stimulus parameters so that drug effects 
would be as free as possible from extraneous variations at the 
pre-retinal level Determinations were made of the threshold over 
a two to three hr period Alcohol dosage ranged from 0 3  g /kg 
to 0 8 g /kg With a single flash of light of high intensity ethanol 
lengthened the response and increased the amplitude of the 
beta-wave The CFF was decreased When flickering light was 
used (five flashes/sec ) at high intensity the response to the first 
lengthened, and the electroretinogram was suppressed by the ethanol 
as is the CFF The electrophysiological data show that ethanol 
affects the retina between the photoreceptors and the bipolar cell 
layer by possibly prolonging recovery time of a neural suppressive 
process initiated by each flash The cone mechanism is apparently 
more sensitive to ethanol than the rods Larger doses of ethanol 
may affect the cones differently and rods also 
A69-80140 
PROPRIOCEPTION, VISION A N D  DEPRESSANT DRUGS. 
D Legge (U Coll London, Dept of Psychol , Great Britain) 
In the book A Symposium on Drugs and Sensory Functions 
London, J and A Churchill Ltd , 1968, p 245-257 7 refs. 
The effects of nitrous oxide and alcohol on proprioceptive 
and visual factors during a psychomotor task were studied Dosage 
of alcohol was given at the 0 2, 0 4 and 0 6 g /kg level and the 
nitrous oxide was 10, 20, or 30% in oxygen The results do not 
confirm the hypothesis of a generalized depressant effect, but can be 
explained that the drug acts specifically on a particular perceptual 
process No generalized physiological response is evidenced A 
discussion follows 
A69-80141 
MEPROBAMATE A N D  LlBRlUM ACTION O N  THE 
FORMATION A N D  EXTINCTION OF FOLLOW-UP 
REACTIONS [VLIIANIE MEPROBAMATA I LlBRlIA NA 
PROTSESS FORMIROVANI IA I UGASANI IA SLEDOVOl 
REA KTS 11). 
T A Klygul’ (USSR, Acad of Med Sci. lnst of Pharmacol and 
Chemotherapy, Lab of Psychopharmacol , Moscow) 
Farrnakologtia i Tokstkologiia, vol 31. MayJun 1968. p 259-263 
9 refs In Russian 
Meprobamate, librium and 4-isopropylpyrazol exercise a 
distinctly marked depressive action on the duration of follow-up 
reactions secondary to a single effect of an electrically-induced pain 
stimulus An effective action of these substances is strictly 
contingent upon the time interval lapsed from the moment of 
applying a one-time pain stimulus, and in this respect resembles the 
effect of an electric shock Similar nature of the effect upon the 
extinction of follow-up reactions produced by an electric shock, 
meprobamate. librium and 4-isopropylpyrazol suggests the mode of 
the action exercised by these substances to be associated with 
their influence upon the initial stages marking formation of these 
reactions. namely, upon the so-called “recent memory” 
A69-80142 
RESERPINE ACTION ON THE BLOOD SUPPLY OF THE 
HEART [VLIIANIE REZERPINA NA KROVOSNABZHENIE 
SE RDTS A]. 
G G Chickhanov (USSR. Acad of Med Sci. lnst of Pharmacol 
and Chemotherapy, Moscow) 
Farrnakologrta i Toksikologita, vol 31, MayJun 1968. p 269-273 
25  refs In Russian 
Reserpine acts biphasically on the coronary circulation for 
60 to 90 min after its introduction it causes an increase of the 
coronary circulation rate and oxygen uptake by the heart In four 
hr on the contrary, it diminishes the coronary blood Row and 
oxygen consumption by the myocardium It is suggested that the 
reserpine action on the blood supply of the heart results not only 
from its peripheral sympatholytic effect but also from its influence 
on the vasomotor regulation centers 
A69-80143 
THERAPEUTIC EFFECT OF HYPERBARlC OXYGENATION 
I N  ACUTE MYOCARDIAL HYPOXIA CAUSED BY ISADRIN 
81 
A69-80144 
[TERAPEVTICHESKII EFFEKT GIPERBARICHESKOI 
OKSIGENATSII PRI  EKSPERIMENTAL'NOI OSTROI 
GIPOKSII MI0 KARDA, VYZVAN NO1 IZADRI NOM]. 
B R Grantsand M IA Melzobs 
Farmakologita I Toksikologiia, vol 31, May4un 1968, p 281 -284 
9 refs In Russian 
Experiments carried out on 82 guinea-pigs of both sexes 
demonstrated a direct therapeutic effect of hyperbaric oxygenation 
in acute myocardial hypoxia caused by isoproterenol (isadrin) Air 
and oxygen compression (hyperbaric oxygenation) at 1 25  ata in 
terms of oxygen decreases by more than two-fold the lethality rate 
among guinea-pigs after these have been given injections of a toxic 
dose (five mg /kg I of isoproterenol 
A69-80144 
CHLORPROMAZINE ACTION O N  THE PULMONARY 
CIRCULATION AND BRONCHIAL TONICITY [VLIIANIE 
AMINAZINA NA LEGOCHNOE KROVOOBRASHCHENIE I 
TONUS BRONKHOV]. 
R M Zaslavskaia (USSR. Acad of Med Sci , lnst of Pharmacol and 
Chemotherapy and Central lnst of Advan Training of Physicians. 
Moscow) 
Farmakologtta I Tokstkologtta, vol 31, Maydun 1968, p 287-289 
8 refs In Russian 
In 3 0  nembutal anesthetized cats with artificially controlled 
respiration tests were conducted to study the effect of 
chloropramizine on the pulmonary circulation and bronchial tone 
The data pointed to a considerable variability of reactions on the 
part of the pulmonary arterial pressure and pulmonary vessels tone 
under the effect of chlorpromazine, this having been conditioned 
by the dependence of these reactions on the initial state of 
pulmonary hemodynamics and dosages of the drug Administered in 
small doses against the background of pulmonary hypertension 
chlorpromazine tended to reduce the tonicity of pulmonary vessels 
Following introduction of large doses of the drug against the 
background of a normal or reduced resistance of pulmonary vessels 
this tone was seen to rise Chlorpromazine failed to affect bronchial 
tonicity 
A69-80145 
THE EFFECT OF LONG-TERM ADMINISTRATION OF THE 
PYRAZOLONE SERIES DERIVATIVES ON THE PARTIAL 
RENAL FUNCTION A N D  WATER A N D  ELECTROLYTES 
METABOLISM [VLIIANIE DLITEL'NOGO PRlMENENllA 
PROIZVODNYKH PIRAZOLONOVOGO R l A D A  NA 
PA RTSIAL'NY E FU N KTS I I  PO C H E K I VO D NO-S OLEVOl 
0 B MEN]. 
V 1 Ratnikov llvanovo Med lnst. Dept of Pharmacol, USSR) 
Farmakologtta I Tokstkologita. vol 31, May-Jun 1968, p 3 0 5 3 0 8  
12 refs. In Russian 
The effect produced on the partial renal function and water 
and electrolytes metabolism by the pyrazolone series derivatives 
used for 45 days both individually and in combination with pred- 
nisolone was studied A long-term administration of amidopyrine 
and phenylbutazone was found to bring about a diminished filtration, 
reduction of plasmatic flow and secretory capacity of the tubular 
epithelium By using amidopyrine together with prednisolone partial 
renal functions were deranged to a lesser degree. although on the 
level of the water and electrolytes metabolism considerable changes 
could be noted 
A69-80146 
S O M E  BlOCHEMiCAL CHANGES I N  THE ANIMAL 
ORGANISM FOLLOWING ACUTE POLYETHYLENE 
POLYAMINE POISONING [NEKOTORYE BlOKHlMlCHESKlE 
IZMENENIIA V ORGANIZME ZHIVOTNYKH PRI OSTROM 
OTRAVLENll POLlETlLENPOLlAMlNOM]. 
E A Soloimskaia (USSR, Min of Health. Sci -Res lnst of Oncol . 
Leningrad) 
Farmakologiia I Tokstkologiia, vol 31, MayJun 1968, p 3 6 4 3 6 5  
In Russian 
Following polyethylene polyamine poisoning of rats and 
mice a rise of the liver monoaminoxidase and histaminase activity 
becomes demonstrable This results in an accelerated oxidative 
desamidization of tyramine and histamine causing a fall of the said 
substances in the blood and organs of the poisoned animals This 
apparently also produces pathological disturbances which are seen 
to occur in polyethylene polyamine poisoned animals 
A69-80147 
MODELING OF THE HYPOXIC REACTION BY A N  
A N A L 0  G U E COMPUTER [ M  0 DELOVA N I HYPOXIC KE 
REAKCE ANALOGOWM POCITACEM]. 
J Dvoibk, J Cmiral, and I Krekule 
Casopts LbkaruCeckQch. vol 107, May 31, 1968. p 6 5 2 4 5 4  
5 refs In Czech 
The authors elaborated on an analogue computer the model 
of hypoxic reaction and compared it$ activify with the response of 
man during a sudden change of the partial oxygen pressure in the 
external atmosphere-the respiration of pure nitrogen The model 
functions satisfactorily The object of the work is to connect the 
computer and man in such a way to render it possible to use data 
from the examined subject for the input of the computer and 
conversely to  influence by the computer the responses of man 
A69-80148 
POST-INSULIN HYPOGLYCEMIC EDEMA OF THE LUNGS IN 
RATS [POSTINZULINOVY HY POGLY KEMICKY PL'UCNY 
EDEM U POTKANOV]. 
R Korec 
Casopts LCkaiu CeskQch. vol 107, May 31, 1968, p 659-662 
9 refs In Czech 
In  9 1  full grown rats of both sexes fasted for 2 4  h r ,  
determinations were made of the time of onset of convulsions. 
atonia, death, the blood sugar level after convulsions and atonia as 
well as the development of edema of the lungs after 40 U/kg of 
i v administered insulin alone or after premedication with alpha, 
beta (gamma) adrenolytic drugs-regitine and phenoxybenzamine or 
dihydroegotoxin The above adrenolytics eliminate the greater 
resistance of males against hypoglycemia to the level observed in 
females Dihydroergotoxin is unable to prevent post-insulin. 
hypoglycemic pulmonary edema Regitine and phenoxybenzamine 
prevent completely the development of pulmonary edema, the rats die. 
however, also without pulmonary edema. even during hypoglycemia 
which is significantly higher than the hypoglycemia during 
convulsions and atonia after insulin alone or after dihydroergotoxin 
and insulin The opinion is expressed that the block of alpha 
adrenergic receptors prevents normal glucose utilization in the central 
nervous system 
A6940149 
T H E  STUDY OF EFFERENT I M P U L S E  \N 
POST-GANGLIONIC SYMPATHETIC FIBERS UNDER THE 
INFLUENCE OF A SUPER-HIGH FREQUENCY 
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD LISSLEDOVANIE EFFERENTNOI 
IMPUL'SATSII V POSTGANGLIONARNYKH SYMPATICHES- 
KlKH VOLOKNAKH PRI VOZDEISTVII SVERKHVYSOCOCH- 
ASTOTNOGO ELEKTROMAGNITNOGO POLIA]. 
M I lakovleva (USSR. Acad of Med Sci. lnst of Exptl Med 
Moscow) 
Btulleten' Eksperimental'noi Biologti i Medttstny, vol 66. Sep 
1968, p 9-1 1 8 refs In Russian 
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The background bioelectric activity recorded in cats in the 
efferent fibers of the renal, splenic and inferior mesenteric 
nerves under a single action of super-high frequency field with the 
intensity of current up to 3 0  mvt /cm 2 increases in 50% of cases. 
and after the influence of super-high frequency field of greater 
intensities increases in all the cases 
A69-80150 
TlON AND HYPERFIBRINOLYSIS IN  ACUTE HYPOXIA 
[K MEKHANIZMU RAZVITIIA GIPERKOAGULIATSII I 
GlPERFlBRlNOLlZA PRI OSTROI GIPOKSII]. 
THE MECHANISM OF DEVELOPMENT OF HYPERCOAGULA- 
B I Kuznik and V P Michchenko (Chita Med lnst, Dept of 
Normal Physiol , USSR) 
Biulleten' Eksperimental'noi Biologii I Meditsiny, vol 66, Sep 
1968, p 2 9 3 2  13 refs In Russian. 
It is shown that in hypoxia in dogs intact vascular walls, 
especially of the veins. secrete more abundantly 
tissue-thromboplastic factor and activators of fibrinolysis This over 
secretion could explain hypercoagulation and hyperfibrinolysis in 
acute hypoxia 
A69-80151 
THE TERMINAL BLOOD FLOW BED AFTER 
TRANSVERSALLY DIRECTED STRESSES [TERM IN AL'NOE 
KROVENOSNOE RUSLO PRI DEISTVll  I OPERECHNO 
NAPRAVLENNYKH PEREGRUZOK]. 
V V Kupriianov. V G Petrukhin, and N G Dimitrov (I I Pirogov 
Second Moscow Med lnst. Dept of Normal Anat. USSR) 
Biulleten' fksperrrnental'noi B/o/ogii I Meditsiny. vol 66, Sep 
1968. p 113-1 16 8 refs In Russian 
The authors studied the microcirculatory bed of the diaphram. 
of the pericardium and of the renal fibrous capsule in 16 dogs 
subjected to a single stress and in 2 4  dogs who had added stress 
after training on a centrifuge Changes in the microcirculatory bed 
after stress both in the trained and in untrained animals results in 
dilatation of the venules. lymphatic vessels. blood and lymphatic 
capillaries. a decrease of distance between the adjacent veins and 
the lymphatic vessel valves Animals sacrificed after three to four 
days following experiments had a vascular bed indistinguishable 
from the vascular bed of the control animals In the trained animals. 
spasm of the arterioles and the hypertrophy of the muscular fibers 
of the precapillary sphincters were observed 
A69-80152 
THE METHOD OF STUDY OF THE VESTIBULAR FUNCTION 
IN RATS [K METODIKE IZUCHENIIA VESTIBULIARNOI 
FUNKTSII U KRYS]. 
I I Voinova (USSR. Min of Health, lnst of Med -BIOI Problems, 
Moscow) 
Biulleten' Eksperirnentalhoi Biologii I Meditsiny, vol 66, Sep 
1968.p 121-123 24refs In Russian. 
The influence of low ambient temperature was studied in 
normal rats under acceleration stress and those with previously 
lowered body temperature to 20" t o  25 "  C Angular accelerations 
of 18, 30, 60, 120, 180, 240, 300, 360, 480, 600. 720. 780. 
and 840 deg /sec were used at exposure times of about one hr 
Rats with normal body temperature showed a drop in rectal 
temperature to  10 t o  15" C under acceleration Precooled rats 
showed no further drop in rectal temperature under acceleration 
stress. Duration of nystagmic movements were noted and correlated 
with the temperature effects 
A69-80153 
THE EFFECT OF THE OPERATOR'S HANDEDNESS ON 
SOME DIRECTIONAL STEREOTYPES IN CONTROL-DISPLAY 
RELATIONSHIPS. 
Alphonse Chapanis and Bernard A Gropper (Johns Hopkins U, 
Dept. of Psycho1 , Baltimore, Md  ) 
Human factors,vol. I O ,  Aug 1968, p 3 0 3 3 1 9  11 refs 
Contract Nonr-401 O(03) 
Recommendations about preferred directions of movement for 
controls and displays are based almost exclusively on right-handed 
persons This experiment has studied some common control-display 
movement stereotypes to find out i f  these stereotypes are equally 
valid for left and right-handed subjects Our apparatus presented a 
scale that could be oriented horizontally or vertically The numbers 
on the scale increased either right-to-left or left-to-right for the 
horizontal scales, or up-to-down or down-to-up for the vertical 
scales The linkage between the movement of a control knob and 
the movement of the hairline on the scale was reversible so that 
a clockwise rotation of the knob could be made to move the 
hairline toward either end of the scale We recorded (1) the direction 
of the first movement made by the subject on each trial, (2) the 
total number of reversal movements made on each setting, (3) the 
time taken to make a setting. and (4) the actual setting made (and so, 
of course, setting errors) We tested 6 4  subjects, 32 left-handed 
and 32 right-handed, each using his preferred and non-preferred 
hands Significant differences were found in the time to make 
settings. the number of reversal movements, and errors in initial 
direction of movement as functions of handedness and the various 
apparatus relationships In addition to  overall differences between 
the performance of the left- and right-handed subjects. the two 
groups behaved differently on some measures when using their 
preferred and non-preferred hands 
A69-80154 
AIRBORNE DISPLAYS FOR FLIGHT AND NAVIGATION. 
Stanley N Roscoe (Hughes Aircraft C o .  Display Systems Dept, 
Culver City. Calif 
Human Factors, vol 10. Aug 1968. p 32 1 4 3 2  8 refs 
This paper deals with certain types of airborne displays. 
specifically, those used in  navigating and flying aircraft 
Consideration is given to the nature of the crew's flight task, to 
certain principles of flight display. and to  some of the experimental 
evidence bearing on principles of display 
A69-80155 
COMPONENT-TOTAL TAS K RELATIONS HIPS: S IMP LE 
AND SEQUENTIAL PRACTICE EFFECTS. 
Albert Zavala and Arlene M Geist [Am lnst for Res, Washington, 
D C). 
Human Factors, vol 10. Aug 1968. p 3 3 3 3 4 3  11 refs 
Contract DA-49-193-MD-2632 
The Complex Coordinator was used to examine simple 
and sequential practice effects on component-total task relations 
Part-tasks were three single-level (one rudder and two stick control) 
tasks, and three double-level (one stick-stick and two rudder-stick) 
tasks Of 126 paid male volunteers, 6 3  practiced first on a 
part-task then on  the total task, and 63 practiced in the reverse 
sequence In each of these groups, seven sub-groups of nine 
subjects each were assigned randomly to each of the SIX part tasks 
and to the total task Two sessions of five (two-min trials were 
given. with a 1 5  min rest between sessions All groups improved 
across trials and across sessions. regardless of the task practiced 
first However. the single-level rudder task facilitated total practice 
mast Also, practice on the most dlfficult among single and double 
level tasks, respectively. led to the best total task performance 
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Evidence was also found for distinguishing between multi-limb 
coordination (coordinated movements of more than one limb, each in 
a single dimension), and multidimensional coordination (coordinated 
movements of one limb in more than one dimension) 
A69-80156 
PREDICTION OF MUSCULAR ENDURANCE (WORK 
PERFORMANCE) F R O M  INDIV IDUAL DIFFERENCES I N  
INITIAL AND POST TRAINING INCREMENTS I N  STATIC 
STRENGTH. 
Leon E Smith (Iowa. U , Iowa City) and Donald K Edwards (Calif, 
U , Riverside) 
Human Factors, vol 10. Aug 1968, p 345-350 12 refs 
Forty college men were given tests for static strength and 
strength endurance prior to an isotonic strength training program 
Experimental results indicate that individual differences in static 
strength are a poor criterion in the prediction of muscular endurance 
Following an increase in static strength resulting from isotonic 
strength training pre-training static strength and post-training strength 
increments are not indicative of an individual's performance in a 
hand grip endurance activity 
A69-80157 
ASSESSMENT OF THE FIDELITY OF DYNAMIC FLIGHT 
SIMULATORS. 
Samuel Mudd 
Human Factors, vol 10, Aug 1968, p 35  1 3 5 8  9 refs 
The evaluation of dynamic flight simulators IS considered 
from the standpoint of the efficiency and validity of the currently 
used pilot evaluations and assessment techniques A set o f  
requirements for an ideal fidelity measurement technique IS presented. 
followed by a comparison of the two general approaches to fidelity 
measurement, the analytic and the empirical, with reference to 
those requirements A hybrid method which involves the use of pilot 
psychomotor responses rather than verbal responses is introduced 
This technique retains the subjective characteristic of rating 
scales, but provides information of an analytic nature that IS more 
amenable to  engineering analyses Problems involved in the 
development of the technique are considered 
A69-80158 
VISUAL FACTORS IN THE DESIGN OF 
John D Gould (Intern Business Machines Corp , Thomas J Watson 
Res Center, Yorktown Heights. N Y ) 
Human Factors,vol 10, Aug 1968, p 3 5 9 3 7 5  85  refs 
This paper IS concerned with the important visual variables 
that determine image quality on computer-controlled cathode-ray 
tube displays A strategy is develaped that leads to  general con- 
clusions about each variable considered. the recommended range 
of values is determined on the basis of experimental evidence and 
is compared with the values presently used on displays Where 
discrepancies between these two exist. alternative solutions are 
mentioned Conclusions are (I) presently used values of display 
luminance. chromaticity (color). and resolution are adequate, (11) 
several displays flicker. (111) characters are large enough but may be 
marginal in terms of number of elements. (IV) luminance contrast 
is not adequate 
COMPUTER-CONTROLLED CRT DISPLAYS. 
A69-80159 
THE EFFECT OF BREATHING ONE HUNDRED PERCENT 
OXYGEN ON FOVEALTHRESHOLDS. 
Mary M Connors (NASA, Ames Res Center, Moffett Field, Calif) 
Human Factors, vol 10. Aug 1968. p 3 7 7 3 8 4  18 refs. 
This study examined the effects of breathing 100% oxygen 
at sea level on the luminance thresholds necessary for perception 
of red (642 nm ), green (521 nm 1, blue (468 nm I ,  and yellow 
(584 nm ), and the chromatic and absolute thresholds associated with 
these dominant wavelengths Using two highly trained observers, 
thresholds were measured for one target size and exposure duration 
by the method of constant stimuli For the foveal thresholds 
investigated, no differences were found between the condition of 
breathing 100% oxygen and breathing normal room air at sea level 
There is at least some physiological basis for thinking that vision 
may improve in a high oxygen environment At the other extreme, 
breathing high concentration of oxygen under pressure IS known 
to degrade vision Evidence relating to  the visual effects of high 
oxygen concentrations is evaluated and conclusions are drawn with 
reference to  the findings of this and other studies 
A69-80160 
INDUCED STEREOSCOPIC MOTION AS AN AID I N  THE 
SEARCH FOR TALL TARGETS. 
Roger J Weldon. Douglas A Slingerland. and John T Myers (Ariz , 
U . Tucson) 
Human Factors, vol 10. Aug 1968, p 3 8 5 3 9 2  8 refs 
Induced stereoscopic motion. ISM, is apparent movement 
in tall static objects projecting from a reasonably flat background 
when viewed stereoscopically ISM is produced by a smooth but 
extensive variation of the stereo-base (the separation of camera 
points) in a pair of moving picture films The two films are projected 
by two separate but synchronized projectors onto rear view screens 
which are placed in the field of view of a stereoscope In a 
controlled test it was found that subjects located targets faster and 
with fewer errors with ISM film than with comparable film in 
which the stereo-base was fixed at the maximum of the ISM film 
This improvement of search is due almost entirely to  searches for 
targets which are difficult to  find Easy targets were always found 
and found quickly by both methods ISM is as yet a laboratory 
production, but plans are being made for developing its field and 
applicability 
A69-80161 
LUNAR GRAVITY SIMULATION AND ITS EFFECT ON 
HUMAN PERFORMANCE. 
R J Shavelson (Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. Biotechnol 
Organ, Sunnyvale. Calif) 
Human Factors, vol 10, Aug 1968, p 3 9 3 4 0 1  24 refs 
Project Apollo has stimulated extensive research on human 
performance using a variety of lunar gravity simulators Based on 
a survey of the literature. the following conclusions have emerged 
(a) existing simulators do not represent a high fidelity simulation 
of 1 /6 g, (b) a validation study of the various simulators IS needed. 
(c) man will be capable of self-locomotion in lunar gravity. (dl 
man's metabolic rate will be lower in  1 /6  g during self-locomotion. 
(e) man will change his method of performing common Earth tasks 
when in 1/6 g, (f) psychomotor task decrement in 1 /6  g will be 
observed, and (9) future research should direct itself toward a 
higher fidelity simulation of the total lunar ecology for study of 
mission-specific tasks 
A69-80162 
VISUAL DETECTION PROBABILITY OF "SONAR" 
TARGETS AS A FUNCTION OF RETINAL POSITION AND 
BRIGHTNESS CONTRAST. 
Leroy L Vallerie and James M. Link {Dunlap and Assoc, Inc. 
Darien, Conn ) 
Human Factors,vol 10, Aug 1968, p 4 0 3 4 1  I 8 refs 
A study was carried out in the laboratory to  determine 
the detectability of visual sonar targets as a function of retinal 
position and brightness contrast using a simulated sonar scope Nine 
different retinal positions were investigated under photopic 
conditions of illumination The target was approximately square and 
subtended 2 4  min of visual arc on a side Average peak intensity 
of the sweep. which formed the target background was 9 12 FL 
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The results of the study were presented in terms of probability of 
detection curves Equations were developed for determining the 
probability of detection given the target’s normalized brightness 
intensity, expressed in Log AI/I, and its angular distance from the 
point of fixation. 
A69-80163 
JOYSTICK DYNAMICS. 
Barbour Lee Perry and H P Birmingham (Naval Res Lab,  
Washington. D C ) 
HumanFactors,vol 10,Aug 1968.p 4 1 3 4 1 8  
In the light of the critical importance o f  considering the dynamic 
contributions of system elements to total system performance, the 
dynamic characteristics of joystick controls are discussed The 
transfer functions of four common toystick types are derived, and 
an example illustrates the effect of joystick design on system 
performance 
A69-80164 
THE DESIGN FOR AN OPTICAL RATE DISPLAY. 
Patricia Anne Griffin (Naval Res Lab, Eng Psycho1 Branch, 
Washington, D C ) 
Human Factors, vol 10. Aug 1968, p 41 9 4 2 3  
There is a definite need for optical rate displays. especially 
in the critical task of landing aircraft In the course of developing such 
a display, other unique characteristics evolved that are significant 
improvements to the information provided by many of the extant 
position. position error. and rate displays There are many possible 
applications and generalizations of the principles utilized for this 
particular display in this specific problem to other man-machine 
control problems requiring precise manipulations 
A69-80165 
THE PRIME TECHNICAL INFORMATION SOURCE-THE 
LOCAL WORK ENVIRONMENT. 
J D Hodges, Jr (North Am Aviation, Inc. Autonetics Div, El 
Segundo. Calif) and B W Angalet (McDonnell Douglas Corp. 
Aircraft Div , Santa Monica, Calif ) 
Human Factors,vol 70. Aug 1968. p 425-429 
Contract DOD DSA-7-16244 
This paper is a report of one of the conclusions of the 
DOD User-Needs Study, Phase Il-Flow of Scientific and Technical 
Information Within the Defense Industry (Contract DSA-7-16244) 
This major study conclusion is that the local work environment is 
an important and necessary source of scientific and technical 
information. The current trend. however. is toward greater reliance 
on this information source, and certain aspects of the informal and 
formal information system experience seem to be reinforcing the 
local. informal system utilization and lessening the use of formal 
systems The understanding of the needs of the user and an 
organized effort by the formal system to respond to these needs is 
the course that must be followed if the technical information 
system and its personnel are to fill a more meaningful position 
within the scientific and technical information flow process 
A6940166 
HUMAN FACTORS EVALUATION OF A COMPUTER BASED 
INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM. 
Gerald V Barrett, Carl L Thornton, and Patrick A Cabe (Goodyear 
Aerospace Corp , Akron, Ohio) 
Human Factors. vol 10. Aug 1968, p 43 1-436 5 refs 
The human factors aspects of a computer-based information 
storage and retrieval system were evaluated in three government 
intelligence services using questionnaire and interview techniques 
It was found that many factors entered into satisfaction with the 
information system, including familiarity. ease of use. and 
importance Other relevant factors included training in the use of the 
system. amount and type of information to meet needs in the 
system. and tolerances of individuals for irrelevant materials in the 
output of searches The interaction of these factors is discussed 
in relation to satisfaction with the system 
A69-80167 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PROLONGED CLINOSTATIC 
HYPODYNAMIA IN THE CLINICAL PICTURE OF NERVOUS 
DISEASES [ZNACHENIE DLITEL‘NOI KLINOSTATICHES- 
KO1 GlPODlNAMll V KLINIKE NERVNYKH BOLEZNEI]] 
BOLEZN El]. 
T N Krupina and A IA Tizul (USSR, Min of Health, lnst 
Med -BIOI Problems, Moscow) 
Zhurnal Nevroparologii i Psikhiatrir. vol 68, no 7, 1968, 
p 1008-1014 21  refs In Russian 
Changes of the neuro-vegetative functions were studied 
in six men (23 to 36 yr ) during a 62-day period of clinostatistical 
hypokynesis Their relation to motor activity (physical exercises) 
was investigated Three men were in a recumbent position and 
received appartioned physical loadings (veloergometer for the legs, 
rubber expander for hands) At  the end of the first half of the 
experiment. those three volunteers who had no physical exercises 
displayed some neuro-vegetative distrubances, in conlunction with 
the syndrome of vegetative-vascular dysfunction At the beginning 
of the second part of the experiment such phenomena as asthenic 
symptoms. and changed muscular tone appeared At the end of 
the experiment there was a definite hypotrophy of the lower 
extremity muscles All these symptoms had a tendency to develop 
with an increase of the time of the experiment and were much 
more expressed in subjects not receiving physical exercises 
These functional disturbances of the vegetative functions may be 
explained by the changes in the character and level of the 
proprio-interoangioreceptive and sensorial afferentation. by the 
disintegration of the afferent efferent interrelationships and the 
development of functional-dynamical changes in central nervous 
system 
A69-80168 
MENTAL STATES IN PROTRACTED HYPOKINESIS 
[PSIKHICHESKOE SOSTOlANlE PRI DLITEL’NOI 
GI POKl NEZl 11. 
I A Maslov (USSR. Min of Health, lnst of Med -BIOI Problems, 
Moscow) 
Zhurnal Nevropatologii I Psikhiatrii. vol 68. no  7. 1968, 
p 1031-1034 1 0  refs In Russian 
Mental changes were studied in six normal male subjects 
in the age group from 23  to 3 6  yr All six subjects were put on 
a bed regimen for 62 days Three of them daily accomplished a 
special complex of physical exercises in a lying position In all the 
subjects the main form of mental changes was expressed in a 
neurasthentic syndrome These changes had certain regularities in their 
development, which were conditioned by the premorbid features 
of the subjects The author stressed the significance of such 
psychological factors as apprehension of the duration of the 
experiment The role of physical exercises on the mental states 
remained unclear because of the insufficient amount of observations 
However. the author expressed the belief that the reason for these 
changes may be explained primarily by such factors as the change 
of a habitual life pattern, monotony of the environmental situation, 
and a certain degree of isolation. 
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A69-80169 
THE EFFECT OF DIVERSE I R O N  PREPARATIONS O N  
THE HEMOGLOBIN AND MYOGLOBIN CONTENT I N  THE 
ORGANISM OF ALBINO RATS FOLLOWING SYSTEMATIC 
MUSCULAR EFFORTS [VLl lANlE RAZLICHNYKH 
PREPARATOV ZHELEZA NA SODERZHANIE GEMOGLOBINA 
I MlOGLOBlNA V ORGANIZME BELYKH KRYS PRI 
SISTEMATICHESKOI MYSHECHNOI DEIATEL'NOSTI]. 
E I Smorodintseva and N N IAkovlev (P F Lesgaft lnst of Phys 
Cult, Dept of Biochem, Leningrad. USSR) 
Voprosy Piranifa. no 5. Sep a c t  1968. p 29-33 2 6  refs In 
Russian 
Tests in adult male rats showed that with normal nutrition 
and ordinary locomotive regimen regular administration of the iron 
glycerophosphate resulted in an increased hemoglobin and 
myoglobin content Iron citrate and reduced iron proved ineffective 
The action of the iron glycerophosphate may be potentiated by its use 
in conjunction with anabolic compounds. such as 4-methyluracil and 
casein hydorlysate With an increased motional activity (training) 
glycerophosphate failed to potentiate the myoglobin rise incident 
to it Given together with anabolistic compounds. however, i t  
tended substantially to raise the number of erythrocytes. as well as 
the hemoglobin and myoglobin levels. contributing to an increase 
of the oxygen capacity of the organism 
A69-80170 
THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON THE METABOLISM 
OF THE LABELLED CARBON ABSORBED I N  THE COURSE 
OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS I N  DIFFERENT CHLORELLA 
STRAINS [VLllANlE TEMPERATURY NA METABOLIZM 
FOTOSINTEZE. U RAZNYKH SHTAMMOV KHLORELLY] 
N S Mamushina and 0 V Zalenskii (USSR. Acad of Sci. V L 
Komarov Botan lnst, Leningrad) 
Botanicheskii Zhurnal, vol 53, Sep 1968, p 1274-1 285 22 
refs In Russian 
The effect of temperature from +IO" to  +45" C was 
studied on the metabolism of organic compounds with labelled 
carbon in the course of photosynthesis in three strains of Chlorella 
strain 4 (Chlorella pyienordosa Chick), strain 627 from Kazakhstan 
and strain 374  from the Khibiny Mts (Chlorella vulgaris L )  The 
exposure of photosynthesis to the flow of C1W2 was five min 
The exposure to temperature lasted 3 0  min The results showed 
that with the raising of temperature from +lo" to f40" the 
intensity of photosynthesis increases. as well as the incorporation 
of C14 into sugars (sucrose + polysaccharides) There was a 
difference between species in the incorporation of labelled carbon 
into polysaccharides and sucrose Thus, in  Chlorella pyrenoidosa 
the temperature optimum of photosynthesis coincided with the 
optimum of biosynthesis of polysaccharides. while in Chlorella vulgaris 
the optimal temperature of biosynthesis of polysaccharides did not 
exceed +30-. while a significant incorporation of C14 into sucrose 
took place at +40" Under the effect of superoptimal temperature 
(+45") the rate of photosynthesis decreases. the radioactivity of 
phosphate ethers of sugars did not change, but the incorporation 
of C14 into sucrose, polysaccharides. organic acids and amino 
acids was suppressed considerably 
A69-80171 
A PILOT LOOKS AT VISIBILITY. 
Richard H Beck 
Air LinePilot.vol 37. Oct 1968.p 12-16 
The problems of navigational guidance close to  the ground 
in conditions of restricted and low visibility were discussed Five 
means of representing visibility were outlined and included (1) 
meteorological visibility. (2) tower visibility. (3) pilot visibility. (4) 
runway visibility, and (5) runway visual range Runway visual range 
was discussed in  greater detail, and it was concluded that it can 
MECHENOGO UGLERODA. POGLOSHCHENNOGO PRI 
only be an indication to the pilot of what he may see when he 
reaches his decision height. Characteristics of various reduced 
visibility structures were presented and included (1) radiation and 
advection fogs, (2) warm front fogs, (3) upslope. stream and ice 
fogs. and (4) other obstructions to vision such as snow. rain. sand 
and dust It was indicated that a concerted effort be made to 
supply the pilot with a representative slant visual range that he will 
see from the cockpit at his decision height 
A69-80172 
CAD ANDTHE AIR LINE PILOT. 
John S Dodd. Jr 
Air Lfne Pilot vol 37, Oct 1968, p 21 -22 
Tests used for the diagnosis of coronary artery disease 
(CAD) were discussed with applications toward determining the 
flight fitness of airline pilots The Master's two-step exercise 
electrocardiogram test was evaluated and its disadvantages were 
noted The selective coronary arteriography method for studying 
CAD &as also presented Correlations between the two methods 
indicated a doubtful reliability of the Master's test I t  was concluded 
that the test is useful for large group studies which attempt to 
isolate a particular group that might be subject to higher subsequent 
risk, but that the test loses much of its value when applied to a 
single individual 
A69-80173 
THE CHANGES OF BLOOD GLUCOSE LEVEL DURING 
SHORT STARVATION IN CONDITION OF LABILITY OF 
THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM [ZMENY GLYKEMIE 
BEHEM KRATKODOBEHO HLADOVENI PRI LABlLlTE 
NERVOVEHO SYSTEMU]. 
M Pipal 
Ceskoslovenski Hygfena, vol 13. Sep 1968. p 453-457 18 
refs In Czech 
The level of blood glucose was observed in nine young 
volunteers (19-23 yr ) in the course of 24  hr starvation The 
starvation load was found to provoke considerably marked changes 
of blood glucose level even during this relatively short time interval 
The changes were more pronounced in psychically labile persons 
than in psychically stable ones 
A69-80174 
THE CHANGES I N  MUSCULAR CONTRACTION A N D  
RELAXATION AFTER THE STATIC LOAD I N  16-YEAR BOYS 
AND GIRLS [ZMENY SVALOVE KONTRAKCE A RELAXACE 
PO STATICKEM ZATlZENl U SESTNACTILETYCH 
CHLAPCU A DIVEK]. 
J Sukop and R Reisenauer 
Ceskoslovenski Hygfena, vol 13, Sep 1968, p 4 5 8 4 6 6  7 refs 
In Czech 
An analysis of muscular contraction and relaxation of the 
hand flexors in boys and girls before and after the static load was 
made by means of running values of muscular contraction and 
relaxation of the hand flexors in 20 msec intervals The boys proved 
to be able to develop higher level of muscular tension in shorter 
time interval, it was manifested by higher running values during 
the whole contraction particularly at the end of its first half. where 
the predominance was characterized by 87% higher level in a 
comparison with girls The maximum strength in boys was 52% 
higher than in girls The static load proved to exhibit deeper 
reflection in boys However. it manifested in the same way in the 
both groups by a decrease of running values of muscular tension 
The relaxation proved to extend by 150 to 160% in both groups 
The described experiment is to be considered as a part of broader 
investigation of the effects of different factors on changes in 
muscular contraction. tts goal is to give the practice some new 
opportunity of more exact examination of neuromuscular apparatus 
functions 
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A69-80175 
A CONTRIBUTION TO THE ASSESSMENT OF HEAT 
KE STANOVENI TEPELNE IZOLACNICH VLASTNOSTI 
ODEVNICH SOUCASTEK]. 
J Pohanka 
Ceskoslovenskh Hygrena. vol 13. Sep 1968, p 4 7 3 4 7 9  
22 refs InCzech 
In a group of 10 men an evaluation was made of the 
heat insulating properties of two types of warm linings of winter 
kit of soldiers They proved that the heat insulating effect of linings 
from plastic foamy material was greater To assess the heat 
insulating properties an electric thermometer (ELLAB) modified by 
the authors was used They attempted to  characterize the heat 
insulating properties of different garments by calculating the 
appropriate ratio of the total thermal difference Finally attention IS 
drawn to  the need of the hygienic evaluation of garments in 
laboratory experiments on man 
INSULATING PROPERTIES OF GARMENTS [PRISPEVEK 
A69-80176 
SIMPLE, QUICK METHODS FOR DETECTION OF 
IMPORTANT ORGANIC SOLVENTS OF ACUTE 
INTOXICATIONS [EINFACHE SCHNELLMETHODEN ZUM 
NACHWEIS W l  CHTl G E R 0 RGAN ISCH ER LOS UNGSMITTEL 
BE1 AKUTEN VERGIFTUNGEN]. 
R K Muller, R Ludewig. and V Gorisch (Karl-Marx-U. lnst fur 
Pharmakol und Toxikol and lnst fur gerichtl Med und Kriminalistik. 
Leipzig. East Germany) 
Das deutsche Gesondheitswesen. vol 23. Sep 5, 1968, 
p 1697-1703 6 refs In German 
The authors describe simple quick methods for the orientative. 
informative detection of toxicologically important solvents The 
survey submitted as a practical working instruction should help to 
facilitate the quick diagnostic judgment and treatment of acute 
intoxications caused by unknown solvents A respective table 
indicating the reagents required will be available to prepare medical 
experts for such emergencies 
AG9-80177 
THE FIGURAL AFTER-EFFECTS IN THE REVERSE 
DIRECTION. 
M K Malhotra (Bochum Ruhr U , Essen Med Coll, Children's 
Hosp , West Germany) 
Acta Psycholog/ca, vol 28, Jul 1968. p 266-282 3 0  refs 
This review attempts to  survey the experimental evidence 
of the conditions under which the figural after-effects occur in the 
reverse direction or otherwise counter to the usual pattern The 
review shows that the figural after-effects in the reverse direction 
occur when certain conditions. such as the spatial arrangement of 
the inspection figure and the test figure the spatial arrangement 
of the figures and the subjects the temporal arrangement. the 
visibility of the figures, etc are extreme The presence of an extreme 
condition is a common factor between most of the cases of the 
figural after-effects in the reverse direction 
A69-80178 
THE EFFECT OF SET O N  PERCEIVED EGOCENTRIC 
DISTANCE. 
Walter C Gogel (Calif, U , Santa Barbara) 
Acta Psychologica. vol 28. Jul 1968, p 283-292 8 refs. 
NASA Grant NGR05-010-010and Grant NIH M H  1261 5-01 
In this study, the set of the observer to perceive the distances 
of playing cards was modified by providing experiences which 
would suggest that relatively far distances were being observed One 
group of observers threw darts down a visual alley while viewing 
the alley, prior to  observing the cards When observing the cards, 
this group threw darts to the apparent distance of the cards and 
gave verbal reports o f  apparent distance of the cards without 
throwing darts or viewing the throwing alley The dart group gave 
verbal reports of the distances of the cards which were 
approximately w ice  those from the no dart group In this experiment. 
the ratio of the perceived distances of the cards on the first 
presentation was considerably less than the simulated ratios A 
second experiment was designed to investigate the effects of a prior 
presentation of a full cue field upon the subsequent perceived 
distance of the cards This objective was not achieved in that a 
control group who was first presented with the cards, closely 
approximated veridicality in perceived distance using the absolute size 
cue The study supports the following conclusions (1) Perceived 
egocentric distance from the familiar size cue can be affected by 
the experiences of the observer occurring prior to the presentations 
of the cards (2) The distinction between relative and absolute size 
cues to distance from familiar objects is valid (3) Although the 
perception of egocentric distance from familiar size shows 
considerable observer variability. it can occur (Experiment I )  and 
under some conditions can approach veridicality in terms of average 
(or median) responses (Experiment II) 
A6940179 
FATIGUE: IT PHYSIOLOGICAL A N D  PSYCHOLOGICAL 
SIGNIFICANCE. 
E Grandjean (Eidgenoessischen Tech Hochschule. lnst fur Hyg 
Und Arbectsphysiol , Zurich. Switzerland) 
€rgonom/cs,vol 11. Sep 1968.p 4 2 7 4 3 6  21  refs 
The physiological and psychological significance of fatigue was 
discussed In the light of present neurophysiological knowledge 
fatigue may be  considered as a state of the central nervous 
system controlled by the antagonistic activity of the inhibitory and 
activating system of the brain stem The regulating systems in turn 
are susceptible to reaction to stimuli from the surrounding world, 
to stimuli from the conscious part of the brain, and to humoral 
factors originating within the organism and having obviously the task 
of regulating recovery and wakefulness The state of fatigue IS 
accompanied by a decrease in motivation to work. a decrease in 
physical and mental performances, and by the occurrence of 
subjective feelings of fatigue The latter induced animals and human 
beings to a behavior-ensuring recovery 
A69-80180 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF SHIFT-WORK 1: A 
COMPARISON OF 'ROTATING' A N D  'STABILIZED' 
FOUR-HOUR SHIFT SYSTEMS. 
W P Colquhoun. M J F Blake. and R S Edwards (Med Res 
Council, Appl Psycho1 Res Unit. Cambridge. Great Britain) 
Ergonomics. vol 11, Sep 1968. p 4 3 7 4 5 3  25 refs 
Roy Naval Personnel Res Committee supported research 
Efficiency at mental tasks was observed when perfomed 
according to a time schedule imposed by following one of two 
different four hr shift systems for a period of 12 consecutive days 
Twenty-eight subjects were assigned either to  a rotating system. 
in which each four hr period of the 2 4  hr was worked once every 
7 2  hr in a repeating cycle. or to  a stabilized system. in which the 
work periods were from 1230 to 1630 and 2400 to 0400 each 
day In the rotating system. alterations in the level of several 
aspects of performance at different times of day were found to  be 
related quite closely to  concurrent fluctuations in body temperature 
arising from its natural circadian rhythm A shift in the phase of 
this rhythm in response to  the new sleep/waking cycle imposed 
by the stabilized system was accompanied by a corresponding 
change in the relative levels of performance observed in the two 
work periods Thus in both systems body temperature was, in 
effect, a predictor of performance efficiency Some implications for 
the organization of shift working are discussed 
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A69-80181 
A69-80181 
T I M E  RELATIONS OF THE EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL 
PSYCHOMOTOR AND PERCEPTUAL TEST PERFORMANCES 
AND BLOOD AND URINE LEVELS OF ALCOHOL. 
Carl-Magnus ldestrom and Blorn Cadenius (Karolinska Hosp , Dept 
of Exptl Psychiat , Stockholm, Sweden) 
Psychopharmacologia. vol 13, Sep 20. 1968. p 189-200 -8 refs 
Thirty-one healthy male students were given a placebo 
and two different doses of alcohol (on different occasions and in 
random order) Choice-reaction-time, tapping-speed. bimanual 
hand-coordination, critical fusion frequency, standing steadiness. 
Bourdon’s test. blood and urine alcohol content were measured 
before and 30, 60 and 9 0  min after drinking Self-ratings of mood 
were made Seven of the subjects were also examined after 2, 3 
and 13 hr and altogether four dose? of alcohol were used for this 
group Twenty-four subjects were given an additional dose of 
alcohol two hr after the first one and the tests were repeated 30. 
6 0  and 9 0  min after the additional dose The agreement between 
blood and urine alcohol levels was good and the alcohol curves 
showed an approximately linear fall-off For the highest alcohol 
dose used there was a good agreement between blood alcohol level 
and test performance The impairment of performance was most 
marked after 3 0  to 6 0  rnin After two hr the impairment was very 
slight The performance on Choice reaction time and Coordination 
was related to blood alcohol level also after a smaller dose 
Statistically significant changes were obtained in most tests after 
the highest dose (0 8 g /kg body weight) and in  Choice reaction 
time and Coordination after the smaller dose (04 g /kg body 
weight) No significant effects were obtained after administration of 
placebo 
A69-80182 
DIURNAL VARIATION IN THE CONCENTRATIONS OF 
SOLVOLYZABLE STEROIDS IN HUMAN PLASMA. 
T Laatikainen and R Vihko (Helsinki, U ,  Dept of Med Chem, 
Finland) 
Journal o f  Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism. vol 28. Sep 
1968.p 1356-1360 17refs 
Finn Med Soc. 2ndAnn Meeting, Helsinki, Mar 29-30. 1968 
Natl Res Council for Med Sci supported research 
Mono- and disulfated steroid conlugates were quantitated 
in human peripheral plasma to reveal the possible occurrence of 
a diuranl variation in the concentrations of these compounds 
Plasma samples of six normal adults were obtained at 8AM. noon, 
4 and 8 PM, midnight. and at 8 the next morning During the 
experimental period the subjects carried on with their usual activities 
The concentration of monosulfated dehydroepiandrosterone. 
androsterone, epiandrosterone and pregnenolone, mono- and 
disulfated androst-5-ene-3. 17 -diol and pregn-5-ene-3, 20a-diol 
were determined A diurnal variation IS suggested to  occur in the 
concentrations of monosulfated dehydroepiandrosterone and 
androsterone, mono- and disulfated androst-5-ene-3, 1 7 -diol and 
pregn-5-ene-3. 20  -diol The values were highest at noon or at 4 
PM and were 15 to  30% higher than the lowest values at 
midnight or at  8 AM The diurnal fluctuation observed differs 
from that of 17-hydroxycorticosteroids, the concentration of which 
is highest in the early hours of the morning, then decreasing during 
the day The difference in  the diurnal variations of free 
17 -hydroxycorticosteroids and sulfate-conjugated neutral steroids 
possibly reflects differences in the release of thses two types of 
compounds from the adrenals 
A69-80183 
THE ACTION OF PHENOBARBITAL ON THE RIBOSOMAL 
FRACTION F R O M  RAT LIVER [DIE W I R K U N G  VON 
PHENOBARBITAL AUF DIE RIBOSOMENFRAKTIONEN DER 
RATTENLEBER]. 
COMPARED TO PLACEBO: DOSE-RESPONSE CURVES FOR 
Jaroslav Seifert, Helmut Greim, and Prakash Chandra (Tubingen. 
U, lnst fur Toxikol and Frankfurt am Main. U . lnst fur Therap 
Biochem. West Germany) 
Hoppe-Seyler‘s Zeitschrift fur Physiologische Chemle. vol 349. 
Sep 1968. p 1 179-1 184 35 refs In German 
The in vitro incorporation of [I  “Clphenylalanine into ribosomes 
isolated from rat liver is  stimulated by phenobarbital within five hr 
after I p injection of the drug After 17 hr the activity of the 
microsomes and membrane-bound ribosomes is diminished 
Depending on the concentration of endogenous mRNA there is a 
little stimulation of ribosomal activity after phenobarbital But the 
sensitivity to added synthetic ribosomal mRNA from pretreated 
animals is 40% higher than that of controls At the same time the 
ribosomal fraction from phenobarbital-treated rats consists of a 
greater proportion of more rapidly sedimenting potysomal 
components These results indicate that phenobarbital enhances the 
proteosynthesis not by the stimulation of mRNA-synthesis but by 
causing an increase in the number of ribosomal binding sites for 
m RNA-attachment 
A69-80184 
STUDIES ON THE DEPENDENCE OF LIPID PEROXIDATION 
O N  THE PARTIAL PRESSURE OF OXYGEN IN RAT LIVER 
MICROSOMES [UNTERSUCHUNGEN ZUR ABHANGIGKEIT 
DER LIPIDPEROXYDATION IN RATTENLEBERMIKROSO- 
MEN VOM SAUERSTOFFPARTIALDRUCK] 
Ludwig Lumper, Hans Joachim Plock, and Hansjurgen Stauinger 
(Giessen. U ,  Physiol -Chem lnst, West Germany) 
Hoppe-Seyler’s Zeitschrift fur Physiologische Chemie. vol 349, 
Sep 7 968, p 1 185-1 190 18 refs In German 
Lipid peroxidation in microsomes shows a Km for oxygen 
of 3.10-5M The process is not inhibited by carbon monoxide 
Lipid peroxidation is inhibited by the preincubation of microsomes 
wi th  ADP In the peroxidation of unsaturated fatty acids in  
microsomes carbon monoxide could not be detected on the basis 
of binding to cytochrome P 450  
A69-80185 
INTRAORGAN VASCULAR BED OF SOME GLANDS OF 
INTERNAL SECRETION I N  ANIMALS UNDER CONDITIONS 
SOS U DY S HC H ITOVl DNO I ZH EL EZY, NADPOCH ECH N I KOV 
I IA ICHNIKOV ZHIVOTNYKH, NAKODIVSHIKHSIA V 
USLOVIIAKH VYSOKOGORNOI MESTNOSTI]. 
L E Etingen (Tadjik Med Inst, Dept. of Normal Anat, Dushanbe, 
USSR) 
Arkhiv Anatomii. Gistologii i Embriologii. vol 55, no 8, 1968, 
p 64-70 27 refs In Russian 
Analyzing the relevant literature the author found no works 
concerning the anatomy of the intraorgan vasuclar bed of the 
visceral organs in animals of mountainous highlands The 
corresponding experiments were conducted on 50 adult dogs and 
50 adult rabbits brought from Dushanbe (800 m above sea level) 
to Anzob pass (Guissar mountain ridge. Tadjik SSR. 3,600 m. 
above sea level) The animals were sacrificed after one, three, seven 
and 15 days Thirty dogs and 3 0  rabbits in Dushanbe served as 
controls Considerable changes in  the capillaries and vessels 
intimately connected with structural transformations in the tyhroid 
gland, adrenals and ovaries were noted within the first 24 hr The 
blood and lymph capillaries were enlarged 1 5-2 times Sometimes 
they were distinctly deformed and arranged into numerous irregular 
loops In a number of cases, in the glands under study there were 
found lacunae, glomerules, spirals. and sphincter-shaped 
enlargements, apparently as a compensatory reaction aimed at the 
balancing of disturbed blood circulation and lymph drainage and 
increasing length and capacity of the vasuclar bed of the organ 
OF MO u NTAI NOUS HIGH LANDS [VN UTRI o RAN NY E 
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A69-80186 
THE INFLUENCE OF REGULAR MUSCLE ACTIVITY ON 
THE ACTIVITY OF THE ENZYMES OPERATING THE 
CONVERSION OF GLYCOGEN AND GLUCOSE-6-PHOS- 
PHATE I N  MUSCLES AND IN THE LIVER [VLIIANIE 
SISTEMATICHESKOI MYSHECHNOI DEIATEL'NOSTI NA 
AKTIVNOST' FERMENTOV OBMENA GLIKOGENA I GLIU- 
KOZO-6-' OSFATA V MYSHTSAKH I PECHENI]. 
N N IAkovlev (Sci-Res lnst of Phys Cult, Biochem Sect, 
Leningrad. USSR) 
Biokhimiia. vol 33. Jul -Aug 1968. p 737-744 2 6  refs In 
Russian 
It was shown that regular muscle activity results in the 
increase in the activity of hexokinase. UDPG-glycogensynthetase 
(both forms in muscles and but form J in liver) and phosphorylase 
(both AMP-activated and AMP-independent) in muscles and in the 
liver of adult albino rats In the liver the activity of G-6-phosphatase 
(G-6-P) is also increased The activity of UDPG-pyrophosphorylase 
and phosphoglucomutase in muscles and liver and that of 
6-6-P-dehydrogenase in liver is not changed The content of G-6-P 
is reduced but that in liver is not affected Short-term muscle activity 
in trained animals is followed by earlier and a more significant 
increase in the activity of AMP-independent phosphorylase and by 
great decrease in the activity of glucosynthetose independent on 
G-6-P (form J) and the level of G-6-P During rest time the activity 
of J-glycosynthetase and the amount of G-6-P increased more 
significantly These changes in the amount enzyme activity indicate 
the increase in glycogenolytic and glycogenosynthetic possibilities 
of muscles and liver with training They can be regarded as a kind of 
adaptation of the organism to more prolonged and more intensive 
muscle activity 
A69-80187 
APPLICATION OF THE STEP TEST FOR ASSESSING THE 
EFFICACY OF THE CIRCULATION [MOZNOSTI URCENI 
ZDATNOSTI KREVNIHO OBEHU STEP-TESTEM]. 
J Chrastek 
Casopis Lbkah Ceskkch. vol 107, Jul 1968, p 908-913 25  
refs In Czech 
Using a modification of the step test differences were shown 
in the efficacy of the circulation in trained and non-trained 
subjects The author presents his classification of fitness and describe 
changes in the pulse rate and blood pressure during the test 
Tramed individuals respond by a lower rise of the pulse rate and 
systolic pressure The possibility of using the test in  long-tern 
observation is considered Circumstances which may influence the 
reactivity of the circulation during the test are mentioned It Is 
recommended to perform the test in the morning on fasting 
A69-80188 
CALCULATION OF THE THEORETICAL WORK CAPACITY 
(PWC) AND THEORETICAL PULSE RATE (TPF) DURING 
FUNCTlONAL TESTS OF THE CIRCULATION [VYPOCET 
TEORETICKE PRACOVNI KAPACITY (PWC) A TEO RETICKE 
TEPDVE FREKVENCE (TPF) PRI FUNKCNICH OBEHOVYCH 
ZKOUS KACH]. 
V Kriz 
Casoprs Lekaru Ceskych, vol 107. Jul 1968, p 927-932 In 
Czech 
The calculation of the theoretical working capacity (PWC) 
theoretical pulse rate (TPF) and angle renders it possible to 
evaluate accurately the entire method and to process the results by 
computers The symbols which are common for all these indicators 
and formulae used for their calculation explain their mutual 
relationship performance with small load = PI, pulse rate assessed 
during this performance = PF,. performance during major load 
= P2, pulse rate during this performance = PFz. constant number 
PO pulses strokes per minute for which PWC = X was calculated. 
constant performance for which TPF = Y was calculated 
A69-80'189 
CARDIORESPIRATORY FITNESS OF TRAINED A N D  
ZDATNOST NETRENOVANYCH A TRENOVANYCH]. 
J Chrastek, V Cermak, and J Berka 
Casopis Lekaru Ceskych, vol 107. Jul 1968. p 913-917 11 
refs In Czech 
The authors describe the method of spiroergometric 
examination which they use for assessing cardiorespiratory efficiency 
Trained athletes and non-trained students worked on a bicycle 
ergometer with a load rtsing to  the stage of "vita maxima" In this 
way the aerobic capacity is assessed Values of pulse rate are 
given as well as minute ventilation. oxygen consumption assessed 
interferometrically. the oxygen consumption per kg of body-weight. 
stroke volume of oxygen and ventilation equivalent which were 
attained at different stages of loading Trained subjects burden their 
circulation and respiration when exposed to small loads significantly 
less than nontrained subjects On the other hand, during maximum 
loads they mobilize both systems at a higher level The results 
obtained by the authors in non-trained indivuduals are lower than 
previous results of other workers 
NON-TRAINED SUBJECTS [KARDIORESPIRACNI 
A69-80190 
MINUTE VENTILATION AS AN INDICATOR OF LOADING 
OF THE ORGANISM DURING EXERCISE [MINUTOVA 
VENTILACE JAKO UKAZATEL ZATlZENl ORGANISMU PRI 
CVICENII. 
V Seliger 
Casopis Lekaru Ceskych. voI 107, Jul 1968, p 918-921 22 
refs In Czech 
The author discusses the possibility to use assessment of 
the minute ventilation (V) as an indicator of metabolic loading of 
the organism From the results of examinations of the energy 
expenditure by indirect calorimetry in selected types of exercise 
lasting more than five min , as well as from investigations of some 
parameters during graded loading on a bicycle ergometer and some 
data in the literature a curve was prepared correlating V and 
oxygen consumption It was revealed that the V during exercise 
correlates also with the energy output The suggested correlation of 
V and oxygen consumption renders it possible to  analyze physical 
performance not only in the linear but also nonlinear part of the 
curve 
A69-80191 
EVALUATION OF FUNCTIONAL TESTS OF THE 
CIRCULATION BY MEANS OF GRADED LOADS 
[HODNOCENI FUNKCNICH OBEHOVYCH ZKOUSEK S 
VICESTUPNOVOU ZATEZI]. 
V Kriz 
Casopis Lekaru Ceskych. vol 107. Ju l  1968, p 922-926 
45 refs In Czech 
A method is described to evaluate quantitatively all types of 
loads of different grades where the performance can be expressed 
in physical units The method is based on the following concepts 
(1 Theoretical working capacity (PWC)-the theoretical performance 
for a certain constant number of pulse strokes. expressed in 
k p m /min. in k p m /s or watts (2) The theoretical pulse rate 
(TPF)-corresponding to  a certain constant theoretical performance, 
expressed by the number of pulse strokes per min (3) Angle d 
which illustrates the steepness of the line or the correlation between 
pulse rate and increasing performance, expressed in grades By 
means of this method it is possible to  compare mutually the results 
of ergometric examinations of different subjects after loads of 
different intensity assessed by different authors 
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A69-80192 
THE EFFECT OF MAJOR TRANQUILIZERS O N  THE EEG 
ACTIVATION IN A WAKEFUL RABBIT, INDUCED BY 
3.4-DIOXYPHENYLALANINE (DOPA) [VLt lANlE 
"BOL'SHIKH TRANKVILIZATOROV" NA AKTlVATSllU EEG 
BODRSTVUIUSHCHEGO KROLIKA, VYZVANNUIU D. 
L-3.4-DIOKSIFENILALANINOM [DOFA)]. 
IU V Burov and K S Raevskii (USSR. Acad of Med Sci. lnst 
of Pharmacol and Chemotherapy, Lab of Pharmacol of Nervous 
System. Moscow) 
Farmakologm I Toksikologua, vol 3 1, Jul -Aug 1968. 
p 387-391 21 refs In Russian 
Antagonism between chlorpromazine, nozinane, stelazine 
and haloperidol on the one hand, and 3.4-dioxyphenylalanine 
(DOPA), on the other, was studied in rabbits wi th  implanted 
electrodes by consulting the electroencephalographic (EEG) picture 
Nozinane, chlorpromazine. stelazine, morphine and nembutal were 
found capable of blocking DOPA-activation on the EEG 
Chlorpromazine and morphine proved most active from among 
DOPA antagonists, with nozinane and stelazine being effective only 
in large doses. while haloperidol and reserpine did not prevent the 
EEG activation reaction elicited by DOPA A comparison of dosages 
in which these substances block the DOPA-activation and inhibit 
conditioned reflexes shows the lack of any parallelism between 
them The obtained data are not in accord with the hypothesis of 
the central adrenolytic mechanism of the action exercised by chlor- 
promazine. nozinane. stelazine and haloperidol. and suggest that 
at the root of the inhibition of conditioned reflexes and blocking 
of the DOPA-activation produced by these substances are quite 
different mechanisms 
A69-80193 
AMINOTHIOLS EFFECT ON THE RHYTHM OF CARDIAC 
CONTRACTIONS [VLI IANIE AMINOTIOLOV N A  R l T M  
SERDECHNYKH SOKRASHCHENII]. 
V A Kozlov and \/ S Shashkov 
Farmakologua I Toksikologua, vol 31, Jul -Aug 1968. p 4 2 4 4 2 5  
In Russian 
Tests were set up in guinea pigs to investigate the influence 
of cystamine, p-mercaptopropylamine. the monosodium salt of the 
6-aminoethylphosphoric acid and S @-aminoethylisothiuronium 
(AET) on the rhythm of cardiac contractions The latter was found to 
exert no substantial influence on the frequency of the cardiac 
contractions The effect of the discussed agents is contingent upon 
A69-80195 
INVESTIGATION OF A NEW VENTILATING SYSTEM FOR 
CLEAN ROOMS. 
Claes Allander and Enno Abel (Roy Inst. of Techno1 , Stockholm, 
Sweden) 
Medical Research €ngmeermg,Third Quarter, 1968, p 2 8 3 8  
Swed Natl Council of Building Res and Swed Roy Board of 
Building supported research 
The article sets out the physical bases and results of studies 
of a new ventilation system for clean rooms The essence of the 
system IS the use of thin air-seal streams in a room t o  limit the 
area sensitive to particles to an tnner zone where a stable rate of 
air exchange higher than that in the rest of the room can be 
maintained by the introduction of air through a perforated ceiling 
An experimental system of this type .has been installed in an 
operating theatre at the Karolrnska Hospiral in Srockholm It has 
been found here through the use of tracer gas that the inner zone 
remains stable even when a considerable amount of heat is 
generated there, and that the air-seal streams effectively limit the 
movement of particles Particle-count measurements have been 
made while operations were in progress both in the theatre equipped 
with the experimental system and in a control theatre with a 
conventional ventilation system The new system has proved capable 
of reducing the particle count in the particle-sensitive area to 
one-quarter as compared to a conventional ventilation system having 
the same capacity 
A69-80196 
ACUTE HEPATORENAL FAILURE FOLLOWING 
TRICHLOROETHYLENE POISONING [ INSUFFICIENZA 
EPATO-RENALE ACUTE DA TRIELINA]. 
C Ponticelli. E Imbasciati. B Redaelli, and A Salvadeo (Milan. U , 
lnst di Urol and Pavia, U , 1st di Med del Lavoro. Italy) 
Lavoro Umano, vol 20. May 1963. p 205-212 3 2  refs In 
Italian 
A case is reported of acute hepato-renal failure due to 
trichloroethylene ingestion, treated by means of peritoneal dialysis 
and followed by recovery of the patient The clinical picture was 
characterized by 2 0  days' anuria and by hepato-cellular jaundice 
The renal alterations were represented by necrotic-degenerative 
lesions of renal tubules without interstitial involvement The possible 
toxic action of trichloroethylene on the kidney and the liver IS 
discussed and a possible influence of chronic alcoholism in favoring 
the occurrence of such lesions IS prospected 
A69-80197 
E ~ ~ E C T  OF TOBACCO SMOKE ON THE ATTENTION OF 
 MA^ TO W O R K  [EFFETTI DEL FUMO DI TAEACCO 
SULL'ATTENZIONE DELL'UOMO AL LAVORO]. 
A Lo Cascio (Palermo. U , 1st di Med del Lavoro. Italy) 
Lavoro Umano, voI 20. May 1968, p 224-230 1 1 refs In Italian 
Research on the influence of tobacco smoke on the attention 
of the workers was studied in relation to the reflexes of the 
possible influence on their efficiency and on the occurrence of 
accidents The data did not show any particular influence of smoke 
on attention in younger workers, but the older subjects were 
affected, some to a rather high degree It was thought that the 
action of smoke takes place indirectly through the damages done 
to the various organs and apparatuses, particularly in  the 
cardio-circulatory system Considerations concerning prevention were 
included 
the initial functional state of the organism A marked effect on the 
function of the heart produce aminothiol compounds with their 
structure comprising only two free functional SH- and NH2-groups 
A69-80198 
CONTENT OF FREE AND BOUND AMINO ACIDS IN BRAIN 
AREAS OF RABBITS UNDER ACTION OF HIGH OXYGEN 
PRESSURE [SODERZHANIE SVOBODNYKH I 
SVIAZANNYKH AMINOKISLOT V OTDELAKH MOZGA 
KROLIKOV PRI DElSTVll POVYSHENNOGO DAVLENIIA 
KISLORODA]. 
A69-80194 
SOME FEATURES SPECIFIC TO THE RESPONSE OF THE 
ALBINO RATS ORGANISM TO HYPOXIA FOLLOWING 
INHALATION OF METHANE-OXYGEN MIXTURES [0 
NEKOTORYKH OSOBENNOSTIAKH REAKTSll ORGANIZMA 
BELYKH KRYS N A  GIPOKSIIU PRI VDYKHANII  
METANO-KISLORODNYKH SMESEI]. 
V G Deinega (Central Sci-Res Lab of M t  Rescue, Med Sect. 
Lab of Exptl Therapy. Donets. USSR) 
Farmakologiia I Toksikologna, vol 31, Jul -Aug 1968, p 4 9 4 4 9 7  
10 refs In Russian 
Tests were carried out in 100 rats Evidence was made 
available showing that with inhalation of a methane-oxygen mixture 
containing 6% oxygen. as well as during a dynamic hypoxic test. 
there was a more pronounced decrease of the oxygen consumption 
and a considerably lengthened life-span in laboratory animals 
Experiments wirh preliminary introduction o f  caffeine, sodium 
amytal and armine demonstrated that the beneficial effect of the 
methane-oxygen mixture was due to the development of a protective 
inhibition in the central nervous system 
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2 S Gershenovich, A A Krichevskaia, and T N Pogorelova 
(Rostov-on-Don State U , Dept of Biochem, UkrSSR) 
Ukratns'kyt Biokhtrntchnyt Zhurnal. vol 40, no 4. 1968. 
p 3 3 9 3 4 2  13 refs In Russian 
The content of free and bound forms of glutaminic. asparagic 
-aminobutyric acids and alanine was studied in the cerebral 
hemispheres. medulla oblongata and cerebellum It is established 
that amino acids are contained in rabbit brain in free and bound 
forms Different brain areas contain various amounts of free and 
bound amino acids Correlation of free and bound acids in brain 
areas is disturbed in hyperoxia 
A69-80199 
INFLUENCE OF F O l l C  ACID O N  NUCLEIC ACID 
COMPOSITION OF NORMAL AND IRRADIATED BRAIN 
[VPLYV FOLllOVOl KYSLOTY NA NUKLEINOVI KYSLOTY 
HOLOVNOHO MOZKU V NORMI TA PRY PROMENEVOMU 
U RAZHENNI]. 
E F Sopin and M E Kucherenko (T H Shevchenko State U ,  
Dept of Human and Animal Biochem, Kiev UkrSSR) 
Ukratns'kyt Btokhtrntchnyt Zhurnal, vol 40. no 4. 1968, 
p 3 8 8 3 9 3  6 refs In  Ukrainian 
The ratio was studied of nitrogen components of RNA and 
DNAin the guinea-pig brain during acute radiation disease and with 
injection of folic acid into irradiated and normal animals by 
means of paper electrophoresis in combination with the method of 
ultraviolet spectrophotometry I t  is established that folic acid 
possesses distinctly pronounced antiradiation properties When 
injecting it to the iradiated animals the disturbances in the ratio of 
RNA nucleotides and DNA nitrogen bases are normalized Durable 
injection of folic acid to the normal animals does not affect the 
qualitative composition of brain nucleic acids The possible 
mechanisms of antiradiation effect of folic acid are discussed 
A69-80200 
INFLUENCE OF ADRENOXYL ON ACTIVITY OF HEART 
A DENOSl NETRIPH OSP H ATASE A N  D PH OSPH 0 RY LAS E 
[VPLYV ADRENOKSYLU NA AKTYVNIST' ADENOZYNTRY- 
FOSFATAZY TA FOSFORYLAZY SERTSIA] 
V M Denisov and S M Rukavishnikova (Kharkov Med lnst, Dept 
of Biochem, UkrSSR) 
Ukratns'kyt Btokhtmtchnyt Zhurnal. vol 40. no 4. 1968. 
p 3 8 4 3 8 7  2 0  refs In Ukrainian 
Influence of adrenoxy (catecholamine) was studied on the activity 
of adenosinetriphosphosphatase (ATPase) and phosphorylase of 
rabbit heart, as well as on the change in the noradrenaline content 
of this organ It is detected that phosphorylase activity of activity 
of myocardial homogenates in subcutaneous adrenoxil injection in 
a dose of 1 and 2 mg /I kg o f  animal weight does not change, while 
the activity of ATPase of the homogenates decreases ATPase 
activity of actomyosin in adrenoxyl injection in a dose of I mg /kg 
does not change, but in a dose of 2 mg /kg it increases Injection 
of adrenoxyl in a dose of 2 mg /kg causes the decrease in the heart 
content of both total noradrenaline and noradrenaline connected 
with proteins ATPase activity depends on the noradrenaline content, 
probably, on its proteinized form 
A69-80201 
CARBOXYLATION OF RIBULOSEDIPHOSPHATE I N  
CELL-FREE EXTRACTS OF THE HYDROGEN BACTERIA 
[ KA R B 0 KS I LI ROV A N I E V 
BESKLETOCHNYKH PREPARATAKH VODORODNYKH 
BAKTERII]. 
A K Romanova. 1. IA Vedenina. and N G Doman (USSR. Acad 
of Sci , A N Bakh lnst of Biochem, Moscow) 
lzvesttta Akadernti Nauk SSSR Serita Btologtcheskata, no  3. 
M a y J u n  1968, p 3 6 3 3 7 1  29 refs In Russian 
R I  B U LEZO D I  F OS F ATA 
Cell-free extracts of hydrogen bacteria (Hydrogenomonas Z-1 
strain) containing ribulosediphosphate carboxylase non-connected 
with particles were prepared The activity of the enzyme depended 
on the concentration of the protein and of both substrates carbon 
dioxide and ribulosediphosphate The Michaelis's constant for C02 
equaled 1 x 10-2 M, and C for ribulosediphosphate was 1 3  
x 10-3 M The enzyme's spec% activity attained in experiments 
equaled 0 11 mcM of substrate per min per 1 mg of protein The 
inhibition of the enzyme by an excessive amount of substrates, 
phosphoglyceric acid. ATP. S203'-, HS03-S032-. HP042-, 
S042- and CI- ions and also hydrazine and hydroxylamine 
was shown There was a tendency towards activation by S 2 -  
ions 
A69-80202 
ASSIMILATION OF NlTROGEN NITRITE AND UREA BY 
CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA [ASSIMILIATSIIA AZOTA 
NlTRlTA I MOCHEVINY CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA]. 
N G Tomova, Z G Evstigneeva. and V L Kretovich (Bulg Acad 
of Sci , Central Lab of Biophysics. Sofiia and USSR. Acad of Sei. 
A N Bakh lnst of Biochem, Moscow) 
lzvestita Akademtt Nauk SSSR Sertta Btologicheskata, no 3. 
M a y J u n  1968, p 431-435 9 refs In Russian 
Synchronous culture6 of Chlorella pyrenotdosa grown in 
a nitrogen-free media absorbed quickly and regularly urea added 
in concentrations of either 140 or 14/mg N/I The absorption of 
nitrites depended on their concentrations Nitrites were added in 
concentration of 1 4 0  mg N/I and were slowly assimilated, 
apparently along with the assimilation processes of adsorption and 
binding with unsoluble nitrogenous compounds took place Nitrites 
in concentration of 1 4  mg N/I were assimilated faster than the 
same concentration of urea The dynamics of alanine and 
glutamic acid accumulation was similar to that of soluble nitrogen 
compounds During nitrite and urea assimilation the glutamic acid 
content was always higher than the alanine content 
A69-80203 
DIGITAL COMPUTER MODEL OF A TOTAL BODY 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC SURFACE MAP:  A N  ADULT 
MALE-TORSO SIMULATION WITH LUNGS. 
R H Selvester, J C Solomon, and T L Gillespie (Med Inform 
Systems Corp and ECG and Biomath Res Group. Downey. Calif) 
Ctrculatton,vol 38, Oct 1968, p 6 8 4 6 9 0  10 refs 
Grants PHS HE-09123, PHS HE-10722. and PHS HE-07888 
A 20 dipole digital computer model of the electromotive 
surface generated by the heart with a simulated human male torso, 
including lungs, is presented The simulated torso-surface 
electrocardiogram (ECG) equipotential maps were compared to those 
seen in normal human subjects by a previous investigator and were 
found to resemble them to within the resolution of these maps 
throughout most of ventricular depolarization (QRS) On comparison 
of the simulated maps to those produced when the heart was 
considered to be a single equivalent dipole, it was found that normal 
surface maps contain considerable information not accounted for 
an equivalent dipole source during the mid and terminal portions 
of the QRS This information occurs in areas not sampled by a 
standard precordial ECG The addition of the lungs did not appear 
to change the surface ECG map in any important respect 
A69-80204 
COMPUTER QUANTITATION OF THE ST-SEGMENT 
RESPONSE D U R I N G  M A X I M A L  TREADMILL EXERCISE: 
CLINICAL CORRELATION. 
Paul L McHenry. Darwell E Stowe, and Malcolm C Lancaster 
(USAF School of Aerospace Med , Clin Sci and Biometrics Div, 
Internal Med Branch, Brooks AFB. Tex 1 
Cmulation, vol 38. Oct 1968, p 69  1 -70 1 1 6  refs 
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This ST-segment response during maximal treadmill exercise 
was quantitated by digital computer after excessive noise in the 
electrocardiographic data was reduced by computer averaging 
Both the slope and the depression were quantitated Two groups 
of subjects were studied Group A consisted of 3 5  subjects 
between 3 3  and 57 yr of age with confirmed or suspected coronary 
artery disease Group N consisted of 73 clinically normal subjects 
between 24 and 52 yr of age The responses of the group A 
subjects and the 26  subjects over age 35 in group N were compared 
by graphically plotting their ST slope and depression values from 
the last minute of exercise A linear discriminant analysis computed 
from these values resulted in a line of separation between the 
majority of subjects in each of these groups This separation was 
accomplished even though the majority of subjects in group A did 
not demonstrate segmental ST depression 
A69-80205 
AEROSOL POLLUTION FROM INTERNAL COMBUSTION 
ENGINES. 
R Burt and A Thomas (Shell Res Ltd. Thornton Res Centre, 
Chester, Great Britain) 
Proceedings of the Royal Sooefy. vol 307.  Oct 29, 1968, 
p 183-194 16 refs 
Each type of internal combustion engine in general use 
was reviewed briefly. and the extent to which it pollutes the air with 
aerosols was indicated The types of engines reviewed included 
the petrol engine. the diesel engine and the aircraft turbojet engine 
Pollutants produced directly or indirectly by the three main types 
of internal combustion engine in general use included lead salts. 
barium salts. photochemical smog, mists of unburnt. partly burnt 
and partly oxidized hydrocarbons from the diesel engine and black 
smoke The survey showed that technological solutions to the 
problems of aerosol pollution by the internal cornbustion engine 
exist. at least in principle They may involve equipment development. 
fuel development or a Combination of both 
A69-80206 
THE EFFECT OF THE CALCIUM AND FLUORINE LEVEL 
IN THE DIET ON THE RESISTANCE OF ANIMALS TO A 
COMBINED LESION INFLICTED UPON T H E M  BY 
GAMMA-IRRADIATION AND INCORPORATED STRONTIUM 
90 [VLIIANIE UROVNIA KAL'TSIIA I FTORA V RATSIONE 
NA USTOICHIVOST' ZHIVOTNYKH K KOMBINIROVAN- 
NOMU PORAZHENIIU VNESHNIM GAMMA-OBLUCHENIEM 
I INKORPORIROVANNYM Sr901. 
V A Knizhnikov and V A Grozovskaia 
Voprosy P/fan//a, vol 27. Jul -Aug 1968, p 3 3 3 6  7 refs In 
Russian 
Male rats were for a long time given a food ration containing 
different amounts of calcium and fluorine Two mo after a 
whole-body gamma-irradiation in doses of 3 5 0  to  700 r the 
animals of all groups were subjected to peroral poisoning with 
strontium-90 The rats kept on a diet with elevated calcium and 
fluorine content, especially when both of these elements had been 
added jointly to the food, lived for a much longer time than did 
control animals which had been receiving a ration with ordinary 
content of calcium and fluorine 
A69-80207 
EFFECT OF VARIOUS PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS O N  
GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE DEHY D ROG EN AS E A N D  
6-PHOSPHOGLUCONATE DEHYDROGENASE ACTIVITIES IN 
A KTIVN OSTl GLI U KOZO-6-FOSFAT- DEGI DRO GEN AZY I 
LIVER A N D  BRAIN OF THE RATS [ IZMENENIE 
6-FOSFOG LI U KON AT-DEG I D  ROGE NAZY V PECHENI I 
M O Z G U  KRYS POD VLl lANlEM RAZLICHNYKH 
FIZIOLOGICHESKIKH FAKTOROV]. 
IU L Zakhar'in (USSR. Acad of Med Sci ,  lnst of Nutr, 
Moscow) 
Voprosy Med/fs/nsko/ Khmw, vol 14. Jul -Aug 1968. 348-355 
25 refs In Russian 
Activities of glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) 
and 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase (6PGD) in the rat liver and 
brain increased with age. reached the maximum in the mature rats 
and decreased with aging No sex differences were noted in the 
activities of G6PD and GPGD in the liver This difference was more 
pronounced in the spring-summer season than in the autumn-winter 
season The activity of these enzymes was higher in brain of males 
than in females The G6PD and GPGD activities in the liver tissue 
decreased after starvation This decrease was more pronounced in 
rats previously fed a high-carbohydrate diet The realimentation 
after starvation induced a significant increase in G6PD and 6PGD 
activities in the liver tissue irrespective of the diet The activities 
of these enzymes in the liver of rats fed a high-carbohydrate diet 
were higher, and in rats fed with a low-protein diet were lower 
than in those kept on the balanced diet 
A69-80208 
EFFECT OF PHENAZINE METASULPHATE O N  
METHEMOGLOBIN-HEMOGLOBIN CONVERSION IN THE 
BLOOD OF RAT W I T H  HEMIC HYPOXIA [VLI IANIE 
FENAZINMETOSUL'FATA N A  PREVRASHCHENIE 
METGEMOGLOBINA V GEMOGLOBIN V KROVl KRYS PRI 
GEMICHESKOI GIPOKSII]. 
L A Romanchuk and Kh M Rubina (I P Pavlov First Leningrad 
Med lnst, Dept of Biochem , USSR) 
Voprosy Med/fsmsko/ Khim//, vol 14. Jul 4 u g  1968, p 358-360 
17 refs In Russian 
Administration of phenazine metasulphate to rats with hemic 
hypoxia led to rapid methemoglobin reduction Decreased 
glutathione reductase activity observed during the hypoxia returned 
to normal level within three hr after drug administration The effect 
of the drug on methemoglobin reduction was discussed 
A69-80209 
THE ACTIVITY OF DNA-ASE 2 I N  SPLEEN 
MICROSTRUCTURES OF IRRADIATED RATS PROTECTED 
BY CYSTAMINE [ AKTIVNOST' D N K-AZY 2 
SUBKLETOCHNYKH FRAKTSII SELEZENKI KRYS, 
OBLUCHENNYKH V USLOVIIAKH ZASHCHITY 
TSISTAMINOM]. 
V G Vladimirov and D A Golubentsev (S M Kirov Mil -Med 
Acad , Leningrad, USSR) 
Voprosy Med/fs/nsko/ Kh/m//, vol 14, Jul -Aug 1968, p 361 3 6 5  
22  refs In Russian 
Irradiation of rats at a dose of 600 r led to the increase 
in DNA-ase II activity in spleen cells The most pronounced 
changes in enzymatic activity were observed in the cytoplasm 
Administration of cysteamine at a radioprotective dose reduces the 
effect of radiation The radioprotective action of cysteamine on 
mitochondria was found at 24 hr and its effect on cytoplasm was 
revealed on the first and the third day after irradiation 
A69-802 1 0 
EFFECT OF CAFFEINE O N  THE RESPIRATION A N D  
OXIDATIVE PHOSPHORYLATION IN BRAIN MITOCHON- 
DRIA [VLIIANIE KOFEINA NA DYKHANIE I OKISLITEL'NOE 
FOSFORILIROVANIE MlTOKHONDRll MOZGA]. 
0 A Dimitrov (A A Zhdanov U. Dept of Biochem, Leningrad, 
USSR) 
Voprosy Med/fs/nskoi Kh/m/i, vol 14. Jul -Aug 1968, p 381 -385 
13 refs In Russian 
Effect of caffeine on the respiration and oxidative 
phosphorylation in rat brain mitochondria / I )  wtro was studied In the 
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course of glutamate and a-ketoglutarate oxidation the mitochondrial 
respiration was increased after addition of caffeine at concentrations 
of 2 1 to 6 4 x 10 -3 M Simultaneously a slight uncoupling 
effect was noted The oxidation of glutamate was followed by the 
stimulation in inroganic phosphate esterification During 
a-ketogluterate oxidation no  changes i n  the rate of inorganic 
phosphate esterification were noted At the concentrations studied 
caffeine did not change the rate of spontaneous swelling of 
mitochondria This testified to its direct action on submitochondrial 
enzymatic systems 
A69-80211 
EFFECT OF LIGHT AND TEMPERATURE ON THE PRIMARY 
PRODUCTION OF SOME UNICELLULAR GREEN A N D  
DIATOMIC ALGAE [VLIIANIE SVETA 1 TEMPERATURY NA 
PERVICH NU I U PRODU KTSllU N EKOTO RY KH ODNOKLETO- 
CHNYKH ZELENYKH I DIATOMOVYKH VODOROSLEI]. 
V D Fedorov, V N Maksimov. and V M Khromov ( M  V 
Lomonosov Moscow State U , USSR) 
Fmolog//a Rastenn, vol 15. Jul -Aug 1968, p 640651  In 
Russian 
The effect of light and temperature on the photosynthetic 
activity of green unicellular algae (Dunahella salma, Platymonas sp ) 
and diatomic algae (N/tzschia kuetziagfana, N/tzsch/a ovalis) was 
studied by factorial design The cultures studied differ considerably 
with respect to their specific photosynthetic activity (rate of CO, 
fixation per unit biomass) Appreciable age variations in the 
specific photosynthetic activities were found The algae responded 
differently to changes in temperature and illumination The most 
pronounced was the positive interaction between light and 
temperature in the D salfna culture Thus a notable increase of 
primary production of the algae was observed only when the 
illumination and temperature were raised simultaneously A positive 
effect was observed in both types of diatomic algae on increase 
of the temperature from I O "  to 20" whereas an increase of the 
illumination from 2,000 to 4.000 lux did not appreciably affect the 
primary production It is found that Platymonas sp is more sensitive 
to variation of illumination than to variation of temperature An 
increase of temperature from I O "  to 20" at an illumination of 2.000 
lux evoked a negative effect whereas at 4,000 lux a pronounced 
positive effect was observed 
A69-80212 
THE EFFECTS OF PRENATAL MATERNAL DECOMPRES- 
SION ON THE ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC DEVELOP- 
MENT OF THREE-YEAR-OLD CHILDREN. 
B D Murdoch (CSIR. Natl lnst for Personnel Res, Neuropsychol 
Div ,Johannesburg, South Africa) 
South Afrjcan Medical Journal, vol 42, Oct 19. 1968 
p 1067-1071 25refs 
Electroencephalograms (EEG) were recorded from 151 
three-yr -old children. Seventy-four were born to mothers who had 
had antenatal decompression treatment and 77 to mothers who 
had had either antenatal physiotherapy or no treatment Five 
statistically significant differences (comprising 12% o f  the total 
number o f  differences) were found between the two groups The 
decompression group had a lower amplitude for the nine Hz 
component, a higher amplitude for the 10-Hz component, a higher 
incidence of six Hz activity, a higher mean delta frequency. and 
a lower incidence o f  abnormality in  the resting record The 
differences between the two groups are evaluated in terms of age 
and other factors influencing the EEG of children It IS concluded 
that these differences provide no definite evidence for support or 
rejection of the theory that Improved fetal cerebral oxygenation. 
claimed to result from antenatal maternal decompression. accelerates 
cerebral maturation 
A69-80213 
TARGET STRUCTURE AND VISUAL DISTANCE. 
S Howard Bartley and Ray W Winters (Mich State U, Dept of 
Psychol, Lab for the Study of Vision and Related Sensory 
Processes, East Lansing) 
JournalofPsycho1ogy.vol 70. Nov 1968, p 267-278 36 refs 
Considerations regarding the sensory behavior (perceptual 
consequences) o f  making right-left target manipulations were 
discussed The study focused on the fact that the phenomenal 
distance of objects seen on the left is different than when seen on 
the right Several previous studies were reviewed and results 
indicated that an object appeared to be closer when shown in the left 
of a photograph than when on the right under specific conditions 
Additional phenomenal effects, minimally structured and briefly 
exposed targets. as well as other left-right differences were discussed 
Suggestions were made for clarifying the vocabulary needed for 
studies of sensory behavior The ultimate goal of such studies is a 
set of experimentally grounded statements describing the functional 
interrelations between components of a target and visual end 
results 
A69-80214 
EFFECT OF CARBON MONOXIDE O N  THE WHOLE 
FIBRINOLYTIC ACTIVITY. 
Osamah A El-Attar (Assiout U , Fac of Med .  United Arab 
Republic) 
Journal of the Egypean Med/cal Assoc/at/on. vol 51, no 617. 
1968.p 591-597 17 refs 
A study of whole fibrinolytic activity among 21 cases of 
acute carbon monoxide poisoning. 28 cases of repeated carbon 
monoxide exposure and 15 subjects of a control group was 
conducted Increases in whole fibrinolytic activity in acute carbon 
monoxide poisoning were significant Moderate increases were 
noticed among repeated carbon monoxide exposure group more 
than among control group The results suggested that attention 
ought to be paid to the whole fibrinolytic activity periodically among 
workers exposed to carbon monoxide When the fibrinolytic activity 
is highly elevated. the concentration of carbon monoxide in the 
working environment should be lowered and medical treatment 
given to the applicant 
A69-80215 
EXPERIENCE A N D  PERCEPTION [ERFAHRUNG U N D  
WAHRNEHMUNG]. 
Gaetano Kanizsa 
Studs Psychologfca, vol I O ,  no 3. 1968. p 174-182 9 refs 
In German 
Psychol of the Danube Reg, Ftrst Meeting, Bratdava. Sep 14-19. 
1967 
In this essay some situations are presented and discussed 
in which autochtonous factors of perceptual organization and past 
experience are put into conflict In the first section. a new case 
of masking is illustrated which IS constructed according to the 
principles of the Gottschaldt's, Galli and Zama's figures A factor 
studies by Petter appeared to be particularly strong this factor (in spite 
of all experience, logic and expectation) imposes the stratification 
in depth of the different planes As a result of one experiment, only 
seven among 49 subjects recognized the well known shape of 
Europe The others described configurations (the seas in relief) 
which they affirmed they had never seen In the last section. an 
experiment is described from which it comes out that. when the 
conditions allow it, a movement without crossing imposes itself even 
when. on the ground of previous experience. a crossing movement 
is waited for 
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DECREASED ERYTHROPOIETIC RESPONSE OF 
HYPOPHYSECTOMIZED RATS TO LOWERED BAROMETRIC 
PRESS U RES. 
C E Bozzini, Maria Ester Barrio Rendo. and Josefina M Tomio 
(Buenos Aires. U, Fac de Cienc Exactas y Nat, Cdtedra de 
Quimica Biol , Fac de Odontol , CBtedra de Fisiol and Comisi6n Nacl 
de Energia Atomica. Dept de Aplicaciones. Repljblica Argentina). 
Acta Physiologica Latino Americana, vol 18, no 2. 1968. 
p 114-118 12refs 
Consejo Nacl de Invest Cient y TBcnicas de la Rep Argentina 
supported research 
In  order to study the erythropoietin production in 
hypophysectomized rats, the Fe59 distribution in plasma, bone 
marrow, erythrocytes and spleen, as well as the total erythroid 
tissue iron uptake were measured in normal and hypophysectomized 
rats at sea level and maintained during 32 hr at a barometric 
pressure of 380 mm Hg The erythropoietic response to hypoxia in 
the hypophysectomized rats did not parallel that observed in 
normal rats, which would mean (1) that the process in both 
normal and hypophysectomized rats is not proportionally the same, 
(2) that the stimulus used was not enough to  reach this 
proportionality. or (3) that the production of erythropoietin in the 
hypophysectomized rats does not proceed at a normal rate 
A69-802 17 
BASIS A N D  PRESENT STATE OF OBJECTIVE 
AUDIOMETRY [G R UN DLAGEN UN D GEGENWARTIGER 
STAND DER OBJEKTIVEN AUDIOMETRIE]. 
H G Demus (Martin-Luther U ,  Klin and Poliklin fur 
Hals-Nasen-Ohrenkrankh , Halle-Wittenberg, East Germany) 
Verkehrsmedizin und ihre Grenzgebiete, vol 15, Jul 1968. 
p 283-298 15refs InGerman 
The limits of classical and reflex-audiometrical procedures 
are pointed out on the basis of their prerequisites and possibilities 
The strong development of electronics and electro-acoustics IS 
prerequisite and basic for a thorough electrophysiological 
research-work, especially concerning the ear Electrical potentials 
representing and accompanying metabolic processes appear on the 
way where the environmental stimulus works Measurements of 
these potentials are the starting point of methods known as objective 
audiometry, e g oto-, neuro-. and cerebroaudiograms The analysis 
of these measurements is partly done by electronic computers 
(computers taking the mean and correlators) The fundamental basis 
of the cerebroaudiogram is discussed in detail. and its applications 
in pathological cases are discussed Because of a greater temporal 
and instrumental expenditure of objective audiometry subjective 
audiometry will be relevant even in future times 
A69-80218 
VISUAL ILLUSIONS AND PROBLEMS OF EVALUATING 
ALTITUDE A N D  DISTANCE I N  FLYING [VISUELLE 
TAUSCHUNGEN UND PROBLEME DER EINSCHASSUNG 
VON HOHE UND ENTFERNUNG BElM FLIEGEN]. 
I Lehwess-Litzmann 
Verkehrsmedizin und ihre Grenzgebiete, vol 15. Jul 1968. 
p 275-282 17refs InGerman 
According to the author’s examinations. false evaluations 
of altitude and distance were experienced by 75% of all pilots of 
commercial aircraft The intention of this paper is to point out 
physiological situations and difficulties in distance perception on the 
basis of potential size and movement illusions, in order to put light 
into this problem Distance evaluation comprehends a complex of 
physiological processes In addition to contrast. background for- 
mation. perspective. movement parallaxis. oculomotor adjustment. 
convergence, and accomodation play an important role Size and 
movement illusions are discussed wi th  relation to  over- and 
under-estimation of distance to the ground or to other aircrafts 
A69-802 19 
CELLULAR EFFECTS OF LASER RADIATION:  LIGHT 
MICROSCOPIC STUDIES ON IWURY OF THE MOUSE LIVER. 
Glenn C Faith, Marvin N Stein. Jude R Hayes, and Robert E 
Stowell (Armed Forces lnst of Pathol , Washington, D C ) 
Archives of Pathology. vol 86. Sep 1968. p 262-278 73 refs 
Federation of A m  SOC for Exptl 6101~49 th  Ann Meeting, Atlantic 
City,Apr 10. 1965 
U S Army supported research 
Bursts of ruby laser energy from 23 to 135 jouleslcm 2 were 
directed at the exposed livers of anesthetized mice Immediately. 
light gray lesions appeared that extended hemispherically into the 
parenchyma At high energies, there was cavitation and extrusions 
of tissue Portions of the lesions were fixed, embedded in paraffin 
or epoxy resin, and examined microscopically Cells were distorted. 
intercellular spaces widened. and staining properties altered 
Nucleoplasmic constituents became aggregated, and cytoplasmic 
components were often markedly disarranged Within the perspective 
of the liierature on photic, thermal. and laser injury, it is concluded 
that a reasonable concept of the pathogenesis of laser-induced 
necrosis is one of heat-mediated denaturation and coagulation of 
cell proteins. and vaporization of tissue water. creating multiple 
intercellular and intracellular spaces 
A69-80220 
THE EFFECTS OF CONTINUOUS HIGH LEVEL NITROGEN 
DIOXIDE ON HAMSTERS. 
Jerome Kleinerman and C Richard Cowdrey (St Luke’s Hosp, 
Dept of Pathol Res and Clin Pathol , Cleveland. Ohio ) 
Yale Journal of Biology and Medicine. vol 40. Apr and Jun 1968, 
p 579-585 11 refs 
The effects of continuous high level nitrogen dioxide (NO,) 
on hamsters was investigated Animals were sacrificed, and lung 
volumes and right ventricular weights were measured after one wk 
and after ten wk of continuous exposure to concentrations of NO, 
ranging from 4 5  to 55 p p m for 21 to 23 hr daily Several 
animals were allowed to survive in room air for an additional 14 
wk and sacrificed and studied in the same manner as previous 
groups The combined evidence of the study pointed strongly to  the 
conclusion that a tissue destructive form of emphysema was not 
produced These findings concurred with those of previous studies 
that NO, exposure in sublethal concentrations for shorter daily 
periods over a longer time did not cause emphysema The hamster 
responded to NO, inhalation by an exudative and proliferative 
reaction, without evidence of tissue destruction It was hoped that 
the study may refocus interest on the reparative apparatus of the lung 
and on the need for careful preparation of pulmonary materials in 
studies of experimental obstructive disease 
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ADOLESCENTS - STANOAROIZATION OF H I G H  FREQUENCY 
INDUSTRIAL  N O I S E  A69-80083 
OISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS OF VENTILATION. PERFUSION 
AND OXYGEN D I F F U S I N G  CAPACITY I N  LUNGS OF 
ADOLESCENTS, ELDERLY PEOPLE AN0 PREGNANT WOMEN 
BY CONCENTRATION CHANGES FOR INSPIRATORY GASES 
A69-80094 
DISCRETE-TRIAL INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE AN0 
REACTION T I M E  RELATED TO REWARO SCHEDULE I N  
HUMANS OF BOTH SEXES AN0 D IFFERENT AGES 
A69-80102  
EFFECTS OF PRENATAL MATERNAL OECOMPRESSION ON 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC DEVELOPMENT OF THREE 
YEAR OLD CHILDREN A69-80212  
AGING (BIOLOGY) 
S IGNAL PROCESSING T I M E  AS FUNCTION OF AGING I N  
HUMANS A 6 9 - 8 0 1 0 6  
A I R  CONOITIONING 
MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION OF TEMPERATURE AN0 
HUMIDITY CHANGES I N  COMPARTMENTS OF HERMETICALLY 
SEALED SPACE VEHICLE CABINS 869-11489 
A I R  F I L T E R S  
EVALUATION OF COMMERCIAL A I R  F I L T E R  FOR REMOVAL OF 
A 6 9 - 8 0 1 2 4  VIRUSES FROM A I R  
A I R  NAVIGATION 
ATRBORNE DISPLAYS FOR FL IGHT AN0 NAVIGATION 
A69-BO154 
A I R  POLLUTION 
AEROSOL POLLUTION FROM INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES 
INCLUDING TURBOJET ENGINES A69-80205  
A I R  SAMPLING WITH P L A S T I C  BAGS FOR DETECTING 
POLLUTION 
LA-OC-9056 N69-11170  
A I R  POLLUTION, RELATED OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES, 
AN0 MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATIONS OF 
POLLUTANTS 
PB- 179 140 N 6 9 - 1 2 5 0 9  
A I R  POLLUTIONI RELATED OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES, AN0 
BIOLOGICAL AN0 HYGIENIC EFFECTS 
PB-179141  N69-12511  
A I R  P U R I F I C A T I O N  
A I R  CLEANING AN0 CLEAN ROOM F A C I L I T I E S  USED I N  
NUCLEAR PRODUCTION OPERATIONS AN0 B IOLOGICAL 
RESEARCH A C T I V I T I E S  
Y-EF-170 N 6 9 - 1 0 7 2 0  
A I R  SAMPLING 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  DETECTION METHODS BASED 
ON S O I L  OR ATMOSPHERIC SAMPLING, DISCUSSING 
ENZYME ACT I V  I T Y  9 DNA OETERM I NA T I ON 9 M I  C ROB I A L 
GROWTH, ETC A69-11093  
SURVEY OF LITERATURE FOR A I R  SAMPLING F I L T E R S  
USE0 I N  OPERATIONAL HEALTH PHYSICS 
J AER 1-4046 N 6 9 - 1 0 7 8 6  
A I R  SAMPLING WITH PLASTIC  BAGS FOR DETECTING 
POLLUTION 
LA-OC-9056 N69-11170  
A I R  TRANSPORTATION 
INTENSIVE CARE U N I T S  FOR AERO-MEDICAL EVACUATION 
OF S I C K  AN0 INJURE0 PATIENTS ABOARD COMMERCIAL 
AIRCRAFTS 
SUBJECTIVE AND OBJECTIVE RESPONSES TO DISRUPTIONS 
I N  HUMAN CIRCADIAN P E R I O D I C I T Y  DURING 
EAST-WEST AN0 WEST-EAST LONG DISTANCE 
COMMERCIAL FL IGHTS - REVIEW 869-80016 
MEDICAL GUIDELINES FOR PATIENTS I N  COMMERCIAL A I R  
TRAVEL 8 6 9 - 8 0 1 1 6  
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 1 3  
AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT 
AIRCRAFT COCKPIT DISPLAYS DESIGN FOR FL IGHT 
CONTROL AN0 NAVIGATION1 DISCUSSING INTEGRATION, 
P ICTORIAL  REALISM. MOVING PART, PURSUIT TRACKING, 
FREQUENCY SEPARATION AN0 OPTIMUM SCALING 
A69-12213  
AIRBORNE DISPLAYS FOR FL IGHT AN0 NAVIGATION 
A69-80154  
AIRBORNElSPACEBORNE COMPUTERS 
ONBOARD COMPUTERS FOR MEDICAL DATA PROCESSING 
DURING PROLONGED SPACE FL IGHTS 
ONBOARD AUTOMATIC PROCESSING SYSTEMS FOR HUMAN 
N 6 9 - 1 2 0 4 1  
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA EVALUATION DURING SPACE 
FL IGHT N69- 12045 
1-3 
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION SUBJECT INDEX 
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION A I R L I N E  OPERAT IONS 
IMPORTANCE O F  DENTAL RECORDS FOR I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  A I R L I N E  CREW TRAINING, REQUALIF ICATION*  RECURRENT, 
OF A V I A T I O N  AND SEA MASS CASUALTIES V I C T I M S t  UPGRADING AND AIRCRAFT TRANSITION TRAINING FOR 
ROLE OF STOMATOLOGIST A69-80053  CREW AND P I L O T  A69-10450  
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS ALCOHOLS 
FL IGHT ACCIDENT RATE OF U.S. P H Y S I C I A N  P I L O T S  ALCOHOL ROLE I N  P I L D T  V I C T I M S  OF AIRCRAFT 
NOTING RELATION TO NUMBER OF TAKEOFFS AND LANDINGS 
A69-11344  
A69- 11 345 ACCIDENTS 
TOXICOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS O F  CARBON D I O X I D E  
ALCOHOL ROLE I N  P I L O T  V I C T I M S  OF AIRCRAFT ABSORBERS WITH AMINO ALCOHOLS N 6 9 - 1 2 0 3 8  
ACCIDENTS A69-11345  
S T A T I S T I C A L  STUDY OF FREQUENCY OF SPINAL FRACTURES 
I N  HELICOPTER ACCIDENTS BASED ON 25 CASES 
A69-80019  
REVIEW OF A V I A T I O N  MEDICINE PROGRAM COVERING 
MEDICAL F ITNESS OF F L I G H T  PERSONNEL, MEDICAL 
INVESTIGATION FOR AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS, AN0 SAFE 
F L Y I N G  EDUCATION FOR C I V I L  AVIATORS 
AD-675943 N69-12369  
AIRCRAFT CARRIERS 
DYNAMIC V ISUAL CUES I N  F L Y I N G  - P I L D T  V I S U A L  
PERCEPTION DURING CARRIER LANDING UNDER CALM SEA 
CONDITIONSp AND VISUAL REQUIREMENTS FOR OPTICAL 
PROJ ECTIDN DISPLAYS N69-11777  
EFFECT OF DRUGS ON OCULAR COUNTERRDLLING 
AD-675956 N b 9 - 1 2 1 4 0  
ALERTNESS 
MUSIC INSTRUMENTATION FREQUENCY EFFECTS ON HUMAN 
ALERTNESS AND RESPONSE 
AD-675480 N69-12199  
ALGAE 
B IOLOGICAL L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM BASED ON CONTINUOUS 
ALGAE SEAWEED CULTIVATION AS L I N K  OF CLOSED 
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM, DISCUSSING DESIGN AN0 
PERFORMANCE A 6 9 - 1 1 0 7 7  
BIOLOGICAL L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTER FOR REGENERATING 
CLOSED ATMOSPHERE BY PHOTOSYNTHESISv USING GAS 
EXCHANGE BETWEEN MAN AND MICROALGAE 
A69-11078  AIRCRAFT CONTROL 
AIRCRAFT COCKPIT D ISPLAYS DESIGN FOR F L I G H T  
CONTROL AND NAVIGATIONv DISCUSSING INTEGRATION, CHLORELLA AN0 SCENOESMUS UNICELLULAR ALGAE 
P I C T D R I A L  REALISM, MOVING PARTI PURSUIT TRACKING, MIXTURE TESTED FOR BIOLOGICAL PROTEIN VALUE I N  
FREQUENCY SEPARATION AND OPTIMUM SCALING HUMANS FOR POSSIBLE FDOO SOURCE 
A69-12213  A 6 9 - 1 1 0 7 9  
AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE N U T R I T I V E  VALUE OF PROTEIN FROM OISCOCOREO ALGAE 
PROBLEMS OF NAVIGATIONAL GUIDANCE FOR P I L O T S  CLOSE BIOMASSES ON GROUPS OF RATS KEPT ON ALGAE BIOMASS. 
TO GROUND I N  CONDITIONS OF RESTRICTED AND LOW CASEIN AND SOYBEAN D I E T S  869-11510 
V I S I B I L I T Y  A 6 9 - 8 0 1 7 1  
EFFECT OF L I G H T  AND TEMPERATURE ON PRIMARY 
AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS PRODUCTION OF UNICELLULAR GREEN AND DIATOMIC 
DERIVATIDN OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS RELATING ALGAE A 69 -802  1 1 
OPERATOR APPLIED FORCE TO SIGNAL EMANATING FROM 
CONTROL FOR FOUR COMMON TYPES OF JOYSTICKS ALGORITHMS 
A69-80163  C L I N I C A L  PROBLEMS DURING INTERPLANETARY FLIGHTS, 
STRESSING NEED FOR DIAGNOSTIC ALGORITHMS AND 
V I E U I N G  COCKPIT INSTRUMENTS ILLUMINATED BY REO AUTDMATEO MEDICAL EQUIPMENT A69-12 1 2 1 
AND WHITE L I G H T  
FPRC/1272 N69-12403  ALT ITUDE 
V I S U A L  I L L U S I O N S  AN0 PROBLEMS OF EVALUATING 
AIRCRAFT N O I S E  ALT ITUDE AND DISTANCE I N  FLYING 
HUMAN REACTION TO AIRCRAFT ENGINE NOISE, A69-80218  
EVALUATING EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NO1 SE LEVEL AND 
CONSTRAINTS ON ENGINE DESIGN A69-12766  ALT ITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION 
BLOOD VOLUME I N  RATS EXPOSED TO H I G H  ALTITUDE 
AIRCRAFT P I L O T S  AND DEACCLIMATED AT AMBIENT PRESSURE, NOTING 
ALCOHOL ROLE I N  P I L O T  V I C T I M S  OF AIRCRAFT CHANGES AND CONTROL LEVEL RESTORATION 
ACCIDENTS A69-11345  A 6 9 - 1 0 9 2 2  
OYNAMIC V ISUAL CUES I N  F L Y I N G  - P I L D T  V I S U A L  LACTODEHYDROGENASE A C T I V I T Y  AND LOG ISDENZYMES 
PERCEPTION DURING CARRIER LANDING UNDER CALM SEA R A T I O  I N  VARIOUS TISSUES OF RATS DURING EXPOSURE 
CONDITIONS, AND VISUAL REQUIREMENTS FOR OPTICAL TO PROLONGED HYPOXIA AT SIMULATED HEIGHTS 
PROJECTION DISPLAYS N69-11777  A69-11982  
STUDY TO DETERMINE F L I G H T  PROFILE AND M I S S I O N  OF ALT ITUDE S IMULATION 
C E R T I F I E D  PRIVATE P I L O T  INCREASING HYPOXIA EFFECTS ON R A B B I T  EEG AN0 
AO-675818 N69-12082  L IGHT FLASH CDNOITIONEO ALIMENTARY REFLEX FOR 
SIMULATED ALT ITUDE ASCENT, NOTING SUBCORTICAL 
REVIEW OF A V I A T l O N  MEOICINE PROGRAM COVERING STIMULATION A69-11492  
MEDICAL F ITNESS OF F L I G H T  PERSONNEL, MEOICAL 
INVESTIGATION FOR AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS, AND SAFE HYPOXIA EFFECTS ON VESTIBULAR ANALYSOR FUNCTION 
F L Y I N G  EDUCATION FOR C I V I L  AVIATORS OF RATS I N  PRESSURE CHAMBERS AT SIMULATE0 
AD-675943 N69-12369  ALTITUDES FROM 11.000 TO 12r000 M 
A69-11506  
AIRCRAFT PRODUCT I O N  
HUMAN FACTORS I N  AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS, DISCUSSING 
PERSONNEL SELECTION THROUGHOUT DESIGN AN0 
MORTALITY OF ALTITUDE-EXPOSED MICE INFECTED WITH 
PASTEURELLA TULARENSIS A 6 9 - 8 0 1 2 3  
MANUFACTURING PHASES A69-10449  
HUMAN ENGINEERING PROGRAM PLANS FOR PHASE 3 OF X RAY STUDIES OF THORACIC ORGANS TO DETERMINE 
SST DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM I N  ACCORDANCE WITH EFFECTS OF ALTITUDE AND ACCELERATION TESTS ON 
AIRFRAME AND ENGINE CONTRACTS 8 6 9 - 1 0 4 5 1  RESPIRATORY SYSTEM AND BLOOD CIRCULATION 
ALT ITUDE TESTS 
N69-11728  
AIRCRAFT SAFETY 
HEAD- UP D ISPLAY / HUO/ F L I G H T  INFORMATION ALVEOLAR A I R  
APPLIED TO C I V I L  AVIAT IDN.  NOTING OPERATIONAL RESPIRATORY OSCILLATIONS OF ALVEOLAR CARBON 
SAFETY IMPROVEMENT AND P I L O T  WORK LOAD REDUCTION D I O X I D E  TENSION DURING MAXIMUM EXERCISE I N  
A69-80045  A69-LO635 HUMANS 
1-4 
SUBJECT INDEX ASSAY1 NG 
AMINES 
TOXICOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CARBON D I O X I D E  
ABSORBERS WITH AMINO ALCOHOLS N69-12038  
AMINO ACIDS 
TYROSINE TRANSAMINASE A C T I V I T Y  ESTIMATION BY 
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPIC ASSAY METHOD. DISCUSSING 
APPLICATION TO RAT L I V E R  AND OTHER ORGANS 
A69-10902  
CHROMATOGRAPHIC STUDY OF NITROGEN-CONTAINING 
COMPOUNDS I N  FOUR SPECIES OF BLUE-GREEN ALGAE 
169-80006 
CHANGE I N  AMINO ACIDS OF B R A I N  OURING H I G H  
PRESSURE OXYGEN BREATHING I N  RABBITS 
A69-80198  
AMPHETAMINES 
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE I N  DOGS EXPOSE0 TO ALT ITUDE AND 
ADMINISTRATION OF AMPHETAMINE 
AD-676146  N69-12192  
A M P L I F I E R  DESIGN 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM AMPLIFIER-TRANSMITTER FOR USE 
WITH DRY ELECTRODES ON SUBJECTS I N  ORBIT ING 
LABORATOR I ES 
AD-676142 N 6 9 - 1 1 9 7 4  
ANALOG COMPUTERS 
MOOEL OF HYPOXIA I N  ATMOSPHERE OF P A R T I A L  OXYGEN 
PRESSURE BY ANALOG COMPUTER ~ 6 9 - a 0 1 4 7  
ANGULAR ACCELERATION 
1 -5  G ANGULAR ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON 
ACETYLCHOLINE METABOLISM I N  GUINEA P I G  BRAINS AND 
HEARTS A69-11505 
MAGNITUDE ESTIMATES OF ROTATIONAL VELOCITY DURING 
AND FOLLOWING PROLONGED INCREASING. CONSTANTI 
AND ZERO ANGULAR ACCELERATION A69-80027  
ANIMALS 
PITUITARY-ADRENOCORTICAL A X I S  AND NEURO-ENDOCRINE 
FUNCTIONS I N  ANIMALS MAINTAINED I N  OXYGEN 
ATMOSPHERE* DISCUSSING NOREPINEPHRINE AN0 
EPINEPHRINE EXCRETION VALUES, ETC 
A69-11343  
ACCELERATIONI HYPOXIA AND STRESS EFFECTS ON 
HUMANS AND ANIMALS, NOTING LATENT FUNCTIONAL 
DISORDERS OF ORGANISMS REQUIRING SPECfAL  
TECHNIQUES FOR DETECTION A69-11488  
PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES OCCURRING I N  VOLUNTARY 
MOVEMENTS OF ANIMALS UNDER SPACE F L I G H T  
WEIGHTLESSNESS CONDITIONS A69-11827  
ENDOCRINOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF EXPOSURE TO H I G H  
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURES - REVIEW OF CURRENT 
WORK A69-80007  
SYSTEMIC AND LOCAL EFFECTS OF DRUGS ON COCHLEAR 
NUCLEUS A69-8 0 1 3 5  
BODY S I Z E  AND GROWTH RATE OF ANIMALS INVESTIGATED 
AS FUNCTIONS OF L I V I N G  SPACE AND QUANTITY OF 
WATER AVAILABLE 
NASA-TT-F-11946 H69-10374  
MATHEMATICAL MOOEL TO DETERMINE OPTIMUM 
QUADRUPED CREEPING G A I T S  FOR LOCOMOTION SYSTEM 
APPLICATION 
AD-675256 N69-10987  
LITERATURE SURVEY ON PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF 
MAN AND ANIMALS 
AD-675303 N69-11476  
SURVEY ON REINFORCEMENT MECHANISMS AND 
CONDITIONED RESPONSE I N  ANIMALS 
N69-11481  
ANIMAL STUDIES ON LANDING IMPACT LOADS AND 
ACCELERATION PROTECTION N69-11705  
PHYSIOLOGICAL ADAPTATION MECHANISMS OF MAN AND 
ANIMALS TO SPACE ENVIRONMENTS N69-12047  
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MICROWAVE R A D I A T I O N  ON 
ANIMALS AN0 HUMANS AN0 ESTABLISHMENT OF HUMAN 
TOLERANCE L I M I T S  N69-12435  
ANNUAL VARIATIONS 
SEASONAL VARIATION AND THERMAL CHANGES I N  PALMAR 
S K I N  RESISTANCE PATTERNS I N  HUMANS 
A69-80049  
ANTHROPOMETRY 
RELATION BETWEEN T I L T  TABLE AND ACCELERATION 
TOLERANCE AN0 THEIR DEPENDENCE OF STATURE AND 
PHYSICAL F ITNESS A 6 9 - 8 0 0 4 1  
HUMAN RESPONSES TO SPACECRAFT C A B I N  ATMOSPHERE, 
PRESSURE, AND CONTAMINATIONt AN0 WATER SUPPLY, 
DIET, AND ANTHROPOMETRY 
NAS A-CR-120 5/ I I I I 
ANTHROPOMETRIC FACTORS I N  MANNED SPACE F L I G H T  AS 
RELATE0 TO WORKSPACE ANALYSIS. PSYCHOLOGICAL 
EFFECTS, AN0 WORK-REST CYCLE N 6 9 - 1 2 5 9 9  
N69-12592  
ANT I B I O T  I C s  
EUSTACHIAN TUBE FUNCTION AS RELATED TO A N T I B I O T I C  
TREATMENT AND SURGERY A69-80127  
T O X I C  EFFECTS OF VARIOUS A N T I B I O T I C S  ON VESTIBULAR 
AN0 COCHLEAR CELLS I N  HUMANS A69- BO1 34 
ANT I D I U R E T  I C s  
SHORT LATENCY ANTID IURESIS  FOLLOWING I N I T I A T I O N  
OF FOOD INGESTION BY FOOD DEPRIVE0  RATS, NOTING 
POSSIBLE S I G N A L I N G  FACTOR A69-10860  
ANT I R A D I  AT I O N  DRUGS 
PROPHYLACTIC AN0 THERAPEUTIC V I T A M I N  AND ORGANIC 
COMPOUNDS COMPLEXES I N  R A D I A T I O N  DAMAGE REDUCTION 
AND DEATH PREVENTION FOR DOGS EXPOSED TO X RAYS 
A69-11493  
PROTECTION AGAINST WHOLE BODY X RAY I R R A D I A T I O N  
BY ADRENOCHROME MONOGUANYLHYORAZONE 
METHANESULPHONATE I N  MICE A69-80008  
ANXIETY 
EFFECTS OF ANXIETY AND INTERFERENCE ON SHORT-TERM 
MEMORY A69-80030  
APOLLD PROJECT 
DATA ACQUIS IT ION PROGRAM FOR APOLLO CREW MOTION 
DISTURBANCES EXPERIMENT CONSISTING OF GROUND 
SIMULATIONS AN0 ORBITAL EXPERIMENT ESTA8L ISHING 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF HUMAN BODY 
A 6 9 - 1 1 7 5 9  
CONTAMINATION CONTROL STUDIES, BACTERIAL SAMPLING 
MODELS - APOLLO MISSION PLANETARY QUARANTINE 
NASA-CR-97462 N69-10213  
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY FOR MEDICAL DATA ANALYSIS OF 
NAS A-CR-92 377 N69-10567  
APOCLO AND FOLLOW-ON MISSIONS 
APTITUDE 
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS INVOLVED I N  P I L O T  SELECTION 
N69-11725  
ARM (ANATDMY) 
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE MECHANISM DURING STATIC  AND 
DYNAMIC WORK PERFORMED BY UPPER L I M B  
N69-10308 
AROUSAL 
TACHISTOSCOPIC RECOGNITION THRESHOLDS AS FUNCTION 
OF AROUSAL LEVEL A69-BO031 
EFFECT OF STATE OF AROUSAL OURING SLEEP-WAKING 
CYCLE ON CLICK-EVOKED RESPONSES I N  CATS 
A69-8005  9 
ARTERIES 
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS  OF ARTERIAL PULSE MECHANICAL 
RELATIONSHIPS 
NASA-TT-F-11969 N 6 9 - 1 1 6 1 0  
ASSAY I NG 
AUTOMATIC DEVICES TO COUNT BACTERIAL COLONIES 
P E T R I  DISHES CONSISTING OF CULTURE PLATE SCANNER 
1-5 
AST IGMATISM SUBJECT INDEX 
AN0 DATA PROCESSOR A69-11773  
ASTIGMATISM 
NYSTAGMIC REACTIONS TO CONTINUOUS C O R I O L I S  
ACCELERATION STRESS N 6 9 - 1 1 7 3 1  
EFFECT OF DRUGS ON OCULAR COUNTERROLLING 
AD-6159 5 6 N69-12 140 
ASTRONAUT LOCOMOTION 
LUNAR GRAVITY SIMULATION EFFECT ON HUMAN 
PERFORMANCE, DISCUSSING F I D E L 1  TY REQUIREMENTS 
S E L F  LOCOMOTION, METABOLIC RATE AN0 PSYCHOMOTOR 
TASK DECREMENT A69-12217  
ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE 
MEDICINAL THERAPY AND F L I G H T  SAFETY OF P I L O T S  
AN0 ASTRONAUTS. DISCUSSING DRUG USE. SELF 
TREATMENT, TOLERANCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
A69-10583  
SOVIET BOOK ON HUMAN MOVEMENTS COORDINATION DURING 
SPACE F L I G H T  COVERING SPACE WALKS, LUNAR SURFACE 
PHOTOGRAPHS, SPACE DOCKING, WEIGHTLESSNESSI ETC 
869-1 1180 
PHYSIOLOGICAL CAUSES AND PREVENTION OF MOTION 
SICKNESS DURING SPACE FLIGHT, EMPHASIZING 
CONDITIONED REFLEX, DIFFERENT ANALYSORS 
INTERACTIONS AN0 VESTIBULAR-VEGETATIVE CHANGES 
DURING WEIGHTLESSNESS A69-12122  
VOSKHOO 1 AN0 2 CREW PERFORMANCE, ORIENTATION AND 
MOTOR A C T I V I T Y  ANALYSIS  I N D I C A T I N G  T IME INCREMENT 
FOR TASK PERFORMANCE, PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL 
IRREGULARIT IES AN0 V ISUAL ANALYSORS IMPAIRED 
FUNCTIONING A69-12123  
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS I N  ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE I N  
SIMULATED LUNAR GRAVITY 
NASA-CR-92375 N69-10626  
HUMAN RESPONSES TO SPACECRAFT C A B I N  ATMOSPHERE, 
PRESSURE, AN0 CONTAMINATION, AN0 WATER SUPPLY t 
DIET,  AND ANTHROPOMETRY 
N A S A - C R - l 2 0 5 / I I I /  N69-12592  
NUTRIT IONAL NEEDS OF ASTRONAUTS INCLUDING 
PROTOTYPE OIETSI PACKAGING AN0 01 SPENSING OF 
FOODS, AN0 STARVATION PERFORMANCE CAPACITY 
N69-12597  
ASTRONAUTS 
INDUCED RAOIONUCLIOES I N  T ISSUE OF ASTRONAUTS 
BNHL-53 1-3 N69-11098  
CLINICAL-PHYSIOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS AN0 B A S I C  
HEALTH REQUIREMENTS FOR SELECTING ASTRONAUTS 
FOR LONG DURATION F L I G H T S  N69-11730  
ATHLETES 
STUDY O F  EXPIRATORY MUSCLES STRENGTH I N  ATHLETES 
BY PNEUMOTONOMETRY A69-80078  
ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION 
ESTIMATION OF TROPOSPHERIC WINOS OVER TROPICS AN0 
SUBTROPICS FROM CIRRIFORM CLOUD FORMATIONS I N  
METEOROLOGICAL S A T E L L I T E  PHOTOGRAPHS 
NESCTM-8 N69-10307  
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE 
BLOOD VOLUME I N  RATS EXPOSED TO H I G H  ALT ITUDE 
AN0 OEACCLIMATEO AT AMBIENT PRESSUREt NOTING 
CHANGES AN0 CONTROL LEVEL RESTORATION 
A69-10922  
AUDITORY THRESHOLDS AND HUMAN ACOUSTIC FUNCTION 
AFTER SEVERAL DAYS EXPOSURE TO LOW BAROMETRIC 
PRESSURE AND P A R T I A L  OXYGEN PRESSURE 
N69-11719  
PRESSURE CHAMBER EXPERIMENTS ON MICE TO DETERMINE 
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE EFFECTS ON S U S C E P T I B I L I T Y  
AN0 RESISTANCE TO I N F E C l I O N  
NASA-CR-97764 N69-11764  
PHYSIOLOGICAL RELATIONS BETWEEN PERCENTAGE OXYGEN 
AN0 TOTAL PRESSURE I N  SPACECRAFT CABINS 
N69-12595  
ATMOSPHERIC RAD1 AT I O N  
IONOSPHERIC AN0 STRATOSPHERIC UV R A D I A T I O N  
EFFECTS ON SURVIVAL OF MICROORGANISMS 
A 6 9 - 1 1 0 8 8  
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE 
THEORETICAL AN0 EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON ATMOSPHERIC 
HEAT BALANCE AN0 TEMPERATURE OF PLANT LEAF 
TEMPERATURE N69-12065  
ATTENTION 
EFFECT OF TOBACCO SMOKE ON ATTENTION I N  HUMANS I N  
WORK S ITUATIONS A69-80197  , 
ATTITUOE ( I N C L I N A T I O N )  
REAOAPTATION AN0 DECAY AFTER EXPOSURE OF HUMANS 
TO OPTICAL T I L T  169-80029 
VOLUNTARY CONTROL OF FRAME OF REFERENCE AN0 SLOPE 
EQUIVALENCE UNDER HEAD ROTATION 
A69-80108  
AUDIO FREPUENCIES 
HUMAN EQUIL IBRIUM DURING STIMULATION BY DISCRETE 
AUDIO FREQUENCIES 
AD-675 172 N 6 9 - 1 1 1 8 9  
MUSIC INSTRUMENTATION FREQUENCY EFFECTS ON HUMAN 
ALERTNESS AN0 RESPONSE 
AD-675480 N 6 9 - 1 2 1 9 9  
AUDIOMETRY 
VERY HIGH FREQUENCY AUDIOMETRIC TECHNIQUE FOR 
MEASURING THRESHOLDS OF HUMANS OF BOTH SEXES 
A69-80064  
POTENTIAL P I T F A L L S  IN CORTICAL AUDIOMETRY I N  AWAKE 
AN0 ASLEEP HUMANS A69-80128  
PREREQUISITES AN0 P O S S I B I L I T I E S  OF OBJECTIVE 
CLASSICAL AN0 REFLEX AUDIOMETRICAL PROCEDURES 
A69-80217  
AUDITORY PERCEPTION 
PROBABIL ITY  DENSITY D ISTRIBUTIONS FOR MONAURAL 
DETECTION OF TONAL SIGNAL I N  CONTINUOUS 
BACKGROUND OF GAUSSIAN NOISE AS MODIFIED 
NONCENTRAL CHI  D I S T R I B U T I O N  A 6 9 - 1 1 8 2 1  
VERBAL TRANSMISSION EFFECT AND AUDITORY 
PERCEPTUAL MECHANISMS A69-80121 
EFFECT OF AMPHETAMINE, CHLORPROMAZINEI 
AMYLOBARBITONE AN0 DIAZEPAM ON AUDITORY 
FLUTTER FUSION I N  MAN A 6 9 - 8 0 1 3 7  
PREREQUISITES AND P O S S I B I L I T I E S  OF OBJECTIVE 
CLASSICAL AN0 REFLEX AUDIOMETRICAL PROCEDURES 
A69-80217  
QUANTiTATIVE PREDICTION OF HUMAN EFFECTIVE 
PERCEIVED NOISE I N T E N S I T I E S  N 6 9 - 1 1 5 7 4  
CHARACTERISTIC HUMAN RESPONSES TO A V I A T I O N  AN0 
INDUSTRIAL  NOISE S T I M U L I  N69-11575  
DYNAMIC MODEL FOR HUMAN AUOITORY SOUND PERCEPTION 
AN0 FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS 
N 6 9 - 1 1 5 7 8  
AUDITORY THRESHOLDS AN0 HUMAN ACOUSTIC FUNCTION 
AFTER SEVERAL DAYS EXPOSURE TO LOW BAROMETRIC 
PRESSURE AN0 P A R T I A L  OXYGEN PRESSURE 
N69-11719  
CAUSAL PHYSICAL. PHYSIOLOGICALt  AN0 PSYCHOLOGICAL 
RELATIONS I N  MEASURING AN0 EVALUATING NOISE 
N69-12552  
AUDITORY S T I M U L I  
EFFECT OF EAR STIMULATED ON REACTION TIME AND 
MOVEMENT T I M E  A 69 -8002  8 
MODEL FOR SENSORY MOTOR COORDINATION PROCESSES FOR 
LOCALIZATION OF OIRECTIDN BY V ISUAL AND AUDITORY 
ST IMUL I A69-BO047 
S K I N  POTENTIAL. HEART RATE, AN0 SPAN OF 
IMMEDIATE MEMORY OF V ISUAL S T I M U L I  AS AFFECTED 
1-6 
SUBJECT INDEX BED REST 
BY AUDITORY S T I M U L I  A69-8005  2 
EFFECT OF STATE OF AROUSAL DURING SLEEP-WAKING 
CYCLE ON CLICK-EVOKE0 RESPDNSES I N  CATS 
A69-80059  
EFFECT OF WALKING. REST, AND FLASH STIMULATION ON 
CLICK-EVOKED RESPONSES I N  CATS A69-80060  
EFFECT OF ACOUSTIC HAEITUATIDN ON CLICK-EVOKE0 
RESPONSES I N  AWAKE CATS A 6 9 - 8 0 0 6 1  
EVOKED POTENTIALS TO SOUNDS OF DIFFERENT DIRECTION 
I N  AUDITORY CORTEX OF CATS A69-80086  
DETERMINATION OF D IRECTION DETECTING NEURONS FOR 
SOUND SOURCE MDTIDN I N  ANESTHETIZED CATS 
A69-80111  
AVERAGE EVOKE0 POTENTIALS TO AUDITORY STIMULATION 
RECORDED FROM CORTEX OF CATS A69-80113  
POTENTIAL P I T F A L L S  
AN0 ASLEEP HUMANS 
I N  CORTICAL AUDIOMETRY I N  AWAKE 
A69-80128  
HUMAN E Q U I L I B R I U M  DURING STIMULATION BY DISCRETE 
AUDIO FREQUENC I ES 
AD-675112 N69-11189  
ADAPTATION REACTION TO SOUND PRESSURE PULSES 
S IMULATING SUPERSONIC BOOMS N69-11739  
AUDITORY TASKS 
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE - S I X T Y  MINUTE V IGILANCE 
TASK WITH SCOREABLE RESPONSES 
AD-61521 3 N69-12349  
AUTOMAT I C  CONTROL 
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM CONTROL PROCESSES HYPOTHESES 
EX PER I M  EN TAL V ER I F  I C  AT I ON 
AUTOMATIC L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM TRIED ON LEECHES 
FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS A69-11080  
AUTOMATIC DEVICES TO COUNT BACTERIAL COLONIES 
P E T R I  DISHES CONSISTING OF CULTURE PLATE SCANNER 
AND DATA PROCESSOR A69-11773  
L I Q U I D  F L U I D I C  AMPLIF IERS COMBINED I N T O  CONTROLLER 
FOR MODULATING COOLANT TEMPERATURE TO CONTROL 
FL IGHT S U I T  TEMPERATURE AUTOMATICALLY 
A69-10209  
A69-11923  
AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN V I S I O N  AND D R I V I N G  /LONG 
RANGE STUDY OF CALIFORNIA D R I V l N G  POPULATION/ 
N69-11778  
AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM 
PHARMACOLOGICAL TOOLS I N  AUTONOMIC NERVOUS 
SYSTEM RESEARCH, DISCUSSING NOREPINEPHRINE 
BIOSYNTHESIS, STORAGE, RELEASE AND I N A C T I V A T I O N  I N  
MAMMALS A69-12 722 
SPACE ENVIROHMENT S IMULATION EFFECTS ON AUTONOMIC 
NERVOUS SYSTEM, PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES, AND 
EMOTIONAL STATE OF MEN CONFINED I N  SMALL TEST 
CHAMBER N69-117 11 
EXPERIMENTAL AN0 ANALYTICAL STUDY OF 
CARDIOVASCULAR CONTROL LOOPS 
NASA-CR-97845 N69-12237  
AUTOTROPHS 
RIEULOSE DIPHOSPHATE CARBOXYLASE AND 
PHDSPHORIBULOKINASE A C T I V I T Y  I N  CHEMOSYNTHETIC 
AUTOTROPHS THIOBACILLUS THIDPARUS AND 
AND GEL F I L T R A T I O N  CHARACTERISTICS 
THIOBACILLUS NEAPOLITANUS, NOTING SEDIMENTATION 
A69-  11866 
B 
BACILLUS 
RIBULOSE DIPHOSPHATE CARBOXYLASE AN0 
PHOSPHORIEULDKINASE A C T I V I T Y  I N  CHEMOSYNTHETIC 
AUTOTROPHS THIOBACILLUS THIOPARUS AND 
AND GEL F I L T R A T I O N  CHARACTERISTICS 
THIOBACILLUS NEAPOLITANUSI NOTING SEDIMENTATION 
1-7 
A 6 9 - 1 1 8 6 6  
GERMICIDAL A C T I V I T Y  OF ETHYLENE OXIDE AGAINST 
SPORES OF BACILLUS G L O E I G I I  I N  STATIC  AND 
DYNAMIC CHAMBERS 
NASA-CR-974 57 N69-10300  
BACTERIA 
RATS ON CASEIN, SDYBEAN AND CHLORELLA D I E T S  FOR 
PROTEIN SOURCE NOTING SOYBEAN D I E T  PRODUCED NO 
APPRECIABLE CHANGES I N  I N T E S T I N A L  FLORA 
A 6 9 - 1 1 4 9 0  
INHIB ITORY EFFECT OF OXYGEN BREATHING ON 
BACTERIAL FLORA OF NASAL AND BUCCAL C A V I T I E S  
I N  P ILOTS A69-80054 
L I M I T A T I O N S  OF I N I T I A T I D N  OF GERMINATION OF 
BACTERIAL SPORES AS SPORE COMTRDL PROCEDURE 
A69-80132  
BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF SPACE EFFECTS ON 
BEETLES, SEEDS, TURTLES, DROSOPHILAi  AND 
BACTERIA DURING CIRCUMLUNAR F L I G H T  OF ZOND-5 
NAS A-CR-97775 N 6 9 - 1 1 8 3 0  
BACTERICIDES 
CHLOROPHOS T O X I C I T Y  I N  M I C E  AT VARIOUS THERMAL 
CONDITIONS AN0 PHYSICAL STRESS A69- 8008 1 
GERMICIDAL A C T I V I l Y  OF ETHYLENE OXIDE AGAINST 
SPORES OF BACILLUS G L O B I G I I  I N  STATIC AN0 
DYNAMIC CHAMBERS 
NAS A-CR-97457 N 6 9 - 1 0 3 0 0  
BACTERIOLOGY 
AUTOMATIC DEVICES TO COUNT BACTERIAL COLONIES 
AND DATA PROCESSOR 
P E T R I  DISHES CONSISTING OF CULTURE PLATE SCANNER 
A 6 9 - 1 1 7 7 3  
BACTERIOPHAGES 
LETHAL EFFECT OF SOLAR UV RADI4T IONS ON ORIEO 
ROCKET ALT ITUOES A69-  1 1 0 8 6  
STUDY OF BETA-MERCAPTOPROPYLAMINE EFFECT ON 
INDUCED PHAGE FORMATION I N  LYSOGENIC CULTURE E. 
COLIPHAGE T - 1  EXPOSE0 TO SPACE A T  SOUNDING 
C O L I  K -12  GAMMA ON BOARD VOSTOK-5 AND -6 
SPACECRAFT A69-80004  
BALANC I N G  
HUMAN EQUIL IBRIUM DURING STIMULATION BY DISCRETE 
AUDIO FREQUENCIES 
AD-675 172 N 6 9 - 1 1 1 8 9  
B A L L I S T I C  TRAJECTORIES 
MONKEY PSYCHOMOTOR REACTIONS DURING BALL1  S T I C  
FLIGHT. NOTING ALERTNESS REDUCTION DURING 
WE I GHT L ESS N ESS A69-11082  
BARANY CHAIR 
BARANY CHAIR EXPERIMENT TO DETERMINE HUMAN 
TOLERANCE TO REPEATED C O R I O L I S  ACCELERATION 
N69-11704 
BARORECEPTORS 
RESPIRATORY VARIATIONS OF BARORECEPTOR REFLEX 
TRANSMISSION AND THEIR EFFECTS OF SYMPATHETIC 
A C T I V I T Y  AN0 VASOMOTOR TONE I N  DOGS 
A69-80096  
BAYES THEOREM 
EXAMPLE OF BAYESIAN HYPOTHESIS - PERCEPTION OF 
ROTARY MOTION I N  DEPTH A 6 9 - 8 0 1 2 0  
BEARING (DIRECTION) 
EXAMPLE OF BAYESIAN HYPOTHESIS - PERCEPTION OF 
ROTARY MOTION I N  DEPTH A69-80120  
BED REST 
BASAL METABDLISM I N  HUMANS RESTRICTED TO PROLONGED 
BED REST, NOTING DECREASED OXYGEN CONSUMPTION 
RATES A 6 9 - 1 1 4 9 1  
A R T I F I C I A L  ACCLIMATIZATION TO HEAT I N  CONTROL 
SUBJECTS AN0 PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC CONGESTIVE 
HEART FAILURE DURING BED REST A69-80068  
CLINICAL-NEUROLOGICAL ASPECTS OF HUMAN PROLONGED 
BEETLES SUBJECT INDEX 
B E 0  REST DURING SIMULATED SPACE F L I G H T  M I S S I O N  
N69-12042  
EFFECTS OF MOTOR A C T I V I T Y  ON HUMAN OXYGEN BALANCE 
DURING PROLONGED BE0 REST N69-12043  
BEETLES 
B IOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF SPACE EFFECTS ON 
BEETLESI SEEOSI TURTLES. OROSOPHILAI AND 
BACTERIA DURING CIRCUMLUNAR F L I G H T  OF ZONO-5 
NASA-CR-97775 N69-11830  
BEHAVIOR 
LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF SOCIAL  I S O L A T I O N  I N  
NONSOCIALLY ADAPTED RHESUS MONKEYS OF DIFFERENT 
AGES A 6 9 4 0 0 6 5  
BERYLLIUM 7 
INDUCED RADIONUCLIOES I N  T ISSUE OF ASTRONAUTS 
BNWL-531-3 N69-11098  
B I B L  I OGRAP H I E5 
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY AND INOEXES ON AEROSPACE 
MEDICINE AN0 B IOLOGICAL EFFECTS - SEPTEMBER 
1968 
NASA-SP-7011/55/ N69-11695  
BINOCULAR V I S I O N  
PERCEPTION OF SLANT WHEN PERSPECTIVE AN0 
STEREOPSIS CONFLICT I N  HUMANS VIEWING 
MONOCULARLY AN0 BINOCULARLY USING A N I S E I K O N I C  
LENSES A69-80024  
B I  OACOUSTI CS 
SOUND AN0 NOISE PROBLEMS I N  SPACE ENVIRONMENT AN0 
HUMAN TOLERANCE C R I T E R I A  A T  VARYING FREQUENCIES 
AN0 I N T E N S I T I E S  N69-1Z591  
BIOASSAY 
ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR IN-FL IGHT MONITORING OF 
AEROSPACE WATER SUPPLIES FOR POTABIL ITY .  
EMPHASIZING RAPIDITY.  S E N S I T I V I T Y  AND 
REPROOUCIB IL ITY  A69-11339  
BIOLOGICAL MONITORING DURING ASSEMBLY OF 
LANDER/ TO EVALUATE THERMAL CONTROL TECHNIQUES AND 
MICROBIOLOGICAL BURDEN PRIOR TO S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  
A69-11774  
TECHNOLOGICAL F E A S I B I L I T Y  SPACECRAFT / MARS 
BIOASTRONAUTICS 
AUTOMATIC L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM TRIED ON LEECHES 
FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS A69-11080  
ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR IN-FL IGHT MONITORING OF 
AEROSPACE WATER SUPPLIES FOR P O T A B I L I T Y ,  
EMPHASIZING R A P I O I T Y  S E N S I T I V I T Y  AN0 
REPROOUCIB IL  I T Y  A69-11339  
AUTOMATIC BIOPROBE L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR LONG 
DURATION INTERPLANETARY SPACE FLIGHT, D ISCUSSING 
BLOOD LEECH AS SUITABLE RESEARCH ANIMAL 
A69-11828  
BIOCHEMISTRY 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY CONTRIBUTIONS TO MEDICAL 
PROBLEMS. DISCUSSING ORGANIZATION AN0 ACHIEVEMENTS 
OF BIOCHEMICAL APPLICATION PROGRAM OF 
UN PAPER 68-95417 
NASA 
A69-1047 1 
BIOCHEMICAL AN0 B IOSYNTHESIS  RESEARCH PROJECTS 
NASA-CR-97647 N69-12389  
BIOOYNAMICS 
GENERAL DYNAMICS OF MAMMALIAN TEMPERATURE 
REGULATING SYSTEM. CAROIOVASCULAR SYSTEMI 
HORMONAL SYSTEM, CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM, AND 
BEHAVIOR 
NASA-CR-97663 N69-10751  
B IOELECTRIC POTENTIAL 
F L E X I B L E  PRINTED CIRCUITRY ELECTRODE ARRAYS 
FABRICATION FOR SURFACE CORTICAL POTENTIALS 
RECORDING I N  ANIMALS A69-12601  
EFFECT OF STATE OF AROUSAL DURING SLEEP-WAKING 
CYCLE ON CLICK-EVOKE0 RESPONSES I N  CATS 
A69-80059  
EFFECT OF HALKING, REST, AN0 FLASH STIMULATION ON 
CLICK-EVOKE0 RESPONSES I N  CATS A 6 9 - 8 0 0 6 0  
EFFECT OF ACOUSTIC HABITUATION ON CLICK-EVOKED 
RESPONSES I N  AWAKE CATS A 6 9 - 8 0 0 6 1  
CHANGES OF CEREBRAL CORTEX AND CEREBELLUM 
ELECTRICAL A C T I V I T Y  OURING PHYSICAL WORK I N  
SYMPATHECTOMIZEO CATS AND RABBITS 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 7 1  
EVOKEO POTENTIALS TO SOUNDS OF D IFFERENT D I R E C T I O N  
I N  AUDITORY CORTEX OF CATS A69-BOO86 
CHARACTERISTICS OF TEMPORAL SUMMATION A T  D IFFERENT 
LEVELS OF VISUAL SYSTEM OF ANESTHETIZED CATS BY 
THRESHOLDS OF PRIMARY EVOKEO POTENTIALS 
A69-BO087 
TRANSFORMATION OF EVOKEO POTENTIAL OF R A B B I T  
V I S U A L  CORTEX INTO DISCHARGE OF WAVE-SPIKE 
TYPE A69-80088  
AVERAGE EVOKEO POTENTIALS TO AUDITORY STIMULATION 
RECORDED FROM CORTEX OF CATS A69-BO113 
DYNAMIC INTERACTIONS I N  RETINAL GANGLION CELL  OF 
CATS EXPOSED TO L I G H T  STIMULATION 
A69-80122  
POTENTIAL P I T F A L L S  I N  CORTICAL AUDIOMETRY I N  AWAKE 
AN0 ASLEEP HUMANS A 6 9 - 8 0 1 2 8  
APPLICATION OF COMPUTERS I N  EVALUATING 
B IOELECTRIC PHENOMENA OF B R A I N  N 69-1 1941 
BIOELECTRICITY 
SYSTEMIC AN0 LOCAL EFFECTS OF DRUGS ON COCHLEAR 
NUCLEUS 
BACKGROUND BIOELECTRIC A C T I V I T Y  I N  EFFERENT 
NERVOUS SYSTEMS OF CATS EXPOSED TO SUPER-HIGH 
FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNET I C  F I EL OS 
A69-80135  
A 6 9 - 8 0 1 4 9  
BIOENGINEERING 
BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS I N  PROLONGED SPACE VOYAGES 
INCLUDING OXYGEN REPLACEMENT, WATER SUPPLY AN0 
FOOD REGENERATION A 69-  11 0 7 5  
ALLELOPATHY, DISCUSSING APPLICATION TO GAS 
L I B E R A T I N G  A C T I V I T Y  OF E D I B L E  PLANTS A S  
INGREOIENTS OF SPACE FL IGHT L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
A 6 9 - 1 1 5 0 9  
EXPERIMENTAL AN0 ANALYTICAL STUOY OF 
CAROIOVASCULAR CONTROL LOOPS 
NASA-CR-97845 
BIOINSTRUMENTATION 
N69-12237  
MAN AS MAIN COMPONENT OF FUTURE SPACECRAFT OR 
PLANETARY STATION CLOSE0 ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM, 
DISCUSSING SPACECREW PHYSIOLOGICAL MONITORING FOR 
BIOLOGICAL CYCLES O P T I M I Z A T I O N  A69-11076  
VACUUM PROBE MICROBIOLOGICPL DEVICE FOR SAMPLING 
LARGE AREAS L I G H T L Y  LOAOEO WITH MICROORGANISMS 
NASA-CR-97481 N69-10442  
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY FOR MEDICAL DATA ANALYSIS OF 
NAS A-CR-92 377 N b 9 - 1 0 5 6 7  
APOLLO AND FDLLOW-ON MISSIONS 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM AMPLIFIER-TRANSMITTER FOR USE 
WITH DRY ELECTRODES ON SUBJECTS I N  ORBIT ING 
LABORATORIES 
AD-676142 N69-11974  
B IOLOGICAL EFFECTS 
U V AN0 V I S I B L E  L I G H T  INTERACTION EFFECT ON 
BIOLOGICAL A C T I V I T Y  OF PARAMECIA UNICELLULAR 
INFUSORIAr  NOTING CELL D I V I S I O N  RATES AN0 CELL  
DEATHS A 6 9 - 1 1 0 8 5  
LETHAL EFFECT OF SOLAR UV RADIATIONS ON DRIED 
COLIPHAGE T - 1  EXPOSED TO SPACE AT SOUNDING 
ROCKET ALTITUOES 8 6 9 - 1 1 0 8 6  
PITUITARY-ADRENOCORTICAL A X I S  AN0 NEURO-ENDOCRINE 
SUBJECT INDEX BLOOD CIRCULATION 
FUNCTIONS I N  ANIMALS MAINTAINED I N  OXYGEN SYSTEM RES EARCH, D I  SCUSSING NOREPINEPHRINE 
ATMOSPHERE, DISCUSSING NOREPINEPHRINE AND BIOSYNTHESIS, STORAGE, RELEASE AND I N A C T I V A T I O N  I N  
EPINEPHRINE EXCRETION VALUES. ETC MAMMALS A69-12722  
A69-11343  
STUDY OF N I T R I T E S  AND UREA A S S I M I L Z A T I O N  B Y  
CHRONIC GAMMA R A D I A T I O N  B IOLOGICAL DAMAGE I N  RATS CHLORELLA PYRENOIOOSA SYNCHRONOUS CULTURE 
EXPOSE0 TO MAXIMUM NONLETHAL TO MINIMUM LETHAL AFTER NITROGEN STARVATION A 6 9 4 0 2 0 2  
DOSES FOR VARIOUS PERIODS A69-11494  
B IOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS CONDUCTED B Y  ZDNO 5 INCLUDING MOLECULAR EVOLUTION AND 
AND OTHER SPACE MISSIONST AND BY LABORATORY EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT FACTORS 
SIMULATIONS N69-11135  NASA-CR-97 8 3 1  N69-12322  
LITERATURE SURVEY ON PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF BIOCHEMICAL AN0 BIOSYNTHESIS RESEARCH PROJECTS 
MAN AND ANIMALS NAS A-CR-97647 N 6 9 - 1 2 3 8 9  
AD-675383 N69-11476  
L ITERATURE SURVEY ON SOVIET LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS CHLORELLA AND SCENDESMUS UNICELLULAR ALGAE 
FOR SPACE F L I G H T  N69-11477  MIXTURE TESTED FOR BIOLOGICAL PROTEIN VALUE I N  
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY AN0 INDEXES ON AEROSPACE A 6 9 - 1 1 0 7 9  
MEDICINE AN0 BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS - SEPTEMBER 
1 9 6 8  AUTOMATIC DEVICES TO COUNT BACTERIAL COLONIES 
NASA-SP-7011/55/ N69-11695  P E T R I  DISHES CONSISTING OF CULTURE PLATE SCANNER 
SUMMARY DATA ON SPACE-RELATE0 BIOLOGY STUDIES. 
BIOTECHNOLOGY 
HUMANS FOR POSSIBLE FOOD SOURCE 
AN0 DATA PROCESSOR A69-11773  
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON 
GASTROINTESTINAL SECRETIONS I N  DOGS SURVEY ON HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO 
N69-12034  ADVANCED INDUSTRIAL  TECHNOLOGY N69-11478  
A I R  POLLUTION, RELATE0 OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES, AN0 BIOTELEMETRY 
BIOLOGICAL AN0 HYGIENIC EFFECTS DEVELOPMENT AN0 FABRICATION OF ELECTRODES FOR USE 
PB-179141  N69-125 11 I N  MULTICHANNEL TELEMETRY 
NAS A-CR-977 45 N69-11291  
BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION 
SUMMARY DATA ON SPACE-RELATE0 BIOLOGY STUDIES, MULTICHANNEL. PHYSIOLOGICALLY IMPLANTABLE 
INCLUDING MOLECULAR EVOLUTION AN0 TELEMETERING SYSTEM FOR B IOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT FACTORS NASA-CR-97832 N69-12084  
NASA-CR-97831 N69-12322  
BLOOD 
BIOLOGY I N S I G N I F I C A N T  OR RECOVERABLE CHANGES OBSERVED I N  
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM CONTROL PROCESSES HYPOTHESES BLOOD ACETYLCHOLINE CONTENT AN0 CHOLINESTERASE 
EXPERIMENTAL V E R I F I C A T I O N  A69-10209  A C T I V I T Y  OF RABBITS SUBJECTED TO 8 G ACCELERATION 
A69-11491  
BIOLUMINESCENCE 
SPECTROGONIOGRAPH FOR RECORDING SPECTRAL D IFFUSION COEFFICIENTS FOR OXYGEN TRANSPORT I N  
LUMINANCE OF PLANT LEAVES I N  NATURAL AND WHOLE BLOOD, DISCUSSING EFFECTS OF INTACT REO CELL  
POLARIZED L I G H T  CONCENTRAT I O N  A 6 9 - 1 2 4 7 9  
80-676207 N69-11888  
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PHYSICAL TRAINING AND 
BIOMETRICS BUFFER-BASE CONTENT I N  BLOOD OF HEALTHY HUMANS 
PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS ONBOARO SOVIET A69-80043  
SHIFT  OF CARBON D I O X I D E  CURVE OF BLOOD I N  ACUTE 
RESPIRATORY ACIDOSIS  AN0 I T S  CAUSES I N  HUMANS - 
BREATHING HYPERCAPNIC GAS MIXTURE FOLLOWED B Y  
PURE OXYGEN A69-80062  
EFFECT OF PROLONGED EXERCISE ON COMPONENTS OF 
BLOOD F I B R I N O L Y T I C  ENZYME SYSTEM 
A69-80126  
BLOOD GLUCOSE CHANGES I N  MEN DURING STARVATION I N  
RELATION TO PSYCHIC L A B I L I T Y  A69-80173  
EFFECT OF PHENAZINE METASULFATE ON 
BIOPROBES AN0 B I O S A T E L L I T E S  INCLUDING 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY. PHONOCARDIOGRAPHY. 
SPHYGMOGRAPHY, SEISMDCARDIOGRAPHY AND PNEUMOGRAPHY 
A69-10947  
NEUTRAL BUOYANCY MICROELECTRODE FOR PROLONGED 
RECORDING FROM SINGLE NERVE U N I T S  
A69-11865  
B I  ON I C s  
MODEL FOR SENSORY MOTOR COORDINATION PROCESSES FOR 
LOCALIZATION OF D IRECTION BY V I S U A L  AN0 AUDITORY 
ST IMUL I A69-80047  
D I G I T A L  COMPUTER MOOEL OF TOTAL BODY 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC SURFACE MAP OF ADULT 
MALE TORSO S IMULATION WITH LUNGS 
A69-80203  
B I  OPHY S ICS 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL VESTIBULAR RESEARCH, DISCUSSING 
HUMAN O T O L I T H I C  APPARATUS REGULATION SUBJECTED TO 
CHANGE FROM GEOCENTRIC TO HELIOCENTRIC ORIENTATION 
UN PAPER 6 8 - 9 5 3 8 9  A69-10508  
B I D S A T E L L I T E S  
PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS ONBDARO SOVIET 
BIOPRDBES AND B I O S A T E L L I T E S  INCLUDING 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY. PHONOCARDIOGRAPHY, 
SPHYGMOGRAPHY, SEISMOCARDIOGRAPHY AND PNEUMOGRAPHY 
A69-10947 
B I  OSY NTHES I S  
HYPOXIA EXPOSURE EFFECT ON RNA SYNTHESIS I N  RAT 
ANTERIOR P I T U I T A R Y  CULTURED I N  V ITRO 
A69-10923  
PHARMACOLOGICAL TOOLS I N  AUTONOMIC NERVOUS 
METHEMOGLOBIN-HEMOGLOBIN CONVERSION I N  BLOOD OF 
RATS WITH HEMIC HYPOXIA A69-80208  
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE I N  DOGS EXPOSED TO ALT ITUDE AND 
ADMINISTRATION OF AMPHETAMINE 
AD-676146 N69-12192  
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE OF DOGS SUBJECTED TO H I G H  
ALT ITUDE AND DEMEROL INJECTIONS 
AD-676141  N69-12193 
AUTOMATIC GAS ANALYSIS SYSTEM FOR CARBON MONOXIDE 
ASSAY ON BLOOD 
AD-666422 N69-12209  
BLOOD CIRCULATION 
HYPOKINESIA AND TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS COMBINED 
EFFECT ON HUMAN CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AND REGIONAL 
BLOOD CIRCULATION A69-11495  
CHANGES I N  MICROCIRCULATORY BEDS OF DIAPHRAGM, 
PERICARDIUMI AND RENAL FIBROUS CAPSULE UNDER 
ACCELERATION STRESS I N  TRAINED AN0 UNTRAINED 
DOGS A 6 9 - 8 0 1 5 1  
1-9 
BLOOD FLOW 
MODIF IED STEP TEST FOR ASSESSING CIRCULATION 
F ITNESS I N  TRAINED AN0 UNTRAINED SUBJECTS 
A69-80187  
CALCULATION OF THEORETICAL WORK CAPACITY AND 
THEORETICAL PULSE RATE DURING FUNCTIONAL TESTS 
O F  CIRCULATION A69-80188  
FUNCTIONAL TESTS OF CIRCULATORY E F F I C I E N C Y  BY 
ERGOMETRIC MEANS A69-80191  
CHANGES I N  BLOOD CIRCULATION, GAS EXCHANGE, AND 
HEART AN0 RESPIRATORY RATES DUE TO PROLONGED 
MUSCULAR I M M O B I L I Z A T I O N  N69-11714 
SUBJECT INDEX 
N 6 9 - 1 0 1 4 7  
BLOOD FLOW 
BLOOD VOLUElE I N  RATS EXPOSED TO H I G H  ALT ITUDE 
AND DEACCLIMATED AT AMBIENT PRESSURE, NOTING 
CHANGES AND CONTROL LEVEL RESTORATION 
A69-10922  
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS  OF ARTERIAL  PULSE MECHANICAL 
RELATIONSHIPS 
NASA-TT-F- 1 1 9 6 9  N69-11610  
BLOOD PLASMA 
P 3 2  D I S T R I B U T I O N  I N  PROTEIN OF BLOOD SERUM, L I V E R  
AND BRAINS OF RATS BOMBARDED WITH H I G H  ENERGY 
PROTONS A69-11507  
C IRCADIAN RHYTHMS OF SOLVOLYZABLE STEROID 
CONCENTRATIONS I N  HUMAN PLASMA A69-80182  
BLOOD PRESSURE 
REACTIONS OF VENOUS TONE I N  CAPACITANCE VESSELS OF 
S K I N  I N  HUMANS UNOER CONDITIONS OF ACTIVE AND 
PASSIVE ORTHOSTASIS - GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS ON 
ORTHOSTASIS A 6 9 4 0 0 9 7  
BLOOD VESSELS 
H F PRESSURE WAVES DISPERSION I N  BLOOD VESSELS 
ASCRIBED TO VISCOELASTIC BEHAVIOR OF WALLS 
A69-12602  
SECRETION OF COAGULATION AND F IBRTNOLYSIS  FACTORS 
BY COG VASCULAR WALLS DURING HYPOXIA 
A69-80150  
BLUE GREEN ALGAE 
CHROMATOGRAPHIC STUDY OF NITROGEN-CONTAINING 
COMPOUNDS I N  FOUR SPECIES OF BLUE-GREEN ALGAE 
A 6 9 4 0 0 0 6  
BODY F L U I D S  
CHANGES I N  ORGANISM DURING SUDDEN OECOMPRESSIONI 
ANALYZING PRESSURE EPUALIZATIONv  OISSDLVED GASES 
TRANSFORM&TION AND BODY F L U I D S  VAPORIZATION 
A69-10753  
VAPOR FORMATION OF 8OOY F L U I D S  I N  H IGH ALT ITUDE 
ENV I RONM EN T S N69-11736  
BODY K INEMATICS 
HYPOKINESIA AND TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS COMBINED 
EFFECT ON HUMAN CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AND REGIONAL 
BLOOD CIRCULATION A69-11495 
HUMAN NERVOUS SYSTEM AND VESTIBULAR AN0 AUDITORY 
ANALYSORS FUNCTIONAL CHANGES UNOER COMBINED 
HYPOKINESIA AN0 R A D I A L  ACCELERATIONS EFFECTS 
A69-11496  
PHYSIOLOGICALI CYTOCHEMICAL AN0 HISTOLOGICAL 
EFFECTS ON MUSCULAR A C T I V I T Y ,  NERVOUS SYSTEM, 
ADRENAL AND THYROID GLANDS AND L I V E R  OF MICE 
DURING 30 DAY HYPOKINESIA A69-11502 
HYPOKINESIA AND ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN 
ORGANISbl IMMUNITY AND RESISTANCE TO INFLAMMATORY 
DISEASES I N  62 DAY TEST 8 6 9 - 1 1 5 1 3  
DATA ACQUIS IT ION PROGRAM FOR APOLLO CREW MOTION 
DISTURBANCES EXPERIMENT CONSISTING OF GROUND 
SIMULATIONS AND ORBITAL  EXPERIMENT ESTABLISHING 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF HUMAN BODY 
A69-11759 
EXOSKELETAL KINEMATOMETER DEVICE FOR MONITORING 
K INEMATIC MOTION OF UPPER L I M B S  
BODY S I Z E  (BIOLOGY) 
BODY S I Z E  AND GROWTH RATE OF ANIMALS INVESTIGATED 
AS FUNCTIONS OF L I V I N G  SPACE AND QUANTITY OF 
WATER AVAILABLE 
NASA-TT-F-11946 N69-10374  
BODY TEMPERATURE 
RHYTHM OF RECTAL TEMPERATURE I N  MAN CONFINED S I X  
MONTHS UNDERGROUND WITHOUT T I M E  CUES 
A69-80014  
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE A C T I V I T Y  CYCLE AND THE 
RECTAL TEMPERATURE I N  MAN CONFINED S I X  MONTHS 
UNDERGROUND HITHDUT T I M E  CUES A69-80015  
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS TO DETERMINE EFFECTS OF BOOY 
TEMPERATURE ON MANUAL PERFORMANCE BY HUMANS 
AD-675522 N69-12559  
BODY MEIGHT 
VERTICAL V IBRATION STIMULATION OF GROWTH OF ONION 
BULBS AND MICE BODY WEIGHTS A69-10584  
BONE HARROW 
NONHORMONAL FACTORS CONTROLLING BONE REGENERATION, 
AN0 METABOLIC DATA ON BONE MARROW AN0 CELLS 
N 6 9 - 1 0 4 4 6  
BONES 
CONFERENCE ON BONE DISEASES AND REGENERATION, 
CELLULAR DIFFERENTIATION, AND HOMEOSTASIS OF 
CALCIUM 
NAS A-S P-16 1 N 6 9 - 1 0 4 4 4  
FUNCTION OF BONE I N  CALCIUM HOMEOSTASIS 
N 6 9 - 1 0 4 4 5  
CELLULAR DIFFERENTIATION I N  BONE, AND BONE CELL 
POPULATION CONCEPTS N 6 9 - 1 0 4 4 7  
SYSTEM DISEASES OF BONE FROM VIEWPOINT OF CELL  OR 
T I S S U E  BIOLOGY N69-10448  
PARATHYROID EXTRACT EFFECTS ON RAT BONES, AND 
LOCAL FACTORS AFFECTING BONE REGENERATION 
N69-10449  
ANALYZING ACTION OF TETRACYCLINES ON C A L C I F I C A T I O N  
I N  VITRO, AN0 DATA ON T ISSUE CULTURES 
N69-10450  
ANION EXCHANGE TECHNIQUE FOR CONSTRUCTING 
I O D I N E  125 PHOTON SOURCE AN0 SOURCE HOLDER 
FOR BONE MINERAL SCANNING 
COO-1422-36 N69-11207  
BOTANY 
GRAVITATIONAL AND MECHANICAL STRESS EFFECTS ON 
L I G N I F I C A T I O N  I N  LAND PLANTS 
NASA-CR-97762 N69-12110  
B R A I N  
EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TO OXYGEN A T  H IGH PRESSURE 
ON B R A I N  NITROGEN METABOLISM I N  RATS 
A 69 -8007  5 
EVOKED POTENTIALS TO SOUNOS OF D IFFERENT D I R E C T I O N  
I N  AUDITORY CORTEX OF CATS 869-80086 
TRANSFORMATION OF EVOKED POTENTIAL OF R A B B I T  
V I S U A L  CORTEX INTO DISCHARGE OF WAVE-SPIKE 
TYPE A69-80088  
INTERACTION OF PHOTOPIC AN0 SCOTOPIC AFFERENT 
SYSTEMS OF V ISUAL ANALYZER UPON APPLICATION OF 
INTENSE PHOTIC S T I M U L I  TO HUMANS 
A69-80090 
C IRCADIAN RHYTHM OF NOREPINEPHRINE REGIONALLY I N  
CAT B R A I N  - I T S  RELATIONSHIP  TO ENVIRONMENTAL 
L I G H T I N G  AND TO REGIONAL DIURNAL VARIATIONS I N  
B R A I N  SEROTONIN A 6 9 - 8 0 1 1 4  
SYSTEMIC AND LOCAL EFFECTS OF DRUGS ON COCHLEAR 
NUCLEUS A69-BO135 
CHANGE I N  AMINO ACIDS OF B R A I N  DURING H I G H  
1-10 
SUBJECT INDEX CARBOXYLATION 
PRESSURE OXYGEN BREATHING I N  RABBITS CELLULAR DIFFERENTIATION, AN0 HOMEOSTASIS OF 
A69-80198  CALCIUM 
NASA-SP-161 N69-10444  
EFFECT OF D I E T  AN0 VARIOUS PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
ON GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE AN0 FUNCTION OF BONE I N  CALCIUM HOMEOSTASIS 
6-PHOSPHOGLUCONATE DEHYDROGENASE ACT1 V I  T I E S  I N  N69- 10445 
RAT L I V E R  AN0 BRAIN A69-80207  
EFFECT OF CAFFEINE ON RESPIRATION AN0 O X I D A T I V E  
PHOSPHORYLATION I N  B R A I N  MITOCHONORIA OF RATS 
CALCIUM METABOLISM 
HYPOCALCEMIC EFFECT OF IMIDAZOLE I N  RATS 
A69-80115  
869-80210 
NONHORMONAL FACTORS CONTROLLING BONE REGENERATION. 
HEAD INJURY C L I N I C A L  AND LABORATORY LONG TERM N69- 10446 
B R A I N  DAMAGE AN0 METABOLIC DATA ON BONE MARROW AN0 CELLS 
FOLLOW-UP DATA. DISCUSSING CONSCIOUS STATE 
ALTERATIONS, FOCAL NEUROLOGICAL O E F I C I T t  EEG 
ABNORMALITIESt  ETC A69-11346  
ANALYZING ACTION OF TETRACYCLINES ON C A L C I F I C A T I O N  
I N  VITRO, AN0 DATA ON T ISSUE CULTURES 
N69-10450  
CEREBELLAR CORTEX FUNCTION DISORDERS OF RATS 
SUBJECTED TO 10 G ACCELERATION UNDER HEAK CALIFORNIUM I SOTOPES 
ANESTHESIA A69-11504  FAST NEUTRON DOSIMETRY TECHNIQUES TESTE0 ON 
ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS ON USING CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM T 10 -24609  N69-11235  
STIMULANTS TO INCREASE RESISTANCE TO 
CRANIOCEREBRAL TRAUMAS N69-11738  CANCER 
CF 2 5 2  SOURCE I N  SIMULATE0 T ISSUE ENVIRONMENT 
COSMIC RADIATION INTERACTIONS WITH L I V I N G  VIRUSES, 
BREATHING CONSIDERING X RAY EFFECTS AN0 OPTIMAL R A D I A T I O N  
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM CONTROL PROCESSES HYPOTHESES DOSAGE FOR CANCER CELL DESTRUCTION 
EXPERIMENTAL VER I F  I C A T I O N  A69-102 09 A 6 9 - 1 0 1 5 7  
BREATHING APPARATUS CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM 
HIGH OXYGEN CONCENTRATION BREATHING EFFECT ON EFFECTS OF HYPOXIA AN0 HYPEROXIA ON GLYCEMIA I N  
FOVEAL THRESHOLOSI USING SEA LEVEL TESTS ON RABBITS A69-80009  
TRAINED OBSERVERS A69-12216  
CARBON 
BRIGHTNESS EFFECT OF H I G H  TEMPERATURE ON CARBON F I X A T I O N  I N  
VISUAL DETECTION PROBABIL ITY  OF **SONAR** TARGETS DIFFERENT SPECIES OF CHLORELLA DURING 
AS FUNCTION OF RETINAL P O S I T I O N  AN0 BRIGHTNESS PHOTOSYNTHESIS A 6 9 - 8 0 1 7 0  
CONTRAST A69-80162  
EFFECTS OF H I G H  I N T E N S I T Y  L I G H T  STIMULATION OF FL IGHT VEHICLE CABINS VENTILATION FOR UNDESIRABLE 
VARYING WAVELENGTH ON RETINAL S E N S I T I V I T Y  GAS CONTAMINANTS REMOVAL, DISCUSSING CONTAMINANT 
CARBON D I O X I D E  CONCENTRATION 
A 0 - 6 7 5 4 7 7  N69-12515  CONCENTRATION CALCULATION AN0 AUTOMATIC CONTROL 
A69-11512  
BRIGHTNESS DISCRIMINATION 
V ISUAL SONAR TARGET DETECTABIL ITY  PROBABIL ITY  
FUNCTION OF RETINAL P O S I T I O N  AN0 BRIGHTNESS 
CONTRAST 869-12218 
MASKING PHENOMENA AN0 T IME- INTENSITY RECIPROCITY 
FOR FORM PERCEPTION AS COMPARED TO BRIGHTNESS 
PERCEPTION A69-80025  
MODEL I N  TERMS OF ELECTRICAL NETWORK FOR V ISUAL 
LUMINANCE D I S C R I M I N A T I O N  AN0 F L I C K E R  DETECTION 
A69-8 0 0 3 3  
BUFFERS (CHEM ISTRY)  
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PHYSICAL TRAINING AN0 
BUFFER-BASE CONTENT I N  BLOOD OF HEALTHY HUMANS 
A69-80043  
BULBS 
VERTICAL V IBRATION STIMULATION OF GROWTH OF ONION 
BULBS AN0 MICE BODY WEIGHTS A69-10584  
BURNS ( INJURIES)  
RETINAL BURNS FROM INTENSE L I G H T  SOURCES USING 
RABBIT  EYES AS FUNCTION OF I R R A D I A T I O N  RATE, 
CARBON D I O X I D E  COMPENSATION POINT I N  PLANTS 
GASEOUS EXCHANGE - REVIEW OF RELATION OF 
PHOTOSYNTHESIS AN0 RESPIRATION A 6 9 - 8 0 0 8 0  
PRESSURE CHAMBER STUOIES ON HUMAN MOTOR A C T I V I T Y  
UNDER CONDITIONS OF PROLONGED MUSCULAR 
I M M O B I L I Z A T I O N  AN0 LOW CARBON D I O X I D E  CONTENT 
N69-11716  
CHANGES I N  CONDITIONED MOTOR REFLEXES AN0 CENTRAL 
NERVOUS SYSTEM AFTER PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO 
RAREFIED ATMOSPHERES WITH H I G H  CARBON D I O X I D E  
CONCENTRAT I O N  N69-11717  
METABOLIC EFFECTS ON DOGS OF LONG TERM EXPOSURE TO 
P A R T I A L  PRESSURE OF 6 0  MM HG CARBON D I O X I D E  
AD-676143 N69-11800  
FACTORS DETERMINING OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AN0 CARBON 
O I O X I D E  PRODUCTION I N  RELATION TO OXYGEN 
SUPPLIES REQUIRED FOR MAXIMUM WORK CAPACITY 
DURING MANNED SPACE FL IGHT N69-12593  
CARBON O I O X I O E  TENSION 
EXPOSURE T I M E  AN0 IMAGE S I Z E  A69-12496  RESPIRATORY OSCILLATIONS OF ALVEOLAR CARBON 
OIOXIOE TENSION DURING MAXIMUM EXERCISE I N  B HUMANS 869-80045 
CAFFEINE S H I F T  OF CARBON D I O X I D E  CURVE OF BLOOD I N  ACUTE 
INFLUENCE OF CAFFEINE ON FORMATION AN0 RESPIRATORY ACIDOSIS  AN0 I T S  CAUSES I N  HUMANS - 
MANIFESTATION OF CONOITIONEO REFLEXES TO T I M E  I N  BREATHING HYPERCAPNIC GAS MIXTURE FOLLOWED BY 
RABBITS A69-80085  PURE OXYGEN A 6 9 - 8 0 0 6 2  
EFFECT OF CAFFEINE ON RESPIRATION AN0 OXIDATIVE CARBON MONOXIDE 
PHOSPHORYLATION I N  B R A I N  MITOCHONORIA OF RATS AUTOMATIC GAS ANALYSIS SYSTEM FOR CARBON MONOXIDE 
A69-80210  ASSAY ON BLOOD 
AO-666422 N69-12209  
CALCIUM 
CALCIUM, MAGNESIUM AN0 CHLORIDE CONTENT OF WHOLE CARBON MONOXIOE POISONING 
BODY CELL-FREE SWEAT I N  HEALTHY UNACCLI MAT1 ZED EFFECT OF CARBON MONOXIDE ON WHOLE F I B R I N O L Y T I C  
MEN I N  CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER A C T I V I T Y  I N  INDUSTRIAL  WORKERS A69-80214  
A69-8 0067 
CARBOXYLATION 
CONFERENCE ON BONE DISEASES AN0 REGENERATION, STUDY OF RIBULOSEOIPHOSPHATE CARBOXYLATION I N  
1-11 
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM SUBJECT INDEX 
CELL-FREE EXTRACTS OF HYOROGENOMONAS Z-1 
STRAIN A69-80201  
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM 
CAROIOVASCULAR CHANGES I N  MALE STUDENTS DURING 
T I L T  AN0 NEGATIVE PRESSURE TESTS WITH BED REST 
STUDIED FROM HEART RATE. BLOOD PRESSURE AN0 LEG 
VOLUME MEASUREMENTS A69-11334  
HYPOKINESIA AN0 TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS COMBINED 
EFFECT ON HUMAN CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AND REGIONAL 
BLOOO CIRCULATION A69-11495  
CONTROL MECHANISMS OF HEMODYNAMIC SHIFTS FROM 
DOGS SUBJECTED TO ACCELERATION UNDER ANESTHESIA 
A69-11503  
LONG TERM RESTRICTION OF MUSCULAR A C T I V I T Y  NOTING 
EFFECTS ON DYNAMICS OF CARDIAC CONTRACTION 
A69-11515 
SPIROERGOMETRIC TEST FOR ASSESSING F I T N E S S  OF 
CARDIORESPIRATORY SYSTEM I N  TRAINED AND 
UNTRAINED SUBJECTS A69-80189  
ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE AND 
PHYSIOLOGY 
AD-676209 N69-11614  
HUMAN TOLERANCE L I M I T S  TO PROLONGED TRANSVERSE 
ACCELERATIONSI AND CHANGES I N  CARDIOVASCULAR AN0 
RESPIRATORY SYSTEMS N69-11703  
PHASE DURATIONS OF CARDIAC A C T I V I T Y  UNDER 
CONDITIONS OF LOW P A R T I A L  PRESSURE OF OXYGEN 
I N  INHALED A I R  N69-11718  
RESPIRATORY AN0 CAROIOVASCULAR SYSTEM DATA ON 
FL IGHT CREW REACTIONS TO PERFORMING F L I G H T  
TASKS N69-11722  
PROLONGED I M M O B I L I Z A T I O N  EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR 
RESPONSE OF DOGS OURING ORTHOSTATIC TESTS AN0 
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION Nb 9-1 2 0 3  5 
EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL STUDY OF 
CARDIOVASCULAR CONTROL LOOPS 
NASA-CR-97845 N69-12237  
CARGO 
SIMULATION OF CARGO TRANSFER I N  WEIGHTLESSNESS 
ENVIRONMENT 
NASA-CR-66708 N69-10273  
CAROTIO S INUS REFLEX 
NEUROHUMORAL CONTROL SYSTEMS OPERATION I N  
ADJUSTMENT OF VENTRICULAR PERFORMANCE - EFFECTS 
OF CAROTID SINUS HYPOTENSION ON CARDIAC FUNCTION 
AN0 AORTIC PRESSURE I N  AWAKE, I N T A C T  DOGS 
NASA-CR-97625 N69-10970  
CASE H I S T O R I E S  
CASE HISTORY OF ACUTE HEPATO-RENAL F A I L U R E  I N  
HUMAN FOLLOWING TRICHLOROETHYLENE POISONING 
A69-80196  
CATECHOLAMINE 
CATECHOLAMINE METABOLISM AND ENZYME A C T I V I T Y  I N  
RABBIT  HEART A69-BO200 
CATHODE RAY TUBES 
V I S U A L  FACTORS I N  DESIGN OF COMPUTER-CONTROLLED 
CATHODE RAY TUBE DISPLAYS A69-80158  
CATS 
EFFECT OF STATE OF AROUSAL DURING SLEEP-WAKING 
CYCLE ON CLICK-EVOKE0 RESPONSES I N  CATS 
A69-80059  
EFFECT O F  WALKING, REST, AND FLASH STIMULATION ON 
CLICK-EVOKED RESPONSES I N  CATS A69-80060  
EFFECT OF ACOUSTIC HABITUATION ON CLICK-EVOKE0 
RESPONSES I N  AWAKE CATS A 6 9 - 8 0 0 6 1  
EVOKEO POTENTIALS TO SOUNDS OF D IFFERENT DIRECTION 
I N  AUDITORY CORTEX OF CATS A69-80086  
CHARACTERISTICS OF TEMPORAL SUMMATION AT DIFFERENT 
LEVELS OF V ISUAL SYSTEM OF ANESTHETIZED CATS BY 
THRESHOLDS OF PRIMARY EVOKED POTENTIALS 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 8 7  
DETERMINATION OF D IRECTION DETECTING NEURONS FOR 
SOUNO SOURCE MOTION I N  ANESTHETIZED CATS 
A 6 9 - 8 0 1 1 1  
AVERAGE EVOKEO POTENTIALS TO AUDITORY STIMULATION 
RECOROEO FROM CORTEX OF CATS A69-80113  
C IRCADIAN RHYTHM OF NOREPINEPHRINE REGIONALLY I N  
CAT B R A I N  - I T S  RELATIONSHIP TO ENVIRONMENTAL 
L I G H T I N G  AND TO REGIONAL DIURNAL VARIATIONS I N  
B R A I N  SEROTONIN A69-80114  
DYNAMIC INTERACTIONS I N  RETINAL GANGLION CELL  OF 
CATS EXPOSED TO L I G H T  STIMULATION 
A69-80122  
ACTION OF RESERPINE ON CIRCULATION AND OXYGEN 
UPTAKE I N  HEART OF CATS A 69-80142 
EFFECT OF CHLORPROMAZINE ON PULMONARY VESSEL 
T O X I C I T Y  I N  CATS A 69-801 44 
BACKGROUND BIOELECTRIC A C T I V I T Y  I N  EFFERENT 
NERVOUS SYSTEMS OF CATS EXPOSED TO SUPER-HIGH 
FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC F I E L D S  
~ 6 9 - a o i 4 9  
CELL  D I V I S I O N  
PHOTOINHIB IT ION O F  CELL D I V I S I O N  AND GROWTH I N  
IMCANOESCENT V I S I B L E  L I G H T  A 6 9 - 1 0 9 0 3  
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON F E R T I L I Z E D  FROG EGG 
DEVELOPMENT ON BOARD G E M I N I  8 AN0 12 MANNED 
ORBITAL FLIGHTS, DISCUSSING CELL  D I V I S I O N I  
O IFFERENTIATION AN0 EMBRYOGENESIS 
EUGLENOID FLAGELLATES BY FLUORESCENT AN0 
A 6 9 - 1 1 0 8 4  
U V AN0 V I S I B L E  L I G H T  INTERACTION EFFECT ON 
BIOLOGICAL A C T I V I T Y  OF PARAMECIA UNICELLULAR 
INFUSORIAI NOTING CELL D I V I S I O N  RATES AND CELL  
DEATHS A69-11085  
MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR CHLORELLA CELL  AN0 
BIOMASS GROWTH UNDER I L L U M I N A T I O N  DURING SPACE 
FLIGHT, NOTING I O N I Z I N G  RADIATION PRESENCE 
A 6 9 - 1 1 5 0 8  
NUMBER OF REPRODUCTIVE CYCLES I N  GAMMA-IRRADIATED 
PARAMECIUM CAUOATUM AN0 SURVIVAL T IME 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 7 0  
CELLS (BIOLOGY) 
CELL AN0 T ISSUE CULTIVATION OUTSIDE L I V I N G  
ORGANISMS, DISCUSSING APPLICATIONS I N  SPACE 
BIOLOGYI SPACE MEDICINE AN0 FOOD PROTEIN SOURCES 
A 6 9 - 1 1 5 0 1  
NON-THERMAL EFFECT OF MICROWAVE R A D I A T I O N  
I N  V I T R O  ON PERITONEAL MAST CELLS OF RATS 
A 6 9 - 8 0 1 1 7  
CONFERENCE ON BONE OISEASES AN0 REGENERATIONt 
CELLULAR DIFFERENTIATIONt  AND HOMEOSTASIS OF 
CALCIUM 
NASA-S P-161 N69- 10444 
NONHORMONAL FACTORS CONTROLLING BONE REGENERATION, 
AN0 METABOLIC DATA ON BONE MARROW AN0 CELLS 
N69-10446  
CELLULAR OIFFERENTIATION I N  BONE, AND BONE CELL  
POPULATION CONCEPTS N69-10447  
SYSTEM DISEASES OF BONE FROM VIEWPOINT OF CELL OR 
N59-10448  T I S S U E  BIOLOGY 
MICRO LAGOON TECHNIQUE FOR CULTURE AND OBSERVATION 
OF ISOLATED MAMMALIAN CELLS 
NASA-TN-0-4906 N69-11056  
ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON CELLULAR ENZYMATIC 
A C T I V I T Y  I N  MAN AN0 RATS N69-12032  
1-12 
SUBJECT INDEX CHROMATOGRAPHY 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
CYTOMETRICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF NEUROCYTE NUCLEI I N  
BRAINS OF NEONATAL RATS EXPOSED TO X RAY 
I R R A D I A T I O N  DURING VARIOUS PERIODS OF FETAL L I F E  
A69-80035  
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 PSYCHOLOGICAL S IGNIF ICANCE OF 
HUMAN FATIGUE 8 6 9 - 8 0 1 7 9  
MICROMINIATURIZATION I N  RECORDING AN0 PROCESSING 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC DATA ON CONOITIONEO 
REFLEXES N69-11480  
CHANGES I N  CONDITIONED MOTOR REFLEXES AN0 CENTRAL 
NERVOUS SYSTEM AFTER PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO 
RAREFIED ATMOSPHERES WITH H I G H  CARBON D I O X I D E  
CONCENTRAT ION N69-11717  
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST DATA ON 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM CHANGES I N  RADAR 
OPERATORS N69-11729  
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS 
COMPARATIVE EFFECTS I N  HUMAN SUBJECTS OF 
ETHCHLORVYNOL, GLUTETHIMIOEt  SECOBARBITAL, AN0 
PLACEBO ON MENTAL AND MOTOR PERFORMANCE 
A69-BOO56 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM STIMULANTS 
ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS ON USING CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
STIMULANTS TO INCREASE RESISTANCE TO 
CRANIOCEREBRAL TRAUMAS N69-11738  
CENTRIFUGAL FORCE 
CAPSULE INFORMATION ON CENTRIFUGAL ACCELERATION 
STUDIES I N  18TH AND 19TH CENTURIES 
N69-11709 
CENTRIFUGING STRESS 
CENTRIFUGE AN0 F L I G H T  TEST DATA ON HUMAN TOLERANCE 
TO ACCELERATION UNDER F L I G H T  STRESS CONDITIONS 
N69-11708  
CENTRIPETAL FORCE 
PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF CENTRIPETAL AN0 CORIOLIS  
ACCELERATIONS EFFECTS ON VESTIBULAR FUNCTION OF 
HUMANS I N  ROTATING CHAMBER A69-11498  
CEREBELLUM 
CHANGES OF CEREBRAL CORTEX AND CEREBELLUM 
ELECTRICAL A C T I V I T Y  DURING PHYSICAL WORK I N  
SYMPATHECTOMIZEO CATS AN0 RABBITS 
A69-80071  
CEREBRAL CORTEX 
CEREBELLAR CORTEX FUNCTION DISORDERS OF RATS 
SUBJECTEO TO 10 G ACCELERATION UNDER WEAK 
ANESTHESIA A69-11504  
PHOSPHODIESTERASE A C T I V I T Y  OF ANTERIOR P ITUITARY,  
MEDIAN EMINENCE, HEART AN0 CEREBRAL CORTEX OF RAT, 
STUDYING EFFECTS OF CAFFEINE, THEOPHYLLINE AND 
HYDROCORTISONE A69-11885 
F L E X I B L E  PRINTED CIRCUITRY ELECTRODE ARRAYS 
FABRICATION FOR SURFACE CORTICAL POTENTIALS 
RECORDING I N  ANIMALS A 6 9 - 1 2 6 0 1  
CHANGES O F  CEREBRAL CORTEX AN0 CEREBELLUM 
ELECTRICAL A C T I V I T Y  DURING PHYSICAL WORK I N  
SYMPATHECTOMIZED CATS AN0 RABBITS 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 7 1  
VESTIBULAR U N I T S  INFLUENCED BY LABYRINTHINE AND 
CEREBRAL NYSTAGMOGENIC IMPULSES I N  CURARIZED 
GUINEA P I G S  A69-80109  
AVERAGE EVOKE0 POTENTIALS TO 
RECORDED FROM CORTEX OF CATS 
AUDITORY STIMULATION 
A69-80 11 3 
POTENTIAL P I T F A L L S  I N  CORTICAL AUDIOMETRY I N  AWAKE 
AN0 ASLEEP HUMANS A69-80128  
CEREBRUM 
ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS ON USING CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
STIMULANTS TO INCREASE RESISTANCE TO 
CRANIOCEREBRAL TRAUMAS N69-11738  
CHARACTER RECOGNITION 
TACHISTOSCOPIC RECOGNITION THRESHOLOS AS FUNCTION 
OF AROUSAL LEVEL A 6 9 - 8 0 0 3 1  
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 
ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR IN-FL IGHT MONITORING OF 
AEROSPACE WATER SUPPLIES FOR POTABIL ITY ,  
EMPHASIZING RAPIDITY,  S E N S I T I V I T Y  AND 
REPROOUCIBILITY A69-11339  
N69-11940  CHEMISTRY OF PLANT SUBSTANCES 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION 
BIOCHEMICAL COMPOSITION CHANGES I N  PLANTS AFTER 
SPACEFLIGHT EXPOSURE OF THEIR SEEDS 
N69-1203  1 
CHEMICAL REACTIONS 
SYNTHESIS OF 3 PGA-1 CARBON 1 4  
OIHYDROXYACETONEPHOSPHATE-1-CARBON 14 FOR 
PREPARATION OF GLUCOSE-3-CARBON 14 AN0 
GLUCOSE-4-CARBON 14 
EUR-4044. I N69-10950  
CHEMOTHERAPY 
MEDICINAL THERAPY AND F L I G H T  SAFETY OF P I L O T S  
AN0 ASTRONAUTSI DISCUSSING DRUG USE, SELF 
TREATMENT, TOLERANCE AN0 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
A69-10583  
CHICKENS 
D I U R E T I C  EFFECT OF ACETYLCHOLINE I N  CHICKEN 
A69-80055  
CHLORELLA 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR CHLORELLA CELL AN0 
BIOMASS GROWTH UNDER I L L U M I N A T I O N  DURING SPACE 
FLIGHT, NOTING I O N I Z I N G  RADIATION PRESENCE 
A 6 9 - 1 1 5 0 8  
MINERALIZED HUMAN WASTES SOLUTIONS U T I L I Z A T I O N  FOR 
A69- 11 51  1 
CHLORELLA CULTIVATION, NOTING GROWTH RATES 
STEREOSPECIFICITY OF HYDROGEN REMOVAL I N  
SEQUENTIAL DESATURATIONS OF L O N G C H A I N  FATTY 
ACIDS I N  CHLORELLA VULGARIS A69-80066  
EFFECT OF H IGH TEMPERATURE ON CARBON F I X A T I O N  I N  
DIFFERENT SPECIES OF CHLORELLA DURING 
PHOTOSYNTHESIS 
STUOY OF N I T R I T E S  AND UREA A S S I M I L I A T I O N  B Y  
CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA SYNCHRONOUS CULTURE 
AFTER NITROGEN STARVATION 
A 6 9 - 8 0 1 7 0  
A69-80202  
CHLORIDES 
CALCIUM, MAGNESIUM AN0 CHLORIDE CONTENT OF WHOLE 
BODY CELL-FREE SWEAT I N  HEALTHY UNACCLIMATIZED 
MEN I N  CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER 
A69-80067  
CHLOROPLASTS 
EFFECTS OF ULTRAVIOLET I R R A D I A T I O N  ON CHLOROPLASTS 
OF RADISH PLANTS AT 3,200 METER ALT ITUDE 
A69-BO001 
CHLORPROMAZINE 
INFLUENCE OF CHLORPROMAZINE ON INTERACTION BETWEEN 
CONDITIONED AN0 UNCONOITIONEO REFLEXES I N  YOUNG 
A69-80084  RABBITS 
EFFECT OF CHLORPROMAZINE ON PULMONARY VESSEL 
T O X I C I T Y  I N  CATS A69-80144  
CHOLINE 
1.5 G ANGULAR ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON 
ACETYLCHOLINE METABOLISM I N  GUINEA P I G  BRAINS AND 
HEARTS A69-11505  
CHOLINESTERASE 
I N S I G N I F I C A N T  OR RECOVERABLE CHANGES OBSERVED I N  
BLOOD ACETYLCHOLINE CONTENT AN0 CHOLINESTERASE 
A C T I V I T Y  OF RABBITS SUBJECTEO TO 8 G ACCELERATION 
A69-11491  
CHROMATOGRAPHY 
CHROMATOGRAPHIC STUOY OF NITROGEN-CONTAINING 
COMPOUNOS I N  FOUR SPECIES OF BLUE-GREEN ALGAE 
1-13 
CHROMOSOMES SUBJECT INDEX 
A69-80006  
CHROMOSOMES 
MUTAGENIC EFFECT OF P O S I T I V E  AN0 NEGATIVE ELECTRIC 
ST IMULATION I N  ALL IUM CEPA ROOT CELLS DURING 
GROWTH A69-80069  
C IRCADIAN RHYTHMS 
WEAK ALTERNATING ELECTRIC F I E L D  EFFECTS ON HUMAN 
CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS A69-10167  
RHYTHM OF RECTAL TEMPERATURE I N  MAN CONFINED S I X  
MONTHS UNDERGROUND WITHOUT TIME CUES 
A69-8 001 4 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE A C T I V I T Y  CYCLE AN0 THE 
RECTAL TEMPERATURE I N  MAN CONFINED S I X  MONTHS 
UNDERGROUND WITHOUT T I M E  CUES A69-80015  
SUBJECTIVE AN0 OBJECTIVE RESPONSES TO DISRUPTIONS 
I N  HUMAN CIRCADIAN P E R I O D I C I T Y  DURING 
EAST-WEST AN0 WEST-EAST LONG DISTANCE 
COMMERCIAL FL IGHTS - REVIEW A69-80016  
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF 
C IRCADIAN RHYTHMS I N  MAN A69-80017  
MOOIF ICATION OF C IRCADIAN RHYTHM I N  SERUM COPPER 
AND MANGANESE I N  RATS WITHOUT ADRENAL MEDULLA 
A69-80032  
C IRCADIAN RHYTHM OF NOREPINEPHRINE REGIONALLY I N  
CAT BRAIN - I T S  RELATIONSHIP  TO ENVIRONMENTAL 
L I G H T I N G  AN0 TO REGIONAL DIURNAL VARIATIONS I N  
B R A I N  SEROTONIN A69-80114  
COMPARISON OF ROTATING AND S T A B I L I Z E D  FOUR-HOUR 
SHIFT-WORK SYSTEMS FOR EFFIC IENCY AT MENTAL 
TASKS A69-80180  
C IRCADIAN RHYTHMS OF SOLVOLYZABLE STEROID 
CONCENTRATIONS I N  HUMAN PLASMA A 6 9 4 0 1 8 2  
ISOLATION CHAMBER TESTS OF D IFFERENT WORK-REST 
CYCLES ON CIRCAOIUM RHYTHM OF PHYSIOLOGICAL 
FUNCTIONS I N  MAN N69-11712  
CIRCADIAN RHYTHM OF HUMAN HEARING AFTER PROLONGED 
EXPOSURE TO NOISE N69-11720  
CIRRUS CLOUDS 
ESTIMATION OF TROPOSPHERIC WINOS OVER TROPICS AN0 
SUBTROPICS FROM CIRRIFORM CLOUD FORMATIONS I N  
METEOROLOGICAL SATELL ITE PHOTOGRAPHS 
NESCTM-8 N69-10307  
C I W I L  A V I A T I O N  
A I R L I N E  CREH TRAINING, REQUALIF ICATIONt  RECURRENT, 
UPGRADING AN0 AIRCRAFT TRANSIT ION TRAINING FOR 
CREW AN0 P I L O T  A69-10450  
HEAO- UP D ISPLAY / HUO/ F L I G H T  INFORMATION 
APPLIED TO C I V I L  A V I A T I O N t  NOTING OPERATIONAL 
SAFETY IMPROVEMENT AND P I L O T  WORK LOA0 REDUCTION 
A69-10635 
S T A T I S T I C A L  REPORT ON RATE OF MEOICAL GROUNOING 
AMONG C I V I L  A V I A T I O N  F L Y I N G  PERSONNEL - TWELVE 
YEAR STUDY A69-80011  
I N T E N S I V E  CARE UNITS FOR AERO-MEDICAL EVACUATION 
O F  S I C K  AN0 INJURE0 PATIENTS ABOARD COMMERCIAL 
AIRCRAFTS A69-80013  
MEDICAL GUIDELINES FOR PATIENTS I N  COMMERCIAL A I R  
TRAVEL A69-80116  
STUDY TO OETERMINE F L I G H T  PROFILE AN0 M I S S I O N  OF 
C E R T I F I E D  PRIVATE P I L O T  
AD-615818 N69-12082  
REVIEW OF AVIAT ION MEDICINE PROGRAM COVERING 
MEDICAL F ITNESS OF F L I G H T  PERSONNEL, MEDICAL 
INVESTIGATION FOR AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS. AN0 SAFE 
F L Y I N G  EDUCATION FOR C I V I L  AVIATORS 
8 0 - 6 7 5 9 4 3  N69-12369  
CLEAN ROOHS 
PHYSICAL BASES AN0 INVESTIGATIONS OF NEW 
VENT I LAT I N G  SYSTEM FOR CLEAN ROOMS 
A69-80195  
A I R  CLEANING AN0 CLEAN ROOM F A C I L I T I E S  USE0 I N  
NUCLEAR PRODUCTION OPERATIONS AN0 B IOLOGICAL 
RESEARCH A C T I V I T I E S  
Y -EF- 170 N 6 9 - 1 0 7 2 0  
CL IMATE 
CONTRIBUTIONS OF GEOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS  TO STUDY OF 
HUMAN RESPONSE TO WEATHER AN0 CL IMATE 
N69-11387  
ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF WEATHER AN0 CL IMATE 
MOOIF ICATION ON HUMAN ADJUSTMENT 
N69-11390  
CLIMATOLOGY 
THEORETICAL AN0 EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON ATMOSPHERIC 
HEAT BALANCE AN0 TEMPERATURE OF PLANT LEAF 
TEMPERATURE N69-12065  
C L I N I C A L  MEDICINE 
HEAO INJURY C L I N I C A L  AN0 LABORATORY LONG TERM 
FOLLOW-UP DATA, DISCUSSING CONSCIOUS STATE 
ALTERATIONS, FOCAL NEUROLOGICAL D E F I C I T .  EEG 
ABNORMALITIESI ETC 
C L I N I C A L  PROBLEMS DURING INTERPLANETARY F L IGHTS 9 
STRESSING NEE0 FOR DIAGNOSTIC ALGORITHMS AN0 
AUTOMATED MEDICAL EQUIPMENT 
CLINICAL-PHYSIOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS AND BASIC 
A 6 9 - 1 1 3 4 6  
8 6 9 - 1 2 1 2 1  
HEALTH REQUIREMENTS FOR SELECTING ASTRONAUTS 
FOR LONG DURATION FL IGHTS N69-11730  
CLOSEO ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS 
MAN AS M A I N  COMPONENT OF FUTURE SPACECRAFT OR 
PLANETARY STATION CLOSEO ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM, 
DISCUSSING SPACECREW PHYSIOLOGICAL MONITORING FOR 
BIOLOGICAL CYCLES O P T I M I Z A T I O N  A69-11076  
BIOLOGICAL L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM BASE0 ON CONTINUOUS 
ALGAE SEAWEED CULTIVATION AS L I N K  OF CLOSED 
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM, OISCUSSING DESIGN AN0 
PERFORMANCE 
BIOLOGICAL L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR REGENERATING 
CLOSEO ATMOSPHERE BY PHOTOSYNTHESISI USING GAS 
EXCHANGE BETWEEN MAN AN0 MICROALGAE 
A 69-  11 077 
A 6 9 - 1 1 0 7 8  
MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF ENERGY AN0 MASS TRANSFER 
PROCESSES I N  CLOSEO LOOP MULTICOMPONENT L I F E  
SUPPORT SYSTEMS A69-11316  
RODENTS EXPOSURE TO NEON ENRICHED ATMOSPHERE FOR 
THREE WEEKS I N  SEALED RECYCLING SYSTEM, 
OISCUSSING BODY WEIGHT PREGNANCIES AN0 L I T T E R  
A 69- 11 342 
U. S.S.R. STUDIES I N  AEROSPACE MEDICINE AN0 
B IOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENTS - HUMAN 
METABOLISM AN0 NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES DURING 
SPACE SIMULATION, AN0 EXOBIOLOGICAL RESEARCH 
JPRS-46930 
HUMAN WASTE MINERALIZATION BY THERMAL REACTORS I N  
CLOSED L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS N69-12040  
N 6  9- 1 2 02 8 
SURVEY OF F I R E  PREVENTID% I N  CLOSEO OXYGEN AN0 
OILUENT INERT GAS 
A0-675817  N69-12190  
CLOTHING 
EVALUATION OF INSULATION PROPERTIES OF PLASTIC  
GARMENT MATERIAL I N  CLOTHING A69-80175 
CLOUOS 
NONEXISTENCE O F  BIOTA- CLOUD RECONTAMINATION 
HAZARD FOR PLANETARY LANDER PROVE0 BY ANALYSIS  
OF INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SMALL PARTICLES AN0 
PHYSICAL F I E L D S  AROUND VEHICLE A 6 9 - 1 1 7 7 1  
COCKPITS 
EFFECTS OF COCKPIT MOTION ON CREW I N  INSTRUMENT 
F L I G H T  TRAINERS AN0 F L I G H T  SIMULATORS 
AD-675543 N69-12416  
1-14 
SUBJECT INDEX COPPER 
A69-10757  COLOR V I S I O N  
T I N T E D  OPHTHALMIC MEDIA EFFECT ON DETECTION AND 
RECOGNITION OF REO SIGNAL L I G H T S  I N  DAYLIGHT, 
NOTING ALLOWABLE COLORATION FOR A V I A T I O N  USE 
A 6 9 - 1 1 3 4 1  
DRUG EFFECTS ON CONES I N  COLOR V I S I O N  OF MAN 
A69-80138  
EFFECT OF BREATHING PURE OXYGEN ON FOVEAL 
THRESHOLDS I N  HUMANS A69-80159  
COMBUSTION PRODUCTS 
HUMAN WASTE MINERALIZATION B Y  THERMAL REACTORS I N  
CLOSED L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS N69-12040  
COMPENSATORY TRACKING 
HEART RATE AN0 PERCEPTUAL WORKLOADS CORRELATION 
I N  P I L O T S  DURING F L I G H T  MANEUVERS AND 
COMPENSATORY TRACKING TASK A69-80010  
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
V ISUAL FACTORS I N  DESIGN OF COMPUTER-CONTROLLED 
CATHOOE RAY TUBE DISPLAYS A69-80158  
HUMAN FACTORS EVALUATION OF COMPUTER BASED 
INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS 
A69-80166  
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY FOR MEDICAL DATA ANALYSIS OF 
NASA-CR-92377 N69-10567  
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR HUMAN PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
I N  F L I G H T  SIMULATOR TRAINING 
AD-675542 N69-12455  
APOLLO AND FOLLOW-ON MISSIONS 
COMPUT ER I Z  EO S IMULAT I O N  
V ISUAL DETECTION OF OSCILLOSCOPIC TRACINGS - USE 
OF HUMAN OBSERVER AN0 COMPUTER-AVERAGING METHOD 
TO DETERMINE RESPONSE TO PHYSICAL EVENTS I N  
PHYSIOLOGICAL RECORDS N69-11787  
COMPUTERS 
HUMAN FACTORS EVALUATION OF COMPUTER BASE0 
INFORMATION STORAGE AN0 RETRIEVAL SYSTEM USING 
QUESTIONNAIRE AND INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES 
A69-12220  
APPLICATION OF COMPUTERS I N  EVALUATING 
BIOELECTRIC PHENOMENA OF B R A I N  N69-11941  
CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION) 
CHROMATOGRAPHIC STUDY OF N I  TROGEN-CONTAI N I  NG 
COMPOUNDS I N  FOUR SPECIES OF BLUE-GREEN ALGAE 
A69-80006  
CONOITIONING (LEARNING) 
PHYSIOLOGICAL CAUSES AND PREVENTION OF MOTION 
SICKNESS DURING SPACE FLIGHT, EMPHASIZING 
CONDITIONED REFLEX, DIFFERENT ANALYSORS 
INTERACTIONS AND VESTIBULAR-VEGETATI VE CHANGES 
DURING WEIGHTLESSNESS A69-12122  
MICROMINIATURIZATION I N  RECORDING AND PROCESSING 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC DATA ON CONOITIONEO 
REFLEXES N69-11480  
SURVEY ON REINFORCEMENT MECHANISMS AN0 
CONOITIONEO RESPONSE I N  ANIMALS 
N69-11481  
CONFERENCES 
L I F E  SCIENCES AN0 SPACE RESEARCH - COSPAR 
CONFERENCE, LONDON, JULY 1 9 6 7  
A69-11073  
CONFERENCE ON BONE DISEASES AN0 REGENERATION, 
CELLULAR DIFFERENTIATION, AND HOMEDSTASI S OF 
CALCIUM 
NASA-SP-161 N69-10444  
CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS I N  OPTICS AND V I S I O N  
/ MEETING OF COMMITTEE ON V I S I O N  1967/ 
AD-673425 N69-11776  
CONFINEMENT 
HUMAN BEHAVIOR DURING STRESSED UNDERGROUND 
CONFINEMENT, DISCUSSING ADAPTATION PROCESSES 
CONSTRAINTS 
L I M I T A T I O N S  OF I N I T I A T I O N  OF GERMINATION OF 
BACTERIAL SPORES AS SPORE CONTROL PROCEDURE 
A69-80132  
CONTAM I NANTS 
A I R  POLLUTION, RELATED OCCUPATIONAL OISEASESt  
AND MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATIONS OF 
POLLUTANTS 
PB-179140 N 6 9 - 1 2 5 0 9  
CONTAM I NAT I ON 
CONTAMINATION CONTROL STUOIESt  BACTERIAL SAMPLING 
MODELS - APDLLO MISSION PLANETARY QUARANTINE 
NAS A-CR-97 4 6 2  N69-10213  
CHEMICAL STUDIES OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION AN0 
OECONTAMINATION OF S O L I 0  SURFACES 
JAERI -1165  N 6 9 - 1 0 9 6 7  
CONTRACT NEGOTIATION 
HUMAN ENGINEERING PROGRAM PLANS FOR PHASE 3 OF 
SST DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM I N  ACCORDANCE WITH 
AIRFRAME AND ENGINE CONTRACTS A 6 9 - 1 0 4 5 1  
CONTROL EDAROS 
OPERATOR HANDEDNESS EFFECT ON CONTROL D I S P L A Y  
MOVEMENT STEREOTYPES A69-12212  
CONTROL EQUIPMENT 
MODULAR THREE DIMENSIONAL MOCKUP TECHNIQUE FOR 
ECONOMIZING AN0 F A C I L I T A T I N G  DESIGN OF CONTROL 
AN0 D ISPLAY EQUIPMENT A69-11953  
EFFECT OF OPERATORS HANDEDNESS ON SOME 
OIRECTIONAL STEREOTYPES I N  
CONTROL-DISPLAY RELATIONSHIPS A69-80153  
V I S U A L  FACTORS I N  DESIGN OF COMPUTER-CONTROLLED 
CATHODE RAY TUBE DISPLAYS A69-80158  
CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERES 
RODENTS EXPOSURE TO NEON ENRICHED ATMOSPHERE FOR 
THREE WEEKS I N  SEALED RECYCLING SYSTEM, 
DISCUSSING BODY WEIGHT PREGNANCIES AN0 L I T T E R  
A69-11342  
USE OF GERM-FREE MICE FOR TESTING EFFIC IENCY OF 
CONTAMINATION CONTROL OF HUMAN ISOLATION SYSTEMS 
A69-80131  
SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MAN 
AN0 ATMOSPHERE N69- 11 3 89 
HUMAN DIMENSIONS OF ATMOSPHERE FROM PERSPECTIVE OF 
P O L I T I C A L  S C I E N T I S T  N69-11392  
PRESSURE CHAMBER TESTS OF HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL 
REACTIONS DURING PROLONGED STAY I N  CONTROLLED 
ATMOSPHERE N69-11715  
CHANGES I N  CONOITIONED MOTOR REFLEXES AN0 CENTRAL 
NERVOUS SYSTEM AFTER PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO 
RAREFIED ATMOSPHERES WITH H I G H  CARBON D I O X I D E  
CONCENTRAT I O N  N69-11717  
SURVEY OF F I R E  PREVENTION I N  CLOSE0 OXYGEN AN0 
OILUENT INERT GAS 
AD-6758 17 N69-12190  
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE OF DOGS SUBJECTED TO HIGH 
ALT ITUDE AN0 OEMEROL INJECTIONS 
AD-676147 N69-12193  
CONVERSION TABLES 
CONVERSION TABLES FOR STUDIES OF HUMAN RESPONSES 
TO AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT 
NAS A-CR-120 5/ I V  I N69-12600  
CODROINAT I O N  
COMPONENT TOTAL TASK RELATIONSHIPS, ANALYZING 
S IMPLE AN0 SEQUENTIAL PRACTICE EFFECTS WITH A I 0  OF 
MELTDN COMPLEX COOROINATOR A 6 9 - 1 2 2 1 4  
COPPER 
MODIF ICATION OF CIRCADIAN RHYTHM I N  SERUM COPPER 
AND MANGANESE I N  RATS WITHOUT ADRENAL MEDULLA 
1-15 
C O R I O L I S  EFFECT SUBJECT INDEX 
A69-80032  
C O R I O L I S  EFFECT 
UNIVERSAL VESTIBULOMETRIC CHAIR FOR INDUCING 
I R R I T A T I O N  I N  TESTS INVOLVING VESTIBULAR ANALYSOR 
INTERACTION U I T H  OTHER BODY FUNCTIONS 
A69-11517  
BARANY CHAIR EXPERIMENT TO DETERMINE HUMAN 
TOLERANCE TO REPEATED C O R I O L I S  ACCELERATION 
1969-1 1704 
VESTIBULAR TRAINING PROGRAM ON HUMAN TOLERANCES TO 
C O R I O L I S  EFFECTS N69-11706  
NYSTAGMIC REACTIONS TO CONTINUOUS C O R I O L I S  
ACCELERATION STRESS N 6 9 - 1 1 7 3 1  
CORONARY CIRCULATION 
ACTION OF RESERPINE ON CIRCULATION AND OXYGEN 
UPTAKE I N  HEART OF CATS A69-80142  
COSMIC RAYS 
COSMIC RAOIATION IYTERACTIONS WITH L I V I N G  VIRUSES. 
CONSIDERING X RAY EFFECTS AND OPTIMAL RAOIATION 
DOSAGE FOR CANCER CELL DESTRUCTION 
A69-10157  
COSMOS ( S A T E L L I T E S )  
GENETIC AND GROWTH EFFECTS OF SPACE F L I G H T  
ENVIRONMENT ON BOARD COSMOS-110 ON SEEDS OF 
HIGHER PLANTS A69-80005  
CRANIUM 
ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS ON USING CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
STIMULANTS TO INCREASE RESISTANCE TO 
CRANIOCEREBRAL TRAUMAS N69-11738  
CRASH I N J U R I E S  
S T A T I S T I C A L  STUDY OF FREQUENCY OF SPINAL FRACTURES 
I N  HELICOPTER ACCIDENTS BASED ON 2 5  CASES 
A69-80019  
C R I T I C A L  FL ICKER FUSION 
EFFECT OF ETHANOL ON C R I T I C A L  FUSION FREQUENCY AND 
ELECTRORETINOGRAM I N  MAN A69-80139  
C R I T I C A L  FREQUENCIES 
CONFIDENCE L I M I T S  OF STANOARD MEAN C R I T I C A L  
FL ICKER FREQUENCIES W I T H I N  60 DEGREE V ISUAL 
F I E L D  I N  HUMANS WITH MEAN AGES 10 TO 90 YEARS 
~ 6 9 - a o o 6 3  
PSYCHOLOGICAL AN0 PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS OF P I L O T  
REACTIONS TO C R I T I C A L  FREQUENCY OF FLASHES 
N69-11735  
CU ES 
ROLE OF RETINAL ORIENTATION I N  EGOCENTRIC 
ORGANIZATION OF V ISUAL S T I M U L I  WHEN 
GRAVITATIONAL AN0 FRAME OF REFERENCE CUES ARE 
CONTROLLED A69-80100  
EFFECT OF OBSERVER SET ON PERCEIVED EGOCENTRIC 
DISTANCE A69-80178  
DYNAMIC V ISUAL CUES I N  F L Y I N G  - P I L O T  V I S U A L  
PERCEPTION DURING CARRIER LANDING UNDER CALM SEA 
CONDITIONS, AND V ISUAL REQUIREMENTS FOR OPTICAL 
PROJECTION DISPLAYS ~69-11777 
CULTURE TECHNIQUES 
BIOLOGICAL L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM BASE0 ON CONTINUOUS 
PLGAE SEAWEED CULTIVATION AS L I N K  OF CLOSED 
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM. DISCUSSING DESIGN AND 
PERFORMANCE A69-11077  
CELL AN0 T ISSUE C U L T I V A T I O N  OUTSIDE L I V I N G  
ORGANISMSt DISCUSSING APPLICATIONS I N  SPACE 
BIOLOGY. SPACE MEDICINE AND FOOD PROTEIN SOURCES 
A69-11501  
MINERALIZED HUMAN WASTES SOLUTIONS U T I L I Z A T I O N  FOR 
A69-11511  
MICRO LAGOON TECHNIQUE FOR CULTURE AN0 OBSERVATION 
OF ISOLATE0 MAMMALIAN CELLS 
NASA-TN-0-4906 N69-11056 
CHLORELLA CULTIVATION, NOTING GROWTH RATES 
CYSTEAMINE 
A C T I V I T Y  OF D N A-ASE 2 I N  SPLEEN 
MICROSTRUCTURES OF IRRADIATED RATS PROTECTED BY 
CYSTEAMINE A 6 9 - 8 0 2 0 9  
CYTOLOGY 
COSMIC RADIATION GENETIC, CYTOLOGICAL AND 
HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES, PARTICULARLY OF PATHOLOGICAL 
NATURE, ON ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS EMPLOYED I N  LONG 
DURATION SOVIET MANNED FL IGHTS 
869-10948 
CYTOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF TRADESCANTIA PALUDOSA 
MICROSPORES FOR SPACE F L I G H T  INFLUENCE ONBOARD 
COSMOS 110 A69- 11 31 7 
PHYSIOLOGICALt  CYTOCHEMICAL AN0 HISTOLOGICAL 
EFFECTS ON MUSCULAR ACTIV ITY,  NERVOUS SYSTEM, 
ADRENAL AND THYROID GLANDS AND L I V E R  OF MICE 
OURING 30 DAY HYPOKINESIA A69-11502  
CYTOMETRICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF NEUROCYTE NUCLEI I N  
BRAINS OF NEONATAL RATS EXPOSED TO X RAY 
I R R A D I A T I O N  DURING VARIOUS PERIOOS OF FETAL L I F E  
A69-80035  
HISTOLOGIC AND FEULGEN- DNA CYTOPHOTOMETRIC 
ANALYSES OF LYMPHATIC ORGANS I N  RELATION TO S K I N  
HOMOGRAFT REACTION I N  HYPOXIC MICE 
NAS A-CR-97474 N69-10112  
MICRO LAGOON TECHNIQUE FOR CULTURE AND OBSERVATION 
OF ISOLATED MAMMALIAN CELLS 
NAS A-TN-0-4906 N69-11056  
D 
DATA A C Q U I S I T I O N  
DATA ACQUIS IT ION PROGRAM FOR APOLLD CREW MOTION 
DISTURBANCES EXPERIMENT CONSISTING OF GROUND 
SIMULATIONS AND ORBITAL EXPERIMENT ESTABLISHING 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF HUMAN BODY 
A69-11759  
DATA PROCESSING 
ONBOARD COMPUTERS FOR MEDICAL DATA PROCESS1 NG 
DURING PROLONGED SPACE FL IGHTS N69- 12041 
ONBOARO AUTOMATIC PROCESSING SYSTEMS FOR HUMAN 
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA EVALUATION DURING SPACE 
FL IGHT N69-12045  
DATA PROCESSING EQUIPHENT 
AUTOMATIC OEVICES TO COUNT BACTERIAL COLONIES 
P E T R I  DISHES CONSISTING OF CULTURE PLATE SCANNER 
AND DATA PROCESSOR 169-11773 
DATA SAMPLING 
V A L I D A T I O N  STUDY OF P I L O T S  V ISUAL SAMPLING 
BEHAVIOR, USING QUEUEING MODEL BASED ON 
INSTRUMENT AN0 EYE MOVEMENT DATA FROM L I N K  
TRAINER M I S S I O N  FL IGHTS A 6 9 - 1 1 9 5 4  
DATA STORAGE 
HUMAN FACTORS EVALUATION OF COMPUTER BASED 
INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM USING 
QUESTIONNAIRE AN0 INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES 
A 6 9 - 1 2 2 2 0  
DATA SYSTEMS 
S C I E N T I F I C  AN0 TECHNICAL INFORMATION FLOW SOURCES. 
SHOWING DO0 USER NEE0 W I T H I N  DEFENSE INDUSTRY AN0 
IMPORTANCE OF LOCAL WORK ENVIRONMENT 
A 6 9 - 1 2 2 1 9  
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY FOR MEDICAL DATA ANALYSIS  OF 
NAS A-CR-92 377 N69-10567 
APOLLO AND FOLLOW-ON MISSIONS 
OECIS ION HAKING 
PERSONALITY COMPONENTS OF OECIS ION MAKING - 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DECIS ION MAKING AND 
INTERFERENCE PRONENESS A 6 9 - 8 0 0 3 9  
NEW DIRECTIONS I N  ORGANIZATION THEORY 
AD-675 167 N 6 9 - 1 1 2 5 4  
D E C I S I O N  THEORY 
PLANETARY QUARANTINE AND BIOLOGICAL SEARCH 
1-16 
SUBJECT INDEX D I S P L A Y  DEVICES 
N69-12597  STRATEGY, DISCUSSING VOYAGER- MARS MISSION 
CONFIGURATION* STER I L I  ZATIONI BACK CONTAMINATION 
AN0 DECIS IONS A69-11090  
DECOMPOSITION 
HUMAN WASTE MINERALIZATION BY THERMAL REACTORS I N  
CLOSE0 L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS N69-12040  
DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS 
CHANGES I N  ORGANISM DURING SUDDEN DECOMPRESSIONI 
ANALYZING PRESSURE EQUALIZATIONI DISSOLVE0 GASES 
TRANSFORMATION AN0 BODY F L U I D S  VAPORIZATION 
A69-10753  
DECONTAMINAT I O N  
USE OF GERM-FREE MICE FOR TESTING EFFIC IENCY OF 
CONTAMINATION CONTROL OF HUMAN I S O L A T I O N  SYSTEMS 
A69-80131  
CHEMICAL STUDIES OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION AN0 
DECONTAMINATION OF S O L I 0  SURFACES 
J AER 1-1 165 N69-10967  
DEFENSE INDUSTRY 
S C I E N T I F I C  AN0 TECHNICAL INFORMATION FLOW SOURCES, 
SHOWING 000 USER NEEO W I T H I N  DEFENSE INDUSTRY AN0 
IMPORTANCE OF LOCAL WORK ENVIRONMENT 
A69-12219  
DEHYOROGENAT ION 
STEREOSPECIFICITY OF HYDROGEN REMOVAL I N  
SEQUENTIAL OESATURATIONS OF LONG-CHAIN FATTY 
ACIDS I N  CHLORELLA VULGARIS 1 6 9 - 8 0 0 6 6  
DESERT ADAPTATION 
SOIL,  MOISTURE AN0 OTHER REQUIREMENTS FOR 
MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL I N  SIMULATED MARTIAN 
ENVIRONMENT A69-1109  1 
DETECT I O N  
MOOEL I N  TERMS OF ELECTRICAL NETWORK FOR V I S U A L  
LUMINANCE OISCRIMINATION AND FL ICKER DETECTION 
A69-80033  
SIMPLE, QUICK METHOOS FOR DETECTION OF IMPORTANT 
ORGANIC SOLVENTS CAUSING ACUTE INTOXICATIONS 
A 6 9 4 0 1 7 6  
OEVELOPMENT 
ENERGY LOSSES AT DIFFERENT STAGES I N  DEVELOPING 
FROG EGGS 
NASA-TT-F-11948 N 6 9 - 1 0 6 9 1  
DIAGNOSIS 
C L I N I C A L  PROBLEMS DURING INTERPLANETARY F L I G H T S t  
STRESSING NEEO FOR DIAGNOSTIC ALGORITHMS AN0 
AUTOMATED MEDICAL EQUIPMENT A 6 9 - 1 2 1 2 1  
ANALYSIS OF CARDIAC CYCLE PHASES I N  MAN BY 
ULTRASONIC DOPPLER VALVULOCAROIOGRAPHY 
A 6 9 4 0 0 7 4  
FUNCTIONAL DIAGNOSIS FOR MEDICAL EVALUATION 
OF F L I G H T  CREWS BY MONITORING PHYSIOLOGICAL 
RESPONSES DURING FL IGHT OR F L I G H T  S IMULATION 
N69-11726  
D I E T S  
RATS ON CASEIN, SOYBEAN AND CHLORELLA D I E T S  FOR 
PROTEIN SOURCE NOTING SOYBEAN D I E T  PRODUCED NO 
APPRECIABLE CHANGES IN I N T E S T I N A L  FLORA 
A69-11490  
N U T R I T I V E  VALUE OF PROTEIN FROM DISCOLORED ALGAE 
BIOMASSES ON GROUPS OF RATS KEPT ON ALGAE BIOMASS+ 
CASEIN AN0 SOYBEAN D I E T S  A69-115 10 
EFFECT OF CALCIUM AN0 FLUORINE LEVEL I N  D I E T  ON 
RESISTANCE OF RATS TO COMBINED GAMMA R A D I A T I O N  
AND STRONTIUM 90 INCORPORATION A69-80206  
EFFECT OF D I E T  AN0 VARIOUS PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
ON GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE AN0 
6-PHOSPHOGLUCONATE DEHYDROGENASE A C T I V I T I E S  I N  
RAT L I V E R  AND BRAIN A69-80207  
NUTRIT IONAL NEEDS OF ASTRONAUTS INCLUDING 
PROTOTYPE DIETS,  PACKAGING AND DISPENSING OF 
FOODS, AND STARVATION PERFORMANCE CAPACITY 
D IFFERENTIATION (BIOLOGY) 
CELLULAR DIFFERENTIATION I N  BONE, AN0 BONE CELL  
POPULATION CONCEPTS N69-10447  
D I F F U S I O N  COEFFIC IENT 
D I F F U S I O N  COEFFICIENTS FDR OXYGEN TRANSPORT I N  
WHOLE ELOODt DISCUSSING EFFECTS OF INTACT RED CELL  
CONCENTRAT I O N  A 6 9 - 1 2 4 7 9  
D I G I T A L  COMPUTERS 
D I G I T A L  COMPUTER MOOEL OF TOTAL BOOY 
ELECTROCAROIOGRAPHIC SURFACE MAP OF ADULT 
MALE TORSO S IMULATION WITH LUNGS 
A69-80203  
COMPUTER QUANTITATION OF S T-SEGMENT RESPONSE OF 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS OF HUMANS DURING MAXIMAL 
TREADMILL EXERCISES A 6 9 - 8 0 2 0 4  
DIPHENYL COMPOUNDS 
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE I N  DOGS EXPOSED TO ALTITUDE AN0 
DIPHENHYDRAMINE STIMULATION 
8 0 - 6 7 6 1 4 1  N69-11925  
DISEASES 
CONFERENCE ON BONE DISEASES AN0 REGENERATION, 
CELLULAR 01 FFERENTIATION. AN0 HOMEOSTASI S OF 
CALCIUM 
NASA-SP-161 N69-10444  
SYSTEM DISEASES OF BONE FROM VIEWPOINT OF CELL  OR 
T I S S U E  BIOLOGY N69-10448  
A I R  POLLUTION, RELATED OCCUPATIONAL D ISEASES*  
AND MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATIONS OF 
POLLUTANTS 
PB-179140  N 6 9 - 1 2 5 0 9  
A I R  POLLUTIONI RELATED OCCUPATIONAL OISEASESI AN0 
BIOLOGICAL AN0 HYGIENIC EFFECTS 
PB-179141  N69- 1 2  5 11 
DISPLACEMENT 
DISPLACEMENT OF STAGES FOUR AND R A P I D  EYE 
MOVEMENT SLEEP W I T H I N  FULL N IGHT OF SLEEP 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 5 1  
D ISPLAY DEVICES 
HEAD- UP DISPLAY / HUO/ FL IGHT INFORMATION 
APPLIED TO C I V I L  AVIATION, NOTING OPERATIONAL 
SAFETY IMPROVEMENT AND P I L O T  WORK LOA0 REDUCTION 
A 6 9 - 1 0 6 3 5  
MODULAR THREE DIMENSIONAL MOCKUP TECHNIQUE FOR 
ECONOMIZING AN0 F A C I L I T A T I N G  DESIGN OF CONTROL 
AN0 DISPLAY EQUIPMENT A69-11953  
OPERATOR HANDEDNESS EFFECT ON CONTROL OISPLAY 
MOVEMENT STEREOTYPES A 6 9 - 1 2 2 1 2  
AIRCRAFT COCKPIT OISPLAYS DESIGN FOR F L I G H T  
CONTROL AN0 NAVIGATION, DISCUSSING INTEGRATION+ 
P I C T O R I A L  REALISM, MOVING PART, PURSUIT TRACKING, 
FREQUENCY SEPARATION AND OPTIMUM SCALING 
A69-12213  
MOTION AND TEXTURE AS SOURCES OF SLANT 
INFORMAT I O N  A69-80022  
EFFECT OF OPERATORS HANDEDNESS ON SOME 
DIRECTIONAL STEREOTYPES I N  
CONT ROL-01 S PLAY RELATIONSHIPS A69-80153  
V I S U A L  FACTORS I N  DESIGN OF COMPUTER-CONTROLLED 
CATHODE RAY TUBE DISPLAYS A69-80158 
DESIGN FOR OPTICAL RATE DISPLAY FOR USE I N  
C R I T I C A L  TASK OF LANDING AIRCRAFT 
A69-80164  
DYNAMIC V I S U A L  CUES I N  F L Y I N G  - P I L O T  V ISUAL 
PERCEPTION DURING CARRIER LANDING UNDER CALM SEA 
CONDITIONS, AND V ISUAL REQUIREMENTS FOR OPTICAL 
PROJECTION OISPLAYS N69-11777 
IMAGE RESTORATION AN0 ENHANCEMENT - OEVELOPMENT 
AN0 IMPLEMENTATION OF D ISPLAY PROCESSING METHOO 
1-17 
DISTANCE SUBJECT INDEX 
/ELASTIC  SURFACE TRANSFORMATION/ FOR OPERATOR 
MANIPULATION AND ENHANCEMENT OF MARGINAL SIGNALS 
N69-11782  
IMAGE PROCESSING AN0 RELATIONSHIP  TO HUMAN SYSTEMS 
N69-11783 
V I S U A L  FACTORS RELATE0 TO DESIGN AND USE OF 
DIRECT-VIEW ELECTRO-OPTICAL DEVICES 
N69-11785  
COMPREHENSIVE THEORY FOR DISPLAYS USED I N  MANUAL 
CONTROL SYSTEMS DEVELOPED I N  SERVO ANALYTIC 
TERMS 
AD-675983 N69-12 15 1 
D I  STANCE 
EFFECT OF OBSERVER SET ON PERCEIVED EGOCENTRIC 
DISTANCE A69-80178  
TARGET STRUCTURE AND V I S U A L  PERCEPTION OF DISTANCE 
I N  HUMANS A69-80213  
V I S U A L  I L L U S I O N S  AND PROBLEMS OF EVALUATING 
ALT ITUDE AN0 DISTANCE I N  F L Y I N G  
A69-80218  
D I S T R I B U T I O N  (PROPERTY) 
MOTION AND TEXTURE AS SOURCES OF SLANT 
INFORMATION A69-80022  
SEASONAL VARIATION AND THERMAL CHANGES I N  PALMAR 
S K I N  RESISTANCE PATTERNS I N  HUMANS 
169-80049 
D I S T R I B U T I D N  FUNCTIONS 
O I S T R I B U T I O N  ANALYSIS OF V E N T I L A T I O N t  PERFUSION 
AND OXYGEN DIFFUSING CAPACITY I N  LUNG THROUGH 
CONCENTRATION CHANGES FOR INSPIRED CARBON 
DIOXIDE,  OXYGEN AND HELIUM A69-80092  
D I U R E S I S  
SHORT LATENCY A N T I D I U R E S I S  FOLLOWING I N I T I A T I O N  
OF FOOD INGESTION BY FOOD DEPRIVED RATS, NOTING 
POSSIBLE S IGNALING FACTOR A69-10860  
D IURET I C s  
D I U R E T I C  EFFECT OF ACETYLCHOLINE I N  CHICKEN 
A69-80055 
DOGS 
PROPHYLACTIC AN0 THERAPEUTIC V I T A M I N  AN0 ORGANIC 
COMPOUNDS COMPLEXES I N  R A D I A T I O N  DAMAGE REDUCTION 
AN0 DEATH PREVENTION FOR DOGS EXPOSED TO X RAYS 
A69-11493  
CONTROL MECHANISMS OF HEMODYNAMIC SHIFTS FROM 
OOGS SUBJECTED TO ACCELERATION UNDER ANESTHESIA 
A69-11503  
RESPIRATORY VARIATIONS OF BARORECEPTOR REFLEX 
TRANSMISSION AND THEIR EFFECTS OF SYMPATHETIC 
A C T I V I T Y  AND VASOMOTOR TONE I N  DOGS 
A 6 9 4 0 0 9 6  
EFFECT OF LONG TERM USAGE OF PYRAZOLONE 
DERIVATIVES ON RENAL FUNCTION AN0 WATER AN0 
ELECTROLYTE METABOLISMS I N  DOGS 
A 6 9 4 0 1 4 5  
SECRETION OF COAGULATION AN0 F I B R I N O L Y S I S  FACTORS 
BY DOG VASCULAR WALLS DURING HYPOXIA 
A69-80150  
CHANGES I N  MICROCIRCULATORY BEDS OF DIAPHRAGM, 
PERICARDIUM, AND RENAL FIBROUS CAPSULE UNDER 
ACCELERATION STRESS I N  TRAINED AND UNTRAINED 
DOGS A 6 9 - 8 0 1 5 1  
INTRAORGAN VASCULAR BED OF GLANDS OF DOGS AND 
RABBITS O F  MOUNTAINOUS HIGHLANDS 
A69-80185  
NEUROHUMORAL CONTROL SYSTEMS OPERATION I N  
ADJUSTMENT O F  VENTRICULAR PERFORMANCE - EFFECTS 
OF CAROTID SINUS HYPOTENSION ON CARDIAC FUNCTION 
AND AORTIC PRESSURE I N  AWAKE, INTACT DOGS 
NASA-CR-97625 N69-10970  
METABOLIC EFFECTS ON DOGS OF LONG TERM EXPOSURE TO 
PARTIAL  PRESSURE OF 60 MM HG CARBON D I O X I D E  
AD-676143 N 6 9 - 1 1 8 0 0  
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE I N  DOGS EXPOSE0 TO ALT ITUDE AN0 
DIPHENHYDRAMINE STIMULATION 
AD-676141 N69-1192  5 
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON 
GASTROINTESTINAL SECRETIONS I N  DOGS 
N69-12034  
PROLONGEO I M M O B I L I Z A T I O N  EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR 
RESPONSE OF DOGS DURING ORTHOSTATIC TESTS AN0 
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION N69-12035  
DDS I METERS 
FAST NEUTRON DOSIMETRY TECHNIQUES TESTED ON 
T I D - 2 4 6 0 9  N69-11235  
VARIABLE ENERGY GAMMA RAY PRODUCTION, NEUTRON 
SOURCESI AND S C I N T I L L A T I O N  DOSIMETERS 
NASA-CR-66720 
THERMOLUMINESCENCE DOSIMETERS FOR PERSONNEL 
RADIATION MONITERING N69-1162 3 
CF 2 5 2  SOURCE I N  SIMULATE0 TISSUE ENVIRONMENT 
N69-11528  
DROSOPHILA 
BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF SPACE EFFECTS ON 
BEETLES. SEEDS, TURTLES, DROSOPHILA, AND 
BACTERIA DURING CIRCUMLUNAR F L I G H T  OF ZOND-5 
NASA-CR-97775 N69-11830  
ORUGS 
PHOSPHODIESTERASE A C T I V I T Y  OF ANTERIOR PITUITARY, 
MEDIAN EMINENCE, HEART AN0 CEREBRAL CORTEX OF RAT, 
STUDYING EFFECTS OF CAFFEINE, THEOPHYLLINE AN0 
A69-11885  HYDROCORTISONE 
EFFECTS OF DRUGS ON SENSORY FUNCTIONS I N  
MAN - REPORTS OF SYMPOSIUM A69-80133  
SYSTEMIC AND LOCAL EFFECTS OF DRUGS ON COCHLEAR 
NUCLEUS A69- 8 0 1  3 5 
ELECTRONYSTAGMIC STUDIES SHOWING EFFECTS OF 
VARIOUS DRUGS, MOTION SICKNESS AN0 EYE 
MOVEMENTS I N  RABBITS A69-80136  
EFFECT OF AMPHETAMINE, CHLORPROMAZINE, 
AMYLOBARBITONE AN0 DIAZEPAM ON AUDITORY 
FLUTTER FUSION I N  MAN A 6 9 - 8 0 1 3 7  
DRUG EFFECTS ON CONES I N  COLOR V I S I O N  OF HAN 
A69-80138  
DRUG EFFECTS ON V ISUAL AND PROPRIOCEPTIVE 
MODALIT IES DURING PSYCHOMOTOR TASK 
A 6 9 - 8 0 1 4 0  
EFFECT OF LONG TERM USAGE OF PYRAZOLONE 
DERIVATIVES ON RENAL FUNCTION AN0 WATER AND 
ELECTROLYTE METABOLISMS I N  DOGS 
A69-80145  
DRUG EFFECTS ON HYPOGLYCEMIC INDUCE0 EDEMA OF 
LUNGS I N  RATS 
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE I N  DOGS EXPOSED TO ALTITUDE AN0 
OIPHENHYORAMINE STIMULATION 
AD-676 141 N69-11925  
A69-80148  
DYES 
SPECTRAL ABSORPTION CURVES OF HEMATOXYLIN STAINS 
I N  STAINED T ISSUE SECTIONS OF RAT THYROID 
A69-  10924 
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
ASSESSMENT OF F I D E L I T Y  D F  DYNAMIC F L I G H T  
SIMULATORS A 6 9 - 8 0 1 5 7  
DERIVATION OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS RELATING 
OPERATOR APPLIED FORCE TO SIGNAL EMANATING FROM 
CONTROL FOR FOUR COMMON TYPES OF JOYSTICKS 
A69-80163  
DYNAMIC MODELS 
NEUROMUSCULAR ACTUATION SYSTEM MODEL, NOTING 
1-18 
SUBJECT INDEX ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY 
C O H P A T I 8 I L I T Y  WITH HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 
ANATOMICAL DATA I N  TRACKING TASKS 
A69-11952  
DYNAMIC F L I G H T  SIMULATORS F I D E L I T Y  ASSESSMENT. 
DISCUSSING HYBRID METHOD BASE0 ON P I L O T  
PSYCHOMOTOR RESPONSES A69-12215  
DYNAMIC MOOEL FOR HUMAN AUDITORY SOUND PERCEPTION 
AN0 FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS 
N69-11578  
DYNAMIC RESPONSE 
HUMAN BODY DYNAMIC RESPONSE TO V IBRATION COMBINE0 
WITH L I N E A R  ACCELERATION, NOTING CHANGES I N  BODY 
MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE AND RESONANCE 
A69-11335  
CONTINUING AN0 REVERSING OIRECTION OF RESPONDING 
MOVEMENTS - SOME EXCEPTIONS TO PSYCHOLOGICAL 
REFRACTORY PERIOD A69-80107  
OY NAMOMETERS 
MANUAL DYNAMOMETER METHOD OF EVALUATING ACCURACY 
AN0 S T A B I L I T Y  OF HUMAN TIME-STRENGTH REACTIONS 
N69-11133  
E 
EAR 
T O X I C  EFFECTS OF VARIOUS A N T I B I O T I C S  ON VESTIBULAR 
AN0 COCHLEAR CELLS I N  HUMANS A69-80134  
HEARING AN0 BIOLOGICAL SOUND R A D I A T I O N  
N69-11942  
EAR PROTECTORS 
DESIGN. CONSTRUCTIONI AN0 TESTING OF EAR PROTECTOR 
FOR USE I N  ARMORED VEHICLES 
AO-6755 11 N69-12506  
EARTH ORBITS 
V ISUAL ACUITY AN0 V I S I B I L I T Y  OF MARKINGS ON 
GROUND I N  LONG DURATION EARTH ORBITAL  SPACE 
FL IGHT 
NASA-07-1134 N69-108  13 
ECOLOGY 
SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET R A D I A T I O N  CONSIDERED ECOLOGICAL 
FACTOR I N  PLANTS GROWING ON EAST SLOPE OF 
COLORADO RANGE N69-11401  
ECONOMICS 
SAFETY PROBLEMS ACCOMPANYING TECHNOLOGICAL AN0 
ECONOMIC PROGRESS 
EUR-3911. I N69-10622  
ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF WEATHER AN0 CLIMATE 
MODIF ICATION ON HUMAN ADJUSTMENT 
N69-11390  
EDEMA 
ORUG EFFECTS ON HYPOGLYCEMIC INDUCE0 EDEMA OF 
LUNGS I N  RATS A 6 9 4 0 1 4 8  
EFFERENT NERVOUS SYSTEMS 
PHYSIOLOGICAL. CYTOCHEMICAL AN0 HISTOLOGICAL 
EFFECTS ON MUSCULAR ACTIV ITYI  NERVOUS SYSTEM, 
ADRENAL AN0 THYROID GLANDS AN0 L I V E R  OF MICE 
DURING 30 DAY HYPOKINESIA A69-11502  
BACKGROUND BIOELECTRIC A C T I V I T Y  I N  EFFERENT 
NERVOUS SYSTEMS OF CATS EXPOSED TO SUPER-HIGH 
FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC F I E L D S  
A 6 9 4 0 1 4 9  
EGGS 
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON F E R T I L I Z E 0  FROG EGG 
DEVELOPMENT ON BOAR0 G E M I N I  8 AN0 12 MANNEO 
ORBITAL FLIGHTS, DISCUSSING CELL  D I V I S I O N ,  
D IFFERENTIATION AN0 EMBRYOGENESIS 
~ 6 9 - i i o a 4  
ENERGY LOSSES AT DIFFERENT STAGES I N  DEVELOPING 
FROG EGGS 
NASA-TT-F-11948 N69-10691  
E L A S T I C  WAVES 
H F PRESSURE WAVES DISPERSION I N  BLOOD VESSELS 
ASCRIBED TO VISCOELASTIC BEHAVIOR OF WALLS 
A69-12602  
ELECTRIC CURRENT 
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ELECTRICITY ON HUMAN BODY 
AN0 I T S  ORGANS. AN0 TOLERANCE L I M I T S  TO ELECTRIC 
CURRENTS N69-12439  
ELECTRIC F I E L D S  
WEAK ALTERNATING ELECTRIC F I E L O  EFFECTS ON HUMAN 
CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS A 6 9 - 1 0 1 6 7  
ELECTRIC S T I M U L I  
MUTAGENIC EFFECT OF P O S I T I V E  AN0 NEGATIVE ELECTRIC 
ST IMULATION I N  ALL IUM CEPA ROOT CELLS DURING 
GROWTH A69-80069  
ELECTRO-OPTICS 
CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS I N  OPTICS AN0 V I S I O N  
/ MEETING OF COMMITTEE ON V I S I O N  1967/ 
AD-67 3425 N69- 1177 6 
V I S U A L  FACTORS RELATED TO DESIGN AN0 USE OF 
DIRECT-VIEU ELECTRO-OPTICAL DEVICES 
N69-11785  
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY 
USE OF LIQUID-JUNCTION ELECTRODES I N  RECORDING 
HUMAN ELECTROCAROIOGRAM A69-80057 
COMPARISON OF DETECTION SPEED FOR ISCHEMIC CHANGES 
I N  CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF VECTOR LOOP AN0 
A X I A L  ELECTROCAROIOGRAMS I N  NORMAL AN0 HEART 
DISEASE PATIENTS BEFORE AN0 AFTER EXERCISE 
A 6 9 8 0 0 5 8  
D I G I T A L  COMPUTER MOOEL OF TOTAL BODY 
ELECTROCAROIOGRAPHIC SURFACE MAP OF ADULT 
MALE TORSO SIMULATION WITH LUNGS 
A 6 9 - 8 0 2 0 3  
COMPUTER QUANTITATION OF S T-SEGMEfdT RESPONSE OF 
ELECTROCAROIOGRAMS OF HUMANS DURING MAXIMAL 
TREAOMILL EXERCISES A69-80204  
METHODS AN0 EQUIPMENT FOR AUTOMATIC RECOGNITION 
OF PATHOLOGICAL PATTERNS DURING 
ELECTROCAROIOGRAPHIC TRACINGS 
J PRS -46190 N69-  10660 
VECTOR ANALYSIS OF EKG DATA ON CHANGES I N  
MYOCAROIAL BIOELECTRIC A C T I V I T Y  I N  HEALTHY AN0 
S I C K  PERSONS ON EXCESSIVE PRESSURE BREATHING 
OF OXYGEN N69-11727  
ELECTROCAROIOGRAM AMPLIFIER-TRANSMITTER FOR USE 
WITH DRY ELECTRODES ON SUBJECTS I N  ORBIT ING 
LABORATORIES 
AD-676142 N69-11974  
ELECTRODES 
NEUTRAL BUOYANCY MICROELECTRODE FOR PROLONGED 
RECORDING FROM SINGLE NERVE U N I T S  
A69-11865 
USE OF LIQUID-JUNCTION ELECTRODES I N  RECORDING 
HUMAN ELECTROCAROIOGRAM A69-80057  
S IMPLE METHOD FOR PREPARING AN0 IMPLANTING F I N E  
WIRE ELECTRODES A69-8 01 18 
DEVELOPMENT AN0 FABRICATION OF ELECTRODES FOR USE 
I N  MULTICHANNEL TELEMETRY 
NAS A-CR-97745 N69-11291  
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY 
HUMAN PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS INVOLVE0 I N  GENESIS OF 
CONTINGENT OR CONATIVE NEGATIVE VARIATION USING 
EEG A C T I V I T Y  MEASUREMENTS A 6 9 - 1 0 9 0 4  
HEAO INJURY C L I N I C A L  AN0 LABORATORY LONG TERM 
FOLLOW-UP DATA, DISCUSSING CONSCIOUS STATE 
ALTERATIONS, FOCAL NEUROLOGICAL D E F I C I T .  EEG 
ABNORNALIT I E S t  ETC A69-11346  
INCRE~ING HYPOXIA EFFECTS ON RABBIT EEG AND 
L IGHT FLASH CONOITIONEO ALIMENTARY REFLEX FOR 
SIMULATED ALT ITUDE ASCENT. NOTING SUBCORTICAL 
ST IMULATION A69-11492  
1-19 
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION SUBJECT INDEX 
F L E X I B L E  PRINTED CIRCUITRY ELECTRODE ARRAYS 
FABRICATION FOR SURFACE CORTICAL POTENTIALS 
RECORDING I N  ANIMALS A69-12 bo1 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM ALPHA RHYTHM AND T I  ME 
JUDGMENT 869-80104 
HUMAN BODY M O T I L I T Y  DURING SLEEP AND I T S  RELATION 
TO K-COMPLEX OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM 
A69-80110  
EFFECT OF TRANQUILIZERS ON ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC 
ACTIVATION I N  WAKEFUL R A B B I T  INDUCED BY 
3r 4-DIOXYPHENYLALANI NE / DOPA/ A69-80192  
EFFECTS OF PRENATAL MATERNAL DECOMPRESSION ON 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC DEVELOPMENT OF THREE 
YEAR OLD CHILDREN A69-80212  
MICROMINIATURIZATION I N  RECORDING AND PROCESSING 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC DATA ON CONDITIONED 
REFLEXES Nb9-11480  
APPLICATION OF COMPUTERS I N  EVALUATING 
B IOELECTRIC PHENOMENA OF B R A I N  N69-11941  
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION 
BACKGROUND BIOELECTRIC A C T I V I T Y  I N  EFFERENT 
NERVOUS SYSTEMS OF CATS EXPOSED TO SUPER-HIGH 
FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC F I E L D S  
A69-80149  
E L  ECTROMYOGRAPHY 
ELECTROMYOGRAPHICAL STUDY OF INTERRELATIONSHIP  I N  
RABBITS ANTAGONIST MUSCLE REFLEX CENTERS DURING 
LOCAL V IBRATION Ab9-80072  
ELECTRON MICROSCOPES 
PEDOSCOPE USE I N  S O I L  MICROBIOLOGICAL STUDIES 
INCLUDING ECDLOGY, INFECTION SUSCEPTIB IL ITY I  ETC 
A69-11092  
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
ANALYSIS OF WORK STRUCTURE AND ERRORS I N  
CORRECTIVE ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE 
AD-666568 N69-12279  
ELECTRONIC RECORDING SYSTEMS 
ANALYSIS OF CARDIAC CYCLE PHASES I N  MAN BY 
ULTRASONIC DOPPLER VALVULOCARDIOGRAPHY 
A69-80074  
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY 
PREREQUISITES AND P O S S I B I L I T I E S  OF OBJECTIVE 
CLASSICAL AND REFLEX AUDIOMETRICAL PROCEDURES 
A 6 9 4 0 2 1 7  
ELECTRORETINOGRAPHY 
EFFECT OF ETHANOL ON C R I T I C A L  FUSION FREQUENCY AND 
ELECTRORETINOGRAM I N  MAN A69-8 0 1 3 9  
LASER R A D I A T I O N  EFFECTS ON MORPHOLOGY AND FUNCTION 
OF OCULAR T ISSUE 
AD-675416  N69-12261  
ELECTROSTATICS 
NONEXISTENCE OF BIOTA- CLOUD RECONTAMINATION 
HAZARD FOR PLANETARY LANDER PROVED BY ANALYSIS 
OF INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SMALL PARTICLES AND 
PHYSICAL F I E L D S  AROUND VEHICLE A b 9 - 1 1 7 7 1  
E L I M I N A T I O N  
E L I M I N A T I O N  RATE OF METABOLIC WASTE PRODUCTS OF 
MAN I N  INSULATION S U I T  Nb9-12044  
EMBRYOLOGY 
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON F E R T I L I Z E D  FROG EGG 
DEVELOPMENT ON BOARD GEMINI  8 AN0 12  MANNED 
ORBITAL FLIGHTS, D ISCUSSING C E L L  D I V I S I O N .  
D IFFERENTIATION AN0 EMBRYOGENESIS 
Ab9-11084  
EMOTIONAL FACTORS 
BLOOD GLUCOSE CHANGES I N  MEN DURING STARVATION I N  
RELATION TO PSYCHIC L A 8 I L I T Y  Ab9-80173  
SPACE ENVIRONMENT S IMULATION EFFECTS ON AUTONOMIC 
NERVOUS SYSTEM. PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES, AND 
EMOTIONAL STATE OF MEN CONFINED I N  SMALL TEST 
CHAMBER N 6 9 - 1 1 7 1 1  
EMOTIONAL FACTORS AND NEURO-ENOROCRINE REGULATION 
CF PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS DURING F L I G H T  
N69-11723  
PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS OF ADAPTATION TO F L Y I N G  
UNDER CONDITIONS OF MODERATE HYPEROXIA AND 
EMOTIONAL HYPERVENTILATION N b 9 - 1 1 7 2 4  
ENDOCRINE SECRETIONS 
HUMAN ENDOCRINE-METABOLIC RESPONSE TO SEQUENTIAL 
DECOMPRESSION EXPOSURE DURING SIMULATED ORBITAL  
FL IGHT OR EXTRAVEHICULAR A C T I V I T Y  
A 6 9 - 1 1 3 3 7  
HUMAN ENDOCRINE-METABOLIC RESPONSE TO SEQUENTIAL 
DECOMPRESSION DURING SIMULATED ORBITAL F L I G H T  
AD-676 144 N69-11796  
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON 
GASTROINTESTINAL SECRETIONS I N  DOGS 
N69-12034 
ENDOCRINE SYSTEMS 
PITUITARY-ADRENOCORTICAL A X I S  AN0 NEURO-ENDOCRINE 
FUNCTIONS I N  ANIMALS MAINTAINED I N  OXYGEN 
ATMOSPHERE, DISCUSSING NOREPINEPHRINE AND 
EPINEPHRINE EXCRETION VALUES, ETC 
A69-11343  
ENDOCRINOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF EXPOSURE TO H I G H  
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURES - REVIEW OF CURRENl 
WORK 
EMOTIONAL FACTORS AND NEURO-ENDROCRINE REGULATION 
OF PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS DURING F L I G H T  
Ab9-80007  
N69-11723  
ENERGY D I S S I P A T I O N  
ENERGY LOSSES AT DIFFERENT STAGES I N  DEVELOPING 
FROG EGGS 
NAS A-TT-F- 1 1 9 4 8  N 6 9 - 1 0 6 9 1  
ENERGY REQU IREHENTS 
ADAPTATION OF ENERGY EXPENDITURE OF TRAINED 
ATHLETES TO REPEATED CONCENTRIC AND ECCENTRIC 
MUSCLE CONTRACTIONS A69- 8 0 0 4 2  
EFFECT OF WORKLOAD DURING TRAINING OF RATE OF 
ENERGY METABOLISM I N  ATHLETES A69-80077  
ENERGY TRANSFER 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF ENERGY AND MASS TRANSFER 
PROCESSES I N  CLOSED LOOP MULTICOMPONENT L I F E  
SUPPORT SYSTEMS A69- 11 3 1 6 
ENGINE DESIGN 
HUMAN REACTION TO AIRCRAFT ENGINE NOISE, 
EVALUATING EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL AND 
CONSTRAINTS ON ENGINE DESIGN A69- 12 7 6 6 
ENGINE NOISE 
HUMAN REACTION TO AIRCRAFT ENGINE NOISE, 
EVALUATING EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL AND 
CONSTRAINTS ON ENGINE DESIGN A69-12166  
ENVIRONMENT S IMULATION 
AUTOMATIC L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM TRIED ON LEECHES 
FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS A 6 9 - 1 1 0 8 0  
PITUITARY-ADRENOCORTICAL A X I S  AND NEURO-ENDOCRINE 
FUNCTIONS I N  ANIMALS MAINTAINED I N  OXYGEN 
ATMOSPHERE, DISCUSSING NOREPINEPHRINE AND 
EPINEPHRINE EXCRETION VALUES, ETC 
A69-11343  
MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION OF TEMPERATURE AND 
HUMIDITY CHANGES I N  COMPARTMENTS OF HERMETICALLY 
SEALED SPACE VEHICLE CABINS A b 9 - 1 1 4 8 9  
ENVIRONMENT SIMULATORS 
LUNAR GRAVITY SIMULATION EFFECT ON HUMAN 
PERFORMANCEt DISCUSSING F I D E L I T Y  REQUIREMENTS. 
SELF LOCOMOTIONI METABOLIC RATE AND PSYCHOMOTOR 
TASK DECREMENT A 6 9 - I 2 2 1 7  
MARS ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION FOR DETERMINING 
POSSIBLE EXISTENCE O F  EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  
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SUBJECT INDEX EUROPEAN SPACE PROGRAMS 
NASA-CR-97788 N69-12078  
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  OF PSEUDOMONAS SPECIES ISOLATED 
FROM HOSPITAL ENVIRONMENT AND HUMAN SOURCES 
A69-80125  
HUMAN TOLERANCE I N  THERMAL ENVIRONMENT, THERMAL 
PHYSIOLOGY OF SPACE CLOTHING, AND BIOTHERMAL 
CONSIDERATIONS I N  SPACE C A B I N  DESIGN 
N69-12440  
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING 
PHYSICAL BASES AND INVESTIGATIONS OF NEW 
V E N T I L A T I N G  SYSTEM FOR CLEAN ROOMS 
A69-80 19 5 
ENWIRONHENTAL TESTS 
RESISTANCE OF ANIMAL ORGANISMS AND CELLS TO 
EXTREME ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS DISCUSSING 
EXOBIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL 
L I F E  SYSTEMS 869-11083 
ENZYME A C T I V I T Y  
TYROSINE TRANSAMINASE A C T I V I T Y  ESTIMATION BY 
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPIC ASSAY METHOD, DISCUSSING 
APPLICATION TO RAT L I V E R  AND OTHER ORGANS 
A69-10902  
GLYCOLYSIS RATE ROLE I N  REGULATION OF SUBSTRATE 
I N H I B I T I O N  OF DEHYDROGENASES 8 6 9 - 1 0 9 3 1  
I N S I G N I F I C A N T  OR RECOVERABLE CHANGES OBSERVED I N  
BLOOD ACETYLCHOLINE CONTENT AND CHOLINESTERASE 
A C T I V I T Y  OF RABBITS SUBJECTED TO 8 G ACCELERATIDN 
A 6 9 - 1 1 4 9 1  
1.5 G ANGULAR ACCELERATIDN EFFECTS ON 
ACETYLCHOLINE METABOLISM I N  GUINEA P I G  BRAINS AND 
HEARTS A69-11505  
RIBULOSE DIPHOSPHATE CARBOXYLASE AND 
PHOSPHOR I BULOK INASE ACT1 V I  TY I N  CHEMOSYNTHETIC 
AUTOTROPHS THIOBACILLUS THIOPARUS AND 
AND GEL F I L T R A T I O N  CHARACTERISTICS 
THIOBACILLUS NEAPOLITANUS, NOTING SEDIMENTATION 
A69-11866  
PHOSPHODIESTERASE A C T I V I T Y  OF ANTERIOR PITUITARY, 
MEDIAN EMINENCE, HEART AN0 CEREBRAL CORTEX OF RAT, 
STUDYING EFFECTS OF CAFFEINE, THEOPHYLLINE AND 
HYOROCORT ISONE A69-11885 
LACTODEHYDROGENASE A C T I V I T Y  AND LDG ISOENZYMES 
RATIO I N  VARIOUS TISSUES OF RATS DURING EXPOSURE 
TO PROLONGED HYPOXIA AT SIMULATED HEIGHTS 
A69-11982  
EFFECT OF PROLONGED EXERCISE ON COMPONENTS OF 
BLOOD F I B R I N O L Y T I C  ENZYME SYSTEM 
Ab9-80126  
BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES I N  RATS AN0 MICE ENZYME 
A C T I V I T Y  AFTER POLYETHYLENE POLYAMINE 
POISONING A69-80146  
INFLUENCE OF REGULAR MUSCULAR A C T I V I T Y  ON ENZYME 
A C T I V I T Y  RESPONSIBLE FOR CONVERSION OF GLYCOGEN 
AND GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE I N  MUSCLES AND L I V E R  OF 
RATS A69-80186  
CATECHOLAMINE META8OLISM AN0 ENZYME A C T I V I T Y  I N  
RABBIT  HEART A69-80200  
EFFECT OF D I E T  AND VARIOUS PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
ON GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE AND 
6-PHOSPHOGLUCONATE DEHYDROGENASE A C T I V I T I E S  I N  
RAT L I V E R  AN0 BRAIN Ab9-80207  
A C T I V I T Y  O F  D N A-ASE 2 I N  SPLEEN 
MICROSTRUCTURES OF IRRADIATED RATS PROTECTED BY 
CY STEAM I N  E 169-80209 
EFFECT OF CARBON MONOXIDE ON WHOLE F I B R I N O L Y T I C  
A C T I V I T Y  I N  INDUSTRIAL  WORKERS Ab9-80214  
U. S.S.R. STUDIES I N  AEROSPACE MEDICINE AN0 
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENTS - HUMAN 
METABOLISM AND NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES DURING 
SPACE S IMULATIONt  AND EXOBIOLOGICAL RESEARCH 
JPRS-46930 N69- 12028 
ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON CELLULAR ENZYMATIC 
A C T I V I T Y  I N  MAN AND RATS N69-12032  
ENZYMATIC A C T I V I T Y  CHANGES I N  RATS CAUSE0 B Y  
LANDING IMPACT ACCELERATIONS N69-12036  
ENZYMOLOGY 
PYRIDINE NUCLEOTIDE-LINKED 0-LACTATE 
DEHYDROGENASE STEREOSP E C I  F I C  I T Y  I N  VARIOUS SPEC I E S 
OF INVERTEBRATES A69-11198  
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PHOSPHDRIBULOK I N A S E  A C T I V I T Y  I N  CHEMOSYNTHETIC 
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AND GEL F I L T R A T I O N  CHARACTERISTICS 
THIDBACILLUS NEAPOLITANUS, NOTING SEDIMENTATION 
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LACTDDEHYOROGENASE A C T I V I T Y  AND LOG ISOENZYMES 
RATIO I N  VARIOUS TISSUES OF RATS DURING EXPOSURE 
TO PROLONGED HYPOXIA AT SIMULATED HEIGHTS 
A69- 1 1982 
ECIUIPMENT SPECIF ICATIONS 
DESIGN FOR OPTICAL RATE DISPLAY FOR USE I N  
C R I T I C A L  TASK OF LANDING AIRCRAFT 
A69-80164  
ERROR ANALYSIS 
ANALYSIS OF WORK STRUCTURE AND ERRORS I N  
CORRECTIVE ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE 
AD-666568 Nb9-12279  
ERROR FUNCTIONS 
ERROR REDUCTION I N  I D E N T I F Y I N G  P I L O T  DESCRIBING 
FUNCTION FROM FL IGHT TEST DATA BY SHIFT ING I N P U T  
S IGNAL BY P I L O T  DELAY T IME I N  SIMULATED COMPUTER 
MODEL 869-1 1950 
ERROR SIGNALS 
ERROR REDUCTION I N  I D E N T I F Y I N G  P I L O T  DESCRIBING 
FUNCTION FROM FL IGHT TEST DATA BY SHIFT ING I N P U T  
S IGNAL BY P I L O T  DELAY T IME I N  SIMULATED COMPUTER 
MODEL A 6 9 - 1 1 9 5 0  
ERYTHROCYTES 
EFFECT OF IRON GLYCEROPHOSPHATE ON HEMOGLOBIN AN0 
MYOGLOBIN CONTENT AND ERYTHROPOESIS I N  RATS 
FOLLOWING PHYSICAL EXERCISE A69-80169  
ESCHERICHIA 
STUDY OF BETA-MERCAPTOPRDPYLAMINE EFFECT ON 
INDUCED PHAGE FORMATION I N  LYSOGENIC CULTURE E. 
C O L I  K -12  GAMMA ON BOARD VOSTOK-5 AN0 - 6  
SPACECRAFT Ab9-80004  
ESTIMATING 
MAGNITUDE OF EXPERIMENTAL EFFECT AN0 TABLE FOR I T S  
RAPID EST1 MAT I O N  Ab9-80119  
ESTIMATION OF TROPOSPHERIC WINOS OVER TROPICS AN0 
SUBTROPICS FROM CIRRIFORM CLOUD FORMATIONS I N  
METEOROLOGICAL S A T E L L I T E  PHOTOGRAPHS 
NESCTM-8 N 6 9 - I 0 3 0 7  
ETHYL ALCOHOL 
EFFECT OF ETHANOL ON C R I T I C A L  FUSION FREQUENCY AND 
A69-BO139 ELECTRORETINOGRAM I N  MAN 
T I M E  RELATIONS OF EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL COMPARED TO 
PLACEBO I N  HUMANS - DOSE-RESPONSE CURVE FOR 
PSYCHOMOTOR AND PERCEPTUAL TEST PERFORMANCE AN0 
ALCOHOL LEVELS I N  BLOOD AND URINE 
A b 9 - 8 0 1 8 1  
ETHYLENE OXIDE 
GERMICIDAL A C T I V I T Y  OF ETHYLENE OXIDE AGAINST 
SPORES OF BACILLUS G L D B I G I I  I N  STATIC  AN0 
DYNAMIC CHAMBERS 
NAS A-CR-97457 N69-10300  
EUROPEAN SPACE PROGRAMS 
FRENCH APPLIED AND BASIC RESEARCH I N  SPACE BIOLOGY 
INCLUDING MANNED SPACE FLIGHT, DEEP SPACE 
PROBLEMS, WEIGHTLESSNESS AND COSMIC HEAVY I O N  
RADIATION EFFECTS A 6 9 - 1 1 9 0 9  
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EUSTACHIAN TUBES SUBJECT INDEX 
EUSTACHIAN TUBES 
EUSTACHIAN TUBE FUNCTION AS RELATE0 TO A N T I B I O T I C  
TREATMENT AN0 SURGERY A69-BO127 
EVALUATION 
ASSESSMENT OF HAZARDS OF IMPULSE NOISE I N  
INOUSTRY A69-80082  
EVALUATION OF ACCEPTABLE NOISE LEVELS I N  
ADOLESCENTS - STANOAROIZATION OF H I G H  FREQUENCY 
INDUSTRIAL  N O I S E  A69-80083  
EVALUATION OF COMMERCIAL A I R  F I L T E R  FOR REMOVAL OF 
VIRUSES FROM A I R  A69-BO124 
ASSESSMENT OF F I D E L I T Y  OF DYNAMIC F L I G H T  
SIMULATORS A69-80157  
EVALUATION OF TESTS FOR DIAGNOSIS  OF CORONARY 
ARTERY DISEASE AN0 F L I G H T  F I T N E S S  OF A I R L I N E  
P I L O T S  A69-80172  
EVALUATION OF INSULATION PROPERTIES OF PLASTIC  
GARMENT MATERIAL I N  CLOTHING A69-80175  
PREREQUISITES AN0 P O S S I B I L I T I E S  OF OBJECTIVE 
CLASSICAL AN0 REFLEX AUOIOMETRICAL PROCEDURES 
A69-BO217 
EXCRETION 
RENAL EFFECTS OF MODERATE HYPOXIA EXPOSURE I N  MICE 
AS REFLECTED I N  URINE VOLUME AN0 ELECTROLYTE 
EXCRETION PATTERNS DURING FOUR DAYS AT SIMULATED 
ALT ITUDE A b 9 - 1 0 9 2 1  
EXHAUST SYSTEMS 
FL IGHT VEHICLE CABINS VENTILATION FOR UNDESIRABLE 
GAS CONTAMINANTS REMOVAL. DISCUSSING CONTAMINANT 
CONCENTRATION CALCULATION AN0 AUTOMATIC CONTROL 
A69-11512  
EXOBIOLOGY 
SPACE CONTROLLED MICROBIOLOGY, DISCUSSING 
TELEMETRY CONTROL OF WASTE MATERIAL CONVERSION I N  
A I R  AND WATER POLLUTION 
UN PAPER 68-95861 A69-10456  
SPACE BIOLOGY. DISCUSSING U.S. RESEARCH PROGRAM, 
EMPHASIZING GRAVITY/ORGANISM REACTIONS, 
BIOCHRONOLOGY AN0 EXOBIOLOGY 
UN PAPER 6 8 - 9 5 3 4 5  A69-10486  
COSMIC RADIATION GENETIC. CYTOLOGICAL AN0 
HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES, PARTICULARLY OF PATHOLOGICAL 
NATURE. ON ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS EMPLOYE0 I N  LONG 
DURATION SOVIET MANNED F L I G H T S  
A69-10948 
BIOLOGICAL L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM BASE0 ON CONTINUOUS 
ALGAE SEAWEED C U L T I V A T I O N  AS L I N K  OF CLOSE0 
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM, DISCUSSING DESIGN AN0 
PERFORMANCE A69-11077  
RESISTANCE O F  ANIMAL ORGANISMS AN0 CELLS TO 
EXTREME ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS DISCUSSING 
EXOBIOLOGICAL I M P L I C A T I O N S  FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL 
L I F E  SYSTEMS A69-11083  
MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR CHLORELLA CELL  AN0 
BIOMASS GROWTH UNDER I L L U M I N A T I O N  DURING SPACE 
FLIGHT. NOTING I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  PRESENCE 
A69-11508  
EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  P O S S I B I L I T Y  I N  SOLAR SYSTEM, 
NOTING MARTIAN ATMOSPHERE AN0 TERRESTRIAL L I F E  
AOAPTION TO MARS SIMULATIONS 669-11770 
FRENCH APPLIED AN0 B A S I C  RESEARCH I N  SPACE BIOLOGY 
INCLUDING MANNED SPACE FLIGHT. DEEP SPACE 
PROBLEMS, WEIGHTLESSNESS AN0 COSMIC HEAVY I O N  
RADIATION EFFECTS A69-11909  
B IOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF SPACE EFFECTS ON 
BEETLES, SEEDS, TURTLES, DROSOPHILA. AN0 
BACTERIA DURING CIRCUMLUNAR F L I G H T  OF ZONO-5 
NASA-CR-97775 N69-11830 
EXPERIENCE 
CONFLICT OF PAST EXP ER IENCE A NO PERCEPTUAL 
ORGANIZATION I N  HUMANS VIEWING KNOWN OBJECTS 
A69-BO215 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
GRAVITATIONAL AN0 MECHANICAL STRESS EFFECTS ON 
L I G N I F I C A T I O N  I N  L A N 0  PLANTS 
NASA-CR-97762 N 6 9 - 1 2 1 1 0  
EX P E R I  HENTAT I O N  
MAGNITUDE OF EXPERIMENTAL EFFECT AN0 TABLE FOR I T S  
RAP1 0 ESTIMATION 869-80119 
EX P I RAT I ON 
STUDY OF EXPIRATORY MUSCLES STRENGTH I N  ATHLETES 
BY PNEUMOTONOM ETRY A69-80078  
EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL VESTIBULAR RESEARCH, DISCUSSING 
HUMAN OTOLITHIC  APPARATUS REGULATION SUBJECTED TO 
CHANGE FROM GEOCENTRIC TO HELIOCENTRIC ORIENTATION 
UN PAPER 68-95389 A 6 9 - 1 0 5 0 8  
SUMMARY DATA ON SPACE-RELATE0 BIOLOGY STUDIESI 
INCLUDING MOLECULAR EVOLUTION AN0 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT FACTORS 
NAS A-CR-97 8 31 Nb9-12322  
EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  
SOVIET LITERATURE ON EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  AN0 
C I V I L I Z A T I O N  EMPHASIZING ESTABLISHMENT OF CONTACT 
BY RADIO AN0 LASER SOURCES A 6 9 - 1 0 9 5 3  
RESISTANCE OF ANIMAL ORGANISMS AN0 CELLS TO 
EXTREME ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS DISCUSSING 
EXOBIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL 
L I F E  SYSTEMS A 69-1 1 0 8 3  
PLANETARY QUARANTINE AN0 BIOLOGICAL SEARCH 
STRATEGY, DISCUSSING VOYAGER- MARS M I S S I O N  
CONFIGURATION, STERIL IZATIONI  BACK CONTAMINATION 
AN0 DECISIONS A 6 9 - 1 1 0 9 0  
SOIL,  MOISTURE AN0 OTHER REQUIREMENTS FOR 
MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL I N  SIMULATED MARTIAN 
ENVIRONMENT A 6 9 - 1 1 0 9 1  
PEOOSCOPE USE I N  S O I L  MICROBIDLOGICAL STUDIES 
INCLUDING ECOLOGY. INFECTION SUSCEPTIB IL ITY .  ETC 
A69-11092  
EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  DETECTION METHODS BASED 
ON S O I L  OR ATMOSPHERIC SAMPLINGS DISCUSSING 
ENZYME A C T I V I T Y t  DNA DETERMINATION, MICROBIAL  
GROWTH, ETC A69-11093  
EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  P O S S I B I L I T Y  I N  SOLAR SYSTEM, 
NOTING MARTIAN ATMOSPHERE AN0 TERRESTRIAL L I F E  
AOAPTION TO MARS SIMULATIONS A 6 9 - 1 1 7 7 0  
N ASA PLANETARY EXPLORATION PROGRAM TO GATHER 
DATA ON O R I G I N  OF SOLAR SYSTEM AN0 L I F E ,  
DISCUSSING PLANETARY EVOLUTION AN0 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  A 6 9 - 1 2 8 0 4  
MARS ENVIRONMENT S IMULATION FOR DETERMINING 
POSSIBLE EXISTENCE OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  
NAS A-CR-97788 N69- 1207 8 
EXTRAVEHICULAR A C T I V I T Y  
SOVIET BOOK ON HUMAN MOVEMENTS COORDINATION DURING 
SPACE FL IGHT COVERING SPACE WALKS, LUNAR SURFACE 
PHOTOGRAPHS, SPACE DOCKING, WEIGHTLESSNESS, ETC 
A69-11180  
PROLONGED DECOMPRESSION STRESS EFFECTS ON HUMANS 
I N  SIMULATED ORBITAL  F L I G H T  OR EXTRAVEHICULAR 
ACTIV ITYI  INVESTIGATING ENDOCRINE-METABOLIC 
DISTURBANCE BY U R I N A L Y S I S  A 6 9 - 1 1 3 3 6  
VOSKHOO 1 AN0 2 CREW PERFORMANCE. ORIENTATION AND 
MOTOR A C T I V I T Y  ANALYSIS I N D I C A T I N G  TIME INCREMENT 
FOR TASK PERFORMANCE, PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL 
IRREGULARIT IES AN0 VISUAL ANALYSORS IMPAIRED 
FUNCTIONING A69-  12 123 
STUDY OF PASSIVE TEMPERATURE AN0 HUMIDITY CONTROL 
SYSTEMS FOR EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE S U I T S  
NASA-CR-73271 N69-10645  
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RATS ~ 6 9 - a o i 5 2  
EFFECT OF DRUGS ON OCULAR COUNTERROLLING 
80-675956 N69-12140  
EYE PROTECT I O N  
LASER RADIATION HAZARDS DUE TO DIRECT OR REFLECTED 
V IEWING DETERHINEO BY EVALUATING OUTPUT 
CHARACTERISTICS AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS EFFECTS 
A69-12497  
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FAST NEUTRONS 
DEPTH DOSES OF F I S S I O N  NEUTRONS I N  T ISSUE 
EQUIVALENT MATERIAL 
ORNL-TR-1963 N69-10498  
FAST NEUTRON DOSIMETRY TECHNIQUES TESTED ON 
T I D - 2 4 6 0 9  N69-11235  
CF 252 SOURCE I N  SIMULATED T ISSUE ENVIRONMENT 
FATIGUE (BIOLOGY) 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 PSYCHOLOGICAL S IGNIF ICANCE OF 
HUMAN FATIGUE ~ 6 9 - a o i 7 9  
FATTY ACIDS 
STEREOSPECIFICTTY OF HYDROGEN REMOVAL I N  
SEQUENTIAL OESATURATIONS OF LONG-CHAIN FATTY 
ACIDS I N  CHLORELLA VULGARIS A69-80066  
F I B R I N  
EFFECT OF CARBON MONOXIDE ON WHOLE F I B R I N O L Y T I C  
A C T I V I T Y  I N  INDUSTRIAL  WORKERS A69-80214  
F I L T R A T I O N  
SURVEY OF LITERATURE FOR A I R  SAMPLING F I L T E R S  
USE0 I N  OPERATIONAL HEALTH PHYSICS 
J A E R I - 4 0 4 6  N69-10786  
F I R E  PREVENTION 
SURVEY OF F I R E  PREVENTION I N  CLOSED OXYGEN AND 
OILUENT INERT GAS 
~ ~ - 6 7 5 a i 7  N69-12190  
F I S S I O N  PROOUCTS 
DEPTH DOSES OF F I S S I O N  NEUTRONS I N  T ISSUE 
EQUIVALENT MATERIAL 
ORNL-TR- 1 9 6 3  N69-10498  
F ITNESS 
MODIF IED STEP TEST FOR ASSESSING CIRCULATION 
F ITNESS I N  TRAINED AND UNTRAINED SUBJECTS 
A69-80187  
SPIROERGOMETRIC TEST FOR ASSESSING F I T N E S S  OF 
CAROIORESPIRATDRY SYSTEM I N  TRAINED AND 
UNTRAINED SUBJECTS A69-80189  
FLAGELLATA 
PHOTOINHIB IT ION OF CELL D I V I S I O N  AN0 GROWTH I N  
INCANDESCENT V I S I B L E  L I G H T  A69-10903  
EUGLENOID FLAGELLATES B Y  FLUORESCENT AND 
FLASH BLINDNESS 
LASER R A D I A T I O N  EFFECTS ON MORPHOLOGY AND FUNCTION 
OF OCULAR T ISSUE 
FL ICKER 
MOOEL I N  TERMS OF ELECTRICAL NETWORK FOR V ISUAL 
LUMINANCE DISCRIMINATION AND FL ICKER DETECTION 
A69-80033  
CONFIDENCE L I M I T S  OF STANDARD MEAN C R I T I C A L  
FL ICKER FREQUENCIES W I T H I N  60 DEGREE V ISUAL 
F I E L D  I N  HUMANS WITH MEAN AGES 10 TO 90 YEARS 
A69-80063  
FLIGHT CLOTHING 
L I Q U I D  F L U I D I C  AMPLIF IERS COMBINED INTO CONTROLLER 
FOR MODULATING COOLANT TEMPERATURE TO CONTROL 
FL IGHT S U I T  TEMPERATURE AUTOMATICALLY 
A69- 1 1923 
HIGH HUMIDITY EFFECTS ON L I Q U I D  CONDITIONED S U I T S  
FPRC/1265 N69-12255  
FLIGHT CONDITIONS 
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON ORGANISM I N  SPACE 
FL IGHT ALONG PARABOLIC TRAJECTORIES* DISCUSSING 
INTERACTION BETWEEN ANALYSORS A69-11499  
FL IGHT CREWS 
A I R L I N E  CREW TRAINING. REQUALIFICATIONI RECURRENT, 
UPGRADING AN0 AIRCRAFT TRANSITION TRAINING FOR 
CREW AN0 P I L O T  A69-10450  
AIRBORNE DISPLAYS FOR FL IGHT AND NAVIGATION 
A 6 9 - 8 0 1 5 4  
RESPIRATORY AN0 CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM DATA ON 
FL IGHT CREW REACTIONS TO PERFORMING F L I G H T  
TASKS N69-11722  
FUNCTIONAL OIAGNOSIS FOR MEDICAL EVALUATION 
OF FL IGHT CREWS BY MONITORING PHYSIOLOGICAL 
RESPONSES DURING FL IGHT OR F L I G H T  SIMULATION 
N69-11726  
FL IGHT FATIGUE 
A V I A T I O N  PHYSIOLOGY RESEARCH PROELEMS PERTAINING 
TO FL IGHT FATIGUE AND STRESS, SAFETY DEVICESt  
WORK-REST CYCLES, AN0 PHYSICAL CONDITIONING 
N69-11721  
FLIGHT F ITNESS 
S T A T I S T I C A L  REPORT ON RATE OF MEDICAL GROUNDING 
AMONG C I V I L  A V I A T I O N  F L Y I N G  PERSONNEL - TWELVE 
YEAR STUDY A 6 9 - 8 0 0 1 1  
EVALUATION OF TESTS FOR OIAGNOSIS OF CORONARY 
ARTERY DISEASE AN0 FL IGHT F ITNESS OF A I R L I N E  
PILOTS ~69-ao172 
REVIEW OF A V I A T I O N  MEDICINE PROGRAM COVERING 
MEDICAL F ITNESS OF FL IGHT PERSONNEL, MEDICAL 
INVESTIGATION FOR AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS, AN0 SAFE 
FLYING EOUCATION FOR C I V I L  AVIATORS 
40-675943  N69-12369  
FL IGHT HAZARDS 
FL IGHT ACCIDENT RATE OF U.S. P H Y S I C I A N  P I L O T S  
NOTING RELATION TO NUMBER OF TAKEOFFS AN0 LANDINGS 
869-11344 
FL IGHT INSTRUMENTS 
HEAO- UP DISPLAY / HUO/ FL IGHT INFORMATION 
APPLIED TO C I V I L  AVIATION. NOTING OPERATIONAL 
SAFETY IMPROVEMENT AND P I L O T  WORK LOAD REDUCTION 
A69-10635  
AIRCRAFT COCKPIT D ISPLAYS DESIGN FOR F L I G H T  
CONTROL AN0 NAVIGATION, DISCUSSING INTEGRATION. 
P ICTORIAL  REALISM, MOVING PART, PURSUIT TRACKING, 
FREQUENCY SEPARATION AND OPTIMUM SCALING 
A 6 9 1 2 2 1 3  
FLIGHT PLANS 
STUDY TO DETERMINE FL IGHT PROFILE AND M I S S I O N  OF 
CERTIF IED PRIVATE P I L O T  
AD-675818 ~69-120132 
FL IGHT SAFETY 
MEDICINAL THERAPY AND FL IGHT SAFETY OF P I L O T S  
AND ASTRONAUTS, DISCUSSING DRUG USE, SELF 
TREATMENT, TOLERANCE AN0 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
A69-10583  
AD-675476 N69-12261  
1-23 
FLIGHT SIMULATION SUBJECT INDEX 
FLIGHT SIMULATION 
HUMAN ENDOCRINE-METABOLIC RESPONSE TO SEQUENTIAL 
DECOMPRESSION EXPOSURE DURING SIMULATED ORBITAL 
FLIGHT OR EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY 
A69-11337 
VALIDATION STUDY OF PILOTS VISUAL SAMPLING 
BEHAVIOR, USING QUEUEING MOOEL BASED ON 
INSTRUMENT AN0 EYE MOVEMENT DATA FROM LINK 
TRAINER MISSION FLIGHTS A69-11954 
FLIGHT SIMULATORS 
DYNAMIC FLIGHT SIMULATORS FIDELITY ASSESSMENT. 
DISCUSSING HYBRID METHOD BASED ON PILOT 
PSYCHOMOTOR RESPONSES A69-12215 
ASSESSMENT OF FIDELITY OF DYNAMIC FLIGHT 
SIMULATORS A69-80157 
SELF ADAPTIVE TECHNIQUE FOR DIGITAL OPERATIONAL 
FLIGHT TRAINER TO IMPROVE PILOT SKILL I N  
TURBULENT AIR 
A0-675805 N69-12317 
EFFECTS OF COCKPIT MOTION ON CREW I N  INSTRUMENT 
FLIGHT TRAINERS AN0 FLIGHT SIMULATORS 
AD-675543 N69-12416 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR HUMAN PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
I N  FLIGHT SIMULATOR TRAINING 
AO-675542 N69-12455 
FLIGHT STRESS 
AEROSPACE MEDICINE ARTICLES ON PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 
PSYCWLOGICAL TESTING, SPACE FLIGHT STRESS, 
AN0 ACCELERATION AN0 ALTITUDE TOLERANCES 
JPRS-46751 N69-11701 
FLIGHT STRESS (BIOLOGY) 
HEART RATE AN0 PERCEPTUAL WORKLOADS CORRELATION 
I N  PILOTS DURING FLIGHT MANEUVERS AN0 
COMPENSATORY TRACKING TASK 169-80010 
CHANGES I N  HEART SOUNDS DURING EXPERIMENTAL 
CATAPULTING OF MAN N69-11707 
CENTRIFUGE AN0 FLIGHT TEST DATA ON HUMAN TOLERANCE 
TO ACCELERATION UNDER FLIGHT STRESS CONOITIONS 
N69-11708 
AVIATION PHYSIOLOGY RESEARCH PROBLEMS PERTAINING 
TO FLIGHT FATIGUE AN0 STRESS, SAFETY DEVICES, 
WORK-REST CYCLES, AN0 PHYSICAL CONOITIONING 
N69-11721 
EMOTIONAL FACTORS AN0 NEURO-ENOROCRINE REGULATION 
OF PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS DURING FLIGHT 
N69-11723 
PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS OF ADAPTATION TO FLYING 
UNDER CONDITIONS OF MODERATE HYPEROXIA AN0 
EMOT IONAL HYPERVENTILATION N69-11724 
FLIGHT TESTS 
ERROR REDUCTION I N  IDENTIFYING PILOT DESCRIBING 
FUNCTION FROM FLIGHT TEST DATA BY SHIFTING INPUT 
SIGNAL BY PILOT DELAY TIME I N  SIMULATED COMPUTER 
MOOEL A69-11950 
M O O  INTAKE 
SHORT LATENCY ANTIOIURESI S FOLLOWING IN1  TIATION 
OF FOOO INGESTION BY FOOO DEPRIVED RATS. NOTING 
POSSIBLE SIGNALING FACTOR A69-10860 
FLIGHT TRAINING 
AIRLINE CREW TRAINING. REQUALIFICATIONI RECURRENT, 
UPGRADING AN0 AIRCRAFT TRANSITION TRAINING FOR 
CREW AN0 PILOT A69-10450 
FLUID AMPLIFIERS 
LIQUIO FLUIOIC AMPLIFIERS COMBINEO INTO CONTROLLER 
FOR MODULATING COOLANT TEMPERATURE TO CONTROL 
FLIGHT SUIT TEMPERATURE AUTOMATICALLY 
A69-11923 
FLYING PERSONNEL 
STATISTICAL REPORT ON RATE OF MEDICAL GROUNDING 
AMONG CIVIL AVIATION FLYING PERSONNEL - TWELVE 
YEAR STUDY 869-8001 1 
FOLIC ACID 
TREATMENT OF RADIATION SICKNESS WITH FOLIC ACID I N  
GUINEA PIGS A69-BO199 
BLOOD GLUCOSE CHANGES I N  MEN DURING STARVATION I N  
RELATION TO PSYCHIC LABILITY A69-80173 
FOVEA 
HIGH OXYGEN CONCENTRATION BREATHING EFFECT ON 
FOVEAL THRESHOLDS. USING SEA LEVEL TESTS ON 
TRAINED OBSERVERS A69-12216 
EFFECT OF BREATHING PURE OXYGEN ON FOVEAL 
THRESHOLOS I N  HUMANS A69-80159 
FROGS 
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON FERTILIZED FROG EGG 
DEVELOPMENT ON BOAR0 GEMINI 8 AN0 1 2  MANNED 
ORBITAL FLIGHTS, DISCUSSING CELL OIVISIONI 
01 FFERENT I AT ION AN0 EMBRYOGENES IS 
A69-11084 
ENERGY LOSSES AT DIFFERENT STAGES I N  DEVELOPING 
FROG EGGS 
NAS A-TT-F-11948 N69-10691 
G 
GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE 
OEEP INSPIRATIONS AS STIMULI FOR CHANGES I N  
VASOMOTOR, HEART RATE, AN0 GALVANIC SKIN 
RESPONSES I N  HUMANS RESPONDING TO SPECIFIC 
LIGHTS A69-BO050 
SKIN POTENTIAL, HEART RATE, AN0 SPAN OF 
IMMEDIATE MEMORY OF VISUAL STIMULI AS AFFECTED 
BY AUOITORY STIMULI 869-80052 
GAMMA RAYS 
CHRONIC GAMMA RADIATION BIOLOGICAL DAMAGE I N  RATS 
EXPOSED TO MAXIMUM NONLETHAL TO MINIMUM LETHAL 
DOSES FOR VARIOUS PERIODS A69-11494 
EFFECT OF CALCIUM AN0 FLUORINE LEVEL I N  DIET ON 
RESISTANCE OF RATS TO COMBINEO GAMMA RADIATION 
AN0 STRONTIUM 90 INCORPORATION A69-80206 
VARIABLE ENERGY GAMMA R A Y  PRODUCTIONI NEUTRON 
SOURCESI AN0 SCINTILLATION DOSIMETERS 
NASA-CR-66720 N69-11528 
GANGLIA 
DYNAMIC INTERACTIONS I N  RETINAL GANGLION CELL OF 
CATS EXPOSED TO LIGHT STIMULATION 
A 6 9 4 0 1  22 
GAS ANALYSIS 
AUTOMATIC GAS ANALYSIS SYSTEM FOR CARBON MONOXIDE 
ASSAY ON BLOOD 
AD-666422 N69-12209 
GAS BAGS 
AIR SAMPLING WITH PLASTIC BAGS FOR DETECTING 
POLLUTION 
LA-OC-9056 N69-11170 
GAS COMPOSITION 
DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS OF VENTILATION, PERFUSION 
AN0 OXYGEN DIFFUSING CAPACITY I N  LUNG THROUGH 
CONCENTRATION CHANGES FOR INSPIRED CARBON 
OIOXIOEt OXYGEN AN0 HELIUM A69-80092 
OISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS OF VENTILATION, PERFUSION, 
AN0 OXYGEN DIFFUSING CAPACITY I N  HUMAN LUNG 
THROUGH CONCENTRATION CHANGES FOR INSPIRATORY 
GASES A69-80093 
DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS OF VENTILATION, PERFUSION 
AN0 OXYGEN DIFFUSING CAPACITY I N  LUNGS OF 
ADOLESCENTS, ELDERLY PEOPLE AN0 PREGNANT WOMEN 
BY CONCENTRATION CHANGCS FOR INSPIRATORY GASES 
A69-80094 
GAS DISCHARGES 
STABILIZATION OF ELASTIC FOAM POLYURETHANE BY 
HEATED HELIUM FLOW N69-12039 
1-24 
SUBJECT INOEX GROWTH 
GAS DISSOCIATION 
S H I F T  OF CARBON D I O X I D E  CURVE OF BLOOD I N  ACUTE 
RESPIRATORY ACIDOSIS  AN0 I T S  CAUSES I N  HUMANS - 
BREATHING HYPERCAPNIC GAS MIXTURE FOLLOWED BY 
PURE OXYGEN A69-80062  
GAS EXCHANGE 
BIOLOGICAL L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR REGENERATING 
CLOSE0 ATMOSPHERE B Y  PHOTOSYNTHESIS, USING GAS 
EXCHANGE BETWEEN MAN AN0 MICROALGAE 
A 6 9 - 1 1 0 1 8  
CHANGES I N  BLOOD CIRCULATION. GAS EXCHANGE, AND 
HEART AN0 RESPIRATORY RATES DUE TO PROLONGED 
MUSCULAR I M M O B I L I Z A T I O N  N69-11714  
GAS FLOW 
S T A B I L I Z A T I O N  OF E L A S T I C  FOAM POLYURETHANE BY 
HEATED HELIUM FLOW N69-12039  
GAS MIXTURES 
FEATURES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF RATS I N  
HYPOXIA FOLLOWING INHALATION OF METHANE-OXYGEN 
MIXTURES A69-80194  
GAS TRANSPORT 
DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS FOR OXYGEN TRANSPORT I N  
WHOLE BLOODI DISCUSSING EFFECTS OF INTACT REO CELL 
CONCENTRAT ION A69-12479  
GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM 
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON 
GASTROINTESTINAL SECRETIONS I N  DOGS 
N69-12034  
G E M I N I  FL IGHTS 
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON F E R T I L I Z E D  FROG EGG 
DEVELOPMENT ON BOARO GEMINI  8 AN0 12 MANNED 
ORBITAL FLIGHTS, OISCUSSING CELL  O I V I S I O N I  
D IFFERENTIATION AN0 EMBRYOGENESIS 
A69-11084  
G E M I N I  PROJECT 
GEMINI  AN0 MERCURY SPACE F L I G H T S  MEDICAL RESULTS, 
SUMMARIZING PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS NOTE0 ON BODY 
SYSTEMS A69-11014  
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL I N  SPACE 
ABOARD GEMINI  SATELLITE,  DISCUSSING LETHAL 
EFFECTS OF SOLAR RADIATION A69-11087  
G E M I N I  5 F L I G H T  
V ISUAL ACUITY AN0 V I S I B I L I T Y  OF MARKINGS ON 
GROUND I N  LONG DURATION EARTH ORBITAL  SPACE 
FL IGHT 
NASA-CR-1134 N69-10813  
G E M I N I  7 F L I G H T  
V ISUAL ACUITY AN0 V I S I B I L I T Y  OF MARKINGS ON 
GROUND I N  LONG DURATION EARTH ORBITAL  SPACE 
FL IGHT 
NASA-CR-1134 N69-10813  
GENETICS 
COSMIC RADIATION GENETIC, CYTOLOGICAL AN0 
HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES, PARTICULARLY OF PATHOLOGICAL 
NATURE, ON ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS EMPLOYE0 I N  LONG 
DURATION SOVIET MANNED FL IGHTS 
A69-10948  
STUDY OF BETA-MERCAPTOPROPYLAMINE EFFECT ON 
INDUCED PHAGE FORMATION I N  LYSOGENIC CULTURE E. 
C O L I  K - 1 2  GAMMA ON BOARO VOSTOK-5 AN0 -6 
SPACECRAFT A69-BO004 
GENETIC AN0 GROHTH EFFECTS OF SPACE F L I G H T  
ENVIRONMENT ON BOARO COSMOS-110 ON SEEDS OF 
HIGHER PLANTS A69-80005  
GEOGRAPHY 
CONTRIBUTIONS OF GEOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS  TO STUDY OF 
HUMAN RESPONSE TO WEATHER AN0 CL IMATE 
N69-11387  
GEOMAGNETISM 
EFFECTS O F  H I G H  AN0 LOW GRADIENT MAGNETIC F I E L D S  
ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE FOR SPACE F L I G H T  
APPLICATIONS N69-12438  
GERMINATION 
WHEAT SEEDLING GERMINATION AN0 GROWTH PROCESSES I N  
ABSENCE OF GRAVITATIONAL FORCE ONBOARO 
B I O S A T E L L I T E  2 A69-10932  
L I M I T A T I O N S  OF I N I T I A T I O N  OF GERMINATION OF 
BACTERIAL SPORES AS SPORE CONTROL PROCEDURE 
869-80132 
GLANDS (ANATOIIY) 
INTRAORGAN VASCULAR BED OF GLANDS OF DOGS AND 
RABBITS OF MOUNTAINOUS HIGHLANDS 
A69-80185  
GLARE 
ROLE OF P U P I L  I N  D I S A B I L I T Y  GLARE MEASUREMENTS 
A69-80021  
GLUCOSE 
BLOOD GLUCOSE CHANGES I N  MEN DURING STARVATION I N  
RELATION TO PSYCHIC L A B I L I T Y  A69-BO173 
SYNTHESIS OF 3 PGA-1 CARBON 14 
OIHYOROXYACETONEPHOSPHATE-1-CARBON 14 FOR 
PREPARATION OF GLUCOSE-3-CARBON 14 AN0 
GLUCOSE-4-CARBON 14 
EUR-4044.1 N69-10950  
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE I N  DOGS EXPOSE0 TO ALT ITUDE AN0 
OIPHENHY DRAMINE STIMULATION 
AD-676 141 N69-11925  
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE I N  DOGS EXPOSED TO ALT ITUDE AND 
AOMINISTRATION OF AMPHETAMINE 
AD-61 6 146 N69-12192  
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE OF DOGS SUBJECTED TO H I G H  
ALT ITUDE AN0 OEMEROL INJECTIONS 
AD-676147 N69-12193  
GLYCOLYSIS 
GLYCOLYSIS RATE ROLE I N  REGULATION OF SUBSTRATE 
I N H I B I T I O N  OF DEHYDROGENASES A 6 9 - 1 0 9 3 1  
GRAINS (FOOD) 
WHEAT SEEDLING GERMINATION AN0 GROWTH PROCESSES I N  
ABSENCE OF GRAVITATIONAL FORCE ONBOARO 
B I O S A T E L L I T E  2 A69-10932  
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS 
SPACE BIOLOGYI DISCUSSING U-S. RESEARCH PROGRAMI 
EMPHASIZING GRAVITY/ORGANISM REACTIONS, 
BIOCHRONOLOGY AN0 EXOBIOLOGY 
UN PAPER 6 8 - 9 5 3 4 5  A69-10486  
EXTRATERRESTRIAL VESTIBULAR RESEARCH, DISCUSSING 
HUMAN OTOLITHIC  APPARATUS REGULATION SUBJECTED TO 
CHANGE FROM GEOCENTRIC TO HELIOCENTRIC ORIENTATION 
UN PAPER 68-95389 A69-10508  
WHEAT SEEDLING GERMINATION AN0 GROWTH PROCESSES I N  
A69-10932  
REACTIONS OF VENOUS TONE I N  CAPACITANCE VESSELS OF 
S K I N  I N  HUMANS UNDER CONDITIONS OF ACTIVE AN0 
PASSIVE ORTHOSTASIS - GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS ON 
ORTHOST AS I S  A69-80097  
ABSENCE OF GRA~ITATIONAL FORCE ONBOARD 
B I O S A T E L L I T E  2 
GROUP DYNAMICS 
HUMAN REACTION EXPERIMENTS UNDER STRESS AN0 I N  
ISOLATION S I M I L A R  TO LONG-OURATION SPACE F L I G H T  
N69-10907  
NEW OIRECTIONS I N  ORGANIZATION THEORY 
AD-67 5 167 N69- 11 254 
GROWTH 
VERTICAL V IBRATION STIMULATION OF GROWTH OF ONION 
BULBS AN0 MICE BODY WEIGHTS A 6 9 - 1 0 5 8 4  
PHOTOINHIB IT ION OF CELL D I V I S I O N  AN0 GROWTH I N  
INCANDESCENT V I S I B L E  L I G H T  A 6 9 - 1 0 9 0 3  
GENETIC AN0 GROWTH EFFECTS OF SPACE F L I G H T  
ENVIRONMENT ON BOARD COSMOS-110 ON SEEDS OF 
HIGHER PLANTS A69-BOO05 
EUGLENOID FLAGELLATES BY FLUORESCENT AN0 
1-25 
GUINEA P I G S  SUBJECT INDEX 
EFFECTS OF PRENATAL MATERNAL DECOMPRESSION ON 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC DEVELDPMENT OF THREE 
YEAR OLD CHILDREN A69-80212  
BODY S I Z E  AND GROWTH RATE OF ANIMALS INVESTIGATED 
AS FUNCTIONS OF L I V I N G  SPACE AN0 QUANTITY OF 
HATER AVAILABLE 
NASA-TT-F-11946 N69-10374  
GUINEA P I G S  
1.5 G ANGULAR ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON 
ACETYLCHOLINE METABOLISM I N  GUINEA P I G  BRAINS AN0 
HEARTS A69-11505  
VESTIBULAR U N I T S  INFLUENCED BY LABYRINTHINE AND 
CEREBRAL NYSTAGMOGENIC IMPULSES I N  CURARIZED 
GUINEA P I G S  A69-80109  
THERAPEUTIC EFFECT OF BREATHING OXYGEN UNDER 
PRESSURE ON GUINEA P I G  MYOCARDIUM N I T H  DRUG 
INDUCED HYPOXIA A 6 9 4 0 1 4 3  
AMINOTHIOLS EFFECT ON RHYTHM OF CAROIAC 
CONTRACTIONS I N  GUINEA P I G S  A 6 9 4 0 1 9 3  
TREATMENT OF RAOIATION SICKNESS H I T H  F O L I C  A C I D  I N  
GUINEA P I G S  A69-80199  
H 
HABITUATION (LEARNING) 
EFFECT OF ACOUSTIC HABITUATION ON CLICK-EVOKED 
RESPONSES I N  AWAKE CATS A 6 9 - 8 0 0 6 1  
HAMSTERS 
EFFECTS OF CONTINUOUS HIGH LEVEL CONCENTRATIONS OF 
NITROGEN D I O X I D E  ON LUNGS OF HAMSTERS 
A69-80220  
HANDEDNESS 
OPERATOR HANDEDNESS EFFECT ON CONTROL DISPLAY 
MOVEMENT STEREOTYPES A69- 122 12 
EFFECT OF OPERATORS HANDEDNESS ON SOME 
DIRECTIONAL STEREOTYPES I N  
CONTROL-DISPLAY RELATIONSHIPS A69-8 01 5 3 
HEAD (ANATOMY) 
HEAD INJURY C L I N I C A L  AND LABORATORY LONG TERM 
FOLLOW-UP DATA. DISCUSSING CONSCIOUS STATE 
ALTERATIONS, FOCAL NEUROLOGICAL OEFIC IT I  EEG 
ABNORMALITIESt  ETC 4 6 9 - 1 1 3 4 6  
EFFECTS OF HEAD P O S I T I O N  ON VERTICAL NYSTAGMUS 
RESPONSE I N  CATS DURING ROTARY STIMULATION 
AM-68-2 N69-10306  
HEAD MOVEMENT 
VOLUNTARY CONTROL OF FRAME OF REFERENCE AND SLOPE 
EQUIVALENCE UNDER HEAD ROTATION 
A69-80108  
HEARING 
CIRCADIAN RHYTHM OF HUMAN HEARING AFTER PROLONGED 
EXPOSURE TO NOISE N69-11720  
HEARING AN0 BIOLOGICAL SOUND R A D I A T I O N  
N69-11942  
HE ART 
PHOSPHODIESTERASE A C T I V I T Y  OF ANTERIOR P ITUITARY,  
MEDIAN EMINENCE. HEART AND CEREBRAL CORTEX OF RAT, 
STUDYING EFFECTS OF CAFFEINE. THEOPHYLLINE AN0 
HYDROCORTISONE A69-11885  
CATECHOLAMINE METABOLISM AN0 ENZYME A C T I V I T Y  I N  
RABBIT  HEART A69-80200  
HEART DISEASES 
A R T I F I C I A L  ACCLIMATIZATION TO HEAT I N  CONTROL 
SUBJECTS AND PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC CONGESTIVE 
HEART F A I L U R E  DURING B E 0  REST A69-80068 
EVALUATION OF TESTS FOR DIAGNOSIS  OF CORONARY 
ARTERY DISEASE AND F L I G H T  F I T N E S S  OF A I R L I N E  
P I L D T S  A69-80172  
HEART FUNCTION 
ANALYSIS OF CAROIAC CYCLE PHASES I N  MAN BY 
ULTRASONIC DOPPLER VALVULOCARDIOGRAPHY 
A69-BOD74 
RELAT IDNSHIPS BETWEEN DYNAMICS OF MAXIMUM OXYGEN 
CONSUMPTIONI MAXIMUM OXYGEN PULSE AN0 HEART 
S I Z E  I N  HIGHLY TRAINED ATHLETES 
A69-80076 
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF ARTERIAL PULSE MECHANICAL 
RELATIONSHIPS 
NASA-TT-F-11969 N69-11610  
HEART RATE 
HEART RATE AN0 PERCEPTUAL WORKLOADS CORRELATION 
I N  P I L O T S  DURING F L I G H T  MANEUVERS AN0 
COMPENSATORY TRACKING TASK A69-80010  
R E L I A B I L I T Y  O F  CAPACITY-PULSE INDEX A S  CRITERION 
OF PHYSICAL F ITNESS I N  HUMANS A69-80040  
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN EXERCISE AND RECOVERY 
HEART RATES I N  HUMANS - DEPENDENCE ON WORK 
LOAD AND DURATION OF RECOVERY WITH SPECIAL  
REFERENCE TO RECOVERY HEART RATE BEHAVIOR 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 4 4  
DEEP INSPIRATIONS AS S T I M U L I  FOR CHANGES I N  
VASOMDTORt HEART RATE, AND GALVANIC S K I N  
RESPONSES I N  HUMANS RESPONDING TO S P E C I F I C  
L IGHTS A 6 9 - 8 0 0 5 0  
S K I N  POTENTIAL, HEART RATE. AND SPAN OF 
IMMEOIATE MEMORY OF V ISUAL S T I M U L I  AS AFFECTED 
BY AUDITORY S T I M U L I  A69-80052  
CHANGES I N  HEART SOUNDS DURING EXPERIMENTAL 
CATAPULTING OF MAN N69-11707  
CHANGES I N  BLOOD CIRCULATIONI GAS EXCHANGE, AN0 
HEART AND RESPIRATORY RATES DUE TO PROLONGED 
MUSCULAR IMMOB I L  I Z A T I O N  N69-11714  
PHASE DURATIONS OF CARDIAC A C T I V I T Y  UNDER 
CONDITIONS OF LOW PARTIAL  PRESSURE OF OXYGEN 
I N  INHALED A I R  N 6 9 - 1 1 7 1 8  
HEAT BALANCE 
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON ATMOSPHERIC 
HEAT BALANCE AN0 TEMPERATURE OF PLANT LEAF 
TEMPERATURE N69-12065  
HEAT P I P E S  
STUDY OF PASSIVE TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CONTROL 
SYSTEMS FOR EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE S U I T S  
NASA-CR-73271 N69-10645 
HEAT TOLERANCE 
A R T I F I C I A L  ACCLIMATIZATION TO HEAT I N  CONTROL 
SUBJECTS AN0 PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC CONGESTIVE 
HEART FAILURE DURING BED REST ~ 6 9 - a o o 6 8  
HEAT TRANSMISSION 
PASSIVE TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 
DEVELOPED FOR ADVANCED SPACE S U I T S  
NASA-CR-73270 N 6 9 - 1 0 7 0 9  
HEAT TREATMENT 
S T A B I L I Z A T I O N  OF ELASTIC  FOAM POLYURETHANE BY 
HEATED HELIUM FLOW N69-12039  
HEIGHT 
INDUCED STEREOSCOPIC MOTION AS A I 0  I N  SEARCH FOR 
T A L L  TARGETS A69-80160  
HEL IUM 
NITROGEN AND HELIUM AS FACTORS AFFECTING HUMAN 
DECOMPRESSION STRESS SEVERITY. USING URINARY 
MEASUREMENTS REFLECTING VARIOUS ENDOCRINE AND 
METABOLIC CHANGES A69-11338  
S T A B I L I Z A T I O N  OF ELASTIC  FOAM POLYURETHANE BY 
HEATED HELIUM FLOW N69-12039  
HEMATOPOIESIS 
DECREASED ERYTHROPOIETIC RESPONSE OF 
HYPOPHYSECTOMIZED RATS TO LOWERED BAROMETRIC 
PRESSURES ~ 6 9 - a o 2 1 6  
1-26 
SUBJECT INDEX HUMAN BODY 
HISTOLOGIC AN0 FEULGEN- DNA CYTOPHOTOMETRIC 
ANALYSES OF LYMPHATIC ORGANS I N  RELATION TO S K I N  
HOMOGRAFT REACTION I N  HYPOXIC MICE 
NASA-CR-97474 N69-10112  
HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSES 
CONTROL MECHANISMS OF HEMODYNAMIC SHIFTS FROM 
DOGS SUBJECTED TO ACCELERATION UNDER ANESTHESIA 
A69-11503  
NEUROHUMORAL CONTROL SYSTEMS OPERATION I N  
ADJUSTMENT OF VENTRICULAR PERFORMANCE - EFFECTS 
OF CAROTID SINUS HYPOTENSION ON CARDIAC FUNCTION 
AN0 AORTIC PRESSURE I N  AWAKE, INTACT DOGS 
NASA-CR-97625 N69-10970  
HEMOGLOBIN 
EFFECT OF IRON GLYCEROPHOSPHATE ON HEMOGLOBIN AN0 
MYOGLOBIN CONTENT AN0 ERYTHROPOESIS I N  RATS 
FOLLOW I N  G P HY S I C A L  EXERC I SE A69-8 0 169 
EFFECT OF PHENAZINE METASULFATE ON 
METHEMOGLOBIN-HEMOGLOBIN CONVERSION I N  BLOOD OF 
RATS WITH HEMIC HYPOXIA A69-80208  
HERMETIC SEALS 
MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION OF TEMPERATURE AN0 
HUMIDITY CHANGES I N  COMPARTMENTS OF HERMETICALLY 
SEALED SPACE VEHICLE CABINS A69-11489  
H I G H  ALT ITUDE 
EFFECTS OF ULTRAVIOLET I R R A D I A T I O N  ON CHLOROPLASTS 
OF RADISH PLANTS AT 3,200 METER ALT ITUDE 
A69-80001  
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE I N  DOGS EXPOSE0 TO ALT ITUDE AN0 
DIPHENHYDRAMINE STIMULATION 
AD-676141 N69-11925  
H I G H  ALT ITUDE ENVIRONMENTS 
RENAL EFFECTS OF MODERATE HYPOXIA EXPOSURE I N  MICE 
AS REFLECTED I N  URINE VOLUME AN0 ELECTROLYTE 
EXCRETION PATTERNS DURING FOUR DAYS AT SIMULATED 
ALTITUDE A69-10921  
BLOOD VOLUME I N  RATS EXPOSED TO HIGH ALT ITUDE 
AN0 OEACCLIMATEO AT AMBIENT PRESSURE, NOTING 
CHANGES AND CONTROL LEVEL RESTORATION 
A69-10922  
INTRAORGAN VASCULAR BE0  OF GLANDS OF DOGS AN0 
RABBITS OF MOUNTAINOUS HIGHLANDS 
A69-BO185 
VAPOR FORMATION OF BODY F L U I D S  I N  H I G H  ALT ITUDE 
ENV I RONM EN TS N69-11736  
H I G H  PRESSURE OXYGEN 
EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TO OXYGEN AT H I G H  PRESSURE 
ON BRAIN NITROGEN METABOLISM I N  RATS 
A69-80075  
THERAPEUTIC EFFECT OF BREATHING OXYGEN UNDER 
PRESSURE ON GUINEA P I G  MYOCARDIUM WITH DRUG 
INDUCE0 HYPOXIA A69-BO143 
CHANGE I N  AMINO ACIDS OF B R A I N  DURING H I G H  
PRESSURE OXYGEN BREATHING I N  RABBITS 
Ab 9-8 0 198 
H I G H  TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS 
ENDOCRINOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF EXPOSURE TO H I G H  
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURES - REVIEW OF CURRENT 
WORK A69-80007  
EFFECT OF HEAT STRESS ON I N I T I A T I O N  OF SWEATING 
I N  HUMANS BY CUTANEOUS AN0 CENTRAL 
THERMORECEPTORS A69-80012  
EFFECT OF H IGH TEMPERATURE ON CARBON F I X A T I O N  I N  
DIFFERENT SPECIES OF CHLORELLA DURING 
PHOTOSYNTHESIS A69-80170  
HISTOLOGY 
COSMIC RADIATION GENETIC, CYTOLOGICAL AND 
HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES. PARTICULARLY OF PATHOLOGICAL 
NATURE, ON ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS EMPLOYED I N  LONG 
DURATION SOVIET MANNED F L I G H T S  
A69-10948 
PHYSIOLOGICAL, CYTOCHEMICAL AND HISTOLOGICAL 
EFFECTS ON MUSCULAR ACTIV ITY.  NERVOUS SYSTEM, 
ADRENAL AN0 THYROID GLANDS AN0 L I V E R  OF MICE 
DURING 30 DAY HYPOKINESIA A69-11502  
HOMEOSTAS IS 
FUNCTION OF BONE I N  CALCIUM HOMEOSTASIS 
N69- 
GENERAL DYNAMICS OF MAMMALIAN TEMPERATURE 
REGULATING SYSTEM, CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM, 
HORMONAL SYSTEM, CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM. AN0 
BEHAVIOR 
NAS A-CR-97663 N69-  
2029 
0445 
0 7 5 1  
HOSPITALS 
I O E N T I F I C A T I O N  OF PSEUDOMONAS SPECIES ISOLATED 
FROM HOSPITAL ENVIRONMENT AN0 HUMAN SOURCES 
A69-80125  
HUMAN BEHAVIOR 
HUMAN BEHAVIOR DURING STRESSED UNDERGROUND 
CONFINEMENT, DISCUSSING ADAPTATION PROCESSES 
A 6 9 - 1 0 7 5 7  
SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MAN 
AN0 ATMOSPHERE N69-  1 1 3 8 9  
ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF WEATHER AN0 CLIMATE 
HOOIF ICATION ON HUMAN ADJUSTMENT 
N69-11390  
V ISUAL DETECTION OF OSCILLOSCOPIC TRACINGS - USE 
OF HUMAN OBSERVER AN0 COMPUTER-AVERAGING METHOD 
TO DETERMINE RESPONSE TO PHYSICAL EVENTS I N  
PHYSIOLOGICAL RECORDS N69-11787  
HUMAN BEINGS 
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS TO DETERMINE EFFECTS OF BODY 
TEMPERATURE ON MANUAL PERFORMANCE BY HUMANS 
AD-675522 N69-12559  
HUMAN BODY 
HUMAN BOOY DYNAMIC RESPONSE TO V IBRATION COMBINED 
H I T H  L INEAR ACCELERATIONI NOTING CHANGES I N  BODY 
MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE AN0 RESONANCE 
A 69-  11 335 
ACCELERATIONt HYPOXIA AN0 STRESS EFFECTS ON 
HUMANS AN0 ANIMALS, NOTING LATENT FUNCTIONAL 
DISORDERS OF ORGANISMS REQUIRING SPECIAL  
TECHNIQUES FOR DETECTION A69-11488  
OATA ACQUIS IT ION PROGRAM FOR APOLLO CREW MOTION 
DISTURBANCES EXPERIMENT CONSISTING OF GROUND 
SIMULATIONS AND ORBITAL EXPERIMENT ESTABLISHING 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF HUMAN BODY 
A 69-11 7 5  9 
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE MECHANISM DURING STATIC AN0 
DYNAMIC WORK PERFORMED BY UPPER L I M B  
N69-10308  
L I M I T I N G  FACTORS OF HUMAN TOLERANCE TO THERMAL 
STRESSES 
ONBOARD COMPUTERS FOR MEDICAL OATA PROCESSING 
DURING PROLONGED SPACE FL IGHTS N 6 9 - 1 2 0 4 1  
CLINICAL-NEUROLOGICAL ASPECTS OF HUMAN PROLONGED 
BE0 REST DURING SIMULATED SPACE F L I G H T  MISSION 
N69-12030  
N69-12042  
EFFECTS OF MOTOR A C T I V I T Y  ON HUMAN OXYGEN BALANCE 
DURING PROLONGED BED REST N69-12043  
EL IMINATION RATE OF METABOLIC WASTE PRODUCTS OF 
NAN I N  INSULATION S U I T  N69-12044  
DNBOARO AUTOMATIC PROCESSING SYSTEMS FOR HUMAN 
PHYSIOLOGICAL OATA EVALUATION DURING SPACE 
FLIGHT N69-12045  
PHYSIOLOGICAL ADAPTATION MECHANISMS OF MAN AN0 
ANIMALS TO SPACE ENVIRONMENTS N69-12047  
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HUMAN CENTRIFUGES SUBJECT INDEX 
N69-11778  SYMPOSIUM PAPERS ON SLEEP UNDER SPACEFLIGHT 
CONDITIONS N69-12048 
HUMAN CENTRIFUGES 
PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF CENTRIPETAL AN0 CORIOLIS  
ACCELERATIONS EFFECTS ON VESTIBULAR FUNCTION OF 
HUMANS I N  ROTATING CHAMBER 169-11498 
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING 
HUMAN FACTORS I N  AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS. DISCUSSING 
PERSONNEL SELECTION THROUGHOUT DESIGN AN0 
MANUFACTURING PHASES 669-10449 
HUMAN ENGINEERING PROGRAM PLANS FOR PHASE 3 OF 
SST DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM I N  ACCORDANCE WITH 
AIRFRAME AN0 ENGINE CONTRACTS A69-10451  
MODULAR THREE DIMENSIONAL MOCKUP TECHNIQUE FOR 
ECONOMIZING AND F A C I L I T A T I N G  DESIGN OF CONTROL 
AN0 D ISPLAY EQUIPMENT A69-11953  
HUMAN FACTORS EVALUATION OF COMPUTER BASE0 
INFORMATION STORAGE AN0 RETRIEVAL SYSTEM USING 
QUESTIONNAIRE AN0 INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES 
869-12220 
NEEDS FOR RESEARCH ON P O L I T I C A L  ASPECTS OF HUMAN 
USE OF ATMOSPHERE N69-11391  
L ITERATURE SURVEY ON PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF 
MAN AN0 ANIMALS 
AD-675383 N69-11476  
SURVEY ON HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO 
ADVANCED INDUSTRIAL  TECHNOLOGY N69-11478  
CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS I N  OPTICS AN0 V I S I O N  
I MEETING OF COMMITTEE ON V I S I O N  1967/ 
AD-673425 N69-11776  
IMAGE RESTORATION AN0 ENHANCEMENT - DEVELOPMENT 
AN0 IMPLEMENTATION OF D I S P L A Y  PROCESSING METHOD 
/ELASTIC  SURFACE TRANSFORMATION/ FOR OPERATOR 
MANIPULATION AN0 ENHANCEMENT OF MARGINAL SIGNALS 
N69-11782  
IMAGE PROCESSING AN0 RELATIONSHIP  TO HUMAN SYSTEMS 
N69-11783 
V ISUAL FACTORS RELATED TO DESIGN AN0 USE OF 
DIRECT-VIEW ELECTRO-OPTICAL DEVICES 
N69-11785  
HUMAN PERFORMANCE 
COMPONENT TOTAL TASK RELATIONSHIPSI ANALYZING 
S IMPLE AN0 SEQUENTIAL PRACTICE EFFECTS WITH A I 0  OF 
MELTON COMPLEX COORDINATOR A69-12214  
LUNAR GRAVITY SIMULATION EFFECT ON HUMAN 
PERFORMANCE, DISCUSSING F I D E L I T Y  REQUIREMENTS, 
SELF LOCOMOTIONI METABOLIC RATE AN0 PSYCHOMOTOR 
TASK OECREMENT A 6 9 - 1 2 2 1 7  
REVIEW OF LITERATURE CONCERNING LUNAR GRAVITY 
S IMULATION AN0 I T S  EFFECT ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE 
A69-80161  
STOCHASTIC MODEL OF HUMAN OBSERVER AS DETECTOR OF 
SIGNALS EMBEDDED I N  NOISE, WHERE S IGNAL TO NOISE 
R A T I O  IS QUASI-STATIONARY N69-1003 I 
EFFECTS OF SLEEP OEPRIVATION AN0 SLEEP DISTURBANCE 
ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE 
NRC-10397 N69-10528 
HUMAN E Q U I L I B R I U M  DURING STIMULATION BY DISCRETE 
AUDIO FREQUENCIES 
10-675 172 N69-11189 
HUMAN PERCEPTION OF RELATIVE AN0 ABSOLUTE MOTION 
I N  OARK AN0 STRUCTURELESS V I S U A L  F I E L D S  
N69-11350  
ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE AN0 
PHYSIOLOGY 
AD-676209  N69-11614  
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN V I S I O N  AN0 D R I V I N G  /LONG 
RANGE STUDY OF CALIFORNIA  D R I V I N G  POPULATION/ 
MUSIC INSTRUMENTATION FREQUENCY EFFECTS ON HUMAN 
ALERTNESS AN0 RESPONSE 
AD-675480 N 6 9 - 1 2 1 9 9  
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE - S I X T Y  MINUTE V IGILANCE 
TASK U I T H  SCOREABLE RESPONSES 
AD-675213 N69-12349  
V I S I B L E  AN0 ULTRAVXOLET L I G H T  ENVIRONMENT AS 
RELATED TO HUMAN PERFORMANCE AN0 SAFETY DURING 
SPACE MISSIONS N 6 9 - 1 2 4 3 6  
EFFECTS OF H IGH AN0 LOW GRADIENT MAGNETIC F I E L D S  
ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE FOR SPACE F L I G H T  
APPLICATIONS N69-12438  
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ELECTRICITY ON HUMAN BODY 
AN0 I T S  ORGANS, AN0 TOLERANCE L I M I T S  TO ELECTRIC 
CURRENTS N 6 9 - 1 2 4 3 9  
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR HUMAN PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
I N  FL IGHT SIMULATOR TRAINING 
AD-675542 N 6 9 - 1 2 4 5 5  
BACKGROUND AN0 S I T U A T I O N  CONFIOENCE - THEIR 
RELATION TO PERFORMANCE 
AD-674943 N 6 9 - 1 2 5 1 4  
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS TO DETERMINE EFFECTS OF BODY 
TEMPERATURE ON MANUAL PERFORMANCE B Y  HUMANS 
AD-675522 N69-12559 
SOUND AN0 NOISE PROBLEMS I N  SPACE ENVIRONMENT AN0 
HUMAN TOLERANCE C R I T E R I A  AT VARYING FREQUENCIES 
AN0 I N T E N S I T I E S  N69-12591  
HUMAN REACTIONS 
WEAK ALTERNATING ELECTRIC F I E L D  EFFECTS ON HUMAN 
CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS A 6 9 - 1 0 1 6 7  
NOISE AN0 RELATIONS BETWEEN ENVIRONMENT AN0 MAN, 
DISCUSSING SOUND PERCEPTION, MEASUREMENT AN0 
JUDGMENT OF NOISE ANNOYANCE AN0 HARM 
A69- 10741 
SOVIET BOOK ON SPACE PHYSIOLOGY COVERING SPACE 
FL IGHT AN0 LABORATORY DATA ON CEREBRAL CORTEX 
FUNCTION, D I G E S T I V E  SYSTEM. T ISSUE CHANGES, ETC 
A69-10743  
HUMAN PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS INVOLVED I N  GENESIS OF 
CONTINGENT OR CONATIVE NEGATIVE VARIATION USING 
EEG A C T I V I T Y  MEASUREMENTS A 6 9 - 1 0 9 0 4  
SOVIET BOOK ON HUMAN MOVEMENTS COORDINATION DURING 
SPACE FL IGHT COVERING SPACE WALKS, LUNAR SURFACE 
PHOTOGRAPHS, SPACE OOCKINGI WEIGHTLESSNESS, ETC 
A 6 9 - 1 1 1 8 0  
HUMAN ENDOCRINE-METABOLIC RESPONSE TO SEQUENTIAL 
DECOMPRESSION EXPOSURE DURING SIMULATED ORBITAL  
FL IGHT OR EXTRAVEHICULAR A C T I V I T Y  
A 6 9 - 1 1 3 3 7  
NITROGEN AN0 HELIUM AS FACTORS AFFECTING HUMAN 
DECOMPRESSION STRESS SEVERITY, USING URINARY 
MEASUREMENTS REFLECTING VARIOUS ENDOCRINE AND 
METABOLIC CHANGES A 69-1 133 8 
T I N T E D  OPHTHALMIC MEDIA EFFECT ON DETECTION AN0 
RECOGNITION OF REO SIGNAL L I G H T S  I N  DAYLIGHT, 
NOTING ALLOWABLE COLORATION FOR A V I A T I O N  USE 
A 6 9 - 1 1 3 4 1  
OPHTHALMIC 2 PERCENT P ILOCARPINE EFFECT ON NORMAL 
OCULAR DYNAMICS OF VARIOUS AGE GROUPS, INCLUDING 
V I S U A L  ACUITY, ACCOMMOOATION AN0 REFRACTION 
A 6 9 - 1 1 3 4 7  
HYPOKINESIA AN0 TRANSVERSE ACCELERATIONS COMBINED 
EFFECT ON HUMAN CAROIOVASCULAR SYSTEM AN0 REGIONAL 
BLOOD CIRCULATION A 6 9 - 1 1 4 9 5  
HUMAN NERVOUS SYSTEM AN0 VESTIBULAR AN0 AUDITORY 
ANALYSORS FUNCTIONAL CHANGES UNDER COMBINED 
HYPOKINESIA AN0 RADIAL  ACCELERATIONS EFFECTS 
A 6 9 - 1 1 4 9 6  
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SUBJECT INDEX HUMAN TOLERANCES 
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON ORGANISM I N  SPACE 
FL IGHT ALONG PARABOLIC TRAJECTORIESI DISCUSSING 
INTERACTION BETWEEN ANALYSORS A69-11499  
D IFFERENTIAL  AN0 THRESHOLD S E N S I T I V I T Y  OF ACOUSTIC 
ANALYSOR OF HUMANS UNDER SPACE F L I G H T  FACTORS 
A69-11500  
HYPOKINESIA AND ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN 
ORGANISM IMMUNITY AN0 RESISTANCE TO INFLAMMATORY 
DISEASES I N  62 DAY TEST A69-11513  
LATERAL ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN K IDNEY 
FUNCTIONSI NOTING INCREASE I N  D I U R E S I S  AN0 
ERYTHROCYTES I N  URINE A 6 9 - 1 1 5 1 4  
LONG TERM RESTRICTION OF MUSCULAR A C T I V I T Y  NOTING 
EFFECTS ON DYNAMICS OF CARDIAC CONTRACTION 
A69-11515  
EXTERNAL OBSERVER EFFECT ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR DURING 
SENSORY DEPRIVATION TESTS CONDUCTED I N  I S O L A T I O N  
CHAMBERS AS FACTOR I N  ESTIMATING PERSONALITY 
A69-11516  
TEMPORAL PATTERN PERCEPTION BY HUMAN SUBJECTS 
REQUIRED TO INTEGRATE INFORMATION PRESENTED I N  
TWO MODALIT IES A69-12724  
HUMAN REACTION TO AIRCRAFT ENGINE NOISE, 
EVALUATING EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NO1 SE LEVEL AN0 
CONSTRAINTS ON ENGINE DESIGN A69-12766  
EXOSKELETAL KINEMATOMETER DEVICE FOR MONITORING 
K INEMATIC MOTION OF UPPER L I M B S  
N69-10147  
HUMAN REACTION EXPERIMENTS UNDER STRESS AN0 I N  
ISOLATION S I M I L A R  TO LONG-DURATION SPACE F L I G H T  
N69-10907  
PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS - 
LITERATURE REVIEW, 1 9 6 4 - 1 9 6 5  
8 0 - 6 7 5 4 5 5  N69-11228  
CONTRIBUTIONS OF GEOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS  TO STUDY OF 
HUMAN RESPONSE TO WEATHER AN0 CL IMATE 
N69-11387  
HUMAN DIMENSIONS OF 
P O L I T I C A L  SCIENTIST  
ATMOSPHERE FROM PERSPECTIVE OF 
N69-11392  
LITERATURE SURVEY ON PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF 
MAN AND ANIMALS 
A0-675383  N69-11476  
CHARACTERISTIC HUMAN RESPONSES TO A V I A T I O N  AN0 
INDUSTRIAL  NOISE S T I M U L I  N69-11575  
DYNAMIC MODEL FOR HUMAN AUDITORY SOUND PERCEPTION 
AND FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHARACTER1 S T I C S  
N69-11578  
RADIAL  ACCELERATION EFFECTS AN0 ADAPTATION 
RECHANISMS OF HUMAN ORGANISMS N69-11702  
PRESSURE CHAMBER EXPERIMENTS ON HUMAN REACTIONS 
DURING ISOLATION TO DIFFERENT WORK-REST CYCLES 
N69-11710  
PRESSURE CHAMBER STUDIES ON HUMAN MOTOR A C T I V I T Y  
UNDER CONDITIONS OF PROLONGED MUSCULAR 
I M M O B I L I Z A T I O N  AND LOW CARBON D I O X I D E  CONTENT 
N69-11716  
AUDITORY THRESHOLDS AN0 HUMAN ACOUSTIC FUNCTION 
AFTER SEVERAL DAYS EXPOSURE TO LOW BAROMETRIC 
PRESSURE AND P A R T I A L  OXYGEN PRESSURE 
N69-11719  
CIRCADIAN RHYTHM OF HUMAN HEARING AFTER PROLONGED 
EXPOSURE TO NOISE N 6 9 - 1 1 7 2 0  
MANUAL DYNAMOMETER METHOD OF EVALUATING ACCURACY 
AND S T A B I L I T Y  OF HUMAN TIME-STRENGTH REACTIONS 
N69-11733  
ADAPTATION REACTION TO SOUND PRESSURE PULSES 
S IMULATING SUPERSONIC BOOMS N69-11739  
ISOLATION CHAMBER EFFECTS ON D A I L Y  RHYTHM OF 
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS AND WORK CAPACITY 
N 6 9 - 1 2 0 4 6  
HUMAN TOLERANCES 
CARDIOVASCULAR CHANGES I N  MALE STUDENTS DURING 
T I L T  AND NEGATIVE PRESSURE TESTS WITH BE0 REST 
STUDIED FROM HEART RATE, BLOOD PRESSURE AN0 LEG 
VOLUME MEASUREMENTS A 6 9 - 1 1 3 3 4  
PROLONGED DECOMPRESSION STRESS EFFECTS ON HUMANS 
I N  SIMULATED ORBITAL  F L I G H T  OR EXTRAVEHICULAR 
ACTIV ITY,  INVESTIGATING ENDOCRINE-METABOLIC 
DISTURBANCE BY U R I N A L Y S I S  Ab9-11336  
BASAL METABOLISM I N  HUMANS RESTRICTED TO PROLONGED 
BED REST, NOTING DECREASED OXYGEN CONSUMPTION 
A 6 9 - 1 1 4 9 7  RATES 
QUANTITATIVE PREDICTION OF HUMAN EFFECTIVE 
PERCEIVED NOISE I N T E N S I T I E S  N69-11574  
HUMAN TOLERANCE L I M I T S  TO PROLONGED TRANSVERSE 
ACCELERATIONSI AND CHANGES I N  CARDIOVASCULAR AN0 
RES P I  RATORY SYSTEMS N 6 9 - 1 1 7 0 3  
BARANY CHAIR EXPERIMENT TO DETERMINE HUMAN 
TOLERANCE TO REPEATED C O R I O L I S  ACCELERATION 
N69- 11704 
VESTIBULAR T R A I N I N G  PROGRAM ON HUMAN TOLERANCES TO 
CORIOLIS  EFFECTS N69-11706  
CHANGES I N  HEART SOUNDS DURING EXPERIMENTAL 
CATAPULTING OF MAN N69-11707  
CENTRIFUGE AND FL IGHT TEST DATA ON HUMAN TOLERANCE 
TO ACCELERATION UNDER F L I G H T  STRESS CONDITIONS 
N69-11708  
SPACE PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY DATA ON EFFECTS OF 
INCREASED AN0 DECREASE0 AFFERENT IMPULSES 
ON HUMAN TOLERANCES N69-11713  
LASER PARAMETERS FOR HUMAN VIEWING OF D IRECT AN0 
SCATTERED LASER RADIATION 
AD-675803 N 6 9 - 1 1 8 7 1  
L I M I T I N G  FACTORS OF HUMAN TOLERANCE TO THERMAL 
STRESSES 
HUMAN RESPONSES TO AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT I N  
RELATION TO MICROWAVEI LIGHT, THERMAL, AND 
I O N I Z I N G  RADIATION 
NASA-CR-1205/ I /  
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MICROWAVE R A D I A T I O N  ON 
ANIMALS AND HUMANS AND ESTABLISHMENT O f  HUMAN 
TOLERANCE L I M I T S  N69-12435  
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ELECTRICITY ON HUMAN BODY 
AN0 I T S  ORGANS, AND TOLERANCE L I M I T S  TO ELECTRIC 
CURRENTS N69-12439  
HUMAN TOLERANCE I N  THERMAL ENVIRONMENT, THERMAL 
PHYSIOLOGY OF SPACE CLOTHING, AND BIOTHERMAL 
CONSIDERATIONS I N  SPACE CABIN DESIGN 
N 6 9 - 1 2 0 3 0  
N69-12434  
N69-12440  
HUMAN RESPONSES TO AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT 
RELATED TO ACCELERATION, VIBRATION, SOUND, AN0 
NOISE 
N A S A - C R - l 2 0 5 / I I /  
HUMAN RESPONSES TO L INEAR SUSTAINED AN0 ROTARY 
ACCELERATION, ZERO AND REDUCED GRAVITY 
ENVIRONMENTS* AND IMPACT I N  MANNED SPACE F L I G H T  
N69-12588  
N69-12589  
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 BIOMECHANICAL RESPONSES OF 
HUMANS TO V IBRATIONS DURING MANNED SPACE F L I G H T  
AN0 THRESHOLD DATA ON TOLERANCES TO VARIOUS 
V IBRATIONAL MODES AND CONDITIONS 
N69- 1 2 5 9 0  
CONVERSION TABLES FOR STUDIES OF HUMAN RESPONSES 
TO AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT 
NASA-CR-1205/ I V /  N69-12600  
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HUMAN WASTES SUBJECT INDEX 
HUMAN WASTES 
MINERALIZED HUMAN WASTES SOLUTIONS U T I L I Z A T I O N  FOR 
A b 9 - 1 1 5 1 1  
CHLORELLA CULTIVATIONS NOTING GROWTH RATES 
INOUCEO HYPOXIA A69-80143  
MOOEL OF HYPOXIA I N  ATMOSPHERE OF P A R T I A L  OXYGEN 
PRESSURE BY ANALOG COMPUTER A69-80147  
SECRETION OF COAGULATION AN0 F I B R I N O L Y S I S  FACTORS 
BY DOG VASCULAR HALLS DURING HYPOXIA 
A 6 9 - 8 0 1  5 0  
FEATURES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF RATS I N  
HYPOXIA FOLLOWING INHALATION OF METHANE-OXYGEN 
MIXTURES A69-80194  
EFFECT OF PHENAZINE METASULFATE ON 
METHEMOGLOBIN-HEMOGLOBIN CONVERSION I N  BLOOD OF 
RATS WITH HEMIC HYPOXIA A 6 9 - 8 0 2 0 8  
HUMAN WASTE M I N E R A L I Z A T I O N  B Y  THERMAL REACTORS I N  
CLOSE0 L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS N69-12040  
HUMIDITY 
STUDY O F  PASSIVE TEMPERATURE AN0 H U M I D I T Y  CONTROL 
SYSTEMS FOR EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE S U I T S  
NASA-CR-7 3 2 7 1  N69-20645  
H I G H  HUMIDITY EFFECTS ON L I P U I O  CONOITIONEO S U I T S  
FPRC/1265  N69-12255  
HY DRDGENOMONAS 
STUDY OF RIBULOSEOIPHOSPHATE CARBOXYLATION I N  
CELL-FREE EXTRACTS OF HYOROGENOMONAS 2-1 
STRAIN A 6 9 - 8 0 2 0 1  
HYGIENE 
A I R  POLLUTION, RELATE0 OCCUPATIONAL OISEASESi  AN0 
BIOLOGICAL AN0 HYGIENIC EFFECTS 
PB-179141  N 6 9 - 1 2 5 1 1  
HYOSCINE 
EFFECT OF DRUGS ON OCULAR COUNTERROLLING 
AD-675956 Nb9-12140  
HY PEROX IA 
EFFECTS OF HYPOXIA AN0 HYPEROXIA ON GLYCEMIA I N  
RABBITS A69-80009  
PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS OF ADAPTATION TO F L Y I N G  
UNDER CONOITIONS OF MODERATE HYPEROXIA AN0 
EMOTIONAL HYPERVENTILATION N69-11724  
HYPERVENTILATION 
PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS OF ADAPTATION TO F L Y I N G  
UNDER CONOITIONS OF MODERATE HYPEROXIA AN0 
EMOTIONAL HYPERVENTILATION N69-11724  
HYPOGLYCEMIA 
DRUG EFFECTS ON HYPOGLYCEMIC INOUCEO EDEMA OF 
LUNGS I N  RATS A 6 9 4 0 1 4 8  
HYPOTENSION 
NEUROHUMORAL CONTROL SYSTEMS OPERATI ON I N  
ADJUSTMENT OF VENTRICULAR PERFORMANCE - EFFECTS 
OF CAROTID SINUS HYPOTENSION ON CARDIAC FUNCTION 
AN0 AORTIC PRESSURE I N  AWAKE, INTACT DOGS 
NASA-CR-97625 N69-10970 
HYPOTHERMIA 
INFLUENCE OF LOW TEMPERATURE DURING ACCELERATION 
STRESS ON BODY TEMPERATURE AN0 NYSTAGMUS I N  
RATS A69-80152  
HYPOXIA 
RENAL EFFECTS OF MODERATE HYPOXIA EXPOSURE I N  MICE 
AS REFLECTED I N  URINE VOLUME AN0 ELECTROLYTE 
EXCRETION PATTERNS DURING FOUR DAYS AT SIMULATED 
ALT ITUDE A69-1092  1 
HYPOXIA EXPOSURE EFFECT ON RNA SYNTHESIS I N  RAT 
ANTERIOR P I T U I T A R Y  CULTURED I N  V ITRO 
A69-10923  
INCREASING HYPOXIA EFFECTS ON R A B B I T  EEG AN0 
L I G H T  FLASH CONOITIONEO ALIMENTARY REFLEX FOR 
SIMULATED ALT ITUDE ASCENT, NOTING SUBCORTICAL 
STIMULATION A69-11492  
HYPOXIA EFFECTS ON VESTIBULAR ANALYSOR FUNCTION 
OF RATS I N  PRESSURE CHAMBERS A T  SIMULATED 
ALTITUDES FROM 11.000 TO 12.000 M 
A69-11506  
LACTOOEHYOROGENASE A C T I V I T Y  AN0 LOG ISOENZYMES 
R A T I O  I N  VARIOUS T ISSUES OF RATS DURING EXPOSURE 
TO PROLONGED HYPOXIA A T  SIMULATED HEIGHTS 
A69-11982 
EFFECTS O F  HYPOXIA AN0 HYPEROXIA ON GLYCEMIA I N  
RABBITS A69-80009  
THERAPEUTIC EFFECT OF BREATHING OXYGEN UNDER 
PRESSURE ON GUINEA P I G  MYOCARDIUM WITH DRUG 
DECREASE0 ERYTHROPOIETIC RESPONSE OF 
HYPOPHYSECTOMIZED RATS TO LOWERED BAROMETRIC 
PRESSURES A69-80216  
HISTOLOGIC AN0 FEULGEN- DNA CYTOPHOTOMETRIC 
ANALYSES OF LYMPHATIC ORGANS I N  RELATION TO S K I N  
HOMOGRAFT REACTION I N  HYPOXIC MICE 
NASA-CR-97474 N69-10112  
GLYCOLYSIS RATE AN0 L A C T I C  ACID CONTENT I N  R A l  
HEART MUSCLE DURING HYPOXIA AOAPTATION 
N69-12037  
I 
I D E N T I F Y I N G  
IMPORTANCE OF DENTAL RECORDS FOR I O E N T I F I C A T I O N  
OF A V I A T I O N  AN0 SEA MASS CASUALTIES VICTIMS, 
ROLE OF STOMATOLOGIST A69-80053  
I O E N T I F I C A T I O N  OF PSEUDOMONAS SPECIES ISOLATE0 
FROM HOSPITAL ENVIRONMENT AN0 HUMAN SOURCES 
A69-80125  
I L L U M I N A T I N G  
V IEWING COCKPIT INSTRUMENTS ILLUMINATED BY REO 
AN0 WHITE L I G H T  
FPRC/1272 N69-12403  
I L L U S  IONS 
LOCATION OF MONOCULARLY SEEN POINT OF L I G H T  I N  
V I S U A L  F I E L O  OF OTHER EYE A69-80037  
IMAGING TECHNIQUES 
IMAGE RESTORATION AN0 ENHANCEMENT - DEVELOPMENT 
AN0 IMPLEMENTATION OF D ISPLAY PROCESSING METHOD 
/ E L A S T I C  SURFACE TRANSFORMATION/ FOR OPERATOR 
MANIPULATION AN0 ENHANCEMENT OF MARGINAL SIGNALS 
N69-11782  
I M I D E S  
HYPOCALCEMIC EFFECT OF IMIDAZOLE I N  RATS 
A69-80115  
I M M O B I L I Z A T I O N  
PHYSIOLOGICAL, CYTOCHEMICAL AN0 HISTOLOGICAL 
EFFECTS ON MUSCULAR A C T I V I T Y *  NERVOUS SYSTEM, 
AORENAL AN0 THYROID GLANDS AN0 L I V E R  OF MICE 
DURING 30 DAY HYPOKINESIA A69-11502  
HYPOKINESIA  AN0 ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN 
ORGANISM IMMUNITY AN0 RESISTANCE TO INFLAMMATORY 
DISEASES I N  6 2  DAY TEST A69-11513  
PROLONGED IMMOBIL IZATION EFFECTS ON CAROIOVASCULAR 
RESPONSE OF DOGS DURING ORTHOSTATIC TESTS AN0 
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION N69-12035  
IMMUNITY 
HYPOKINESIA  AN0 ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN 
ORGANISM IMMUNITY AN0 RESISTANCE TO INFLAMMATORY 
DISEASES I N  62 DAY TEST A 69-  1 1 5 1  3 
IMPACT ACCELERATION 
ENZYMATIC A C T I V I T Y  CHANGES I N  RATS CAUSE0 BY 
LANOING IMPACT ACCELERATIONS N69-12036  
IMPACT LOADS 
ANIMAL STUDIES ON LANOING IMPACT LOAOS AN0 
ACCELERATION PROTECTION N69- 1 1 7 0 5  
1-30 
SUBJECT INDEX I SDTOPIC LABEL1  NG 
IMPLANTATION 
S IMPLE METHOD FOR PREPARING AN0 IMPLANTING F I N E  
WIRE ELECTRODES A69-80118  
MULTICHANNEL. PHYSIOLOGICALLY IMPLANTABLE 
TELEMETERING SYSTEM FOR B IOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS 
NASA-CR-97832 N69-12084  
IN-FL IGHT MONITORING 
SPACE CONTROLLED MICROBIOLOGYt DISCUSSING 
TELEMETRY CONTROL OF WASTE MATERIAL CONVERSION I N  
A I R  AND WATER POLLUTION 
UN PAPER 6 8 - 9 5 8 6 1  A69-10456  
MAN AS M A I N  COMPONENT OF FUTURE SPACECRAFT OR 
PLANETARY STATION CLOSE0 ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM, 
DISCUSSING SPACECREW PHYSIOLOGICAL MONITORING FOR 
B IOLOGICAL CYCLES O P T I M I Z A T I O N  A69-11076  
ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR IN-FL IGHT MONITORING OF 
AEROSPACE WATER SUPPLIES FOR POTABIL ITY I  
EMPHASIZING RAPIDITY,  S E N S I T I V I T Y  AN0 
REPROOUC I B I L  I T Y  A69-11339  
FUNCTIONAL DIAGNOSIS FOR MEDICAL EVALUATION 
OF FL IGHT CREWS BY MONITORING PHYSIOLOGICAL 
RESPONSES DURING F L I G H T  OR F L I G H T  SIMULATION 
N69-11726  
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM AMPLIFIER-TRANSMITTER FOR USE 
WITH DRY ELECTRODES ON SUBJECTS I N  ORBIT ING 
LABORATORIES 
80-676142 N69-11974  
INDEXES (DOCUMENTATION) 
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY AND INDEXES ON AEROSPACE 
MEDICINE AN0 B IOLOGICAL EFFECTS - SEPTEMBER 
1968 
NASA-SP-7011/55/ N69-11695  
I N D I C A T I N G  INSTRUMENTS 
DEVICE FOR DETERMINING EFFECT OF MOTION RATE OF 
INDICATOR NEEDLE ON P I L O T  READING TIME AN0 
ACCURACY N69-11732  
INDUSTRIAL  SAFETY 
TREATMENT PROCEDURE AN0 PREVENTIVE PROGRAMS 
OUTLINED FOR ACUTE EXPOSURE TO TOXIC ROCKET FUELS 
OR OXIDIZERS A69-12498  
ASSESSMENT OF HAZARDS OF IMPULSE NOISE I N  
INDUSTRY A69-80082  
EVALUATION OF ACCEPTABLE NOISE LEVELS I N  
ADOLESCENTS - STANDARDIZATION OF H I G H  FREQUENCY 
INDUSTRIAL  NOISE A69-80083  
EFFECT OF CARBON MONOXIOE ON WHOLE F I B R I N O L Y T I C  
A C T I V I T Y  I N  INOUSTRIAL  WORKERS A69-80214  
A I R  SAMPLING WITH P L A S T I C  BAGS FOR DETECTING 
POLLUTION 
LA-OC-9056 N69-1117 0 
INFECTIOUS DISEASES 
MORTALITY OF ALTITUDE-EXPOSE0 MICE INFECTED WITH 
PASTEURELLA TULARENSIS A69-8012  3 
PRESSURE CHAMBER EXPERIMENTS ON MICE TO DETERMINE 
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE EFFECTS ON S U S C E P T I B I L I T Y  
AN0 RESISTANCE TO INFECTION 
NASA-CR-97764 N69-11764  
IWFDRMAT I D H  RETRIEVAL 
S C I E N T I F I C  AN0 TECHNICAL INFORMATION FLOW SOURCESI 
SHOWING 000 USER NEE0 WITHIN DEFENSE INDUSTRY AN0 
IMPORTANCE OF LOCAL WORK ENVIRONMENT 
A69-12219  
HUMAN FACTORS EVALUATION OF COMPUTER BASED 
INFORMATION STORAGE AN0 RETRIEVAL SYSTEM USING 
QUESTIONNAIRE AN0 INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES 
869-12220 
RESULTS OF OFFICE OF DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH AN0 
ENGINEERING TECHNICAL INFORMATION USER-NEE0 
STUDY A69-80165 
HUMAN FACTORS EVALUATION OF COMPUTER BASE0 
INFORMATION STORAGE AN0 RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS 
A69-80166  
I N H I B I T O R S  
GLYCOLYSIS RATE ROLE I N  REGULATION OF SUBSTRATE 
I N H I B I T I O N  OF DEHYDROGENASES A 6 9 - 1 0 9 3 1  
I N H I B I T O R Y  EFFECT OF OXYGEN BREATHING ON 
BACTERIAL FLORA OF NASAL AN0 BUCCAL C A V I T I E S  
I N  P ILOTS A 6 9 - 8 0 0 5 4  
INSULATION 
EVALUATION OF INSULATION PROPERTIES OF PLASTIC  
GARMENT MATERIAL I N  CLOTHING A69-80175  
I N T E N S I T Y  
EFFECTS OF H IGH AND LOW GRADIENT MAGNETIC F I E L D S  
ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE FOR SPACE FL IGHT 
APPLICATIONS N 6 9 - 1 2 4 3 8  
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES 
AEROSOL POLLUTION FROM INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES 
INCLUDING TURBOJET ENGINES A69-80205  
INTERPLANETARY FL IGHT 
C L I N I C A L  PROBLEMS DURING INTERPLANETARY FLIGHTS, 
STRESSING NEED FOR DIAGNOSTIC ALGORITHMS AND 
AUTOMATE0 MEDICAL EQUIPMENT A 6 9 - 1 2 1 2 1  
INTERPLANETARY SPACE 
AUTOMATIC BIOPROBE L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR LONG 
DURATION INTERPLANETARY SPACE FLIGHT, DISCUSSING 
BLOOD LEECH AS SUITABLE RESEARCH ANIMAL 
A 69- 11 828 
I N T  EST I N  ES 
RATS ON CASEIN, SOYBEAN AN0 CHLORELLA D I E T S  FOR 
PROTEIN SOURCE NOTING SOYBEAN D I E T  PRODUCE0 NO 
APPRECIABLE CHANGES I N  INTESTINAL FLORA 
A69-11490  
METABOLISM OF PHENOLIC ACIDS BY RAT I N T E S T I N A L  
MICROFLORA A69-80129  
INVERT EB RATES 
PYRIDINE NUCLEOTIDE-LINKED 0-LACTATE 
DEHYOROGENASE STEREOSPECIFICITY I N  VARIOUS SPECIES 
OF INVERTEBRATES A 6 9 - 1 1 1 9 8  
I O D I N E  1 2 5  
ANION EXCHANGE TECHNIQUE FOR CONSTRUCTING 
I O D I N E  125 PHOTON SOURCE AN0 SOURCE HOLDER 
FOR BONE MINERAL SCANNING 
COO-1422-36 N69-11207  
I O N  EXCHANGING 
ANION EXCHANGE TECHNIQUE FOR CONSTRUCTING 
I O D I N E  125 PHOTON SOURCE AN0 SOURCE HOLDER 
FOR BONE MINERAL SCANNING 
COO-1422-36 N69-11207  
I O N I Z I N G  RADIATION 
DATA ON I O N I Z I N G  RAOIATION FOR USE I N  CALCULATING 
S P E C I F I C  DOSES, RAOIATION SHIELOINGI AN0 R I S K  
HAZARD ANALYSIS FOR MANNED SPACE MISSIONS 
N 6 9 - 1 2 4 3 7  
IRON COMPOUNDS 
EFFECT OF IRON GLYCEROPHOSPHATE ON HEMOGLOBIN AND 
MYOGLOBIN CONTENT AN0 ERYTHROPOESIS I N  RATS 
FOLLOWING PHYSICAL EXERCISE A 6 9 - 8 0 1 6 9  
ISOLATION 
ISOLATION CHAMBER EFFECTS ON D A I L Y  RHYTHM OF 
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS AN0 WORK CAPACITY 
N69-12046  
ISOLATORS 
USE OF GERM-FREE MICE FOR TESTING EFFIC IENCY OF 
CONTAMINATION CONTROL OF HUMAN I S O L A T I O N  SYSTEMS 
A 6 9 - 8 0 1 3 1  
ISOTOPIC LABELING 
TYROSINE TRANSAMINASE A C T I V I T Y  ESTIMATION B Y  
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPIC ASSAY METHOD. DISCUSSING 
APPLICATION TO RAT L I V E R  AN0 OTHER ORGANS 
A69-10902  
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J E T  AIRCRAFT N O I S E  SUBJECT INDEX 
J 
J E T  AIRCRAFT N O I S E  
QUANTITATIVE PREDICTION OF HUMAN EFFECTIVE 
PERCEIVED NOISE I N T E N S I T I E S  N69-11574  
K 
KIDNEY DISEASES 
ROLE OF K IDNEYS I N  PATHOGENESIS OF HYPERTONIA 
N69-11479  
K IDNEYS 
LATERAL ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN K IDNEY 
FUNCTIONS, NOTING INCREASE I N  D I U R E S I S  AND 
ERYTHROCYTES I N  URINE A69-11514  
L 
LABORATORIES 
A I R  CLEANING AND CLEAN ROOM F A C I L I T I E S  USED I N  
NUCLEAR PRODUCTION OPERATIONS AND B IOLOGICAL 
RESEARCH A C T I V I T I E S  
Y-EF-170 N69-10720  
LABYRINTH 
DEVICE TO RECORD SENSITIVITY OF VESTIBULAR 
SYSTEM I N  ATHLETES A69-80079  
VESTIBULAR U N I T S  INFLUENCED BY LABYRINTHINE AND 
CEREBRAL NYSTAGMOGENIC IMPULSES I N  CURARIZED 
GUINEA P I G S  A69-80109  
LACTATES 
P Y R I D I N E  NUCLEOTIDE-LINKED D-LACTATE 
DEHYDROGENASE STEREOSPECIFICITY I N  VARIOUS SPECIES 
OF INVERTEBRATES A69-11198  
LANDING A I D S  
DESIGN FOR OPTICAL RATE D I S P L A Y  FOR USE I N  
C R I T I C A L  TASK OF LANDING AIRCRAFT 
A69-80164  
LANDING LOADS 
ANIMAL STUDIES ON LANDING IMPACT LOADS AND 
ACCELERATION PROTECTION N69-11705  
ENZYMATIC A C T I V I T Y  CHANGES I N  RATS CAUSED BY 
LANDING IMPACT ACCELERATIONS N69-12036  
LASER OUTPUTS 
LASER RADIATION HAZARDS DUE TO DIRECT OR REFLECTED 
V IEWING DETERMINED B Y  EVALUATING OUTPUT 
CHARACTERISTICS AND ENVIROIIMENTAL FACTORS EFFECTS 
A69-12497  
LASER PARAMETERS FOR HUMAN VIEWING OF D IRECT AND 
SCATTERED LASER R A D I A T I O N  
AD-675803 N 6 9 - 1 1 8 7 1  
LASER R A D I A T I O N  EFFECTS ON MORPHOLOGY AND FUNCTION 
OF OCULAR T ISSUE 
AD-675476 N69-1226  1 
LEARNING 
ASSOCIATIVE REACTION TIME, MEANINGFULNESS, AND 
PRESENTATION RATE I N  PAIRED-ASSOCIATE LEARNING 
A69-80023  
LENS DESIGN 
T INTED OPHTHALMIC MEDIA EFFECT ON DETECTION AN0 
RECOGNITION OF RED S IGNAL L I G H T S  I N  DAYLIGHT. 
NOTING ALLOWABLE COLORATION FOR A V I A T I O N  USE 
A69-11341  
LENSES 
PERCEPTION OF SLANT WHEN PERSPECTIVE AND 
STEREOPSIS CONFLICT I N  HUMANS VIEWING 
MONOCULARLY AND BINOCULARLY USING A N I S E I K O N I C  
LENSES A 6 9 - 8 0 0 2 4  
L E T H A L I T Y  
TOXICOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CARBON D I O X I D E  
ABSORBERS WITH AMINO ALCOHOLS N69-12038  
LEVERS 
DISCRETE-TRIAL INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE AND 
REACTION T I M E  RELATED TO REWARD SCHEDULE I N  
HUMANS OF BOTH SEXES AND DIFFERENT AGES 
A69-80102  
L I F E  DETECTORS 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  DETECTION METHODS BASED 
ON S O I L  OR ATMOSPHERIC SAMPLING, DISCUSSING 
ENZYME ACTIV ITY.  DNA DETERMINATION. MICROBIAL  
GROWTH, ETC A69- 11 093 
WOLF TRAP L I F E  DETECTOR DESIGN TO SAMPLE AND 
CULTURE MARTIAN SURFACE D I R T  FOR MICROORGANI SM 
GROWTH A 6 9 - 1 1 7 6 9  
L I F E  SCIENCES 
L I F E  SCIENCES AND SPACE RESEARCH - COSPAR 
CONFERENCE, LONDON, JULY 1967 
A69- 11 073 
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS I N  PROLONGED SPACE VOYAGES * 
INCLUDING OXYGEN REPLACEMENT. WATER SUPPLY AND 
FOOD REGENERATION A69-11075  
CHLORELLA AND SCENDESMUS UNICELLULAR ALGAE 
MIXTURE TESTED FOR B IOLOGICAL PROTEIN VALUE I N  
HUMANS FOR POSSIBLE FOOD SOURCE 
A 6 9 - 1 1 0 7 9  
AUTOMATIC L I F E  SUPPDRT SYSTEM TRIED ON LEECHES 
FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS A 69- 11 08 0 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF ENERGY AND MASS TRANSFER 
PROCESSES I N  CLOSED LOOP MULTICOMPONENT L I F E  
SUPPORT SYSTEMS A69-11316  
ALLELOPATHY, DISCUSSING APPLICATION TO GAS 
LIBERAT-ING A C T I V I T Y  OF E D I B L E  PLANTS AS 
INGREDIENTS OF SPACE FL IGHT L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
A 6 9 - 1 1 5 0 9  
AUTOMATIC BIOPROBE L I F E  SUPPDRT SYSTEM FOR LONG 
DURATION INTERPLANETARY SPACE FLIGHT. DISCUSSING 
BLOOD LEECH AS SUITABLE RESEARCH ANIMAL 
A69-11828  
LITERATURE SURVEY ON SOVIET L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
FOR SPACE FL IGHT N69-11477  
L IGHT ( V I S I B L E  RADIATION) 
PHOTOINHIB IT ION OF CELL D I V I S I O N  AN0 GROWTH I N  
INCANDESCENT V I S I B L E  L I G H T  A69-10903  
U V AND V I S I B L E  L I G H T  INTERACTION EFFECT ON 
BIOLOGICAL A C T I V I T Y  OF PARAMECIA UNICELLULAR 
INFUSORIA, NOTING CELL D I V I S I O N  RATES AN0 CELL 
DEATHS A 6 9 - 1 1 0 8 5  
DEEP INSPIRATIONS AS S T I M U L I  FOR CHANGES I N  
VASOMOTORt HEART RATE, AND GALVANIC S K I N  
RESPONSES I N  HUMANS RESPONDING TO S P E C I F I C  
L IGHTS A69-80050  
EFFECT OF WALKING, REST, AND FLASH STIMULATION ON 
CLICK-EVOKED RESPONSES I N  CATS A 6 9 - 8 0 0 6 0  
S T A B I L I Z A T I O N  OF REACTIONS OF SINGLE NEURONS OF 
V I S U A L  CORTEX I N  NONANESTHETIZEO R A B B I T  
FOLLOWING REPEATED PHOTIC STIMULATION 
EUGLENOID FLAGELLATES BY FLUORESCENT AND 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 8 9  
INTERACTION OF PHOTOPIC AND SCOTOPIC AFFERENT 
SYSTEMS OF V ISUAL ANALYZER UPON APPLICATION OF 
INTENSE PHOTIC S T I M U L I  TO HUMANS 
A69-80090  
DYNAMIC INTERACTIONS I N  RETINAL GANGLION CELL  OF 
CATS EXPOSED TO L I G H T  STIMULATION 
A69-80122  
EFFECT OF L I G H T  AND TEMPERATURE ON PRIMARY 
PRODUCTION OF UNICELLULAR GREEN AND DIATOMIC 
ALGAE A69-80211  
V I S I B L E  AND ULTRAVIOLET L I G H T  ENVIRONMENT AS 
RELATED TO HUMAN PERFORMANCE AND SAFETY DURING 
SPACE MISSIONS N69-12436  
EFFECTS OF H IGH I N T E N S I T Y  L I G H T  STIMULATION OF 
1-32 
SUBJECT INDEX MANAGEMENT PLANNING 
VARYING WAVELENGTH ON R E T I N A L  S E N S I T I V I T Y  
AD-675477 N69-12515  
L I G H T  ADAPTATION 
PSYCHOLOGICAL AN0 PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS OF P I L O T  
REACTIONS TO C R I T I C A L  FREQUENCY OF FLASHES 
N69-117 35 
L I G H T  SOURCES 
RETINAL BURNS FROM INTENSE L I G H T  SOURCES USING 
RABBIT  EYES AS FUNCTION OF I R R A O I A T I O N  RATE, 
EXPOSURE T I M E  AN0 IMAGE S I Z E  A 6 9 - 1 2 4 9 6  
L I G H T  TRANSMISSION 
T I N T E D  OPHTHALMIC MEDIA EFFECT ON OETECTION AN0 
RECOGNITION OF RED SIGNAL L IGHTS I N  DAYLIGHT, 
NOTING ALLOWABLE COLORATION FOR A V I A T I O N  USE 
A69-11341  
L I M B S  (ANATOMY) 
EXOSKELETAL KINEMATOMETER DEVICE FOR MONITORING 
K INEMATIC MOTION OF UPPER L I M B S  
N69-10147  
L I P I D S  
DEPENDENCE OF L I P I D  PEROXIOATION ON PARTIAL  
PRESSURE OF OXYGEN I N  RAT L I V E R  MICROSOMES 
A69-80184  
L I au I D S  
USE OF L IQUID-JUNCTION ELECTRODES I N  RECORDING 
HUMAN ELECTROCARDIOGRAM A69-80057  
L I V E R  
ACTION OF PHENOBARBITAL ON RIBOSOMAL FRACTION OF 
RAT L I V E R  A69-8018 3 
DEPENDENCE OF L I P I O  PEROXIOATION ON PARTIAL  
PRESSURE OF OXYGEN I N  RAT L I V E R  MICROSOMES 
~ 6 9 - a o i ~ 4  
INFLUENCE OF REGULAR MUSCULAR A C T I V I T Y  ON ENZYME 
A C T I V I T Y  RESPONSIBLE FOR CONVERSION OF GLYCOGEN 
AND GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE I N  MUSCLES AN0 L I V E R  OF 
RATS A69-80186  
EFFECT OF D I E T  AN0 VARIOUS PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
ON GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE AN0 
6-PHOSPHOGLUCONATE DEHYDROGENASE A C T I V I T I E S  I N  
RAT L I V E R  AN0 BRAIN A69-80207  
L I G H T  MICROSCOPIC STUDIES OF CELLULAR EFFECTS OF 
LASER R A D I A T I O N  ON MICE L I V E R  Ab9-BO219 
LOCOMOT ION 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL TO DETERMINE OPTIMUM 
QUADRUPED CREEPING G A I T S  FOR LOCOMOTION SYSTEM 
APPLICATION 
AD-675256 N69-10987  
LONG TERM EFFECTS 
AUTOMATIC BIOPROBE L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR LONG 
DURATION INTERPLANETARY SPACE FLIGHT, DISCUSSING 
BLOOD LEECH AS SUITABLE RESEARCH ANIMAL 
A69-11828  
PRESSURE CHAMBER TESTS OF HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL 
REACTIONS DURING PROLONGED STAY I N  CONTROLLED 
ATMOSPHERE N69-11715  
LOW PRESSURE 
EFFECTS OF PRENATAL MATERNAL OECOMPRESSI ON ON 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC DEVELOPMENT OF THREE 
YEAR OLD CHILDREN A69-80212  
LOW TEMPERATURE ENVIRDNMENTS 
LOW TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON CALF THYMUS 
OEOXYNUCLEOPROTEINV CRYSTALLINE EGG ALBUMIN AN0 
F I B R I L L A R  ACTIN, NOTING MOLECULAR WEIGHT AN0 
V ISCOSITY CHANGES A69-11089  
LOW V I S I B I L I T Y  
PROBLEMS OF NAVIGATIONAL GUIDANCE FOR P I L O T S  CLOSE 
TO GROUND I N  CONDITIONS OF RESTRICTED AN0 LOW 
V I S I B I L I T Y  A 6 9 - 8 0 1 7 1  
LUNAR F L I G H T  
BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF SPACE EFFECTS ON 
BEETLES, SEEOSt TURTLES, DROSOPHILA, AN0 
BACTERIA DURING CIRCUMLUNAR F L I G H T  OF ZOND-5 
NASA-CR-97775 N69- 11830 
LUNAR GRAVITATION 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE CONCERNING LUNAR GRAVITY 
S IMULATION AN0 I T S  EFFECT ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE 
~ 6 9 - a o i 6 1  
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS I N  ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE I N  
SIMULATED LUNAR GRAVITY 
NAS A-CR-92 375 N69-10626  
PROTOTYPE .LUNAR GRAVITY SIMULATOR USING MAGNETIC 
A I R  BEARINGS AN0 SPRING MOTORS 
NAS A-CR-1233-VOL- 1 N69-11675  
LUNAR GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS 
LUNAR GRAVITY S IMULATION EFFECT ON HUMAN 
PERFORMANCE. DISCUSSING F I D E L I T Y  REQUIREMENTS. 
SELF LOCOMOTION, METABOLIC RATE AN0 PSYCHOMOTOR 
TASK DECREMENT 169-12217 
LUNGS 
EFFECT OF CHLORPROMAZINE ON PULMONARY VESSEL 
T O X I C I T Y  I N  CATS A 6 9 - 8 0 1 4 4  
EFFECTS OF CONTINUOUS H I G H  LEVEL CONCENTRATIONS OF 
NITROGEN D I O X I D E  ON LUNGS OF HAMSTERS 
A69-80220 
M 
UAGNES I U U  
CALCIUM, MAGNESIUM AN0 CHLORIDE CONTENT OF WHOLE 
BODY CELL-FREE SWEAT I N  HEALTHY UNACCLIMATIZEO 
MEN I N  CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER 
~69-aoo67 
MAINTENANCE 
ANALYSIS OF WORK STRUCTURE AN0 ERRORS I N  
CORRECTIVE ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE 
AO-666568 N 6 9 - 1 2 2 7 9  
MAMMALS 
PHARMACOLOGICAL TOOLS I N  AUTONOMIC NERVOUS 
SYSTEM RESEARCH, DISCUSSING NOREPINEPHRINE 
BIOSYNTHESISt  STORAGE, RELEASE AN0 I N A C T I V A T I O N  I N  
MAMMALS A69-12722  
CHANGES OF CEREBRAL CORTEX AN0 CEREBELLUM 
ELECTRICAL A C T I V I T Y  DURING PHYSICAL WORK I N  
SYMPATHECTOMIZEO CATS AND RABBITS 
A69-BOO71 
PERIPHERAL PATHWAY OF EYE MUSCLE PROPRIOCEPTION I N  
PIGS, CATS AN0 SHEEP A69-80112  
GENERAL OYNAMICS O F  MAMMALIAN TEMPERATURE 
REGULATING SYSTEM, CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM, 
HORMONAL SYSTEM* CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM+ AN0 
BEHAVIOR 
NASA-CR-97663 N69-1075I 
MICRO LAGOON TECHNIQUE FOR CULTURE AN0 OBSERVATION 
OF ISOLATED MAMMALIAN CELLS 
NAS A-TN-0-4906 N 6 9 - 1 1 0 5 6  
MAN MACHINE SYSTEMS 
MANUAL CONTROL USING MATCHED MANIPULATOR 
TECHNIQUE, NOTING CONTROL TASK COMPLEXITY DECREASE 
AN0 IMPROVE0 PERFORMANCE A 6 9 - 1 1 9 5 1  
SURVEY ON HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO 
ADVANCE0 INDUSTRIAL  TECHNOLOGY N 6 9 - 1 1 4 7 8  
COMPREHENSIVE THEORY FOR DISPLAYS USE0 I N  MANUAL 
CONTROL SYSTEMS OEVELOPEO I N  SERVO ANALYTIC 
TERMS 
AD-675983 N69-12151  
MANAGEMENT PLANNING 
HUMAN FACTORS I N  AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS, DISCUSSING 
PERSONNEL SELECTION THRDUGHOUT DESIGN AND 
MANUFACTURING PHASES 169-10449 
NEW DIRECTIONS I N  ORGANIZATION THEORY 
AD-675167 N69-11254 
1-33 
MANGANESE SUBJECT INDEX 
MANGANESE 
MODIF ICATION OF C IRCADIAN RHYTHM I N  SERUM COPPER 
AN0 MANGANESE I N  RATS WITHOUT ADRENAL MEDULLA 
A69-80032  
MANNED SPACE F L I G H T  
COSMIC RADIATION GENETIC, CYTOLOGICAL AND 
HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES. PARTICULARLY OF PATHOLOGICAL 
NATURE, ON ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS EMPLOYE0 I N  LONG 
DURATION SOVIET MANNED FL IGHTS 
A69-10948  
BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS I N  PROLONGED SPACE VOYAGES 
INCLUDING OXYGEN REPLACEMENTI WATER SUPPLY AN0 
FOOD REGENERAT ION A69-11075  
SOVIET BOOK ON HUMAN MOVEMENTS COOROINATION DURING 
SPACE F L I G H T  COVERING SPACE WALKS, LUNAR SURFACE 
PHOTOGRAPHSI SPACE DOCKING, WEIGHTLESSNESS, ETC 
A69-11180  
FRENCH APPLIED AN0 BASIC RESEARCH I N  SPACE BIOLOGY 
INCLUDING MANNED SPACE FLIGHT, DEEP SPACE 
PROBLEMS. WEIGHTLESSNESS AN0 COSMIC HEAVY ION 
RADIATION EFFECTS A69-11909  
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS RESEARCH DURING SOVIET AND 
U.S. MANNED SPACE F L I G H T S  A69-12120  
LITERATURE SURVEY ON SOVIET L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
FOR SPACE F L I G H T  N69-11477  
U. S.S.R. STUDIES I N  AEROSPACE MEDICINE AN0 
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE ENVIRDNMENTS - HUMAN 
METABOLISM AN0 NEUROPHYSIOLDGICAL CHANGES DURING 
SPACE SIMULATION. AN0 EXOBIOLOGICAL RESEARCH 
JPRS-46930  N69-12028  
ONBOARD COMPUTERS FOR MEDICAL OATA PROCESSING 
DURING PROLONGED SPACE F L I G H T S  N69-12041 
SYMPOSIUM PAPERS ON SLEEP UNDER SPACEFLIGHT 
CDNDIT I O N S  N69-12048  
DATA ON I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  FOR USE I N  CALCULATING 
S P E C I F I C  DOSES, R A D I A T I O N  SHIELDING. AN0 R I S K  
HAZARD ANALYSIS FOR MANNED SPACE MISSIONS 
N69-12437  
EFFECTS OF H IGH AND LOW GRADIENT MAGNETIC F I E L O S  
ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE FOR SPACE F L I G H T  
APPLICATIONS N69-12438  
HUMAN RESPONSES TO L INEAR SUSTAINED AND ROTARY 
ACCELERATIONI ZERO AN0 REDUCE0 GRAVITY 
ENVIRONMENTS, AN0 IMPACT I N  MANNED SPACE F L I G H T  
N69-12589  
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 BIOMECHANICAL RESPONSES OF 
HUMANS TO V IBRATIONS DURING MANNED SPACE F L I G H T  
AN0 THRESHOLD OATA ON TOLERANCES TO VARIOUS 
V IBRATIONAL MDOES AN0 CONOITIONS 
N69-12590  
FACTORS DETERMINING OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND CARBON 
D I O X I D E  PRODUCTION I N  RELATION TO OXYGEN 
SUPPLIES REQUIRED FOR MAXIMUM WORK CAPACITY 
DURING MANNED SPACE F L I G H T  N69-12593  
CONTAMINANT AND TOXIC HAZARDS DURING MANNED SPACE 
FL IGHTS N69-12596  
NUTRIT IONAL NEEDS OF ASTRONAUTS INCLUDING 
PROTOTYPE DIETS,  PACKAGING AN0 D ISPENSING OF 
FOODS. AN0 STARVATION PERFORMANCE CAPACITY 
N69-12597  
WATER REQUIREMENTS FOR MANNED SPACE F L I G H T  I N  
RELATION TO WATER BALANCE AND PURITY 
N69-12598  
ANTHROPOMETRIC FACTORS I N  MANNED SPACE F L I G H T  AS 
RELATED TO WORKSPACE ANALYSIS,  PSYCHOLOGICAL 
EFFECTS. AND WORK-REST CYCLE N69-12599  
MANNED SPACECRAFT 
MAN AS M A I N  COMPONENT OF FUTURE SPACECRAFT OR 
PLANETARY STATION CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM, 
DISCUSSING SPACECREW PHYSIOLOGICAL MONITORING FOR 
BIOLOGICAL CYCLES O P T I M I Z A T I O N  A69-11076  
MANUAL CONTROL 
MANUAL CONTROL USING MATCHED MANIPULATOR 
TECHNIQUE, NOTING CONTROL TASK COMPLEXITY DECREASE 
A 6 9 - 1 1 9 5 1  AND IMPROVE0 PERFORMANCE 
MARS (PLANET) 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  P O S S I B I L I T Y  I N  SOLAR SYSTEM, 
NOTING MARTIAN ATMOSPHERE AND TERRESTRIAL L I F E  
ADAPTION T O  MARS SIMULATIONS A69- 11 77 0 
MARS ATMOSPHERE 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  P O S S I B I L I T Y  I N  SOLAR SYSTEM, 
NOTING MARTIAN ATMOSPHERE AND TERRESTRIAL L I F E  
AOAPTION TD MARS SIMULATIONS A69-11770  
MARS ENVIRONMENT 
SOIL ,  MOISTURE AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS FOR 
MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL I N  SIMULATE0 MARTIAN 
ENV IRDNMENT A 6 9 - 1 1 0 9 1  
MARS ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION FOR DETERMINING 
POSSIBLE EXISTENCE O F  EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  
NAS A-CR-97788 N69-1207  8 
MARS PROBES 
MARS CAPSULE F E A S I B I L I T Y  MODEL TERMINAL DRY HEAT 
THERMAL S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  CYCLE DETERMINED FROM 
MICROBIAL DATA A69-11772  
MARS SURFACE 
WOLF TRAP L I F E  DETECTOR DESIGN TO SAMPLE AN0 
CULTURE MARTIAN SURFACE D I R T  FOR MICROORGANISM 
GROWTH A 6 9 - 1 1 7 6 9  
MASKING 
MASKING PHENOMENA AND T IME- INTENSITY RECIPROCITY 
FOR FORM PERCEPTION AS COMPARED TO BRIGHTNESS 
PERCEPT I O N  A 6 9 - 8 0 0 2 5  
MASS TRANSFER 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF ENERGY AN0 MASS TRANSFER 
PROCESSES I N  CLOSED LOOP MULTICOMPONENT L I F E  
SUPPORT SYSTEMS A69-11316  
MATERIALS HANDLING 
S IMULATION OF CARGO TRANSFER I N  WEIGHTLESSNESS 
ENVIRONMENT 
NASA-CR-66708 N69-10273  
MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF ENERGY AN0 MASS TRANSFER 
PROCESSES I N  CLOSED LOOP MULTICOMPONENT L I F E  
SUPPORT SYSTEMS A 6 9 - 1  1 31 6 
MATHEMATICAL S IMULATION OF TEMPERATURE AND 
HUMIDITY CHANGES I N  COMPARTMENTS OF HERMETICALLY 
SEALED SPACE VEHICLE CABINS A69-11489  
MATHEMATICAL MOOELS FOR CHLORELLA CELL  AND 
BIOMASS GROWTH UNDER I L L U M I N A T I O N  DURING SPACE 
FLIGHT. NOTING I O N I Z I N G  RADIATION PRESENCE 
A69-11508  
OATA ACQUIS IT ION PROGRAM FOR APOLLO CREW MOTION 
DISTURBANCES EXPERIMENT CONSISTING OF GROUND 
SIMULATIONS AN0 ORBITAL EXPER IMENT ESTABLISHING 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF HUMAN BODY 
A 6 9 - 2 1 7 5 9  
PHYSIOLOGICAL SCHEME AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF 
TEMPERATURE REGULATION I N  MAN A69-80095  
MATHEMATICAL MODEL TO DETERMINE OPTIMUM 
QUADRUPED CREEPING GAITS FOR LOCOMOTION SYSTEM 
APPLICATION 
AD-675256 N69-10987  
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF ARTERIAL PULSE MECHANICAL 
RELATIONSHIPS 
NASA-TT-F-11969 N69-11610  
METHOD FOR CALCULATING NOISE LEVELS OF V ISUAL 
SIGNALS N69-11786  
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 
ROLE OF P U P I L  I N  D I S A B I L I T Y  GLARE MEASUREMENTS 
A69-80021  
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SUBJECT INDEX MICRO81 OLOSY 
MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE 
HUMAN BODY DYNAMIC RESPONSE TO V IBRATION COMBINE0 
WITH L INEAR ACCELERATION, NOTING CHANGES I N  BODY 
MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE AN0 RESONANCE 
A69-11335 
MEDICAL ELECTRONICS 
METHODS AN0 EQUIPMENT FOR AUTOMATIC RECOGNITION 
OF PATHOLOGICAL PATTERNS DURING 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC TRACINGS 
JPRS-46790 N69-10660  
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT 
METHODS AN0 EQUIPMENT FOR AUTOMATIC RECOGNITION 
OF PATHOLOGICAL PATTERNS DURING 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC TRACINGS 
JPRS-46790  N69-10660  
ONBOARO COMPUTERS FOR MEDICAL DATA PROCESSING 
DURING PROLONGED SPACE F L I G H T S  N69-12041  
MEDICAL SCIENCE 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY CONTRIBUTIONS TO MEDICAL 
PROBLEMS, DISCUSSING ORGANIZATION AND ACHIEVEMENTS 
OF BIOCHEMICAL APPLICATION PROGRAM OF NASA 
UN PAPER 68-95417 A 6 9 - 1 0 4 7 1  
FUNCTIONAL DIAGNOSIS FOR MEDICAL EVALUATION 
OF F L I G H T  CREWS BY MONITORING PHYSIOLOGICAL 
RESPONSES DURING FL IGHT OR F L I G H T  SIMULATION 
N69-11726  
DEVELOPMENT HISTORY OF U.S.S.R. PUBLIC  HEALTH 
AN0 AEROSPACE MEDICINE N69-12029  
MEDICAL SERVICES 
INTENSIVE CARE U N I T S  FOR AERO-MEDICAL EVACUATION 
OF S ICK AND INJURE0 PATIENTS ABOARD COMMERCIAL 
A I  RCRAFTS A69-80013  
DEVELOPMENT HISTORY OF U.S.S.R. PUBLIC  HEALTH 
AND AEROSPACE MEDICINE N69-12029  
RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF AEROMEDICAL 
CERTIF ICATION DENIAL ACTIONS - JANUARY 1 9 6 1  TO 
AD-6755 2 1 N69-12413  
DECEMBER 1 9 6 7  
MEMORY 
EFFECTS O F  ANXIETY AN0 INTERFERENCE ON SHORT-TERM 
MEMORY A69-BOO30 
S K I N  POTENTIALI HEART RATE, AN0 SPAN OF 
IMMEDIATE MEMORY OF V ISUAL S T I M U L I  AS AFFECTED 
BY AUOITORY S T I M U L I  A69-BOO52 
SERIAL  P O S I T I O N  EFFECT I N  NUMBER-RECOGNITION 
MEMORY TASK A69-BO101 
SHORT-TERM MEMORY FOR I N D I V I D U A L  VERBAL ITEMS AS 
FUNCTION OF METHOD OF RECALL A69-80105  
EFFECTS OF TRANQUILIZERS ON FOLLOW-UP RESPONSES 
AN0 RECENT MEMORY A 6 9 - 8 0 1 4 1  
MENTAL PER FORM AN C E 
COMPARATIVE EFFECTS I N  HUMAN SUBJECTS OF 
ETHCHLORVYNOL. GLUTETHIMIDE, SECOBARBITAL, AN0 
PLACEBO ON MENTAL AN0 MOTOR PERFORMANCE 
~ 6 9 - a 0 0 5 6  
COMPARISON OF ROTATING AN0 S T A B I L I Z E D  FOUR-HOUR 
SHIFT-WORK SYSTEMS FOR EFFIC IENCY AT MENTAL 
TASKS A69-80180  
MERCURY PROJECT 
G E M I N I  AND MERCURY SPACE F L I G H T S  MEDICAL RESULTS. 
SUMMARIZING PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS NOTED ON BODY 
SYSTEMS A69-11074  
METABOLIC WASTES 
E L I M I N A T I O N  RATE OF METABOLIC WASTE PRODUCTS OF 
MAN I N  INSULATION S U I T  N69-12044  
METABOLISM 
BASAL METABOLISM I N  HUMANS RESTRICTED TO PROLONGED 
BE0 REST, NOTING DECREASED OXYGEN CONSUMPTION 
RATES A69-11497  
P 3 2  D I S T R I B U T I O N  I N  PROTEIN OF BLOOD SERUM, L I V E R  
AN0 BRAINS OF RATS BOMBARDED WITH H I G H  ENERGY 
PROTONS A69- 11 507 
EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TO OXYGEN AT H I G H  PRESSURE 
ON B R A I N  NITROGEN METABOLISM I N  RATS 
869-80075 
EFFECT OF WORKLOAD DURING T R A I N I N G  OF RATE OF 
ENERGY METABOLISM I N  ATHLETES 
METABOLISM OF PHENOLIC ACIDS BY RAT I N T E S T I N A L  
MICROFLORA A 6 9 - 8 0 1 2 9  
EFFECT OF LONG TERM USAGE OF PYRAZOLONE 
DERIVATIVES ON RENAL FUNCTION AN0 HATER AN0 
ELECTROLYTE METABOLISMS I N  DOGS 
A69-80077  
~69-a0145 
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS I N  ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE I N  
SIMULATED LUNAR GRAVITY 
NAS A-CR-92375 N69-1062  6 
HUMAN ENDOCRINE-METABOLIC RESPONSE TO SEQUENTIAL 
DECOMPRESSION DURING SIMULATED ORBITAL F L I G H T  
8 0 - 6 7 6 1 4 4  N69-11796  
METABOLIC EFFECTS ON DOGS OF LONG TERM EXPOSURE TO 
PARTIAL  PRESSURE OF 60 HM HG CARBON D I O X I D E  
80-676143 N69-11800  
MICE 
VERTICAL V IBRATION STIMULATION OF GROWTH OF ONION 
BULBS AND MICE BODY WEIGHTS A69-10584  
RENAL EFFECTS OF MODERATE HYPOXIA EXPOSURE I N  MICE 
AS REFLECTEO I N  U R I N E  VOLUME AN0 ELECTROLYTE 
EXCRETION PATTERNS DURING FOUR DAYS AT SIMULATED 
ALTITUDE , A 6 9 - 1 0 9 2 1  
PROTECTION AGAINST WHOLE BODY X RAY I R R A D I A T I O N  
BY ADRENOCHROME MONOGUANYLHYORAZONE 
METHANESULPHONATE I N  MICE A69-BO008 
CHLOROPHOS T O X I C I T Y  I N  MICE AT VARIOUS THERMAL 
CONOITIONS AN0 PHYSICAL STRESS 
MORTALITY OF ALTITUDE-EXPOSE0 MICE INFECTED WITH 
A69-80081  
PASTEURELLA TULARENSIS A69-80123  
USE OF GERM-FREE M I C E  FOR TESTING E F F I C I E N C Y  OF 
CONTAMINATION CONTROL OF HUMAN ISOLATION SYSTEMS 
A69-BO131 
L IGHT MICROSCOPIC STUDIES OF CELLULAR EFFECTS OF 
LASER RADIATION ON MICE L I V E R  A69-80219  
PRESSURE CHAMBER EXPERIMENTS ON MICE TO DETERMINE 
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE EFFECTS ON S U S C E P T I B I L I T Y  
AN0 RESISTANCE TO INFECTION 
NASA-CR-97764 N69- 117 6 4  
MICROBIOLOGY 
SPACE CONTROLLED MICROBIOLOGYI DISCUSSING 
TELEMETRY CONTROL OF WASTE MATERIAL CONVERSION I N  
A I R  AN0 WATER POLLUTION 
UN PAPER 6 8 - 9 5 8 6 1  A69-  1 0 4 5 6  
BIOLOGICAL L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR REGENERATING 
CLOSED ATMOSPHERE BY PHOTOSYNTHESISv USING GAS 
EXCHANGE BETWEEN MAN AN0 MICROALGAE 
A 6 9 - 1 1 0 7 8  
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL I N  SPACE 
ABOARD G E M I N I  SATELLITE.  DISCUSSING LETHAL 
EFFECTS OF SOLAR RADIATION A69-11087  
IONOSPHERIC AN0 STRATOSPHERIC UV RADIATION 
EFFECTS ON SURVIVAL OF MICROORGANISMS 
A 6 9 - 1 1 0 8 8  
PEOOSCOPE USE I N  S O I L  MICROBIOLOGICAL STUDIES 
INCLUDING ECOLOGY. INFECTION S U S C E P T I B I L I T Y  ETC 
8 6 9 - 1 1 0 9 2  
BIOLOGICAL MONITORING DURING ASSEMBLY OF 
LANDER/ TO EVALUATE THERMAL CONTROL TECHNIQUES AN0 
MICROBIOLOGICAL BURDEN PRIOR TO S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  
TECHNOLOGICAL F E A S I B I L I T Y  SPACECRAFT / MARS 
1-35 
MICROELECTRONICS SUBJECT INOEX 
869-11774 
M I  CROEL ECTRON I C s  
NEUTRAL BUOYANCY MICROELECTRODE FOR PROLONGED 
RECORDING FROM SINGLE NERVE U N I T S  
A69-11865  
MICROMINIATURIZATION 
MICROMINIATURIZATION I N  RECORDING AN0 PROCESSING 
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC DATA ON CONOITIONEO 
REFL EXES N69-11480  
MICROORGANISMS 
LETHAL EFFECT O F  SOLAR UV RADIATIONS ON ORIEO 
COLIPHAGE T-1 EXPOSE0 TO SPACE A T  SOUNDING 
ROCKET ALTITUDES 169-11086 
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL I N  SPACE 
ABOARD G E M I N I  SATELLITE,  DISCUSSING LETHAL 
EFFECTS OF SOLAR R A D I A T I O N  A69-11087  
IONOSPHERIC AND STRATOSPHERIC UV R A D I A T I O N  
EFFECTS ON SURVIVAL OF MICROORGANISMS 
A69-11088  
SOIL.  MOISTURE AN0 OTHER REQUIREMENTS FOR 
MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL I N  SIMULATED MARTIAN 
ENVIRONMENT A 6 9 - 1 1 0 9 1  
WOLF TRAP L I F E  DETECTOR DESIGN TO SAMPLE AN0 
CULTURE MARTIAN SURFACE D I R T  FOR MICROORGANISM 
GROWTH A69-11769  
METABOLISM OF PHENOLIC ACIDS BY RAT I N T E S T I N A L  
MICROFLORA A69-80129  
FOUR B A S I C  METHODS FOR MICRO8IOLOGICAL SAMPLING OF 
SURFACES A69-80130  
CONTAMINATION CONTROL STUDIES, BACTERIAL SAMPLING 
MODELS - APOLLO M I S S I O N  PLANETARY QUARANTINE 
NASA-CR-97462 N69-10213  
\ 
MICROSPORES 
CYTOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF TRADESCANTIA PALUOOSA 
MICROSPORES FOR SPACE F L I G H T  INFLUENCE ONBOARO 
COSMOS 110 A69-11317  
MICROWAVES 
NON-THERMAL EFFECT OF MICROWAVE R A D I A T I O N  
I N  V ITRO ON PERITONEAL MAST CELLS OF RATS 
A 6 9 - 8 0 1 1 7  
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MICROWAVE R A D I A T I O N  ON 
ANIMALS AN0 HUMANS AN0 ESTABLISHMENT OF HUMAN 
TOLERANCE L I M I T S  N69-12435  
M I S S  I O N  PLANNING 
PLANETARY QUARANTINE AN0 B IOLOGICAL SEARCH 
STRATEGY, DISCUSSING VOYAGER- MARS M I S S I O N  
CONFIGURATION, STERIL IZATION,  BACK CONTAMINATION 
AN0 DECIS IONS 869-11090 
MITOCHONDRIA 
P Y R I D I N E  NUCLEOTIDE CONTENT I N  RAT L I V E R  
MITOCHONDRIA AFTER WHOLE BODY X RAY I R R A D I A T I O N  
A69-80036  
EFFECT OF CAFFEINE ON RESPIRATION AN0 O X I D A T I V E  
PHOSPHORYLATION I N  B R A I N  MITOCHONDRIA OF RATS 
A69-8 02 10 
MODELS 
MODEL I N  TERMS OF ELECTRICAL NETWORK FOR V I S U A L  
LUMINANCE OISCRIMINATION AN0 F L I C K E R  DETECTION 
A69-80033  
MODEL OF HYPOXIA I N  ATMOSPHERE OF P A R T I A L  OXYGEN 
PRESSURE 8Y ANALOG COMPUTER A69-80147  
MOISTURE 
SOIL. MOISTURE AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS FOR 
MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL I N  SIMULATED MARTIAN 
ENVIRONMENT A 6 9 - 1 1 0 9 1  
MOLECULAR INTERACTIONS 
SUMMARY DATA ON SPACE-RELATE0 BIOLOGY STUDIES*  
INCLUDING MOLECULAR EVOLUTION AN0 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT FACTORS 
NASA-CR-97831 N69-12322  
MOLECULAR STRUCTURE 
CONNECTION BETWEEN STRUCTURE AN0 B IOLOGICAL 
FUNCTION I N  PEPTIDE SYSTEMS N69-11939  
MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
LOW TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON CALF THYMUS 
OEOXYNUCLEOPROTEINI CRYSTALLINE EGG ALBUMIN AN0 
F I B R I L L A R  ACTIN, NOTING MOLECULAR WEIGHT AND 
V ISCOSITY CHANGES A 6 9 - 1 1 0 8 9  
MONAURAL SIGNALS 
PROBABIL ITY  DENSITY OISTRIBUTIONS FOR MONAURAL 
DETECTION OF TONAL SIGNAL I N  CONTINUOUS 
BACKGROUND OF GAUSSIAN NOISE AS MOOIFIEO 
NONCENTRAL C H I  O ISTR I B U T I O N  A 6 9 - 1 1 8 2 1  
MONITORS 
COMPARISON OF DETECTION SPEED FOR ISCHEMIC CHANGES 
I N  CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF VECTOR LOOP AN0 
A X I A L  ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS I N  NORMAL AN0 HEART 
DISEASE PATIENTS BEFORE AN0 AFTER EXERCISE 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 5 8  
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR HUMAN PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
I N  FL IGHT SIMULATOR T R A I N I N G  
AD-67 5 5 4 2  Nb9-12455  
MONKFYS 
MONKEY PSYCHOMOTOR REACTIONS DURING B A L L I S T I C  
FLIGHT, NOTING ALERTNESS REDUCTION DURING 
WEIGHTLESSNESS 
LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF SOCIAL ISOLATION I N  
NONSOCIALLY ADAPTED RHESUS MONKEYS OF DIFFERENT 
AGES 
A69-11082  
Ab9-80065  
MONOCULAR V I S I O N  
PERCEPTION OF SLANT WHEN PERSPECTIVE AN0 
STEREOPSIS CONFLICT I N  HUMANS VIEWING 
MONOCULARLY AND BINOCULARLY USING A N I S E I K O N I C  
LENSES A 6 9 - 8 0 0 2 4  
MORPHOLOGY 
MORPHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF 
FERN PROTHALLIA 
NAS A-TT-F- 11970 N69-10981  
MORTALITY 
MORTALITY OF ALTITUOE-EXPOSE0 MICE INFECTED H I T H  
PASTEURELLA TULARENSIS A69-80 1 23 
MOTION AFTEREFFECTS 
EFFECTS OF COCKPIT MOTION ON CREH I N  INSTRUMENT 
FL IGHT TRAINERS AN0 FL IGHT SIMULATORS 
AD-675543 
MOTION SICKNESS 
N69-12416  
PHYSIOLOGICAL CAUSES AN0 PREVENTION OF MOTION 
SICKNESS DURING SPACE FLIGHT, EMPHASIZING 
CONDITIONED REFLEX, DIFFERENT ANALYSORS 
INTERACTIONS AN0 VESTIBULAR-VEGETATIVE CHANGES 
OUR I N G WE I GHT L ES SN E S S 
ELECTRONYSTAGMIC STUDIES SHOWING EFFECTS OF 
VARIOUS ORUGSI MOTION SICKNESS AN0 EYE 
MOVEMENTS I N  RABBITS A69-80136  
A69-12122  
MOTION SICKNESS DRUGS 
EFFECT OF DRUGS ON OCULAR COUNTERROLLING 
AD-675956 N 6 9 - 1 2 1 4 0  
MULTICHANNEL COMMUNICATION 
MULTICHANNEL, PHYSIOLOGICALLY IMPLANTABLE 
TELEMETERING SYSTEM FOR B IOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS 
NASA-CR-97832 N 6 9 - 1 2 0 8 4  
MUSCLES 
PHYSIOLOGICAL CONTROL OF HUMAN RHYTHMIC MUSCULAR 
A C T I V I T Y  - L I M I T S  OF INCREASE0 PERFORMANCE 
A69-80091 
MUSCULAR FUNCTION 
PERIPHERAL PATHWAY OF EYE MUSCLE PROPRIOCEPTION I N  
PIGS, CATS AN0 SHEEP A69-80112  
EFFECT OF SIXTY-TWO DAY PERIOD ON MEN I N  RECUMBENT 
P O S I T I O N  - EXERCISE AND MUSCULAR HYPOTROPHY 
1-36 
SUBJECT INDEX N I T R I T E S  
A 6 9 4 0 1 6 7  
SEXUAL DIFFERENCES I N  MUSCULAR CONTRACTION AND 
RELAXATION AFTER STATIC  LOADING 
A69-80174  
CHANGES I N  BLOOD CIRCULATION. GAS EXCHANGE, AND 
HEART AN0 RESPIRATORY RATES DUE TO PROLONGED 
MUSCULAR I M M D B I L I Z A T I D N  N69-11714  
PRESSURE CHAMBER STUDIES ON HUMAN MOTOR A C T I V I T Y  
UNDER CONDITIONS OF PROLONGED MUSCULAR 
I M M O B I L I Z A T I O N  AND LOW CARBON D I O X I D E  CONTENT 
N69-11716  
MUSCULAR STRENGTH 
ADAPTATION OF ENERGY EXPENDITURE OF TRAINED 
ATHLETES TO REPEATED CONCENTRIC AND ECCENTRIC 
MUSCLE CONTRACTIONS A69-80042  
STUDY OF EXPIRATORY MUSCLES STRENGTH I N  ATHLETES 
BY PNEUMOTONOMETRY A69-BOO78 
PREDICTION OF MUSCULAR ENDURANCE FROM I N D I V I D U A L  
DIFFERENCES I N  I N I T I A L  AN0 POST TRAINING 
INCREMENTS I N  STATIC STRENGTH A69-8 0 156 
MANUAL DYNAMOMETER METHOD OF EVALUATING ACCURACY 
AN0 S T A B I L I T Y  OF HUMAN TIME-STRENGTH REACTIONS 
N69-11733  
PROBLEMS OF DECREASED MUSCULAR STRENGTH AND 
MOTOR COORDINATION UNDER PROLONGED SPACE F L I G H T  
STRESS N69-11740  
MUSCULAR TONUS 
EFFECT OF CHLORPROMAZINE ON PULMONARY VESSEL 
T O X I C I T Y  I N  CATS A69-80144  
MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM 
NONHORMONAL FACTORS CONTROLLING BONE REGENERATION, 
AN0 METABOLIC DATA ON BONE MARROW AN0 CELLS 
N69-10446  
MUSIC 
MUSIC INSTRUMENTATION FREQUENCY EFFECTS ON HUMAN 
ALERTNESS AN0 RESPONSE 
AD-675480 N69-12199  
MUTATIONS 
MUTAGENIC EFFECT OF P O S I T I V E  AND NEGATIVE ELECTRIC 
ST IMULATION I N  ALL IUM CEPA ROOT CELLS DURING 
GROWTH A 6 9 4 0 0 6 9  
MY LAR (TRADEMARK) 
A I R  SAMPLING WITH P L A S T I C  BAGS FOR DETECTING 
POLLUTION 
L A- D C-9 05 6 N69-11170  
MYOCARDIUM 
GLYCOLYSIS RATE AND L A C T I C  ACID CONTENT I N  RAT 
HEART MUSCLE DURING HYPOXIA ADAPTATION 
N69-12037  
MYOELECTRIC POTENTIALS 
VECTOR ANALYSIS OF EKG DATA ON CHANGES I N  
MYOCARDIAL BIOELECTRIC A C T I V I T Y  I N  HEALTHY AN0 
S ICK PERSONS ON EXCESSIVE PRESSURE BREATHING 
OF OXYGEN N69-11727  
N 
NAMING 
REACTION T I M E  FOR NUMERICAL COOING AND NAMING OF 
NUMERICAL S A69-80026  
NARCOTICS 
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE OF DOGS SUBJECTED TO H I G H  
ALT ITUDE AN0 OEMEROL INJECTIONS 
AD-676147 N69-12 193 
NASA PROGRAMS 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY CONTRIBUTIONS TO MEDICAL 
PROBLEMS, DISCUSSING ORGANIZATION AND ACHIEVEMENTS 
OF BIOCHEMICAL APPLICATION PROGRAM OF NASA 
UN PAPER 68-95417 A69-10471  
SPACE BIOLOGY. DISCUSSING U.S. RESEARCH PRDGRAMt 
EMPHASIZING GRAVITY/ORGANISM REACTIONS, 
BIDCHRONOLOGY AN0 EXOBIOLOGY 
UN PAPER 68-95345 A 6 9 - 1 0 4 8 6  
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS RESEARCH DURING SOVIET AND 
A 6 9 - 1 2 1 2 0  U.S. MANNED SPACE FL IGHTS 
N ASA PLANETARY EXPLORATION PROGRAM TO GATHER 
DATA ON O R I G I N  OF SOLAR SYSTEM AN0 L I F E .  
DISCUSSING PLANETARY EVOLUTION AND 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  A69-  12 804 
NEON 
RODENTS EXPOSURE TO NEON ENRICHED ATMOSPHERE FOR 
THREE WEEKS I N  SEALED RECYCLING SYSTEM. 
DISCUSSING BODY WEIGHT PREGNANCIES AND L I T T E R  
A69-11342  
NERVES 
NEUTRAL BUOYANCY MICROELECTRODE FOR PROLONGED 
RECORDING FROM SINGLE NERVE U N I T S  
A 6 9 - 1 1 8 6 5  
NERVOUS SYSTEM 
HUMAN NERVOUS SYSTEM AN0 VESTIBULAR AN0 AUDITORY 
ANALYSORS FUNCTIONAL CHANGES UNDER COMBINED 
HYPOKINESIA AND RADIAL  ACCELERATIONS EFFECTS 
A69-11496  
HYPOXIA EFFECTS ON VESTIBULAR ANALYSOR FUNCTION 
OF RATS I N  PRESSURE CHAMBERS AT SIMULATED 
ALTITUDES FROM 11*000 TO 12,000 M 
669-11 5 0 6  
EXTERNAL OBSERVER EFFECT ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR DURING 
SENSORY DEPRIVATION TESTS CONDUCTEO I N  I S O L A T I O N  
CHAMBERS AS FACTOR I N  ESTIMATING PERSONALITY 
869-1 1 5 1 6  
DEEP INSPIRATIONS AS S T I M U L I  FOR CHANGES I N  
VASOMOTOR, HEART RATE, AND GALVANIC S K I N  
RESPONSES I N  HUMANS RESPONDING TO S P E C I F I C  
L IGHTS 
RESPIRATORY V AR I AT IONS OF BARORECEPTOR REF LEX 
TRANSMISSION AND THEIR EFFECTS OF SYMPATHETIC 
A C T I V I T Y  AN0 VASOMOTOR TONE I N  DOGS 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 5 0  
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 9 6  
EFFECTS OF E X C I T A T I O N - I N H I B I T I O N  PROCESSES ON 
RAT TOLERANCE TO ACCELERATIONS N69-12033  
NEUROLOGY 
HEAD INJURY C L I N I C A L  AN0 LABORATORY LONG TERM 
FOLLOW-UP DATA, DISCUSSING CONSCIOUS STATE 
ALTERATIONS, FOCAL NEUROLOGICAL D E F I C I T ,  EEG 
ABNORMALITIES, ETC A69-11346  
CLINICAL-NEUROLOGICAL ASPECTS OF HUMAN PROLONGED 
BE0 REST DURING SIMULATED SPACE F L I G H T  M I S S I O N  
N69-12042  
NEUROMUSCULAR TRANSMISSION 
NEUROMUSCULAR ACTUATION SYSTEM MODEL, NOTING 
COMPATIB IL ITY  WITH HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL AND 
ANATOMICAL DATA I N  TRACKING TASKS 
A 6 9 - 1  1 9 5 2  
NEURONS 
NEUTRAL BUOYANCY MICROELECTROOE FOR PROLONGED 
RECORDING FROM SINGLE NERVE U N I T S  
A69-11865  
S T A B I L I Z A T I O N  OF REACTIONS OF SINGLE NEURONS OF 
V ISUAL CORTEX I N  NONANESTHETIZEO R A B B I T  
FOLLOWING REPEATED PHOTIC STIMULATION 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 8 9  
OETERMINATION OF D IRECTION DETECTING NEURONS FOR 
SOUNO SOURCE MOTION I N  ANESTHETIZED CATS 
A 6 9 - 8 0 1 1 1  
NEUTRON SOURCES 
VARIABLE ENERGY GAMMA RAY PRODUCTION, NEUTRON 
SOURCESI AN0 S C I N T I L L A T I O N  DOSIMETERS 
NASA-CR-66720 N69-11528  
N I T R I T E S  
STUDY OF N I T R I T E S  AND UREA A S S I M I L I A T I O N  BY 
CHLORELLA PYRENOIOOSA SYNCHRONOUS CULTURE 
1-37 
NITROGEN SUBJECT INDEX 
AFTER NITROGEN STARVATION A69-80202  
NITROGEN 
NITROGEN AN0 HELIUM AS FACTORS AFFECTING HUMAN 
OECOMPRESSION STRESS SEVERITY, USING URINARY 
MEASUREMENTS REFLECTING VARIOUS ENDOCRINE AN0 
METABOLIC CHANGES 169-11338 
NITROGEN O I O X I O E  
EFFECTS O F  CONTINUOUS H I G H  LEVEL CONCENTRATIONS OF 
NITROGEN O I O X I O E  ON LUNGS OF HAMSTERS 
A69-80220  
N O I S E  (SOUNO) 
NOISE AN0 RELATIONS BETWEEN ENVIRONMENT AN0 MAN, 
DISCUSSING SOUNO PERCEPTION, MEASUREMENT AN0 
JUDGMENT OF NOISE ANNOYANCE AN0 HARM 
169-10741 
STUOY OF CONTINUOUS AN0 PROLONGED EFFECT OF BROAD 
BAN0 N O I S E  OF AVERAGE I N T E N S I T Y  ON HUMAN SLEEP 
A69-80003  
C IRCADIAN RHYTHM OF HUMAN HEARING AFTER PROLONGED 
EXPOSURE TO NOISE N69-11720  
N O I S E  I N J U R I E S  
QUANTITATIVE PREDICTION OF HUMAN EFFECTIVE 
PERCEIVED NOISE I N T E N S I T I E S  N69-11574  
N O I S E  I N T E N S I T Y  
HUMAN REACTION TO AIRCRAFT ENGINE NOISE. 
EVALUATING EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL AND 
CONSTRAINTS ON ENGINE DESIGN A69-12766  
ASSESSMENT OF HAZARDS OF IMPULSE NOISE I N  
INOUSTRY A69-80082 
EVALUATION OF ACCEPTABLE NOISE LEVELS I N  
ADOLESCENTS - STANOAROIZATION OF H I G H  FREQUENCY 
INOUSTRIAL  NOISE 1 6 9 - 8 0 0 8 3  
QUANTITATIVE PREDICTION OF HUMAN EFFECTIVE 
PERCEIVED NO I SE I N T E N S I  T I E S  N69-11574  
CHARACTERISTIC HUMAN RESPONSES TO A V I A T I O N  AN0 
INOUSTRIAL  NOISE S T I M U L I  N69-11575  
OYNAMIC MOOEL FOR HUMAN AUDITORY SOUNO PERCEPTION 
AN0 FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS 
N69-11578  
N O I S E  THRESHOLD 
METHOD FOR CALCULATING NOISE LEVELS OF V I S U A L  
SIGNALS N69-11786  
N O I S E  TOLERANCE 
NOISE AN0 RELATIONS BETWEEN ENVIRONMENT AN0 MAN, 
DISCUSSING SOUNO PERCEPTION. MEASUREMENT AND 
JUDGMENT OF NOISE ANNOYANCE AND HARM 
A 6 9 - 1 0 7 4 1  
SOUNO AN0 NOISE PROBLEMS I N  SPACE ENVIRONMENT AN0 
HUMAN TOLERANCE C R I T E R I A  AT VARYING FREQUENCIES 
AN0 I N T E N S I T I E S  N 6 9 - 1 2 5 9 1  
NOREPKNEPHRINE 
PHARMACOLOGICAL TOOLS I N  AUTONOMIC NERVOUS 
SYSTEM RESEARCH. DISCUSSING NOREPINEPHRINE 
BIOSYNTHESIS. STORAGE, RELEASE AN0 I N A C T I V A T I O N  I N  
MAMMALS A69-12722  
C IRCADIAN RHYTHM OF NOREPINEPHRINE REGIONALLY I N  
CAT BRAIN - I T S  RELATIONSHIP  TO ENVIRONMENTAL 
L I G H T I N G  AN0 TO REGIONAL DIURNAL VARIATIONS I N  
B R A I N  SEROTONIN 869-80114 
NUCLEAR RESEARCH 
A I R  CLEANING AN0 CLEAN ROOM F A C I L I T I E S  USED I N  
NUCLEAR PRODUCTION OPERATIONS AN0 B IOLOGICAL 
RESEARCH A C T I V I T I E S  
Y-EF-170 ~69-1072a 
N U T R I T I O N  
N U T R I T I V E  VALUE OF PROTEIN FROM 01 SCOLOREO ALGAE 
BIOMASSES ON GROUPS OF RATS KEPT ON ALGAE BIOMASS, 
CASEIN AN0 SOYBEAN O I E T S  A69-11510  
NUTRIT IONAL REPUIREHENTS 
NUTRIT IONAL REQUIREMENTS AN0 BREEDING BEHAVIOR OF 
PEROGNATHUS 
NAS A-CR-97574 N69-10463  
HUMAN RESPONSES TO SPACECRAFT C A B I N  ATMOSPHERE, 
PRESSURE, AN0 CONTAMINATION, AND WATER SUPPLY, 
O I E T t  AN0 ANTHROPOMETRY 
NASA-CR-1205/ I I I /  
NUTRIT IONAL NEEDS OF ASTRONAUTS INCLUDING 
PROTOTYPE OIETS, PACKAGING AN0 OISPENSING OF 
FOODS. AN0 STARVATION PERFORMANCE CAPACITY 
N69-12592  
N69-12597  
0 
OCCUPATION 
A I R  POLLUTION, RELATE0 OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES. 
AND MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATIONS OF 
POLLUTANTS 
PB- 179 140 N 6 9 - 1 2 5 0 9  
ONBOARO EQUIPMENT 
ONBOARO AUTOMATIC PROCESSING SYSTEMS FOR HUMAN 
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA EVALUATION DURING SPACE 
FL IGHT N69-12045  
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE 
MANUAL CONTROL USING MATCHED MANIPULATOR 
TECHNIQUE, NOTING CONTROL TASK COMPLEXITY DECREASE 
AN0 IMPROVED PERFORMANCE A69-11951  
OPERATOR HANDEDNESS EFFECT ON CONTROL DISPLAY 
MOVEMENT STEREOTYPES A69-12212  
EFFECT OF OPERATORS HANDEDNESS ON SOME 
DIRECTIONAL STEREOTYPES I N  
CONTROL-DISPLAY RELATIONSHIPS A 6 9-8 01 53 
DEVICE FOR STUDYING PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL C A P A B I L I T Y  
AN0 PERIPHERAL V I S I O N  OF CONTROL SYSTEM 
OPERATORS N 6 9 - 1 1 7 3 4  
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL) 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST DATA ON 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM CHANGES I N  RADAR 
OPERATORS N69-1172  9 
OPHTHALMOLOGY 
OPHTHALMIC 2 PERCENT P ILOCARPINE EFFECT ON NORMAL 
OCULAR OYNAMICS OF VARIOUS AGE GROUPS, INCLUDING 
V I S U A L  ACUITYt  ACCOMMODATION AN0 REFRACTION 
A69-11347  
OPTICAL I L L U S I O N  
S I Z E  CONSTANCY AN0 GEOMETRIC OPTICAL I L L U S I O N S  
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 4 8  
O P T I M I Z A T I O N  
DYNAMIC V ISUAL CUES I N  F L Y I N G  - P I L O T  V I S U A L  
PERCEPTION DURING CARRIER LANDING UNDER CALM SEA 
CONDITIONST AN0 V ISUAL REQUIREMENTS FOR OPTICAL 
PROJECT I O N  DISPLAYS N69-11777  
OPTOWETRY 
RETINAL IMAGES AN0 ACCOMOOATION CONTROL MECHANISM 
UNDER CONDITIONS OF SPACE FL IGHT STRESS 
NAS A-CR-98078 N69- 11042 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
CHEMISTRY OF PLANT SUBSTANCES N69-11940  
ORGANISMS 
CHANGES I N  ORGANISM DURING SUDDEN DECOMPRESSIONt 
ANALYZING PRESSURE EQUALIZATION, DISSOLVED GASES 
TRANSFORMATION AN0 BODY F L U I D S  VAPORIZATION 
A69-10753  
ACCELERATIONI HYPOXIA AVO STRESS EFFECTS ON 
HUMANS AN0 ANIMALS, NOTING LATENT FUNCTIONAL 
DISORDERS OF ORGANISMS REQUIRING SPECIAL  
TECHNIQUES FOR DETECTION A 6 9 - 1 1 4 8 8  
ORGANS 
CHANGES I N  MICROCIRCULATORY BEDS OF DIAPHRAGM, 
PERICAROIUMr AN0 RENAL FIBROUS CAPSULE UNDER 
ACCELERATION STRESS I N  TRAINED AN0 UNTRAINED 
DOGS A 6 9 - 8 0 1 5 1  
1-38 
SUBJECT INDEX PERFORMANCE PREDICTION 
ORTHOST AT I C  TOLERANCE 
CARDIOVASCULAR CHANGES I N  MALE STUDENTS DURING 
T I L T  AND NEGATIVE PRESSURE TESTS WITH BE0  REST 
STUDIED FROM HEART RATE. BLOOD PRESSURE AN0 LEG 
VOLUME MEASUREMENTS A69-11334  
REACTIONS OF VENOUS TONE I N  CAPACITANCE VESSELS OF 
S K I N  I N  HUMANS UNDER CONDITIONS OF ACTIVE AN0 
PASSIVE ORTHOSTASIS - GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS ON 
ORTHOSTASIS A69-80097  
PROLONGEO IMMOBIL IZATION EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR 
RESPONSE O F  DOGS DURING ORTHOSTATIC TESTS AN0 
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION N69-12035  
CLINICAL-NEUROLOGICAL ASPECTS OF HUMAN PROLONGED 
BE0 REST DURING SIMULATED SPACE F L I G H T  MISSION 
N69-12042  
OSCILLATORS 
DEVELOPMENT AND FABRICATION OF ELECTRODES FOR USE 
I N  MULTICHANNEL TELEMETRY 
NASA-CR-97745 N 6 9 - 1 1 2 9 1  
OSCILLOSCOPES 
VISUAL DETECTION OF OSCILLOSCOPIC TRACINGS - USE 
OF HUMAN OBSERVER AND COMPUTER-AVERAGING METHOD 
TO OETERMINE RESPONSE TO PHYSICAL EVENTS I N  
PHYSIOLOGICAL RECORDS N69-11787  
OSMOSIS 
ROLE OF K IDNEYS I N  PATHOGENESIS OF HYPERTONIA 
N69-11479  
OT OLOGY 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL VESTIBULAR RESEARCH, OISCUSSING 
HUMAN O T O L I T H I C  APPARATUS REGULATION SUBJECTED TO 
CHANGE FROM GEOCENTRIC TO HELIOCENTRIC ORIENTATION 
UN PAPER 6 8 - 9 5 3 8 9  A69-10508  
OXYGEN 
I N H I B I T O R Y  EFFECT OF OXYGEN BREATHING ON 
BACTERIAL FLORA OF NASAL AND BUCCAL C A V I T I E S  
I N  P I L O T S  8 6 9 - 8 0 0 5 4  
PHASE DURATIONS OF CARDIAC A C T I V I T Y  UNDER 
CONDITIONS OF LOW P A R T I A L  PRESSURE OF OXYGEN 
I N  INHALED A I R  N69-11718  
OXYGEN BREATHING 
EFFECT OF BREATHING PURE OXYGEN ON FOVEAL 
THRESHOLOS I N  HUMANS A69-80159  
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION 
BASAL METABOLISM I N  HUMANS RESTRICTED TO PROLONGEO 
BE0 REST. NOTING DECREASED OXYGEN CONSUMPTI ON 
RATES A69-11497  
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DYNAMICS OF MAXIMUM OXYGEN 
CONSUMPTIONt MAXIMUM OXYGEN PULSE AN0 HEART 
S I Z E  I N  HIGHLY TRAINED ATHLETES 
A69-80076  
ACTION OF RESERPINE ON CIRCULATION AN0 OXYGEN 
UPTAKE I N  HEART OF CATS A69-80142  
GLYCOLYSIS RATE AND L A C T I C  A C I D  CONTENT I N  RAT 
HEART MUSCLE DURING HYPOXIA ADAPTATION 
N69-12037  
FACTORS DETERMINING OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AN0 CARBON 
D I O X I D E  PROOUCTION I N  RELATION TO OXYGEN 
SUPPLIES REQUIRED FOR MAXIMUM WORK CAPACITY 
DURING MANNED SPACE F L I G H T  N69-12593  
OXYGEN METABOLISM 
EFFECTS O F  MOTOR A C T I V I T Y  ON HUMAN OXYGEN BALANCE 
DURING PROLONGED BE0 REST N69-12043  
OXYGEN PRODUCTION 
BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS I N  PROLONGED SPACE VOYAGES 
INCLUDING OXYGEN REPLACEMENT, WATER SUPPLY AND 
FOOD REGENERATION A69-11075  
OXYGEN TENSION 
H I G H  OXYGEN CONCENTRATION BREATHING EFFECT ON 
FOVEAL THRESHOLOS. USING SEA LEVEL TESTS ON 
TRAINED OBSERVERS A69-12216  
DEPENDENCE OF L I P 1 0  PEROXIDATION ON P A R T I A L  
PRESSURE OF OXYGEN I N  RAT L I V E R  MICROSOMES 
A69-80  184 
OXYGENATION 
DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS FOR OXYGEN TRANSPORT I N  
HHOLE BLOOD, OISCUSSING EFFECTS OF INTACT RED C E L L  
CONCENTRATION 169-12479 
P 
PACKAGING 
NUTRITIONAL NEEDS OF ASTRONAUTS INCLUDING 
PROTOTYPE DIETS, PACKAGING AN0 D ISPENSING OF 
FOOOSt AN0 STARVATION PERFORMANCE CAPACITY 
N69-12 597 
PARAMECIA 
U V AN0 V I S I B L E  L I G H T  INTERACTION EFFECT ON 
BIOLOGICAL A C T I V I T Y  OF PARAMECIA UNICELLULAR 
INFUSORIAr NOTING CELL  O I V I S I O N  RATES AN0 CELL  
DEATHS 869-11085 
NUMBER OF REPRODUCTIVE CYCLES I N  GAMMA-IRRAOIATEO 
PARAMECIUM CAUDATUM AN0 SURVIVAL T I M E  
A69-80070  
PARATHYROID GLAND 
PARATHYROID EXTRACT EFFECTS ON RAT BONES, AND 
LOCAL FACTORS AFFECTING BONE REGENERATION 
N69-10449  
PARTIAL  PRESSURE 
PHASE DURATIONS OF CARDIAC A C T I V I T Y  UNDER 
CONDITIONS OF LOW PARTIAL  PRESSURE OF OXYGEN 
I N  INHALED A I R  N69-11718  
METABOLIC EFFECTS ON DOGS OF LONG TERM EXPOSURE TO 
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF 60 MM HG CARBON D I O X I D E  
N69-11800  80 -676143  
PARTICLE INTERACTIONS 
NONEXISTENCE OF BIOTA- CLOUD RECONTAMINATION 
HAZARD FOR PLANETARY LANDER PROVE0 BY ANALYSIS 
OF INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SMALL PARTICLES AN0 
PHYSICAL F I E L D S  AROUND VEHICLE A 6 9 - 1 1 7 7 1  
PATHOGENES IS 
ROLE OF KIDNEYS I N  PATHOGENESIS OF HYPERTONIA 
N 6 9 - 1 1 4 7 9  
PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS 
METHODS AN0 EQUIPMENT FOR AUTOMATIC RECOGNITION 
OF PATHOLOGICAL PATTERNS DURING 
ELECTROCAROIOGRAPHIC TRACINGS 
J PRS -46790 N69-10660  
PATIENTS 
INTENSIVE CARE U N I T S  FOR AERO-MEDICAL EVACUATION 
OF S I C K  AND INJURE0 PATIENTS ABOARD COMMERCIAL 
AIRCRAFTS 
MEDICAL GUIDELINES FOR PATIENTS I N  COMMERCIAL A I R  
TRAVEL A69-E0116 
169-80013 
PATTERN RECOGNITION 
TEMPORAL PATTERN PERCEPTION 8 Y  HUMAN SUBJECTS 
REQUIRE0 TO INTEGRATE INFORMATION PRESENTED I N  
TWO MODALIT IES A 69- 12724 
METHODS AND EQUIPMENT FOR AUTOMATIC RECOGNITION 
OF PATHOLOGICAL PATTERNS DURING 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC TRACINGS 
JPRS-46790 N69-10660  
PEPTIDES 
PEPTIDE SYNTHESIS USING LOW MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
POLYSTYRENE AS SOLUBLE POLYMER SUPPORT 
N 6 9 - 1 0 0 2 0  
CONNECTION BETWEEN STRUCTURE AN0 B IOLOGICAL 
FUNCTION I N  PEPTIDE SYSTEMS N69-11939  
PERFORMANCE PREDICTION 
AIRBORNE DISPLAYS FOR FL IGHT AND NAVIGATION 
A69-80154  
COMPONENT-TOTAL TASK RELATIONSHIPS - SIMPLE AN0 
SEQUENTIAL PRACTICE EFFECTS ON TRACKING 
1-39 
PERFORMANCE TESTS SUBJECT INDEX 
PERFORMANCE A69-80155  
PREDICTION OF MUSCULAR ENDURANCE FROM I N D I V I D U A L  
DIFFERENCES I N  I N I T I A L  AN0 POST TRAINING 
INCREMENTS I N  STATIC  STRENGTH A69-80156  
PERFORMANCE TESTS 
OPERATOR HANDEDNESS EFFECT ON CONTROL D I S P L A Y  
MOVEMENT STEREOTYPES A69-12212  
COMPONENT TOTAL TASK RELATIONSHIPSI  ANALYZING 
S IMPLE AND SEQUENTIAL PRACTICE EFFECTS WITH A I D  OF 
MELTON COMPLEX COOROINATOR A69-12214  
OESIGNI CONSTRUCTION. AN0 TESTING OF EAR PROTECTOR 
FOR USE I N  ARMORED VEHICLES 
AD-675511  N69-12506  
PERIOOIC VARIATIONS 
PERIOOIC PHENOMENON I N  FIGURAL PERCEPTION 
A69-80020  
PERITONEUM 
NON-THERMAL EFFECT OF MICROWAVE R A D I A T I O N  
I N  V ITRO ON PERITONEAL MAST CELLS OF RATS 
A69-80117  
PERMEABIL ITY  
ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON CELLULAR ENZYMATIC 
A C T I V I T Y  I N  MAN AN0 RATS N69-12032  
PERSONALITY 
PERSONALITY COMPONENTS OF D E C I S I O N  MAKING - 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN D E C I S I O N  MAKING AN0 
INTERFERENCE PRONENESS A69-80039  
PERSONALITY TESTS 
EXTERNAL OBSERVER EFFECT ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR DURING 
SENSORY DEPRIVATION TESTS CONDUCTED I N  I S O L A T I O N  
CHAMBERS AS FACTOR I N  ESTIMATING PERSONALITY 
A69-11516  
PERSONNEL SELECTION 
HUMAN FACTORS I N  AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS. DISCUSSING 
PERSONNEL SELECTION THROUGHOUT DESIGN AN0 
MANUFACTURING PHASES A69-10449  
RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF AEROMEDICAL 
C E R T I F I C A T I O N  DENIAL  ACTIONS - JANUARY 1 9 6 1  TO 
AD-675521  N69-12413  
DECEMBER 1967 
PERSPIRATION 
EFFECT OF HEAT STRESS ON I N I T I A T I O N  OF SWEATING 
I N  HUMANS BY CUTANEOUS AND CENTRAL 
THERMORECEPTORS A69-80012  
PHARMACOLOGY 
PHARMACOLOGICAL TOOLS I N  AUTONOMIC NERVOUS 
SYSTEM RESEARCH, D ISCUSSING NOREPINEPHRINE 
BIOSYNTHESIS, STORAGE. RELEASE AND I N A C T I V A T I O N  I N  
MAMMALS 169-12722 
PHENOBARBITAL 
ACTION OF PHENOBARBITAL ON RIBOSOMAL FRACTION OF 
RAT L I V E R  A69-80183  
PHENOLS 
METABOLISM OF PHENOLIC ACIDS B Y  RAT I N T E S T I N A L  
MICROFLORA 169-80129 
PHENYLALAN IN€ 
EFFECT OF TRANQUILIZERS ON ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC 
ACTIVATION I N  HAKEFUL R A B B I T  INDUCED BY 
39 4-OIOXYPHENYLALANINE / DOPA/ A69-80192  
PHOSPHATES 
SYNTHESIS OF 3 PGA-1 CARBON 14 
OIHYOROXYACETONEPHDSPHATE-1-CARBON 14 FOR 
PREPARATION OF GLUCOSE-3-CARBON 14 AND 
GLUCOSE-4-CARBON 14 
EUR-4044. I N69-10950 
PHOSPHORS 
THERMOLUMINESCENCE OOSIMETERS FOR PERSONNEL 
RADIATION MDNITERING N69-11623  
AND BRAINS OF RATS BOMBARDED WITH H I G H  ENERGY 
PROTONS A 6 9 - 1 1 5 0 7  
PHOSPHORYLATION 
EFFECT OF CAFFEINE ON RESPIRATION AND O X I D A T I V E  
PHOSPHORYLATION I N  B R A I N  HITOCHONORIA OF RATS 
A69-80210  
PHOTOMICROGRAPHY 
PEOOSCDPE USE I N  S O I L  H ICRO8IOLOGICAL STUDIES 
INCLUDING ECOLOGY, INFECTION SUSCEPTIB IL ITY ,  ETC 
A69-11092  
PHOTONS 
ANION EXCHANGE TECHNIQUE FOR CONSTRUCTING 
I O D I N E  125 PHOTON SOURCE AN0 SOURCE HOLDER 
FOR BONE MINERAL SCANNING 
COO-1422-36 N 6 9 - 1 1 2 0 7  
PHOTOSYNTHESIS 
B IOLOGICAL L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR REGENERATING 
CLOSED ATMOSPHERE BY PHOTOSYNTHESISI USING GAS 
EXCHANGE BETWEEN MAN AND MICROALGAE 
A69- 11078 
CARBON D I O X I D E  CDMPENSATION POINT I N  PLANTS 
GASEOUS EXCHANGE - REVIEW OF RELATION OF 
PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND RESPIRATION A 6 9 - 8 0 0 8 0  
EFFECT OF H IGH TEMPERATURE ON CARBON F I X A T I O N  I N  
DIFFERENT SPECIES OF CHLORELLA DURING 
PHOTOSYNTHESIS A 6 9 - 8 0 1 7 0  
EFFECT OF L IGHT AN0 TEMPERATURE ON PRIMARY 
PRODUCTION OF UNICELLULAR GREEN AN0 D IATOMIC 
ALGAE A 6 9 - 8 0 2 1 1  
PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS 
CLINICAL-PHYSIOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS AND B A S I C  
HEALTH REQU IREMENTS FOR SELECTING ASTRONAUTS 
FOR LONG DURATION FL IGHTS N69-11730  
PHYSICAL EXERCISE 
AOAPTATION OF ENERGY EXPENDITURE OF TRAINED 
ATHLETES TO REPEATED CONCENTRIC AND ECCENTRIC 
MUSCLE CONTRACTIONS A69-80042  
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PHYSICAL TRAINING AND 
BUFFER-BASE CONTENT I N  BLOOD OF HEALTHY HUMANS 
A69-80043  
RELATIONSHIPS BETYEEN EXERCISE AND RECOVERY 
HEART RATES I N  HUMANS - DEPENDENCE ON WORK 
LOAD AND DURATION OF RECOVERY WITH SPECIAL  
REFERENCE TO RECOVERY HEART RATE BEHAVIOR 
A69-80044  
RESPIRATORY OSCILLATIONS OF ALVEOLAR CARBON 
D I O X I D E  TENSION DURING MAXIMUM EXERCISE I N  
HUMANS A 6 9 - 8 0 0 4 5  
INTENSITY,  W R A T I O N  AND FREPUENCY DF PHYSICAL 
EXERCISE AS DETERMINANTS OF RESPONSE TO TRAINING 
REGIME OF NON-ATHLETES A b 9 - 8 0 0 4 6  
COMPARISON OF DETECTION SPEED FOR ISCHEMIC CHANGES 
I N  CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF VECTOR LOOP AN0 
A X I A L  ELECTROCAROIOGRAMS I N  NORMAL AND HEART 
DISEASE PATIENTS BEFORE AND AFTER EXERCISE 
A69-80058  
CHANGES OF CEREBRAL CORTEX AND CEREBELLUM 
ELECTRICAL A C T I V I T Y  DURING PHYSICAL WORK I N  
SYMPATHECTOMIZEO CATS AND RABBITS 
A69- BOO7 1 
INVOLUTIONAL CHANGES I N  VEGETATIVE FUNCTIONS UNDER 
PHYSICAL STRESS I N  MAN CORRELATED WITH AGE 
A69-80073  
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DYNAMICS OF MAXIMUM OXYGEN 
CONSUMPTIONI MAXIMUM OXYGEN PULSE AN0 HEART 
S I Z E  I N  HIGHLY TRAINED ATHLETES 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 7 6  
EFFECT OF WORKLOAD DURING TRAINING OF RATE OF 
ENERGY METABOLISM I N  ATHLETES 169-80077 
PHOSPHORUS 32 
P 3 2  O I S T R I B U T I O N  I N  PROTEIN OF BLOOD SERUM. L I V E R  EFFECT OF PROLONGED EXERCISE ON COMPONENTS OF 
1-40 
SUBJECT INDEX PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
BLOOD F I B R I N O L Y T I C  ENZYME SYSTEM 
A69-80126  
EFFECT OF SIXTY-TWO DAY PERIOD ON MEN I N  RECUMBENT 
P O S I T I O N  - EXERCISE AN0 MUSCULAR HYPOTROPHY 
A69-BO167 
EFFECT OF IRON GLYCEROPHOSPHATE ON HEMOGLOBIN AN0 
MYOGLOBIN CONTENT AN0 ERYTHROPOESIS I N  RATS 
FOLLOWING PHYSICAL EXERC I SE A69-80169  
INFLUENCE OF REGULAR MUSCULAR A C T I V I T Y  ON ENZYME 
A C T I V I T Y  RESPONSIBLE FOR CONVERSION OF GLYCOGEN 
AN0 GLUCOSE-&PHOSPHATE I N  MUSCLES AN0 L I V E R  OF 
RATS A69-80186 
MINUTE VENTILATION AS INDICATOR OF METABOLIC 
LOADING DURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE 
A69-80190  
FUNCTIONAL TESTS OF CIRCULATORY EFFIC IENCY BY 
ERGOMETRIC MEANS A 6 9 4 0 1 9 1  
COMPUTER PUANTITATION OF S T-SEGMENT RESPONSE OF 
ELECTROCAROIOGRAMS OF HUMANS DURING MAXIMAL -- TREAOMILL EXERCISES A69-80204  
PHYSICAL F I T N E S S  
R E L I A B I L I T Y  OF CAPACITY-PULSE I N D E X  AS CRITERION 
OF PHYSICAL F ITNESS I N  HUMANS A69-80040  
RELATION BETWEEN T I L T  TABLE AN0 ACCELERATION 
TOLERANCE AN0 THEIR DEPENOENCE OF STATURE AND 
PHYSICAL F ITNESS A 6 9 - 8 0 0 4 1  
PREDICTION OF MUSCULAR ENDURANCE FROM I N O I V I O U A L  
OIFFERENCES I N  I N I T I A L  AN0 POST TRAINING 
INCREMENTS I N  STATIC  STRENGTH A69-80156  
PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
INTERDISCIPL INARY UNIVERSITY RESEARCH I N  PHYSICAL, 
B IOLOGICALt  ENGINEERING, AN0 SOCIAL  SCIENCES 
NASA-CR-97569 N69-10504  
PHYSICAL WORK 
LONG TERM RESTRICTION OF MUSCULAR A C T I V I T Y  NOTING 
EFFECTS ON DYNAMICS OF CARDIAC CONTRACTION 
A69-11515  
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE MECHANISM DURING STATIC  AN0 
DYNAMIC WORK PERFORMED BY UPPER L I M B  
N69-10308 
EFFECTS OF MOTOR A C T I V I T Y  ON HUMAN OXYGEN BALANCE 
DURING PROLONGED BED REST N69-12043  
PHYS I C  I ANS 
FL IGHT ACCIDENT RATE OF U.S. P H Y S I C I A N  P ILOTS 
NOTING RELATION TO NUMBER OF TAKEOFFS AN0 LANDINGS 
A69-11344  
PHYSIOLOGICAL ACCELERATION 
HYPOKINESIA AND ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN 
ORGANISM IMMUNITY AN0 RESISTANCE TO INFLAMMATORY 
DISEASES I N  62 DAY TEST A69-11513  
RADIAL  ACCELERATION EFFECTS AN0 ADAPTATION 
MECHANISMS OF HUMAN ORGANISMS N69-11702  
HUMAN TOLER4NCE L I M I T S  TO PROLONGED TRANSVERSE 
ACCELERATIONS, AN0 CHANGES I N  CARDIOVASCULAR AN0 
RESPIRATORY SYSTEMS N69-11703  
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS 
WEAK ALTERNATING ELECTRIC F I E L O  EFFECTS ON HUMAN 
CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS A69-10167  
SOVIET BOOK ON SPACE PHYSIOLOGY COVERING SPACE 
FL IGHT AN0 LABORATORY DATA ON CEREBRAL CORTEX 
FUNCTION. D I G E S T I V E  SYSTEM. T ISSUE CHANGES, ETC 
869-10743 
CHANGES I N  ORGANISM DURING SUOOEN DECOMPRESSION. 
ANALYZING PRESSURE EQUALIZATIONI 01 SSOLVEO GASES 
TRANSFORMATION AN0 BODY F L U I D S  VAPORIZATION 
A69-10753  
GEMINI  AN0 MERCURY SPACE F L I G H T S  MEDICAL RESULTS, 
SUMMARIZ I N G  PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS NOTE0 ON BODY 
SYSTEMS A69-11074  
HUMAN ENOOCRINE-METABOL I C  RESPONSE TO SEQUENTIAL 
OECOMPRESS ION EXPOSURE DURING SIMULATED ORBITAL  
FL IGHT OR EXTRAVEHICULAR A C T I V I T Y  
A 6 9 - 1 1 3 3 7  
RODENTS EXPOSURE TO NEON ENRICHED ATMOSPHERE FOR 
THREE WEEKS I N  SEALED RECYCLING SYSTEM. 
DISCUSSING BODY WEIGHT PREGNANCIES AN0 L I T T E R  
A69-11342  
PHYSIOLOGICAL, CYTOCHEMICAL AND HISTOLOGICAL 
EFFECTS ON MUSCULAR ACTIV ITY,  NERVOUS SYSTEH. 
ADRENAL AND THYROIO GLANDS AND L I V E R  OF MICE 
DURING 3 0  DAY HYPOKINESIA A69-11502  
PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES OCCURRING IN VOLUNTARY 
MOVEMENTS OF ANIMALS UNDER SPACE F L I G H T  
WEIGHTLESSNESS CONDITIONS A69-11827  
LITERATURE SURVEY ON PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF 
MAN AND ANIMALS 
AD-675383 N69-11476  
SURVEY ON HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO 
ADVANCE0 INDUSTRIAL  TECHNOLOGY N69-11478  
U. S.S.R. STUDIES I N  AEROSPACE MEDICINE AN0 
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENTS - HUMAN 
METABOLISM AN0 NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES DURING 
SPACE SIMULATION. AN0 EXOBIOLOGICAL RESEARCH 
JPRS-46930 N69-12028  
L I M I T I N G  FACTORS OF HUMAN TOLERANCE TO THERMAL 
STRESSES N69-12030  
PROLONGED I M M O B I L I Z A T I O N  EFFECTS ON CARDIOVASCULAR 
RESPONSE OF DOGS DURING ORTHOSTATIC TESTS AN0 
TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION N69-12035  
GLYCOLYSIS RATE AN0 L A C T I C  ACID CONTENT I N  RAT 
HEART MUSCLE DURING HYPOXIA ADAPTATION 
N 6 9 - 1  2037 
ONBOARO AUTOMATIC PROCESSING SYSTEMS FOR HUMAN 
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA EVALUATION DURING SPACE 
FL IGHT N69- 12045 
ISOLATION CHAMBER EFFECTS ON D A I L Y  RHYTHM OF 
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS AN0 WORK CAPACITY 
N69- 1 2 0 4 6  
SYMPOSIUM PAPERS ON SLEEP UNDER SPACEFLIGHT 
CONOIT IONS N69-12048  
HUMAN RESPONSES TO AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT I N  
RELATION TO MICROWAVEt LIGHT,  THERMAL, AN0 
I O N I Z I N G  RADIATION 
NASA-CR-1205/1/ N69-12434  
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MICROWAVE R A D I A T I O N  ON 
ANIMALS AN0 HUMANS AN0 ESTABLISHMENT OF HUMAN 
TOLERANCE L I M I T S  N69-12435  
DATA ON I O N I Z I N G  RADIATION FOR USE I N  CALCULATING 
S P E C I F I C  OOSESI RADIATION SHIELOINGt  AN0 R I S K  
HAZARD ANALYSIS FOR MANNED SPACE MISSIONS 
N69-12437  
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ELECTRICITY ON HUMAN BODY 
AN0 I T S  ORGANS7 AN0 TOLERANCE L I M I T S  TO ELECTRIC 
CURRENTS N69-12439  
EFFECTS OF RARE GASES I N  SPACECRAFT CABINS ON 
ASTRONAUTS N69- 12594 
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
NEUROMUSCULAR ACTUATION SYSTEM MODEL, NOTING 
COMPATIB IL ITY  WITH HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 
ANATOMICAL DATA I N  TRACKING TASKS 
A69-11952  
PARATHYROID EXTRACT EFFECTS ON RAT BONES, AN0 
LOCAL FACTORS AFFECTING BONE REGENERATION 
N69-10449  
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS I N  ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE I N  
SIMULATED LUNAR GRAVITY 
1-41 
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES SUBJECT INDEX 
NASA-CR-92375 N69-10626  
PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS - 
LITERATURE REVIEW. 1964- 1 9 6 5  
AD-675455 N69-11228 
MULTICHANNEL, PHYSIOLOGICALLY IMPLANTABLE 
TELEMETERING SYSTEM FOR B IOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS 
NASA-CR-97832 N69- 1208 4 
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES 
MONKEY PSYCHOMOTOR REACTIONS DURING B A L L I S T I C  
FLIGHT, NOTING ALERTNESS REDUCTION DURING 
WE I GHTL ES SN ESS A69-11082  
PHYSIOLOGIC AN0 PSYCHOMOTOR CHANGES DURING VARIOUS 
ACCELERATION STRESSES A69-11340  
PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF CENTRIPETAL AN0 C O R I O L I S  
ACCELERATIONS EFFECTS ON VESTIBULAR FUNCTION OF 
HUMANS I N  ROTATING CHAMBER A69-11498  
LONG TERM RESTRICTION OF MUSCULAR A C T I V I T Y  NOTING 
EFFECTS ON DYNAMICS OF CAROIAC CONTRACTION 
A69-11515  
PHYSIOLOGICAL CAUSES AN0 PREVENTION OF MOTION 
SiCKNESS OURiNG SPACE FLIGHT, EMPHASIZING 
CONOITIONEO REFLEX, DIFFERENT ANALYSORS 
INTERACTIONS AN0 VESTIBULAR-VEGETATIVE CHANGES 
OURlNG WEIGHTLESSNESS A69-12122  
STUOY O F  CONTINUOUS AN0 PROLONGED EFFECT OF BROAD 
BAN0 NOISE OF AVERAGE I N T E N S I T Y  ON HUMAN SLEEP 
A69-80003  
ENOOCRINOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF EXPOSURE TO H I G H  
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURES - REVIEW OF CURRENT 
WORK A69-80007 
SUBJECTIVE AN0 OBJECTIVE RESPONSES TO 01 SRUPTIONS 
I N  HUMAN CIRCADIAN P E R I O D I C I T Y  OURING 
EAST-WEST AN0 WEST-EAST LONG DISTANCE 
COMMERCIAL FL IGHTS - REVIEW A69-80016  
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF 
C IRCADIAN RHYTHMS I N  MAN A69-80017  
INTENSITY,  DURATION AN0 FREQUENCY OF PHYSICAL 
EXERCISE AS DETERMINANTS OF RESPONSE TO T R A I N I N G  
REGIME OF NON-ATHLETES A69-80046  
INVOLUTIONAL CHANGES I N  VEGETATIVE FUNCTIONS UNOER 
PHYSICAL STRESS I N  MAN CORRELATED WITH AGE 
A69-8 007 3 
FEATURES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF RATS I N  
HYPOXIA FOLLOWING INHALATION OF METHANE-OXYGEN 
MIXTURES A69-BO194 
EXOSKELETAL KINEMATOMETER DEVICE FOR MONITORING 
K INEMATIC MOTION OF UPPER L I M B S  
N69-10147  
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE MECHANISM DURING STATIC  AN0 
DYNAMIC WORK PERFORMED BY UPPER L I M B  
N69-10308  
HUMAN E Q U I L I B R I U M  DURING STIMULATION BY DISCRETE 
AUDIO FREQUENCIES 
I O - 6 7 5 1 7 2  N69-11189  
SPACE ENVIRONMENT S IMULATION EFFECTS ON AUTONOMIC 
NERVOUS SYSTEM, PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES, AN0 
EMOTIONAL STATE OF MEN CONFINED I N  SMALL TEST 
CHAMBER N69-11711  
ISOLATION CHAMBER TESTS OF D IFFERENT WORK-REST 
CYCLES ON 
FUNCTIONS 
CIRCAOIUM RHYTHM 
I N  MAN 
OF PHYSIOLOGICAL 
N69-117 12 
PRESSURE CHAMBER TESTS OF HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL 
REACTIONS OURING PROLONGED STAY I N  CONTROLLED 
ATMOSPHERE N69-11715  
RESPIRATORY AN0 CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM DATA ON 
FL IGHT CREW REACTIONS TO PERFORMING F L I G H T  
TASKS N69-11722  
EMOTIONAL FACTORS AN0 NEURO-ENOROCRINE REGULATION 
OF PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS DURING F L I G H T  
N69-11723  
PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS OF ADAPTATION TO F L Y I N G  
UNOER CONDITIONS OF MODERATE HYPEROXIA AN0 
EMOTIONAL HYPERVENTILATION N69-11724  
FUNCTIONAL DIAGNOSIS FOR MEDICAL EVALUATION 
OF FL IGHT CREWS BY MONITORING PHYSIOLOGICAL 
RESPONSES OURING FL IGHT OR FL IGHT S IMULATION 
N69-11726  
V IBRATIONAL STRESS EFFECTS ON HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL 
FUNCTIONS N 6 9 - 1 1 7 3 7  
V I S U A L  DETECTION OF OSCILLOSCOPIC TRACINGS - USE 
OF HUMAN OBSERVER AN0 COMPUTER-AVERAGING METHOD 
TO DETERMINE RESPONSE TO PHYSICAL EVENTS I N  
PHYSIOLOGICAL RECORDS N69-11787  
HUMAN ENDOCRINE-METABOL IC RESPONSE TO SEQUENTIAL 
DECOMPRESSION DURING SIMULATED ORBITAL  F L I G H T  
AD-676144 N69-11796  
PHYSIOLOGICAL ADAPTATION MECHANISMS 
ANIMALS TO SPACE ENVIRONMENTS 
OF MAN AN0 
N69-12047  
HUMAN RESPONSES TO L INEAR SUSTAINED AND ROTARY 
ACCELERATIONt ZERO AN0 REDUCE0 GRAVITY 
ENVIRONMENTS. AN0 IMPACT I N  MANNED SPACE F L I G H T  
N 6 9 - 1 2 5 8 9  
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 BIOMECHANICAL RESPONSES OF 
HUMANS TO V IBRATIONS DURING MANNED SPACE F L I G H T  
AN0 THRESHOLO DATA ON TOLERANCES TO VARIOUS 
V IBRATIONAL MODES AN0 CONDITIONS 
N69- 1 2 5  90 
PHYSIOLOGICAL RELATIONS BETWEEN PERCENTAGE OXYGEN 
AND TOTAL PRESSURE I N  SPACECRAFT CABINS 
N69-12595  
PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS 
PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS ONBOARO SOVIET 
BIOPROBES AN0 B I O S A T E L L I T E S  INCLUDING 
ELECTROCAROIOGRAPHYI PHONOCAROIOGRAPHY, 
SPHYGMOGRAPHY, SEISMOCAROIOGRAPHY AN0 PNEUMOGRAPHY 
A 6 9 - 1 0 9 4 7  
TEMPORAL PATTERN PERCEPTION BY HUMAN SUBJECTS 
REQUIRE0 TO INTEGRATE INFORMATION PRESENTED I N  
TWO MODAL I T  I E S  8 6 9 - 1 2 7 2 4  
EUSTACHIAN TUBE FUNCTION AS RELATE0 TO A N T I B I O T I C  
TREATMENT AN0 SURGERY A69-80127  
EVALUATION OF TESTS FOR DIAGNOSIS  OF CORONARY 
ARTERY DISEASE AN0 FL IGHT F ITNESS OF A I R L I N E  
P ILOTS A69-80172  
MODIF IED STEP TEST FOR ASSESSING CIRCULATION 
F ITNESS I N  TRAINED AN0 UNTRAINED SUBJECTS 
A69-BO187 
CALCULATION OF THEORETICAL WORK CAPACITY AN0 
THEORETICAL PULSE RATE DURING FUNCTIONAL TESTS 
OF CIRCULATION A69-80188  
SPIROERGOMETRIC TEST FOR ASSESSING F I T N E S S  OF 
CARDIORESPIRATORY SYSTEM I N  TRAINED AN0 
UNTRAINED SUBJECTS A 6 9 - 8 0 1 8 9  
MINUTE VENTILATION AS INDICATOR OF METABOLIC 
LOADING DURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE 
A 6 9 - 8 0 1 9 0  
FUNCTIONAL TESTS OF CIRCULATORY E F F I C I E N C Y  BY 
ERGOMETRIC MEANS A69- 8019 1 
AEROSPACE MEDICINE ARTICLES ON PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING, SPACE F L I G H T  STRESS, 
AN0 ACCELERATION AN0 ALT ITUDE TOLERANCES 
JPRS-46751  N 6 9 - 1 1 7 0 1  
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST DATA ON 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM CHANGES I N  RADAR 
OPERATORS N 6 9 - 1 1 7 2 9  
1-42 
SUBJECT INDEX PLANTS BOTANY 
CLINICAL-PHYSIOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS AND BASIC 
HEALTH REQUIREMENTS FOR SELECTING ASTRONAUTS 
FOR LONG OURATION F L I G H T S  N69-11730  
PSYCHOLOGICAL AN0 PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS OF P I L O T  
REACTIONS TO C R I T I C A L  FREQUENCY OF FLASHES 
N69-11735  
RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF AEROMEDICAL 
CERTIF ICATION DENIAL  ACTIONS - JANUARY 1961 TO 
AD-675521  N69-12413  
OECEMBER 1967 
PHYSIOLOGY 
EFFECTS OF DRUGS ON SENSORY FUNCTIONS I N  
MAN - REPORTS OF SYMPOSIUM A69-80133  
MORPHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF 
FERN PROTHALLIA 
NASA-TT-F-11970 N69-10981  
AVIAT ION PHYSIOLOGY RESEARCH PROBLEMS PERTAINING 
TO FL IGHT FATIGUE AND STRESS, SAFETY OEVICESI 
WORK-REST CYCLES. AN0 PHYSICAL CONDITIONING 
N69-11721  
P ILOCARPINE 
OPHTHALMIC 2 PERCENT P ILOCARPINE EFFECT ON NORMAL 
OCULAR DYNAMICS OF VARIOUS AGE GROUPS, INCLUDING 
V ISUAL ACUITY. ACCOMMODATION AND REFRACTION 
A69-11347  
P I L O T  PERFORMANCE 
MEDICINAL THERAPY AND F L I G H T  SAFETY OF P I L O T S  
AN0 ASTRONAUTS, DISCUSSING DRUG USE, SELF 
TREATMENT, TOLERANCE AN0 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
A69-1058 3 
HEAD- UP D ISPLAY / HUO/ FL IGHT INFORMATION 
APPLIED TO C I V I L  AVIAT ION,  NOTING OPERATIONAL 
SAFETY IMPROVEMENT AND P I L O T  WORK LOA0 REDUCTION 
A69-10635  
FL IGHT ACCIDENT RATE OF U.S. P H Y S I C I A N  P ILOTS 
NOTING RELATION TO NUMBER OF TAKEOFFS AND LANDINGS 
A69-11344  
ERROR REDUCTION I N  I D E N T I F Y I N G  P I L O T  DESCRIB ING 
FUNCTION FROM FL IGHT TEST DATA BY S H I F T I N G  INPUT 
SIGNAL BY P I L O T  DELAY TIME I N  SIMULATE0 COMPUTER 
MODEL Ab9-11950  
VAL IDATION STUDY OF P I L O T S  V I S U A L  SAMPLING 
BEHAVIOR, USING QUEUEING MODEL BASED ON 
INSTRUMENT AND EYE MOVEMENT DATA FROM L I N K  
TRAINER MISSION FL IGHTS A69-11954  
AIRCRAFT COCKPIT OISPLAYS DESIGN FOR F L l G H T  
CONTROL AN0 NAVIGATION, DISCUSSING INTEGRATION, 
P ICTORIAL  REALISM, MOVING PART, PURSUIT TRACKING, 
FREQUENCY SEPARATION AND OPTIMUM SCALING 
A69-12213  
OYNAf4IC F L I G H T  SIMULATORS F I D E L I T Y  ASSESSMENT, 
DISCUSSING HYBRID METHOD BASED ON P I L O T  
PSYCHOMOTOR RESPONSES A69-12215 
DERIVATION OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS RELATING 
OPERATOR APPLIED FORCE TO SIGNAL EMANATING FROM 
CONTROL FOR FOUR COMMON TYPES OF JOYSTICKS 
A69-80163  
DESIGN FOR OPTICAL RATE DISPLAY FOR USE I N  
C R I T I C A L  TASK OF LANDING AIRCRAFT 
A69-80164  
T I M E  LAGS I N  PERCEPTION. REACTION TIME, AN0 
ATTENTION S H I F T  DURING PSYCHOMOTOR FUNCTIONS OF 
AIRCRAFT P I L O T S  
EWR-116166 N69-10652  
RESPIRATORY AND CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM DATA ON 
FL IGHT CREW REACTIONS TO PERFORMING F L I G H T  
TASKS N69-11722  
DEVICE FOR DETERMINING EFFECT OF MOTION RATE OF 
INDICATOR NEEOLE ON P I L O T  READING T I M E  AN0 
ACCURACY N69-11732  
EFFECTS OF COCKPIT MOTION ON CREW I N  INSTRUMENT 
FL IGHT TRAINERS AN0 F L I G H T  SIMULATORS 
AD-675543 N69- 1241 6 
DECOMPRESSION EFFECTS ON P I L O T  PERFORMANCE 
AD-675774 N69-12 53 1 
PILOT SELECTION 
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS INVOLVE0 I N  P I L O T  SELECTION 
N69-1172  5 
P ILOT T R A I N I N G  
A I R L I N E  CREW TRAINING*  REQUALIFICATION, RECURRENT, 
UPGRADING AN0 AIRCRAFT TRANSITION TRAINING FOR 
CREW AND P I L O T  A 6 9 - 1 0 4 5 0  
SELF ADAPTIVE TECHNIQUE FOR D I G I T A L  OPERATIONAL 
FL IGHT TRAINER TO IMPROVE P I L O T  S K I L L  I N  
TURBULENT A I R  
AD-675805 N69-12317  
BACKGROUND AND S ITUATION CONFIDENCE - THEIR 
RELATION TO PERFORMANCE 
80-674943 N 6 9 - 1 2 5 1 4  
P I  LOTS (PERSONNEL) 
HEART RATE AN0 PERCEPTUAL WORKLOADS CORRELATION 
I N  P ILOTS DURING FL IGHT MANEUVERS AN0 
COMPENSATORY TRACKING TASK A 6 9 - 8 0 0 1 0  
INHIB ITORY EFFECT OF OXYGEN BREATHING ON 
BACTERIAL FLORA OF NASAL AN0 BUCCAL C A V I T I E S  
I N  P ILOTS A 6 9 - 8 0 0 5 4  
PROBLEMS OF NAVIGATIONAL GUIDANCE FOR P I L O T S  CLOSE 
TO GROUND I N  CONDITIONS OF RESTRICTED AND LOW 
V I S I B I L I T Y  A69-80171  
EVALUATION OF TESTS FOR DIAGNOSIS  OF CORONARY 
ARTERY DISEASE AN0 FL IGHT F ITNESS OF A I R L I N E  
P ILOTS A69-80172  
V I S U A L  I L L U S I O N S  AN0 PROBLEMS OF EVALUATING 
ALTITUDE AN0 DISTANCE I N  F L Y I N G  
A69-80218  
P ITUITARY GLANO 
HYPOXIA EXPOSURE EFFECT ON RNA SYNTHESIS I N  RAT 
ANTERIOR P I T U I T A R Y  CULTURED I N  VITRO 
A69- 10923 
PHOSPHODIESTERASE A C T I V I T Y  OF ANTERIOR P ITUITARY.  
MEDIAN EMINENCE, HEART AN0 CEREBRAL CORTEX OF RAT, 
STUDYING EFFECTS OF CAFFEINE, THEOPHYLLINE AN0 
HYDROCORTISONE A 6 9 - 1 1  8 8 5  
OECREAS EO ERYTHROPOIETIC RESPONSE OF 
HYPOPHYSECTOnIZEO RATS T J  LOWERED BAROMETRIC 
PRESSURES A69-80216  
PLANETARY EVOLUTION 
N ASA PLANETARY EXPLORATION PROGRAM TO GATHER 
DATA ON O R I G I N  OF SOLAR SYSTEM AND L I F E ,  
DISCUSSING PLANETARY EVOLUTION AN0 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  ~69-12804 
PLANETARY LANDING 
NONEXISTENCE OF BIOTA- CLOUD RECONTAMINATION 
HAZARD FOR PLANETARY LANDER PROVE0 BY ANALYSIS 
OF INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SMALL PARTICLES AND 
PHYSICAL F I E L D S  AROUND VEHICLE A69-11771  
BIOLOGICAL MONITORING DURING ASSEMBLY OF 
LANDER/ TO EVALUATE THERMAL CONTROL TECHNIQUES AND 
MICROBIOLOGICAL BURDEN PRIOR TO S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  
A69-11774  
TECHNOLOGICAL F E A S I B I L I T Y  SPACECRAFT / MARS 
PLANTS (BOTANY) 
ALLELOPATHY t DISCUSSING APPL lCATION TO GAS 
L IBERATING A C T I V I T Y  OF EDIBLE PLANTS AS 
INGREDIENTS OF SPACE FL IGHT L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
A69-11509  
MUTAGENIC EFFECT OF P O S I T I V E  AND NEGATIVE ELECTRIC 
STIMULATION I N  ALL IUM CEPA ROOT CELLS DURING 
A69-80069 GROUT H 
MORPHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF 
1-43 
POCKET M I C E  SUBJECT INDEX 
FERN PROTHALLIA 
NASA-TT-F-11970 N69-1098 1 
SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET R A D I A T I O N  CONSIDERED ECOLOGICAL 
FACTOR I N  PLANTS GROWING ON EAST SLOPE OF 
COLORADO RANGE N 6 9 - 1 1 4 0 1  
SPECTROGONIDGRAPH FOR RECORDING SPECTRAL 
LUMINANCE OF PLANT LEAVES I N  NATURAL AND 
POLARIZED L I G H T  
A0-676207  Nb9-11888  
CHEMISTRY OF PLANT SUBSTANCES N69-11940  
BIOCHEMICAL COMPOSITION CHANGES I N  PLANTS AFTER 
SPACEFLIGHT EXPOSURE OF THEIR SEEDS 
N69-12031  
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON ATMOSPHERIC 
HEAT BALANCE AND TEMPERATURE OF PLANT LEAF 
TEMPERATURE N69-12065  
GRAVITATIONAL AND MECHANICAL STRESS EFFECTS ON 
L I G N I F I C A T I O N  I N  LAND PLANTS 
NASA-CR-97762 N69-12 11 0 
POCKET M I C E  
NUTRIT IONAL REQUIREMENTS AND BREEDING BEHAVIOR OF 
PERDGNATHU S 
NASA-CR-97574 N69-10463  
POLARIZED L I G H T  
SPECTROGONIOGRAPH FOR RECORDING SPECTRAL 
LUMINANCE OF PLANT LEAVES I N  NATURAL AND 
POLARIZED L I G H T  
AD-676207 N69-11888 
P O L I T I C S  
NEEDS FOR RESEARCH ON P O L I T I C A L  ASPECTS OF HUMAN 
USE OF ATMOSPHERE N69-11391  
HUMAN DIMENSIONS OF ATMOSPHERE FROM PERSPECTIVE OF 
P O L I T I C A L  SCIENTIST  N69-11392  
POLLUTION 
SPACE CONTROLLED MICROBIOLOGYI DISCUSSING 
TELEMETRY CONTROL OF WASTE MATERIAL CONVERSION I N  
A I R  AN0 WATER POLLUTION 
UN PAPER 68-95861 A69-10456  
POLYETHYLENES 
BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES I N  RATS AN0 MICE ENZYME 
A C T I V I T Y  AFTER POLYETHYLENE POLYAMINE 
POISONING A69-80146  
POLYMERS 
PEPTIDE SYNTHESIS USING LOW MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
POLYSTYRENE AS SOLUBLE POLYMER SUPPORT 
N69-10020  
POLYSTYRENE 
PEPTIDE SYNTHESIS USING LOW MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
POLYSTYRENE AS SOLUBLE POLYMER SUPPORT 
N69-10020  
POLYURETHANE FOAM 
S T A e I L I Z A T I O N  OF E L A S T I C  FOAM POLYURETHANE BY 
HEATED HELIUM FLOW N69-12039  
P O S I T I O N  (LOCATION] 
MODEL FOR SENSORY MOTOR COORDINATION PROCESSES FOR 
LOCALIZATION OF D IRECTION BY V I S U A L  AND AUDITORY 
S T I M U L I  869 -80047  
SERIAL  P O S I T I O N  EFFECT I N  NUMBER-RECOGNITION 
MEMORY TASK A 6 9 - 8 0 1 0 1  
I N W C E D  STEREOSCOPIC MOTION AS A I D  I N  SEARCH FOR 
T A L L  TARGETS A69-80160  
V I S U A L  DETECTION PROBABIL ITY  OF **SONAR** TARGETS 
AS FUNCTION OF RETINAL P O S I T I O N  AND BRIGHTNESS 
CONTRAST A69-80162  
P O S I T I O N I N G  
EFFECTS O F  HEAD P O S I T I O N  ON VERTICAL NYSTAGMUS 
RESPONSE I N  CATS DURING ROTARY STIMULATION 
AM-68-2 N69-10306  
POSTURE 
VARIATION OF SUBJECTIVE VERTICAL ON PARALLEL SWING 
AT DIFFERENT BODY POSIT IONS A69-80038 
RELATION BETWEEN T I L T  TA8LE AND ACCELERATION 
TOLERANCE AND T H E I R  DEPENDENCE OF STATURE AND 
PHYSICAL F ITNESS A 6 9 - 8 0 0 4 1  
EFFECT OF SIXTY-TWO DAY PERIOD ON MEN I N  RECUMBENT 
P O S I T I O N  - EXERCISE AND MUSCULAR HYPOTROPHY 
A69-80167  
EFFECT OF SIXTY-TWO DAY PERIOD ON MEN I N  
RECUMBENT POSIT ION - MENTAL STATES OF SUBJECTS 
A69-80168 
POTABLE WATER 
ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR IN-FL IGHT MONITORING OF 
AEROSPACE WATER SUPPLIES FOR POTABIL ITY .  
EMPHASIZING RAPIDITY,  S E N S I T I V I T Y  AN0 
REPRODUCIB IL ITY  A 69- 11 339 
PREGNANCY 
D I S T R I B U T I O N  ANALYSIS OF VENTILATION, PERFUSION 
AND OXYGEN DIFFUSING CAPACITY I N  LUNGS OF 
ADOLESCENTS. ELDERLY PEOPLE AND PREGNANT WOMEN 
BY CONCENTRATION CHANGES FOR INSPIRATORY GASES 
A69-80094  
PRFSSURE BREATHING 
VECTOR ANALYSIS OF EKG DATA ON CHANGES I N  
MYOCARDIAL BIOELECTRIC A C T I V I T Y  I N  HEALTHY AND 
S I C K  PERSONS ON EXCESSIVE PRESSURE BREATHING 
OF OXYGEN N69-11727  
PRESSURE CHAMBERS 
PRESSURE CHAMBER TESTS OF HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL 
REACTIONS DURING PROLONGED STAY I N  CONTROLLED 
ATMOSPHERE 
PRESSURE EFFECTS 
N 6 9 - 1 1 7 1 5  
CARDIOVASCULAR CHANGES I N  MALE STUDENTS DURING 
T I L T  AN0 NEGATIVE PRESSURE TESTS WITH BED REST 
STUDIED FROM HEART RATE, BLOOD PRESSURE AN0 LEG 
VOLUME MEASUREMENTS Ab9-11334  
PRESSURE CHAMBER EXPERIMENTS ON MICE TO DETERMINE 
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE EFFECTS ON S U S C E P T I B I L I T Y  
AND RESISTANCE TO INFECTION 
NAS A-CR-97764 N 6 9 - 1 1 7 6 4  
PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
STUDY OF EXPIRATORY MUSCLES STRENGTH IN ATHLETES 
BY PNEUMDTONOMETRY A 6 9 - 8 0 0 7 8  
PRESSURE REDUCTION 
CHANGES I N  ORGANISM DURING SUDDEN DECOMPRESSION* 
ANALYZING PRESSURE EQUALIZATIONt  DISSOLVED GASES 
TRANSFORMATION AND BODY F L U I D S  VAPORIZATION 
A 69- 1 0753 
PROLONGED DECOMPRESSION STRESS EFFECTS ON HUMANS 
I N  SIMULATED ORBITAL FL IGHT OR EXTRAVEHICULAR 
ACTIV ITY,  INVESTIGATING ENDOCRINE-METABOLIC 
DISTURBANCE BY U R I N A L Y S I S  A 6 9 - 1 1 3 3 6  
HUMAN ENDOCRINE-METABOLIC RESPONSE TO SEQUENTIAL 
DECOMPRESSION EXPOSURE DURING SIMULATED ORBITAL  
FL IGHT OR EXTRAVEHICULAR A C T I V I T Y  
A 6 9 - 1 1 3 3 7  
NITROGEN AND HELIUM AS FACTORS AFFECTING HUMAN 
DECOMPRESSION STRESS SEVERITY, USING URINARY 
MEASUREMENTS REFLECTING VARIOUS ENDOCRINE AN0 
METABOLIC CHANGES A 6 9 - 1 1 3 3 8  
HUMAN ENDOCRINE-METABOLIC RESPONSE TO SEQUENTIAL 
DECOMPRESSION DURING SIMULATED ORBITAL  F L I G H T  
AD-676144 N69-11796 
DECOMPRESSION STRESS I N  SIMULATED ORBITAL  F L I G H T  
AD-676 139 N 6 9 - 1 2 1 5 8  
DECDMPRESSION EFFECTS ON P I L O T  PERFORMANCE 
AD-675774 N 6 9 - 1 2 5 3 1  
PRINTED C I R C U I T S  
F L E X I B L E  PRINTED CIRCUITRY ELECTRODE ARRAYS 
FABRICATION FOR SURFACE CORTICAL POTENTIALS 
1-44 
SUBJECT INDEX PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE 
RECORDING I N  ANIMALS A 6 9 - 1 2 6 0 1  
PRISMS 
READAPTATION AN0 DECAY AFTER EXPOSURE OF HUMANS 
TO OPTICAL T I L T  A69-80029  
PROBABIL ITY  D I S T R I B U T I O N  FUNCTIONS 
PROBABIL ITY  DENSITY D I S T R I B U T I O N S  FOR MONAURAL 
DETECTION OF TONAL S IGNAL I N  CONTINUOUS 
BACKGROUND OF GAUSSIAN NOISE AS MODIF IED 
NONCENTRAL C H I  O I 5 T R I B U T I O N  A 6 9 - 1 1 8 2 1  
PROCEDURES 
D I S T R I B U T I O N  ANALYSIS  OF VENTILATIONI PERFUSION, 
AND OXYGEN DIFFUSING CAPACITY I N  HUMAN LUNG 
THROUGH 
GASES 
CONCENTRATION CHANGES FOR INSPIRATORY 
A69-80093  
S IMPLE METHOD FOR PREPARING AN0 IMPLANTING F I N E  
WIRE ELECTRODES A69-80118  
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 
DEVELOPMENT AND FABRICATION OF ELECTRODES FOR USE 
I N  MULTICHANNEL TELEMETRY 
NASA-CR-97745 N 6 9 - 1 1 2 9 1  
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
HUMAN ENGINEERING PROGRfiM PLANS FOR PHASE 3 OF 
AIRFRAME AN0 ENGINE CONTRACTS A69-10451  
SST DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM I N  ACCORDANCE WITH 
PROPRIOCEPTION 
PERIPHERAL PATHWAY OF EYE MUSCLE PROPRIOCEPTION I N  
PIGS, CATS AND SHEEP A69-80112  
DRUG EFFECTS ON V ISUAL AND PROPRIOCEPTIVE 
MODALIT IES DURING PSYCHOMOTOR TASK 
A69-80140  
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING 
H I G H  HUMIDITY EFFECTS ON L I Q U I D  CONDITIONED S U I T S  
FPRC11265  N69-12255 
PROTEIN METABOLISM 
CHLORELLA AND SCENOESMUS UNICELLULAR ALGAE 
MIXTURE TESTE0 FOR B IOLOGICAL PROTEIN VALUE I N  
HUMANS FOR POSSIBLE FOOD SOURCE 
A69-11079  
PROTEINS 
LOW TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON CALF THYMUS 
DEOXYNUCLEOPROTEINt CRYSTALLINE EGG ALBUMIN AND 
F I B R I L L A R  ACTIN, NOTING MOLECULAR WEIGHT AND 
V ISCOSITY CHANGES A69-11089  
CELL AND T ISSUE CULTIVATION OUTSIDE L I V I N G  
ORGANISMS* DISCUSSING APPLICATIONS I N  SPACE 
BIOLOGY. SPACE MEDICINE AN0 FOOD PROTEIN SOURCES 
A 6 9 - 1 1 5 0 1  
N U T R I T I V E  VALUE OF PROTEIN FROM DISCOLORED ALGAE 
BIOMASSES ON GROUPS OF RATS KEPT ON ALGAE BIOMASS. 
CASEIN AND SOYBEAN D I E T S  869-11510  
PROTON IRRADIATION 
P 3 2  D I S T R I B U T I O N  I N  PROTEIN OF BLOOD SERUM, L I V E R  
AN0 BRAINS OF RATS BOMBARDED WITH H I G H  ENERGY 
PROTONS 169-1 I507 
PROTOTYPES 
PROTOTYPE LUNAR GRAVITY SIMULATOR USING MAGNETIC 
A I R  BEARINGS AND SPRING MOTORS 
NASA-CR-1233-VOL-1 N69-11675  
PSEUDOMONAS 
I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  OF PSEUDOMONAS SPECIES ISOLATED 
FROM HOSPITAL ENVIRONMENT AN0 HUMAN SOURCES 
A69-80125  
PSYCHOACOUSTICS 
CAUSAL PHYSICAL, PHYSIOLOGICALt  AND PSYCHOLOGICAL 
RELATIONS I N  MEASURING AND EVALUATING NOISE 
N69-12552  
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS 
HUMAN BEHAVIOR DURING STRESSED UNDERGROUND 
CONFINEMENT, DISCUSSING ADAPTATION PROCESSES 
A69-10757  
SUBJECTIVE AN0 OBJECTIVE RESPONSES TO DISRUPTIONS 
I N  HUMAN CIRCADIAN P E R I O D I C I T Y  DURING 
EAST-WEST AN0 WEST-EAST LONG DISTANCE 
COMMERCIAL FL IGHTS - REVIEW A69-BOO16 
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS 
HUMAN PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS INVOLVED I N  GENESIS OF 
CONTINGENT OR CONATIVE NEGATIVE VARIATION USING 
EEG A C T I V I T Y  MEASUREMENTS A69-10904  
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF 
CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS I N  MAN A69-80017  
CONTINUING AND REVERSING DIRECTION OF RESPOND1 NG 
MOVEMENTS - SOME EXCEPTIONS TO PSYCHOLOGICAL 
REFRACTORY PERIOD 
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS INVOLVE0 I N  P I L O T  SELECTION 
A69-80107  
N69-11725  
ANTHROPOMETRIC FACTORS I N  MANNED SPACE F L I G H T  AS 
RELATED TO WORKSPACE ANALYSIS, PSYCHOLOGICAL 
EFFECTS, AND WORK-REST CYCLE N 6 9 - 1 2 5 9 9  
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS 
HEAD INJURY C L I N I C A L  AN0 LABORATORY LONG TERM 
FOLLOW-UP DATA. DISCUSSING CONSCIOUS STATE 
ALTERATIONS, FOCAL NEUROLOGICAL D E F I C I T *  EEG 
ABNORMALITIESt  ETC 
AEROSPACE REOICINE ARTICLES ON PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING, SPACE F L I G H T  STRESS, 
AND ACCELERATION AND ALTITUDE TOLERANCES 
JPRS-46751  N69-11701  
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST DATA ON 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM CHANGES I N  RADAR 
OPERATORS N69-11729  
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL TESTS OF P I L O T  
REACTIONS TO C R I T I C A L  FREQUENCY OF FLASHES 
A69-11346 
N69-11735  
PSYCHOLOGY 
MAGNITUDE OF EXPERIMENTAL EFFECT AN0 TABLE FOR I T S  
A 6 9 - 8 0 1 1 9  RAPID ESTIMATION 
PSYCHOMOTDR PERFORMANCE 
MONKEY PSYCHOMOTOR REACTIONS DURING B A L L I S T I C  
FL IGHT9 NOTING ALERTNESS REDUCTION DURING 
WEIGHTLESSNESS A69-11082  
SOVIET BOOK ON HUMAN MOVEMENTS COORDINATION OUR1 NG 
SPACE FL IGHT COVERING SPACE WALKS, LUNAR SURFACE 
PHOTOGRAPHSI SPACE DOCKINGI WEIGHTLESSNESS. ETC 
869-11180 
PHYSIOLOGIC AND PSYCHOMOTOR CHANGES DURING VARIOUS 
ACCELERATION STRESSES A69- 11 340 
PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES OCCURRING I N  VOLUNTARY 
MOVEMENTS OF ANIMALS UNDER SPACE F L I G H T  
WEIGHTLESSNESS CONOITIONS A69-11827  
DYNAMIC FL IGHT S IMULATORS F I D E L I T Y  ASSESSMENT, 
DISCUSSING HYBRID METHOD BASED ON P I L O T  
PSYCHOMOTOR RESPONSES 
EFFECT OF EAR STIMULATED ON REACTION TIME AND 
MOVEMENT T I M E  
COMPARATIVE EFFECTS I N  HUMAN SUBJECTS OF 
ETHCHLORVYNOL. GLUTETHIMIDE, SECOBARBITAL, AND 
PLACEBO ON MENTAL AND MOTOR PERFDRMANCE 
A69-12215  
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 2 8  
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 5 6  
PHYSIOLOGICAL CONTROL OF HUMAN RHYTHMIC MUSCULAR 
A C T I V I T Y  - L I M I T S  OF INCREASED PERFORMANCE 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 9 1  
DRUG EFFECTS ON V ISUAL AND PROPRIOCEPTIVE 
MODALIT IES DURING PSYCHOMOTOR TASK 
A69-80140  
T I M E  RELATIONS OF EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL COMPARED TO 
PLACEBO I N  HUMANS - DOSE-RESPONSE CURVE FOR 
PSYCHOMOTOR AND PERCEPTUAL TEST PERFORMANCE AN0 
ALCOHOL LEVELS I N  BLOOD AN0 URINE 
A 6 9 - 8 0 1 8 1  
1-45 
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY SUBJECT INDEX 
T I M E  LAGS I N  PERCEPTION, REACTION TIME. AN0 
ATTENTION S H I F T  DURING PSYCHOMOTOR FUNCTIONS OF 
AIRCRAFT P I L O T S  
EWR-116/66 N69-10652  
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE - S I X T Y  MINUTE V IGILANCE 
TASK WITH SCOREABLE RESPONSES 
A 0 4 7 5 2 1 3  N69-12349 
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY 
EXTERNAL OBSERVER EFFECT ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR DURING 
SENSORY DEPRIVATION TESTS CONDUCTED I N  I S O L A T I O N  
CHAMBERS AS FACTOR I N  ESTIMATING PERSONALITY 
A69-115 16 
SPACE PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY DATA ON EFFECTS OF 
INCREASED AN0 DECREASED AFFERENT IMPULSES 
ON HUMAN TOLERANCES N69-11713  
DEVICE FOR STUDYING PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL C A P A B I L I T Y  
AN0 PERIPHERAL V I S I O N  OF CONTROL SYSTEM 
OPERATORS N69-11734  
PULMONARY CIRCULATION 
CONTROL MECHANISMS OF HEMODYNAMIC SHIFTS FROM 
DOGS SUBJECTED TO ACCELERATION UNDER ANESTHESIA 
A69-11503  
PULMONARY FUNCTIONS 
D I S T R I B U T I O N  ANALYSIS OF VENTILATION. PERFUSION 
AND OXYGEN DIFFUSING CAPACITY I N  LUNG THROUGH 
CONCENTRATION CHANGES FOR I N S P I R E D  CARBON 
OIOXIOEI OXYGEN AN0 HELIUM A69-80092  
O I S T R I B U T I O N  ANALYSIS OF VENTILATION. PERFUSION, 
AN0 OXYGEN D I F F U S I N G  CAPACITY I N  HUMAN LUNG 
THROUGH CONCENTRATION CHANGES FOR INSPIRATORY 
GASES A69-BOO93 
OISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS  OF VENTILATION, PERFUSION 
AN0 OXYGEN DIFFUSING CAPACITY I N  LUNGS OF 
ADOLESCENTS, ELDERLY PEOPLE AN0 PREGNANT WOMEN 
BY CONCENTRATION CHANGES FOR INSPIRATORY GASES 
A69-BO094 
MINUTE VENTILATION AS INDICATOR OF METABOLIC 
LOADING DURING PHYSICAL EXERCISE 
~ 6 9 - a o i 9 0  
PULSE RATE 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DYNAMICS OF MAXIMUM OXYGEN 
CONSUMPTION. MAXIMUM OXYGEN PULSE AN0 HEART 
S I Z E  I N  HIGHLY TRAINED ATHLETES 
A69-80076  
CALCULATION OF THEORETICAL WORK CAPACITY AN0 
THEORETICAL PULSE RATE DURING FUNCTIONAL TESTS 
OF CIRCULATION A69-80188  
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM AMPLIFIER-TRANSMITTER FOR USE 
WITH DRY ELECTRODES ON SUBJECTS I N  ORBIT ING 
LABORATORIES 
AD-676142 N69-11974  
P U P I L S  
ROLE OF P U P I L  I N  D I S A B I L I T Y  GLARE MEASUREMENTS 
A69-BOO2 1 
PURITY 
WATER REQUIREMENTS FOR MANNED SPACE F L I G H T  I N  
RELATION TO HATER BALANCE AND PURITY 
N69-12598  
P Y R I D I N E  NUCLEOTIDES 
P Y R I D I N E  NUCLEOTIDE-LINKED 0-LACTATE 
OEHYOROGENASE STEREOSPECIFICITY I N  VARIOUS SPECIES 
OF INVERTEBRATES A69-11198  
P Y R I D I N E  NUCLEOTIDE CONTENT I N  RAT L I V E R  
MITOCHONDRIA AFTER WHOLE BODY X RAY I R R A D I A T I O N  
A69-80036  
Q 
QUEUEING THEORY 
V A L I D A T I O N  STUDY OF P I L O T S  V ISUAL SAMPLING 
BEHAVIOR, USING QUEUEING MODEL BASED ON 
INSTRUMENT AN0 EYE MOVEMENT DATA FROM L I U K  
TRAINER M I S S I O N  F L I G H T S  A69-11954  
R 
RABBITS 
I N S I G N I F I C A N T  OR RECOVERABLE CHANGES OBSERVED I N  
BLOOD ACETYLCHOLINE CONTENT AND CHOLINESTERASE 
A C T I V I T Y  O F  RABBITS SUBJECTED TO 8 G ACCELERATION 
A 6 9 - 1 1 4 9 1  
INCREASING HYPOXIA EFFECTS ON R A B B I T  EEG AN0 
L I G H T  FLASH CONOITIONEO ALIMENTARY REFLEX FOR 
SIMULATED ALT ITUDE ASCENT, NOTING SUBCORTICAL 
ST IMULATION A69-11492  
RETINAL BURNS FROM INTENSE L I G H T  SOURCES USING 
RABBIT  EYES AS FUNCTION OF I R R A D I A T I O N  RATE, 
EXPOSURE T I M E  AN0 IMAGE S I Z E  A69-12496  
EFFECTS OF HYPOXIA AND HYPEROXIA ON GLYCEMIA I N  
RABBITS A 6 9 - 8 0 0 0 9  
ELECTROMYOGRAPHICAL STUDY OF INTERRELATIONSHIP I N  
RABBITS ANTAGONIST MUSCLE REFLEX CENTERS DURING 
LOCAL V IBRATION A69-80072  
INFLUENCE OF CHLORPROMAZINE ON INTERACTION BETWEEN 
CONDITIONED AN0 UNCONOITIONEO REFLEXES I N  YOUNG 
RABBITS A 6 9 - 8 0 0 8 4  
INFLUENCE OF CAFFEINE ON FORMATION AN0 
MANIFESTATION OF CONDITIONED REFLEXES TO TIME I N  
RABBITS ~ 6 9 - ~ o o a 5  
TRANSFORMATION OF EVOKED POTENTIAL OF R A B B I T  
V I S U A L  CORTEX INTO DISCHARGE OF WAVE-SPIKE 
TYPE A69-80088  
S T A B I L I Z A T I O N  OF REACTIONS OF SINGLE NEURONS OF 
V I S U A L  CORTEX I N  NONANESTHETIZEO R A B B I T  
FOLLOWING REPEATED PHOTIC STIMULATION 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 8 9  
COLD TREMOR I N  UNANESTHETIZEOt CHRONICALLY 
SPINALIZEO RABBITS AS COMPARED WITH COLD 
SHIVERING I N  INTACT ANIMALS A 6 9 - 8 0 0 9 8  
CENTRAL NERVOUS SPINAL MECHANISM OF COLD 
SHIVERING I N  RABBITS A 6 9 - 8 0 0 9 9  
ELECTRONYSTAGMIC STUDIES SHOWING EFFECTS OF 
VARIOUS DRUGS, MOTION SICKNESS AND EYE 
MOVEMENTS I N  RABBITS A69- BO1 3 6  
INTRAORGAN VASCULAR BED OF GLANDS OF DOGS AN0 
RABBITS OF MOUNTAINOUS HIGHLANDS 
A69-BO185 
EFFECT OF TRANQUILIZERS ON ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC 
ACTIVATION I N  WAKEFUL R A B B I T  INDUCE0 BY 
A69-80192  39 4-0 I OXY PHENY L AL AN I N E  / OOP A/ 
CHANGE I N  AMINO ACIDS OF BRAIN DURING H I G H  
PRESSURE OXYGEN BREATHING I N  RABBITS 
A 6 9 - 8 0 1 9 8  
CATECHOLAMINE METABOLISM AN0 ENZYME A C T I V I T Y  I N  
RABBIT  HEART A69-80200  
RAOAR 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST DATA ON 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM CHANGES I N  RAOAR 
OPERATORS N69-11729  
RADIANT FLUX DENSITY 
RETINAL BURNS FROM INTENSE L I G H T  SOURCES USING 
RABBIT  EYES AS FUNCTION OF I R R A D I A T I O N  RATE, 
EXPOSURE T I M E  AN0 IMAGE S I Z E  A 6 9 - 1 2 4 9 6  
R A D I A T I O N  DETECTORS 
THERMOLUMINESCENCE DOSIMETERS FOR PERSONNEL 
RAD I AT I O N  MON I T  ER I N  G ~ 6 9 -  i i 6 2  3 
RADIATION DOSAGE 
CHRONIC GAMMA RADIATION B IOLOGICAL DAMAGE I N  RATS 
EXPOSED TO MAXIMUM NONLETHAL TO MINIMUM LETHAL 
DOSES FOR VARIOUS PERIODS 
OEPTH DOSES OF F I S S I O N  NEUTRONS I N  TISSUE 
EQUIVALENT MATERIAL 
A 6 9 - 1 1 4 9 4  
1-46 
SUBJECT INDEX RATS 
ORNL-TR-1963 N69-10498 
FAST NEUTRON DOSIMETRY TECHNIQUES TESTED ON 
T I D - 2 4 6 0 9  N69-11235  
DATA ON I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  FOR USE I N  CALCULATING 
S P E C I F I C  OOSESI R A D I A T I O N  SHIELDING, AND R I S K  
HAZARD ANALYSIS  FOR MANNED SPACE MISSIONS 
CF 252 SOURCE I N  SIMULATED TISSUE ENVIRONMENT 
N69-12437  
R A D I A T I D N  EFFECTS 
COSMIC RADIATION INTERACTIONS WITH L I V I N G  VIRUSES, 
CONSIDERING X RAY EFFECTS AND OPTIMAL RADIATION 
DOSAGE FOR CANCER CELL DESTRUCTION 
A69-10157  
PHOTOINHIB IT ION OF CELL D I V I S I O N  AND GROWTH I N  
INCANDESCENT V I S I B L E  L I G H T  A69-10903  
COSMIC RADIATION GENETIC, CYTOLOGICAL AND 
HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES, PARTICULARLY OF PATHOLOGICAL 
NATURE, ON ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS EMPLOYED I N  LONG 
DURATION SOVIET MANNED F L I G H T S  
EUGLENOID FLAGELLATES BY FLUORESCENT AND 
A69-10948  
U V AN0 V I S I B L E  L I G H T  INTERACTION EFFECT ON 
BIOLOGICAL A C T I V I T Y  OF PARAMECIA UNICELLULAR 
INFUSORIA, NOTING CELL D I V I S I O N  RATES AND CELL  
DEATHS 1 6 9 - 1  108 5 
LETHAL EFFECT OF SOLAR UV RADIATIONS ON DRIED 
COLIPHAGE T - 1  EXPOSED TO SPACE AT SOUNDING 
ROCKET ALT ITUDES A69-11086  
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL I N  SPACE 
ABOARD GEMINI  SATELLITE,  DISCUSSING LETHAL 
EFFECTS OF SOLAR R A D I A T I O N  A69-11087  
IONOSPHERIC AND STRATOSPHERIC UV RADIATION 
EFFECTS ON SURVIVAL OF MICROORGANISMS 
A69-11088  
P 3 2  D I S T R I B U T I O N  I N  PROTEIN OF BLOOD SERUM, L I V E R  
AND BRAINS OF RATS BOMBARDED WITH H I G H  ENERGY 
PROTONS A69-11507  
MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR CHLORELLA CELL  AND 
BIOMASS GRDWTH UNDER I L L U M I N A T I O N  DURING SPACE 
FLIGHT, NOTING I O N I Z I N G  R A D I A T I O N  PRESENCE 
A69-11508  
HUMAN RESPONSES TO AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT I N  
RELATION TO MICROHAVEt LIGHT,  THERMAL, AND 
I O N I Z I N G  RADIATION 
NASA-CR- l205/1/  N69-12434  
RADIATION HAZARDS 
LASER RADIATION HAZARDS DUE TO DIRECT OR REFLECTED 
V IEWING OETERMINED BY EVALUATING OUTPUT 
CHARACTERISTICS AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS EFFECTS 
A69-12497  
LASER PARAMETERS FOR HUMAN VIEWING OF DIRECT AN0 
SCATTERED LASER RAD I A T 1  ON 
AD-675803 N69-11871  
R A D I A T I O N  I N J U R I E S  
PROPHYLACTIC AN0 THERAPEUTIC V I T A M I N  AND ORGANIC 
COMPOUNDS COMPLEXES I N  R A D I A T I O N  DAMAGE REDUCTION 
AND DEATH PREVENTION FOR DOGS EXPOSED TO X RAYS 
A69-11493  
CHRONIC GAMMA RADIATION B IOLOGICAL DAMAGE I N  RATS 
EXPOSED TO MAXIMUM NONLETHAL TO MINIMUM LETHAL 
DOSES FOR VARIOUS PERIODS A69-11494  
NUMBER OF REPRODUCTIVE CYCLES I N  GAMMA-IRRADIATED 
PARAMECIUM CAUOATUM AN0 SURVIVAL T IME 
A69-80070  
L I G H T  MICROSCOPIC STUDIES OF CELLULAR EFFECTS OF 
LASER R A D I A T I O N  ON MICE L I V E R  A69-80219  
LASER R A D I A T I O N  EFFECTS ON MORPHOLOGY AND FUNCTION 
OF OCULAR T ISSUE 
AD-675476  N 6 9 - 1 2 2 6 1  
RAD1 AT I O N  PROTECT I O N  
PROPHYLACTIC AND THERAPEUTIC V I T A M I N  AN0 ORGANIC 
COMPOUNDS COMPLEXES I N  RADIATION DAMAGE REDUCTION 
AND DEATH PREVENTION FOR DOGS EXPOSED TO X RAYS 
A69-11493  
PROTECTION AGAINST WHOLE BODY X RAY I R R A D I A T I O N  
BY ADRENOCHROME MDNOGUANYLHYORAZONE 
METHANESULPHONATE I N  MICE 
EFFECT OF CALCIUM AND FLUORINE LEVEL I N  D I E T  ON 
RESISTANCE OF RATS TO COMBINE0 GAMMA RADIATION 
AND STRONTIUM 90 INCORPORATION A 69-802 06 
A C T I V I T Y  OF D N A-ASE 2 I N  SPLEEN 
MICROSTRUCTURES OF IRRADIATED RATS PROTECTED BY 
CYST E AM I NE 
CAPABIL IT IESI  TRENDS, AND PROBLEMS I N  R A D I A T I O N  
DETECTION, PROTECTION, AND TREATMENT 
AD-676008 N69-12453  
A69-80008  
A 6 9 - 8 0 2 0 9  
RADIATION SICKNESS 
TREATMENT OF RADIATION SICKNESS WITH F O L I C  ACID I N  
GUINEA P I G S  A69-80199  
CAPABIL IT IES,  TRENDS, AND PROBLEMS I N  RADIATION 
DETECTIONt PROTECTIONt AND TREATMENT 
AD-676008 N69-12453  
RADIATION THERAPY 
FAST NEUTRON DOSIMETRY TECHNIQUES TESTED ON 
T I O - 2 4 6 0 9  N69-11235  
CF 252 SOURCE I N  SIMULATED TISSUE ENVIRONMENT 
RADIO TELEMETRY 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAM AMPLIFIER-TRANSMITTER FOR USE 
H I T H  DRY ELECTRODES ON SUBJECTS I N  ORBIT ING 
LABORATORIES 
AD-676142 
RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINANTS 
N69-11974  
CHEMICAL STUDIES OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION AN0 
DECONTAMINATION OF SOLID  SURFACES 
JAERI -1165  N 69-1 0967 
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES 
TYROSINE TRANSAMINASE A C T I V I T Y  ESTIMATION BY 
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPIC ASSAY METHOD, DISCUSSING 
APPLICATION TO RAT L I V E R  AND OTHER ORGANS 
A69-10902  
RADIOBIOLOGY 
COSMIC RADIATION INTERACTIONS WITH L I V I N G  VIRUSES, 
CONSIDERING X RAY EFFECTS AND OPTIMAL RADIATION 
DOSAGE FOR CANCER CELL DESTRUCTION 
A69-10157  
C A P A B I L I T I E S s  TRENDS, AN0 PROBLEMS I N  RADIATION 
DETECTIONI PROTECTION. AN0 TREATMENT 
AD-676008 N69-12453  
RADIOLOGY 
VARIABLE ENERGY GAMMA RAY PRODUCTION, NEUTRON 
SOURCES, AN0 S C I N T I L L A T I O N  DOSIMETERS 
NASA-CR-66720 N69-11528  
RAPID EYE MOVEMENT STATE 
DISPLACEMENT OF STAGES FOUR AN0 R A P I D  EYE 
MOVEMENT SLEEP W I T H I N  FULL N IGHT OF SLEEP 
A69-BOO51 
HUMAN BODY M O T I L I T Y  DURING SLEEP AND I T S  RELATION 
TO K-COMPLEX OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM 
A 6 9 - 8 0 1 1 0  
RARE GASES 
EFFECTS OF RARE GASES I N  SPACECRAFT CABINS ON 
ASTRONAUTS N69-12594  
RATS 
SHORT LATENCY ANTID IURESIS  FOLLOWING I N I T I A T I O N  
OF FOOD INGESTION BY FOOD DEPRIVED RATS, NOTING 
POSSIBLE S I G N A L I N G  FACTOR A69- lO86D 
TYROSINE TRANSAMINASE A C T I V I T Y  ESTIMATION BY 
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPIC ASSAY METHOD, DISCUSSING 
APPLICATION TO RAT L I V E R  AND OTHER ORGANS 
A69-10902  
1-47 
REACTION K I N E T I C S  SUBJECT INDEX 
BLOOD VOLUME I N  RATS EXPOSED TO H I G H  ALT ITUOE 
AN0 DEACCLIMATED A T  AMBIENT PRESSURE. NOTING 
CHANGES AND CONTROL LEVEL RESTORATION 
A69-10922  
HYPOXIA EXPOSURE EFFECT ON RNA SYNTHESIS I N  RAT 
ANTERIOR P I T U I T A R Y  CULTURED I N  VITRO 
A69-10923  
RATS ON CASEIN, SOYBEAN AN0 CHLORELLA O I E T S  FOR 
PROTEIN SOURCE NOTING SOYBEAN D I E T  PRODUCE0 NO 
APPRECIABLE CHANGES I N  I N T E S T I N A L  FLORA 
A69-11490  
CHRONIC GAMMA R A D I A T I O N  B IOLOGICAL DAMAGE I N  RATS 
EXPOSED TO MAXIMUM NONLETHAL TO MINIMUM LETHAL 
DOSES FOR VARIOUS PERIODS A69-11494  
CEREBELLAR CORTEX FUNCTION DISOROERS OF RATS 
SUBJECTED TO 10 G ACCELERATION UNDER WEAK 
ANESTHESIA A69-11504  
HYPOXIA EFFECTS ON VESTIBULAR ANALYSOR FUNCTION 
OF RATS I N  PRESSURE CHAMBERS AT SIMULATED 
ALTITUDES FROM 11.000 TO 12.000 M 
8 6 9 - 1 1 5 0 6  
P 3 2  D I S T R I B U T I O N  I N  PROTEIN OF BLOOD SERUM. L I V E R  
AND BRAINS OF RATS BOMBARDED WITH HIGH ENERGY 
PROTONS A69-11507  
N U T R I T I V E  VALUE OF PROTEIN FROM DISCOLORED ALGAE 
BIOMASSES ON GROUPS OF RATS KEPT ON ALGAE BIOMASS, 
CASEIN AN0 SOYBEAN D I E T S  A69-11510  
LACTOOEHYDROGENASE A C T I V I T Y  AND LDG I SOENZYMES 
R A T I O  I N  VARIOUS TISSUES OF RATS DURING EXPOSURE 
TO PROLONGED HYPOXIA AT SIMULATED HEIGHTS 
A69-11982  
MODIF ICATION OF C IRCADIAN RHYTHM I N  SERUM COPPER 
AN0 MANGANESE I N  RATS WITHOUT ADRENAL MEDULLA 
A69-80032  
CYTOMETRICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF NEUROCYTE NUCLEI I N  
BRAINS OF NEONATAL RATS EXPOSED TO X RAY 
IRRAOIATION DURING VARIOUS PERIODS OF FETAL L I F E  
A6 9-8 0 0 3  5 
P Y R I D I N E  NUCLEOTIDE CONTENT I N  RAT L I V E R  
MITOCHONDRIA AFTER WHOLE BODY X RAY I R R A D I A T I O N  
A69-80036  
EFFECT OF EXPOSURE TO OXYGEN AT H I G H  PRESSURE 
ON B R A I N  NITROGEN METABOLISM I N  RATS 
A69-80075 
HYPOCALCEMIC EFFECT OF IMIDAZOLE I N  RATS 
A 6 9 4 0 1 1 5  
NON-THERMAL EFFECT OF MICROWAVE R A D I A T I O N  
I N  V ITRO ON PERITONEAL MAST CELLS OF RATS 
A69-80117  
METABOLISM OF PHENOLIC ACIDS BY RAT I N T E S T I N A L  
MICROFLORA A69-80129  
DRUG EFFECTS ON HYPOGLYCEMIC INDUCED EDEMA OF 
LUNGS I N  RATS Ab9-80148  
INFLUENCE OF LOW TEMPERATURE DURING ACCELERATION 
STRESS ON BODY TEMPERATURE AND NYSTAGMUS I N  
RATS A69-80152  
EFFECT OF IRON GLYCEROPHOSPHATE ON HEMOGLOBIN AND 
MYOGLOBIN CONTENT AND ERYTHROPOESIS I N  RATS 
FOLLOWING PHYSICAL EXERCISE A69-BO169 
ACTION OF PHENOBARBITAL ON RIBOSOMAL FRACTION OF 
RAT L I V E R  A69-80183  
DEPENDENCE OF L I P I D  PEROXIDATION ON PARTIAL  
PRESSURE OF OXYGEN I N  RAT L I V E R  MICROSOMES 
A69-80184  
INFLUENCE OF REGULAR MUSCULAR A C T I V I T Y  ON ENZYME 
A C T I V I T Y  RESPONSIBLE FOR CONVERSION OF GLYCOGEN 
AN0 GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE I N  MUSCLES AND L I V E R  OF 
RATS A69-80186  
FEATURES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF RATS I N  
HYPOXIA FOLLOWING INHALATION OF METHANE-OXYGEN 
MIXTURES A69-BO194 
EFFECT OF CALCIUM AND FLUORINE LEVEL I N  D I E T  ON 
RESISTANCE OF RATS TO COMBINED GAMMA R A D I A T I O N  
AND STRONTIUM 90 INCORPORATION A69-BO206 
EFFECT OF D I E T  AND VARIOUS PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS 
ON GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE AND 
6-PHOSPHOGLUCONATE DEHYDROGENASE A C T I V I T I E S  I N  
RAT L I V E R  AN0 BRAIN 869-80207 
EFFECT OF PHENAZINE METASULFATE ON 
METHEMOGLOBIN-HEMOGLOBIN CONVERSION I N  BLOOD OF 
RATS WITH HEMIC HYPOXIA A69-80208  
A C T I V I T Y  O F  D N A-ASE 2 I N  SPLEEN 
MICROSTRUCTURES OF IRRADIATED RATS PROTECTED B Y  
CYSTEAMINE A69-BO209 
EFFECT OF CAFFEINE ON RESPIRATION AND OXIDATIVE 
PHOSPHORYLATION I N  BRAIN MITOCHONDRIA OF RATS 
A69-80210  
DECREASED ERYTHROPOIETIC RESPONSE OF 
HYPOPHYSECTOMIZE0 RATS TO LOWERED BAROMETRIC 
PRESSURES A69-BO216 
EFFECTS OF E X C I T A T I O N - I N H I B I T I O N  PROCESSES ON 
RAT TOLERANCE TO ACCELERATIONS 169-12033  
ENZYMATIC A C T I V I T Y  CHANGES I N  RATS CAUSED BY 
LANDING IMPACT ACCELERATIONS 
GLYCOLYSIS RATE AND L A C T I C  A C I D  CONTENT I N  RAT 
HEART MUSCLE DURING HYPOXIA ADAPTATION 
N69-12036  
N69-12037  
TOXICOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CARBON D I O X I D E  
ABSORBERS WITH AMINO ALCOHOLS N69-12038  
REACTION K I N E T I C S  
GLYCOLYSIS R4TE ROLE I N  REGULATION OF SUBSTRATE 
I N H I B I T I O N  OF DEHYDROGENASES A 69- 10931 
REACTION T I M E  
ASSOCIATIVE REACTION TIME, MEANINGFULNESSI AND 
PRESENTATION RATE I N  PAIRED-ASSOCIATE LEARNING 
A69-80023  
REACTION T I M E  FOR NUMERICAL CODING AND NAMING OF 
NUMERICALS 
DISCRETE-TRIAL INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE AND 
REACTION T I M E  RELATED TO REWARD SCHEDULE I N  
HUMANS OF BOTH SEXES AND DIFFERENT AGES 
A69-BOO26 
A69-80102  
PSYCHOLOGICAL REFRACTORINESS WITH VARYING 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN V ISUAL TASKS 
A69-80103  
S IGNAL PROCESSING T I M E  AS FUNCTION OF AGING I N  
HUMANS A69-80106  
VOLUNTARY CONTROL OF FRAME OF REFERENCE AND SLOPE 
EQUIVALENCE UNDER HEAD ROTATION 
A69-80108  
T I M E  LAGS I N  PERCEPTION, REACTION TIME. AN0 
ATTENTION S H I F T  DURING PSYCHOMOTOR FUNCTIONS OF 
AIRCRAFT P I L O T S  
EWR-116/66 N69- 1 0 6 5 2  
READING 
DEVICE FOR DETERMINING EFFECT OF MOTION RATE OF 
INDICATOR NEEDLE ON P I L O T  READING T IME AND 
ACCURACY N69-11732  
RECIPROCATION 
MASKING PHENOMENA AN0 T IME- INTENSITY RECIPROCITY 
FOR FORM PERCEPTION AS COMPARED TO BRIGHTNESS 
PERCEPTION A69-BOO25 
RECORDING INSTRUMENTS 
DEVICE TO RECORD S E N S I T I V I T Y  OF VESTIBULAR 
SYSTEM I N  ATHLETES A69-BOO79 
1-48 
SUBJECT INDEX RETINA 
SPECTROGONIOGRAPH FOR RECORDING SPECTRAL 
LUMINANCE OF PLANT LEAVES I N  NATURAL AN0 
POLARIZED L I G H T  
AD-676207 N69-11888  
RECORDS 
IMPORTANCE OF DENTAL RECORDS FOR I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  
OF A V I A T I O N  AND SEA MASS CASUALTIES VICTIMS, 
ROLE OF STOMATOLOGIST A69-80053  
REDUCED GRAVITY 
LUNAR GRAVITY SIMULATION EFFECT ON HUMAN 
PERFORMANCE, DISCUSSING F I D E L I T Y  REQUIREMENTSI 
SELF LOCOMOTIONt METABOLIC RATE AN0 PSYCHOMOTOR 
TASK DECREMENT A69-12217  
REFLEXES 
INCREASING HYPOXIA EFFECTS ON R A B B I T  EEG AND 
L I G H T  FLASH CONOITIONED ALIMENTARY REFLEX FOR 
SIMULATED ALT ITUDE ASCENT, NOTING SUBCORTICAL 
ST IMULATION A69-11492  
ELECTROMYOGRAPHICAL STUOY OF INTERRELATIONSHIP  I N  
RABBITS ANTAGONIST MUSCLE REFLEX CENTERS DURING 
LOCAL V I B R A T I O N  A69-BOO72 
INFLUENCE OF CHLORPROMAZINE ON INTERACTION BETWEEN 
CONOITIONED AN0 UNCONDITIONED REFLEXES I N  YOUNG 
RABBITS A4 9-8 008 4 
INFLUENCE OF CAFFEINE ON FORMATION AN0 
MANIFESTATION OF CDNOITIONEO REFLEXES TO TIME I N  
RABBITS A 6 9 4 0 0 8 5  
SURVEY ON REINFORCEMENT MECHANISMS AN0 
CONDITIONED RESPONSE I N  ANIMALS 
N69-11481  
REFRACTORY PERIOD 
PSYCHOLOGICAL REFRACTORINESS W I  TH VARY1 NG 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN V I S U A L  TASKS 
A69-80103  
CONTINUING AND REVERSING OIRECTION OF RESPONDING 
MOVEMENTS - SOME EXCEPTIONS TO PSYCHOLOGICAL 
REFRACTORY PERIOD Ab9-80107  
REGENERATION (PHYSIOLOGY) 
CONFERENCE ON BONE DISEASES AND REGENERATION, 
CELLULAR DIFFERENTIATION*  AND HOMEOSTASIS OF 
CALCIUM 
NASA-SP-161 N69-10444  
NONHORMONAL FACTORS CONTROLLING BONE REGENERATION. 
AND METABOLIC DATA ON BONE MARROW AN0 CELLS 
N69-10446  
PARATHYROID EXTRACT EFFECTS ON RAT BONES. AND 
LOCAL FACTORS AFFECTING BONE REGENERATION 
N69-10449  
REINFORCEMENT (PSYCHOLOGY) 
SURVEY ON REINFORCEMENT MECHANISMS AN0 
CONOITIONED RESPONSE I N  ANIMALS 
N69-11481  
RENAL FUNCTION 
D I U R E T I C  EFFECT OF ACETYLCHOLINE I N  CHICKEN 
A69-80055  
EFFECT O F  LONG TERM USAGE OF PYRAZOLONE 
DERIVATIVES ON RENAL FUNCTION AN0 WATER AN0 
ELECTROLYTE METABOLISMS I N  DOGS 
A69-80145 
REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEMS 
NUTRIT IONAL REQUIREMENTS AND BREEDING BEHAVIOR OF 
PEROGNATHUS 
N AS A-CR-97 5 1  4 N69-10463  
RESEARCH F A C I L I T I E S  
RESULTS OF O F F I C E  OF DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH AN0 
ENGINEERING TECHNICAL INFORMATION USER-NEED 
STUOY A69-80165  
RESEARCH PROJECTS 
BIOCHEMICAL AN0 BIOSYNTHESIS RESEARCH PROJECTS 
NASA-CR-91641 N69-12389  
RESERPINE 
ACTION OF RESERPINE ON CIRCULATION AN0 OXYGEN 
UPTAKE I N  HEART OF CATS A69-80142  
RESPIRATION 
DEEP INSPIRATIONS AS S T I M U L I  FOR CHANGES I N  
VASOMOTORt HEART RATE, AN0 GALVANIC S K I N  
RESPONSES I N  HUMANS RESPONDING TO S P E C I F I C  
L IGHTS A 6 9 - 8 0 0 5 0  
S H I F T  OF CARBON OIOXIOE CURVE OF BLOOD I N  ACUTE 
RESPIRATORY ACIDOSIS  AND ITS CAUSES I N  HUMANS - 
BREATHING HYPERCAPNIC GAS MIXTURE FOLLOWED BY 
PURE OXYGEN A69-80062  
CARBON O I O X I D E  COMPENSATION P O I N T  I N  PLANTS 
GASEOUS EXCHANGE - REVIEW OF RELATION OF 
PHOTOSYNTHESIS AN0 RESPIRATION A 6 9- 8 008 0 
O I S T R I B U T I O N  ANALYSIS OF VENTILATION. PERFUSION 
AND OXYGEN DIFFUSING CAPACITY I N  LUNG THROUGH 
CONCENTRAT I O N  CHANGES FOR INSPIRED CARBON 
DIOXIDE,  OXYGEN AN0 HELIUM A69-80092  
O I S T R I B U T I O N  ANALYSIS OF VENTILATION. PERFUSION. 
AN0 OXYGEN D I F F U S I N G  CAPACITY I N  HUMAN LUNG 
THROUGH CONCENTRATION CHANGES FOR INSPIRATORY 
GASES A 69- 80093 
D I S T R I B U T I O N  ANALYSIS OF VENTILATION, PERFUSION 
AN0 OXYGEN DIFFUSING CAPACITY I N  LUNGS OF 
ADOLESCENTS, ELDERLY PEOPLE AN0 PREGNANT WOMEN 
BY CONCENTRATION CHANGES FOR INSPIRATORY GASES 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 9 4  
RESPIRATORY VARIATIONS OF BARORECEPTOR REFLEX 
TRANSMISSION AND THEIR EFFECTS OF SYMPATHETIC 
A C T I V I T Y  AND VASOMOTOR TONE I N  DOGS 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 9 6  
RESPIRATORY RATE 
CHANGES I N  BLOOD CIRCULATIONI GAS EXCHANGE. AND 
HEART AN0 RESPIRATORY RATES OUE TO PROLONGED 
MUSCULAR I M M O B I L I Z A T I O N  N69-11714  
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM 
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM CONTROL PROCESSES HYPOTHESES 
EXPERIMENTAL V E R I F I C A T I O N  A69-10209  
SPIROERGOMETRIC TEST FOR ASSESSING F ITNESS OF 
CAROIORESPIRATORY SYSTEM I N  TRAINED AN0 
UNTRAINED SUBJECTS A 6 9 - 8 0 1 8 9  
HUMAN TOLERANCE L I M I T S  TO PROLONGED TRANSVERSE 
ACCELERATIONS, AND CHANGES IN CARDIOVASCULAR AN0 
RESPIRATORY SYSTEMS N69-11703  
RESPIRATORY AN0 CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM DATA ON 
FL IGHT CREW REACTIONS TO PERFORMING F L I G H T  
TASKS N69-11722 
RESPONSES 
EFFECTS OF TRANQUILIZERS ON FOLLOW-UP RESPONSES 
AN0 RECENT MEMORY A69-80141  
REST 
EFFECT O F  WALKING. REST. AN0  FLASH STIMULATION ON 
CLICK-EVOKE0 RESPONSES I N  CATS A69-80060  
RETINA 
RETINAL BURNS FROM INTENSE L I G H T  SOURCES USING 
RABBIT EYES AS FUNCTION OF I R R A D I A T I O N  RATE, 
EXPOSURE T I M E  AN0 IMAGE S I Z E  A69-12496  
INTERACTION OF PHOTOPIC AN0 SCOTOPIC AFFERENT 
SYSTEMS OF V ISUAL ANALYZER UPON APPLICATION OF 
INTENSE PHOTIC S T I M U L I  TO HUMANS 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 9 0  
ROLE OF RETINAL ORIENTATION I N  EGOCENTRIC 
ORGANIZATION OF V ISUAL S T I M U L I  WHEN 
GRAVITATIONAL AND FRAME OF REFERENCE CUES ARE 
CONTROLLED A69-80100  
DYNAMIC INTERACTIONS I N  RETINAL GANGLION CELL  OF 
CATS EXPOSE0 TO L I G H T  STIMULATION 
A69-80122  
DRUG EFFECTS ON CONES I N  COLOR V I S I O N  OF MAN 
1-49 
R E T I N A L  ADAPTATION SUBJECT INDEX 
A69-80138  
V I S U A L  DETECTION PROBABIL ITY  OF **SONAR** TARGETS 
AS FUNCTION OF RETINAL P O S I T I O N  AN0 BRIGHTNESS 
CONTRAST A69-80162  
EFFECTS OF H I G H  I N T E N S I T Y  L I G H T  STIMULATION OF 
VARYING WAVELENGTH ON R E T I N A L  S E N S I T I V I T Y  
AD-675477 N69-125 15 
RETINAL ADAPTATION 
V I S U A L  SONAR TARGET OETECTABIL ITY  PROBABIL ITY  
FUNCTION OF RETINAL P O S I T I O N  AND BRIGHTNESS 
CONTRAST A69-12218  
METHOD FOR CALCULATING NOISE LEVELS OF V ISUAL 
SIGNALS N69-11786  
RETINAL IMAGES 
RETINAL IMAGES AN0 ACCOMOOATION CONTROL MECHANISM 
UNOER CONOITIONS OF SPACE F L I G H T  STRESS 
NASA-CR-98078 N69-11042  
RETINENE 
LASER RADIATION EFFECTS ON MORPHOLOGY AN0 FUNCTION 
OF OCULAR T ISSUE 
AD-675476  N69-12261  
REVIEWING 
ENOOCRINOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF EXPOSURE TO HIGH 
ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURES - REVIEW OF CURRENT 
WORK A69-80007  
SUBJECTIVE AN0 OBJECTIVE RESPONSES TO DISRUPTIONS 
I N  HUMAN CIRCADIAN P E R I O D I C I T Y  OURING 
EAST-WEST AND WEST-EAST LONG DISTANCE 
COMMERCIAL FL IGHTS - REVIEW A69-80016  
REVIEW OF RECENT DATA ON B IOLOGICAL RHYTHMS I N  
HUMANS. PLANTS AN0 ANIMALS A69-BOO18 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE CONCERNING LUNAR GRAVITY 
S IMULATION AND I T S  EFFECT ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE 
A69-BO161 
FIGURAL AFTER-EFFECTS I N  REVERSE DIRECTION 
A69-80177  
REWARD (PSYCHOLOGY) 
DISCRETE-TRIAL INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE AN0 
REACTION T I M E  RELATE0 TO REWARD SCHEDULE I N  
HUMANS OF BOTH SEXES AN0 D IFFERENT AGES 
A69-80102  
RHYTHM (BIOLOGY) 
REVIEW OF RECENT DATA ON B IOLOGICAL RHYTHMS I N  
HUMANSI PLANTS AN0 ANIMALS A69-80018  
ISOLATION CHAMBER EFFECTS ON D A I L Y  RHYTHM OF 
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS AND WORK CAPACITY 
N69-12046  
RIBONUCLEIC ACIDS 
HYPOXIA EXPOSURE EFFECT ON RNA SYNTHESIS I N  RAT 
ANTERIOR P I T U I T A R Y  CULTURE0 I N  VITRO 
A69-10923  
ACTION OF PHENOBARBITAL ON RIBOSOMAL FRACTION OF 
RAT L I V E R  A69-80183  
ROCKET OX ID I ZERS 
TREATMENT PROCEDURE AN0 PREVENTIVE PROGRAMS 
OUTLINED FOR ACUTE EXPOSURE TO TOXIC ROCKET FUELS 
OR O X I D I Z E R S  A69-12498  
ROCKET PROPELLANTS 
TREATMENT PROCEDURE AND PREVENT1 VE PROGRAMS 
OUTLINE0 FOR ACUTE EXPOSURE TO TOXIC ROCKET FUELS 
OR O X I D I Z E R S  A69-12498  
RODENTS 
RODENTS EXPOSURE TO NEON ENRICHED ATMOSPHERE FOR 
THREE WEEKS I N  SEALED RECYCLING SYSTEM, 
OISCUSSING BODY WEIGHT PREGNANCIES AN0 L I T T E R  
A69-11342  
BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES I N  RATS AN0 MICE ENZYME 
A C T I V I T Y  AFTER POLYETHYLENE POLYAMINE 
PO I SON I N G  A69-80146  
ROTATING BODIES 
EXAMPLE OF BAYESIAN HYPOTHESIS - PERCEPTION OF 
ROTARY MOTION IN DEPTH A 6 9 - 8 0 1 2 0  
ROT AT I O N  
ST IMULATION OF SENICIRCULAR CANALS I N  ROTATING 
CHAIR WHEN HEAD MOVES I N  TWO MUTUAL 
PERPENOICULAR PLANES A69-80002  
RUBY LASERS 
L I G H T  MICROSCOPIC STUDIES OF CELLULAR EFFECTS OF 
LASER RADIATION ON MICE L I V E R  A 6 9 - 8 0 2 1 9  
s 
SAFETY 
SAFETY PROBLEMS ACCOMPANYING TECHNOLOGICAL AN0 
ECONOMIC PROGRESS 
EUR-39 11- I N69-10622  
SAMPLERS 
VACUUM PROBE MICROBIOLOGICAL DEVICE FOR SAMPLING 
LARGE AREAS L IGHTLY LOAOEO WITH MICROORGANISMS 
NASA-CR-97481 N69-10442  
SAMPLING 
FOUR BASIC METHODS FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL SAMPLING OF 
SURFACES A69-80130  
SCHEOULI NG 
ASSOCIATIVE REACTION TIME, MEANINGFULNESSI AN0 
PRESENTATION RATE I N  PAIRED-ASSOCIATE LEARNING 
A 6 9- 8 002 3 
SCIENTISTS 
S C I E N T I F I C  AN0 TECHNICAL INFORMATION FLOW SOURCES, 
SHOWING 000 USER NEE0 WITHIN DEFENSE INDUSTRY AND 
IMPORTANCE OF LOCAL WORK ENVIRONMENT 
A 6 9 - 1 2 2 1 9  
SEATS 
UNIVERSAL VESTIBULOMETRIC CHAIR FOR INDUCING 
I R R I T A T I O N  I N  TESTS INVOLVING VESTIBULAR ANALYSOR 
INTERACTION WITH OTHER BODY FUNCTIONS 
A 6 9 - 1 1 5 1 7  
SECRETIONS 
ALLELOPATHY, OISCUSSING APPLICATIGN TO GAS 
L I B E R A T I N G  A C T I V I T Y  OF E D I B L E  PLANTS AS 
INGREOIENTS OF SPACE FL IGHT L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
A69-11509  
SECRETION OF COAGULATION AN0 F I B R I N O L Y S I S  FACTORS 
BY DOG VASCULAR WALLS OURING HYPOXIA 
A 6 9 - 8 0 1 5 0  
SEEDS 
WHEAT SEEDLING GERMINATION AN0 GROWTH PROCESSES I N  
A8SENCE OF GRAVITATIONAL FORCE ONBOARO 
B I O S A T E L L I T E  2 A69-10932  
GENETIC AN0 GROWTH EFFECTS OF SPACE F L I G H T  
ENVIRONMENT ON BOAR0 COSMOS-110 ON SEEDS OF 
HIGHER PLANTS 869-80005 
BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF SPACE EFFECTS ON 
BEETLES, SEEDS, TURTLES, OROSDPHILA, AN0 
BACTERIA OURING CIRCUMLUNAR F L I G H T  OF ZONO-5 
NAS A-CR-97775 N69-11830  
SELF ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS 
S E L F  ADAPTIVE TECHNIQUE FOR D I G I T A L  OPERATIONAL 
FL IGHT TRAINER TO IMPROVE P I L O T  S K I L L  I N  
TURBULENT A I R  
AD-675805 N69-12317  
SEMICIRCULAR CANALS 
ST IMULATION OF SEMICIRCULAR CANALS I N  ROTATING 
CHAIR WHEN HEAD MOVES I N  TWO MUTUAL 
PERPENOICULAR PLANES A69-80002  
SENSE ORGANS 
HUMAN NERVOUS SYSTEM AN0 VESTIBULAR AN0 AUDITORY 
ANALYSORS FUNCTIONAL CHANGES UNOER COMBINE0 
HYPOKINESIA  AND RADIAL  ACCELERATIONS EFFECTS 
A69-11496  
S E N S I T I V I T Y  
DEVICE TO RECORD S E N S I T I V I T Y  OF VESTIBULAR 
1-50 
SUBJECT INDEX SOCIAL  I S O L A T I O N  
SYSTEM I N  ATHLETES A69-80079  
EFFECTS OF H IGH I N T E N S I T Y  L I G H T  STIMULATION OF 
VARYING WAVELENGTH ON RETINAL S E N S I T I V I T Y  
AD-675477 N69-12515  
SENSORIMOTOR PERFORMANCE 
MODEL FOR SENSORY MOTOR COORDINATION PROCESSES FOR 
LOCALIZATION OF D IRECTION 8 Y  V I S U A L  AND AUDITORY 
S T I M U L I  A69-80047  
SENSORY DEPRIVATION 
EXTERNAL OBSERVER EFFECT ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR DURING 
SENSORY DEPRIVATION TESTS CONDUCTED I N  I S O L A T I O N  
CHAMBERS AS FACTOR I N  ESTIMATING PERSONALITY 
A69-11516  
SENSORY PERCEPTION 
MAGNITUDE ESTIMATES OF ROTATIONAL VELOCITY DURING 
AND FOLLOWING PROLONGED INCREASING, CONSTANT, 
AND ZERO ANGULAR ACCELERATION A69-80027  
EFFECTS O F  DRUGS ON SENSORY FUNCTIONS I N  
MAN - REPORTS OF SYMPOSIUM A69-80133  
SENSORY STIMULATION 
STIMULATION OF SEMICIRCULAR CANALS I N  ROTATING 
CHAIR WHEN HEAD MOVES I N  TWO MUTUAL 
PERPENDICULAR PLANES A69-80002  
SURVEY ON REINFORCEMENT MECHANISMS AN0 
CONDITIONED RESPONSE I N  ANIMALS 
N 6 9 - 1 1 4 8 1  
SEQUENCING 
COMPONENT-TOTAL TASK RELATIONSHIPS - SIMPLE AND 
SEQUENTIAL PRACTICE EFFECTS ON TRACKING 
P ERFORM AN CE A69-80155  
SEX 
VERY H I G H  FREQUENCY AUDIOMETRIC TECHNIQUE FOR 
MEASURING THRESHOLDS OF HUMANS OF BOTH SEXES 
A69-80064  
DISCRETE-TRIAL INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE AND 
REACTION T IME RELATED TO REWARD SCHEDULE I N  
HUMANS OF BOTH SEXES AND DIFFERENT AGES 
A69-80102  
SEXUAL DIFFERENCES I N  MUSCULAR CONTRACTION AND 
RELAXATION AFTER STATIC LOADING 
A69-80174  
SHAPES 
PERIODIC PHENOMENON I N  F IGURAL PERCEPTION 
A69-80020  
SHIVERING 
COLD TREMOR I N  UNANESTHETIZEOt CHRONICALLY 
S P I N A L I Z E D  RABBITS AS COMPARED WITH COLD 
SHIVERING I N  INTACT ANIMALS A69-80098  
CENTRAL NERVOUS SPINAL MECHANISM OF COLD 
SHIVERING I N  RABBITS A69-80099  
SI GNAL DETECT ION 
T INTED OPHTHALMIC MEDIA EFFECT ON DETECTION AND 
RECOGNITION OF RED SIGNAL L I G H T S  I N  DAYLIGHT, 
NOTING ALLOWABLE COLORATION FOR A V I A T I O N  USE 
A69-11341  
PROBABIL ITY  DENSITY D I S T R I B U T I O N S  FOR MONAURAL 
DETECTION OF TONAL SIGNAL I N  CONTINUOUS 
BACKGROUND OF GAUSSIAN NOISE AS MODIF IED 
NONCENTRAL C H I  O I S T R I B U T I O N  169-1 1821 
STOCHASTIC MODEL OF HUMAN OBSERVER AS DETECTOR OF 
SIGNALS EMBEDDED I N  NOISE, WHERE SIGNAL TO NOISE 
R A T I O  IS QUASI-STATIONARY N69-10031  
V ISUAL DETECTION OF OSCILLOSCOPIC TRACINGS - USE 
OF HUMAN OBSERVER AND COMPUTER-AVERAGING METHOD 
TO DETERMINE RESPONSE TO PHYSICAL EVENTS I N  
PHYSIOLOGICAL RECORDS N69-11787  
S IGNAL PROCESSING 
SIGNAL PROCESSING T IME A S  FUNCTION OF AGING I N  
HUMANS 869-80106 
IMAGE PROCESSING AND RELATIONSHIP  TO HUMAN SYSTEMS 
N69-117 83 
S IGNAL TO N O I S E  RATIOS 
PROBABIL ITY  DENSITY D ISTRIBUTIONS FOR MONAURAL 
DETECTION OF TONAL SIGNAL I N  CONTINUOUS 
BACKGROUND OF GAUSSIAN NOISE AS MODIFIED 
NONCENTRAL C H I  D I S T R I B U T I O N  A69- 11 82 1 
SIMULATION 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE CONCERNING LUNAR GRAVITY 
S IMULATION AND I T S  EFFECT ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE 
A69-80161  
SI MU L A  TORS 
PROTOTYPE LUNAR GRAVITY SIMULATOR USING MAGNETIC 
A I R  BEARINGS AND SPRING MOTORS 
NASA-CR-1233-VOL-1 N69-11675  
S I Z E  (OIMENS IONS) 
S I Z E  CONSTANCY AND GEOMETRIC OPTICAL I L L U S I O N S  
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 4 8  
S K I N  GRAFTS 
HISTOLOGIC AND FEULGEN- DNA CYTOPHOTOMETRIC 
ANALYSES OF LYMPHATIC ORGANS I N  RELATION TO S K I N  
HOMOGRAFT REACTION I N  HYPOXIC MICE 
NAS A-CR-97474 N69-10112  
S K I N  RESISTANCE 
SEASONAL VARIATION AND THERMAL CHANGES I N  PALMAR 
S K I N  RESISTANCE PATTERNS I N  HUMANS 
A69-80049 
SLEEP 
STUDY OF CONTINUOUS AND PROLONGED EFFECT OF BROAD 
BAN0 NOISE OF AVERAGE I N T E N S I T Y  ON HUMAN SLEEP 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 0 3  
DISPLACEMENT OF STAGES FOUR AND R A P I D  EYE 
MOVEMENT SLEEP W I T H I N  FULL N IGHT OF SLEEP 
A69-80051 
EFFECT OF STATE OF AROUSAL DURING SLEEP-WAKING 
CYCLE ON CLICK-EVOKED RESPONSES I N  CATS 
A69-80059  
HUMAN BOOY M O T I L I T Y  DURING SLEEP AND I T S  RELATION 
TO K-COMPLEX OF ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM 
A 6 9 - 8 0 1 2 0  
POTENTIAL P I T F A L L S  I N  CORTICAL AUDIOMETRY I N  AWAKE 
AND ASLEEP HUMANS A69-80128  
SLEEP DEPRIVATION 
EFFECTS OF SLEEP DEPRIVATION AND SLEEP DISTURBANCE 
ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE 
NRC-10397 
SMOKE 
EFFECT OF TOBACCO SMOKE ON A 
WDRK S ITUATIONS 
SOCIAL  FACTORS 
SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF RELA 
AND ATMOSPHERE 
N69-10528  
TENTION I N  HUMANS I N  
A69-80197  
IONSHIPS BETWEEN MAN 
N69-11389  
SOCIAL  I S O L A T I O N  
RHYTHM OF RECTAL TEMPERATURE I N  MAN CONFINED S I X  
MONTHS UNDERGROUND WITHOUT T I M E  CUES 
A69-80014  
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE A C T I V I T Y  CYCLE AND THE 
RECTAL TEMPERATURE I N  MAN CONFINED S I X  MONTHS 
UNDERGROUND WITHOUT T I M E  CUES A69-80015 
LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF SOCIAL I S O L A T I O N  I N  
NONSOCIALLY ADAPTED RHESUS MONKEYS OF DIFFERENT 
AGES A69-80065  
HUMAN REACTION EXPERIMENTS UNDER STRESS AND I N  
ISOLATION S I M I L A R  TO LONG-DURATION SPACE F L I G H T  
N69- 10907 
PRESSURE CHAMBER EXPERIMENTS ON HUMAN REACTIONS 
DURING I S O L A T I O N  TO DIFFERENT WORK-REST CYCLES 
N 6 9 - 1 1 7 1 0  
ISOLATION CHAMBER TESTS OF DIFFERENT WORK-REST 
1-51 
SOCIOLOGY SUBJECT INDEX 
CYCLES ON CIRCAOIUM RHYTHM OF PHYSIOLOGICAL 
FUNCTIONS I N  MAN N69-11712  
SOCIOLOGY 
INTERDISCIPL INARY UNIVERSITY RESEARCH I N  PHYSICAL, 
BIOLOGICAL, ENGINEERING, AND SOCIAL  SCIENCES 
NASA-CR-97569 N69-10504  
SODIUM 22 
INDUCED RADIONUCLIDES I N  T ISSUE OF ASTRONAUTS 
BNWL-531-3 N69-11098 
SODIUM 24 
INOUCEO RADIONUCLIOES I N  TISSUE OF ASTRONAUTS 
BNWL-531-3 N69-11098 
so I L S  
PEOOSCOPE USE I N  S O I L  MICROBIOLOGICAL STUDIES 
INCLUDING ECOLOGY, INFECTION SUSCEPTIB IL ITY I  ETC 
A69-11092  
SOLAR RADIATION 
TERRESTRIAL MICRDDRGANISM SURVIVAL I N  SPACE 
ABOARD GEMINI  SATELLITE,  01 SCUSSING LETHAL 
EFFECTS OF SOLAR RAOIATION A69-11087 
SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET R A D I A T I O N  CONSIDERED ECOLOGICAL 
FACTOR I N  PLANTS GROWING ON EAST SLOPE OF 
COLORADO RANGE N 6 9 - 1 1 4 0 1  
SOLAR SYSTEM 
N ASA PLANETARY EXPLORATION PROGRAM TO GATHER 
DATA ON O R I G I N  OF SOLAR SYSTEM AN0 L I F E .  
DISCUSSING PLANETARY EVOLUTION AN0 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  A69-12804  
S O L I D  SURFACES 
CHEMICAL STUDIES OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION AND 
OECONTAMINATION OF SOLID  SURFACES 
J A E R I - 1 1 6 5  N69-10967  
SOLVENTS 
SIMPLE, QUICK METHODS FOR DETECTION OF IMPORTANT 
ORGANIC SOLVENTS CAUSING ACUTE INTOXICATIONS 
A69-80176  
SONAR 
V I S U A L  SONAR TARGET D E T E C T A B I L I T Y  PROBABIL ITY  
FUNCTION OF RETINAL P O S I T I O N  AN0 BRIGHTNESS 
CONTRAST 869-1 22 18  
V I S U A L  DETECTION PROBABIL ITY  OF **SONAR** TARGETS 
AS FUNCTION O F  RETINAL P O S I T I O N  AND BRIGHTNESS 
CONTRAST A69-80162  
SONIC BOOMS 
ADAPTATION REACTION TO SOUND PRESSURE PULSES 
S IMULATING SUPERSONIC BOOMS N69-11739 
SOUND L O C A L I Z A T I O N  
DETERMINATION OF D IRECTION DETECTING NEURONS FOR 
SOUND SOURCE MOTION I N  ANESTHETIZED CATS 
A69-80111  
SOUNO PRESSURE 
ADAPTATION REACTION TO SOUND PRESSURE PULSES 
S IMULATING SUPERSONIC BOOMS , N69-11739  
SOUNO WAVES 
HEARING AND B IDLOGICAL SOUND RAOIATION 
N69-11942  
SOYBEANS 
RATS ON CASEIN, SOYBEAN AN0 CHLORELLA D I E T S  FOR 
PROTEIN SOURCE NOTING SOYBEAN D l E T  PRODUCED NO 
APPRECIABLE CHANGES I N  I N T E S T I N A L  FLORA 
A69-11490  
SPACE CAPSULES 
MARS CAPSULE F E A S I B I L I T Y  MOOEL TERMINAL DRY HEAT 
THERMAL S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  CYCLE OETERMINEO FROM 
MICROBIAL DATA A69-11772  
SPACE ENVIRONMENT S IMULATION 
HUMAN BEHAVIOR DURING STRESSED UNDERGROUND 
CONFINEMENT. DISCUSSING ADAPTATION PROCESSES 
A69-10757  
PROLONGED OECDMPRESSIDN STRESS EFFECTS ON HUMANS 
I N  S IMULATE0 ORBITAL  F L I G H T  OR EXTRAVEHICULAR 
ACTIV ITY,  INVESTIGATING ENDOCRINE-METABOLIC 
DISTURBANCE BY U R I N A L Y S I S  A69-11336  
HUMAN ENDOCRINE-METABOLIC RESPONSE TO SEQUENTIAL 
DECOMPRESS I O N  EXPOSURE DURING SIMULATED ORBITAL  
FL IGHT OR EXTRAVEHICULAR A C T I V I T Y  
A69-11337  
U. S.S.R. STUDIES I N  AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND 
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPACE ENVIRONMENTS - HUMAN 
METABOLISM AN0 NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES OURING 
SPACE SIMULATION. AND EXOBIOLOGICAL RESEARCH 
J PRS-46930 N69-12028  
CLINICAL-NEUROLOGICAL ASPECTS OF HUMAN PROLONGED 
BE0 REST DURING SIMULATED SPACE F L I G H T  MISSION 
N69-12042 
SPACE EXPLORATION 
L I F E  SCIENCES AND SPACE RESEARCH - COSPAR 
CONFERENCE, LDNOONv J U L Y  1967 
A69-21073  
SPACE F L I G H T  
PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS ONBOARO SOVIET 
BIOPROBES AN0 B IOSATELL ITES INCLUDING 
ELECTROCAROIOGRAPHYI PHONOCARDIOGRAPHY, 
SPHYGMOGRAPHY I SEISHOCAROIOGRAPHY AND PNEUMOGRAPHY 
A 6 9 - 1 0 9 4 7  
CYTOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF TRADESCANTIA PALUOOSA 
MICROSPORES FOR SPACE F L I G H T  INFLUENCE ONBOARD 
A69-11317  COSMOS 110 
BIOCHEMICAL COMPOSITION CHANGES I N  PLANTS AFTER 
SPACEFLIGHT EXPOSURE OF THEIR SEEDS 
N 6 9 - 1 2 0 3 1  
V I S I B L E  AN0 ULTRAVIOLET L I G H T  ENVIRONMENT AS 
RELATE0 TO HUMAN PERFORMANCE AND SAFETY DURING 
SPACE MISSIONS N 6 9 - 1 2 4 3 6  
SPACE FL IGHT FEEOING 
B IOLOGICAL PROBLEMS I N  PROLONGED SPACE VOYAGES 
INCLUOING OXYGEN REPLACEMENT, WATER SUPPLY AN0 
FOOD REGENERATION A 6 9 - 1 1 0 7 5  
CHLORELLA AN0 SCENDESMUS UNICELLULAR ALGAE 
MIXTURE TESTE0 FOR B IOLOGICAL PROTEIN VALUE I N  
HUMANS FOR POSSIBLE FDOO SOURCE 
A 6 9 - 1 1 0 7 9  
CELL AN0 T ISSUE CULTIVATION OUTSIDE L I V I N G  
ORGANISMS, DISCUSSING APPLICATIONS I N  SPACE 
BIOLOGY, SPACE MEDICINE AND FDOO PROTEIN SOURCES 
A 6 9 - 1 1 5 0 1  
SPACE F L I G H T  STRESS 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL VESTIBULAR RESEARCH, DISCUSSING 
HUMAN OTOLITHIC  APPARATUS REGULATION SUBJECTED TO 
CHANGE FROM GEOCENTRIC TO HELIOCENTRIC ORIENTATION 
UN PAPER 68-95389 A69-10508  
SOVIET BOOK ON SPACE PHYSIOLOGY COVERING SPACE 
F L I G H T  AND LABORATORY DATA ON CEREBRAL CORTEX 
FUNCTION. D I G E S T I V E  SYSTEM, T ISSUE CHANGES, ETC 
A69-10743  
G E M I N I  AN0 MERCURY SPACE FL IGHTS MEDICAL RESULTS, 
SUMMARIZING PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS NOTED ON BODY 
SYSTEMS A 6 9 - 1 1 0 7 4  
D IFFERENTIAL  AN0 THRESHOLD S E N S I T I V I T Y  OF ACOUSTIC 
ANALYSDR OF HUMANS UNDER SPACE F L I G H T  FACTORS 
8 6 9 - 1 1 5 0 0  
PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES OCCURRING I N  VOLUNTARY 
MOVEMENTS OF ANIMALS UNDER SPACE F L I G H T  
WEIGHTLESSNESS CONOITIDNS A 6 9 - 1 1 8 2 7  
PHYSIOLOGICAL CAUSES AND PREVENTION OF MOTION 
SICKNESS DURING SPACE FLIGHT, EMPHASIZING 
CONOITIONED REFLEX, DIFFERENT ANALYSORS 
INTERACTIONS AND VESTIBULAR-VEGETATIVE CHANGES 
OURING WEIGHTLESSNESS 
GENETIC AN0 GROWTH EFFECTS OF SPACE F L I G H T  
ENVIRONMENT ON BOARD COSMOS-110 ON SEEDS OF 
A69-12122  
1-52 
SUBJECT INDEX S T A I N I N G  
HIGHER PLANTS A69-80005 
HUMAN REACTION EXPERIMENTS UNDER STRESS AN0 I N  
lSOLATION S I M I L A R  TO LONG-OURATION SPACE F L I G H T  
N69-10907  
RETINAL IMAGES AN0 ACCOMODATION CONTROL MECHANISM 
UNDER CONDITIONS OF SPACE F L I G H T  STRESS 
NASA-CR-98078 N69-11042  
BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS CONDUCTED BY ZOND 5 
AND OTHER SPACE MISSIONS, AND BY LABDRATDRY 
SIMULATIONS N69-11135 
PROBLEMS OF DECREASED MUSCULAR STRENGTH AND 
MOTOR COORDINATION UNDER PROLONGED SPACE F L I G H T  
STRESS N69-11740  
DECOMPRESSION STRESS I N  SIMULATED ORBITAL  F L I G H T  
AD-616139 N69-12158  
SPACE PERCEPTION 
MOTION AND TEXTURE AS SOURCES OF SLANT 
INFORMATION A69-80022  
PERCEPTION O F  SLANT WHEN PERSPECTIVE AND 
STEREOPSIS CONFLICT I N  HUMANS VIEWING 
MONOCULARLY AND BINOCULARLY USING A N I S E I K O N I C  
LENSES A69-80024  
MASKING PHENOMENA AND T IME- INTENSITY RECIPROCITY 
FOR FORM PERCEPTION AS COMPARED TO BRIGHTNESS 
PERCEPTION A69-80025  
S E L E C T I V I T I E S  OF HUMAN V ISUAL MECHANISMS FOR 
DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT AND CONTOUR ORIENTATION 
A69-80034  
ROLE OF RETINAL ORIENTATION I N  EGOCENTRIC 
ORGANIZATION OF V ISUAL S T I M U L I  WHEN 
GRAVITATIONAL AN0 FRAME OF REFERENCE CUES ARE 
CONTROLLED A69-8 0100 
HUMAN PERCEPTION OF RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE MOTION 
I N  DARK AND STRUCTURELESS V I S U A L  F I E L D S  
N69-11350  
SPACE S U I T S  
STUDY OF PASSIVE TEMPERATURE AND H U M I D I T Y  CONTROL 
SYSTEMS FOR EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE SUITS 
NASA-CR-73271 N69-10645  
PASSIVE TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 
DEVELOPED FOR ADVANCED SPACE S U I T S  
NASE-CR-73270 N69-10709  
E L I M I N A T I O N  RATE OF METABOLIC WASTE PRODUCTS OF 
MAN I N  INSULATION S U I T  N69-12044  
HUMAN TOLERANCE I N  THERMAL ENVIRONMENT, THERMAL 
PHYSIOLOGY OF SPACE CLOTHING, AND BIOTHERMAL 
CONSlDERATlONS I N  SPACE C A B I N  DESIGN 
N69-12440  
SPACECRAFT C A B I N  ATMOSPHERES 
FL IGHT VEHICLE CABINS V E N T I L A T I D N  FOR UNDESIRABLE 
GAS CONTAMINANTS REMOVAL* DISCUSSING CONTAMINANT 
CONCENTRATION CALCULATION AND AUTOMATIC CDNTROL 
1 6 9 - 1 1 5 1 2  
HUMAN TOLERANCE I N  THERMAL ENVIRONMENT, THERMAL 
PHYSIOLOGY OF SPACE CLOTHING, AND BIOTHERMAL 
CONSIDERATIONS I N  SPACE C A B I N  DESIGN 
N69-12440  
HUMAN RESPONSES TO SPACECRAFT C A B I N  ATMOSPHERE, 
PRESSURE, AND CONTAMINATION. AN0 WATER SUPPLY. 
DIET, AND ANTHROPOMETRY 
NASA-CR- lZOS/ I I I /  N69-12592  
FACTORS DETERMINING OXYGEN CONSUMPTION AND CARBON 
D I O X I D E  PRODUCTION I N  RELATION TO OXYGEN 
SUPPLIES REQUIRED FOR MAXIMUM WORK CAPACITY 
DURING MANNED SPACE F L I G H T  N69-12593  
EFFECTS OF RARE GASES I N  SPACECRAFT CABINS ON 
ASTRONAUTS N69-12594  
PHYSIOLOGICAL RELATIONS BETWEEN PERCENTAGE OXYGEN 
AND TOTAL PRESSURE I N  SPACECRAFT CABINS 
N69-12595  
SPACECRAFT CABINS 
MATHEMATICAL S IMULATION OF TEMPERATURE AND 
HUMIDITY CHANGES I N  COMPARTMENTS OF HERMETICALLY 
SEALED SPACE VEHICLE CABINS A69-11489  
SPACECRAFT CONTAMINATION 
PLANETARY QUARANTINE AN0 B IOLOGICAL SEARCH 
STRATEGY, DISCUSSING VOYAGER- MARS M I S S I O N  
CONFIGURATION* STERIL IZATION.  BACK CONTAMINATION 
AND DECISIONS A 6 9 - 1 1 0 9 0  
FL IGHT VEHICLE CABINS VENTILATION FOR UNDESIRABLE 
GAS CONTAMINANTS REMOVAL, D ISCUSSING &ONTAMINANT 
CONCENTRAT ION CALCULATION AN0 AUTOMATIC CONTROL 
A69-11512  
NONEXISTENCE OF BIOTA- CLOUD RECONTAMINATION 
HAZARD FOR PLANETARY LANDER PROVED B Y  ANALYSIS  
OF INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SMALL PARTICLES AND 
PHYSICAL F I E L D S  AROUND VEHICLE A69-11771 
BIOLOGICAL MONITORING DURING ASSEMBLY OF 
LANDER/ TO EVALUATE THERMAL CDNTROL TECHNIQUES AND 
MICROBIOLDGICAL BUROEN PRIOR TO S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  
A 6 9 - 1 1 7 7 4  
TECHNOLOGICAL F E A S I B I L I T Y  SPACECRAFT / MARS 
HUMAN RESPONSES TO SPACECRAFT C A B I N  ATMOSPHERE, 
PRESSURE, AND CONTAMINATION, AND WATER SUPPLY. 
DIET.  AND ANTHROPOMETRY 
NASA-CR-lZOS/I 11/ N69-12592  
CONTAMINANT AN0 TOXIC HAZARDS DURING MANNED SPACE 
FL IGHTS N69-125 96 
SPACECRAFT DESIGN 
ANTHROPOMETRIC FACTORS I N  MANNED SPACE F L I G H T  AS 
RELATED TO WORKSPACE ANALYSIS, PSYCHOLOGICAL 
EFFECTS. AND WORK-REST CYCLE N69-12599  
SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTS 
LITERATURE SURVEY ON SOVIET L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
FOR SPACE FL IGHT N69-11477  
DECOMPRESSION STRESS I N  SIMULATED ORBITAL  F L I G H T  
AD-676 139 N69-12158  
SPACECRAFT S T A B I L I T Y  
DATA ACQUIS IT ION PROGRAM FOR APOLLO CREW MOTION 
DISTURBANCES EXPERIMENT CONSISTING OF GROUND 
SIMULATIONS AN0 ORBITAL EXPERIMENT ESTABLISHING 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF HUMAN BODY 
A69-11759  
SPACECRAFT S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  
MARS CAPSULE F E A S I B I L I T Y  MOOEL TERMINAL DRY HEAT 
THERMAL S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  CYCLE DETERMINED FROM 
MICROBIAL DATA A69-  11 7 7 2  
SPACECREWS 
MAN AS M A I N  COMPONENT OF FUTURE SPACECRAFT OR 
PLANETARY STATION CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM, 
O'ISCUSSING SPACECREW PHYSIOLOGICAL MONITORING FOR 
BIOLOGICAL CYCLES O P T I M I Z A T I O N  A69-11076  
SPINAL CORD 
COLD TREMOR I N  UNANESTHETIZED, CHRONICALLY 
S P I N A L I Z E D  RABBITS AS COMPARED WITH COLD 
SHIVERING I N  INTACT ANIMALS A69-  8 0 0 9 8  
CENTRAL NERVOUS SPINAL MECHANISM OF COLD 
SHIVERING I N  RABBITS A 6 9 - 8 0 0 9 9  
SPLEEN 
ACTIV ITY OF D N A-ASE 2 I N  SPLEEN 
MICROSTRUCTURES OF IRRADIATED RATS PROTECTED BY 
CY S T E AM I N  E 169-80209 
SPORES 
L I M I T A T I O N S  OF I N I T I A T I O N  OF GERMINATION OF 
BACTERIAL SPORES AS SPORE CONTROL PROCEDURE 
A69-BO132 
S T A I N I N G  
SPECTRAL ABSORPTION CURVES OF HEMATOXYLIN STAINS 
I N  STAINED T ISSUE SECTIONS OF RAT THYROID 
1-53 
S T A T I C  LOAOS SUBJECT INDEX 
A69-10924 
S T A T I C  LOADS 
PREDICTION OF MUSCULAR ENDURANCE FROM I N D I V I D U A L  
DIFFERENCES I N  I N I T I A L  AND POST TRAINING 
INCREMENTS I N  STATIC  STRENGTH 669-80156  
STAT I S T I C A L  ANALYSIS 
S T A T I S T I C A L  REPORT ON RATE OF MEDICAL GROUNDING 
AMONG C I V I L  A V I A T I O N  F L Y I N G  PERSONNEL - TWELVE 
YEAR STUDY A69-80011  
ST EREOCHW I STRY 
P Y R I D I N E  NUCLEOTIDE-LINKED D-LACTATE 
OEHYOROGENASE STEREOSPECIF IC ITY I N  VARIOUS SPECIES 
OF INVERTEBRATES A69-11198 
STEREOSPECIFICITY OF HYDROGEN REMOVAL I N  
SEOUENTIAL OESATURATIONS OF LONG-CHAIN FATTY 
ACIDS I N  CHLORELLA VULGARIS A 6 9 4 0 0 6 6  
STEREOSCOPY 
INOUCED STEREOSCOPIC MOTION AS A I D  I N  SEARCH FOR 
TALL  TARGETS A69-80160  
S T E R I L I Z A T I O N  
CONTAMINATION CONTROL STUDIES, BACTERIAL SAMPLING 
MODELS - APOLLO M I S S I O N  PLANETARY QUARANTINE 
NASA-CR-97462 N69-10213  
ST ERO I OS 
CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS OF SOLVOLYZABLE STEROID 
CONCENTRATIONS I N  HUMAN PLASMA A69-80182 
STRESS [PHYSIOLOGY) 
PROLONGED DECOMPRESSION STRESS EFFECTS ON HUMANS 
I N  SIMULATED ORBITAL F L I G H T  OR EXTRAVEHICULAR 
ACTIV ITY,  INVESTIGATING ENOOCRINE-METABOLIC 
DISTURBANCE BY U R I N A L Y S I S  A69-11336  
NITROGEN AND HELIUM AS FACTORS AFFECTING HUMAN 
DECOMPRESSION STRESS SEVERITY, USING URINARY 
MEASUREMENTS REFLECTING VARIOUS ENDOCRINE AN0 
METABOLIC CHANGES A69-11338  
ACCELERATION, HYPOXIA AN0 STRESS EFFECTS ON 
HUMANS AND ANIMALS, NOTING LATENT FUNCTIONAL 
DISORDERS OF ORGANISMS REQUIRING SPECIAL  
TECHNIQUES FOR DETECTION A69-11488  
CHLOROPHOS T O X I C I T Y  I N  MICE AT VARIOUS THERMAL 
CONDITIONS AND PHYSICAL STRESS A69-8008 1 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 PSYCHOLOGICAL S IGNIF ICANCE OF 
HUMAN FATIGUE A69-BO179 
STRESS (PSYCHOLOGY 1 
HUMAN BEHAVIOR DURING STRESSED UNDERGROUND 
CONFINEMENT, DISCUSSING ADAPTATION PROCESSES 
A69-10757 
EFFECT OF SIXTY-TWO DAY PERIOD ON MEN I N  
RECUMBENT P O S I T I O N  - MENTAL STATES OF SUBJECTS 
A69-80168  
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL S IGNIF ICANCE OF 
HUMAN FATIGUE A69-80179  
BACKGROUND AN0 S I T U A T I O N  CONFIDENCE - THEIR 
RELATION TO PERFORMANCE 
AD-674943 N69-12514  
STRONTIUM 90 
EFFECT O F  CALCIUM AN0 FLUORINE LEVEL I N  D I E T  ON 
RESISTANCE OF RATS TO COMBINE0 GAMMA R A D I A T I O N  
AN0 STRONTIUM 90 INCORPORATION A69-80206 
SUGARS 
STUDY OF RIBULOSEOIPHOSPHATE CARBOXYLATION I N  
CELL-FREE EXTRACTS OF HYOROGENOMONAS Z-1 
STRAIN A69-80201  
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS 
HUMAN ENGINEERING PROGRAM PLANS FOR PHASE 3 OF 
SST DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM I N  ACCORDANCE WITH 
AIRFRAME AND ENGINE CONTRACTS A69-10451  
SURFACE PROPERTIES 
FOUR B A S I C  METHODS FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL SAMPLING OF 
SURFACES A69-BO130 
SURFACE REACTIONS 
CHEMICAL STUDIES OF RAOIDACTIVE CONTAMINATION AN0 
DECONTAMINATION OF S O L I D  SURFACES 
J A E R I - 1 1 6 5  N69-10967  
SURGERY 
EUSTACHIAN TUBE FUNCTION AS RELATED TO A N T I B I O T I C  
TREATMENT AN0 SURGERY A69-80127  
SURVEYS 
SURVEY OF LITERATURE FOR A I R  SAMPLING F I L T E R S  
USED I N  OPERATIONAL HEALTH PHYSICS 
J A E R I - 4 0 4 6  N69-10786  
SURVIVAL 
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISM SURVIVAL I N  SPACE 
ABOARD GEMINI  SATELLITE,  DISCUSSING LETHAL 
EFFECTS OF SOLAR R A D I A T I O N  A 6 9 - 1 1 0 8 7  
IONOSPHERIC AN0 STRATOSPHERIC UV R A D I A T I O N  
EFFECTS ON SURVIVAL OF MICROORGANISMS 
A69-11088 
NUMBER OF REPRODUCTIVE CYCLES I N  GAMMA-IRRADIATED 
PARAMECIUM CAUOATUM AN0 SURVIVAL T IME 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 7 0  
SWEAT 
CALCIUM, MAGNESIUM AN0 CHLORIDE CONTENT OF WHOLE 
BODY CELL-FREE SWEAT I N  HEALTHY UNACCLIMATIZED 
MEN I N  CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER 
669-80067 
SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM 
PHARMACOLOGICAL TOOLS I N  AUTONOMIC NERVOUS 
SYSTEM RESEARCH, DISCUSSING NOREPINEPHRINE 
BIOSYNTHESIS, STORAGE, RELEASE AND I N A C T I V A T I O N  I N  
MAMMALS A69- 12722 
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
BIOLOGICAL L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEM BASE0 ON CONTINUOUS 
ALGAE SEAWEED CULTIVATION AS L I N K  OF CLOSED 
ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM, DISCUSSING DESIGN AND 
PERFORMANCE A69-11077  
WOLF TRAP L I F E  DETECTOR DESIGN TO SAMPLE AND 
CULTURE MARTIAN SURFACE D I R T  FOR MICROORGANISM 
GROWTH A 6 9 - 1 1 7 6 9  
V I S U A L  FACTORS RELATE0 TO DESIGN AND USE OF 
DIRECT-VIEW ELECTRO-OPTICAL DEVICES 
N69-11785  
DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, AN0 TESTING OF EAR PROTECTOR 
FOR USE I N  ARMORED VEHICLES 
AD-675511  N69-12506  
T 
TABLES DATA 
MAGNITUDE OF EXPERIMENTAL EFFECT AND TABLE FOR I T S  
RAP10 ESTIMATION A 6 9 - 8 0 1 1 9  
TACHISTOSCOPES 
TACHISTOSCOPIC RECOGNITION THRESHOLDS AS FUNCTION 
OF AROUSAL LEVEL A69-80031  
TARGET RfCOGNIT lON 
V I S U A L  SONAR TARGET DETECTABIL ITY  PROBABIL ITY  
FUNCTION OF RETINAL POSIT ION AN0 BRIGHTNESS 
CONTRAST A 69- 1221 8 
INOUCED STEREOSCOPIC MOTION AS A I 0  I N  SEARCH FOR 
T A L L  TARGETS A69-80160 
TARGETS 
V I S U A L  DETECTION PROBABIL ITY  OF *+SONAR** TARGETS 
AS FUNCTION OF RETINAL P O S I T I O N  AN0 BRIGHTNESS 
CONTRAST A69-80162  
TARGET STRUCTURE AN0 V ISUAL PERCEPTION OF DISTANCE 
A 69-  8021 3 I N  HUMANS 
TASK COMPLEXITY 
MANUAL CONTROL USING MATCHED MANIPULATOR 
TECHNIQUE, NOTING CONTROL TASK COMPLEXITY DECREASE 
A 6 9 - 1 1 9 5 1  AN0 IMPROVE0 PERFORMANCE 
1-54 
SUBJECT INDEX T I  ME 
COMPONENT TOTAL TASK RELATIONSHIPS.  ANALYZING 
S IMPLE AND SEQUENTIAL PRACTICE EFFECTS WITH A I D  OF 
MELTON COMPLEX COORDINATOR A69-12214  
REACTION T I M E  FOR NUMERICAL CODING AND NAMING OF 
NUMERICAL S A69-80026  
PERSONALITY COMPONENTS OF D E C I S I O N  MAKING - 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DECIS ION MAKING AN0 
INTERFERENCE PRONENESS A 6 9 4 0 0 3 9  
SERIAL  P O S I T I O N  EFFECT I N  NUMBER-RECOGNITION 
MEMORY TASK Ab9-80 10 1 
DISCRETE-TRIAL INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE AND 
REACTION T I M E  RELATED TO REWARD SCHEDULE I N  
HUMANS OF BOTH SEXES AND DIFFERENT AGES 
1 6 9 - 8 0 1 0 2  
PSYCHOLOGICAL REFRACTORINESS WITH VARYING 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN V I S U A L  TASKS 
A69-80103  
COMPONENT-TOTAL TASK RELATIONSHIPS - SIMPLE AND 
SEQUENTIAL PRACTICE EFFECTS ON TRACKING 
PERFORMANCE A69-80155  
TECHNICAL WRIT ING 
S C I E N T I F I C  AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FLOW SOURCES, 
SHOWING DO0 USER NEED WITHIN DEFENSE INDUSTRY AND 
IMPORTANCE OF LOCAL WORK ENVIRONMENT 
A69-12219  
T ECHNDLOGI ES 
SAFETY PROBLEMS ACCOMPANYING TECHNOLOGICAL AND 
ECONOMIC PROGRESS 
EUR-3911. I N69-10622  
TECHNOLOGY U T I L I Z A T I O N  
SPACE TECHNOLOGY CONTRIBUTIONS TO MEDICAL 
PROBLEMS, DISCUSSING ORGANIZATION AN0 ACHIEVEMENTS 
OF BIOCHEMICAL A P P L I C h T I O N  PROGRAM OF NASA 
UN PAPER 68-95417 A 6 9 - 1 0 4 7 1  
F L E X I B L E  PRINTED CIRCUITRY ELECTRODE ARRAYS 
FABRICATION FOR SURFACE CORTICAL PDTENTIALS 
RECORDING I N  ANIMALS A 6 9 - 1 2 6 0 1  
TEETH 
IMPORTANCE OF DENTAL RECORDS FOR I O E N T I F I C A T I D N  
OF A V I A T I O N  AND SEA MASS CASUALTIES VICTIMS, 
ROLE OF STOMATOLOGIST A69-80053  
TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
L I Q U I D  F L U I D I C  AMPLIF IERS COMBINED I N T O  CONTROLLER 
FOR MODULATING COOLANT TEMPERATURE TO CONTROL 
FL IGHT S U I T  TEMPERATURE AUTOMATICALLY 
A69-11923  
STUDY O F  PASSIVE TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CONTROL 
SYSTEMS FOR EXTRAVEHICULAR SPACE S U I T S  
N AS A-CR-7 3 2 7  1 
PASSIVE TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 
DEVELOPED FOR ADVANCED SPACE S U I T S  
NASA-CR-73270 N69-10709  
N69-10645  
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS 
LOW TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON CALF THYMUS 
OEOXYNUCLEOPROTEINI CRYSTALLINE EGG ALBUMIN AND 
F I B R I L L A R  ACTIN, NOTING MOLECULAR WEIGHT AND 
V ISCOSITY CHANGES A69-11089  
SEASONAL VARIATION AND THERMAL CHANGES I N  PALMAR 
S K I N  RESISTANCE PATTERNS I N  HUMANS 
A69-80049  
CHLOROPHOS T O X I C I T Y  I N  MICE A T  VARIOUS THERMAL 
CONDITIONS AND PHYSICAL STRESS A69-80081  
EFFECT OF L I G H T  AND TEMPERATURE ON PRIMARY 
PRODUCTION OF UNICELLULAR GREEN AND DIATOMIC 
ALGAE A 6 9 - 8 0 2 1 1  
TEST CHAMBERS 
CALCIUM, MAGNESIUM AND CHLORIDE CONTENT OF WHOLE 
BODY CELL-FREE SWEAT I N  HEALTHY UNACCLI MAT1 ZED 
MEN I N  CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER 
A69-80067  
TETRACYCLINES 
ANALYZING ACTION OF TETRACYCLINES ON C A L C I F I C A T I O N  
I N  VITRO, AN0 DATA ON T ISSUE CULTURES 
Nb9-10450  
THERAPY 
TREATMENT OF RADIATION SICKNESS WITH F O L I C  ACIO I N  
A 6 9 - 8 0 1 9 9  GUINEA P I G S  
THERMAL ENVIRONMENTS 
HUMAN TOLERANCE IN THERMAL ENVIRONMENT, THERMAL 
PHYSIOLOGY OF SPACE CLOTHING, AN0 BIOTHERMAL 
CONSIDERATIONS I N  SPACE CABIN DESIGN 
N69-12440  
THERMAL INSULATION 
PASSIVE TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 
DEVELOPED FOR ADVANCED SPACE S U I T S  
NAS A-CR-73270 N 6 9 - 1 0 7 0 9  
THERMAL STRESSES 
L I M I T I N G  FACTORS OF HUMAN TOLERANCE TO THERMAL 
STRESSES N69-12030  
THERMOLUMINESCENCE 
THERMOLUMINESCENCE DOSIMETERS FOR PERSONNEL 
RADIATION MDN I T E R  I N G  N69-11623  
THERMORECEPTORS 
EFFECT OF HEAT STRESS ON I N I T I A T I O N  OF SWEATING 
I N  HUMANS BY CUTANEOUS AND CENTRAL 
THERMORECEPTORS A69-80012  
THERMOREGULATION 
PHYSIOLOGICAL SCHEME AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF 
TEMPERATURE REGULATION I N  MAN A69-80095  
THIOLS 
STUDY OF BETA-MERCAPTDPROPYLAMINE EFFECT ON 
INDUCE0 PHAGE FORMATION I N  LYSOGENIC CULTURE E. 
COLI  K-12 GAMMA ON BOARD VOSTOK-5 AND -6 
SPACECRAFT 
AMINOTHIOLS EFFECT ON RHYTHM OF CARDIAC 
CONTRACTIONS I N  GUINEA P I G S  A 69- 80193 
A 6 9- 8 000 4 
THORAX 
X RAY STUDIES OF THORACIC DRGANS TO DETERMINE 
EFFECTS OF ALT ITUDE AN0 ACCELERATION TESTS ON 
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM AND BLOOD CIRCULATION 
N69-11728  
THRESHOLDS (PERCEPTION ) 
DIFFERENTIAL  AND THRESHOLD S E N S I T I V I T Y  OF ACOUSTIC 
ANALYSDR OF HUMANS UNDER SPACE F L I G H T  FACTORS 
A69-11500  
EFFECT OF HEAT STRESS ON I N I T I A T I O N  OF SWEATING 
I N  HUMANS BY CUTANEOUS AND CENTRAL 
THERMDRECEPTORS A69-80012  
ROLE OF P U P I L  I N  D I S A B I L I T Y  GLARE MEASUREMENTS 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 2 1  
VERY HIGH FREQUENCY AUDIOMETRIC TECHNIQUE FOR 
MEASURING THRESHOLDS OF HUMANS OF BOTH SEXES 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 6 4  
CHARACTERISTICS OF TEMPORAL SUMMATION AT D IFFERENT 
LEVELS OF V ISUAL SYSTEM OF ANESTHETIZED CATS BY 
THRESHOLDS OF PRIMARY EVOKED POTENTIALS 
A69-80087  
EFFECT OF BREATHING PURE OXYGEN ON FOVEAL 
THRESHOLDS I N  HUMANS A 6 9 - 8 0 1  5 9  
T I  HE 
EFFECTS OF ANXIETY AND INTERFERENCE ON SHORT-TERM 
MEMORY 
S K I N  POTENTIAL, HEART RATE, AN0 SPAN OF 
IMMEDIATE MEMORY OF V ISUAL S T I M U L I  AS AFFECTED 
BY AUDITORY S T I M U L I  A69-80052  
LONG-TERM EFFECTS OF SOCIAL I S O L A T I O N  I N  
NONSOCIALLY ADAPTED RHESUS NONKEYS OF DIFFERENT 
AGES 
SHORT-TERM MEMORY FOR I N D I V I D U A L  VERBAL ITEMS AS 
A69-80030  
A 6 9-8 0 06 5 
1-55 
T I M E  OISCRIMINATION SUBJECT INDEX 
FUNCTION O F  METHOD OF RECALL 669-80105  
T I M E  RELATIONS OF EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL COMPARED TO 
PLACEBO I N  HUMANS - DOSE-RESPONSE CURVE FOR 
PSYCHOMOTOR AND PERCEPTUAL TEST PERFORMANCE AN0 
ALCOHOL LEVELS I N  BLOOD AND URINE 
8 6 9 - 8 0 1 8 1  
T I M E  OISCR I M  I N A T I O N  
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM ALPHA RHYTHM AN0 T I  ME 
J U OGM EN T 
MANUAL DYNAMOMETER METHOD OF EVALUATING ACCURACY 
AND S T A B I L I T Y  OF HUMAN TIME-STRENGTH REACTIONS 
8 6 9 - 8 0 1 0 4  
N69-11733  
T I M E  LAG 
T I M E  LAGS I N  PERCEPTION, REACTION TIME. AN0 
ATTENTION S H I F T  DURING PSYCHOMOTOR FUNCTIONS DF 
AIRCRAFT P I L O T S  
EWR-116/66 N69-10652 
T ISSUES (BIOLOGY) 
SPECTRAL ABSORPTION CURVES OF HEMATOXYLIN STAINS 
I N  STAINED T ISSUE SECTIONS OF RAT THYROID 
A69-10924 
CELL AND T ISSUE C U L T I V A T I O N  OUTSIDE L I V I N G  
ORGANISMS, DISCUSSING APPLICATIONS I N  SPACE 
BIOLOGY, SPACE MEDICINE AN0 FOOD PROTEIN SOURCES 
A69-11501  
SYSTEM DISEASES OF BONE FROM VIEWPOINT OF CELL OR 
T I S S U E  BIOLOGY N69-10448  
ANALYZING ACTION OF TETRACYCLINES ON C A L C I F I C A T I O N  
I N  VITRDv AN0 DATA ON T ISSUE CULTURES 
N69-10450  
DEPTH DOSES OF F I S S I O N  NEUTRONS I N  T ISSUE 
EQUIVALENT MATERIAL 
ORNL-TR-1963 N69-10498  
I N W C E D  RADIONUCLIDES I N  TISSUE OF ASTRONAUTS 
BNWL-531-3 N69-11098 
TOBACCO 
EFFECT OF TOBACCO SMOKE ON ATTENTION I N  HUMANS I N  
WORK S ITUATIONS ~ 6 9 - a 0 1 9 7  
TOLERANCES (PHYSIOLOGY) 
RESISTANCE OF ANIMAL ORGANISMS AN0 CELLS T O  
EXTREME ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS DISCUSSING 
EXOBIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL 
L I F E  SYSTEMS A69-11083  
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE I N  DOGS EXPOSE0 TO ALT ITUDE AND 
DIPHENHYDRAMINE ST IMULATION 
AD-676141  N69-11925 
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE OF DOGS SUBJECTED TO H I G H  
ALT ITUDE AN0 DEMEROL INJECTIONS 
AO-676147 Nb9-12193  
T O X I C  HAZARDS 
TREATMENT PROCEDURE AND PREVENTIVE PROGRAMS 
OUTLINED FOR ACUTE EXPOSURE TO TOXIC ROCKET FUELS 
OR O X I D I Z E R S  A69-12498  
GLUCOSE TDLERANCE I N  DOGS EXPOSED TO ALT ITUDE AN0 
DIPHENHYDRAMINE ST IMULATION 
AD-676141  N69-11925 
CONTAMINANT AND TOXIC HAZARDS DURING MANNED SPACE 
FL IGHTS N69-12596  
T O X I C I T Y  
CHLOROPHOS T O X I C I T Y  I N  MICE A T  VARIOUS THERMAL 
CONDITIONS AN0 PHYSICAL STRESS A69-80081  
T O X I C  EFFECTS OF VARIOUS A N T I B I O T I C S  ON VESTIBULAR 
AN0 COCHLEAR CELLS I N  HUMANS A69-80134  
BIOCHEMICAL CHANGES I N  RATS AND MICE ENZYME 
A C T I V I T Y  AFTER POLYETHYLENE POLYAMINE 
PO I SON I N G  A69-80146 
TOXICOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
ABSORBERS WITH AMINO ALCOHOLS 
OF CARBON OIOXIOE 
N69-12038  
T O X I C I T Y  AN0 SAFETY HAZARD 
S IMPLE-  QUICK METHODS FOR DETECTION OF IMPORTANT 
ORGANIC SOLVENTS CAUSING ACUTE INTOXICATIONS 
A69-80  176 
TOXICOLOGY 
ALCOHOL ROLE I N  P I L O T  V I C T I M S  OF AIRCRAFT 
ACC IOENTS A69-11345  
TRACKING ( P O S I T I O N )  
NEUROMUSCULAR ACTUATION SYSTEM MODEL, NOTING 
COMPATIB IL ITY  WITH HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL AND 
ANATOMICAL DATA I N  TRACKING TASKS 
A 6 9 - 1 1 9 5 2  
COMPONENT-TOTAL TASK RELATIONSHIPS - SIMPLE AN0 
SEQUENTIAL PRACTICE EFFECTS ON TRACKING 
PERFORMANCE 8 6 9 - 8 0 1 5 5  
TRANQUILIZERS 
EFFECTS OF TRANQUILIZERS ON FOLLOW-UP RESPONSES 
AND RECENT MEMORY A69-80141 
EFFECT OF TRANQUILIZERS ON ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC 
ACTIVATION I N  WAKEFUL R A B B I T  INDUCE0 BY 
3t4-DIOXYPHENYLALANINE / DOPA/ A69-80192  
TURTLES 
BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF SPACE EFFECTS ON 
BEETLES, SEEDS, TURTLES, DROSOPHILA, AND 
BACTERIA DURING CIRCUMLUNAR F L I G H T  OF ZOND-5 
NAS A-CR-97775 N 6 9 - 1 1 8 3 0  
U 
U.S.S.R. 
DEVELOPMENT HISTORY OF U.S.S.R. PUBLIC  HEALTH 
AND AEROSPACE M E D I C I N E  N 6  9- 1 2 02 9 
U.S.S.R. SPACE PROGRAM 
PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS ONBOARO SOVIET 
BIOPROBES AND B I D S A T E L L I T E S  INCLUDING 
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHYt PHONOCARDIOGRAPHY. 
SPHYGMOGRAPHY* SEISMOCAROIOGRAPHY AN0 PNEUMOGRAPHY 
A 6 9 - 1 0 9 4 7  
SOVIET LITERATURE ON EXTRATERRESTRIAL L I F E  AND 
C I V I L I Z A T I O N  EMPHASIZING ESTABLISHMENT OF CONTACT 
BY RADIO AND LASER SOURCES A 6 9 - 1 0 9 5 3  
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS RESEARCH OURING SOVIET AND 
U.S. MANNED SPACE FL IGHTS A69- 1 2 1 2 0  
LITERATURE SURVEY ON SOVIET L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
FOR SPACE FL IGHT N69-11477  
ULTRASDN I CS 
ANALYSIS OF CARDIAC CYCLE PHASES I N  MAN B Y  
ULTRASONIC DOPPLER VALVULOCAROIDGRAPHY 
A69-80074  
ULTRAVIOLET R A D I A T I O N  
U V AND V I S I B L E  L I G H T  INTERACTION EFFECT ON 
BIOLOGICAL A C T I V I T Y  OF PARAMECIA UNICELLULAR 
INFUSORIA*  NOTING CELL O I V I S I O N  RATES AN0 C E L L  
DEATHS 
LETHAL EFFECT OF SOLAR UV RADIATIONS ON O R I E O  
COLIPHAGE T - 1  EXPOSE0 TO SPACE AT SOUNDING 
A69-11085  
ROCKET ALTITUDES ~ 6 9 - i i o a 6  
IONOSPHERIC AN0 STRATOSPHERIC UV R A D I A T I O N  
EFFECTS ON SURVIVAL OF MICROORGANISMS 
A69-11088  
EFFECTS OF ULTRAVIOLET IRRAOIATION ON CHLOROPLASTS 
OF RADISH PLANTS AT 3,200 METER ALT ITUDE 
A69-BO001 
SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION CONSIDERED ECOLOGICAL 
FACTOR I N  PLANTS GROWING ON EAST SLOPE OF 
COLORADO RANGE N69-11401  
V I S I B L E  AN0 ULTRAVIOLET L I G H T  ENVIRONMENT AS 
RELATED TO HUMAN PERFORMANCE AN0 SAFETY OURING 
SPACE MISSIONS N69-12436  
UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
INTERDISCIPL INARY UNIVERSITY RESEARCH I N  PHYSICAL, 
1-56 
SUBJECT INDEX V I  S I B 1  L I  TY 
BIOLOGICAL,  ENGINEERING, AN0 SOCIAL  SCIENCES 
NASA-CR-97569 N69-10504  
UREAS 
STUDY OF N I T R I T E S  AND UREA A S S I M I L I A T I O N  B Y  
CHLORELLA PYRENOIDOSA SYNCHRONOUS CULTURE 
AFTER NITROGEN STARVATION A69-80202  
U R I N E  
RENAL EFFECTS OF MODERATE HYPOXIA EXPOSURE I N  MICE 
AS REFLECTED I N  URINE VOLUME AN0 ELECTROLYTE 
EXCRETION PATTERNS OURING FOUR DAYS A T  SIHULATEO 
ALTITUDE A69-10921  
LATERAL ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN KIDNEY 
FUNCTIONSI NOTING INCREASE I N  D I U R E S I S  AND 
ERYTHROCYTES I N  URINE A69-11514  
V 
VACUUM APPARATUS 
VACUUM PROBE MICROBIOLOGICAL DEVICE FOR SAMPLING 
LARGE AREAS L I G H T L Y  LOAOEO WITH MICROORGANISMS 
NASA-CR-97481 N69-10442  
VAPORS 
VAPOR FORMATION OF BODY F L U I D S  I N  H I G H  ALT ITUDE 
ENVIRONMENTS N69-11736  
VASCULAR SYSTEM 
INTRAORGAN VASCULAR BE0  OF GLANDS OF DOGS AN0 
RABBITS OF MOUNTAINOUS HIGHLANOS 
A69-80185 
VECTOR ANALYSIS 
VECTOR ANALYSIS OF EKG OATA ON CHANGES I N  
MYOCARDIAL B IOELECTRIC A C T I V I T Y  I N  HEALTHY AN0 
S ICK PERSONS ON EXCESSIVE PRESSURE BREATHING 
OF OXYGEN N69-117 27 
VECTORCARDIOGRAPHY 
COMPARISON OF DETECTION SPEED FOR ISCHEMIC CHANGES 
I N  CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF VECTOR LOOP AN0 
A X I A L  ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS I N  NORMAL AND HEART 
DISEASE PATIENTS BEFORE AN0 AFTER EXERCISE 
A69-80058  
VELOCITY 
MAGNITUDE ESTIMATES OF ROTATIONAL VELOCITY DURING 
AN0 FOLLOWING PROLONGED INCREASING, CONSTANT, 
AN0 ZERO ANGULAR ACCELERATION A69-80027  
V E N T I L A T I O N  
PHYSICAL BASES AND INVESTIGATIONS OF NEW 
VENTILATING SYSTEM FOR CLEAN ROOMS 
A69-80195  
VERBAL COnMUNICATION 
VERBAL TRANSMISSION EFFECT AN0 AUOITORY 
PERCEPTUAL MECHANISMS A69-80121  
VERTEBRAL COLUMN 
S T A T I S T I C A L  STUDY OF FREQUENCY OF SPINAL FRACTURES 
I N  HELICOPTER ACCIDENTS BASE0 ON 25 CASES 
A69-80019  
VERTICAL PERCEPTION 
UNIVERSAL VESTIBULOMETRIC CHAIR FOR INDUCING 
I R R I T A T I O N  I N  TESTS INVOLVING VESTIBULAR ANALYSOR 
INTERACTION WITH OTHER BODY FUNCTIONS 
PHYSIOLOGICAL STUOIES OF CENTRIPETAL AN0 C O R I O L I S  
ACCELERATIONS EFFECTS ON VESTIBULAR FUNCTION OF 
A69-11498 HUMANS I N  ROTATING CHAMBER 
HYPOXIA EFFECTS ON VESTIBULAR ANALYSOR FUNCTION 
OF RATS I N  PRESSURE CHAMBERS A T  SIHULATEO 
ALTITUDES FROM 11.000 TO 12,000 M 
A 6 9 - 1 1 5 0 6  
UNIVERSAL VESTIBULOMETRIC CHAIR FOR INDUCING 
I R R I T A T I O N  I N  TESTS INVOLVING VESTIBULAR ANALYSOR 
INTERACTION WITH OTHER BODY FUNCTIONS 
Ab9-11517  
EFFECTS OF HEAD POSIT ION ON VERTICAL NYSTAGMUS 
RESPONSE I N  CATS OURING ROTARY STIMULATION 
AM-68-2 N69-10306  
HUMAN E W I L I B R I U M  DURING STIMULATION BY DISCRETE 
AUDIO FREQUENCI ES 
AD-67 5172 N 6 9 - 1 1 1 8 9  
VESTIBULAR T R A I N I N G  PROGRAM ON HUMAN TOLERANCES TO 
CORIOLIS  EFFECTS N 6 9 - 1 1 7 0 6  
V IBRATION 
HUMAN RESPONSES TO AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT 
RELATED TO ACCELERATION. VIBRATIONI SOUNO. AN0 
NOISE 
NASA-CR-1205/ 11/ N69- 12 588 
V IBRATION EFFECTS 
VERTICAL V IBRATION STIMULATION OF GROWTH OF ONION 
BULBS AND MICE BODY WEIGHTS A69-10584  
HUMAN BOOY DYNAMIC RESPONSE TO V IBRATION COMBINE0 
WITH L INEAR ACCELERATION, NOTING CHANGES I N  BOOY 
MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE AN0 RESONANCE 
A69-11335  
V IBRATIONAL STRESS EFFECTS ON HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL 
FUNCTIONS 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AN0 BIOMECHANICAL RESPONSES OF 
HUMANS TO V IBRATIONS DURING MANNED SPACE F L I G H T  
AN0 THRESHOLD OATA ON TOLERANCES TO VARIOUS 
V IBRATIONAL MODES AN0 CONDITIONS 
N69-11737  
N69-12590  
V IBRATIONAL STRESS 
ELECTROMYOGRAPHICAL STUDY OF INTERRELATIONSHIP I N  
RABBITS ANTAGONIST MUSCLE REFLEX CENTERS DURING 
LOCAL V IBRATION 
V IBRATIONAL STRESS EFFECTS ON HUMAN PHYSIOLOGICAL 
FUNCTIONS N69-11737  
A69-80072  
VIEW EFFECTS 
LASER PARAMETERS FOR HUMAN VIEWING OF D IRECT AN0 
SCATTERED LASER RADIATION 
AD-675803 N 6 9 - 1 1 8 7 1  
VIRUSES 
COSMIC RADIATION INTERACTIONS WITH L I V I N G  VIRUSES, 
CONSIDERING X RAY EFFECTS AN0 OPTIMAL R A D I A T I O N  
DOSAGE FOR CANCER CELL DESTRUCTION 
A69-10157  
EVALUATION OF COMMERCIAL A I R  F I L T E R  FOR REMOVAL OF 
A69-80124  VIRUSES FROM A I R  
VISCOELASTIC CYLINOERS 
A69-11517  
VARIATION OF SUBJECTIVE VERTICAL ON PARALLEL SWING H F PRESSURE WAVES DISPERSION I N  BLOOD VESSELS 
AT DIFFERENT BOOY POSIT IONS A69-80038  ASCRIBE0 TO VISCOELASTIC BEHAVIOR OF WALLS 
EFFECTS OF HEAO P O S I T I O N  ON VERTICAL NYSTAGMUS 
RESPONSE I N  CATS DURING ROTARY STIMULATION V ISCOSITY 
AM-68-2 N69-10306  LOW TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON CALF THYMUS 
A69-12602  
DEOXYNUCLEOPROTEINI CRYSTALLINE EGG ALBUMIN AND 
VERY H I G H  FREQUENCIES F I B R I L L A R  ACTIN. NOTING MOLECULAR HEIGHT AN0 
VERY H I G H  FREQUENCY AUOIOMETRIC TECHNIQUE FOR V ISCOSITY CHANGES A69-11089  
MEASURING THRESHOLDS OF HUMANS OF BOTH SEXES 
A69-80064  V I S I B I L I T Y  
V ISUAL ACUITY AN0 V I S I B I L I T Y  OF MARKINGS ON 
VESTIBULAR TESTS GROUNO I N  LONG DURATION EARTH ORBITAL  SPACE 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL VESTIBULAR RESEARCH, 01 SCUSSING FL IGHT 
HUMAN O T O L I T H I C  APPARATUS REGULATION SUBJECTED TO NASA-CR-1134 N69-10813  
CHANGE FROM GEOCENTRIC TO HELIOCENTRIC ORIENTATION 
UN PAPER 6 8 - 9 5 3 8 9  ~69-1050a 
1-57 
V I S I O N  SUBJECT INDEX 
V I S I O N  
V ISUAL FACTORS I N  DESIGN OF COMPUTER-CONTROLLED 
CATHODE RAY TUBE DISPLAYS A69-80 158 
CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS I N  OPTICS AND V I S I O N  
/ MEETING OF COMMITTEE ON V I S I O N  1967/ 
AD-673425  N69-11776  
V I S I B L E  AND ULTRAVIOLET L I G H T  ENVIRONMENT AS 
RELATED TO HUMAN PERFORMANCE AN0 SAFETY DURING 
SPACE MISSIONS N69-12436  
NASA-CR-98078 N69-11042  
V I S U A L  ACUITY 
OPHTHALMIC 2 PERCENT P ILOCARPINE EFFECT ON NORMAL 
OCULAR DYNAMICS OF VARIOUS AGE GROUPS9 INCLUDING 
V I S U A L  ACUITY, ACCOMMODATION AND REFRACTION 
A69-11347  
WISUAL ACUITY AND V I S I B I L I T Y  OF MARKINGS ON 
GROUND I N  LONG DURATION EARTH ORBITAL  SPACE 
FL IGHT 
NASA-CR-1134 N69-10813  
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN V I S I O N  AND D R I V I N G  /LONG 
RANGE STUDY OF CALIFORNIA  D R I V I N G  POPULATION/ 
N69-11778  
V IEWING COCKPIT INSTRUMENTS ILLUMINATED BY RED 
AN0 WHITE L I G H T  
FPRC11272  N69-12403  
V I S U A L  D ISCRIMINATION 
DEVICE FOR STUDYING PSYCHDPHYSIOLOGICAL C A P A B I L I T Y  
AND PERIPHERAL V I S I O N  OF CONTROL SYSTEM 
OPERATORS N69-11734  
V I S U A L  FIELDS 
LOCATION OF MONOCULARLY SEEN P O I N T  OF L I G H T  I N  
V ISUAL F I E L D  OF OTHER EYE A69-80037  
CONFIDENCE L I M I T S  OF STANDARD MEAN C R I T I C A L  
FL ICKER FREQUENCIES W I T H I N  6 0  DEGREE V I S U A L  
F I E L O  I N  HUMANS WITH MEAN AGES 10 TO 90 YEARS 
A69-80063  
V I S U A L  OBSERVATION 
V I S U A L  SONAR TARGET D E T E C T A B I L I T Y  PROBABIL ITY  
FUNCTION OF RETINAL P O S I T I O N  AND BRIGHTNESS 
CONTRAST 8 6 9 - 1 2 2 1 8  
V I S U A L  PERCEPTION 
V A L I D A T I O N  STUDY OF P I L O T S  V ISUAL SAMPLING 
BEHAVIOR, USING QUEUEING MODEL BASED ON 
INSTRUMENT AND EYE MOVEMENT DATA FRO# L I N K  
TRAINER MISSION FL IGHTS A69-1195 4 
H IGH OXYGEN CONCENTRATION BREATHING EFFECT ON 
FOVEAL THRESHOLDS, USING SEA LEVEL TESTS ON 
TRAINED OBSERVERS A69-12216  
TEMPORAL PATTERN PERCEPTION B Y  HUMAN SUBJECTS 
REQUIRED TO INTEGRATE INFORMATION PRESENTED I N  
TWO MODALIT IES A69-12724  
PERIODIC PHENOMENON I N  FIGURAL PERCEPTION 
A69-80020  
READAPTATION AN0 
TO OPTICAL T I L T  
DECAY AFTER EXPOSURE OF HUMANS 
A69-80029  
EXAMPLE O F  BAYESIAN HYPOTHESIS - PERCEPTION OF 
ROTARY MOTION I N  DEPTH A69-80120 
DRUG EFFECTS ON V ISUAL AND PROPRIOCEPTIVE 
MODALIT IES DURING PSYCHOMOTOR TASK 
A69-80140  
V I S U A L  DETECTION PROBABIL ITY  OF **SONAR** TARGETS 
AS FUNCTION OF RETINAL P O S I T I O N  AND BRIGHTNESS 
CONTRAST A69-80162  
FIGURAL AFTER-EFFECTS I N  REVERSE DIRECTION 
A69-80177  
EFFECT OF OBSERVER SET ON PERCEIVED EGOCENTRIC 
DISTANCE A69-80178  
T I M E  RELATIONS OF EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL COMPARED TO 
PLACEBO I N  HUMANS - DOSE-RESPONSE CURVE FOR 
PSYCHOMOTOR AN0 PERCEPTUAL TEST PERFORMANCE AND 
ALCOHOL LEVELS I N  BLOOD AND URINE 
A 6 9 - 8 0 1 8 1  
TARGET STRUCTURE AND V I S U A L  PERCEPTION OF DISTANCE 
I N  HUMANS A 6 9 - 8 0 2 1 3  
CONFLICT OF PAST EXPERIENCE AND PERCEPTUAL 
ORGANIZATION I N  HUMANS VIEWING KNOWN OBJECTS 
A69-80215  
V I S U A L  ILLUSIONS AND PROBLEMS OF EVALUATING 
ALT ITUDE AND DISTANCE I N  F L Y I N G  
A69-80218  
HUMAN PERCEPTION OF RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE MOTION 
I N  DARK AND STRUCTURELESS V ISUAL F I E L D S  
N69-  11 350 
DYNAMIC V ISUAL CUES I N  F L Y I N G  - P I L O T  V ISUAL 
PERCEPTION DURING CARRIER LANDING UNDER CALM SEA 
CONDITIONSI AND V ISUAL REQUIREMENTS FOR OPTICAL 
PROJECTION DISPLAYS N69-11777  
V I S U A L  SIGNALS 
CONTINUING AND REVERSING DIRECTION OF RESPONDING 
MOVEMENTS - SOME EXCEPTIONS TO PSYCHOLOGICAL 
REFRACTORY PERIOD A69-80107  
METHOD FOR CALCULATING NOISE LEVELS OF V ISUAL 
SIGNALS N 6 9 - 1 1 7 8 6  
V I S U A L  S T I M U L I  
MOTION AN0 TEXTURE AS SOURCES OF SLANT 
INFORMATION A69-80022  
ASSOCIATIVE REACTION TIME, MEANINGFULNESSI AN0 
PRESENTATION RATE I N  PAIRED-ASSOCIATE LEARNING 
A 69-8002 3 
REACTION T I M E  FOR NUMERICAL COOING AND NAMING OF 
NUMERICALS A69-80026  
EFFECTS OF ANXIETY AND INTERFERENCE ON SHORT-TERM 
MEMORY 
S E L E C T I V I T I E S  OF HUMAN VISUAL MECHANISMS FOR 
DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT AN0 CONTOUR ORIENTATION 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 3 0  
A69-80034  
LOCATION OF MONOCULARLY SEEN POINT OF L I G H T  I N  
V I S U A L  F I E L O  OF OTHER EYE A 6 9 - 8 0 0 3 7  
MODEL FOR SENSORY MOTOR COOROINATION PROCESSES FOR 
LOCALIZATION OF DIRECTION BY V ISUAL AND AUDITORY 
S T I M U L I  A69-80047  
S K I N  POTENTIAL, HEART RATE, AND SPAN OF 
IMMEDIATE MEMORY OF V ISUAL S T I M U L I  AS AFFECTED 
BY AUDITORY S T I M U L I  A69-80052  
CHARACTERISTICS OF TEMPORAL SUMMATION AT DIFFERENT 
LEVELS OF V ISUAL SYSTEM OF ANESTHETIZED CATS BY 
THRESHOLDS OF PRIMARY EVOKED POTENTIALS 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 8 7  
S T A B I L I Z A T I O N  OF REACTIONS OF SINGLE NEURONS OF 
V I S U A L  CORTEX I N  NONANESTHETIZED R A B B I T  
FOLLOWING REPEATED PHOTIC STIMULATION 
A 6 9 - 8 0 0 8 9  
INTERACTION OF PHOTOPIC AN0 SCOTOPIC AFFERENT 
SYSTEMS OF V ISUAL ANALYZER UPON APPLICATION OF 
INTENSE PHOTIC S T I M U L I  TO HUMANS 
A69-BOO90 
ROLE OF RETINAL ORIENTATION I N  EGOCENTRIC 
ORGANIZATION OF V ISUAL S T I M U L I  WHEN 
GRAVITATIONAL AND FRAME OF REFERENCE CUES ARE 
CONTROLLED A69-80100  
S E R I A L  POSIT ION EFFECT I N  NUMBER-RECOGNITION 
MEMORY TASK A 6 9 - 8 0 1 0 1  
1-56 
SUBJECT INDEX WEIGHTLESSNESS S IMULATION 
VOLUNTARY CONTROL OF FRAME OF REFERENCE AN0 SLOPE 
EQUIVALENCE UNDER HEAD ROTATION 
A69-80108  
V I S U A L  TASKS 
PSYCHOLOGICAL REFRACTORINESS WITH VARYING 
01 FFERENCES BETWEEN V ISUAL TASKS 
A 6 9 4 0 1 0 3  
PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE - S I X T Y  MINUTE V IGILANCE 
TASK WITH SCOREABLE RESPONSES 
80-675213 N69-12349  
VOSKHOO 1 SPACECRAFT 
VOSKHOO 1 AN0 2 CREW PERFORMANCE, ORIENTATION AN0 
MOTOR A C T I V I T Y  ANALYSIS  I N D I C A T I N G  T IME INCREMENT 
FOR TASK PERFORMANCE, PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL 
IRREGULARIT IES AN0 V ISUAL ANALYSORS IMPAIRED 
FUNCTIONING A69-12123  
VOSKHOO 2 SPACECRAFT 
VOSKHOO 1 AN0 2 CREW PERFORMANCE, ORIENTATION AN0 
MOTOR A C T I V I T Y  ANALYSIS I N D I C A T I N G  T IME INCREMENT 
FOR TASK PERFORMANCE. PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL 
IRREGULARIT IES AN0 V I S U A L  ANALYSORS IMPAIRED 
FUNCTIONING A69-12 12 3 
VOSTOK SPACECRAFT 
STUDY OF BETA-MERCAPTOPROPYLAMINE EFFECT ON 
INDUCE0 PHAGE FORMATION I N  LYSOGENIC CULTURE E. 
C O L I  K -12  GAMMA ON BOAR0 VOSTOK-5 AN0 -6 
SPACECRAFT A69-80004  
VOYAGER PROJECT 
PLANETARY QUARANTINE AN0 B IOLOGICAL SEARCH 
STRATEGY, DISCUSSING VOYAGER- MARS MISSION 
CONFIGURATION, STERIL IZATION,  BACK CONTAMINATION 
AN0 DECISIONS A69-11090  
W 
WAKEFULNESS 
EFFECT OF STATE OF AROUSAL DURING SLEEP-WAKING 
CYCLE ON CLICK-EVOKE0 RESPONSES I N  CATS 
A69-80059  
EFFECT OF ACOUSTIC HABITUATION ON CLICK-EVOKE0 
RESPONSES I N  AWAKE CATS A 6 9 - 8 0 0 6 1  
POTENTIAL P I T F A L L S  I N  CORTICAL AUDIOMETRY I N  AWAKE 
AN0 ASLEEP HUMANS A6 9-801 2 8 
WALKING 
EFFECT OF WALKING, REST. AN0 FLASH STIMULATION ON 
CLICK-EVOKE0 RESPONSES I N  CATS A69-80060  
WALKING MACHINES 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL TO DETERMINE OPTIMUM 
QUADRUPED CREEPING G A I T S  FOR LOCOMOTION SYSTEM 
APPLICATION 
A0-675256  N69-10987  
WASTE DISPOSAL 
HUMAN WASTE MINERALIZATION BY THERMAL REACTORS I N  
CLOSE0 L I F E  SUPPORT SYSTEMS N69-12040  
A I R  POLLUTION, RELATE0 OCCUPATIONAL 01 SEASESt 
AN0 MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATIONS OF 
POLLUTANTS 
PB-179140  N69-12509  
WASTE U T I L I Z A T I O N  
MINERALIZED HUMAN WASTES SOLUTIONS U T I L I Z A T I O N  FOR 
A69-11511  
CHLORELLA CULTIVATIONI NOTING GROWTH RATES 
WATER 
BODY S I Z E  AN0 GROWTH RATE OF ANIMALS INVESTIGATED 
AS FUNCTIONS OF L I V I N G  SPACE AN0 QUANTITY OF 
WATER AVAILABLE 
NASA-TT-F-11946 N69-10374  
WATER BALANCE 
WATER REQUIREMENTS FOR MANNED SPACE F L I G H T  I N  
RELATION TO WATER BALANCE AN0 PURITY 
N69-12598  
WATER RECLAMATION 
SPACE CONTROLLED MICROBIOLOGY. DISCUSSING 
TELEMETRY CONTROL OF WASTE MATERIAL CONVERSION I N  
A I R  AN0 WATER POLLUTION 
UN PAPER 6 8 - 9 5 8 6 1  A69-10456 
BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS I N  PROLONGEO SPACE VOYAGES 
INCLUDING OXYGEN REPLACEMENT, WATER SUPPLY AN0 
FOOD REGENERATION A69-11075  
WAVE OISPERSION 
H F PRESSURE WAVES OISPERSION I N  BLOOD VESSELS 
ASCRIBE0 TO VISCOELASTIC BEHAVIOR OF WALLS 
A69-12602  
WAVE FRONT RECONSTRUCTION 
IMAGE PROCESSING AN0 RELATIONSHIP  TO HUMAN SYSTEMS 
N69-11783  
WEAPONS 
DESIGN. CONSTRUCTION, AN0 TESTING OF EAR PROTECTOR 
FOR USE I N  ARMORED VEHICLES 
AD-6755 11 N69-12506  
WEATHER MOOIF ICATION 
CONTRIBUTIONS OF GEOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS  TO STUDY OF 
HUMAN RESPONSE TO WEATHER AN0 CLIMATE 
N69-11387  
SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MAN 
AN0 ATMOSPHERE N69-11389  
ECONOMIC EFFtCTS OF WEATHER AN0 CLIMATE 
MOOIF ICATION ON HUMAN ADJUSTMENT 
N69-11390  
NEEDS FOR RESEARCH ON P O L I T I C A L  ASPECTS OF HUMAN 
USE OF ATMOSPHERE N 6 9 - 1 1 3 9 1  
HUMAN DIMENSIONS OF ATMOSPHERE FROM PERSPECTIVE OF 
POLIT  I CAL S C I E N T I S T  N69-11392  
WEIGHTLESSNESS 
WHEAT SEEDLING GERMINATION AN0 GROWTH PROCESSES I N  
ABSENCE OF GRAVITATIONAL FORCE ONBOARO 
B I O S A T E L L I T E  2 A 69-  10932 
MONKEY PSYCHOMOTOR REACTIONS DURING B A L L I S T I C  
FLIGHT, NOTING ALERTNESS REDUCTION DURING 
WEIGHTLESSNESS A69-11082  
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON F E R T I L I Z E D  FROG EGG 
OEVELOPMENT ON BOAR0 GEMINI  8 AN0 12 MANNED 
ORBITAL FLIGHTS, DISCUSSING CELL  D I V I S I O N *  
D IFFERENTIATION AN0 EMBRYOGENESIS 
A69-11084  
SOVIET BOOK ON HUMAN MOVEMENTS COORDINATION DURING 
SPACE FL IGHT COVERING SPACE WALKS, LUNAR SURFACE 
PHOTOGRAPHS, SPACE DOCKING, WEIGHTLESSNESS, ETC 
A 6 9 - 1 1 1 8 0  
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS ON ORGANISM I N  SPACE 
FL IGHT ALONG PARABOLIC TRAJECTORIES, DISCUSSING 
INTERACTION BETWEEN ANALYSORS A 6 9 - 1 1 4 9 9  
PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES OCCURRING I N  VOLUNTARY 
MOVEMENTS OF ANIMALS UNDER SPACE FL IGHT 
WEIGHTLESSNESS CONOITIONS A6  9- 11 827 
WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS RESEARCH DURING SOVIET AN0 
A69-12120  U.S. MANNED SPACE FL IGHTS 
PHYSIOLOGICAL CAUSES AN0 PREVENTION OF MOTION 
SICKNESS DURING SPACE FLIGHT, EMPHASIZING 
CONOITIONEO REFLEX, DIFFERENT ANALYSORS 
INTERACTIONS AN0 VESTIBULAR-VEGETATIVE CHANGES 
OUR1 NG W E 1  GHTL ESSNESS A69-12122  
VOSKHOO 1 AN0 2 CREW PERFORMANCE. ORIENTATION AN0 
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